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Dedicated to the memory of 
FRED KAUFMAN 
“He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one; 
Exceeding wise, fair-spoken, and persuading. ’’ 
From Henry VIII (GrifJith in Act IV, Sc. i i ,  
lines 58-59) 
This report is dedicated to the memory of Fred Kaufman. It is the last and most ambitious of many 
studies to which he made major contributions for advisory committees of the National Academy of Sciences, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Air Force Office of Scientific Research, National Science 
Foundation, National Research Council, and other institutions. Fred’s service was so often sought, out 
of respect for his leadership in research and his judgment, vision, and luminous integrity. That he so often 
accepted these arduous tasks and devoted such effort to them exemplified his commitment to vital scientific 
development. 
Frederick Kaufman stood among us as an intellectual and ethical leader for more than three decades. 
He established a taste for superb quality and originality in atmospheric chemistry through his field of gas 
phase radical kinetics. Born in Vienna, Austria in 1919, his early avocation was music; standing room 
only on Saturdays at the back of the upper balcony of the Opera House and practicing the piano under 
parental tutelage, he was to become a concert pianist. Fred acquired a vast knowledge of the musical literature 
and would gladly whistle any of the Mahler symphonies and many other pieces from memory; often quietly 
during boring scientific presentations. 
.. 
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Forcedto leaveAustriawithhisfamilyin thelate'30s,Fred'sprofessionalmusiccareerendedwith
anaccidentwhichseriouslyinjuredhishandsandbroughthimfromthefamily'stemporaryhaveninPanama
to JohnsHopkinsSchoolof Medicineasa patient.In 1941,his familyemigratedto theUnitedStates
andFredreturnedtoHopkinsasastudent,movingfromabeginningundergraduatetoaPh.D.inchemistry
in just sixyears.Theyearwas1948.Whilehis thesisdealtwithorganicsolutionkinetics,heturnedto
far morefundamentalstudiesfollowinghisPh.D.At theBallisticResearchLabs,thenaleadingresearch
centerin combustionchemistryandgasphasekinetics,Fredbeganhisstudiesof gasphasefreeradicals.
A RockefellerAwardtookhimto Cambridge,Englandwherehesimultaneouslyacquiredcontrolof free
radicalsources,anessentialstepinmodemgasphasechemicalkinetics,andbroughtdischargeflowtech-
niquesintotheforefrontofatom-radicalkinetics.ItwasfromthispointforwardthatFred'simmensepower
asanintellect,raconteur,andeducatoremergedinthefieldsofchemicalkineticsandatmosphericphysical
chemistry.
ThoseprivilegedtoworkwithFredrelishedtheopportunity.His zestandardorinpursuitof science
andhisintegrityanddedicationweremadeallthemorecompellingbyhisintenseinterestinhiscolleagues.
Fredwasanaturalteacherandleader.Hedrovetowardintellectualexcitementandprovokedactivein-
volvement.Hebroughtalsoboyishenthusiasm,eagerness,andexuberanthumor,whichsomehowmeshed
naturallywithgreatresourcesof charm,poise,anddignity.Inthecourseof atypicalencounteratawork-
ing dinner,a conversationwith Fredwouldbelikely to includea trenchantassessmentof recentwork
in chemicalkineticsaswellascurrentpoliticalcrises,anewartexhibitor concert,andtheinsidestory
of afavoritesportsteam.
Fredbecamethechemicalconscienceof theSpaceResearchCoordinationCenterattheUniversity
of Pittsburghin 1964whichwastheforemostgroupof chemicalphysicistsandaeronomersof thatday.
Forthenexttwentyyears,Fredandhisresearchgroupconcentratedonenergytransferprocesses,radical-
moleculekinetics,excitedstatechemistryandspectroscopyandion-moleculereactions.
Theexplosivedevelopmentof thefieldof atmosphericchemistryfollowingtherealizationthathomoge-
neousgasphasechemicalcatalysiscoulddistorttheglobaldistributionof ozonein thestratospherer -
vealedanewdimensioninFredKaufman.Inadditionto innovation,strictstandardsof intellectualquality
andscientifictaste,hebecamethemoralheartofanentirescientificcommunitywhichwasbuffetedby
newpressuresfromindustry,governmentandthemedia.Hesteeredourshipwithwisdom,compassion
andwarmth.
JamesG. AndersonandDudleyR. Herschbach
?.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND SCIENCE SUMMARY
For several decades scientists have sought to understand the complex interplay between the chemical,
radiative, and dynamical processes that govern the structure of the Earth's atmosphere. During the last
decade or so there has been particular interest in studying the processes which control atmospheric ozone
since it has been predicted that man-made pollutants might cause harmful effects to the environment by
modifying the total column content and vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone. Until recently most
of the emphasis was directed towards understanding the stratosphere where greater than 90 % of the ozone
resides. However, during the last few years there has been an increasing interest in studying those factors
which control ozone in the troposphere.
Changes in the total column content of atmospheric ozone would modify the amount of biologically
harmful ultraviolet radiation penetrating to the Earth's surface with potential adverse effects on human
health (skin cancer) and on the aquatic and terrestrial ecosytems. Changes in the vertical distribution of
atmospheric ozone, along with changes in the atmospheric concentrations of other infrared active gases,
could contribute to a change in climate on a regional and global scale by modifying the atmospheric
temperature structure.
The ozone issue has evolved from one of the effect of individual pollutants to consideration of a multiplici-
ty of possible pollutants the effects of which must be considered together. The man-made and natural
chemicals of interest include the nitrogen oxides (NOx) from subsonic and supersonic aircraft, nitrous
oxide (N20) from agricultural and combustion practices, chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's) used as aerosol
propellants, foam blowing agents, and refrigerants, brominated compounds used as fire retardants, car-
bon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) from combustion processes, and methane (CH4) from a
variety of sources including natural and agricultural wetlands, tundra, biomass burning, and enteric fermen-
tation in ruminants. It is now clear that these same gases are also important in the climate issue.
It should be noted that there are two distinct aspects of the issue that need to be considered, i.e. under-
standing those processes that control the atmospheric distribution of ozone today, and those processes that
need to be understood in order to be able to predict the atmospheric distribution of ozone in the future.
If changes are observed in the distribution of ozone we must be able to understand how periodic and episodic
natural phenomena such as solar activity and volcanic eruptions cause ozone to vary in space and time
in order to isolate the impact of the changing atmospheric concentrations of gases such as the CFC's,
CO2, CH4, and N20.
Since the scientific community first attempted to understand the chemical, radiative, and dynamical
processes which control the temporal and spatial distribution of atmospheric ozone today, and to predict
the distribution of ozone in the future, our recognition of the breadth of the issue has steadily increased.
Originally the research emphasis was focused on understanding the physical and chemical processes oc-
curring within the stratosphere. Now, however, we recognize that in order to be able to predict the distri-
bution of ozone in the future we Cannot be confined to simply understanding stratospheric chemistry, radiation,
and dynamics but we also need to understand the processes controlling the chemical composition of the
troposphere, the exchange mechanisms for energy, mass and chemical constituents across the tropopause,
and the role of biospheric processes in controlling the emissions of gases into the atmosphere. This has
made the ozone issue an example of how one problem requires us to bring knowledge from a variety of
sources to bear on its solution and how understanding this problem contributes back to other fields such
as the trace gas-climate problem and the global cycling of nitrogen and carbon.
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Thus to really understand the processes which control atmospheric ozone and to predict perturbations
we are drawn into a study of the complete Earth system. This requires us to study the Earth as a single
coupled system which involves chemical, physical, and biological processes occurring in the atmosphere,
on land, and in the oceans. This is exactly the same situation which exists if we want to understand and
have some predictive capability for the climate system. This report mirrors these increasing perceptions
of the coupled nature of the system and, while focusing on the stratosphere, gives more consideration
to the other aspects of the issue than previous reports on the ozone issue.
In particular the scientific community recognizes, and this report discusses, that:
(a) There is strong coupling in the stratosphere between the chemistry, radiation, and dynamics. This
is because atmospheric ozone is a strong absorber of solar radiation, thus strongly influencing
the temperature structure and circulation of the stratosphere, which in turn controls the distribu-
tion of atmospheric ozone and the trace gases which control ozone.
(b) Since 1930, when Chapman first proposed a simple photochemical scheme involving only odd
oxygen species to explain the atmospheric concentration of ozone, our understanding of the
photochemistry of the atmosphere has evolved significantly. Scientists have refined this simple
scheme by invoking the importance of trace concentrations (ppbv) of HOx, NOx, C1Ox, and to
a lesser extent BrOx species in catalytically controlling atmospheric ozone. In addition, we also
recognize that the atmospheric concentrations of a number of carbon compounds including CO,
CO2, and CH4 play a vital role in the photochemistry of ozone. In particular, we recognize that
there is strong coupling between the individual members of each chemical family, and that while
each of these families individually is important in controlling odd oxygen, there is strong chemical
coupling between the different chemical families, thereby modifying their individual roles in con-
trolling ozone.
(c) At different times during the last decade or so scientists have suggested that the atmospheric con-
centrations of one or more of the source gases of the hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, chlorine, or
bromine chemical families may be changing due to human activities, and in each case have at-
tempted to predict the response of the ozone layer to such individual changes. We now have reliable
experimental evidence that the atmospheric concentrations of several of the source gases, i.e. CH4,
N20, and the chlorofluorocarbons, are all currently changing at a significant rate and that their
impact on atmospheric ozone must be considered collectively and not in isolation.
(d) We need to understand the role of the biosphere in regulating the emissions of gases such as CH4,
CO2, N20, and CHaCI to the atmosphere, and we need to know the most probable future industrial
release rates of gases such as the CFC's, NzO, CO, and CO2 which depend upon economic, social,
and political factors.
(e) Because of the fact that neither the chemical composition nor the interplay between meteorology
and chemistry can be duplicated exactly in the laboratory, heavy reliance must be placed on
theoretical models to describe the present and future behavior of the atmosphere. As a conse-
quence it is necessary to define a careful strategy of investigation involving the proper balance
between laboratory studies of fundamental processes, field measurements, and theoretical studies.
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While one-dimensional photochemical models have been, and will continue to be, extensively used
for assessment purposes we must place more emphasis in the future on the development of two-
dimensional and three-dimensional interactive photochemical models. Such multidimensional models
allow us to explore the seasonal, latitudinal, and longitudinal behavior of ozone. Also, given that
they more realistically represent the real world, they are more amenable to validation using field
measurements of atmospheric composition.
(g) The climate problem has broadened in scope from the COz-climate problem to the trace gas-climate
problem. Changes in the atmospheric concentrations of ozone as well as He0, CH4, N20, the
CFC's, and other gases will all modify the thermal structure of the atmosphere.
(h) We need to improve our understanding of tropospheric chemistry because of its vital role in con-
trolling the atmospheric lifetimes of many of the source gases such as CH4 and CH3C1, which
influence atmospheric ozone and the radiative balance of the atmosphere. We also recognize that
changes in tropospheric ozone will influence the climate system and will affect our interpretation
of trends in the total ozone column.
(i) A vital component of any atmospheric research program is the acquisition of well calibrated long-
term (multiyear) measurements of atmospheric parameters in order to monitor the state of the
atmosphere and to differentiate between the different scales of temporal variability.
(j) Global data sets obtained from satellites are essential to complement data obtained using ground,
aircraft, balloon, and rocket based instrumentation. Such data sets are essential to more fully under-
stand the interplay on a global scale between chemical, radiative and dynamical processes, and
to validate aspects of the multidimensional models. In addition, such data are needed to check
the geographical representativeness of local measurements of large scale phenomena.
Unlike some other more localized environmental issues, e.g. acid deposition, ozone layer modifica-
tion is a global phenomenon which affects the well-being of every country in the world. Many nations
around the world have actively demonstrated their commitment to understand the processes which control
atmospheric ozone, and its susceptibility to change because of human activities, by funding research which
should reduce the uncertainties that currently exist concerning the magnitude of predicted ozone modifica-
tion for different atmospheric concentrations of pollutants. In order to achieve this required greater level
of understanding, national and international scientific agencies have implemented long range research pro-
grams aimed at developing an organized, reliable body of knowledge of upper atmospheric processes while
providing, in the near term, assessments of potential effects of human activities on the atmosphere.
Many governments around the world have recognized that the use of chlorofluorocarbons constitutes
a potential threat to the stability of the ozone layer, and have taken a series of individual actions to regulate
the use of these substances. However, there has been no coordinated international approach to safeguard
the ozone layer. It was recognized by several nations that effective protection of the ozone layer requires
a coordinated international approach to regulating substances that are thought to modify atmospheric ozone.
Consequently, the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) Governing Council, at its ninth session
in 1981, decided to initiate work aimed at the elaboration of a global framework convention for the protec-
tion of the ozone layer. It was decided to establish an Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical
Experts nominated by interested governments and intergovernmental organizations. Representatives from
about twenty different countries met in Stockholm, Sweden in January 1982 to initiate formal discussions
on the desirability of a global framework ozone convention which would (a) harmonize regulatory control
3
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actions on ozone modifying substances at the international level, (b) increase coordination of ozone related
research, and (c) increase the exchange of information on all scientific, economic, technical, and legal
issues relevant to the ozone issue. After a series of meetings of the Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal
and Technical Experts, a Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer was adopted by twenty-one
nations at a Diplomatic Conference held in Vienna, Austria, in March 1985. Since that time four more
nations have signed the convention. At the thirteenth UNEP Governing Council meeting held in May,
1985, a schedule was adopted for the possible completion of a protocol to regulate chlorofluorocarbons.
Since the convention specifically states that all measures taken under this convention should be based on
relevant scientific and technical considerations, and that nations should collaborate on scientific assessments,
the need for a comprehensive evaluation by the international scientific community of all facets of the ozone
issue is clear.
Therefore, in order to provide governments around the world with the best scientific information cur-
rently available on whether human activities represent a substantial threat to the ozone layer, several scientific
agencies agreed to co-sponsor a peer reviewed international assessment of our current state of knowledge.
This assessment is much more comprehensive than any previous assessment. It discusses, among other
topics, the physical, chemical, and radiative processes which control the spatial and temporal distribution
of ozone in the troposphere and stratosphere; the magnitude of natural and industrial sources of substances
capable of modifying atmospheric ozone; observations of the composition and structure of the stratosphere;
the predicted magnitude of ozone perturbations for a variety of emission scenarios involving a number
of substances changing both individually and together; the predicted climate change for similar trace gas
scenarios employed to predict ozone perturbations; and the ozone and temperature data used to detect the
presence or absence of a long-term trend. Previous assessments have tended to be narrower both in scope
and in the degree of international participation.
There has been an increasing level of cooperation and coordination at the international level over the
last decade for ozone assessment activities. This is demonstrated by the international participation in this
report and the previous World Meteorological Organization (WMO)/National Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration (NASA)/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) report in 1982. There have been at least three types of assessment report relating to the ozone
issue produced over the last decade, i.e.
(a) comprehensive national assessment reports such as the series produced biennially by the National
Academy of Sciences in the USA, the latest of which is "Causes and Effects of Changes in
Stratospheric Ozone: Update 1983," and those issued by the Department of the Environment,
United Kingdom, the latest of which is "Chlorofluorocarbons and Their Effect on Stratospheric
Ozone (second report)" - Pollution Paper #15, 1979.
(b) international summary reports written by a small select group of scientists at a one-week meeting
such as the yearly series issued by the UNEP Coordinating Committee on the Ozone Layer (CCOL),
the latest of which is "Environmental Assessment of Ozone Layer Depletion and its Impact as
of October 1984," and the one issued in 1981 by the Commission of the European Communities,
(CEC), "Evaluation of the Effects of Chlorofluorocarbons on Atmospheric Ozone: Present Status
of Research."
(c) comprehensive international reports such as that issued by the WMO in 1982 which had over 100 par-
ticipants from the international scientific community, "The Stratosphere 1981: Theory and
Measurements" WMO Global Ozone Research and Monitoring Project Report #11.
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This scientific assessment is being co-sponsored by three US agencies, i.e. the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA); three international agencies, i.e. the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO), the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), and the Commission of the
European Communities (CEC), and Bundesministerium for Forschung und Technologie (BMFT) of the
Federal Republic of Germany.
Approximately 150 scientists from Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, France, Italy, Japan, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America contributed
towards this assessment, which was coordinated by NASA.
This assessment builds upon previous national and international assessments, in particular the most
recent comprehensive report, "The Stratosphere 1981: Theory and Measurements" WMO Global Ozone
Research and Monitoring Project Report #11 which was prepared in 1981 (issued in 1982) and was co-
sponsored by the same three U.S. scientific agencies, (NASA, FAA, and NOAA) and by one internation-
al scientific agency, WMO. The rationale for the scope of the present assessment report was based on
information gained at a scientific workshop, entitled "Current Issues in Our Understanding of the Stratosphere
and the Future of the Ozone Layer" which was held in Feldafing, Federal Republic of Germany in June
1984 with international participation, co-sponsored by NASA, FAA, WMO, and BMFT. The assessment
activities officially began in the fall of 1984 when leading scientists were selected as chairpersons, and
each charged with the responsibility to produce a specific chapter in the assessment report. At a meeting
held in November, 1984, the timetable for the assessment was established and key atmospheric scientists
who could make valuable contributions were identified and invited to participate in chapter working groups.
The participants were chosen for their expertise and represented a cross section of the international scien-
tific community. The assessment was developed through a series of small focused workshops, chapter
by chapter, each addressing a specific scientific issue. Considerable care was taken to ensure that those
aspects of the issue which involved more than one chapter were carefully coordinated. Over 30 small working
meetings were held between November, 1984, and May, 1985, to prepare draft chapters which were then
critically peer reviewed at a workshop held at Les Diablerets, Switzerland July 7-14, 1985. The 32 par-
ticipants who attended the meeting included 19 chapter chairpersons, 8 senior reviewers from the atmospheric
scientific community, and 5 sponsoring agency representatives. Based on the reviews, the chapters were
then finalized and sent to the printers in November/December 1985.
The following section of the Introduction describes the contents, and major conclusions and recommenda-
tions for future research of each chapter of the assessment report.
CHAPTER 2: STRATOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
This Chapter deals with the elementary chemical and photochemical processes involving atmospheric
trace gases and is written in two parts. The first part discusses the recent improvements in the data base
for the reactions currently identified to be important in describing the chemistry of the major chemical
families of trace gases in the stratosphere or unpolluted troposphere, i.e. oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,
chlorine, bromine, sulfur, halocarbons and hydrocarbons. The second part discusses a number of special
issues relating to stratospheric chemistry including:
(a) The importance of ion chemistry; sodium chemistry; heterogeneous chemistry; and reactions be-
tween long-lived reservoir species in controlling ozone;
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(b) The ability of current reaction rate theory to describe reactions with complex pressure and tempera-
ture dependence functions;
(c) Errors and uncertainties in current kinetic and photochemical data, and the prospects for
improvement;
(d) Prospects for developing a systematic approach for identifying gaps in the chemical description
of the atmosphere.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(i)There has been continued steady improvement in the data base for the reaction rate coefficients,
product distributions, absorption cross sections, and photodissociation quantum yields of the elemen-
tary processes;
(2) No significant new catalytic cycles, or radical or reservoir species have been identified since WMO
(1982);
(3) Changes or re-evaluations in accepted rate coefficients for several important reactions, e.g. O +C10,
OH + HC1, OH + HNO3, and HOz + NO2 -k-M have led to refinements in predictions of ozone deple-
tion, and have in general improved agreement between measured and computed vertical profiles
for trace gases.
(4) Further laboratory studies of the rates, branching ratios and photodissociation channels of reac-
tions involved in the production of NOx from NzO in the stratosphere, are required to reduce
the uncertainties in this source term.
(5) Several key reactions involving HOx species proceed through long lived intermediates, resulting
in complex pressure and temperature behavior, e.g. OH + CO, HO2 +03, HO/+OH, etc. These
reactions need further study to provide better characterization over the full range of atmospheric
conditions.
(6) Uncertainties in the data base for BrOx and coupled BrOx-C1Ox catalyzed ozone destruction need
to be reduced.
(7) A continued effort is required to identify possible missing chemistry or species of significance
in the stratosphere, making use of all state-of-the-art experimental and computational techniques.
CHAPTER 3: TROPOSPHERIC TRACE GASES: SOURCES, DISTRIBUTION AND TRENDS
This Chapter discusses the important source gases (CFC's, CH4, CO, CO2, N2 O, and NOx) which
are emitted at the Earth's surface. For each of these gases, measurements of their current atmospheric
concentrations and trends are discussed, as well as information about their sources and their possible future
course.
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Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) There is now compelling evidence that the composition of the atmosphere is changing on a global
scale reflecting in part the metabolism of the biosphere and in part a broad range of human ac-
tivities. These source gases play important direct and indirect roles in both atmospheric chemistry
and climate.
(2) Halocarbons
- The halocarbons are generally of industrial origin except for CH3C1.
- The atmospheric concentrations of CFC-11, CFC-12, CH3CCI3, and CC14 as of late 1985 were
about 230 pptv, 400 pptv, 130 pptv and 125 pptv and are observed to be increasing at annual
rates of about 5% for CFC's 11 and 12, 7% for CH3CC13 and 1% for CC14.
- The Atmospheric Lifetime Experiment (ALE) measurements indicate an increase in the at-
mospheric concentration of CFC- 11 consistent with the Chemical Manufacturers Association
(CMA) release estimates, but to explain the observed increase in the atmospheric concentra-
tion of CFC-12 requires a substantial additional source. Insufficient information is available
about possible releases from the USSR and Eastern Europe. There is consistency between the
sources and inventory for CCI 4 and CH3CCI 3.
- Based on ALE data the atmospheric residence times for CFC-11, CFC-12, CCl4, and CHaCC13
are calculated to be approximately 75, 110, 50 and 6.5 years, respectively.
- Only a few atmospheric measurements exist, and there is limited information on emission
strengths, for the numerous other halocarbons.
(3) Methane (CH4), Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
- The world-wide average atmospheric concentration of methane as of late 1985 was 1.65 ppmv,
and for the last decade or so has been increasing at an annual rate of about 1%. In addition
ice-core data indicate that the atmospheric concentration of CH4 may have steadily increased
over the last several hundred years from a value of approximately 0.7 ppmv.
- The important sources of methane include anaerobic environments such as: natural and agricultural
wetlands, termites, enteric fermentation in ruminants, and biomass burning.
- The atmospheric concentration of CO is significantly greater in the Northern Hemisphere than
the Southern Hemisphere, and there are indications of an annual rate of increase of 1-2 %.
- Projections of concentrations of atmospheric methane and carbon monoxide into the future are
difficult because the origins of the current increase of CH4 are unknown, i.e. what fraction
of the increase can be attributed to increased source strengths versus decreased atmospheric
removal rates.
- The global mean concentration of CO2 is currently about 344 ppmv and there is clear evidence
of an annual rate of increase of about 0.5 % predominantly because of the combustion of fossil
fuels.
- The atmospheric concentrations of each of the carbon species exhibit seasonal variability which
is largest at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere and smallest in the Southern Hemisphere.
The seasonal variability in CO reaches 50%, CO2 ranges from 0.5 to 5%, and CH 4 ranges
from 2 to 4%.
(4) Nitrous Oxide (NEO)
- The atmospheric concentration of nitrous oxide as of late 1985 was about 304 ppbv and is in-
creasing at an annual rate of about 0.25 %. Because of its long atmospheric lifetime, i.e. - 150
years, this implies that the current strength of the sources is 30 % greater than that of the sinks.
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Consequently, if the emissions of N20 continue at their present rates the atmospheric abun-
dance of N20 would increase to about 400 ppbv. In addition, therc is rcason to believc that
the strengths of the combustion and intensive agricultural sources of N20 will continue to increase.
(5) Odd Nitrogen (NOx)
- There are still many disputes over the magnitude of the lightning source of NOx.
- It is likely that global emission rates of NOx are increasing and little doubt that concentrations
are now higher than preindustrial values. It is not clear to what extent industrial emissions of
NOx affect the remote atmosphere.
(6) Continued development of baseline measurements for CO, CH4, N20, CO2 and the halocarbons
are vital.
(7) Flux measurements of biogenic gases from representative ecosystems, especially for CO2, CH4,
N20, and NO, are needed in conjunction with studies of the underlying biological and geochemi-
cal processes which regulate the observed fluxes. In the case of CH4, isotopic studies promise
to elucidate the relative importance of various ecosystems in producing CH4.
(8) Studies of trace gases in ice cores should elucidate the historical atmospheric concentrations of
these gases.
(9) It is essential that the world-wide industrial production figures of all halocarbons be available.
CHAPTER 4: TROPOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
This Chapter discusses various aspects of the chemistry of the troposphere. Significant emphasis is
placed on discussing factors which control the abundance and distribution of OH and 03. In addition the
roles of these species are discussed in some detail, e.g. the role of OH in controlling the atmospheric
abundances (lifetimes) of many trace gases which can affect the chemical composition or the radiative
balance of the stratosphere and troposphere. The problems of the chemical description of the unpolluted
or non-urban troposphere are considered separately from the polluted troposphere and the problem of transport
from polluted to relatively unpolluted regions is discussed. Heterogeneous chemistry is highlighted as a
poorly understood area which is likely to be important in the troposphere. Finally, there is a discussion
of the problems of surface exchange and vertical redistribution.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) It is encouraging that the values of globally averaged OH calculated in models of the unpolluted
troposphere now seem consistent with CHaCC13 lifetime estimates. However, it should be noted
that the lack of reliable atmospheric measurements of NOx and CO contributes significantly to
uncertainties in 03 and OH photochemistry in the unpolluted troposphere.
(2) Many industrial compounds reach the unpolluted troposphere only after residence in the polluted
troposphere - e.g., NOx, CO, and non-methane hydrocarbons.
(3) One major difference between the chemistry of the troposphere and stratosphere is the recognized
importance of heterogeneous reactions. However, our present understanding of heterogeneous
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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reactions is rudimentary. Consequently, theoretical models currently have to use simple parameteri-
zations of processes not yet understood. Calculations indicate that in regions of high aerosol load-
ing, scavenging by the aerosol could represent a significant sink for HNO3, NO3, HEO2 and possibly
HO2.
Large temporal and spatial variations in the hydrological cycle can lead to large temporal and
spatial variations in rainout removal rates and concentrations of species like odd nitrogen.
Vertical redistribution in the troposphere is mainly accomplished by highly intermittent cloud proc-
esses that cannot be adequately described in a diffusive model.
Surface deposition is dependent on a combination of the turbulent exchange rate near the surface
and the interaction of the particular species with the surface.
To understand the basic chemical cycles in the troposphere, and to predict the tropospheric response
to perturbations requires:
- An evaluation of biological sources of chemical substances in the troposphere.
- Determination of the the global distribution of tropospheric trace gases and aerosol particles
and assessment of relevant physical properties.
- Testing of photochemical theory through field and laboratory investigations of photochemical-
ly driven transformation processes.
- Investigations of wet and dry removal processes for trace gases and aerosol particles.
Methods are now becoming available to measure surface fluxes of chemical species.
Further laboratory studies are needed to determine the kinetics and mechanisms of the oxidation
of methyl and other organic radical species under the 'low NOx' conditions pertaining in the
background troposphere.
CHAPTER 5: STRATOSPHERE-TROPOSPHERE EXCHANGE
This Chapter discusses the transport of mass and trace species between the stratosphere and troposphere.
Meteorological processes in the tropics which are believed to affect exchange are reviewed; a special section
is devoted to cumulonimbus clouds. Detailed aircraft case studies are described, and discussed in the con-
text of the stratospheric water vapor budget. Exchange in the extratropics is considered from the meteoro-
logical point of view, and is largely concerned with tropopause folding during upper level frontogenesis.
A theoretical outline is briefly presented, followed by a global scale isentropic diagnosis using First GARP
Global Experiment (FGGE) data. Past work is reviewed, and recent aircraft studies are considered in some
detail. Information about ozone exchange from ground based and satellite studies is also discussed. Results
from general circulation models are considered, and analyses from an operational numerical weather predic-
tion model are compared with aircraft data.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) While considerable progress has been made in aircraft-based studies, both of tropical cumulonimbus
and extratropical exchange near polar front jet streams, there remains the need to incorporate
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our understanding of these individual cloud-mass and synoptic-scale events into a global framework.
In particular, synthesis of the global scale morphology of the cross-tropopausc flux of specific
molecules will require considerable thought and work, on case studies, satellite data, and global
meteorological analyses.
(2) Case studies of exchange processes at subtropical jet streams, particularly above their cores, are
required.
(3) Studies of exchange processes at polar front jet streams, particularly where the flow is split, are
required, to investigate both the extent of mixing and the possibility of return flow to the stratosphere.
(4) Exchange in cut-off lows needs to be studied further, to establish how much of it is reversible.
(5) Studies near tropopause level should be made in cut-off anticyclones, with a view to establishing
the tropopause behavior on radiative time scales.
(6) Investigation of exchange processes in connection with the largest (highest reaching) cumulonim-
bus storms is required, to establish whether or not they are consistent with the height of the
hygropause.
(7) The sources of the water vapor between the tropopause and the hygropause needs to be estab-
lished, especially in middle and high latitudes. This will afford valuable insight into the role of
large scale, quasi-horizontal processes in cross-tropopause fluxes.
CHAPTER 6: DYNAMICAL PROCESSES
The Chapter begins with a description of the structure and circulation of the middle atmosphere and
a discussion of the observational techniques on which this picture is based. Our current theoretical understand-
ing of the circulation is presented; particular emphasis is given to the crucial role of eddy motions in the
maintenance of the circulation. The present status of general circulation modeling of the region is dis-
cussed and the shortcomings of model climatologies are discussed in the light of theoretical knowledge.
The advent of satellite observations of middle atmosphere constituent distributions is having a major
impact on our knowledge of these distributions and our understanding of the processes which control them.
These new observations are described and our theoretical understanding of global transport processes and
their representation in zonally-averaged transport models is discussed.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) Much of our information on the middle atmosphere circulation is based on satellite observation
of temperature alone. Wind and higher-order derived quantities such as potential vorticity are
derived from these measurements, together with lower boundary conditions from conventional
analyses, using mathematical manipulations such as spatial differentiation which can degrade the
signal-to-noise ratio. The availability of direct wind observations from UARS will greatly im-
prove this situation.
(2) The major advantage of satellite measurements is their global coverage and uniformity. One fur-
ther attribute which needs greater emphasis than it has received in the past is continuity of measure-
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ment. This is highly desirable for the establishment of climatologies and absolutely vital for the
detection of trends. It is therefore urged that further remote sensing missions be planned to suc-
ceed UARS following 1989 and that more emphasis be given to the intercalibration of successive
satellite measurements.
(3) Ground-based techniques (radars and lidars) have proven to be very useful for dynamical studies,
especially for important small-scale motions such as gravity waves. It is desirable that these facilities
operate on a more continuous basis and that observations from different sites be coordinated.
Equatorial measurements are needed and networks would be very valuable. Lidars and radars
should be co-located.
(4) While general circulation modeling of the middle atmosphere is increasingly proving to be a useful
tool in studies of the region, such models continue to have major deficiencies. The most serious
of these is their pathology in generating winter high-latitude temperatures far below those ob-
served. Theory suggests that this must be due to an underestimate of eddy transport processes;
this could be a result of an inadequate representation of planetary wave activity or of the inability
of the models to resolve gravity waves. The role of gravity waves in the actual stratospheric momen-
tum budget requires further study.
(5) Our conceptual picture of stratospheric transport processes has changed dramatically in recent
years and the theoretical basis of the parameterization of transport in zonally-averaged models
has been made more secure. At the same time, however, the limitations of such models are becoming
more apparent. Some of these limitations are obvious, given the highly three-dimensional nature
of the wintertime flow (especially during active periods in the Northern Hemisphere). Others,
such as the inability of zonally-averaged models to be truly interactive in the sense of predicting
climate changes, are perhaps less obvious but equally important. Given the present problems of
general circulation modeling and the expense of running such models with chemistry included,
however, it is not envisaged that fully three-dimensional assessments will be forthcoming in the
near future. Three-dimensional transport modeling may depend on a simplified approach; a new
theoretical framework is needed to make this a reality.
CHAPTER 7: RADIATIVE PROCESSES; SOLAR AND TERRESTRIAL
There are two distinct parts to this Chapter. The first deals with solar radiation and its absorption
in the stratosphere and mesosphere, and the second deals with terrestrial, or long-wave radiation. The
discussion of the solar spectrum is broken up into irradiance from wavelengths shorter than 175 nm which
affects the mesosphere and above, and the irradiance for wavelengths longer than this that affects the
stratosphere. Tables are given for a reference solar spectrum, and variations of the solar spectral irradi-
ance over the 27-day solar rotation period and the 11-year cycle. Other topics in the solar part of this
chapter concern Rayleigh scatter, absorption by molecular oxygen, and ozone. The portion of this chapter
dealing with terrestrial radiations deals with the adequacy of spectroscopic data to check our radiation
calculations. It also deals with concepts of radiative damping, long-wave radiation in the stratosphere and
mesosphere, as well as the distribution of net radiative heating through the atmosphere.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) Solar spectral irradiance is known to an accuracy of + 10-15% between 175-210 nm,+ 10% or
better between 210 and 330 nm, and to +5% or better at longer wavelengths.
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(2) The variability in solar irradiance is well determined for the 27-day solar rotation period but not
for the 11-year solar cycle.
(3) The accepted values for the molecular oxygen absorption cross-sections at wavelengths relevant
to the stratosphere and mesosphere are significantly smaller than those used a few years ago.
(4) An improved determination of cross sections in the Huggins bands would be valuable, especially
for ground-based atmospheric ozone measurements.
(5) Improved determination of line shapes, line widths, and their temperature dependencies are needed
to better calculate terrestrial heating rates. Present line-by-line calculations are based on idealized
values that have not been verified in many cases.
(6) Other uncertainties in calculating terrestrial radiation include the influence of clouds and volcanic
aerosols.
(7) The radiative role of trace gases such as NzO and the CFC's merits further study.
(8) The continued analysis of satellite data sets for ozone, temperature, solar irradiance, and the outgoing
terrestrial emission is essential for developing a complete understanding of radiative processes
in the Earth's stratosphere and mesosphere.
(9) A drift-free record of the ultraviolet solar irradiance covering at least the wavelength range 175-400
nm is needed over one or more entire solar cycles.
CHAPTERS 8, 9, 10, AND 11:
OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, NITROGEN AND HALOGENATED SPECIES:
OBSERVATIONS AND INTERPRETATION
These Chapters review, and compare to both one-dimensional and two-dimensional model descrip-
tions of the present-day stratosphere, the stratospheric measurements of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
halogen containing species obtained from ground, aircraft, balloon, rocket, shuttle, and satellite based
instruments. There is a brief discussion of each of the in situ and remote sensing techniques currently
being used to determine the chemical composition of the atmosphere, and a brief discussion of the ac-
curacy and precision of the experimental data. The types of data described include vertical distributions
and column contents as a function of season both at a limited number of geographic locations and globally,
diurnal variabilities, and long term (multiyear) trends in the column contents. The species described in-
clude the source gases of the trace constituents (H20, NzO, CH4, and the halocarbons), and the active
and inactive inorganic species from the oxygen (O(3p), O(lD), and O3), hydrogen (H, OH, HOz, and
HzO2), nitrogen (N, NO, NOz, NO3, N205, C1ONO2, HNO3, and HNO4), chlorine (C1, C10, HC1, HOC1,
and C1ONOz), and fluorine (HF) families.
Major emphasis is placed on describing the satellite data sets which have been analyzed, validated,
released, and partially interpreted during the last four years. This includes data obtained by the Limb In-
frared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS), the Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS), and the
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet/Total Ozone Monitoring System (SBUV/TOMS) instruments flown on the
Nimbus 7 satellite, the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) flown on the Applications Ex-
plorer II satellite, and the visible and infrared spectrometers flown on the Solar Mesospheric Explorer satellite.
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Major Conclusions and Recommendations
Before discussing specific conclusions which may involve only one particular family of species there
are seven conclusions of a more general character.
(1) The most significant recent development in our knowledge of Ox, HOx, and NOx in the
stratosphere has been the release of several large satellite data sets. They have greatly improved
our knowledge of the spatial and temporal distributions of 03, H20, CH4, N20, NO2, and HNO3
on a global scale.
(2) There are now some measurements of most key species, including the temporary reservoir species
C1ONO2, N205 and HO2NO2 predicted to be important in the photochemistry of stratospheric
ozone. However, the data base is rather limited in some instances, and while the observed abundances
are generally consistent with current theory to within a factor of two or so, the measurements
are not adequate for critically testing the photochemical models.
(3) Ground, aircraft, balloon, and rocket-based instrumentation have continued to provide an invaluable
data base for vital but limited tests of photochemical theory.
(4) While there has recently been a significant advance in our understanding of the accuracy and preci-
sion of atmospheric composition data it is vital to continue the intercomparison of data obtained
from different measurement techniques, especially for C10, OH, HO2, NO and NO2.
(5) Several new experimental techniques have recently been developed and demonstrated which will
enable us to obtain the type of data needed to test the photochemical models.
(6) We are still data limited, the accuracy and precision of many of the measurements need to be
improved, and an improved measurement strategy needs to be formulated in order to more stringently
test the photochemical models.
(7) Long term data sets of the vertical distributions of Ox, HOx, NOx and CIOx species are needed
both at discrete geographic locations and globally to determine changes in the composition of the
stratosphere.
We will now discuss the specific major conclusions in the following order, i.e., oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,
and halogen species.
CHAPTER 8: OXYGEN SPECIES
(1) Comparison of three distinct satellite measurements (SBUV, LIMS and SAGE), suggests that we
can determine ozone in an absolute sense to about 15 % (one standard deviation) from 25-30 km
and about 6% from 30-55 km.
(2) Comparison of ozone satellite and balloonsonde data suggests that the balloonsondes are systematical-
ly lower than SBUV above about 32 km. The cause of this is not currently recognized.
(3) Utilizing SBUV as the basic data source for four year zonal average profiles, the random uncer-
tainties appear to be about 4 % (one standard deviation) in mid- and high-latitude winter and about
2 % elsewhere.
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(4) The observed 03 abundance above 35 km is underestimated, typically by 30 to 50%, by both
one-dimensional and two-dimensional photochemical model calculations. The reason for this
discrepancy is not yet clear but could be due to an underestimation of the calculated odd oxygen
production rate, an overestimation of the calculated loss rate by HOx in the mesosphere and/or
NOx in the stratosphere or to missing chemistry.
(5) This significant ozone imbalance in the photochemically controlled region of the middle atmosphere
limits the confidence that can be attached to model predictions of future ozone changes in response
to long-term increases in the atmospheric concentrations of source gases (e.g. chlorofluorocar-
bons, nitrous oxide, methane).
(6) Precise determinations of the [0]/[03] ratio and of the diurnal variation of 03 in the upper
stratosphere and in the mesosphere are needed.
(7) Stratospheric measurements relating the 02 cross section determinations by high resolution
measurements of the solar irradiance from 180 to 250 nm are required, as are additional laboratory
studies of the 02 absorption cross sections (Schumann-Runge bands and Herzberg continuum)
and of the photodissociation rate of 03 producing O(_D).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
CHAPTER 9: HYDROGEN SPECIES
There has been no major expansion of the profile data base for HOx (OH, HOz, and H202) species
since the last assessment.
The only new profile data for OH since the last assessment is lower than most of the earlier data
and current model predictions and, while not in serious conflict with model predictions, is insuf-
ficient to provide a critical test of theory.
There are over seven years of quasi-continuous column measurements of OH which show a long-
term trend, seasonal, diurnal, and spatial variability, and response to volcanic eruptions and a
solar eclipse. A large fraction of the OH signal is due to OH in the mesosphere. This data awaits
a theoretical interpretation.
HO2 measurements between 16 and 34 km, and 35 and 60 km have been obtained by in situ and
ground-based techniques, respectively. The in situ HO/data between 16 and 34 km is significant-
ly higher than predicted, and suggests a problem with either the measurements or our understand-
ing of HOx photochemistry.
There has not yet been a single definitive observation of H202.
From balloon in situ data there is clear evidence of a hygropause, a region of minimum H20 mix-
ing ratios a few km above the tropopause, and small scale vertical structure at northern mid-latitudes.
The LIMS and SAMS H20 and CH4 data have clearly demonstrated that air is transported up-
ward and poleward from the tropics, consistent with the Brewer-Dobson hypothesis, and that the
total hydrogen budget of the stratosphere, principally H20+2 x CH4, is relatively constant with
values ranging from 6 to 7 ppmv.
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(8) LIMS data has been used to derive global OH fields; (a) using the HNO3/NO2 ratio, and (b) by
calculating its production and loss with temperature, H20, O3, and HNO3 data.
(9) Simultaneous measurements of odd hydrogen containing species are required over a full diurnal
cycle to provide a more critical test of the photochemical models (OH, HOE, H202, n20, in con-
junction with temperature, solar flux, O, 03, and NOx determinations).
CHAPTER 10: NITROGEN SPECIES
(1) While we have a reasonable understanding of the diurnal variability of NO2, a more rigorous
test of theory requires more accurate experimental data.
(2) The observations of HNO3 at high latitudes in winter, and above 30 km at all latitudes are not
in agreement with the theoretical predictions.
(3) The global morphology and variability of N_O has been measured from satellite, and can be adequate-
ly simulated with a two-dimensional photochemical model if the influences of the semiannual oscilla-
tion on the zonal mean cross-sections are taken into account.
(4) Using LIMS data the magnitude of the thermospheric source of total odd nitrogen to the stratosphere
has been shown to be significant on a local, but not global, scale.
(5) Total budgets for odd nitrogen have been derived from satellite measurements (LIMS) of HNO3
and nighttime NO2. These are generally consistent with those derived from balloon observations,
and predicted by two-dimensional photochemical models near 40 km. However, there are serious
discrepancies between observations and two-dimensional photochemical models at lower altitudes.
(6) We now have a basic understanding of the dynamical and photochemical processes responsible
for regional phenomenon such as the NO2 Noxon Cliff.
(7) Global OH fields have been derived using LIMS NO2 and HNO3 data. However, given that we
do not fully understand the quality of LIMS HNO3 data above 35 km, and the HNO3 profile above
30 km is not understood, care must be exercised in using the derived OH fields.
(8) N205, HNO4, and C1ONO2 have been positively identified from ATMOS spectra.
(9) Simultaneous measurements of nitrogen containing species over a full diurnal cycle are required
to critically test the photochemical models. These ratio measurements should be taken in conjunc-
tion with appropriate measurements of Ox, HOx, and C1Ox species.
CHAPTER 1 1: HALOGENATED SPECIES
(1) While there has not been a significant expansion of the C10 profile data base the measured and
model predicted CIO profiles now agree to within a factor of 2 between 28 and 38 km.
(2) The observed diurnal variation of C10 is in reasonable agreement with model predictions, but
does show a somewhat slower morning rise than expected.
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(3) The existing data base is inadequate to establish seasonal and latitudinal variations, or long-term
increases in CIO predicted by theoretical models.
(4) Evidence of the presence of C1ONO2 has improved, with balloon-based observations being made
in a second spectral region. In addition, C1ONO2 has been observed in the ATMOS spectra.
(5) The expected increase with time in stratospheric HC1 has not been observed. It has presumably
been masked by significant short-term variability in both tropospheric and stratospheric HCI.
(6) The measured and predicted increase with time in stratospheric HF are compatible.
(7) There is now general agreement between calculated and observed vertical profiles for the halogen
source species.
(8) Simultaneous measurements of chlorine-containing species are required to provide a satisfactory
test of the photochemical models (C1, HC1, CIO, and C1ONO2, preferably coupled to temperature,
solar flux, 03, H20, CH4 and NOx determinations).
CHAPTER 12: ASSESSMENT MODELS
This Chapter considers the various types of models of the stratosphere which have been used to make
predictions concerning the stratospheric composition and possible response to perturbations. One-dimensional
models, although limited in many respects, have been our traditional tools. Recent important advances
in the treatment of two-dimensional transport have opened the way for a new generation of assessment
models with all the photochemical detail of the one-dimensional models but with a more physically-based
transport.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) One-Dimensional Models
• One-dimensional models will continue to play a major role in assessment activities, particularly
in the development of new photochemical schemes.
A comparison of one-dimensional models shows a large range of calculated odd-nitrogen in the
middle and upper stratosphere ranging from 13-20 ppbv. An important source of these differences
is the treatment of radiation penetration in the Schumann-Runge bands, and more work appears
necessary here. However, models with similar radiation schemes still show significant differences
in odd nitrogen, and other causes are evidently also important.
(2) Two-Dimensional Models
• There have been significant theoretical advances in the treatment of transport in two-dimensional
models.
• There is a good understanding of the cancellation between mean and eddy transport. A net transport
circulation can be defined which is closely related to the residual and diabatic circulations.
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• The limitations of the treatment of eddy transport in terms of K-theory, and the physical basis for
this approach, are better understood.
Important estimates of the size of the eddy coefficients have come from theoretical, GCM and data
studies. These studies suggest the use of somewhat smaller k coefficients than hitherto, in combina-
tion with the transport circulation. However, more work is urgently needed in this area, bearing
in mind, for example, the known limitations of GCM's and the problem of unresolved scales of
motion in satellite data analyses.
• There has been important work on the dependence of the k coefficients (in one-dimensional as well
as two-dimensional models) on photochemical lifetimes.
• Two-dimensional models can include some of the important photochemical-radiative-dynamical
feedbacks.
• The goal of a completely self-consistent two-dimensional model is denied by our inability to model
the eddies in a completely interactive fashion.
(3) Two-Dimensional Model Results
• With the above advances there are now two major classifications of two-dimensional models.
- (1) Traditional Eulerian (with generally large eddy coefficients)
- (2) Models with modified Eulerian -- residual or diabatic -- circulations (and generally smaller
eddy coefficients).
Whichever approach is employed, the eddies remain important. It is the establishment of the cor-
rect balance between mean and eddy transport which is crucial. The residual circulation models
with small diffusion, in general, predict greater latitudinal structure than the other models. However,
equally large differences are sometimes found between models of similar types as between modi-
fied and traditional Eulerian models.
As with one-dimensional models, significant differences in the predicted odd-nitrogen values are
found. Tropospheric removal and transport in the equatorial lower stratosphere are believed to play
major roles in producing these differences. The equatorial lower stratosphere, where the radiative
balance is the small difference of small terms, is identified as an extremely important area for fu-
ture study.
• As with one-dimensional models, two-dimensional models generally underestimate ozone in the upper
stratosphere.
(4) Three-Dimensional Models
• There have been some significant efforts to incorporate detailed chemistry schemes into three-
dimensional models.
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(5) Models for Assessment
• There is no indication at present that results from two-dimensional models should invalidate in a
gross sense assessment studies with one-dimensional models.
Two-dimensional models provide a much broader predictive capability than one-dimensional models.
They can predict important latitudinal and seasonal effects which the one-dimensional models generally
cannot. Two-dimensional models thus add significantly to our assessment capability.
The inability of one-dimensional and two-dimensional models to reproduce upper stratospheric ozone
and the significant differences sometimes found between models, for example in calculated odd-
nitrogen, undermines our confidence in long term assessment. Priority must be given to resolving
these problems.
(6) Testing Models
• Our confidence in models (especially for assessment purposes) depends on satisfactorily 'validat-
ing' these models against available data. This is too often an extremely subjective exercise.
A hierarchy of tests for comparison of models and data could include:
(a) Identification of predicted species
(b) Comparison of altitude profiles, latitudinal and seasonal variations.
(c) Isolation of processes (e.g. chemistry from dynamics by ratio measurements, diurnal variations,
correlations).
(d) Study of natural perturbations (Volcanic eruptions, solar proton events, sudden warmings, etc.)
(e) Study of chemistry along air parcel trajectories.
CHAPTER 13: MODEL PREDICTIONS
This Chapter presents a series of model calculations detailing the present best estimates of the response
of atmospheric composition to a variety of potential perturbations. The computations emphasize the cou-
pled nature of the perturbations. The choice of scenarios involving changes in concentrations of CFC's,
N20, CH4 and COz reflect the findings that all of their concentrations are currently increasing and that
the perturbations are strongly coupled.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) Continued release of chlorofluorocarbons 11 and 12 at the 1980 rate would reduce the ozone
vertical column by about 5-8 % according to one-dimensional photochemical models and by a
global average of about 9 % according to two-dimensional models, with reductions of -4 % in
the tropics, -9% in temperate zones and -14% in polar regions.
(2) A major finding of recent years is that two-dimensional models predict large seasonal and latitu-
dinal variations in chlorine-induced ozone column reductions.
(3) All models with all scenarios predict that continued release of CFC's 11 and 12 at the 1980 rate
will reduce local ozone at 40 km by -40% or more.
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(4) One dimensional models predict that the magnitude and even the sign of the ozone column changes
due to increasing CFC's depend on the future trends of CO2, CH4, and N20. For example, at
about 80% of the present CFC release rate, coupled with a doubling of CH4 and an increase
in N20 by a factor of 1.2, one-dimensional models predict an ozone decrease of about 3 % at
steady state while two-dimensional models predict an ozone decrease of 4 %. If a simultaneous
doubling of CO2 is also considered, one-dimensional models predict ozone column changes be-
tween +0.1 and -3.5%.
(5) If the release rate of CFC's should become twice the present level or if stratospheric Clx reaches
15 ppbv, the one-dimensional models predict that there will be a 3 % to 12% reduction of the
ozone column, assuming that the annual rates of increase in the atmospheric concentrations of
CO2, N20, and CH4 continue at their present rate.
(6) One-dimensional models predict that the total ozone column is increased by CO, CO2, and CH4,
and decreased by CFC's, N20 and stratospheric aircraft. These individual perturbations do not
have an additive effect on ozone.
(7) Time dependent scenarios were performed using one-dimensional models assuming COz, CH4,
and NzO annual growth rates of 0.5 %, 1% and 0.25 %, respectively, in conjunction with CFC
growth rates of 0%, 1.5 % and 3 % per year. The ozone column effects are relatively small ( < 3 %
over the next 70 years) for CFC increases of _< 1.5% per year, but with a CFC growth rate
of 3 % per year the predicted ozone depletion is 10% after 70 years and still rapidly increasing.
(8) Over the range 1 to 15 ppbv of stratospheric chlorine, one-dimensional models are strongly non-
linear in terms of ozone-column change as a function of added Clx, in contrast to the two-
dimensional models which are nearly linear over this range of C1x. The onset of the nonlineari-
ty occurs in the regime where the Clx and NOy mixing ratios become comparable.
(9) Monte Carlo calculations over the full range of the assessed uncertainties of photochemical
parameters were performed with two one-dimensional models. One calculation considered only
CFC perturbations. For the release of CFC's at the 1980 rate an ozone column depletion of
-(5.7 + 5.4)% was calculated (1 a uncertainty range). In the second calculation an ozone column
depletion of -(7.7 +5.8)% was calculated for an increase of 14 ppbv of Clx in conjunction with
a doubling of CH4 and a 20% increase in N20. In each case the ozone depletion distribution
was unsymmetrical with a long tail toward large perturbations.
(10) The past and future changes of the trace species, CH4, N20, and CO2, involve the biosphere
and its great complexity. As the stratospheric models mature, the largest uncertainty in making
future predictions of ozone concentrations will probably be the uncertainty in formulating the
scenarios for future changes in CH4, N20, and CO2.
(11) It is vital to continue the development of two-dimensional models for assessment purposes. These
must include the effects of temperature feedback.
(12) The new Monte Carlo method that screens the results against atmospheric observations should
be emphasized.
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CHAPTER 14: OZONE AND TEMPERATURE TRENDS
This Chapter contains a discussion of the evidence for statistically significant trends in ozone and
temperature. In particular, the evidence for a trend in the total ozone and in ozone profiles is examined.
Temperature data in the troposphere and in the lower stratosphere are also examined from the viewpoint
of looking for trends.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(l) Global trend estimates of total ozone determined from the Dobson spectrophotometer network
indicate little overall support for a statistically significant trend during the 14-year period 1970-1983.
(2) Recent evidence has been presented that indicates a considerable decrease in Antarctic total ozone
during the spring period since about 1968. This is presently the subject of further analysis.
(3) Trend estimates from 13 ozone balloonsondes indicate statistically significant positive trends in
the lower troposphere and negative trends in the lower stratosphere. The interpretation of these
results, however, is clouded by uncertainties in instrument behavior and lack of a global station
network.
(4) Ozone trend estimates from 13 Umkehr stations indicate statistically significant negative trends
from 1970 to 1980 in the middle stratosphere that are in substantive agreement with results from
one-dimensional numerical models. The observational results are sensitive to the inclusion of
a term to account for stratospheric aerosol impact on the measurements and the spatial distribution
of the sites, but do not appear sensitive to the inclusion of a 10.7 cm flux variation (an indicator
for solar flux variation).
(5) Examination of the NOAA SBUV-2 satellite measurement program indicates that if the system
operates as designed, it is capable of global ozone trend detection in the middle to upper
stratosphere, as well as total ozone, to within about 1.5% over a period of one decade at the
95% confidence level.
(6) As with other long-term measurement programs however, it is necessary to examine continually
the SBUV-2 instrument performance and satellite measurements and compare them with indepen-
dent data.
(7) We note, moreover, that the SBUV-2 data are inherently total ozone and ozone profiles between
25 and 55 km. If ozone trends can be determined unambiguously from the Earth's surface to
the overlap region with the SBUV-2 profiles, a high-quality measurement program would exist.
(8) Two independent analyses of lower stratospheric temperatures during the period 1965-1979 are
suggestive of a downward temperature trend. Inconsistencies between the two analyses, however,
preclude firm conclusions.
(9) The large cooling in rocketsonde temperatures reported for the early 1970's appears now to be
due to a change in the rocketsonde temperature measurement system. Taking this into account,
statistically significant negative trends are observed in June rocketsonde data at 40-45 km from
1973-1983 that are in substantive agreement with results from one-dimensional numerical models.
These preliminary results will have to be examined further with a more complete data set.
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Examination of the NOAA TOVS stratospheric satellite temperature measurement program in-
dicates that it is essential that the instrument-to-instrument consistency be verified by a high quality,
independent data system. Such a system does not exist.
Resolve the causes of the ozone measurement biases between SBUV, LIMS and SAGE and thereby,
reduce the absolute error estimates.
Determine the impact of implementation of the Bass and Paur (1984) ozone absorption coeffi-
cients on the ground-based measurements and compare the results with the satellite observations.
Continue development of the ground-based ozone profile measurement program with particular
emphasis on the following:
(a) determination of the aerosol impact on Umkehr measurements from E1 Chichon.
(b) development of the high altitude ( = 40 km) balloon sampling system with specific attention
to the adjustment procedure to match the Dobson total ozone measurements.
(c) development of a lidar system capable of routine ozone measurements in the troposphere
and stratosphere, especially above 40 km.
Develop a long-term satellite and ground-based temperature measurement program sufficient
to measure a mid-stratospheric temperature trend to a 95% confidence level of 1.5K/decade.
(15) Update the accuracy (as opposed to precision) estimates of the meteorological rocketsondes and
satellite observations.
(16) Determine the satellite ozone and temperature temporal and spatial sampling requirements with
estimates of resolution, accuracy and precision necessary to verify chemical, dynamical and radi-
ation theory.
CHAPTER 15: TRACE GAS EFFECTS ON CLIMATE
This Chapter examines our understanding of how increasing concentrations of radiatively active trace
gases might lead to changes in the Earth's climate. The nature of the radiative forcing of the climate sys-
tem from changes in trace gas concentration is discussed. The roles of the various types of climate models
are discussed, and the predictions of resulting climate perturbations resulting from individual increases
in atmospheric trace gas concentrations are presented from such models. The role of the oceans in delay-
ing these climate changes is discussed. Finally, the effects of simultaneous increases in trace gas concen-
trations on the climate are estimated.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) The problem concerning the greenhouse effects of human activities has broadened in scope from
the CO2-climate problem to the trace gas-climate problem.
(2) Non-CO2 greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are now adding to the greenhouse effect by an
amount comparable to the effect of CO2. This is a fundamental change from the situation during
the period of 1850-1960.
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(3) The rate of increase of the total greenhouse forcing is now 3-10 times greater than the mean
rate for the period 1850-1960.
(4) The cumulative effect of the increase in all trace gases for the period from 1850-1980 is a predicted
equilibrium warming in the range of 0.7 to 2 K. The three-fold range in the estimated equili-
brium warming arises from the currently perceived uncertainty in the sensitivity of climate models.
The contribution of the non-CO2 trace gases to the cumulative equilibrium surface warming is
about 30%. Time dependent calculations with a simplified one dimensional diffusive ocean model
suggest that a surface warming of about 0.4-0.8 K (of the 0.7 to 2 K) should have occurred
during 1850 to 1980. The estimated surface warming is not inconsistent with the value of 0.5
to 0.6 K that can be inferred from observed surface-air temperature records.
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
If the growth rates of trace gas concentrations (or their emission rates) that were observed dur-
ing the decade of the 1970's continue unabated for the next several decades, non-CO2 trace gases
can have as much impact as COz on future trends of surface and atmospheric temperatures. For
the various trace gas scenarios considered in this study, the equilibrium surface warming for
the period 1980 to 2030 range from 0.8 to 4.1 K. This wide range in the projected warming
is due to the range in the assumed scenarios as well as due to the earlier mentioned uncertainty
in climate sensitivity of current models.
Thus for the 180 year period from 1850 to 2030, our assessment suggests a trace gas induced
cumulative equilibrium surface warming in the range of 1.5 to 6.1 K. Because of the huge ther-
mal inertia of the world oceans, only about 40 to 50% of the above equilibrium warming will
be realized by the year 2030. Consequently, if the current rate of increase in trace gas concen-
trations continue unabated for the next several decades, the climate system would be increasing-
ly in a state of disequilibrium with the radiative forcing by the trace gases.
The important non-CO2 greenhouse gases are CFC13, CFzCIz, CH4, N20, 03 and stratospheric
H20. On time scales longer than a century, radiatively active gases with lifetimes of the order
of 100-500 years (e.g., CF3C1, CF4, CFzC1CF2CI, CF3CFzC1, CBrF3) may also become impor-
tant in determining climate change if their growth rates continue to increase indefinitely.
CFC's, through their indirect chemical effects on 03, have a potentially large stratospheric cool-
ing effect, as large as that due to COz increase. For a given scenario for increase in trace gases
(including CO2), the computed stratospheric cooling is significantly larger (by factors ranging
from 2 to 10 depending-on the altitude) than the computed surface warming.
(9) In addition to the direct radiative effect, many of the trace gases have indirect effects on climate.
For example, addition of gases such as CH4, CO and NOx can alter tropospheric 03, which
is a radiatively active gas. Within the troposphere, the indirect climate effects can be as large
as the direct effects. On the other hand, within the stratosphere, temperature changes are largely
determined by indirect effects of CFC's. Stratospheric HzO will increase due to the oxidation
of the increasing concentrations of CH4, and can be influenced by the trace gases through their
effect on tropical tropopause temperatures. Furthermore, increases in tropospheric HE0, through
the temperature-H20 feedback, can perturb tropospheric chemistry and alter the concentration
of CH4 and 03.
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The fundamental issue that needs to be addressed within the context of the trace gas-climate problem
is the relative importance of transport, chemistry and the indirect effects of trace gases in governing
the long-term trends of tropospheric and stratospheric 03, CH4 and stratospheric H20. A credi-
ble and successful attack on this problem must include model as well as in situ observational
studies. The specifics of such studies are identified in this assessment.
Cloud feedback continues to be the major source of uncertainty in the surface temperature sensi-
tivity of climate models. At present, even the sign of this feedback is not known.
The next crucial issue concerns accurate determination of decadal trends in radiative forcings,
trace gases, planetary albedo (to determine effects of aerosols and cloud feedback) and surface-
troposphere-stratosphere temperatures. The observational challenges are formidable and must
be overcome for a scientifically credible interpretation of the human impacts on climate.
APPENDIX A: CHEMICAL KINETICS DATA BASE
This Appendix contains tables of evaluated data for chemical rate constants and equilibrium cons-
tants. The first table gives rate constants for second order reactions. The reactions are grouped into the
classes: O, O(1D), HOx, NOx, hydrocarbon reactions, C1Ox, BrO×, FOx, SOx, and metal reactions. The
second table gives rate constants for three-body reactions in the form of values for the low pressure limit
and for the high pressure limit. There is also a table of equilibrium constants for those systems in which
unstable products may be formed in association reactions. The values given are those recommended by
the NASA Panel for Data Evaluation in the Panel's complete report which was published by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, CA as JPL Publication 85-37.
APPENDIX B: SPECTROSCOPIC DATABASE: INFRARED TO MICROWAVE
Accurate modeling of radiative transfer in the atmosphere is very dependent on the accuracy to which
the spectroscopic parameters of the optically active atmospheric gases are known. The primary objective
of this Appendix is to review the status of the presently available database of spectroscopic parameters
(line positions, intensities, pressure-broadened halfwidths, etc.) in the infrared to microwave spectral region
for molecules of interest for remote sensing and climate studies in the terrestrial atmosphere. In addition,
this review contains detailed discussions of quantitative high-resolution atmospheric spectroscopy, laboratory
spectroscopy (including reviews of current capabilities and efforts in progress), and spectroscopic data
accuracy requirements for space-based remote sensing of the atmosphere.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) The three major computer-accessible compilations of spectroscopic line parameters (AFGL, GEISA,
and JPL) contain among them data on over 400,000 transitions for 42 molecular species, cover-
ing the spectral range from 0 cm -_ to 18,000 cm -_. For the parameters presently contained in
the compilations approximately 80 % of the line positions, 50 % of the intensities, and only 5 %
of the air-broadened halfwidths may be considered to be of sufficient accuracy for most atmospheric
remote sensing applications. In addition, spectroscopic parameters are totally missing from the
compilations for a number of species of atmospheric interest (e.g. N205 and HNO,).
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(2) With the present capabilities for laboratory spectroscopy and analysis, line positions can be rou-
tinely determined with high absolute accuracy. However, absolute line or band intensities and
pressure-broadened halfwidths can be measured with accuracies no better than 5 %. This level
of accuracy is insufficient to meet some of the requirements for future space-based atmospheric
sensors.
(3) The two major requirements for further work in laboratory spectroscopy for atmospheric meas-
urements and climate modeling are:
(a) Line Positions and Intensities: Spectral parameters are needed for several infrared bands of
major and trace constituents where data are either totally missing from the present compila-
tions or are of very poor quality. These problems are generally more severe at wavelengths
shorter than 3 #m, although improvements are needed for certain species in all spectral regions.
(b) Line Widths: Improved knowledge of air-broadened halfwidths and their temperature depen-
dence is needed for nearly all of the optically active atmospheric species. Self-broadened and
nitrogen-broadened halfwidths are also needed for special applications such as gas correlation
radiometry.
(4) Other requirements, in order of their relative importance, include laboratory and theoretical studies
of deviations from the Lorentz line shape, accurate integrated intensities and band model represen-
tations for unresolved bands, more accurate absorption coefficients for the important pressure
induced bands of oxygen and nitrogen, improved models for the temperature and pressure depen-
dence of the water vapor continuum, improved parameters for transitions involved in non-LTE
radiative transfer in the upper atmosphere, and quantification of other effects such as pressure
induced line shifts which are presently considered to be insignificant for atmospheric spectroscopy.
APPENDIX C: INSTRUMENT INTERCOMPARISONS AND ASSESSMENTS
This Appendix summarizes what has been learned regarding the reliability with which the concentra-
tions of stratospheric trace species can be measured with current techniques and instruments. During the
last several years, there have been a number of field campaigns that have focused on the assessment of
this reliability by direct intercomparison of results for a given species obtained by a variety of different
methods applied simultaneously under representative atmospheric conditions. These formal and rigorous
intercomparisons have revealed both strengths and shortcomings.
Major Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) Stratospheric ozone can likely be measured with a +4% relative uncertainty at altitudes up to
about 40 km with state-of-the-art balloon-borne in situ UV absorption photometers.
(2) The monitoring-type electrochemical ozonesondes appear to have, on the average, an overall un-
certainty of _ 10 % and a precision of 5 % at stratospheric altitudes below 25-30 km, given consis-
tent preparation of the sondes.
(3) The data from the frostpoint and fluorescence water vapor instruments have a systematic differ-
ence of about 0.75 ppmv (20%), the origin of which remains unknown.
(4) Such intercomparisons are vital to real progress in assessing the reliability of stratospheric obser-
vations and must be a component of experimental research in this field.
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(5) There are numerous unresolved differences among the results of balloon-borne long path
techniques for several species, e.g. NOv
APPENDIX D: OZONE AND TEMPERATURE MONTHLY MEANS
This Appendix is provided because global monthly mean charts of ozone and temperature have be-
come available, covering for the first time the height range 30 to 0.1-mbar, (approximately 24 to 64 km).
For both hemispheres these charts are given for the four mid-season months, and for the pressure
levels 30, 10, 1, and 0.1 mbar, (0.4 mbar for ozone). Charts with total ozone are provided separately.
This set of charts shows clearly the very close coupling between the temperatures and the ozone distribu-
tion and demonstrates the influence of the large-scale planetary waves, giving rise to very large longitudi-
nal variations.
A discussion on the regular and interannual variability of temperature and ozone is followed by a
description of the mean state.
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STRATOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Ozone is present in the earth's atmosphere at all altitudes from the surface up to at least 100 km.
The bulk of the ozone resides in the stratosphere with a maximum ozone concentration of 5 x 1012 molecule
cm -3 at about 25 km. In the mesosphere (> 60 km) Os densities are quite low and are not discussed in
the present report. Although O3 concentrations in the troposphere are also less than in the stratosphere,
ozone plays a vital role in the atmospheric chemistry in this region and also affects the thermal radiation
balance in the lower atmosphere.
Atmospheric ozone is formed by combination of atomic and molecular oxygen.
0 + 02 + M -- Os + M (1)
where M is a third body required to carry away the energy released in the combination reaction. At altitudes
above approximately 20 km production of O atoms results almost exclusively from photodissociation of
molecular O2 by short wavelength ultraviolet radiation (X < 243 nm):
02 + hv _ O + O (2)
At lower altitudes and particularly in the troposphere, O atom formation from the photodissociation of
nitrogen dioxide by long wavelength ultraviolet radiation is more important:
NO2 + hv _ NO + O (3)
Ozone itself is photodissociated by both UV and visible light:
03 + hv _ 02 + O (4)
but this reaction together with the combination reaction (1) only serves to partition the 'odd oxygen' species
between O and O3. The production processes (2) and (3) are balanced by chemical and physical loss pro-
cesses. Until the 1950s, chemical loss of odd oxygen was attributed only to the reaction:
0 + 0 3 -- 0 2 + 0 2 (5)
originally proposed by S. Chapman (1930). It is now known that ozone in the stratosphere is removed
predominantly by catalytic cycles involving homogeneous gas phase reactions of active free radical species
in the HOx, NOx, C10 x and BrO x families:
X "{'- 0 3 _ XO + 0 2 (6)
XO + O -- X + Oz
net: O + 0 3 _ 202
(7)
where the catalyst X = H, OH, NO, C1 and Br. Thus these species can, with varying degrees of efficiency,
control the abundance and distribution of ozone in the stratosphere. Assignment of the relative importance
and the prediction of the future impact of these catalytic species is dependent on a detailed understanding
of the chemical reactions which form, remove and interconvert the active components of each family.
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This in turn requires knowledge of the atmospheric life cycles of the hydrogen, nitrogen and halogen-
containing precursor and sink molecules, which control the overall abundance of HO x, NO x and C10 x
species.
Physical loss of ozone from the stratosphere is mainly by dynamical transport to the troposphere where
further photochemically driven sources and sinks modify the ozone concentration field. Ozone is destroyed
at the surface of the earth and so there is an overall downward flux in the lower part of the atmosphere.
Physical removal of ozone and other trace gaseous components can also occur in the precipitation elements
and on the surface of atmospheric aerosols. Since most of the precursor and sink molecules for the species
catalytically active in ozone removal in the stratosphere are derived from or removed in the troposphere,
global tropospheric chemistry is a significant feature of overall atmospheric ozone behavior.
Numerical simulation techniques are used to describe and investigate the behavior of the complex
chemical system controlling atmospheric composition, the models having elements of chemistry, radia-
tion and transport. The chemistry in such models may include some 150 elementary chemical reactions
and photochemical processes involving some 50 different species. Laboratory measurements of the rates
of these reactions have progressed rapidly over the past decade and have given us a basic understanding
of the kinetics of these elementary processes and the way they act in controlling ozone. This applies par-
ticularly in the upper stratosphere where local chemical composition is predominantly photochemically
controlled.
It has proved more difficult to describe adequately both the chemistry and the dynamics in the lower
stratosphere. Here the chemistry is complicated by the involvement of temporary reservoir species such
as HOC1, H202, HNO3, HCI, HNO4, N205 and CIONO2 which 'store' active radicals and which strongly
couple the HO x, NOx and C10 x families. The long photochemical and thermal lifetimes of ozone and the
reservoir species in this region give rise to strong interaction between chemistry and dynamics (transport)
in the control of the distribution of ozone and other trace gases. Moreover, seasonal variability and natural
perturbations due to volcanic injections of gases and aerosol particles add further to complicate the description
and interpretation of atmospheric behavior in this region. Most of the changes in the predicted effects
of chlorofluoromethanes and other pollutants on ozone column density have resulted from changes in our
view of the chemistry in the lower stratosphere. A great deal of importance must therefore be attached
to achieving an understanding of the key factors in ozone chemistry in this region of the atmosphere.
Description of atmospheric chemistry, in the troposphere is similarly complicated by dynamical influence
and additionally by involvement of the precipitation elements (i.e. cloud, rain and snow) in the chemical
pathways. The homogeneous chemistry of the troposphere is centered round the role of the hydroxyl radical
in promoting oxidation and scavenging of trace gases released from surface terrestrial sources. Tropospheric
OH is an important issue for stratospheric ozone since it controls the flux of source gases such as CH 4,
halogenated hydrocarbons, and sulfur compounds to the stratosphere. Although the mechanisms are more
complex due to the involvement of larger and more varied entities, the overall pattern of relatively rapid
photochemical cycles involving a coupled carbon/hydrogen/nitrogen and oxygen chemistry is similar to
that in the stratosphere. The photochemical cycles influence both the odd hydrogen budget and also, through
coupling of the hydrocarbon oxidation with NO2 photochemistry, the in situ production and removal of
tropospheric ozone. The concentration and distribution of tropospheric ozone is important in respect of
its significant contribution to the total ozone column, and its radiative properties in the atmospheric heat
balance. A detailed description of tropospheric chemistry is given in Chapter 4.
The numerical models employed to investigate atmospheric behavior require the best available input
data. Provision of an evaluated photochemical and kinetics data base for modelling atmospheric chemistry
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and ozone perturbations, has been recognized as an important feature of atmospheric programmes for some
years now. With the rapid growth in the amount of information and expertise available in recent years
this has become even more important. The evaluated data base produced by the NASA panel for Data
Evaluation, updated in February 1985 (NASA, 1985) is provided in Appendix A of this assessment. An
updated evaluation, containing more detailed presentation of the available data, has been published by
the CODATA Task Group for Chemical Kinetics (Baulch et al., 1984). These ongoing evaluation activi-
ties ensure that atmospheric models can benefit promptly from new laboratory data and improvements
in the data base.
There have been a number of detailed descriptions of the basic chemical and photochemical processes
which occur in the atmosphere and which control ozone and other trace gas budgets (NAS, 1976; NASA,
1979; Brasseur and Solomon, 1984; Wayne, 1985). The present discussion focusses mainly on the current
key issues in chemistry relating to atmospheric ozone in the stratosphere and on changes that have oc-
curred in the data base and perception of the problem since the last international report (WMO, 1982).
An evaluation of the prospects for improvement in the knowledge in the near future is also given for some
key areas. The present discussion does not attempt to assess the state of knowledge of chemistry related
to ozone formation in the atmospheric boundary layer.
The first part of the assessment deals with the recent improvements in the data base for the currently
identified reactions describing the chemistry of the major families of trace gas species, HOx, NOx, C1Ox,
hydrocarbons, etc. The important coupling reactions between the families are introduced progressively
in the subsections e.g., new data for the reactions which lead to net removal of HO x but involve NO x
species are considered in the NO x subsection. Discussion of the chemistry of sulphur and organic species
(hydrocarbons and halocacbons) is restricted to those aspects impacting on the stratosphere and the un-
polluted troposphere. The fluorine released in the breakdown of fluorocarbons in the stratosphere is con-
verted ultimately to hydrogen fluoride, HF. As a result of the very high stability of HF, it is the predominant
form of fluorine at all altitudes. The amounts of other FO x species, which could become involved in cata-
lytic cycles are too small to have a significant effect on stratospheric ozone. Kinetic data for FO x species
which may be formed in the breakdown of fluorocarbons are included in the evaluation given in Appendix
I. The rate data are considerably more uncertain than those for the corresponding CI and Br reactions,
reflecting the fewer experimental measurements available for FO x reactions.
The second part of the assessment considers a number of special issues relating to stratospheric chemistry.
This includes a discussion of chemical aspects such as heterogeneous reactions and reactions of sodium
species, the importance of which have not yet been completely established. Recent attempts to reconcile
some of the more unexpected kinetic behavior which has emerged from the extensive experimental studies
of key reactions with current reaction rate theory are also examined. Finally, a discussion of the uncer-
tainties in the current kinetic and photochemical data base is given. An attempt is made to assess the pro-
spects for improvement of the data for known reactions of atmospheric importance as well as for the iden-
tification of gaps in the chemical description of the atmosphere.
2.1 CURRENT STATUS OF DATA BASE FOR TRACE GAS FAMILIES INVOLVED IN
OZONE CHEMISTRY
2.1.10 x Chemistry
The kinetic data base related to the reactions of O, Oz and 03 species appears to be well established.
There remains some concern about the possible role of the excited singlet states of molecular oxygen in
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particular O2 (IA) which is present at high concentrations in the stratosphere. Possible reactions with free
radicals such as H or CIO are of concern and discussed in the following sections. There is also a possible
role of O2(_A) in providing an additional source of odd oxygen if the photodissociation reaction:
02(IA) -]- hv -- 2 0 (sp) (8)
occurred at a comparable rate to the photodissociation of ground state O2. A significant effect would re-
quire an absorption cross section for O2(1A) in the 200 nm region of the order of 10-'_cm2molecule -'.
However, there is no definite evidence to date that 02 singlet states have any important effects on the
chemistry of the stratosphere.
The quantum yield of O(_D) atoms in the photolysis of ozone still needs to be considered carefully.
Quantum yields in the 'fall-off' region (X > 300 nm) have been measured relative to the yields for shorter
wavelengths where a value of 0.9 has been selected in the NASA evaluation for ¢I,(OID). Additional
measurements are required to confirm this value and to better establish the temperature dependence of
the quantum yields in the 280-330 nm region.
Observed ozone abundance in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere is larger than predicted
by model calculations (Solomon et al., 1983a, Ko and Sze, 1983). Possible reasons for this discrepancy
which are related to O x chemistry are discussed in the chapter on O x measurements.
2.1.2 HO x Chemistry
There have been relatively few changes recently in the kinetics data base for HO x.
catalytic cycle for odd-oxygen destruction within the HO x family is:
(I) OH + 03 -- HO2 + 02
0 + HO2 -- OH + 02
net: O + 03 -- 2 02
Depending on altitude the following cycles may also become important:
The principal
(9)
(10)
(II) OH + 03 -- HO2 + 02 (9)
HO2 + 03 _ OH + 2 02 (11)
net: 203 _ 302
III O + OH -- H + 02 (12)
H + 02 + M -- UO2 + M (13)
0 -t-- HOz _ OH + 0 2 (10)
net: 20 -- 02
3O
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Most of the reactions involved in these cycles are now reasonably well characterized. An exception is
reaction (11) which is the rate controlling step in cycle (II). Previous revisions in the measured temperature
dependence of kll have had a significant effect on calculated ozone depletion. There has been only one
direct temperature dependence study of reaction (11), the results of which indicate an A-factor for the
rate coefficient which is surprisingly low. The temperature dependence of reactions (10) and (12) are also
in need of additional study in view of the sensitivity of the upper stratospheric ozone profile to these rate
coefficients.
Recent changes in the data base for HO x reactions have also affected processes involved in the destruc-
tion of odd hydrogen. An example is the catalytic cycle which result in the recombination of OH and
HO2 through H202:
(IV) HO2 + HO2 - H202 + 0 2 (14)
OH + H202 - H20 + HO 2 (15)
net: OH + HO2 - H20 + 02
The complex dependence of the rate coefficient for reaction (14) on pressure, temperature and water vapor
has now been examined in detail, and this behavior has been incorporated into atmospheric models. The
rate coefficient for reaction (15) is also now reasonably well known.
The direct reaction between OH and HO2,
OH + HO2- H20 + O2 (16)
has received considerable attention recently. DeMore (1982) has shown that the rate coefficient for this
reaction increases from a low-pressure limiting value of 7.0 x 10-_cm3molecule-ls-1 at 298 K to about
1.1 x 10-'0cm3molecule _s-_ at a total pressure of 1 atm. N2. Sridharan et al. (1984) recently carried out
the first temperature dependence study of this reaction, obtaining a value for E/R of -(416 + 86) K.
While this reaction is now reasonably well characterized, additional temperature and pressure dependence
studies would be desirable in view of the important role of this reaction in HO x destruction.
The branching ratios for the reaction
H + HO2 -- 2 OH (17a)
- O + H20 (17b)
-- H2 + Oz (17c)
have recently been measured by Keyser (1985 private communication) with the values kt7a/k17 = (0.91
+ 0.08), k17Jk17 = (0.09 -t- 0.04) and kt7c/kl7 < 0.1 being obtained at 298 K. These results are in
reasonably good agreement with the study by Sridharan et al. (1982). In the only measurement of the
temperature dependence, Keyser (1985) reports a value for kt7 independent of temperature between 245
and 300 K. The temperature dependences of the individual reaction channels has not yet been determined.
The potential role of HOx-chemistry arising from species in low lying electronically excited states
such as 0 2 (lAg) and HO2(,_2A ') has been a subject of much speculation in the past. Recent laboratory
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work, however, suggests that neither source nor sink reactions of HO x are likely to be influenced by these
electronically excited states.
For example, the reaction
H + 02 (*A) -- OH + O (18)
is too slow (k_s = 1.8 x 10 -13 exp(- 1560/T) cm3molecule's '; Hack, Kurzke, 1985) to be relevant
in either HO x or 0 x chemistry in the stratosphere.
The importance of HOz(AZA ') can be assessed by estimating its steady state concentration relative
to the ground state. Using the rate coefficients for the excitation processes (Hack, Kurzke, 1984; Holstein
et al., 1983).
and for de-excitation,
HOz(X) + O2(_A) -- HO2(A) + O2(3Z) (19)
H + O2(3E) -- HO2 (X) -- HO2(A) (20)
HOz(A) + M -- HO2(X) + M (21)
the fraction of HOdA) relative to ground state HOz(X) is below 2 x 10 _6 throughout the stratosphere.
Since this factor is unlikely to be compensated for by an enhanced reactivity of HOdA), no influence
on stratospheric H02 chemistry can be expected.
2.1.3 NO x Chemistry
Odd nitrogen species are important in the stratosphere because they are involved in catalytic cycles
which directly destroy 03,
NO + O3 -- NO2 + 02 (22)
NO2 + O -- NO + 02 (23)
net: O + 03 -- 202
and
net:
NO + 03 -- NOz + 0 2
NO2 + 03 -- NO3 + O2
NO3 + hv _ NO + 0 2
2 0 3 -- 3 02
(22)
(24)
(25)
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The first of these two cycles is much more important than the second. Even though all the above
reactions have been studied in the laboratory, there exist some uncertainties in the values for the rate coef-
ficient for reaction (22) at stratospheric temperatures and the quantum yield for NO in NO3 photolysis.
In addition to their involvement in direct 03 destruction, NO x species play crucial roles in the partition-
ing of odd hydrogen and odd chlorine into various forms. The rates of conversion of HO2 to OH and
C10 to C1 are determined by the reactions involving NO,
H02 + NO- OH + NO2 (26)
C10 + NO-- C1 + NO2 (27)
and those involving O(3p), i.e., O + no2 -- OH + 0 2 and O + C10 -- C1 + 02. Thus, these reactions
in conjunction with reactions of OH and C1 with 03, control the ratios [HO2]/[OH] and [C10]/[CI]. Both
reactions 26 and 27 are well characterized. NO x species are also involved in sequestering HO x species
in temporary reservoirs e.g.:
OH + NO2 M HNO3 (28)
HO2 + NO 2 M HOzNO2 (29)
The above processes have been thoroughly investigated and their rate coefficients are quite well establish-
ed. The photolysis of NO2, reaction (3), serves as the major source of odd oxygen in the troposphere.
The absorption cross section for NOz and the quantum yield for O atom production are still somewhat
uncertain, as are their temperature dependences.
In addition to the above mentioned reactions, the majority of reactions involving NO x that are impor-
tant in understanding stratospheric chemistry are well characterized. In the following section, we will discuss
only the problem areas and areas where significant new data have been recently reported.
N20 is the major source of NO x in the stratosphere. The predominant path for N20 destruction is
photolysis. Its reaction with O(_D) contributes only 2 % to N20 destruction but is currently assumed to
be the main NO x production mechanism. Therefore, the possibility of N20 photolysis to give NO + N
needs to be very carefully assessed. Even if such a pathway constitutes only 1% of the total N20 photolysis
rate, it could be equal to the O(1D) + N20 source [for each N20 photolyzed to give NO + N, one more
molecule of NO is produced due to the reaction of N with 02 or 03].
The majority of O(_D) produced by 03 is physically deactivated to O(3P). The thermal rate coeffi-
cients for the reaction/deactivation of O(_D) by atmospheric gases N2, 02, 03, CO2, Ar, N20, H20 and
CH 4 are well defined (NASA evaluation). However, the yield of NO due to the O(_D) + N20 reaction
in the stratosphere is uncertain by as much as 30%. This uncertainty is partly due to the combined errors
in the measured values of all the rate coefficients for O(1D) removal reactions, and is partly due to the
possibility that the branching ratio of O(_D) + N20 reaction to yield NO (as opposed to N2 and 02) changes
with the kinetic energy of O(_D). Since O(1D) produced by ozone photolysis is translationally hot, and
since the O(ID) + N2 and O(ID) + 02 quenching rates are temperature dependent, the uncertainty of
the atmospheric rate of O(_D) + N20 -- 2NO reaction branch is further enhanced if translationally hot
O(ID) reacts differently than thermal O(_D). Therefore, experiments designed to measure NO production
under stratospheric conditions which do not rely on the accuracy of the individual reaction rates need to
be carried out.
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Currently, all stratospheric N20 is assumed to be produced at the ground level and transported into
the stratosphere. However, local production of N20 due to reactions such as N2(A3E) + 02 and OH(AZI-I)
+ N2 cannot be ruled out (Zipf, Prasad 1982). If such reactions occur in the mesosphere they could influence
the stratospheric NO x budget by downward transport of N20.
The main known process which removes NO x from the stratosphere is transport of long lived species
such as HNO3, but a small amount of NO x loss occurs through the N + NO and N + NO2 reactions in the
upper stratosphere. The latter reaction may produce N20 as a major product. Kinetic data for reaction
of N with NO are reasonably well established, but the rate constant for reaction with NO2 is only reliable
to within a factor of 3 at room temperature and its temperature dependence has not been established.
Removal of odd-hydrogen in the lower stratosphere occurs mainly by the reaction of OH with nitric
acid and peroxynitric acid:
OH + HNO3 -- H20 + NO3 (30)
OH + HOzNOz _ H20 + NO2 + O2 (31)
Changes in the recommended rate coefficients for these reactions have previously resulted in significant
revisions of the calculated ozone column. The existence of a negative temperature dependence for the
OH + HNO3 reaction is now well established and confirmation of the small pressure dependence may
help explain some of the divergence between results of the kinetics studies in different laboratory systems
(NASA, 1985). The equally important OH + HOzNO2 reaction is not as well characterized, either with
regard to the temperature dependence or the reaction products. New data have been reported recently for
the temperature and pressure dependence of the HOzNOz formation reaction (Sander and Peterson, 1984):
HO2 + NO2 4- M _ HO2NO 2 + M (29)
The rate constant for stratospheric conditions is about 40 % lower than previously recommended. The prod-
ucts and temperature dependence of the photodissociation of HOzNO2 are still not established and the
equilibrium constant for HOzNOz formation is not reliably known. These gaps in the data base lead to
some uncertainty in the description of peroxynitric acid behavior in the lower stratosphere and the troposphere.
The possibility of formation of an isomer of nitric acid in the recombination reaction of OH with
NO2 reaction (28) has also been considered. Such an isomer, if more reactive than HONO2, would serve
to reduce the effective rate of nitric acid formation. To date no firm evidence has been found for a com-
plication of this kind in the kinetics of the OH + NO2 reaction.
Recently, direct determinations of the rate constants for some key NO3 reactions including those with
NO2 and NO have been made. The reliability of the data base for these reactions is now greatly improved.
NO3 + NO -- 2NO2 (32)
NO3 4- NO2 4- M -- N205 4- M (33)
The equilibrium constant for the formation in the latter reaction of the important temporary reservoir species
N205 has also been measured directly in several studies, but there remains some uncertainty in this quantity.
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Reaction of NO3 with the stable stratospheric species CO, CH 4 and H202 has been found to be too
slow to be important; reaction with HC1 has not been investigated. The recent suggestion (Johnston et
al., 1985) that NO3 can thermally decompose to give NO + 02 needs to be carefully examined. If this
reaction is fast (i.e., 10-5-10-4s -1 under stratospheric conditions) it could have significant effects on NO x
chemistry. The temporal behavior, the observed absolute concentration and the seasonal variations of at-
mospheric NO3 are still unexplained. These field observations point to an incomplete understanding of
the atmospheric chemistry of NO3.
The absorption cross sections of NO2, NO3, N205, HNO3 and HO2NO2 have been measured at 298
K. The temperature dependence of the cross sections have been investigated only in the cases of NO2
and N205 (see NASA, 1985 evaluation). Since photolysis can be the major stratospheric removal channel
for many of these species, it is imperative that the absorption cross sections of species such as HNO3
and HOzNO2 be measured over the temperature range of 220-298 K. It is unlikely that the discrepancies
in the absorption cross sections of NO3 or its temperature dependence will have any effect on stratospheric
chemistry. However, they do affect the accuracy of the field measurement data obtained using long path
visible absorption methods. The identity and quantum yield of products in the photolysis of NO2 and HNO3
are reasonably well known but not their temperature dependencies. There is still some controversy regard-
ing the quantum yields for various products (i.e., O(3p), NO, NO2 and NO3) in the photolysis of N205
(Swanson et al., 1984 and Ravishankara et al., 1985). Since NO, NO2 and NO3 are rapidly interconverted,
the nature of their photochemical pathways has minimal effect on stratospheric chemistry. All indications
to date suggest that NO3 and NO2 are the major products. The photochemistry of NO3 is not well understood.
The quantum yields for the two channels -- NO + 02 and NO2 + O(ap) -- are not accurately measured
even at 298 K. The dissociation threshold for the second channel has been established to be 620 nm (Nelson
et al., 1983, Ishiwata et al., 1983, and A. Torabi, 1985). The quantum yields for NO and NO2 production
could also be pressure and temperature dependent.
2.1.4 CIO x Chemistry
The principal odd oxygen destruction cycle involving C10 x is:
C1 + 03-- C10 + 02 (34)
O + C10 -- C1 + 0 2 (35)
net: O + O3-- 20z
However, in large parts of the stratosphere, the conversion of C10 to C1 occurs mainly by coupling with
NOx:
NO + C10- NO/ + CI (27)
In this case the sequence: reaction (34) followed by reaction (27) does not destroy odd oxygen, because
NOz is rapidly photolyzed, reaction (3).
The main sink of active chlorine species is the reaction
C1 + CH4- HC1 + CH3 (36)
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from which Cl-atoms are recycled by
OH + HC1 -- H20 + C1 (37)
C10 x species also form temporary reservoir species in the following reactions:
CIO + NO2 + M -- C1ONO/ + M (38)
C10 + HO2 -- HOCI + 0 2 (39)
Of these, the latter is of less importance. The recycling of C10 x from both reservoirs is by photolysis.
Most of these processes are now well understood, including the issue of formation of isomers of chlorine
nitrate in reaction (38). There have been minor changes in the kinetics data base which are discussed in
the following paragraphs. In addition remaining problem areas such as the formation of HC1 in the reac-
tion of OH with C10, and the potential role of higher oxides of chlorine is considered.
The four new studies of the O + C10 reaction by Margitan (1984a), Leu (1984), Schwab et al. (1984)
and Ongstad and Birks (1984) together average about 20% less than previous determinations of the 298
K rate constant. The temperature dependences, which were reported in the recent studies, are consistent
with an E/R value of (50 + 100) K. Ozone depletion calculations are particularly sensitive to this rate
constant since the O + C10 reaction is the rate-limiting step in the chlorine-catalyzed destruction of odd
oxygen in the upper stratosphere. However, it is unlikely that additional studies of this reaction using
techniques thus far employed will significantly reduce the uncertainty in the rate constant.
A number of early studies of the reaction:
OH + HC1 -- H20 + C1 (37)
by direct methods had suggested a consensus value of 6.5 × 10-t3 cm 3 molecule -t s -_ for k37 at 298 K.
However, measurements by Molina et al. (1984) and Keyser (1984) resulted in values of (7.9 + 1.2)
and (8.5 + 0.4) x 10-13cm3molecule- Is-_, respectively. These studies are considered more reliable than
the earlier determinations because of their more careful measurement techniques for HC1. In view of the
sensitivity of model calculations of ozone depletion to this rate constant, the increase of 25 % implied by
the two recent measurements is significant.
There have been no significant changes recently in other reactions of odd-chlorine radicals including
C1 + 03, HO2, HCHO, and C10 + HOz, NOz and NO. The suggestion by Chang etal. (1979) and Molina
et al. (1980) that the nascent product of the reaction
C10 + NO 2 + M -- CINO3 + M (38)
is an isomer of chlorine nitrate is now considered incorrect. This possibility was based on the observation
that the value of k38 determined from direct studies was several times larger than the value inferred from
the equilibrium constant and measurements of the chlorine nitrate thermal decomposition rate. If, as had
been assumed, the isomer were to photolyze rapidly in the stratosphere, the effective rate of CIONO2
formation would be 2-4 times slower than the rate suggested by direct studies. Recent work by Margitan
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(1983), however, showed that the isomer, if formed, photodecomposes in a manner identical to that of
CIONO2. In addition, neither Cox et al. (1984) nor Burrows et al. (1984) were able to detect an isomer
by direct spectroscopic methods.
Relatively little attention has been paid to the kinetics and photochemistry of HOC1 in the last few
years. Despite the current uncertainties in reaction rates, photolysis pathways and cross-sections, the role
of HOC1 in stratospheric chemistry appears to be well understood. The HO2 + C10 reaction is the only
known stratospheric HOC1 source, and photolysis is sufficiently rapid that HOC1 cannot act as a signifi-
cant reservoir of odd chlorine. Although the reactions of HOCI with other stratospheric radicals such as
O, C1 and OH have not been fully investigated, these processes cannot compete with photolysis for HOCI
removal.
Because of the possibility of HC1 formation as a minor channel, the OH + C10 reaction,
OH + CIO-- H02 + C1 (40a)
HC1 + 0 2 (40b)
has received considerable attention recently. Determination of branching ratio ka0b/k40is complicated
experimentally by the C1 + HO2 back-reaction which primarily forms HC1 + 02. Two recent studies
by Hills and Howard (1984) and Burrows et al. (1984) agree as to the room-temperature branching ratio
for HO2 formation, obtaining (0.86 + 0.14) and (0.85 + 0.07), respectively. On the other hand Poul
et al. (1985) report a branching ratio of (0.98 + 0.07). Due to the complexity of the methods involved,
the HC1 yield for this reaction cannot be considered established. The three studies are in fair agreement
as to the overall rate constant. However, Hills and Howard report a temperature dependence of (235 4- 46)/T,
and Burrows et al., report no temperature dependence over the range 243 - 298 K. The currently accepted
overall rate constant (NASA, 1985) is about 30% larger than the previously accepted values. Additional
work focussing on the HC1 product channel as a function of temperature is required.
It is generally assumed that C1 and CIO are the only active chlorine species in the stratosphere. The
potential importance of higher chlorine oxides, however, also needs some consideration. Prasad (1980)
suggested the formation of asymmetric chlorine trioxide by the interaction of C10 with 02:
CIO + Oz (3_) _ OC1OO (41)
this species has not been observed in the laboratory, however its existence in the stratosphere cannot be
ruled out a priori. The corresponding reaction of CIO with 02 (1A) would energetically also allow the
formulation of symmetric C103:
CIO + 0 2 (1A) -- sym.C103 (42)
If these reactions proceeded at sufficient rate and extent, and if the resulting trioxides were photolyzed
to yield oxygen atoms:
OCIO0 (sym C103) q- hv -- OCIO + 0 (43)
OCIO + he -- C10 + O (44)
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a chain mechanism could be set up in which 02 molecules were catalytically photodissociated. Therefore,
instead of C10 destroying odd oxygen in the normal C1Ox-catalyzed 03 destruction chain it could provide
a net odd oxygen source.
Moreover, the rates of radical-radical reactions involving C10 (i.e., reactions NO + C10, O + CIO,
OH + CIO), to which the calculated 03 perturbation due to C10 x is highly sensitive, could be affected
if CIO were complexed with 02 under stratospheric conditions. None of these reactions has so far been
studied under conditions of high Oz concentration.
Evidence from recent laboratory kinetic studies (Fritz and Zellner 1984; Handwerk and Zellner 1984)
suggests the reactions forming the trioxides OC1OO and sym C103 are very slow: k41 <
10-19cm3molecule-_s -1 and k42 < 3 × 10-15cm3molecule-ls -l, both at 298 K. These studies also allowed
an estimate of the equilibrium constant for OC1OO formation KI_1 < 10-2°cm3molecule -_ at 298 K.
The low value of k42 precludes an important role for reaction with O2(1A). However the upper limit
for k41 implies competitive rates with other C10 reactions in the lower stratosphere. Furthermore at the
low temperatures prevalent in this region, the equilibrium constant K_I may be considerably higher than
the upper limit value obtained at room temperature leading to significant amounts of active C10 x present
as OC1OO. Further studies to establish the magnitude of K_I at low temperatures are needed.
The mutual interaction of two C10 radicals also needs consideration in the situation of a highly CI x
perturbed stratosphere:
CIO + CIO -- C12 + 02 (45)
CIO + CIO + M -- C1202 + M (46)
Whereas reaction (45) would not affect the concentration of active CIO x since CI atoms are readily
regenerated via the photolysis of C12, the formation of C 1zOz in reaction (46) may serve as a temporary
CIO x reservoir. The available kinetic data base (Cox et al., 1979; Cox, Derwent, 1979; Basco, Hunt,
1979; Watson, 1977) suggests that for stratospheric pressures and temperatures reaction (46) is dominant
over reaction (45). The subsequent chemistry of C1202, however, is not well defined. Its likely fate is
photolysis and reaction with C1, O, or OH. Mutual reactions between C10 are expected to become impor-
tant at C10 x levels exceeding 10 ppb.
2.1.5 BrO x Chemistry
Although stratospheric Br and BrO destroy odd hydrogen in an analogous manner to C10 x species,
bromine chemistry differs from chlorine chemistry in several important respects. Because the H-Br bond
strength is about 16 kcal mol -_ less than the H-C1 bond strength, hydrogen abstractions tend to be much
more rapid for chlorine than for bromine. Indeed, reactions such as X + CH4 and X + HE are important
for X = C1 but are endothermic and can be neglected for X = Br. For the corresponding XO radicals,
the CI-O bond strength is about 8 kcal mole -_ stronger than the Br-O bond strength with the result that
the C10 + C10 reaction is much slower than the BrO + BrO reaction. For this reason, and because BrO
is expected to be the dominant form of BrO x in the stratosphere (Yung et al., 1980), the BrO + BrO
reaction takes on particular importance in the stratosphere despite the relatively low BrO x mixing ratio.
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Since the review and modelling study of Yung et al. (1980), relatively few changes have occurred
in the kinetics data base for BrO reactions. Most of the work on BrO x has focused on the hydrogen abstrac-
tion reactions of Br including Br + HO2 and Br + H2CO, and on the OH + HBr reaction. Two recent
studies seem to indicate that the reaction
Br + HO2 - HBr + 02 (47)
is much slower than previously thought. While initial estimates based on the C1 + HO2 reaction (Yung
et al., 1980) placed k47 at 2 x 10 -It cm 3 molecule -j s -l, studies by Posey et al. (1981) and Poulet et al.
(1984) resulted in values of 2.2 and 7.6 x 10 -13cm 3 molecule i s-t, respectively. Additional work on
this reaction is needed. The data base for the reaction
Br + HCHO - HBr + HCO (48)
is somewhat more consistent, with a value for k48 near 1 x 10 -_2 cm3molecule i s-i at 298 K being
obtained by both Nava et al. (1981) and Poulet et al. (1981).
Recent work on the reaction
OH + HBr -- H20 + Br (49)
has yielded somewhat inconsistent results with values of k49 ranging from 6.0 to 11.7 x 10 -_2 cm 3
molecule _ s-' at 298 K being obtained. While some of the variation may be due to imprecise measure-
ment of the excess reagent, HBr, as in the case of the OH + HC1 reaction, most of the recent studies
seem to lie near the high end of the range. While the results of recent work on reactions 47 - 49 have
been at odds with estimates made in early modelling studies, the impact on predictions of ozone depletion
has been minor.
The status of the data base for reactions of BrO with O, NO, NO2, BrO and C10 remains essentially
the same with kinetic data still lacking on the BrO + HO2 and BrO + OH reactions. Of this group, the
reactions
BrO + C10- Br + CI + Oz (50a)
- Br + OC10 (50b)
are still key steps in the odd-oxygen catalytic destruction cycle involving bromine in the lower stratosphere.
This is the case despite recent changes in model predictions which have significantly lowered the C10
mixing ratio below 35 km in better agreement with observations. The temperature dependences of the
rate coefficient and product distributions for this reaction are still highly uncertain and require additional
work. In addition, because the catalytic cycle involving reaction (50) has diminished in importance, the
reactions
and
O + BrO-- Br + 02
BrO + BrO -- 2Br + Oz
(51)
(52)
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have assumed a more significant role in the cycling of BrO to Br and should therefore be given added
scrutiny. The possible role of a Br202 adduct in the BrO + BrO reactions at lower stratospheric temperature
should also be investigated.
2.1.6 Sulfur Chemistry
Our current understanding of sulfur chemistry suggests that the only sulfur compound that is not com-
pletely degraded in the troposphere and hence can be transported into the stratosphere is COS. In addition
various sulfur compounds (including SO2) can be directly injected into the stratosphere during volcanic
eruptions. The current data base suggests that the main fate of sulfur in the stratosphere is the conversion
to sulfuric acid aerosols. There are possible catalytic cycles involving the HS radical which could affect
the ozone concentration (Friedl et al., 1985). However, our overall understanding of HS and HSO chemis-
try is limited and, in addition, there are no proven sources of significance for HS in the stratosphere.
Details of the oxidation of SO2 to H2SO4 in the homogeneous gas phase are not completely under-
stood. However, recent work by Stockwell and Calvert (1983), Margitan (1984b) and Bandow and Howard
(1985 private communication) have shown that the reaction of OH with SO2 followed by the reaction of
the adduct with 02 leads to the formation of SO3 at 298 K. The possibility of HSO3 adding to 02 at low
temperatures needs to be assessed. SO3 is believed to react very rapidly with H20 to form H2OSO 3 which
in turn isomerizes to H2SO4 (Hoffman-Sievert and Castleman (1984)). The rate of SO3 reaction with H20
to form H2SO4 under stratospheric conditions of temperature, pressure, and H20 concentrations must be
firmly established. If the rate of this gas to particle conversion reaction is too slow under those conditions,
the possibility of SO3 uptake by existing aerosols and the photochemistry of SO3 need to be studied.
The main fate of COS in the stratosphere is photolysis and reaction with O(3p), and the rates of these
processes are reasonably well known. Recent laboratory studies have shown that CS2 will be oxidized
in the troposphere leading to COS (Jones et al. (1982)), Barnes et al. (1983), Wine and Ravinshankara
(1982) and Wine et al. (1985).
Currently, there is a large research effort underway to understand tropospheric sulfur chemistry. This
effort will, undoubtedly, provide a great deal more information on stratospheric sulfur chemistry.
2.1.7 Hydrocarbon Oxidation Chemistry
Hydrocarbon oxidation represents a particular sub-set of atmospheric chemistry, which is closely coupled
to all other reactive trace gas species (O x, HO x, NO x, CIO x) and hence to 03 photochemistry. CH4 is
the dominant hydrocarbon in the stratosphere and its primary role is the production of H20 from its oxida-
tion and the conversion of active CIO x to inactive HCI via reaction (36). The role of higher hydrocar-
bons, i.e., C2H6, C3H8, CzH4, C2H2 etc., in the stratosphere is mainly as an additional sink for active
chlorine. They can also be used as tracers to test the transport and chemistry used in current atmospheric
models. Our present knowledge of CH4 oxidation chemistry is illustrated in Figure 2-1. The dominant
sink for CH4 is reaction with OH
OH + CH4 -- CH3 -k- H20 (53)
The CH3 radical product is further oxidized to CO2 through the intermediate products; CH302, CH30,
HCHO and CO.
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0(10)
NO_
H'20_-----_r-_H;_
Figure 2-1. Atmospheric Methane Oxidation Scheme
For the stratosphere below 35 km the oxidation scheme is simplified by the presence of sufficient
NO for complete conversion of the peroxyradicals by reaction with NO. This makes CH 4 oxidation a net
source of O x through the reactions:
CH202 + NO- CH30 + NO2
NO2 + hv-- O + NO
O + 02 + M-- 03 + M
(54)
(3)
(2)
This scheme is also a source of HO x through the photolysis of formaldehyde formed by oxidation of CH30:
CH30 + 0 2 -- HO2 + HCHO
HCHO + hv- H + HCO
HCHO + hv- Hz + CO
(55)
(56)
(57)
The rate data for these reactions are all reasonably well established, the remaining uncertainties being
in the rates of (55) (56) and (57). For the stratosphere the contributions of this source to the total 03 budget
is minor.
The final reaction of the methane oxidation chain, OH + CO -- CO2 + H, is known to show a com-
plex dependence on pressure and temperature. In view of the importance of this reaction at all altitudes
further studies, particularly of the temperature dependence at high and low pressures, are needed.
The higher hydrocarbons are removed by reaction with OH and C1. The rate coefficients are well
established for the saturated hydrocarbons, but are more uncertain for the unsaturated species, due to the
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complexities of the reactions. No significant effect, however, is to be expected from such uncertainties
for stratospheric ozone pertnrbations. The mechanism of non-methane hydrocarbon oxidation is discussed
in detail in Chapter 4.
CH3CN and HCN have been observed in the atmosphere up to 50 km (Arijs et al., 1982). If they
are oxidized instead of being physically removed, these molecules could be minor sources of NO x (Cicerone
and Zellner, 1983). Details of the oxidation pathways are not well known and studies aimed at elucidating
the chemistry of these species in the stratosphere are needed.
2.1.8 Halocarbon Oxidation Chemistry
Halocarbons are oxidized in the stratosphere in a sequence of radical reactions initiated by the photol-
ysis of the molecule or by its reaction with O(ID) atoms. The oxidation mechanism of chlorofluoromethanes
has been established by laboratory photooxidation studies and was described in detail in the review by
Simonaitis (1980). The kinetics of the elementary reactions involved in the oxidation mechanism were
not known until recently and it has been generally assumed in model calculations that all the chlorine atoms
of the molecule were released simultaneously in the atmosphere with a negligible delay following the ini-
tial photolysis or O(1D) attack. The new data provide further information on the reaction mechanism prevail-
ing in the stratosphere and reveal the possibility of the formation of reservoir species.
The chlorofluoromethyl radical initially produced by the photolysis of CFMs or by their reactions
with O(1D) atoms, combines rapidly with oxygen to form the peroxy radical CX302 (X = F or C1). Under
stratospheric conditions this radical reacts principally with NO in the fast reaction (Dognon et al., 1985):
CX302 + NO -- CX30 + NO2 (58)
However, in contrast to the CH302 radical, the combination of the CX302 radical with NO2
CX302 -F NO 2 + M -- CX302NO 2 -]- M (59)
is fast enough at the low stratospheric temperatures and pressures (Lesclaux and Caralp, 1984) to form
the peroxynitrate to'a significant extent. Unlike CH302NO2, the halogenated peroxynitrates may act as
a temporary reservoir for C10 x and NO x in the lower stratosphere.
The peroxynitrates are thermally stable in the stratosphere (Simonaitis 1980). Therefore, the photoly-
sis rate is the principal factor which determines their lifetime. Morel et al. (1980) have measured the
absorption spectra of CC1302NO2 and CFC12OENO 2 which have similar features to those of HOENO2 and
CH302NO 2. However the cross section values at the longest wavelength of measurements (270-280 nm)
seem significantly lower for the halogenated compounds. Therefore, the photolysis rates may be low enough
to make it possible to consider these compounds as potential reservoirs for C10 x and NO x particularly
in winter and at high latitudes. An approximate calculation indicates that the C10 x concentration should
not be affected by more than a few percent. However, more accurate cross section measurements are needed
in the critical wavelength region 290-320 nm and the temperature dependence of the reaction rate for CX302
+ NO2 + M should be determined.
The chlorofluoromethoxy radicals CX2C10 are thought to decompose rapidly into CX20 + CI, even
at the low stratospheric temperature (Rayez et al., 1983). However, an experimental confirmation is
necessary.
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The remaining chlorine atoms are released by photolysis of the intermediate products, CFC10 and
CC120 (phosgene) or their reaction with OOD). These compounds have fairly low absorption cross sec-
tions resulting in low photolysis rates and this should be taken into account in stratospheric modelling.
Preliminary calculations have shown that the stratospheric C10 x concentration is a few percent lower than
when the simplified treatment is applied. Moreover, a possible gas phase reaction of phosgene with water
may be envisaged since this compound undergoes hydrolysis in the presence of liquid water.
Halogenated hydrocarbons such as CH3C1, CH3CC 13etc. can be oxidized in the troposphere by reac-
tion with OH. However, this reaction is relatively slow for most of these compounds and consequently,
their input in the stratosphere is important. The oxidation of CH3CI, initiated by reaction with OH, results
in the formation of CHC10 (Sanhueza and Heicklen 1975). The photolysis and the reactions of this com-
pound should be taken into account.
The industrial production of methyl chloroform and CF3Br is increasing. The oxidation chemistry
of these species is not well understood and further studies are required.
2.2 SPECIAL ISSUES IN STRATOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
2.2.1 Role of Reactions Involving Sodium Species
Meteors are the source of several metallic elements in the upper atmosphere, by far the most impor-
tant being sodium. The concentration profile of free sodium, which resides mainly in the mesosphere,
has been measured. (Megie, Blamont, 1977). However, very little is known about the stratospheric chemistry
of sodium. Recent investigations have shown that sodium and sodium compounds are very reactive. Ox-
ides of sodium, unlike many other atmospheric metallic oxides, regenerate atomic sodium and react with
many stratospheric constituents. Therefore, the possibility exists for sodium to have a role in chemistry
controlling ozone. The current data base is not sufficient to carry out a complete modelling study of the
homogeneous gas phase photochemistry of sodium in the stratosphere. However, the total concentration
of free sodium in the stratosphere is extremely small. Therefore, it is unlikely that free sodium catalyzed
ozone destruction can contribute significantly to the total ozone destruction rate.
One possible role that sodium compounds may play in the stratosphere is to release C1 from HC1 augment-
ing the OH + HC1 reaction. Many compounds of sodium (NaOH, NaOz, and NaO) react rapidly with
HC1 to form NaC1. (Silver et al., 1984a, 1984b). If NaC1 is rapidly photolyzed, a catalytic chain for the
conversion of HC1 to C1 may be possible, e.g.
Na + 02 M NaO2 (60)
Na + O3- NaO + 02 (61)
NaO + HzO - NaOH + OH (62)
NaO x + HC1 - NaCI + HO x (63)
NaC1 + hv - Na + CI (64)
The photolysis of NaC1 is expected to be rapid in the upper stratosphere but there is some uncertainty
in the photolysis rate at longer UV wavelengths, which would be necessary for release of the active species
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and completion of the catalytic cycle at lower altitudes (Rowland and Rogers, 1982). Further uncertainty
arises from the lack of knowledge of the rate of gas to particle conversion of gaseous sodium compounds
in the stratosphere.
Clusters containing sodium compounds such as NaOH, NaO2, and NaO can scavenge stratospheric
acids and oxides such as HNO3, HCI, NO2, and N205. However, the estimated amount of sodium com-
pounds in the stratosphere is too small for scavenging to be important.
2.2.2 Ion Chemistry
Over the last few decades, considerable effort has been expended in the understanding of mechanisms
by which ions can affect the stratospheric ozone budget. As a result it is clear that ion chemistry is not
important for the ozone budget. However recent work has shown that useful measurements of neutral species
can be made through their interaction with atmospheric ions. With the exception of the rare solar proton
events, the ion production rate in the upper stratosphere is relatively small, ranging from 10-50 ion pairs/cm3/s
at 100 km to 0.1 ion pairs/cm3/s at 50 km. With this small ion input, and the relatively rapid ion recom-
bination rates only the most efficient catalytic processes would be expected to be important. No such catalytic
processes involving ions have been identified to date.
Direct ionization processes are now known to produce hydrated ion clusters which are relatively stable.
Nascent positive ions, primarily N_ and O5 rapidly form proton hydrates H30 ÷ (HEO)n, with a net input
of two odd hydrogen molecules per ion. Similarly, electrons resulting from ionization events form hydrates
of the nitrate ion, NO3- eventually resulting in nitric acid clusters. Both positive and negative ion clusters
are stable towards reaction with most neutral species. However, such clustering processes form a sensitive
basis for the stratospheric measurement of species such as NH3, CH3OH, HNO3, H2SO4 and gas-phase
sodium compounds using in situ mass spectrometry. (Arnold, 1984; Arijs et al., 1982). Determination
of absolute concentration by this method assumes local equilibrium between the ions and the cluster and
requires a knowledge of the equilibrium constant.
Positive and negative ion concentrations in the stratosphere are of the order of 103cm -3. Their
lifetime is determined by mutual recombination and is typically approximately 103s. While ions may
recombine to form odd nitrogen species (HNO3) the limiting rate of a few cm 3s _ is negligible. Because
these rates are so small, catalytic processes must be invoked for ion chemistry to significantly perturb
the stratosphere. It is known that small ions can greatly enhance neutral reactions as, for example,
Na+O3 + NO -- NO2 + O2 + Na + (65)
is four orders of magnitude faster at 250 K than the gas-phase reaction of 0 3 with NO, and since the Na +
is not removed the reaction is catalytic (Rowe et al., 1982). The reaction of N205 with NO is over nine
orders of magnitude faster when N205 is clustered to Li +. However, the effect decreases with ion size
and there are no small ions in the stratosphere.
A reaction which was examined in great detail because of its potential impact is
X+(H20) + N205 -- X_HNO3 + HNO3 (66)
No reaction was found with any ion X +_(H20) which is present in significant concentrations in the stratosphere
(Bohringer et al., 1983).
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Some years ago it was proposed (Ruderman et al., 1976) that the reaction
NO_ + 03 - NO_ + 2Oz (67)
might destroy stratospheric ozone and thus account for a solar cycle variation in ozone, since there is
a solar cycle variation in the galactic cosmic ionization rate. However, unsolvated NO_ is not a
stratospheric ion, and in any case reaction (67) is slow (k < 10-13 cm 3 S -I) (Fehsenfeld et al., 1976).
In summary, the stratospheric production rate of HO x and NO x from ionic processes is negligible
due to the low production rate of ions. Moreover, efficient catalytic cycles for odd oxygen destruction
involving ions have not yet been found.
2.2.3 Homogeneous Reactions Between Temporary Reservoir Species
The principal temporary reservoir species involved in stratospheric HOx, NO x and C10 x chemistry
are shown in Table 2-1. These species serve to 'tie up' active radicals which would otherwise be involved
in catalytic odd oxygen destruction (or production) cycles. Some species act as reservoir for two active
types e.g., HNO3 and C1ONO2 act as reservoirs for HO x and C10 x respectively as well as NO x. A com-
mon feature of these temporary reservoir species is that they are closed shell molecules and therefore their
reactivity towards each other is generally expected to be much less than with atomic or radical species.
However, concentrations of reservoir species can exceed those of active species by several orders of
magnitude and consequently slow reactions between them may need to be considered because of the im-
portant consequences if active species are regenerated or more stable species are formed. For example
the reaction of water with N205 serves to release active NO x species (NO/) and also provide a source
of OH from H20 through the reactions
N205 + HzO - 2HNO3 (68)
2HNO3 + hv - 2OH + 2NO/ (69)
The source of OH in the lower stratosphere would be comparable in magnitude to the reaction of O(_D)
with water if the bimolecular rate coefficient for reaction of HzO with NzO5 was of the order of 10-20
Table 2-1. Reservoir Species for Active HOx, NO x and CIO x Radicals in the Stratosphere
Family Reservoir Species
HO x H20, HzOz
HNO3, HO2NO2, HONO
NO x N205
CIONO 2
CIO x HC1
HOCI
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cm 3 molecule -j s _. (Dak Sze, 1984). The upper limit room temperature value of k68 < 2 × 10 -2t is
a factor of 5 lower than this, but measurement of such small rate coefficients presents considerable pro-
blems and there have been very few systematic studies of the kinetics and temperature dependencies of
these slow reactions. Moreover the study of slow reactions in the gas phase is often complicated by
heterogeneous reactions which may or may not have atmospheric significance (see Section 2.2.4).
Recently attention has been focussed on the reaction of chlorine nitrate with HC1, which has been
known for some time to occur rapidly in laboratory gas and liquid phase reaction systems. Whilst a rationale
can be made for a rapid reaction between these two species (Schmeisser and Brandle, 1961), the emerging
consensus today is for a very slow bimolecular gas phase reaction (Molina et al., 1985). However, a sur-
face reaction occurs to produce HNO3 and C12 as products. Any impact of this reaction on stratospheric
chemistry would be through the occurrence of the latter process.
The gas phase reactions of ozone with stable molecules has also to be considered in view of the relatively
high concentrations of ozone in the mid stratosphere. Of particular interest is the reaction of ozone with
water vapor via the exothermic pathway to yield hydrogen peroxide:
0 3 + H20 -- H202 + 02 (70)
Subsequent photolysis of H202 from this reaction would provide a significant source of OH even with
a rate constant as low as 10 -23 cm 3 molecule -_ s -_. There are no data on the kinetics of this reaction.
A summary of the slow reactions involving temporary reservoirs which are potentially important for
atmospheric chemistry is given in Table 2-2. The Table shows minimum values for the rate constants
of these reactions that would be required to give significant effects on species distribution in the stratosphere,
according to calculations with a ID model using current chemistry. (Dak Sze, 1984). These rate constants
are mostly approximately equal to or above the upper limit values that have been reported at room
temperature.
2.2.4 Heterogeneous Reactions
The possibility that heterogeneous reactions involving trace species on the surface of atmospheric aerosol
particles has been a subject of discussion for some time (Cadle et al., 1975).
Aerosol particles are present in the stratosphere and are concentrated mainly in a layer centered at
around 25 km altitude. They consist mainly of aqueous sulphuric acid (approximately 75 % w/w H2SO4)
and originate from direct volcanic injection of sulphuric acid and from oxidation of sulphur-containing
gases from both volcanic and other sources, e.g., COS. In the troposphere aerosol particles are widely
distributed but the composition is very variable and depends on location.
The presence of aerosol particles can potentially impact on stratospheric ozone in several ways through
gas surface interactions e.g., production and removal of active radical species, surface catalysis of chemical
reactions and surface photochemical effects. The aerosol question now assumes more relevance in view
of the 1982 eruption of the E1 Chichon volcano, which evidently increased the stratospheric aerosol loading
by approximately an order of magnitude. There are other conditions in the stratosphere, for example polar
high altitude clouds, which may provide potential heterogeneous chemistry effects.
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Table 2-2. Minimum Values of Rate Coefficients for Significant Role of Homogeneous and
Heterogeneous Reactions Involving Temporary Reservoir Species
kbi 3"*
Reaction (min) min.
cm3molec-lsec-
**1. C1ONO2 + H20 -- HOC1 + HNO3 10 19 5 × 10-3
2. N205 + H20 -- 2HNO3 10-20 5 X 10 -4
3. HO2NO2 + H20 _ HNO3 + H202 10 -19 5 X 10 -3
4. 03 + H20 -- H202 + 02 10-23 1 x 10-6
**5. HCI + C1ONO2 -- C12 +HNO3 5 x 10 -_7 5 × 10-4
**6. C10 + HOENO2 -- HOCI + NOz + O2 5 x 10 -15 --
7. H202 + HNO3 -- HO2NO2 + H20 5 × 10 -_5 5 X 10 -3
* In deriving 3"(min), we assume that an air molecule collides with stratospheric aerosol about once in
every 104 seconds.
** The required kbi(min ) and 3"(min) for the chlorine reactions (1), (5) and (6) may be lowered by an
order of magnitude if the stratospheric CIX were to exceed 15 ppb.
The rate of removal or reaction of molecular species on the surface of aerosol particles is generally
expressed in terms of the effective first order rate constant calculated from the product 3,Zswhere Z s is
the collision frequency of gas molecules with the surface and 3, the fraction of those collisions which lead
to reaction. For the surface area corresponding to typical mid stratosphere aerosol Z s is typically of the
order 10 -4 tO 10 -5 S-1 . Most gas phase reactions of active species occur with much greater frequency.
Thus even with unit efficiency for reaction at the surface, the heterogeneous reaction cannot be important
in determining local partitioning of active species. Experimental studies indicate that 3' values are normally
in the range 10 -3 to 10-5, even for such active species as C1, C10 (Martin et al., 1980) and OH (Bald-
win and Golden 1979), on sulphuric acid and other surfaces. It is concluded that for fast reacting radicals
like C1 and OH, heterogeneous removal does not provide a significant sink. For slower reacting radicals
such as C10 and perhaps HOE, small perturbations on radical density may result from heterogeneous removal
at high aerosol concentrations following volcanic eruptions. This process would compete with the slower
processes by which active radicals are converted to reservoir species.
Heterogeneous effects are most likely to be significant for the slow reactions involving temporary
reservoir species, particularly in their reactions with water which is present in the aerosol. For example
the reaction of N205 with water can occur on surfaces and if HNO3 were formed in N205 and aerosol
interactions with 3' = 5 x 10 -4 this would have significant consequences for the HO x budget in the lower
stratosphere. This rate would be equivalent to a homogeneous bimolecular rate constant for the NEO5 +
H20 reaction of 1 × 10-20 cm 3 molecule _ s -_.
The experimental data base at the present time does not allow identification of those reactions of
stratospheric importance which can be catalyzed in this way and which are not. Moreover little is known
about the 3" values for the molecular species of interest, NzOs, CIONOE, HO/NOE etc. In Table 2-2 are
listed the 3' values required to give a significant effect on the distribution of stratospheric species involved
in the ozone budget, for those reactions between temporary reservoir species which are identified as potentially
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significant in the stratosphere. In calculating the reaction rates it is assumed that the reaction partner pre-
sent at higher concentration, is in sufficient excess for the overall removal of the minor reactant to follow
pseudo first order kinetics.
The influence of surface adsorption on the visible and ultraviolet spectra of absorbed molecules has
been considered in some detail in connection with the photodegradation of chlorofluoromethanes. Since
these gases do not absorb at wavelengths above 300 nm they are not removed by direct photodissociation
in the troposphere. However there is evidence that the electronic absorption spectra of molecules absorbed
on surfaces may be red shifted in a similar way to electronic spectra in the liquid phase. Laboratory experi-
ments have indicated that photodecomposition of these compounds by near UV radiation can occur in
the presence of desert sand and other similar materials. (Ausloos et al., 1977). No quantitative estimate
of the rate of this process based on laboratory studies can be made at the present time. Due to the small
surface area in the atmosphere, the fraction of any particular trace gas that is absorbed on the particles
at a given time is extremely small. Thus an extremely large red-shift in the absorption spectrum would
be required to give a significant effect. Indeed there is strong evidence from atmospheric measurements
of chlorofluoromethanes that this process is of negligible importance as a sink for organochlorine species
in the atmosphere.
The effect of light on the surface reaction efficiency parameter, "_has also been considered. Laboratory
studies have shown that simulated sunlight has no effect on the heterogeneous reactivities of C1 and CIO
(Martin et al., 1980). There is no experimental information relating to this effect in the surface reaction
of the temporary reservoir species.
In assessing the current evidence relating to the question whether or not aerosols perturb the homogeneous
chemistry related to stratospheric ozone, it can be concluded that the effects are minor and are unlikely
to change our overall picture of the chemistry of the stratosphere. Some modification of our detailed for-
mulation of the behavior of temporary reservoir species may result from further characterization of their
heterogeneous reactions in the laboratory. Local effects resulting from volcanic injections may be con-
siderably more significant. Detection and understanding these effects is difficult, firstly, because the available
baseline information does not allow unambiguous assignment of a given observation to the presence of
enhanced aerosol loading and secondly the effects are expected to be subtle and of small magnitude.
2.2.5 Reactions with Complex Temperature and Pressure Functions
One outcome of the intensive research effort in stratospheric chemical kinetics has been the discovery
that many radical-radical and radical-molecule reactions do not obey classical pressure and temperature
behavior, i.e., positive Arrhenius activation energies and pressure-independent rate coefficients for
bimolecular reactions. This departure from classical behavior can be explained by the absence of large
(5 kcal mole ' or greater) energy barriers for these reactions and the presence of local minima in the
potential energy surface which correspond to metastable reaction intermediates. In general, rate coeffi-
cients for reactions of this type decrease with increasing temperature and, over the limited temperature
range encountered in the atmosphere, obey Arrhenius-type behavior, i.e.,
k(T) = Aexp(-Ea/RT)
where Ea, the Arrhenius activation energy, is negative. However, there are now several examples of reac-
tions which show pronounced non-Arrhenius behavior and others which manifest unusual pressure and
temperature behavior suggestive of more complex mechanisms. One objective of current research in reac-
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tion rate theory is to express such behavior in a general analytical form which is suitable for use in at-
mospheric models.
There are four reactions of particular interest which show unusual pressure and temperature dependence
behavior over atmospheric pressure and temperature conditions. These are:
OH + HO 2 - H20 + 02 (16)
OH + CO- H + CO2 (71)
OH + HNO3 -- products (30)
HO2 + HO2 - H2Oz + 02 (14)
While data on several of these reactions are incomplete, their experimentally observed rate coefficients
can be expressed as a sum of pressure-dependent and pressure independent terms,
kobsd([M],T ) = kii(T) + kIII(T)[M]
where kii(T ) = bimolecular component (zero-pressure intercept), kiii(T) = termolecular component and
[M] = bath gas density. This empirical expression has a term which is directly proportional to [M] but
falloff behavior is expected at higher pressures.
Table 2-3 summarizes the existing measurements of the bimolecular and termolecular components
for these reactions. These reactions all have zero or negative values of E/R. For reactions 14, 30 and
71, the A-factors for the bimolecular component are considerably smaller than those expected for simple
atom-transfer processes. Both of these observations are strongly suggestive of complex reaction behavior.
Considerable effort has been devoted to the understanding of these reactions and an explanation for
their unusual pressure and temperature dependence is emerging (Just and Troe, 1980; Mozurkewich and
Benson, 1984; Patrick, et al., 1984; Kircher and Sander, 1984). Reactions such as the ones discussed
Table 2-3. A-factors and temperature dependence for bimolecular and termolecular components of
reactions showing unusual behavior
kii kiii
Reaction A* E/R A** E/R
OH + HO2 1.7 × 10 _' -416 3.0 X 10 -3' --500
OH + HNO3 7.2 x 10 _s -785 1.9 X 10 -33 -725
OH + CO 1.5 X 10 -t3 0 3.6 X 10 33 9
HO2 + HO2 2.3 × 10 _3 -590 1.7 × 10 33 --1000
* Units are cm 3 molecule _s '
** Units are cm 6 molecule -2 s ', values are for M = N2
+ termolecular parameters are valid for [M] < 1 x l0 ts molecules cm -3, T > 260K.
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above are believed to proceed through a bound intermediate having a sufficiently long lifetime to undergo
collisional quenching. The reaction scheme may be written,
klf ka2
A+B = AB*_ C +D
kal k2 AB
The overall rate constant may be divided into bimolecular and termolecular components under conditions
where k2[M] < < kal + ka2:
klfka2 klfk 2
kobsd -- kal+ka 2 + kal+ka 2 [M] (I)
Equation I has the correct functional form to describe the pressure dependence for most of these reactions.
However, attempts to apply this theory at a detailed level to reactions of this kind have revealed incon-
sistencies which may point to a possible incompleteness in the model. Also the pressure dependence of
the OH + HNO3 reaction is not consistent with the form of equation I (NASA, 1985). Furthermore there
is as yet no way to predict for which reactions we should expect complex k(p,T) behavior for conditions
relevant to the atmosphere.
The stability of the complexes involved is not well known but is probably of the order of 10 kcal
mol -_, implying that they decompose rather rapidly and do not undergo reactions with other species
leading to new chemical pathways. A possible exception is HOCO, which probably reacts with 02 to give
CO2 + HO2, the same products as for the "low pressure" bimolecular channel in the atmosphere.
Other familiar reactions such as the termolecular association reactions are special cases of this model,
having only the collisional deactivation channel open (ka2 = 0). Familiar "bimolecular" reactions such
as NO + XO (X = F, C1, Br, I), O + OH, N + NO and perhaps HO2 + NO also proceed via intermediate
bound complexes, but show no pressure dependence in the 0-1 atm pressure range because of the relatively
short lifetime of the complex (kal + ka2 > > k2[M]). These reactions would nevertheless be expected
to exhibit a pressure dependence at sufficiently high pressure.
2.2.6 General Comments on Photodissociation Processes
The solar flux penetrating the stratosphere consists mainly of radiation with wavelength greater than
290 nm with a small amount of radiation in the 200 nm window. This short wavelength radiation is ab-
sorbed mainly by the small molecules with large atmospheric abundance such as 02 and 03 but is also
important for the photolysis of halocarbons. The longer wavelength radiation is important for photolysis
of the larger polyatomic species. The features responsible for absorption by polyatomic species in this
region and the halocarbons near 200 nm are mainly the tails of absorption bands. Thus the absorption
cross sections in this wavelength region may be dependent on temperature. To date, however, the majori-
ty of the absorption cross section measurements have been carried out at 298 K. Therefore, it is necessary
to measure absorption cross sections at stratospheric temperatures particularly for molecules such as HNO3,
C1ONO2 and HO2NO2. It is worth nothing that these molecules are hard to manipulate in the laboratory.
In general, the cross section measurements have not received the amount of attention commensurate with
their importance.
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It is assumed that the quantum yield for dissociation of the absorbing molecule is unity if its absorp-
tion spectrum is a continuum. It is necessary to confirm this assumption at least for important molecules
such as HNO3 whose primary atmospheric degradation pathway is photolysis. The quantum yield meas-
urements usually are not completely decoupled from the absorption cross section measurements. Conse-
quently, in many instances the product of these two quantities (a × if) is better known than the individual
quantities. In general, quantum yields for product formation have not been measured at the appropriate
wavelengths, pressures, and temperatures for the atmosphere. In many cases, it is often assumed that the
weakest bond breaks, but there are many known exceptions to this assumption; for example C1ONO2 pho-
tolysis yields C1 + NO3 (Margitan, 1984a) rather than C10 + NO2 as was previously assumed. For the
important species, the quantum yield for minor products must also be measured.
2.2.7 Errors and Uncertainties in Kinetic and Photochemical Data
The uncertainties in the chemical and photochemical rate parameters and in the mechanisms involved
in the atmospheric chemistry are one of the major factors in limiting the accuracy of model calculations
of species concentration and ozone perturbations in the atmosphere. Most of the changes in the predicted
ozone depletion due to chlorofluoromethanes that have occurred in recent years have resulted from changes
in the values of kinetic parameters used in model calculations.
The uncertainty in the kinetic parameters for the key atmospheric reactions has been reduced greatly
over the last 10-15 years due mainly to the rapid development of the techniques used for the direct measure-
ment of radical species in the gas phase and for investigation of their reaction kinetics. Whereas 20 years
ago the rates of most radical-molecule reactions were only known to within a factor of 10, today the room
temperature rate constants of atmospherically important reactions of this type can be measured within an
accuracy of + 10%. Moreover the number of reactions for which good kinetic data are available have in-
creased tremendously. The consistency in the experimental measurements gives confidence in the data
base. There remain problems in reaction rate theory which is not able to explain some of the observed
temperature and pressure dependencies. Although there is improved reliability of the data it should be
recognized that the errors in the rate coefficients increase as the temperature diverges from room temperature
and that certain reactions e.g., radical + radical reactions are intrinsically more difficult to study and
consequently are always likely to carry more uncertainty than straightforward radical + molecule reactions.
Difficulties also arise in the study of very slow reactions between radicals and molecules, due to com-
plications such as those arising from heterogeneous effects.
The uncertainty in the rate coefficients for atmospheric reactions results primarily from systematic
errors arising from the chemical systems and the techniques used for their determination rather than measure-
ment error of a statistical nature. Consequently it is not straightforward to assign uncertainties to prefer-
red values given in an evaluation. Errors quoted in the NASA or CODATA evaluations are assessments
based on such factors as the number of independent determinations made and the number and reliability
of the different techniques employed. Furthermore in most cases, the probability of an error of a given
magnitude falls off more slowly than a normal Gaussian function.
The problems of assignment of errors is illustrated by the development of our knowledge of the kinetic
parameters for the two key reactions:
OH + HNO3 -- H20 + NO3 (30)
OH + HCI -- H20 + C1 (37)
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Initial investigations of these reactions apparently provided a sound data base with acceptable uncertainty
limits for the k values and their temperature dependence. Subsequent studies have provided data which
today gives recommended values for k298, which lie significantly outside the +20% uncertainty limits
proposed originally, and for the OH + HNO3 reaction a very different temperature dependence.
In determining an important atmospheric quantity such as the rate of generation of atmospheric radical
species from a source gas, several elementary steps may be involved and cumulative errors in successive
steps tend to increase the overall uncertainty for the process to an extent that meaningful interpretation
of atmospheric observations cannot be made. The question arises whether it is possible to reduce these
uncertainties by experiments or observations relating to the overall process. For example, if the process
involved a kinetic competition which could be measured more accurately than the competing processes
in isolation, the uncertainty might be reduced by such measurement. Competitive kinetic experiments have
been widely used in the past for the determination of relative rate constants, but have now been largely
superseded by direct techniques, where the potential for unrecognized systematic errors due to mechanistic
and other difficulties is generally lower. For a limited number of simple chemical systems e.g. the pro-
duction of NO from the O3- NzO -O2 - N2 photolysis system, some reduction in uncertainty could
result from carefully designed measurements of overall reaction rates.
Not many rate coefficients have been measured in the laboratory under atmospheric conditions and
extrapolation leads to a further source of uncertainty. Simple well characterized bimolecular and termolecular
association reactions present no problem. Errors in extrapolated rate parameters can arise however with
reactions exhibiting unexpected pressure and temperature dependence, reactions with more than one reac-
tion channel, and reactions proceeding via complex intermediates which may react with other atmospheric
constituents, particularly Oz. Well known examples are the reaction of OH with CO, the HO2 + HOz
reaction, and the reaction of OH with CSz. These uncertainties can be eliminated by rigorous experimen-
tal study focussed on measurements under conditions appropriate for the atmosphere. In the past, experimental
difficulties restricted such kinetic investigations to use of indirect or modulated steady state techniques,
but recent improvements in production techniques and detection sensitivity for radical species now allows
direct measurements of rate coefficients under simulated atmospheric conditions. Further improvements
in the reliability of the data base from this aspect, can be foreseen in the future.
For the key elementary reactions identified as being important for the stratosphere many of which
are radical + radical reactions, the prospect of reducing uncertainties in the rate coefficients to less than
_+ 10% cannot be considered realistic. Some reduction in uncertainty can be expected from further
temperature and pressure dependence studies, and a further understanding of product channels and reac-
tion mechanisms can be anticipated in the future.
For the lower stratosphere, the data base for the important temporary reservoir species is slowly but
surely improving. There are good prospects for further reduction in uncertainties in the photochemical
and kinetic parameters for the gas phase processes involving these species, but formulation and parameteri-
zation of the heterogeneous chemistry remains problematical. There is a need for further field measure-
ments to indicate the direction of future emphasis in this area, and further efforts in the development of
laboratory techniques for production and study of the labile temporary reservoir species.
The prospects are good for improvement of the data base for homogeneous tropospheric chemistry.
There is a need to establish with more reliability the kinetic parameters for certain elementary reactions
in the oxidation of CHa and C2 hydrocarbons, particularly those which are important (e.g. reactions form-
ing and removing hydroperoxides) in the low NO x situation prevailing in the background troposphere.
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2.2.8 Identification of Gaps in the Chemical Description of the Atmosphere
The question of the completeness of the current models of stratospheric chemistry has been frequently
raised, particularly when disagreement between model calculations and field measurements has appeared.
For example at altitudes above 40 km it is believed that ozone is in photochemical equilibrium and its
concentration is determined by relatively simple chemistry involving catalytic destruction by HO x species,
as described in Section 2.1. The rate parameters for these reactions are relatively well defined experimen-
tally. Nevertheless comparison of theory and observations shows inconsistencies which cannot be assign-
ed to a particular source of error. The differences may be accommodated within the combined uncertainty
of the rate parameters; on the other hand slightly narrower uncertainty limits on the data would constrain
the model such that unidentified chemical processes would need to be incorporated to reconcile theory
and observation. Another example is the severe problem with the observations of abundance and seasonal
variation of atmospheric NO3, which are incompatible with currently known chemistry of this species.
These examples show that something is wrong with our description of the atmosphere and suggest
that chemical processes may be missing. The specific source of the problem is not identified by these
comparisons, however. All known reactions that are significant in the atmosphere have been included in
the models to date, but there has been no systematic search for the reactions that could be important, but
are as yet unidentified.
One possible approach to the identification of new and significant reactions is the application of a
matrix technique. The starting point of this approach would be to construct a matrix of all currently pro-
posed atmospheric constituents. The matrix will provide a formulation of all possible interactions between
the individual constituents. Reactions of potential atmospheric significance, which have not already been
established, can then be identified by application of criteria such as
(1) The rate of the process should be significant when the concentrations of the reacting species in
the atmosphere are at their upper limits and the reaction rate coefficient is at its maximum reasonable value.
(2) The occurrence of the reaction should significantly alter the atmospheric trace gas composition.
If these criteria are met, a search for any previously reported information on the reaction should be made
and further experimental investigation of the process carried out. If new species are formed as products
of reactions identified as potentially important they would then be incorporated into an extended matrix,
and their potential significance assessed. Their potential photochemical and thermal decomposition reac-
tions should also be investigated.
Identification of novel aspects of atmospheric chemistry can also come from laboratory experiments.
Most of our data base of atmospheric chemistry at the present time arises from laboratory investigations
of isolated elementary reactions. This, however, has mainly concentrated on the determination of overall
rate coefficients. The area of identification of reaction products has received less attention although this
can provide insight into incomplete knowledge of the nature and kinetic behavior of significant atmospheric
species.
Elucidation of some important aspects of atmospheric chemical mechanisms and also identification
of new species of significance, has in the past resulted from laboratory studies of time dependence of stable
reactants and products in more complex chemical systems under pseudo atmospheric conditions. These
systems have often been designed to simulate selected components of atmospheric photochemical cycles
and can provide a useful check on the completeness of our knowledge of these cycles. For example the
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discovery of peroxynitric acid as a significant gas phase species resulted from steady state studies designed
to investigate the oxidation of NO and NO2 in the presence of HO2 (Simonaitis and Heicklen, 1978) and
FTIR spectroscopic investigation of this system at atmospheric pressure and room temperature (Niki et al.,
1977). Another example is the investigation of the photolysis of the 02 - 03 - H20 system (DeMore,
1973), which helped to clarify the then current issues concerning 03 decomposition in gas mixtures con-
taining water, through reactions with OH and HO2. This study also gave strong indication that knowledge
of the very important radical loss reaction OH + HO2 -- H20 + 02 was incomplete.
The utility of this type of experiment has clearly been established. Today as a result of dramatic im-
provements in spectroscopic methods, it will be possible to couple sensitive detection techniques for trace
radicals and molecules with experiments on complex reaction systems. This coupling will facilitate a be-
tter control of the experimental system, thus providing improved prospects for accurate measurement of
rate coefficients and branching ratios and the discovery of new chemistry. However it should be emphasized
that true simulation ofconditions in the free sunlit atmosphere in the laboratory is not a realistic or useful
objective. Furthermore, the potential influence of heterogeneous effects needs to be carefully assessed
in the interpretation of this type of laboratory experiment.
2.3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the last few years, laboratory stratospheric chemistry has been characterized by steady improvements
in the data base for reaction rate coefficients, product studies of elementary reactions, absorption cross
sections and photodissociation quantum yields. While there have been no discoveries of fundamentally
new catalytic cycles, radical or reservoir species, changes in the accepted rate coefficients for several
important reactions have led to refinements in predictions of ozone depletion and have, in general, im-
proved the agreement between measured and computed vertical profiles for trace species. With respect
to odd oxygen depletion in the stratosphere, the most significant changes in the kinetics data base have
concerned the reactions
and
0 + CIO -- CI + Oz
OH + HC1 -- HzO + C1
the rates of which are now about 15 % slower and 20% faster, respectively, under middle stratospheric
conditions. These changes act in opposite directions as far as the chlorine-catalyzed ozone depletion is
concerned. Minor changes have been reported in rate constants for the reaction
OH + HNO3 -- HzO + NO3
although these revisions are small compared to the major revision of a few years ago which increased
the rate constant by a factor of three in the lower stratosphere. Re-evaluation of earlier kinetic data has
also resulted in a decrease of about 40% in the rate constant for the reaction
HO2 + NOz + M -- HOzNOz + M
at 30 km.
For the most part, the list of chemical and photochemical processes identified in previous assessments
as being the most important in stratospheric chemistry has not changed. In only a few cases are there
serious gaps or inconsistencies in the data base, including a few extremely important reactions, e.g.,
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HO2 + 03 -- OH + 202
OH + HNO3 _ H:O + NOs
OH + HO2 -- H20 + 0 2
for which the measured rate parameters are difficult to reconcile in terms of reaction rate theory. These
and other reactions are examples of systems in which a relatively long-lived intermediate may be involv-
ed. The complex pressure and temperature dependence behavior which results has made it difficult to
extrapolate rate constants beyond their range of measurement.
Although most of the reactions important in stratospheric chemistry have now been thoroughly studied,
there are a number of important and potentially important processes which require attention. In the area
of NO x chemistry, the possible photolysis of N20 to give NO + N would have a major impact on the
odd nitrogen budget. Uncertainties associated with the rates and branching ratios of the reaction
O(1D) -t- N20 -- 2NO
-- N2 + 02
-- O(3p) + N20
as well as possible hot atom effects also have important consequences for modelling the NO x source term.
Considerable progress has been made in understanding the reaction of NO3 but the reaction of NO3
with species such as HC1 should be investigated. Additional work is required in the area of NO3 pho-
tochemistry focusing on the temperature dependences of primary quantum yields and absorption cross-
sections.
In the area of C10 x chemistry, additional work is necessary to clarify the branching ratio for the OH
+ CIO reaction and the role, if any, of the higher chlorine oxides. A number of uncertainties remain
in the mechanism of BrOx-catalyzed ozone destruction including the coupling with the C10 x family through
the C10 + BrO reaction and the reactions controlling HBr.
Many of the details of the atmospheric oxidation of methane and of halogenated hydrocarbons under
stratospheric conditions have now been investigated and are moderately well understood.
In addition to the specific issues mentioned above, a number of other problem areas of a more speculative
nature have been addressed. These include the effects of slow chemical reactions of non-radical reaction
partners (e.g., C1ONO2, HC1, H20, N2Os and H02NO2), possibly occurring homogeneously or hetero-
geneously on aerosol particles, possible catalytic cycles involving sodium of mesospheric origin, reac-
tions involving excited states of molecular oxygen and reactions of ions. None of these processes have
so far been shown to have a significant effect on stratospheric ozone chemistry.
Two related questions of great significance for stratospheric chemistry concern the identification of
possible missing reactions or species and the limits that can be placed on the accuracy of chemical and
photochemical parameters in the mechanism. The ability of models to predict the response of the atmosphere
to perturbations will always depend on both the accuracy of the rate coefficients used as input data and
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the completeness of the mechanism with regard to the interaction of known and hypothetical species. Although
our understanding of the gas-phase chemistry has continued to improve, the prospects are low for further
improvement of the accuracy with which the rate constants for certain sensitive reactions can be measured.
Moreover, certain key elements of stratospheric models such as the production of NO x and HO x are driven
by sequences of photochemical and kinetic processes each having a finite uncertainty. The combined ef-
fect of these uncertainties can be substantial even if the constituent parameters are well-determined.
One possible approach to this problem is to rely to a greater extent on experimental systems which
mimic in a well-controlled fashion the same sequence of reaction steps that takes place in the atmosphere.
These "integrated" experiments would focus on a narrow aspect of the overall mechanism such as HO x
or NO x production. Such an approach has the potential for not only reducing the end-to-end uncertainty
of a particular process but, with the use of sensitive diagnostic techniques, possibly reveal missing reac-
tions and species.
With regard to omissions of important reactions from current models, the systematic use of the "matrix"
approach could be useful. In this method, all known atmospheric species are tested, conceptually or ex-
perimentally, for reaction with one another. While this approach does not guarantee that important reac-
tions will not be overlooked, it constitutes a systematic procedure for the consideration of all possible
reactions, probable or improbable.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION
SOURCE GASES
Trace gases released at the earth's surface into the lower atmosphere influence the chemistry of the
stratosphere in several ways. Some tropospheric trace species participate directly in the ozone photochemistry
in the stratosphere. Such gases as NzO and the halocarbons are sufficiently long-lived and insoluble to
reach the stratosphere. There they are destroyed by photochemical reactions which generate free radical
products (e.g. NO, C1, Br), and these enter into the catalytic cycles which control ozone abundance.
Water vapor is directly involved in the odd-hydrogen and odd oxygen chemical cycles in the stratosphere.
Most of the water vapor in the troposphere is trapped at the temperature minimum which separates the
troposphere from the stratosphere. The low water vapor content of the stratosphere (a few ppm) is con-
trolled by freezing out processes at the tropical tropopause and by stratosphere-troposphere exchange pro-
cesses. Oxidation of CH 4 provides an important source of stratospheric H20 which bypasses the cold trap.
Another important role of cn4 in stratospheric chemistry termination of chlorine radical chain reactions,
via (CI + CH 4 _ HC1 + cn3).
Trace gases may affect stratospheric chemistry indirectly by influencing the delivery of reactive species
to the stratosphere, for example, by altering the tropospheric lifetime for a key species such as CH 4. In
this sense, any tropospheric trace gas which significantly affects the photochemistry of the free troposphere
(e.g., by altering local OH) indirectly affects the chemical balance in the stratosphere. Carbon monoxide,
methane, oxides of nitrogen and other hydrocarbons all influence global tropospheric OH, and hence the
major gas-phase scavenging process of the lower atmosphere.
There are several important species which influence stratospheric chemistry by altering the local physical
conditions (temperature, insolation) in the stratosphere. For example, the "greenhouse" gases (CO2, H20,
etc.) will affect stratospheric temperature, and hence temperature-dependent photochemical reaction rates.
The trace gas carbonyl sulfide is a major gaseous source for the natural stratospheric sulfate aerosol layer.
Trace gas concentrations in the atmosphere reflect in part the overall metabolism of the biosphere,
and in part the broad range of human activities such as agriculture, production of industrial chemicals,
and combustion of fossil fuels and biomass. There is compelling evidence that the composition of the at-
mosphere is now changing, due to increased gaseous emissions associated at least in part with human ac-
tivities. Observed trends in trace gas levels are reviewed and implications for the chemistry of the at-
mosphere are discussed in this chapter, with emphasis on those species influencing stratospheric chemistry
and climate.
Species have been ordered in this discussion, beginning with gases derived from purely human sources
and proceeding to those with both anthropogenic and natural sources. There are four principal classes
of compounds for which emissions are affected by human activities: industrially manufactured gases (e.g.
fluorocarbons), gases released in the production and consumption of fossil carbon fuels (CO2, CO, N20,
oxides of nitrogen), gases arising from biomass burning (CH3C1 , OCS, NOx, N20, CO2, CO), and final-
ly, biogenic gases released from agricultural lands, from soils or plants disturbed by development or ex-
ploitation, or from decomposing human or animal wastes. Throughout the discussion, particular emphasis
is given to those species which are now increasing in the atmosphere, with a view towards understanding
the causes of these important trends.
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3.1 HALOCARBONS
3.1.1 Distributions and Trends
Global baseline measurements of halocarbons CFC-11 (CFCI3), CFC-12 (CFzClz), CC14 and CH3 CCI3
were undertaken by the Atmospheric Lifetime Experiment, ("ALE", Prinn et al., 1983a) beginning in
1978 and continuing to the present (now called the GAGE program). This study provided accurate descriptions
of global distributions and trends for these key species, using careful calibration and intercomparison
procedures to obtain self-consistent, absolute measurements at five coastal or island stations generally
sampling unpolluted maritime air.
Figures 3-1 to 3-5 show results for these species (as monthly means) through June 1984 (Cunnold
et al., 1983a,b; Prinn et al., 1983b; Simmonds et al., 1983; all results are updated through 1984). The
concentration for each gas is increasing with time, with growth rates averaging 5 % per annum for CFC- 11
and CFC-12, about 7 % per annum for CH3CC13, and 1% per annum for CCI 4. Concentrations of all species
were observed to be higher in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere. Rates of increase,
however, were larger in the Southern Hemisphere, indicating systematic gradual decline in the North-
South asymmetry. The large excess of halocarbon concentrations in the North may be attributed to the
dominant role of emissions from northern industrial areas and to the fact that the global distribution is
far from a steady state. The decline of the North/South asymmetry reflects the slower growth rates for
Northern emissions since the mid-1970's and increased importance for emissions in the Southern Hemisphere
(see below).
One purpose of the ALE investigation was to determine the atmospheric lifetime for each gas, a key
parameter controlling the ultimate impact of the gas on stratospheric chemistry. The largest uncertainties
in analyzing lifetimes are associated with estimates of emission magnitude and/or estimates of the history
of emission rates. The ALE investigators used two methods to assess lifetimes, one based on the atmospheric
burden and on absolute source strength, the other based on the slope of the trend line and on the time
history of emissions. Results using the extended data set (ALE + GAGE) may be summarized as follows
(Prinn, Cunnold, Alyea, Rasmussen, Simmonds, Fraser, Crawford and Rosen, private communication,
1985):
CFC-11: The lifetime of CFC13 is ÷3275__7 years from the ALE trend analysis, consistent with estimates
of removal rates in the stratosphere. It is unlikely that there is another globally significant removal process
for this gas (Cunnold et al., 1983a).
CFC-12: The trend lifetime estimate is 1''+28911 46 years, again consistent with removal only in the
stratosphere. There is greater uncertainty in this case than for CFC-11, due to inadequate knowledge of
release rates (see below) (Cunnold et al., 1983b).
CH3CC13: Using the currently accepted calibration, the lifetime of this species is estimated using the
inventory technique to be 6.5+_3 years, in agreement with recent estimates by Khalil and Rasmussen
(1984a). The inventory technique is strongly dependent on absolute calibration and very sensitive to estimated
global emissions, both of which could be in error. Indeed, a change of 25 % in either quantity could change
the estimated lifetime by a factor of 2 (Logan et al., 1981). For comparison, the lifetime estimate for
trend analysis is 8.9 years. The major removal mechanism is almost certainly reaction with tropospheric
OH. Current models for tropospheric photochemistry appear to give removal rates very close to the range
given by the ALE analysis (Prinn et al., 1983b).
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Figure 3-1. Monthly-mean mixing ratios and monthly variances of CFC-13 measured 4-times-daily on
a gas chromatograph with a silicone column at the ALE/GAGE stations during the first 6 years of the
ALE/GAGE network. The calibration factor used is 0.96 (see Prinn et al., 1983a, 1983b; Rasmussen
and Lovelock, 1983; Cunnold et aL, 1983a, 1983b; and Simmonds et al., 1983 for further details).
The CFC-13 trends based on the data from the first 5 years of the ALE/GAGE program (July, 1978-June,
1983) at Adrigole, Cape Meares, Ragged Point, Point Matatula, and Cape Grim are 4.4, 4.4, 5.0, 6.2
and 5.3% per year respectively. The Cape Meares trend is for 3.5 years of data while the other trends
are for 5 years of data. The data for 7-83 to 6-84 are preliminary (R. Prinn, R. Rasmussen, F. Alyea,
D. Cunnold, A. Crawford, P. Fraser, P. Simmonds and R. Rosen, private communication, 1985).
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Figure 3-2. ALE/GAGE network data. As in Figure 1, but for CFC-1 1 measured on a Porasil column
and with the 1978-1983 measured trends being 4.6, 4.3, 4.8, 5.7 and 5.2% per year at the 5 stations.
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Figure 3-3. ALE/GAGE network data. As in Figure 1, but for CFC-12 measured on a Porasil column
with a calibration factor of 0.95 and with the 1978-1983 measured trends being 4.7, 4.6, 5.2, 5.1
and 5.2% per year at the 5 stations.
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Figure 3-4. ALE/GAGE network data. As in Figure 1 but for CH3CCI3 measured on a silicone column
with a calibration factor of 0.8 and with the 1978-1983 measured trends being 4.9, 3.8, 6.2, 8.1 and
8.1% per year at the 5 stations.
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Figure 3-5. ALE/GAGE network data, as in Figure 1 but for CCI4 measured on a silicone column with
a calibration factor of 0.81 and with the 1978-1983 measured trends being 0.5, 0.8, 1.7, 1.4 and 1.3%
per year at the 5 stations.
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CC14: Use of carbon tetrachloride has been nearly stable for many decades, thus the atmospheric burden
is relatively close to steady state and annual increases are relatively small. Release rates are not well-
documented, but atmospheric observations appear to be consistent with a lifetime of - 50 yr., which could
be explained by loss due to stratospheric photolysis with, perhaps, a contribution from hydrolysis in the
oceans, (Simmonds et al., 1983).
Distributions, trends and lifetimes for a wide range of halocarbons have been determined by various
investigators, as summarized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2. Long-lived species presently at very low levels can
potentially contribute significant concentrations of C1 and Br to the stratosphere, if release rates grow rapidly.
As discussed below, CFC-113 (C2C13F3) and CFC-22 (CHF2CI) are of particular interest, with their long
lifetimes, increasing industrial applications, and rapidly rising atmospheric concentrations (Table 3-1B).
A number of bromine containing gases have been measured in the atmosphere remote from industrial
or natural sources. Two brominated methane species, CH3Br and CHBr3, are found to be the most abun-
dant bromine-containing compounds (Table 3-2). The concentrations of CHBr3 are quite variable because
of its short atmospheric lifetime. Four other bromine containing trace gases are found at lower concentra-
tions of around 1 to 4 pptv; these are CHzBrz, CHBrzC1, CHzBrC1 and C/H4Brz. Finally there are two
industrial gases present in the atmosphere at about 1 pptv; these are CBrC1F2 (BCF) and CF3Br both used
as fire extinguishing compounds. Methyl bromide (CH3Br) and the two fire extinguishing compounds are
more abundant in the Northern Hemisphere compared to the Southern Hemisphere. These compounds
have known industrial sources. The presence of relatively large amounts of the other bromine containing
trace gases in the Southern Hemisphere suggests that the oceans may be a source for these compounds,
except for CzH4Br2. Bromine compounds have recently served as tracers of pollution associated with arctic
haze (Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984c; Berg et al., 1984; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985c).
Since bromine is a very efficient catalyst for recombination of ozone, concentrations of organobro-
mine species as low as - 100 ppt could be of interest to stratospheric chemists (Prather et al., 1984).
Current levels are below 25 ppt, but some species are increasing rapidly. The long-lived bromocarbons
Halon 1301 (CF3Br) and Halon 1211 (CBrC1F2), have enjoyed an expanding market in fire extinguishers
for high technology, aircraft, and military applications. Hence, it might be expected that atmospheric con-
centrations may be increasing. Atmospheric concentration data for Halon 1301 are not available over a
period of years. Concentrations of Halon 1211 in the atmosphere are rapidly rising, as documented by
Khalil and Rasmussen (1985c) at the South Pole, the Arctic, and Cape Meares, Oregon (rate of increase
10-30% per year) and by Lal et al. (1985) in the upper stratosphere over France. Similarly, Lovelock
(1985, private communication) observed ambient levels for Halon 1211 of only 0.16 pptv in 1978 at Cornwall,
UK, but concentrations rose to 0.43 ppt in 1980 and 1.5 ppt in 1981.
There are no data establishing a trend for either CH3Br or CzH4Br2 in the atmosphere. Ethylene dibromide
(C2HaBr2) is an important industrial bromocarbon (see Table 3-2). Emissions arise from evaporation of
leaded gasoline and from fumigation. Rates of use in both applications are declining, however, and the
lifetime is relatively short ( - 1 yr.), hence concentrations of this species are unlikely to increase significantly
in the near future. Methyl bromide (CH3Br), the second most abundant organobromine gas, has also a
relatively short lifetime (-3 yr.) (Logan et al., 1978; Yung et al., 1980). Sources from leaded motor
fuel are currently in decline (Bauer, 1979). It seems unlikely that use of CH3Br in fumigation can grow
rapidly, due to the high toxicity of the gas, and about half of methyl bromide emissions appear to be of
natural origin (Yung et al., 1975; Yung et al., 1980). Hence there is not expected to be significant future
increase in the concentration of CH3Br.
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Table 3-1A. Measured Distributions of Selected Halocarbons
SOURCE GASES
COMPOUND DATE CONC + SD
pptv
LAT NHAVE + SD SHAVE ± SD GLBLAVE + SD REF
pptv pptv pptv
CCl4
CHC13
CH2C12
CH3C1
CH3CC13
C2HC13
C2C14
CH2CICH2CCI
CF 4 (CFC-14)
C2F6
(CFC-116)
12/81
2/81 150 + 3
6/81 100
1/80
5/82 150 + 2
11/81 146 + 1
12/81
2/81 32 + 4
11/81 21 _ 3
1978
12/81
20
53
70
30 °S--42 °S
20
30 °S-42 °S
12/81 630 40°N-32°S
1981 589 ± 43 71
11/81 617 ± 9 30°S-42°S
12/81
2/81 149 ± 3
1981 170 ± 9
11/81 123 ± 0.6
1978
1/80
12/81
1981
1981 16 ± 15
12/81
2/81 60 ± 7
1981
1981 87 ± 28
11/81 9 ± 1
1978
12/81
1979
1979 64 ± 2
1984 72 ± 2
1979
20
70
30 °S-42 °S
71
70
20
71
70
30 °S-42 °S
90°S
90°S
135 128
121
151
30
45
21
26
29 ±
38
156
117 ±
114
12
18
11
29
89
56 ±
90
37
7.0
4.0
115
145
19
16
11
18±2
29 ±4
21
11
116
90±3
83
<3
9±1
14±3
14
3.5
118
25
26
29
98
35
70± 7
4±0.9
1
2
11
26
12
13
9
24
1
2
13
15
5
3
13
1
2
3
13
15
25
1
3
3
12,22
1
2
3
3
13
15
22
16
23
23
16
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Table 3-1A. Measured Distributions of Selected Halocarbons. -- Continued
COMPOUND DATE CONC + SD LAT NH AVE + SD SH AVE + SD GLBL AVE + SD REF
pptv pptv pptv pptv
SF 6 12/81 0.9 0.8 1
CC1F3 1979 3.2 3.6 3.4 + 0.6 16
(CFC-13)
CCI2F 2 12/81 305 282 1
(CFC-12) 2/81 326 _+ 2 20 2
1981 339 _+ 6 70 3
5/82 353 +_ 3 70 12
ll/81 321 _ 1 30°S-42 °S 13
1978 274 _ 2 255 _+ 4 15
1/80 296 274 285 7
CClaF 12/81 186 172 1
(CFC-11) 1/80 168 8
1981 199 + 3 70 3
5/82 205 + 2 70 12
6/81 191 53 11
11/81 186 + 1 30 °S-42 °S 13
1978 161 _ 1 148 _ 2 15
1/80 174 160.5 168 6
CHC1F2 2/81 64 _+ 1 20 2
(CFC-22) 1981 71 + 4 70 3
11/81 58 + 0.6 30°S-42 °S 13
1978 42 + 1 36 _+ 1 39 15
73 12
C2CIF5 1979 4.1 16
(CFC-115)
C2C12F4 12/81 14 13
(CFC- 114)
C2C13F 3 12/81 23 21 1
(CFC-113) 2/81 21 + 0.5 20 19 + 0.4 2
11/81 17 + 1 30°S-42°S 17 _ 11 13
1978 13 + 0.8 12 + 0.6 15
17 11 14 19
16 12 14 20,24
5/82 23 + 4 70 12
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Table 3-1B. Reported Trends for Selected Halocarbon Concentrations
COMPOUND DATE INC %/yr + SD INC ppt/yr + SD LIFETIME + SD REF
(YEARS)
CC12F 2 (CFC-12)
CC13F (CFC-I I)
CF 4 (CFC-14)
CHC1F2 (CFC-22)
C2C13F 3 (CFC-113)
CC14
CHC13
CH2C12
CHaCC13
C2C14
CH2CICH2CC1
12/81 26.0 + 5 100 +100/-40 1
1/80 6.0 17.1 greater than 81 7
9.0 + 2 19
1980 135 17
1980 120 14
12/81 15.0 + 3 60 + 40/-20 1
1/80 5.7 9.6 78 6
1/80 75 8
10.0 + 1/-3 19
60 14
75-81 6-7 11
79-84 -2 1.3 + 0.6 ? - 104 27
11.7 4
11
1110 - 11
75 + 15/-10
10.0 20,24
12/81 6.0 1
1/80 1.8 2.1 52 26
0.50 9
11/81 0.33 13
12/81 0.9 _ 0.3 1
12/81 13.0 + 3 9 + 2/-1 1
13.2 + .8/-1.2 19
11/81 13
1/80 8.6 6.5 to 9 25
12/81 0.6 + 0.2
12/81 0.6 + 0.2
8.7
1. Singh, et al., 1983a.
2. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1981a.
3. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1983a.
4. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1981.
5. Singh, et al., 1983b.
6. Cunnold et al., 1983a.
7. Cunnold et al., 1983b.
8. Fraser et al., 1983.
9. Khalil et al., 1983.
11. Brice et al., 1982.
12. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1983d.
13. Rasmussen et al., 1982a.
14. Owens et al., 1982.
15. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1982.
16. Penkett et al., 1981.
17. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1983.
18. Rasmussen et al., 1981c.
19. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1983c.
20. Rasmussen et al., 1983b.
21. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984a.
22. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985d.
23. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985e.
24. Prinn et aL, 1983a.
25. Prinn et al., 1983b.
26. Simmonds et al., 1983.
27. Cicerone, 1979.
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Table 3-2. Atmospheric Concentrations of Bromo- and Iodo Carbons
COMPOUND DATE CONC + SD LAT NH AVE + SD SH AVE _+ SD GLBL AVE +_ SD REF
pptv pptv pptv pptv
CH3I 1981 1.3 + 0.2 60°N 0.8 4
1981 2.5 + 0.8 22°N 4
1981 3.4 + 0.5 8°N 4
1981 2.6 _+ 0.9 14°S 4
1981 2.4 _ 1.3 42°S 4
1981 1.8 + 0.4 90°S 4
1981 7.0 + 0.5 15°N 4
1981 22.0 _+ 5.0 60°N 4
1981 12.0 _+ 3.0 34°S 4
1981 3.1 + 0.3 2.2 __+ 0.5 4
CHsBr
CHBrs
CH2Br2
CH2BrC1
CHBr2C1
C2H4Br2
CF3Br
CBrC1F2
Br -- total
organic
1981 10.9 + 0.9 72°N 2
1983 9 - 14 72 °N 7
3/83 11 + 4 60-80°N 6
11/84 7.5 90°S 1
3/83 2 - 46 60-80°N 6
11/84 7.5 90°S 1
1981 5.0 + .3 72°N 2
1983 4.7 - 5.6 72°N 7
3/83 3 - 60 60-80°N 6
1981 2.5 + .3 72°N 2
1983 2.3 - 2.8 72°N 7
11/84 2.5 90 °S 1
11/84 0.70 90 °S 1
1981 1.24 + .30 72°N 2
1983 1.0 - 1.9 72°N 7
3/83 1 - 37 60-80°N 6
11/84 1.0 90°S 1
11/84 1.10 90°S 1
1981 1.09 + 0.10 72°N 2
2/1985 2.00 44°N 3
9/1982 1.03 72°N 3
9/1983 1.31 72°N 3
10/84 1.49 72°N 3
1983 0.9 - 1.2 72°N 7
1981 30 72°N 2
11/82 7.6 ± 3.0 72°N 5
1. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985c.
2. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984c.
3. Lal et al., 1985.
4. Rasmussen et al., 1982b.
5. Berg and Sperry, 1983.
6. Berg et al., 1984.
7. Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984c.
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3.1.2 Sources
Industrial Production and Use
Table 3-3 presents a summary list of industrial halogenated species which have been observed in the
free atmosphere, along with estimated source strengths. No organization currently has access to truly global
industrial production data for halocarbons. The chlorofluoromethanes CFC 11 and 12 (CFC13, CF2C12)
are the only compounds for which data covering a large fraction of the market are published, and for
which emission estimates are routinely made. There is only very sparse information for the other halocar-
bons. Available data and estimates on production, current and historic, for the chemicals listed in Table
3-3 are described below and factors likely to influence future use are discussed. Of the industrially produced
halocarbons considered here, only the methyl halides (CHaCI, CH3Br, CH3I, CH2Br2, etc.) appear to have
significant natural sources (Singh et al., 1983a).
CFC 11 (CFCIz) and CFC 12 (CF=CI=)
The Fluorocarbon Program Panel (FPP) of the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) spon-
sors publication of an annual report of production for CFC 11 and CFC 12 by 20 companies representing
production in North America, South America, Western Europe, Japan, Australia, Africa, and India. The
data for 1960-1984 are summarized in Figure 3-6. The production of CFCs 11 and 12 by these companies
fell by 7% in 1982 relative to 1981, to 599 kt, but rose by 8% in 1983 to 644 kt and rose by an additional
8% in 1984 to 694 kt (CMA, 1985). Thus in the last two years production rose by 16%, while remaining
slightly below ( - 13%) the 810 kt produced by reporting companies in 1974, the peak year.
The FPP formerly attempted to estimate production in the rest of the world by extrapolation of data
published for the USSR for the period 1968-75, which suggested 18 % annual growth during that period.
Continued use of this extrapolation could not be justified in the absence of more recent data for the USSR.
Data for the People's Republic of China and the countries of Eastern Europe are lacking entirely. Conse-
quently, no world production estimate was made for 1983 and the FPP does not plan to resume estimating
world production until credible CFC production data for these countries become available. It is still con-
sidered that production by the companies reporting to CMA represents 80-85% of the world total, but
this fraction is not well known and may be expected to change with time. Earlier FPP estimates of total
world production of CFC-11 and CFC-12 showed 1982 values to be only 7% below the 1974 peak, and
therefore by extension, the 7% growth in 1983 would result in values comparable to 1974. Since these
estimates (CMA, 1983) probably overestimated growth in Soviet manufacture of CFC-12, world produc-
tion of CFC's probably did not achieve levels of the peak year (1974) prior to 1984. The uncertainties
in the world estimates are substantial, and we must fall back on careful monitoring of the atmosphere
to provide the best information on worldwide emissions.
FPP production figures are broken down by use-category and CFC emissions to the atmosphere are
then calculated. For each use an estimate has to be made for product lifetime, for rate of loss of CFC
during use, and for fate upon disposal. The emission calculations are revised as new information becomes
available (Gamlen et al., 1985). For example, the rate of diffusion of CFC 11 from closed-cell foams
has been reported recently to be slower than previously estimated (Khalil and Rasmussen, private com-
munication, 1985). The CMA data show that the pattern of usage of CFC 11 and CFC 12 has changed
substantially since 1976 with a decline in aerosol usage and an increase in other applications. Delay times
between production and eventual release to the atmosphere have therefore grown somewhat.
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Table 3-3. Atmospheric Halocarbons (partial list)
Substance Measured Time Est. global indus- Year Refer- Est.
concentration trial production ence atmospheric
x 106 kg lifetime
(pptv) (year) years (NAS 1984)
CFC 11 (CC13F) 200 1983 310 1982 1,8 65
CFC 12 (CCIzF2) 320 1983 444 1982 1,8 120
CFC 13 (CF3CI) _ 3.4 1980 -- -- 10 400
CFC 22 (CHClzF) - 52 1980 206 1984 2,7 20
CFC 113 - 32 1/85 138-141 1984 2,5 90
CFC 114 -- -- 13-14 1984 2 180
CFC 115 4 1980 -- -- lO 380
CHaCC13 - 120 1983 545 1983 3,11 6.5
CFC 116 _ 4 1980 -- -- 10 >500
CC14 - 140 1979 -830 1983 3,12 50
CHaC1 630 1980 _500 1984 3,6 - 1.5
CH3I _ 1 1981 -- -- 9 0.02
CBrC1F2 - 1.2 1984 (-5?)_ -- 4 25
CBrF3 - 1 1984 7-8 1984 2,4 110
CH3Br 9.0 1984 -- -- 4 2.3
CH2BrCI 3.2 1984 -- -- 4 --
CHBrEC1 0.9 1984 -- -- 4 --
CEH4Br2 - 1 1984 -- -- 4 - 1
CHBr3 _ 2 1984 -- -- 4 --
:_Estimated release from observed atmospheric increase, uncertaindelay between industrial production and release to the atmosphere.
1. CMA, 1984.
2. DuPont, private communication, 1985.
3. ICI, private communication, 1985.
4. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985a [mean of arctic and antarctic values, fall, 1984].
5. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985d.
6. Rasmussen et al., 1980.
7. Khalil and Rasmussen, 1981.
8. Cunnold et al., 1983a, b; Cunnold, 1984.
9. Rasmussen et al., 1982.
10. Penkett et al., 1981.
11. Prinn et al., 1983b; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984a.
12. Simmonds et al., 1983; Rasmussen and Khalil, 1981.
Other Halocarbons
Concern over depletion of stratospheric ozone by chlorine is not restricted to CFC-11 and 12 alone.
Numerous other halocarbons discussed below contribute to the accumulation of chlorine in the stratosphere.
Attention focuses generally on the long-lived CFCs (11, 12, 22, 113, 114) and on CH3CCI3, which are
likely to become important sources of stratospheric chlorine in the next century. CFC-113 represents as
much as 15 % of the current production of long-lived halocarbons, due to rapid growth occurring since
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Figure 3-6. Chlorofluorocarbon production history for CFC-11 and CFC-12, 1961-84 for CMA reporting
companies. Soviet Union/Eastern European production for CFC-12 is estimated separately. USSR pro-
duction is based on Borisenkov and Kazadov, 1977 with estimates continued by CMA to include Eastern
Europe from 1976 through 1982 (CMA, 1984).
1974. If CFC-113 is counted along with CFC-11 and CFC-12, it appears that there has been an overall
increase in world-wide production of long-lived CFCs above that of the former peak year, 1974. We now
discuss industrial sources of these species.
CFC 22 (CHCIF2)
Refrigeration is the major use of CFC 22 but a significant portion, about 35 % of total production,
is used as a chemical intermediate to prepare tetrafluoroethylene, which in turn is polymerized to
fluoropolymers. Limited CFC 22 production data have been reported for several years. Growth in
fluoropolymer production (with little emission of CFC 22 to the atmosphere) accounts for much of the
recent growth in CFC 22 production. It has been estimated that 102, 163, and 206 × 106 kg of CFC
22 were produced globally in 1977, 1981, and 1984 respectively (NASA 1979, DuPont, 1983).
CFC 1 13 (CCI2FCCIF=)
CFC 113 is used largely as a solvent to clean and deflux sophisticated electronic assemblies and com-
ponents. Lower-cost cleaning systems, such as chlorocarbons and aqueous systems, also compete for this
application. Historical production data are not available for CFC 113. DuPont (1981) estimated that about
70, 79, and 91 x 106 kg were produced globally in 1977, 1978, and 1979. Production of CFC 113 has
increased rapidly in recent years, but its growth may level off as the market matures, and global produc-
tion in 1984 has been estimated to be about 140 × 106 kg (DuPont, private communication, 1985). Its
future use is vulnerable to competing systems, changes in electronics technology, and possible require-
ments to reclaim the solvent.
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Table 3-4. Global Production of CH3CCI3 (excluding USSR and Eastern Europe)
Year Production/Sales CH3CCI3 (106 kg)
ICI (1985)
(Production)
Prinn et al., (1983b)
(Sales)
1976 475 --
1977 490 483.6
1978 520 497.5
1979 580 535.5
1980 580 544.2
1981 570 544.2
1982 540 --
1983 545 --
CFC 114 (CCIF2 CCIF2)
CFC 114 has limited use as an aerosol propellant of perfumes and colognes, as a refrigerant, and
as an intermediate to prepare chloropentafluoroethane (CFC 115). Its production has remained relatively
constant over the past 6 years at about 13 × 106 kg (ICI, private communication, 1985).
Methyl Chloroform (CH3CCI3)
Stabilized 1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform) has been marketed since the early 1960's. Its
principal use has always been the industrial degreasing of metallic or metaloplastic pieces. It is widely
used for cold cleaning processes in the engineering industry. It is also used as a solvent in adhesives,
varnishes and paints where low flammability and low toxicity are important. Sales of methyl chloroform
grew rapidly in the 1960's and early 1970's when it replaced tri- and perchloroethylene and CCI 4 in many
industrial applications. This replacement process is virtually complete in Western countries. Estimated
global sales have leveled off since 1979, due at least in part to increasing efficiency of usage and to solvent
reclamation (see Table 3-4).
Carbon Tetrachloride (CCI,)
It is difficult to define the global capacity for production of carbon tetrachloride because it is co-produced
with other chemicals. One industry estimate puts current capacity at 1150 × l06 kg per annum. Carbon
tetrachloride is used predominantly as a chemical intermediate in the production of CFCs 11 and 12, leading
to relatively little emission of CC14 to the atmosphere. Using the reported CMA figures for 1983 produc-
tion of CFCs, the quantity of CC14 used in this application is inferred to be 778 × 106 kg. Various estimates
put other uses and fugitive emissions of CCI4 at 5-10% of total sales. This would indicate that the 1983
total production (excluding USSR, Eastern Europe and People's Republic of China) was 830 × 106 kg,
of which only 40-80 × 106 kg would be likely to be emitted to the atmosphere (cf. Simmonds et al.,
1983). Sales of CCl 4 for direct use have declined significantly in the West because of concerns about its
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toxicity. A small fraction is still used as a solvent in chemical and pharmaceutical production processes.
Use as a grain fumigant is declining. However, there is some indication that release rates may still be
substantial in Eastern Europe, the USSR or China. Annual release of at least 90 × 106 kg is needed to
explain atmospheric data for CCI4 from ALE (Simmonds et al., 1983).
Brominated Compounds
Atmospheric bromine (Table 3-3) is dominated by methyl bromide (CH3Br) and bromoform (CHBr3).
The bromoform is believed to be mainly of natural origin, and CH3Br about 50% natural. As discussed
above, anthropogenic emissions of ethylene dibromide (EDB) and CH3Br are probably declining. They
have been used as grain fumigants, and both are emitted by automobiles using leaded gasoline.
As discovered earlier, two long-lived industrial brominated compounds (Halons 1211 and 1301) are
currently of greater interest due to their rapidly increasing usage.
Halon 1211 (CBrCIF2)
The relatively high boiling point and low vapor pressure of Halon 1211 make it ideal for use in porta-
ble fire extinguishers. Flame extinction can be very rapid due to the high activity of Br atoms as combus-
tion inhibitors. The growth of the Halon 1211 market has been as a replacement agent for CCla and CO2
extinguishers. Halon 1211 has been commercially available for more than 20 years but world sales did
not reach significant volumes until the early 1970's. One industrial estimate (ICI, private communication,
1985) notes that the initially high growth rates of the 1970's have not been maintained. However, no data
on current production for Halon 1211 are available from industry sources. The atmospheric data discussed
in Section 3.1.1 imply release of about 5 kt per annum and rapid growth.
Halon 1301 (CBrF3)
Halon 1301 is used almost exclusively as a fire extinguisher in total-flooding applications where water
and carbon dioxide are unacceptable, such as in computer rooms, marine engines, art museums, etc. A
small amount of the chemical is used as a refrigerant in special applications. DuPont (1978) estimated
1976 U.S. production to be about 1.4 kt which suggests 1976 global production was 1.4-3.0 kt. World
production in 1984 was estimated to be 7-8 kt (DuPont, private communication, 1985). A large portion
of increased use over recent years was for the fire protection of large oil and gas pipeline projects, and
an industry estimate (DuPont, private communication, 1985) expects slower growth in fire protection ap-
plications of Halon 1301 in the future.
Methyl Chloride (CH3CI)
It is generally accepted that the industrial production of methyl chloride is far outweighed by releases
from the oceans and from burning vegetation. Recent estimates of the total source are 2-5 MT per year
(see for example, Logan et al., 1981; Crutzen et al., 1983), based on calculation of global reaction rates
with OH. One estimate puts annual industrial production worldwide at 0.5 MT, or less than -25 % of
global sources (ICI, private communication, 1984). Quantitation of the major sources is highly uncertain
at present, and human activity (biomass burning) is likely to be a major contributor.
3.1.3 Discussion
Atmospheric Inventory
For a certain category of trace gases, observations of the changing atmospheric burden may be used
to derive a globally integrated source for the gas. A requirement for such analysis is that the uncertainty
in calculated atmospheric losses of the gas be much less than new releases to the atmosphere. These condi-
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tions are applicable to most halocarbons whose atmospheric concentrations are far from steady-state levels,
due either to long atmospheric lifetimes ( - 100 yrs.) and/or to rapid growth in release rates.
The CFCs 11 (CFCI3) and 12 (CF2C12) have received the most attention. Their long lifetimes allow
atmospheric observations to record cumulative release with moderate accuracy. Rowland (1982) pointed
out disparities between estimated release for CFC-12 and the observed increase in atmospheric concentra-
tions, based on surface measurements at two stations (Oregon and South Pole) for limited times over several
years. This analysis has been confirmed by continued observations by more researchers using expanded
observing networks. The observed atmospheric trend in CFC-11 is relatively consistent with CMA esti-
mates of release (Cunnold et al., 1983a; Fraser et al., 1983a), whereas CFC 12 appears to require a sub-
stantial source from the USSR and Eastern Europe (Cunnold et al., 1983b). The increase in the Eastern
European source must, however, be less than the 18 % compounded annual growth assumed since 1975
in pre-1983 CMA projections.
Inventories of methyl chloroform (CH3CCI3) and carbon tetrachloride (CC14) have also been analyzed
using the ALE data (Prinn et al., 1983b; Simmonds et al., 1983). The global distribution and trend are
consistent with previous flask measurements of CHaCC13 (Rasmussen and Khalil, 198 la,c,d). Global emis-
sions may be determined for these gases with somewhat less accuracy than for the CFCs, since they are
closer to a steady-state between emission and atmospheric loss. As noted earlier, the atmospheric lifetime
for CH3CC13 is relatively short, 6.5-10 years (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984a; ALE data updated) and thus
photochemical losses (uncertain to at least +25 %) play a more dominant role in the global annual inven-
tory than for CFC's. ALE analysis notes that industry estimates of CH3CC13 releases are consistent with
observations over the 5 years of the ALE record if some delay in release of early production is considered
in the early years. The derived range of lifetimes for CH3CC13, 6.5-10 years, implies emissions of 500-600 kt
per year.
Data for CH3CCI3 from the ALE program have helped to define the global loss rates for other gases
removed from the atmosphere by reaction with the OH radical, e.g. CH4. The idea behind this analysis
was proposed by Lovelock (1977) and followed up by a variety of authors (Crutzen and Fishman, 1977;
Derwent and Eggleton, 1981 ; Makide et al., 1981 ; Logan et al., 1981). A lifetime of 5.5 yr. is calculated
by the model of Logan et al. (1981), using updated chemical reaction rates, reasonably consistent with
the ALE result of 6.5 yr. from the inventory method. Models using updated chemical rates may be ex-
pected therefore to provide fairly good estimates for the global OH distribution and hence for the removal
rates of important trace gases such as CH4 (see below).
Global burdens of CC14 are also close to steady state, despite a longer atmospheric lifetime ( - 50 yrs.),
because the gas has a much longer history of sustained atmospheric release (Simmonds et al., 1983). In
this case industry estimates of release in the reporting (i.e., Western) countries can account for only half
of the 90 kt per year needed to maintain the observed atmospheric increase.
As discussed above, CFC-113 (C2C13F3) is increasing rapidly in the earth's atmosphere. Recent
measurements at Barrow, Alaska since mid-1983 yield a growth rate of 14+1% yr -_, while an earlier
time-series at the South Pole (1/79-1/82) gave - 10% yr -_ (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985b). Industrial
production data (see above) suggest rapid growth in the manufacture of CFC-113, -13% yr -_ during
1977-1979 and -10 yr -_ 1979-1984. The global burden is far from a steady state distribution and large
increases in the atmospheric burden appear inevitable. Hence, even though present concentrations are less
than 10 % of CFC-11 and CFC-12, industrial emissions and atmospheric burdens of CFC-113 would appear
to merit careful scientific scrutiny in the next 10 yrs.
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The observed atmospheric growth rate of CHC1F2 reported for the late 1970's (11-12% yr-', Khalil
and Rasmussen, 1981) is quite consistent with the industrial production data cited above for this same
period. Whether slower growth of industrial production in the present decade ( - 8 % yr-_ for 1981-1984,
see above) is reflected in a turn-down in the rate of atmospheric increase has not yet been reported. If
the change in end-use, away from refrigeration toward Teflon polymer production, has actually resulted
in reduced fugitive emissions, a corresponding reduction in the atmospheric growth rate should now be
discernible. However, use in the USSR and Eastern Europe is unknown and could be significant. CFC-22
is a major atmospheric halocarbon (Table 3-1) and it also merits careful scrutiny.
Six years of data at the South Pole (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985c) indicated that atmospheric CBrC1F2
(Halon 1211) is increasing very rapidly at -22 (_+5)% yr -1. The atmospheric level in late 1984 was 1.1
pptv at the South Pole, and 30% higher in the Arctic, consistent with production and use in high technol-
ogy, fire-extinguishing applications in the industrialized Northern Hemisphere. Continued growth at the
present rate for another decade would bring CBrC1F2 levels to > 10 pptv, surpassing identified natural
sources of stratospheric bromine. Trend data for other atmospheric bromine gases have not yet been reported
but rapid increases for CF3Br might be anticipated based on estimates of production. Khalil and Rasmus-
sen (1985) estimate total gaseous (organic) bromine at a current level 22 pptv in late 1984, of which perhaps
20-50% is of anthropogenic origin.
The recent advent of widespread use for CBrCIF2 and CF3Br ensure substantial growth in future atmos-
pheric burdens, since lifetimes are long, 25 yr. for CBrC1F2 and 100 yr. for CF3Br (Molina et al., 1982;
Prather et al., 1984), and present burdens are therefore much smaller than steady-state values. The atmos-
pheric levels and industrial production of Halon fire suppressants therefore should be monitored closely,
even though accumulation of damaging levels (50-100 ppt) would take a long time (Prather et al., 1984).
Regional Relative Source Strengths
Emissions of halocarbons from major source regions may be derived from the relative enhancement
of trace gas concentrations in air masses influenced by these source areas. The sampled air mass may
be viewed as an integrator of emissions on a regional scale. Such studies allow direct verification of source
estimates. For example, a recent study attempted to derive the urban, combustion-related source of methane
from the elevated concentrations of CH 4 and CFC 11 in city centers around the world (Blake, et al. 1984).
Analysis of the reported ALE data by Prather (1985) has shown that, with a sufficient number of
observations during pollution episodes, accurate relative source strengths may be derived for European
emissions of CFC-11, CFC-12, CC14 and CH3 CC13 using data from Adrigole, Ireland. The temporal
correlation of variations in the five ALE trace gases provides information on both the spatial association
of sources and on the duration and recurrency of pollution events. Atmospheric measurements must be
made at high frequency in order to obtain meaningful results using this analysis.
At Adrigole all the halocarbons exhibit similar patterns: the full width at half-height, of a pollution
event averages 2 days although enhanced concentrations may persist for nearly a week. These events recur
at roughly 5 to 8 day intervals. Variations of concentrations of the major halocarbons (CFC-11, CFC-12,
and CH3CC13) are highly coherent. Evidently, major pollution events accumulate quantitatively comparable
emissions of these gases. Carbon tetrachloride, on the other hand, is not fully coherent with the other
halocarbons. One interpretation would place major CCI 4 sources in spatially distant regions (e.g., Eastern
Europe) as compared with those of major CFC sources (e.g., Western Europe).
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European source strengths for CFC-12, CH3CC13, and CC14, relative to that for CFC-11, are reported
in Table 3-5, which also includes results of similar analyses for ALE data from Capc Mearcs, Oregon
and Cape Grim, Tasmania (Prather, 1985). These latter two stations record pollution events less often
and of smaller magnitude than observed at Adrigole, making the analyses there more uncertain. The data
show that release patterns for the CFCs are similar for Europe, Western U.S. and Australia although
Australian releases of CFC-12 are noticeably smaller with respect to CFC-11. More importantly, the global
inventory for CFCs indicate a substantially larger source of CFC-12, relative to CFC-11, than is found
by time series analysis of ALE data for any station. Since the effluents from the Soviet Union and developing
countries are not sampled by ALE stations it appears that these countries play a relatively important role
in world use of CFC-12, confirming suggestions made in earlier studies (Rowland, 1982; Cunnold et al.,
1983b) of the global inventory.
Emissions of CH3CC13, measured relative to CFC-11, are clearly variable among the continents: Europe
is about equal to the global mean value, the Western U.S. is a factor of 1.3 above global mean, and Australia
a factor of 2 below. Carbon tetrachloride shows a relatively large European source with respect to CFC- 11,
but not large enough to account for the mean global source. Since the U.S. and Australia appear to con-
tribute still lesser relative amounts of CC14, relative to CFC-11, we may conclude, as in the case of CFC-12,
that substantial additional sources must exist in the USSR, China, Japan, or developing countries distant
from ALE sites.
Future Projections of Industrial Halocarbon Production
There is a need for projections of trends in atmospheric concentrations of trace gases into the future
in order to calculate possible future changes in the stratosphere. There is no bar to developing forecasts
for the next hundred years, but it is doubtful whether the result is meaningful. Projections require not
only a complete understanding of the processes leading to the emission of a trace species and its atmospheric
fate, but also detailed economic projections which must incorporate forecasts of population and GNP changes,
Table 3-5. Relative Molar Source Strengths Derived by Prather (1985) from Cross-Covariances of ALE
Data (See Text for ALE References)
CFC-11 CFC-12 CH3CCI3 CCl4 NzO
ALE (Ireland)* 1
ALE (Oregon) 1
ALE (Tasmania) 1
Global Estimate 1
(flux in Gg/yr) (265)
1.1 1.8 0.28 30-70
1.2 + .2 2.5 _ .3 0.15 + .05 x
0.9 __+ .2 0.9 _ .2 0.15 + .04 x
1.76 1.94 0.34 52
(410) (500) (100) (2800 of N)
* Error estimates are + 10% for all but N20 (see text).
Calibration factors for the ALE data have not been applied.
NzO flux estimates corresponds to 0.2 % per annum.
N20 sources are undetectable (x) at Oregon and Tasmania.
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regional development, and changes in technology. (Imagine a projection for today, rendered in 1885.)
For gases of solely industrial origin such as CFCs, assessment must be made of the future availability
of raw materials, capital for investment, possible new technology, and external constraints such as regula-
tions, wars, famines, and economic depressions. We believe that it is not possible to render reliable, ac-
curate long-term forecasts of this nature.
Forecasts for CFCs 11 and 12 up to 1995 have been prepared by CEFIC (European Fluorocarbon
Technical Committee (EFCTC), A CEFIC Sector Growth Halocarbon Trend Study, 1983-1995). These
forecasts cover Western Europe, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa and, in a separate forecast,
the rest of the world (ROW) excluding North America, Japan and Eastern Bloc countries; i.e. the forecast
covers areas of the world where European CFC producers have detailed market knowledge.
Although the CEFIC forecast is not globally complete it adds some perspective to a global view of
CFC 11 and 12 usage in the next decade. High growth rates for CFCs 11 and 12 seen in OECD countries
in the 1960's and 70's are not expected to return, even in developing countries where current demand
is small. The overall growth rate is projected to be - 1.5 % per annum over the next ten years. Slightly
higher growth rates in developing countries are not expected to significantly change the overall distribu-
tion of demand over the next ten years. The reliability of this forecast must be viewed in the context of
recent events. Production of CFC-I 1 and CFC-12 by reporting companies increased 16% from 1982 to
1984 (Figure 3-6). This was a period of high economic growth in the USA and Japan, and economic stagnation
in Europe, and one might speculate that growth would have been even faster if European economics were
more robust. Thus world production can evidently increase very rapidly in favorable economic circumstances,
in this case, five times faster than the regional CEFIC projections.
Projections are notoriously unreliable even over a short time span (less than 10 years). For example,
severa_ groups in the late 1970's made projections of the future growth of CFCs 11 and 12 in Western
econonhies, ranging from 3-6% per year (Rand, 1980; SRI, 1982; OECD, 1983) whereas reported pro-
duction for 1979-83 was in fact static (Figure 3-6). The latest Rand report (1986) estimates about 5 % per
year growth for CFC 11 and 2.6% per year for CFC 12 through 1990. Their estimates for long-term
growth (through 2075), based on a variety of assumptions, range from 0.6-3 % per year. Long term con-
centrations derived from these estimates span a very wide range, and any of the scenarios would appear
to be feasible. It does not seem possible to single out any particular scenario as probable. Thus a range
of assumptions needs to be explored in any assessment document. The resulting atmospheric conditions
will span a correspondingly wide range, and a scientific assessment must concentrate on determining which
part of the range presents significant environmental risks.
3.2 NITROUS OXIDE (N=O)
3.2.1 Global Atmospheric Trend and Distributions
The mean global concentration of NzO is about 300 ppbv, with very little geographic variation ( < 1%
except near source regions) (Pierotti and Rasmussen, 1977). Nitrous oxide has a long atmospheric lifetime,
150 yrs., and large natural sources, hence atmospheric trends are expected to be small. A series of
papers in the 1970's predicted important anthropogenic sources for N20 (for example, McElroy, 1976;
Crutzen and Ehhalt, 1977; McElroy et al., 1977; Weiss and Craig, 1976; Pierotti and Rasmussen, 1976),
and suggested possible increases for the global concentration of the gas. Weiss (1981) presented convinc-
ing evidence for a steady increase of about 0.7 ppb yr-' during the period 1977-1980, confirming these
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ideas. Although the rate of increase is indeed small (0.2% yr-9, implications for the atmosphere are very
significant (see below).
Recent data for N20 from the ALE program are shown in Figure 3-7, along with trends observed
at each station. The interhemispheric difference is small for N20 ( - 1 ppb, N-S) (Weiss, 1982), but rates
of increase appear to be larger in the Northern Hemisphere (0.25-0.7% yr -_) than in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (0.1-0.2 % yr-'). If shown to be statistically significant, this pattern would be counter to that for
CFCs, indicating an increasing imbalance between northern sources and global sinks.
Recently, enhanced concentrations of N20 have been observed in the lower atmosphere of Amazonia
(Figure 3-8), a major source region as discussed below. The observed enhancement near the source is
quite small, due to the large atmospheric burden of the gas. Nevertheless, this pilot study shows that con-
siderable information about emissions from a large area can be derived from observations of geographical
gradients. Measurements of temporal and spatial variations of N20 could yield important insights into
the atmospheric cycle of the gas, if the precision of routine measurements could be improved from the
current value of - 1 ppb to about 0.1 ppb (cf. Prather, 1985). It appears possible to develop technology
for this purpose (e.g. using diode inset technology), and an important contribution to atmospheric science
would result.
3.2.2 Sources and Sinks
A. Natural Processes
Nitrous oxide is removed from the atmosphere mainly by photolysis in the stratosphere and secon-
darily by reaction with O(_D).
N20 + hv _ N2 + O (3-1a)
N20 + O(_D) -- NO + NO (3-1b)
-- Nz + 02 (3-1c)
The rate for destruction is calculated to be 10.5 (+3) × 106 tons N y-', using observed distribu-
tions (e.g. Goldan et al., 1980) and calculated rates for photochemical reactions in the stratosphere. The
rate of increase in the atmosphere, currently 0.7 + 0.1 ppb yr ', corresponds to 3.5 × 106 tons N yr '.
Total emissions for N20 amount therefore to 14 + 3 x 106 tons N yr -_. The magnitude of the annual
increase, though small (0.2% per year), implies a discrepancy in excess of 30% between current sources
and sinks, (see Table 3-6). Since N20 is the dominant precursor of stratospheric odd nitrogen, we expect
gradual increases in the levels of NO x in the stratosphere, adding up eventually to at least 30% above
current levels.
Nitrous oxide is an obligatory free intermediate in microbial denitrification and other dissimilatory
nitrogen reduction processes (Payne, 1983),
organic matter + NO3-- NO_-- NO -- N20 -- N2. (3-2)
Sequential reduction of the nitrogen atom in (3-2) provides a respiratory electron sink for a wide variety
of bacteria under anaerobic conditions. Denitrification is most often observed in environments isolated
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Figure 3-7. ALE/GAGE network data. As in Figure 3-1 but for N20 measured on Porasil column with
a calibration factor of 0.92 and with the 1978-1983 measured trends being 0.77, 0.27, 0.24, 0.09
and 0.18% per year at the 5 stations.
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Figure 3-8. Isopleths of N20 mixing ratio (ppbv) over Brazil, March-April 1983 (Wofsy, personal com-
munication, 1985).
from atmospheric oxygen and supplied with abundant sources of oxidizable detrital material; organic-rich
sediments, flooded soils, and closed ocean basins, for example. Such systems were thought at one time
to be the principal sources for atmospheric N20, but this idea turned out to be incorrect. It has been observed
that static anaerobic ecosystems contain typically very low concentrations of N20, indicating that virtually
all the N20 produced in denitrification is consumed in situ (Cohen and Gordon, 1978; Hashimoto et al.,
1983; Blackmer and Bremner, 1976; Firestone et al., 1979; Firestone and Tiedje, 1979). These results
reflect the ability of microorganisms to use N20 as an oxidant in systems which are prevented from exchang-
ing gases with the environment.
Significant quantities of N20 are produced, however, by a variety of aerobic or partially aerobic environ-
ments, especially soils. Intense emissions are associated with rapid oxidation of organic matter or of reduced
N in fertilizer (Bremner and Blackmer, 1978; Freney et al., 1979; Hutchinson and Mosier, 1976; Breiten-
beck et al., 1980; Seiler and Conrad, 1981; Duxbury et al., 1982; Slemr and Seiler, 1984; Robertson
and Tiedje, 1984), and it appears primary nitrification is a major pathway for production of N20 (Yoshida
and Alexander, 1970),
3
NH++ 2 O2 -- H20 + NO2 + 2H +. (3-3)
Nitrification is a key step in the aerobic degradation of organic detritus. It is carried out by a small
group of autotrophic bacteria, and the process yields 1-3 molecules of N20 per 1000 nitrite molecules
under fully aerobic conditions. The yield of N20 increases dramatically under low-oxygen conditions,
rising to 10% of the nitrite production rate for partial pressures of 02 below 0.01 atm (Goreau et al., 1980).
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Nitrous Oxide Sources and Sinks (1984 concentration 303 ppb)
(from McEIroy and VVofsy, 1985)
Ao
B.
C°
Do
Atmospheric burden (106 tons as N)
Sinks + accumulation (10 6 tons N yr -_)
stratospheric photolysis + reaction with OOD)
accumulation (0.7 ppb yr -_)
total
Sources (106 tons N yr -1)
oceans
combustion: coal + oil, 4+ 1
biomass, 0.7+0.2
fertilized agricultural lands
grasslands
-boreal and temperate forests
tropical and subtropical forests and woodlands
(extrapolation of soil data)
total
Tropical Contribution (106 tons N yr -t)
biomass burning
soil emissions
1500
14.0 _ 3.5
2 _+ 1
4.7 + 1.2
0.8 _ 0.4
< 0.1
0.1 - 0.5
7.4 + 4
15.3 + 6.7
0.6
7.4
total 8.0
While it is clear that aerobic soils and waters are major sources of atmospheric N20, reductive pathways
may nevertheless be important. Studies by Robertson and Tiedje (1984) showed active denitrification in
aerobic soil cores from forest environments. Using an oxygen microprobe, Sexstone et al. (1985) showed
that soil aggregates contain active, anaerobic microsites where denitrification proceeds. This direct demonstra-
tion confirms ideas held by soil scientists for many years (cf. Arnold, 1955). Hence a significant source
of N20 may be denitrification along a microscopic O2 gradient, from which escape of N20 may be relatively
rapid. Important modification of the N20 source may occur therefore when forests are converted to
agriculture, since soil structure and organic content is radically changed. The nature of the effect on N20
has not yet been elucidated, however.
Soils in tropical forests emit N20 at rates far in excess of soils in most other environments, as shown
by recent measurements from forest sites in the USA, Germany, Brazil, Ecuador, and elsewhere (see,
for a review, Seiler and Conrad, 1985). Table 3-7 provides a summary of existing data for soils. Release
rates for tropical forests average about 2 x 10 TM molecules N20 cm 2 sec ', as compared for example,
to 1-2 × 109 cm -2 sec -_ in New Hampshire (Keller et al., 1983, updated for other tropical sites, 1985).
It is this large source whose signature is observed over South America, although biomass burning may
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also contribute (Crutzen et al., 1985, see below). Since the tropical forests of the world are being rapidly
modified, this large natural source of N20 is likely to be changing. It would be of great interest to discover
in what direction these changes might go.
B. Anthropogenic Processes
Concerns arose during the 1970's (for example, McElroy et al., 1977; Crutzen and Ehhalt, 1977)
that use of nitrogenous fertilizer would artificially enhance biogenic emissions of NzO, leading to increased
concentrations in the atmosphere. Recent investigations indicate that fertilization with NH_ or urea does
indeed stimulate emission of NzO, although the yield is relatively small (Hutchinson and Mosier, 1976;
McKenney et al., 1978; Breitenbeck et al., 1980; Seiler and Conrad, 1981). Between 0.1 and 0.5% of
the reduced nitrogen in fertilizer is converted to NzO within a few weeks of application, with highest effi-
ciency for conversion at highest rates of fertilization. The ultimate release of NzO after fertilization could
be higher, however, since fixed nitrogen is likely to be assimilated into organic material and re-oxidized
a number of times before it is lost eventually from the soil.
Table 3-7. Nitrous Oxide Fluxes from Soils* (Global mean value = 2x10 9 cm -2 sec -1)
I. Undisturbed soils
Mean
Flux
(10 9 cm -2 see-_)
Location Environment Duration Reference
0.45, 1.0
17
25
5.7
3.0
6.1
6.8
New Hampshire Northern 1 yr.
Hardwood Forest
75 km N.E. of Tropical Moist 8 mos.,
Manaus, Brazil Forest 4 dates
Puerto Rico Subtropical 1 day,
Moist Forest dry season
Colorado Natural 62 days,
Shortgrass June
Prairie
Louisiana Salt, brackish and 2 yr.
fresh marshes
New York Northern 1 yr.
State Hardwood
Forest,
Mineral soil
Florida organic 1 yr.
Everglades soil
Keller et al., 1983
Goreau, 1981
Keller et al., 1985
Goreau and Demello, 1985
Keller et al., 1985
Mosier et al., 1981
Smith et al., 1983
Duxbury et al., 1982
Duxbury et al. , 1982
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Table 3-7. Nitrous Oxide Fluxes from Soils* (Global mean value = 2 x 10 9 cm -2 sec 1) _ Continued
2. Agricultural and disturbed soils
Mean
Flux
(109 cm-Z sec-I)
Location Environment Duration Reference
32 75 km N.E. clearcut
of Manaus, forest
Brazil
8.2 Iowa Soybean
field
8.6 Iowa farmland,
fallow
17.7 Colorado cornfield,
fertilized
2.9 California cornfield
7.1 California cornfield
fertilized
11.2 California tobacco
field
51 California tobacco
field,
fertilized
- 2.7 U.K. Field, fertilizers
Perennial
ryegrass
430-1500 Florida cultivated
Everglades organic
soils
3.6 Canberra, clovergra_s
Australia
19 New York alfalfa,
State fertilized
cornfields
(mineral soils)
8 mos.,
1 yr.
June
growing
season
June, 1977
June, 1977
June, 1977
June, 1977
Aug.-Oct.
5 mos.,
1 yr.
Keller et al., 1985
Goreau and DeMello, 1985
Bremner et al. , 1980
Breitenbeack et.al., 1980
Hutchinson and
Mosier, 1976
McKenney et al., 1978
McKenney et al., 1978
McKenney et al., 1978
McKenney et al., 1978
Ryden, 1981
Terry et al., 1981
Freney et al. , 1979
Duxbury et al. , 1982
*Table prepared by M. Keller
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Combustion introduces another important anthropogenic source of N20. Pierotti and Rasmussen (1976)
and Weiss and Craig (1976) observed enhanced N20 in power plant plumes, and they measured the NzO/CO2
ratio from coal and oil-fired plants. They argued that combustion of coal could be the dominant anthropogenic
source of N20. Crutzen et al. (1979) reported excess NzO in smoke plumes from biomass burning. Recent
kinetic studies (Perry, 1984) have shown that NzO is produced in flames from fuel nitrogen by the rapid
reaction,
NO + NCO -- N20 + CO. (3-4)
Note that the NCO molecule is also the precursor for much of the NO x from combustion, by reac-
tions with O2 or O, and one might therefore expect a relationship between emissions of N20 and NO x.
A recent investigation by W.M. Hao (Harvard University, Ph.D. thesis, 1985) confirms such a relation-
ship in commercial power plant emissions and supports the views of Weiss and Craig, and of Pierotti
and Rasmussen on the potential importance of coal-fired plants, since coal is a fuel rich in organic nitrogen.
A preliminary report on N20 from biomass burning (Crutzen et al., 1979) indicated very high emissions
of N20, but the same authors lowered their estimate by a factor of 10 in a recent article (Delany et al.,
1985a). Emissions from biomass burning now appear to be consistent with the nitrogen content of the fuel.
Table 3-6 summarizes current understanding of sources for atmospheric N20 (from McElroy and Wofsy,
1985). Estimates for the marine source are based on the nitrification process (Elkins et al., 1978; Cohen
and Gordon, 1979) using observations of accumulation of N20 and depletion of 02 in marine waters, sup-
ported by extensive data showing small mean supersaturations for N20 dissolved in surface waters of the
world's oceans (R. Weiss, private communication, 1983). The value for combustion is derived from the
data discussed above, scaled to NO x emissions data from fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning (Seiler
and Crutzen, 1980; Hao, 1985). The entry for fertilized agricultural lands assumes application of chemical
fertilizer at the rate of 40 × 106 tons N yr -_ and a similar rate for use of manures, with an overall yield
for N20 of 1 + 0.5%, based on the soil studies cited above. The value for forests reflects an average
of measurements of forest soils in Europe, the USA, Puerto Rico, Ecuador and Brazil.
3.2.3 Discussion
It appears that anthropogenic processes account for about one third of current emissions. The table
(3-6) implies a pre-industrial concentration of N20 (245-275 ppb) approximately 10-20% lower than today
(304 ppb). Weiss (1981) has interpreted his atmospheric N20 data, including unpublished results for the
period 1961-78, to estimate a slightly higher preindustrial N/O level, in the range 280-290 ppbv. Future
studies of air bubbles in polar ice cores should eventually provide a history of atmospheric N20 for the
period before the modern era of measurements. Preliminary data presented by Pearman et al. (1985) indicate
an increase of 25 ppb from 1600 AD to the present.
The global N20 abundance is evidently lower than the steady-state value for current emissions. If
the present pattern of emissions persisted, the abundance of atmospheric N20 would grow slowly to about
400 ppb. Khalil and Rasmussen (1983b) have estimated that atmospheric N20 will reach 380 ppbv about
50 years from now; likewise Ramanathan et al. (1985) estimated N20 levels of 375 ppbv by the 2030.
However, there is little reason to project that emissions should remain constant in the future. Sources
associated with combustion and with intensive agriculture are likely to increase, and we might expect tempo-
rarily increased fluxes of N20 from tropical forests disturbed by exploitation. On the other hand, the source
from crop land and pasture may be smaller than from undisturbed systems. A much improved understanding
is needed to predict future emissions of NzO and studies of tropical forests and industrial and agricultural
sources are clearly important to this aim.
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3.3 OXIDES OF NITROGEN
3.3.1 Distribution and Trends
Oxides of nitrogen in the troposphere have an important, though indirect influence on the stratosphere
by interacting with the chemistry of tropospheric radicals (i.e. OH) and by influencing biological activity
in important ecosystems. The lifetime of odd nitrogen in the troposphere is short (1-7 days) and sources
are geographically concentrated. Sinks are also variable in time and space; removal mechanisms are associated
in part with photochemical activity and in part with wet and dry deposition. Hence ambient concentrations
fluctuate over a wide range. The global distribution is highly complex, and poorly determined, and there
is no direct information about trends. It may be inferred, however, that concentrations have probably increased
substantially in important regions of the atmosphere (see below) due to anthropogenic activity.
Lowest concentrations of NO x are found in the remote marine boundary layer, e.g. the central Pacific
Ocean where NO mole fractions are only a few parts per trillion (McFarland et al., 1979) and total NO x
(=NO + NO2) may be inferred to be 10-15 ppt. Measurements of NO2 by Noxon (1983) at 3 km in the
same region indicate somewhat higher concentrations of this gas, -_ 30 pptv. Levels of NO appear to increase
in the upper troposphere, up to 50 pptv (Kley et al., 1981; Carroll and Ridley, 1984; Torres, 1984; Brad-
shaw et al., 1984) indicating a downward flux of this material to the subtropical ocean. This inverted
gradient may reflect transport from the statosphere, or from lightning or land sources in tropical conver-
gence regions, with the NOx-rich air in this case carried aloft by deep convection and deposited in the
upper troposphere.
Data for NO x in continental areas indicate higher concentrations than in marine areas, especially over
populated lands. Nitric oxide concentrations in the middle troposphere vary from as low as a few ppt to
more than 200 ppt, and levels may exceed 1000 ppt in the lower atmosphere at times (see reviews by
Logan, 1983; Dickerson, 1984; Drummond et al., 1985). Data for Niwot Ridge, Colorado, show an enor-
mous range of concentrations for NOx, as this rural site is influenced at times by urban pollution, while
at other times it receives air transported from the very clean marine middle troposphere (Bollinger et al.,
1984). The Niwot Ridge data also show that organonitrates and peroxynitrates may be very important
in the tropospheric cycle of odd nitrogen (Singh et al., 1985).
3.3.2 Sources and Sinks
The focus of the present review is the influence of tropospheric NO x on lifetimes for stratospheric
source molecules (CH3CC13, CH3C1, CH4) through interactions with tropospheric photochemistry. It would
be of great interest to know whether global tropospheric NO x levels are perturbed by human activities.
Since direct information on trends is lacking, we must fall back on analysis of sources for NO x.
Combustion Sources
The emission rate for fixed N from combustion of fossil fuels, -20 Tg yr -t, may be assessed with
some confidence using emission factors for NO x and statistics for fuel use (see, for example, Logan, 1983
or Ehhalt and Drummond, 1982). Emissions in the U.S. doubled between 1950 and 1970, but have been
relatively constant in the last decade due to levelling off of overall energy use (EPA, 1984). The impact
of this NO x on global tropospheric chemistry remains uncertain, however, because a significant fraction
of NO x from industrial emissions may be removed near the source. A number of papers have suggested
that industrial emissions of NO x are responsible for increasing the concentrations of OH and 03 in the
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Northern Hemisphere (Crutzen, 1973; 1979; Chameides and Walker, 1973; Fishman et al., 1979; Seiler
and Fishman, 1981). Unfortunately, -knowledge of the processes which disperse NO x from industrial sources
is inadequate for reliable assessment of this phenomenon. Note that, as mentioned above, combustion of
relatively high-N, unrefined fuels (coal, agricultural residuals, residual oil) produce NO and N20 largely
through related chemical pathways involving NCO generated during fuel pyrolysis.
Fuel N is likely to be the major source of NO emitted from biomass burning since temperatures are
thought to be too low for fixation of atmospheric Nz. Two independent studies suggest that the amount
of biomass fuel burned annually is -7 x 10 _5gm yr -t, or -3 × 10 t5 gm C yr -1 (Seiler and Crutzen,
1980; Logan et al., 1981), mostly in tropical regions. Logan (1983) used these assessments, in combina-
tion with data for the nitrogen content of vegetation and experimental determination of the conversion
efficiency of fuel N to NOx, to estimate that the source of NO x from biomass burning could be as large
as 12 tg N yr -1. Delany et al. (1985a) recently reported measurements of NO x in the polluted boundary
layer in the vicinity of biomass fires. Their observed ratio of ANOx/ACO2 = 1.9 + 0.3 × 10 -3 may
be used to estimate a global source of NO x, -7 tg N yr -_, basically in agreement with earlier estimates.
Emissions from biomass burning are spatially and temporally concentrated, making the assessment
of impacts on global chemistry difficult. In this respect, the problem is similar to that for urban emissions.
The regions directly affected by fire plumes are too small to influence the global lifetimes of CH4 or CH3CCI3,
for example. However, if a substantial fraction of this NO x escapes to distant parts of the tropical
troposphere, the lifetimes of these species could be significantly shortened, due to enhanced concentra-
tions of OH, with potentially important consequences for stratospheric chemistry (Delaney et al., 1985a).
Natural Sources
Natural sources for NO x include microbial activity in soils, lightning, and oxidation of stratospheric
N20. The stratospheric source is only about 0.5 tg N yr t over the whole globe; while this is much
smaller than the other sources discussed here, it is likely very important in the chemistry of the upper
troposphere, especially in marine locations with negligible sources near the ground (Levy et al., 1980).
There is no doubt that lightning produces NO x in the atmosphere (Noxon, 1978b; Liu et al., 1983),
but there has been considerable dispute about the magnitude of the source. Most current estimates are
< 10 tg N yr -_ (Tuck, 1976; Chameides et al., 1977; Dawson, 1980; Jackman et al., 1980; Borucki and
Chameides, 1984 ), and values significantly higher than this are inconsistent with the deposition rate of
nitrate in precipitation (Logan, 1983; Ehhalt and Drummond, 1982; Borucki and Chameides, 1984). Light-
ning may provide the major source of NO x in the middle and upper troposphere in the tropics (Liu et
al., 1983), and may even be important as a source of NO x in the lower stratosphere (Ko et al., 1985).
Odd nitrogen emissions from soils have attracted interest rather recently (Galbally and Roy, 1978;
Galbally, 1985). A summary of available data is given in Table 3-8. Soils may either emit or consume
NO and NOz. A net positive flux of NO is the rule on average, except where NO levels in the air are
very large (> 1 ppb), while on average most soils consume NO2 (for a review, see Galbally, 1985). The
global source of NO from soils may be roughly estimated as - 10-15 tg N yr l, a very significant con-
tribution. Particular interest attaches to large emission rates observed from intensive agriculture and livestock
operations, and from tropical forest soils. Both of these contribute NO x to the atmosphere in areas distant
from industrial sources, and both are being modified globally by human activities (increasing agriculture,
declining areas of tropical forest). Noteworthy is the association between high emission rates for N20
and for NO, which may derive from the fact that most biological processes producing one gas also pro-
duce the other (e.g., nitrification, Lipschultz et al., 1981; denitrification, Payne, 1983).
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Table 3-8. Measurements of NO Emissions from Soils
SOURCE GASES
Flux
kg N m -2 sec-'
References
Ungrazed pasture (average)
Grazed pasture (average)
Grazed pasture (range)
Fertilized grass
(weighted annual
average)
Unfertilized barley
(weighted annual
average)
Croplands (range)
Unfertilized forest
soil (median)
(range)
Bare, unfertilized
soil, Finthen
(average)
(range)
Bare, unfertilized
soil, Utrera
(range)
Crested wheat grass
(daily mean)
(range)
Amazon Tropical
Forest
1.6 X 10 -'2
3.5 X 10-12
1-50 x 10 -'2
1.9 × 10 -'2
0.6 x 10 ,2
0.1-62 X 10 12
0.3 x 10-12
0.1--0.8 x 10-12
2.2 × 10 -'2
-5.8 to 14.2 x 10 -'2
-2.2 to 107 × 10 -'2
7 × 10 -'2
-9.3 to 28.0 × 10-'2
10 × 10 -t2
Galbally and Roy, 1978
Galbally and Roy, 1981
Johansson and
Granat, 1984
Johansson, 1984
Slemr and
Seiler, 1984
Delany et al., 1985
NASA/ABLE II
(W. Kaplan et al., 1985)
Note: 1xl0 -12 kg N m 2 sec-I = 4.3x10 9 molecules cm -2 sec I
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3.3.3 Discussion
The stratosphere will be indirectly affected by future changes in global levels of tropospheric NO x.
Many industrial, agricultural and natural sources of NO x are closely associated with analogous produc-
tion processes for NzO. Automobiles and lightning are perhaps the principal exceptions. The observed
imbalance (- 30%) between current sources and sinks for N/O implies associated large increases in global
emissions for both N20 and NO x. Unfortunately, it is not clear to what extent NO x from industrial emis-
sions, automobiles, or biomass burning affect remote regions of the atmosphere, and consequently the
magnitude of the global influence of anthropogenic activities remains unclear. Resolution of this important
issue requires careful experimental and theoretical investigation of transformations and transports of nitrogen
oxides from industrial source areas and biomass burning areas to the global troposphere, as described
for example in the recent Workshop Report from the proposed Global Tropospheric Chemistry Program.
The expected sign of the effect for NO x is clear, however: global levels of NO x are almost certainly higher
today than in preindustrial times. Global levels of OH could be either higher or lower, however, since
increasing production of OH due to NO x must be offset in part by anthropogenic CO (Wofsy, 1976; Sze,
1977; Chameides, et al., 1977)(see below), which enhances the sink for OH; emissions of hydrocarbons
may have an effect also. There is evidently a strong need for much better definition of the sources, sinks,
and atmospheric cycles for NO x.
3.4 METHANE (CH,)
3.4.1 Distributions and Trends
Atmospheric measurements using GC/FID techniques, taken since 1965, have now clearly established
that the concentration of methane is increasing (Rasmussen and Khalil, 198 l b; Blake et al., 1982; Fraser
et al., 1981, 1983, 1984; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1982, 1983b, 1984; Ehhalt et al., 1983). Data have
been obtained from at least six primary sites between 1979 and the present, including continuous measure-
ments at Cape Meares, Oregon (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1983c). Methane concentrations have increased
at every site consistent with the record from Cape Meares (see Figure 3-9). The record shows interannual
variability in the trend of CH4 and there is evidence that recent variability is associated with the E1 Nino-
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985f). During the recent ENSO event
(1982-83), concentrations of CH4 fell well below levels extrapolated from previous years (1978-81) and
recovered with a rapid increase afterwards (Figure 3-9, 3-10), similar to behavior observed for CO2 (Gammon
and Kornhyr, 1983; Gammon et al., 1984). The occurrence of this major E1 Nino reduced the estimated
global long-term increase of CH 4 to an average of about 1% per year for the period 1979-1984, whereas
data from 1979-1982 had suggested a more rapid increase of about 1.8% yr -l. Analysis of air trapped
in polar ice (Craig and Chou, 1982; Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984b) shows that CH4 levels in the atmosphere
have been increasing for several centuries, and have roughly doubled from values near 0.7 ppm that prevailed
for thousands of years prior to the increase recorded in recent times. Analysis of Migeotte's plates by
Rinsland et al. (1985a) indicates 1.14 ppm in Europe in 1951, with recent plates giving 1.58 ppm in 1981,
corresponding to 1.1% mean annual increase over 30 yrs.
Seasonal cycles have been documented at various latitudes generally showing lowest concentrations
in late summer and highest concentrations in winter and spring. At high northern latitudes there is a strong
rise of CH4 during fall, probably caused by a seasonal peak of emissions from water-saturated soils that
are frozen much of the year. Other features of the CH4 seasonality are generally consistent with the calcu-
lated seasonal cycles of OH. As with CO and CO2, the amplitude of the seasonal cycle is largest at high
northern latitudes and diminishes towards the equator (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1983c; Fraser et al., 1983b).
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The detailed global distribution and seasonal variation of CH4 has been recently synthesized from
several thousand air samples collected by the global flask network operated by GMCC/NOAA, in a
cooperative program with the Oregon Graduate Center and CSIRO (Australia) (Steele et al., 1985,
Figure 3-11). Weekly sample pairs from 17 sites allow the construction of a zonally averaged concentra-
tion surface, with a grid resolution of two weeks in time and 10 ° in latitude, for the two-year period 5/83-4/85.
A remarkable feature of the concentration surface is the simple annual cycle of nearly constant seasonal
amplitude and phase from southern mid-latitudes to the South Pole with a mid-summer minimum and fall
and late-winter maxima. There is more complex seasonality at mid-to-high northern latitudes. The amplitude
of the seasonal cycle increases poleward from the equator (arrow in Figure 3-11) in both hemispheres,
and is highest in the Arctic. Neither the interannual variability of the local seasonality nor the latitude
dependence of the secular increase can yet be recovered from the initial 24-month record. Annual mean
CH4 concentrations as a function of latitude for 1984 are shown in Figure 3-12 (Steele et al., 1985). In
the future, coordinated interpretations of the seasonality and distributions of the carbon-cycle trace gases
(COz, CO, CH4) should greatly clarify the role of regionally important sources (e.g. tropical biomass
burning, tundra metabolism). Examination of isotopic data may also prove useful in this regard (see below).
3.4.2 Sources and Sinks
We now review present knowledge of the sinks and sources of atmospheric CH4 in order to lay the
foundation for an analysis of the factors which may be responsible for the atmospheric trends. Summary
tables give recent assessments of sinks (Table 3-9; McElroy and Wofsy, 1985) and sources (Tables 3-10
and 3-11; Seiler, 1984; Ehhalt and Schmidt, 1978; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1983c). As we shall see, the
total sink is relatively well-known (+35%) but apportionment among sources is highly uncertain.
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Figure 3-9. Trend of atmospheric CH, concentration (ppbv) measured at Cape Meares, Oregon (45°N)
for the period 6/79-1/84 (Khalil and Rasmussen, JGR, 1983 updated through 1984). Seasonal variation
removed by 12-month running mean, interannual variations (El Nino, 1982/83) apparent.
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Figure 3-10. (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985f) (a) Growth rate of atmospheric methane in ppbv/yr observed
at Cape Meares, Oregon for successive 12-month overlapping intervals; (b) time derivative of the southern
oscillation index (SOl) treated as in (a); (c) globally averaged year-to-year change in atmospheric C02
by season, plotted in forward year (Gammon et aL, 1985b).
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Figure 3-11. Zonally averaged global distribution of CH4 in the lower troposphere for the two-year period
5/83-4/85. Surface constructed from biweekly flask samples from 17 sites of the GMCC/OGC/CSIRO
global network, 76 °N to 90 °S (Steele et aL, 1985). Arrow indicates equator, resolution is 10 o in latitude,
14 days in time.
Methane Sinks
The documented sinks for CH 4 in the atmosphere are reactions with OH (Levy, 1971) and consump-
tion by aerobic soils (Keller et al., 1983; Seiler, 1984). The temperature dependence of the reaction rate
for OH + CH4 (products) is not very different from that of the analogous reaction, OH + CH3CC13 --
(products). Hence the experimental value for the lifetime of CH3CC13, 6.5 (+ 3/-2) years from the ALE
experiment (Prinn et al., 1983a), provides an important constraint on the total removal rate for CH 4 from
the atmosphere. An updated version of the photochemical model by Logan et al. (1981), which gives a
lifetime for CH3CC13 of ---5.5 years, was used to derive the magnitude of the methane sink given in Table 3-9,
425_ 125 Tg CH 4 per year. This value corresponds to a lifetime of 11 years.
Most unsaturated soils are sinks for atmospheric CH 4. Consumption rates in the dry subtropical areas
studied by Seiler et al. (1984c) appear to be larger than in the wetter temperate and tropical forests studied
by Keller et al. (1983). The value of 10 Tg cn4 yr -1 for the global sink in soils was derived assuming
an average deposition of 101° molecules cm -2 sec-' over 2/3 of the earth's land area. The magnitude of
this sink is evidently uncertain, but it seems unlikely to be of major importance in the global budget. Accord-
ing to the estimates in Table 3-9, soils remove much less than the annual accumulation of CH 4 (65 Tg
yr-9.
Consideration of CH 4 sinks appears to constrain the annual emissions to be 500+ 145 Tg CH4 yr -_.
This is probably one of the better-known quantities in the global CH4 budget, as it is tied to the empirical
determination of the lifetime for CH3CC13.
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Table 3-9. Methane Sinks (from McEIroy and Wofsy, 1985) (1984 concentration 1630 ppb)
A. Atmospheric burden (4700 x 106 tons CH4)
B. Sinks + atmospheric accumulation (tg CH4yr-')
Reaction with OH
Uptake by dry soils
Accumulation (20 ppb/yr)
total
425 + 125
10 ___ 5
60 + 15
495 ± 145
Table 3-10. Total CH4 Emission into the Troposphere (Tg of CH4 per year) (Seiler, 1984)
Source 1950 1960 1970 1980
Biogenic production 86-181 100-208 114-228 122-237
Abiogenic production 64-98 78-118 94-140 103-158
Total CH 4 production 146-285 178-336 208-368 225-395
Average CH4 production 216 257 288 310
Biogenic/total (%) 62 60 59 58
Sinks
Reactions with OH 210 230 270 290
Flux with stratosphere 44 48 56 60
Microorganisms 15 16 19 20
Total 269 294 345 370
Atmospheric Methane from Natural Sources
Natural sources for atmospheric CH 4 are wetlands (including wet tundra and sedge, floodplains,
peatlands, and associated open water areas), termites, wild fires, and enteric fermentation in wild ruminants.
Estimates of these sources are uncertain (see below), but natural sources may be equivalent to approx-
imately 5-35 percent of total annual production.
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Table 3-11. Methane Sources (1012 gmyr 1) (multiply by 0.75 to obtain g C/yr)
I II
Enteric fermentation 100 - 200 100 - 150
(cattle, sheep, etc.)
Rice paddies -280 100 __+50
Wetlands 90- 300 150 -t- 50
Biomass burning -- 10 - 60
Fresh water lakes 1 - 25 --
Oceans 1 - 17 --
Tundra 0.3 - 3 --
Anthropogenic/fossil fuel 16 - 50
Other -- 10- 150
Total 586 - 825 390 - 765
Column I is taken from Ehhalt (1974) and Ehhalt and Schmidt (1978).
Column II is taken from Khalil and Rasmussen (1983).
The CH4 flux from any wetland ecosystem can be influenced by a range of variables including the
quantity and composition of the organic substrates being decomposed, soil moisture, soil temperature,
and the types of vegetation present (e.g., see Baker-Blocker et al., 1977; Dacey and Klug, 1979; Cicerone
and Shetter, 1981; Harries et al., 1982; Seiler et al., 1984a,c). An important factor is the potential for
oxidation of CH4 in the source ecosytem before release to the atmosphere.
Currently there are only a few detailed studies of specific freshwater wetland ecosystems, for exam-
ple in Michigan (Baker-Blocker et al., 1977) and Virginia (Harries et al., 1982). The studies in Michigan
measured CH 4 efflux due to bubbling only, which may underestimate the CH4 flux, since loss by diffusive
processes and through (or along) stems of plants can also be important (Dacey and Klug, 1979; Cicerone
and Shetter, 1981). The Virginia swamp that was studied had been highly modified by human land manage-
ment practices (e.g. drainage and timber harvest). Thus published data on annual CH 4 emissions from
major freshwater wetland ecosystems is very limited. Marine wetlands have been studied in more detail,
but are not a major source of atmospheric CH4 (Bartlett et al., 1985) due to the inhibiting influence of
high levels of SO_ in seawater.
The estimates for areal extent of global freshwater wetlands (see Table 3-12) are also uncertain. A
generalized map of global wetland distribution is given in Figure 3-13 (Mathews, et al. 1986); estimated
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Figure 3-12. Latitudinal distribution of annual mean CH4 concentration at 1 9 sampling sites from 76 °N
to 90°S (Steele et al., 1985). The error bars reflect the relative noisiness of each site after seasonal
and secular terms ,have been removed. High altitude sites MLO (Mauna Loa, Hawaii) and NWR (Niwot
Ridge, Colorado) have lower mean CH, values than sea-level sites at the same latitude.
Table 3-12. Estimated Areas of Global Wetlands
Wetland areas (103 KITI2) by latitudinal zones (Mathews et al., 1986). Natural wetlands include wet arctic
meadows, mossy bogs, seasonally and permanently inundated grasslands, woodlands, shrublands and forests;
irrigated rice is self explanatory.
90 °N-30 ON 30 °N-30 °S 30 °S-90 °S TOTAL
Natural wetlands 2932 1482 21 4435
Irrigated rice 276 1240 0 1516
TOTAL 3208 2722 21 5951
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regional wetland areas are given in Table 3-12. Because wetlands are generally a small percentage of total
land area in any region and are of low commercial interest they receive low priority for mapping.
A strategy for improving estimates of the global flux of CH4 from natural wetland ecosystems is urgently
needed. The complex interplay of factors which influence CH4 emissions make a global budget uncertain,
and estimates of the factors underlying global change from natural wetlands are based mostly on speculation.
Studies are currently underway in a few major wetlands of North America which demonstrate how the
combined use of in situ CH 4 flux determinations and remote sensing of wetland areas and habitat distributions
may produce quantitative, large-scale, long-term efflux data needed to make accurate global estimates.
Such studies constitute a first step in the assessment of the causes of global CH4 changes. For example,
Table 3-13 illustrates how measured values of net CH4 flux to the atmosphere from specific habitats in
the Shark River area of the Florida Everglades are combined with Landsat-derived estimates of habitat
area to derive a total flux of CH4 tO the atmosphere. The table illustrates in this case the importance of
identifying the extent of the sawgrass biome and the need to distinguish it from related landforms. (R. Harriss,
personal communication, 1985).
C
Figure 3-13. World-wide distribution of natural wetlands (Mathews etal., 1986).
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The Shark River region is similar to other major seasonally flooded grasslands of the world such as
the Pantanal region of Brazil and the Beni region of Bolivia, and one could extend the techniques to such
areas with suitable international collaboration. Particular emphasis should be given also to the northern
peatlands and tundra and to tropical floodplains and swamps, the major natural wetlands of the world.
Coordination between remote sensing and in situ sampling is essential for such studies (see NAS, 1984).
Termites have been identified as a potentially important natural source of CH 4 (Zimmerman et al.,
1982). Many factors related to biology, ecology, and populaton of termites complicate the process of deriving
an estimate for the associated global source of atmospheric CH4 (Rasmussen and Khalil, 1983c; Khalil
and Rasmussen, 1983d; Greenberg and Zimmerman, 1984). Systematic studies are now in progress which
should reduce the uncertainty in emission factors for the major groups of termites, but there still remains
the intractable problem of obtaining census data on termites of the world. Recent papers (Seiler et al.,
1984c; Rasmussen and Khalil, 1983c) argue that the global contribution of termites is smaller than projected
by Zimmerman et al. (1982) but a lively controversy persists.
Methane Sources in Agricultural Systems
Two major agricultural sources of atmospheric methane appear to be rice paddies and cattle. These
sources were identified as early as 1963 and 1948, respectively. Globally significant amounts of carbon
flow through these living systems under strongly reducing conditions. In rice agriculture, rich soils are
covered with water during the growing season and become anoxic: O2, Fe ÷++, NO3 and SO4 are depleted
in sequence, after which microbial methanogenesis accelerates. In cattle and sheep digestion, specialized
microbes flourish in a reducing environment and methanogenesis occurs in the final stages of a long proc-
ess of breaking down complex organic material. The methane is released in the breath of these animals
and by eructation and flatulence. There is little opportunity for methane-oxidizing bacteria to decompose
methane produced in the rumen of cattle and sheep, but oxidation in situ might be significant in rice paddies
under some conditions.
Tables 3-10 and 3-11 give estimates of global methane release rates from enteric fermentation in cattle
and sheep and from rice paddies. The 280 tg/year figure for rice is from Ehhalt (1974), based on
measurements from laboratory incubations of paddy soils by Koyama (1964). Koyama extrapolated to
global rice-growing areas and temperatures, and Ehhalt later scaled upward the estimate of areas under
cultivation.
Figure 3-14 shows data on worldwide rice production and area harvested for 1940-1981. Multiple
cropping of many areas of the Orient has permitted production to grow faster than area under cultivation.
By holding paddy soils under water for two or three growing seasons annually instead of one, increased
methanogenesis from these areas is guaranteed. If one were to extend Ehhalt's 1974 estimate to 1985,
one would arrive at an annual release of over 300 tg CH4/year (225 tg C/yr.) from the world's rice paddies
to the atmosphere. This estimate appears to be too large to be accommodated by the values adopted for
the loss of CH4 in Table 3-9, in combination with other source estimates.
In the past four years, new information has become available on CH4 release from rice agriculture
based on direct field studies. These support lower methane emissions than the Koyama laboratory studies,
but they also point to complexities that challenge simple extrapolations. For example, Cicerone and Shetter
(1981) reported field experiments in a California rice paddy from which they extrapolated a global source
of only 60 tg CHa/year, about one-fourth the early values. They showed that the dominant transport
mechanism moved methane from the soil to the atmosphere not by diffusion through the water or by rising
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Figure 3-14. Temporal changes in the number of cattle in the world, and in the global production and
area harvested of rice, taken from the United Nations FAO Production Yearbooks.
bubbles, but through (or along) the plant stems. Similar mechanisms were observed previously in littoral
water litter (Dacy and Klug, 1979). Cicerone and Shetter also reported an apparent influence of nitrogen-
fertilizer on methane release rates. A full-season experiment on rice emissions of methane was reported
by Cicerone et al. (1983), indicating strong intraseasonal variation, with by far the largest fluxes occurring
at the end of the growing season. The seasonally averaged methane flux, 0.25 g/mZ/day, was higher than
given by Cicerone and Shetter (1981).
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In 1983 Seiler et al. (1984a) performed an extensive season-long experiment in Spanish rice fields.
They found a less pronounced intraseasonal variation than that mentioned above, an average release rate
of only 0.1 g CH4/mZ/day and they confirm the role of gas transport by rice plants and found no influence
of different nitrogen-fertilizer amounts. They sought and found a direct correlation between measured
fluxes and soil temperatures and they derived a lower estimate for global fluxes from rice paddies, (35-59)
tg CH4/year. Subsequently, Holzapfel-Pschorn and Seiler (Seiler et al., 1985a) presented new field meas-
urements from Italian rice paddies, indicating emission rates about four times larger than found in Spain
by Seiler et al. (1984a). These data led Holzapfel-Pschorn and Seiler to propose revised estimates of methane
fluxes from rice paddies: (70-170) tg CH4/year for 1984 and (39-94) tg CHJyear for year 1940. The
oscillation of these recent global estimates indicates the need for a much improved understanding of methano-
genesis and methane release in major rice-growing agricultural systems.
Methane emissions from cows and sheep have not been the subject of much recent research, except
for conventional feeding experiments designed to evaluate the efficiency of milk production in US agricul-
tural practice. Although entire books on this subject are available (e.g. Hungate, 1960) there is probably
large uncertainty in the estimated global source. For example, the full impact of varying diet, grazing
conditions, animal health and nutrition and enteric microbial ecology, should be investigated further. Spe-
cial attention is needed on CH 4 emissions from cattle (including goats and sheep) in Africa, India and
other relatively impoverished areas. We are not aware of any studies at all on such animals.
3.4.3 Discussion
The apparent doubling of CH 4 in historic times presents a serious challenge to stratospheric research.
It is clear that concentrations of stratospheric CH4, H20 and Hz must have been lower for centuries prior
to - 1600 AD, and stratospheric photochemistry and ozone levels must have been different. Likewise,
future levels of stratospheric ozone depend sensitively on future levels of CH 4. Since we cannot quanti-
tatively explain the current rise in CH4, we cannot predict future levels of CH4 and, by extension, predictions
of stratospheric 03 are rendered uncertain.
Table 3-13. Calculated Methane Flux -- Shark River Slough Study Area
Habitat Category Area Flux/Ha/Day** Total Flux/day
Sawgrass < 3.0 m 76,024 ha 870 g/ha/day 66.1 x 106 g/day
Sawgrass/Spikerush 17,747 ha 400 g/ha/day 7.1 x 106 g/day
Sawgrass/Cypress 18,688 ha 130 g/ha/day 2.4 x 106 g/day
Swamp Forest 5,151 ha 720 g/ha/day 3.7 x 106 g/day
Unsampled/
Negligible Flux 20,588 ha -- --
*Area of individual habitats derived from a Landsat thematic mapper image obtained on 12/20/82.
**Flux estimates are derived from a large number of individual measurements made at different times and sites.
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Unravelling the mysteries of the global CH 4 cycle will be very difficult. The present rise of CH4 levels
represents the net effect of changes (up or down) in tropospheric OH, which controls the sink for CH4,
changes in wetland emissions due to land modification (reduced areas) and to climatic warming in the
Arctic (increased source?), and changes in agricultural emissions from rice fields, cattle, and manure opera-
tions (increased source).
NASA recently initiated an interdisciplinary program to pursue this important problem. Determination
of CH4 atmospheric trends at various latitudes is one important step in this direction. The study of carbon
and hydrogen isotopes in methane is a promising new area being actively explored. Recent work by Stevens
and Engelkemeir (1985) illustrate the basic ideas being pursued. Figure 3-15 shows isotopic compositions
for 13C and 12C in CH 4 (Stevens and Engelkemeir, 1985). Biogenic sources are generally depleted in '3C
relative to atmospheric CH4, while combustion and fossil fuel sources are isotopically heavier than atmos-
pheric. One conclusion drawn from Figure 3-15 is that either non-biogenic sources must be unexpectedly
important, or that presently unexplored biological sources must release relatively heavy CH4 (Stevens and
Engelkemeir, 1985). The data suggest that much insight could be obtained from detailed analysis of _3C#zC
ratios of various sources combined with latitudinal, seasonal, and long-term trend data on the _3C/_2C
ratio in atmospheric CH 4. Attention to detail is needed for this task since there could be seasonal or other
variations of the 13C/_2C ratio for major sources.
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Figure 3-15. Summary of 13C/12C isotopic composition of major sources of atmospheric methane
(Stevens and Engelkemeir, 1985).
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While the carbon isotopes offer promise for source analysis, the D/H ratio in CH4 may provide useful
diagnostics for the sink, since the OH reaction rate is much slower for CH3D than for CH4. Thus analysis
of latitudinal and seasonal variations of CH3D in the atmosphere, together with source characterization,
may help to define atmospheric distributions of OH.
While CH4 (1.6 ppm) dominates among global atmospheric hydrocarbons, tropospheric photochemistry
and OH-O3-CO global distributions are also strongly influenced by other, more reactive hydrocarbons,
particularly isoprenes, terpenes, and the C2-C5 alkenes. While the global fields of these non-methane
hydrocarbons have not yet been well characterized, some recent, representative measurements are given
in Table 3-14.
3.5 CARBON MONOXIDE (CO)
The influence of CO on stratospheric chemistry, while indirect, may be extremely important. Increasing
levels of CO tend to suppress levels of atmospheric OH, leading to longer lifetimes and higher concentra-
tions of CH4, CH3CC13, and other species whose sinks are controlled by OH. Hence, factors controlling
the atmospheric level of CO are vitally important to stratospheric chemistry as well as to tropospheric
chemistry.
3.5.1 Distributions and Trends
Figure 3-16 presents a reconstruction of the global CO distribution from available data through 1980.
There is an evident north-south gradient, with more CO in the north. There is significant excess for CO
in the lowest layers of the atmosphere in the Northern Hemisphere, while in the south the vertical gradient
is very small, with perhaps a slight excess aloft.
More recent measurements have focused on better determination of the vertical gradients (Seiler and
Fishman, 1981; Newell et al., 1981), on definition of the seasonal cycles at various latitudes (Khalil and
Rasmussen, 1984b,c; Seiler et al., 1984a; GMCC, 1982), and on satellite observations to delineate major
source regions (Reichle et al., 1985).
The seasonal variation of CO has been measured at several locations and is shown here (Figure 3-17)
for Cape Point, South Africa (Seiler et al., 1984b). Highest concentrations are observed during winter
and lowest levels are observed in the summer at ground level in non-urban locations. The amplitude of
the seasonal cycle varies with latitude, being greatest at higher latitudes and smallest at the equator (GMCC,
1982; Seiler et al., 1984b; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984b.c). At northern mid-latitudes, the seasonal cycle
amounts to _+25 % of the mean. These observations are in general agreement with the expected pattern,
i.e. the inverse of the spatial and temporal variability of OH radicals which remove much of the CO from
the atmosphere. Definition of the seasonal behavior has essentially resolved apparent inconsistencies among
various data sets obtained at different times of year.
Satellite and aircraft data on mid-tropospheric CO clearly show expected enhancements due to indus-
trial source regions in North America, Europe and Asia, as illustrated in Figure 3-16 to 3-18 (Fishman
et al., 1980; Reichle et al., 1985). Important elevated regions were also found in the tropics, possibly
associated with agricultural burning. Preliminary analysis of the tropical sources indicated a potentially
large contribution to the global CO budget (Delaney et al., 1984; Reichle et al., 1984).
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Table 3-14. Recent Measurements of Light Hydrocarbons
SOURCE GASES
COMPOUND DATE CONC + SD LAT
ppbv
REF
C2H6 1/81 8.00 _____1.60 40°N
6/80 2.97 + 2.67 40°S
1982 1.67 26 °S
12/18,1/79 2.37, 2.1 35°N
12/81 1.86, 2.0 25°N
12/81 0.64, 2.0 10°N
12/81 0.28, 2.0 10°S
12/81 0.23, 0.75 25°S
12/81 27.56 0-20°N
6/82 0.85 13-30 °N
11/82 0.40 0-40 °S
1
3
2
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2
3
4
4
C3H8 1/81 8.50 + 1.60 40°N
6/80 0.42 + 1.23 40°S
1982 0.42 26 °S
12/81,1/79 0.80, .85 35°N
12/81 0.72, .90 25°N
12/81 0.33, .50 10°N
12/81 0.26, .20 10°S
12/81 0.11 25°S
12/82 10.86 0-20 °N
6/82 2.25 13-30°N
11/82 0.10 0-40 °S
1
3
2
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2
3
4
4
C4HI0 1/81 3.00 + 1.80 40°N
6/80 0.34 + 0.33 40°S
1982 0.59 26 °S
12/81 0.51 35°N
12/81 0.60 25 ON
12/81 0.48 10 °N
12/81 0.16 10°S
12/81 0.14 25°S
12/81 9.22 0-20 ON
11/82 0.05 0-40 °S
C5H12 1/81 3.00 _+ 2.40 40°N
6/80 0.43 + 0.42 40°S
1982 0.27 26°S
12/81 0.42 35 °N
12/81 0.43 25 °N
12/81 0.32 10°N
12/81 0.33 10°S
12/81 0.17
12/81 0.99 0-20 °N
11/82 1.10 0-40 °S
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Table 3-14. Recent Measurements of Light Hydrocarbons -- Continued
COMPOUND DATE CONC + SD LAT
ppbv
REF
C2H2 12/81,1/79 0.46, 0.45 35°N
12/81 0.42, 0.40 25 °N
12/81 0.23, 0.30 10°N
12/81 0.25, 0.10 10°S
12/81 0.13, 25°S
2/82 7.62 0-20 °N
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,
3
C2H4 6/80 2.70 + 2.43 40°S 3
1982 0.09 26 °S 2
12/81 0.12 35 ON 2
12/81 0.10 25°N 2
12/81 0.08 10°N 2
12/81 0.07 10 °S 2
12/81 0.08 25 °S 2
12/81 6.86 0-20 °N 3
6/82 2.10 13-30°N 4
11/82 0.20 0-40 °N 4
C3H6 1/81 1.00 + 1.10 40°N
12/81,1/79 0.05, .25 35 °N
12/81,1/79 0.18, .25 25°N
12/81,1/79 0.23, .25 10°N
12/81,1/79 0.22, .20 10°S
12/81 0.07 25 °S
12/82 3.30 0-20°N
12/82 0.20 0-40 ON
1
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5
2
3
4
C5H8 2.27 + 2.23 40°S 3
C7H8 1/81 3.00 _ 1.80 40°N
6/80 0.14 + 0.13 40°S
12/82 5.24 0-20 °N
CsH10 1/81 3.00 + 1.50 40°N 1
6/80 0.14 40 °S 3
12/82 2.95 0-20 °N 3
1. Sexton and Westberg, 1984.
2. Singh and Salas, 1982.
3. Greenberg and Zimmerman, 1984.
4. Bonsang and Lambert, 1985.
5. Rudolph and Ehhalt, 1981.
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Figure 3-16. Summary of atmospheric CO measurements as a function of latitude for (a) mid-troposphere
and (b) surface for the period 1967-78 (from Logan et al., 1981 ). The heavy lines show average values
for latitude zones 0, 30 ° (N,S) and 30, 90 ° (N,S).
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Figure 3-17. Seasonal variation of atmospheric CO mixing ratio (ppbv) measured at Cape Point, South
Africa (34°S), 1978-81, (Seiler et al., 1984b).
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Figure 3-18. Average value of the volume mixing ratio of carbon monoxide in the free troposphere as
measured by the Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellite (MAPS) experiment. The experiment was
flown on 5 ° x 5° squares, and they have a precision of a few percent (Reichle et aL, 1985).
Since large anthropogenic sources of CO have been identified, it is expected that concentrations of
CO may be increasing on a global scale. Carbon monoxide is emitted from a large number of primarily
land-based sources as well as from the atmospheric oxidation of CH4 and other hydrocarbons. It reacts
rather rapidly with OH radicals (_ = 0.4 yrs, "rmin = 0.1 yrs in the tropics). The short atmospheric
lifetime allows concentrations of CO to vary considerably in both space and time, making it difficult to
isolate slow increases representative of the long-term trend. Trends may be quite dependent on latitude.
Nevertheless, some recent data have shown an increase in the concentration of CO that may represent
a long-term trend, although the magnitude is still quite uncertain. One study (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984b,c)
indicated CO increases of about 5% yr ' at Cape Meares, Oregon between 1979 and 1982. Subsequent
measurements at this site lowered the estimated mean trend. Results presented by Dvoryashina et al. (1984)
based on spectroscopic measurements of CO over the U. S. S.R. between 1971-1983, suggest a 1-2 % increase
during that period. Rinsland and Levine (1985) deduced values for CO over Switzerland in 1951 (from
Migeotte's plates) and they estimated in mean annual increase of =2% yr ' between 1951 and 1981 at
that site.
Mean concentrations and variability are smaller for CO in the Southern Hemisphere than in the north.
The dominant sources of CO in the south may be the oxidation of CH4 and transport from the north. Compari-
son of recent measurements of CO at Cape Point, South Africa (1978-81) with shipboard data obtained
in 1971-1972 indicates that CO in the Southern Hemisphere may have increased by 0.5-1% yr _ (Seiler
et al., 1984b). Measurements of CO taken at Tasmania and the South Pole do not yet show statistically
significant increases (Fraser et al., 1984).
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It appears from these rather sparse data that CO may be increasing on a global scale, with the most
significant increases at mid-to-high northern latitudes. It is not yet possible to estimate accurately the rate
of CO increase, which is statistically more difficult than for CH4 or CO2 due to the greater spatial and
temporal variability of CO.
3.5.2. Sources
Table 3-15 presents a recent budget for CO, adapted from Logan et al. (1981). Estimates for combus-
tion are derived from detailed emissions inventories which incorporate the results of many field measurements.
(Readers are referred to reviews by Seiler and Crutzen (1980) and Logan (1983) for detailed discussion.)
The ranges given in Table 3-15 amount to "only" about _+50 %, reflecting the considerable attention paid
by environmental agencies to this subject. Since much of the uncertainty is associated with estimates of
the quantity of fuel consumed (especially in the case of biomass burning), it appears that better definition
of the CO cycle must attend development and deployment of CO monitoring instruments, on satellites
and on the ground, on refinement of the global OH distributions, and on remote sensing of agricultural
burning. Development of a complete picture of CO sources requires coordinated research sampling a variety
of spatial and temporal scales, in a manner analogous to that discussed for CH4.
3.5.3 Discussion
Anthropogenic activities account for about 40% of global CO emissions, and one would expect at
least comparable increase in the global concentrations. High emissions of CO tend to suppress the concentra-
tion of OH (Wofsy, 1976), which can lead to positive feedback and more-than-proportionate increase in
the CO abundance (Sze, 1977). However, it appears that elevated CO levels may be concentrated near
the latitudes of maximum combustion sources, where NO x may also be elevated due to combustion (cf.
Fishman et al., 1980). Coincident elevations of CO and NO x may lead to enhanced photochemical activ-
ity, including significant ozone production (Crutzen, 1973; Chameides and Walker, 1973; Fishman et
al., 1979). Indeed, there is evidence of a correlation between high 03 and high CO levels at northern
midlatitudes indicative of enhanced photochemical activity (Fishman and Crutzen, 1978; Fishman et al.,
1980). It is possible that OH levels may actually be enhanced in the regions of high CO, due to excess
NO x, O3, and other species. Thus, the possibility of OH-CO positive (or negative) feedback cannot be
assessed without a good understanding of NO x, 03 and hydrocarbon distributions in the atmosphere.
It is important to note that present day concentrations of CO (and CH4) are not in equilibrium with
emissions, because CO and CH4 are coupled, and the time constant for relaxation of the coupled OH-CO-CH4
system may be several times longer than the 10 year lifetime of CH 4 (cf. Sze, 1977). This effect arises
from the positive feedback discussed above: oxidation of CH 4 gives rise to an important source for CO,
and CO and CH 4 are the dominant sinks for OH.
There is no direct evidence to define the time history for CO over past centuries, and hence one cannot
accurately assess the extent of the CO rise due to anthropogenic activity. A number of factors suggest
that increases probably are large, i.e. 2 or more times more CO today than in prehistoric times: the north/south
gradient is of this order, present rates of increase appear to be substantial, and the source estimates break
down to - 60/40 (natural/anthropogenic). If CO levels have indeed increased substantially over the globe,
then atmospheric chemistry is very different today from the unperturbed state some centuries ago.
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Table 3-15. Carbon Monoxide a (1984 concentrations 30-200 ppb)
A,
B.
C.
Atmospheric burden (106 tons as C)
Sinks + accumulation (10 6 tons as C yr -_)
reaction with OH
soil uptake
accumulation (5.5% yr-')
total
Sources (106 tons as C yr -_)
fossil fuel combustion
oxidation of anthropogenic hydrocarbons
wood used as fuel
oceans
oxidation of CH4
forest wild fires (temperate zone)
agricultural burning (temperate zone)
oxidation of natural hydrocarbons (temperate zone)
burning of savanna and agricultural land (tropics)
forest clearing (tropics)
oxidation of natural hydrocarbons (tropics)
200
820 +
110
10
940 +
190
40
20
20
260
10
10
100
100
160
150
total 1060
D. Tropical Contribution (10 6 tons as C yr-')
burning 100
forest clearing 160
oxidation of hydrocarbons 150
total 410
300
330
a From Logan et al. (1981), updated by Logan et al. (private communication, 1984).
3.6 CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2)
Although carbon dioxide is not itself a photochemically active species in either the troposphere or
the stratosphere, it must be included in any discussion of source gases because it is the single most impor-
tant greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. Hence it will have a strong influence on the temperature-dependent
photochemistry in the stratosphere. A second reason to include CO2 is that it is the most abundant and
best studied trace gas of the global carbon cycle. There are long, very precise and detailed time-series
for atmospheric COE at different latitudes (Figures 3-19, 3-20). Such records offer a critical history of
the evolution of atmospheric-biospheric exchange, and will greatly facilitate the interpretation of the cycling
of related trace gases of the carbon cycle (e.g. CH4, CO), whose secular increases have only very recently
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Concentration of atmospheric CO2 at Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii, expressed as aFigure 3-19.
mole fraction in ppm of dry air. The dots depict monthly averages of visually selected data which have
been adjusted to the center of each month. The horizontal bars represent annual averages. Data obtain-
ed by C.D. Keeling, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California, La Jolla, California,
and are from files in the Carbon Dioxide Information Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.
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Figure 3-20. Provisionally selected montly mean CO2 concentrations from continuous measurements
at the NOAA/GMCC baseline observatories (:Barrow, Alaska (BRW); Mauna Loa, Hawaii (MLO); American
Samoa (SMO); South Pole (SPO). Values are in the WMO X81 mole fraction scale (Harries and Nicker-
son, 1984).
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been established, and for which the mechanisms of change are much less well understood. Unlike the
industrial sources of fluorocarbon gases, the biogenic sources of several important species (COz, CH4,
CO, N20, OCS, etc.) will likely respond to, as well as promote, climatic change. The inferences drawn
from CO2 studies on the working of the natural and perturbed carbon cycle will be essential for making
accurate predictions of the evolving biogeochemical cycles of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur under direct
and indirect (climatic) human impact.
3.6.1 CO= Trends and Global Distribution
The modern period of direct, precise measurement of rising atmospheric CO2 levels began with
C.D. Keeling's time-series at Mauna Loa Hawaii (Figure 3-19, MLO) and at the South Pole during IGY
(1958). Before this time, CO2 measurements were of much lower quality, and of a less direct nature (see
Gammon et al., 1985a for a detailed review of the history of atmospheric CO2 measurements and methods).
Since the early 1970's, continuous measurements of CO2 have been made by NOAA/GMCC at four re-
mote stations: Barrow, Alaska; Mauna Loa, Hawaii; American Samoa, and the South Pole (Figure 3-20,
Gammon et al., 1985 a,b; Harries and Nickerson, 1984). The NOAA time-series at MLO agrees very
well with the corresponding Keeling record. Recent interpretations of the global CO2 distributions have
been presented by Keeling et al. (1984), Keeling (1983), Pearman et al. (1983), Fraser et al. (1984),
Bacastow et al. (1985), Komhyr et al. (1985).
A more detailed representation of the spatial and temporal variability of CO2 near the earth's surface
became possible in 1979 with the establishment of a global network of 20 cooperating air sampling sites
coordinated by GMCC/NOAA. The CO2 results from this network through 1983 have been recently described
by Komhyr et al. (1985); the global CO/concentration surface for 1980-83 is shown in Figure 3-21. The
observed CO2 seasonal amplitude is dominated by land plants and soils in the northern mid-latitudes.
Figure 3-22 shows the latitude dependence of the COz seasonal amplitude (Gammon et al., 1985b), which
is strongly enhanced at northern middle and high latitudes.
3SOl
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Figure 3-21. A three-dimensional perspective of the "pulse-of-the-planet," the variation of the global
atmospheric CO2 concentration in latitude and time based on flask measurements for 1979-1982. This
zonally averaged surface has a resolution of 20 days and 10 ° in latitude and was synthesized from
results of - 10,000 individual flask samples returned from 15 remote sea-level sites of the NOAA/GMCC
sampling network (Komhyr et aL, 1985).
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Figure 3-22. Latitude dependence of the atmospheric C02 seasonal amplitude as determined from sur-
face stations (Komhyr eta/., 1985; Gammon eta/., 1985b). The separate curves at high northern latitude
distinguished mid-ocean (4) from coastal (0) sites.
3.6.2 Discussion
Three examples are chosen below to illustrate: (1) the difficulty of establishing secular trends of biogenic
trace gases in the presence of large interannual variability of natural origin; (2) the use of global trace
gas data sets to interpret satellite remote sensing indices of global biospheric activity; and (3) the possibility
that carbon cycle trace gas measurements offer a sensitive indicator of evolving atmosphere-biosphere
exchanges in response to predicted climatic change. A summary of the temporal trends and variability
observed for all three carbon cycle trace species (COz, CH4, CO) is given in Table 3-16.
Natural Interannual Variability and El Nino:
The El Nino-Southern Oscillation perturbation of the global atmospheric COz distribution is the strongest
signal in the record after the local seasonal amplitude and long-term trends are removed. These COz fluctua-
tions are well correlated with both the Southern Oscillation Index and with regional sea surface temperature
anomalies. The extraordinary 1982/83 ENSO event measurably perturbed the total global atmospheric
burden of CO2. The amplitude of the natural CO2 fluctuation associated with an ENSO event is of order
+0.5 ppm; for comparison, background air is currently - 345 ppm COz in the global mean. Natural atmos-
pheric COz fluctuations of order 1 ppm (or 2 Gton carbon global atmospheric equivalent) correspond to
small perturbations (1-2%) in the annual exchanges of the atmosphere-ocean (100 Gton C yr ') and
atmosphere-biosphere (60 Gton C yr ') systems (Keeling, 1983). Fluctuations in the source-sink balance
of either the biosphere or the ocean could be responsible for the observed atmospheric CO2 fluctuations.
Isotopic measurements (_3CO2) are useful in distinguishing between these two possibilities (Mook et al.,
1983).
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Table 3-16. Carbon Cycle Trace Gases: Summary of Measured Atmospheric Changes
Species
Present
Level
(1984, ppm)
global mean
Tropospheric
Concentration Seasonality
Secular Increase
(% change in period)
Past I duringCentry decades
1965-75
%
decade -i
3
<5
- .9 -
% Increase in
Seasonal amplitude
during
decades
Interannual
Variability
(in growth
rate or
seasonal
amplitude)
1975-85 1965-75 1975-85
% % % %
decade-1 decade-1 decade-l decade-
CO2 343.8 ___0.2 4 _<2 10-20 Yes (ENSO)
CH 4 1.67 +__ .01 10-15 - ? - - ? - Yes (ENSO)
CO -0.09 ___ .02 5-50 - ? - - ? - Yes?
The globally averaged year-to-year change in atmospheric CO2 plotted by season (Figure 3-10c) clearly
shows the effect of the 1982/83 ENSO event on the global atmospheric burden of CO/over at least a
two-year period, from mid-1982 to mid-1984. The summer of 1982, relative to the fall of the previous
year, showed no increase (0.0 +_ 0.2 ppm yr-9 in global COz levels, implying that the equivalent of
approximately 5 x 109 tons of fossil carbon burned during that interval was removed from the atmospheric
reservoir for temporary storage in the near surface ocean, and (probably) in the land biosphere as well.
Now, more than a year after the minimum in the Southern Oscillation Index (1/83), this missing 5 Gtons
of carbon has been returned to the global atmosphere; the year-to-year CO2 increase peaked in early 1984
at 2.2 +0.2 ppm yr -_ before returning to the long-term mean growth rate of 1.4 ppm yr I representative
of the past decade. Since the past 5 years has been a period of nearly constant global combustion of fossil
fuel = 5 Gton yr -_, the observed large interannual variations in atmospheric COz are clearly not the result
of changing rates of fossil fuel usage. One important conclusion is that secular trends extracted from time
series measurements of biogenic trace gases are only reliable when the time span covers one or more ma-
jor ENSO cycles (4-7 years), since large interannual variations in the growth rate have been observed
for both CO2 and CH4. In the case of CO2, these interannual variations have been shown to be correlated
with interannual variation in tropospheric temperature in that latitude band (Gammon et al., 1985b). In
the case of CH4, the oceanic content is only - 1/300 of the atmospheric burden, and the variations shown
in Figure 3-10 must therefore arise from variations in terrestrial sources.
Atmospheric C02 and the Global Biosphere:
There is large uncertainty in assessing the global response of the land biosphere to the altered temperature
and precipitation patterns which accompany a major E1 Nino event. While regional crop failures, floods
and droughts are well documented, the globally integrated biospheric response and its effect on atmospheric
COz and other biogenic trace gases is harder to estimate. There is some recent evidence from satellite
monitoring of the "vegetation index" of land plant activity that 1982 was a better growing season globally
than 1983 (Fung et aL, 1985). This suggests that some fraction of the 5 Gtons of carbon missing from
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the global atmosphere in the summer of 1982 may have been temporarily stored in the biosphere. Global
surface measurements of seasonally varying CO2 recently have been shown to relate directly to the seasonal
photosynthetic activity of land plants as indicated by satellite indices of green-leaf matter (Tucker et al.,
1985; Fung et al., 1985; Figure 3-23).
Increasing Amplitude of the CO= Seasonal Cycle: A Climate Signal?
The regular variation of atmospheric CO2 levels by season and latitude in the Northern Hemisphere
is dominated by the seasonal exchange between the atmosphere and the land biosphere and soil carbon
reservoirs (Figures 3-21, 3-22). Any major change in either photosynthetic uptake or respiratory release
of carbon will alter the observed CO2 seasonality, which represents the local imbalance of these two opposing
processes. While the first attempt to find such secular changes in the CO2 seasonal amplitude at Mauna
Loa (Hall et al., 1975) were not successful, more recent investigations have found large and signficant
growth rates in the seasonal amplitude at several Northern Hemisphere locations (MLO, 'P', BRW),
especially during the past decade (Pearman and Hyson, 1980; Cleaveland et al., 1983; Bacastow et al.,
1985; Komyr et al., 1984; Keeling et al., 1984). At Mauna Loa, the mean rate of increase has been
-0.7% yr -_ from 1958 to 1982, resulting in a 20% increase (5.5 -- 6.5 ppm) in the CO2 seasonality
over this interval (Bacastow et al., 1984). For comparison, the corresponding percentage increase in COz
concentration has been only 9 %. The amplitude increase before 1975 was slight (- 0.2 % yr-_). However,
since 1975, the increase in amplitude has been very rapid (-2% yr-' or -0.1 ppm yr-'). Similar rates
of increase in the local COz seasonality, have been recently reported for the long CO2 records at more
northerly stations (Weathership 'P', Keeling et al., 1984; Barrow, Alaska, Bacastow et al., 1985). While
the NOAA/GMCC flask and continuous records at MLO and BRW extend only over the last decade, they
also exhibit CO2 seasonality growth rates of 1-2 % yr-' over this period. The CO/amplitude changes at
all northern latitudes have been similar in absolute terms (0.1-0.2 ppm yr-'), the largest rates of increase
(-0.2 ppm yr -_) observed in the Arctic (BRW).
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Figure 3-23. Overlay of the seasonal variation of atmospheric CO2 with the seasonal variation of satellite-
derived indices of photosynthetic activity of land plants ("normalized difference vegetation index")
(Tucker et al., 1986; Fung et al., 1986). The dashed contours and the shaded regions represent the
zonally averaged vegetation index; contour interval is O. 1. The solid contours represent negative values
of dCO_/dt, the rate of summer draw-down of atmospheric CO2 by the land plants. Contour interval
is -2 ppm/month. Positive values of dCO2/dt representing fall respiration are not reflected in
corresponding variations of the vegetation index and are not plotted. Both CO2 draw-down rates and
vegetation indices peak at high (60°-70°N) northern latitudes in July-August.
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As discussed by Keeling (1983) and Bacastow et aL (1985), an increasing COz seasonal amplitude
indicates 'increased plant activity,' but not necessarily increased net carbon storage. The observed percent-
age increase in northern hemisphere CO2 seasonality is more than twice that of the CO2 concentration,
which suggests that any 'fertilization effect' (i.e. enhanced photosynthesis by the land biosphere in a higher
COz environment) could explain only a small fraction of the observed change in seasonal amplitude.
The seasonality of fossil fuel release is also insufficient to explain the increase (Pearman and Hyson,
1980). A more likely explanation is to be found in the strong temperature dependence of respiration of
COz from plants and soils and the observed warming trend over the last decade in the northern hemisphere.
Harmonic analyses of the secular changes in COz amplitude at each site may reveal whether enhanced
photosynthesis (annual) or enhanced respiration (semi-annual) is more important. A first look at the
NOAA/GMCC continuous COz records since 1975 suggests that the changing seasonality of MLO is largely
due to enhanced summer photosynthetic fixation of CO2, while at BRW, spring and fall respiration pulses
contribute equally to an enhanced summer draw down as causes of the CO2 amplitude increase. If the
amplitude increase is proportional to the local amplitude, then the largest absolute changes are predicted
to occur in the latitude band 50-60°N where the COz seasonal amplitude itself is maximum.
As noted above, the second most important trace gas of the carbon cycle, methane, is now known
to be increasing in the atmosphere at - 1% yr _. There is evidence to suggest that the percentage rate
of the CH4 increase has become more rapid during the last decade (cf. Ehhalt et al., 1983b). If the locus
of the source region driving the atmospheric CH4 increase is found to be the same as that for the CO2
seasonal amplitude increase, then a strong argument can be made that both phenomena represent a response
of the Northern Hemisphere biosphere and soil carbon pool to the incipient climate change predicted for
the coming decades. Thus the change in CO2 seasonality may be the first indication of a positive feedback
loop involving atmospheric COz, boreal climate, and soil carbon reservoirs. Increasing levels of CH4 may
also reflect these interactions, at least in part.
Table 3-16 summarizes current knowledge of the temporal behavior of the major gases of the carbon
cycle (COz, CH4, CO) during the past century and in particular during the past two decades. Clearly,
CO2 has been most intensively studied and is best understood. However, the relative roles of the ocean
versus the land biota in producing the E1 Nino-related variability is very uncertain, as is the cause for
the sudden onset of an increase in the seasonal amplitude during the past decade. For CH4, the seasonal
amplitude is not yet well enough defined to detect secular amplitude changes, although the CH4 concentra-
tion itself is observed to be increasing more rapidly since 1975 than in the previous decade. For CO, the
observations are even more limited in space and time than for CH4, although some growth in the atmospheric
CO level during the past decade has been reported, perhaps more rapid in far northern latitudes
(1-4% yr -_) than in southern latitudes (0-0.5 % yr-_). Of the carbon-cycle gases, the perturbation of the
atmospheric concentration from pre-industrial levels seems to have been greater for CH4 than for COz.
Preindustrial levels of CO are unknown. Levels and growth rates for NzO are included for comparison
to illustrate that the primary biogenic trace gases of both the carbon (CH4, CO2) and nitrogen (N20) cycles
have experienced an acceleration in their rate of atmospheric increase during the past decade.
3.7 SOURCE GASES FOR STRATOSPHERIC SULFATE AEROSOLS (OCS, CS2)
While most sulfur gases emitted into the troposphere from natural and anthropogenic sources are too
reactive and/or too soluble to reach the stratosphere, OCS is an important exception (Crutzen, 1976; Sze
and Ko, 1979). Apart from volcanic injection, the major source of sulfur to the stratosphere is OCS from
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the troposphere. Thus, as for COz, the major role of OCS in stratospheric chemistry is indirect, via the
role of the stratospheric sulfate aerosol layer in influencing the temperature structure in the lower stratosphere
(18-22 km).
Carbonyl sulfide (OCS), has an atmospheric lifetime greater than one year. The OCS concentration
in the free troposphere (500 ppt) is many times greater than other sulfur gases (Torres et al., 1980), and
therefore is a major source of sulfur to the background (non-volcanically perturbed) stratospheric sulfate
layer (Crutzen, 1976; Turco et al., 1980). The present anthropogenic sources appear to be a relatively
small fraction of the total global emissions (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1985b, Table 3-17). Johnson (1985)
Table 3-17. Global Sources and Sinks of Carbonyl Sulfide and Carbon Disulfide*
OCS CS2
Estimate Range Estimate Range
Sources (Tg y ')
Oceans 0.60 0.3
Soils 0.40 0.2
Volcanoes 0.02 0.01
Marshes 0.02 0.01
Biomass burning 0.20 0.1
Coal-fired power plants 0.08 0.4
Automobiles, chemical
industry and sulfur
recovery processes 0.06 0.01
Subtotal 1.4
CS2 -- OCS:
CS-photochemistry and
OH reactions
Total
Global burdens (Tg)
Lifetime (y)
0.60
4.6
(500 pptv)
2-2.5
- 0.9
- 0.6
- .05
- 0.06
- 0.5
- 0.15
0.6 0.2 - 0.7
0.9 0.5 - 2
0.02 < 0.1
0.1 0.05 - 0.2
- 0.3 0.37 < 0.7
<3 2 <4
0 - 2 0 0
<5 2 <4
3.8 - 5 0.07 0.04 - 0.1
(20 pptv)
> 1 13 days >4 days
Sinks (Tg y-')
OH reaction 0.8 0.1 - 1.5 0.6 _< 4
Stratospheric photolysis 0.1 _< 0.2 0 0
0 atom reaction 0.03 -- 0.1 < 0.2
Other 1.1 _< 3.3 1.3 < 3
* The estimated emissions are consistent with observed distributions of OCS and CS2 according to a global mass balance (see text). All combina-
tions of emissions within the ranges given above may not be consistent.
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has reviewed remote tropospheric measurements of OCS over a seven year period by four different groups
and estimated that the maximum secular trend was + 3 % per year and the most likely value was much
closer to zero (Table 3-18). Torres et al. (1980) found the north-to-south interhemispheric gradient to
be less than 10% from aircraft measurements in the free troposphere; from shipboard measurements in
the marine boundary layer, Johnson (1985) set a limit on the meridional gradient within the Northern
Hemisphere of less than 7 %. Less is known about longitudinal gradients, expected to be smaller than
latitudinal gradients except near strong regional sources.
Carbon disulfide (CS2) has an atmospheric lifetime of a few weeks, giving it an extremely low upper
tropospheric concentration (6 ppt at 6 km, Tucker et al., 1985), so that it does not directly affect the
stratosphere. However, it appears that the atmospheric oxidation of CS2 by OH produces OCS, so that
atmospheric CS2 is likely a major source of tropospheric OCS (Sze and Ko, 1979; Jones et al., 1983;
Barnes et al., 1983). Hence, the OCS distribution may be influenced by emissions of CSz from industrial
sources. A detailed assessment is impossible at present due to the scant knowledge about actual source
strengths for OCS or CS2 from natural and anthropogenic sources.
3.8 VOLCANIC INJECTIONS OF CHLORINE INTO THE STRATOSPHERE
Volcanoes have long been recognized as dominant sources of stratospheric sulfate and aerosol. It has
also been clear for some time that volcanoes could be sources of stratospheric chlorine (Stolarski and
Cicerone, 1974). Very little research has been done to quantify this source. Only a fraction of volcanic
eruptions penetrate the stratosphere: The amount of volatile material in the pre-eruption magna varies from
volcano to volcano, the amount of chlorine in the volatile material varies similarly, and soluble, polar
compounds like HCI can be removed during the rapid rise (and condensation) of a volcanic plume. Hence
volcanoes are sporadic sources not easily described by annual averages.
Two recent studies contribute new information. Johnston (1980) measured the amounts of chlorine
in ashfall from the 1976 Augustine (Alaska) eruption and compared these amounts to those found in pre-
eruption magmas. Johnston concluded that this volcano might have injected (82 to 175) x 109 g of HCI
into the stratosphere and that the potential injections of volcanoes have been underestimated in general.
Table 3-18. A History of Atmospheric OCS Measurements. All Measurements Were Made in the Spring
of the Indicated Year Except for the First Set Which Was Made in the Fall of 1975. The
OCS Concentration is Given in Units of ppt.
Investigator(s) Location Date OCS
Sandalls and Penkett England 1975 510
Maroulis et al. USA 1977 467
Torres et al. Pacific Ocean, 70 °N-57 °S 1978 512
Hoyt Pacific Ocean, 46 °N- 12 °N 1981 505
Johnson, 1985 Pacific Ocean, 53 °N- 16 °N 1982 502
Pacific Ocean, 50 °N-6 °S 1983 517
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Following the 1982 E1 Chichon (Mexico) eruption, Mankin and Coffey (1984) detected an increase
of about 40% in the stratospheric column of HCI between 20 ° and 40 °N. Their measurements were by
infrared absorption from aircraft, thus, their results are specific to HC1. Lacking observations below 18 °N
and above 41 °N, they could only assume the spatial distribution of the HC1 increase elsewhere. They
estimated that the volcano injected about 4× 101° g HCI into the stratosphere. Based on their previous
observations in northern midlatitudes, Mankin and Coffey have provided solid evidence of input from
E1 Chichon but even so we do not know the initial form of the chlorine (C12 or HC1), its altitude distribu-
tion and whether gas-particle interactions extended strong control over the partitioning of gaseous and
aerosol chlorine.
3.9 SECULAR TRENDS OF TRACE GASES FROM POLAR ICE CORES
A recently developed technique for trace gas analysis of air bubbles trapped in polar ice now offers
the promise of detailed atmospheric histories for climate-linked trace gases dating back hundreds to thousands
of years ago. Thus the composition of the atmosphere may be inferred for times long before human activ-
ity had begun to alter it. So far concentrations of CO2, CH4, CC13F and CC1/F2 have been measured in
the bubbles of ice cores (Delmas et al., 1980; Berner et al., 1980; Neftel et al., 1982, 1985; Stauffer
et al., 1985; Oeschger, 1985; Robbins et al., 1973; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1982; Craig and Chou, 1982;
Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984b), and preliminary data have appeared for N20 (Pearman, et al. 1985).
The preindustrial levels of CO2 have been determined to be between 260 and 280 ppmv (Delmas et
al., 1980; Neftel et al., 1982, 1985; Zumbrunn et al., 1982; Raynaud and Barnola, 1985; Pearman et
al., 1985). Measurements of methane show that atmospheric concentrations before about 150-200 years
ago were less than half of the present concentrations (Robbins et al., 1973; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1982;
Craig and Chou, 1982; Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984b).
The concentrations of CFC13 and CFzClz were found to be below the detection limits of around 10
pptv in the ice cores, confirming that the present concentrations are due entirely to recent industrial emis-
sions (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1982; Rasmussen and Khalil, 1984b).
It is expected that the concentrations of a large number of other trace gases, including N20, CO,
OCS and non-methane hydrocarbons may be obtained from the polar ice cores as better methods are deve-
loped for extracting the air without melting the ice. These measurements can provide unique information
on the undisturbed natural state of the atmosphere. Recently reported measurements of 13C/_2C in CO2
from Antarctic ice (Friedli et al., 1984) suggest that isotopic time series for trace gases in ice cores may
soon provide detailed information on the evolution of particular sources in recent centuries.
3.10 SUMMARY AND RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview of atmospheric trends
Halocarbons, methane, nitrous oxide, odd nitrogen, and carbon monoxide are the most important,
globally distributed trace gases in the atmosphere, exerting powerful direct and indirect influence on
stratospheric chemistry. Concentrations of all of these gases appear to be increasing at present on a global
basis, by 5% yr-' for CFC-11 and CFC-12, 7% yr -_ for CH3CCI 3, 1% yr -_ for CH4, 0.2% yr-' for N20,
and 1-2% yr -_ for CO. Available evidence indicates that increases in levels of CH4, CO2 and NzO have
been sustained for long periods and the increases derive from nondiscretionary, large scale human activities,
mainly food and energy production. From this viewpoint, it would be expected that trends in CO and
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NO x may also have been sustained for a long time. It seems improbable, therefore, that present trends
toward increasing conentrations will be arrested or reversed in the near future. On the contrary, analysis
of the historical record and the present imbalances between sources and sinks suggest that we might antici-
pate a gradual acceleration of present increases, and that substantial rates of accumulation in the atmosphere
should be sustainable for long periods. This view is conditioned on the postulate that global population
and associated economic activity will continue to increase at appreciable rates for some time. We reach
similar conclusions in the case of halocarbons which are purely of industrial origin.
Research recommendations-tropospheric gases
The discussion in this chapter focusses attention on a number of important research needs.
1. Continued development of baseline measurements for CH4, N20, halocarbons and other species
will play a major role in resolving questions raised here. Improved temporal and spatial resolution of the
monitoring networks will require close cooperation between individuals, agencies and various national
programs active in this field. Important information can be obtained by high frequency observations at
sites near source regions (e.g. Adrigole).
2. It is important to undertake flux measurements of biogenic gases from representative ecosystems,
especially for COz, CH4, N20 and NO, in order to understand past and future trends in the composition
of the atmosphere. Studies of the underlying biological and geochemical processes are essential components
of this effort, since we must understand the factors regulating observed fluxes.
3. The fate of NO x from biomass burning and from industrial sources needs to be studied since addi-
tion of NO or NO2 to the middle troposphere can have a major influence on global OH levels. Much
better definition of the NO x distribution in the atmosphere is a prerequisite for this analysis. Studies of
stratosphere-troposphere exchange are also needed.
4. Definition of trends and distributions for tropospheric CO is essential. A satellite-borne CO sensor,
operating for extended periods ( - years), could help enormously. This appears to be technically feasible.
Expanded measurements of CO at baseline network stations should provide valuable data also.
5. Improved analytical precision, to _+. 1 ppb, is needed in both synoptic and baseline studies of N20.
Research on N20 sources would benefit greatly from this instrumentation, which appears to be technically
feasible using diode laser technology.
6. Methane isotopic studies promise to help define the relative contributions made by various sources.
7. Studies of trace gases in ice cores help enormously by putting present perturbed atmospheric gas
concentrations in the context of the pre-industrial (i.e. natural) atmosphere, and by localizing the epoch
when particular species began to increase.
8. Strong efforts should be made to obtain better release data for industrial halocarbons from all major
producers, including the USSR, China and Eastern Europe.
Some of the above elements have been incorporated in the proposed Global Tropospheric Chemistry
Program (NAS, 1984), and in components of NASA, NSF, and NOAA research programs. It should be
clear from the discussion above that a high priority should be attached to these efforts in order to improve
understanding of factors which influence stratospheric chemistry.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION
Recent concerns about changes in atmospheric ozone focus not only on the total column of ozone,
but also on possible distortion of the vertical profile of ozone. Since approximately 10 percent of the total
amount of ozone is present in the troposphere, this assessment includes processes governing tropospheric
ozone. There is potential for climate modification resulting from changes in the ozone in both the troposphere
and the stratosphere. The trace gases primarily responsible for the solar and long-wave radiative opacity
of the present day atmosphere are H20, CO/and 03. However, the long-wave opacity of several other
radiatively active minor trace gases in the atmosphere, including CH4 and CH3CC 13, contribute significantly
to the present day surface temperature. The sources of tropospheric ozone are transport from the stratosphere
across the tropopause, and in situ photochemical production. Ozone is removed from the troposphere by
surface deposition and by photochemical loss processes.
Photolysis of ozone leads to the formation of the hydroxyl radical (HO). Reaction with HO determines
the atmospheric lifetime of many important gases in the troposphere, including those that are radiatively
important. The troposphere can act as a "chemical filter" for numerous trace gases which are emitted
at the earth's surface and transported into the stratosphere. Thus, tropospheric chemistry has an impact
on ozone in the stratosphere by controlling HO levels in the troposphere. The tropospheric trace gases
that contribute to in situ photochemical ozone production, or that influence tropospheric HO levels, include
carbon monoxide, methane, oxides of nitrogen and nonmethane hydrocarbons. These gases are emitted
at the earth's surface as a result of biogeochemical processes and fossil fuel combustion. There are additional
tropospheric sources for NO x from lightning and aircraft emissions. The source strengths for these trace
gases are highly variable on geographic and temporal scales reflecting not only the inhomogeneity of the
earth's surface, but also the efficiency of biological processes and the level of human activity.
The planetary boundary layer, PBL, is the initial recipient of substances from ground sources. Because
of the dynamic character of the atmosphere, material from the PBL will mix into the free troposphere
and can be transported horizontally over great distances. Vertical transport across the PBL is significantly
enhanced in the presence of deep convective cloud systems. These dynamic processes provide a transition
from high mixing ratios of trace gases near source regions to low mixing ratios in the remote troposphere.
These changes in mixing ratios result in changes in chemical reaction paths, thus justifying a chemical
classification of the troposphere into the background troposphere, the source region, and a "transition"
regime between the two. The chemistry of the background troposphere is discussed in Section 4.1, and
that of the source region and the transition region in Section 4.2. The troposphere is governed by
heterogeneous chemistry far more so than the stratosphere. Heterogeneous processes of interest here involve
scavenging of trace gases by aerosols, cloud and precipitation elements leading to aqueous phase chemical
reactions and to temporary and permanent removal of material from the gas phase as discussed further
in Section 4.4. They also include exchange of material with the earth's surface, such as dry deposition.
Dry deposition is a major removal process for ozone, as well as for other gases of importance in tropospheric
photochemistry (e.g., NO/). These processes are discussed in Section 4.5.
4.1 PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF THE BACKGROUND TROPOSPHERE
The earliest theory of tropospheric ozone held that the gas was supplied by injection from the stratosphere
and was removed by surface deposition (e.g., Junge, 1962). Over a decade ago, Crutzen (1973a, 1974)
and Chameides and Walker (1973) showed that there are also important chemical sources and sinks for
ozone in the troposphere. Recent modelling studies indicate that, averaged over the globe, chemical sources
and sinks for ozone are in approximate balance, and are similar in magnitude to the source from the
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stratosphere and the sink at the ground (Fishman et al., 1979b; Logan et al., 1981; Chameides and Tan,
1981). Several recent reviews (e.g., Bojkov, 1984; Fishman, 1985) present a detailed account of the de-
bate over chemical versus transport control of tropospheric ozone. They conclude that both mechanisms
play important roles, but that the relative importance of the chemical and physical processes controlling
ozone in different environments are not well understood. Levy et al. (1985) used a general circulation
model to investigate the influence of transport processes on tropospheric ozone; the model allowed for
downward transport of ozone from the stratosphere and removal at the surface. They compared model
simulations with available observations and found that the large scale circulation plays a major role in
determining the behavior of ozone, particularly at remote locations. The model results also implied a sig-
nificant role for chemical sources and sinks for ozone.
4.1.1 The Chemistry of Ozone
Ozone is formed by the association reaction of ground state O atoms with O2:
O(3P) + O: + M -- 03 + M
and is removed by photolysis
03 + hv -- O(1D) + 02
03 + hv -- O(3P) + 02.
The metastable O(1D) is quenched by 02 and N2
O(1D) + M -- O(3p) + M
though it can also react with H20 to form the hydroxyl radical HO
O(1D) + H20 -- HO + HO
Nitric oxide reacts with ozone to form NO2
NO + 03 -- NO2 + O2,
with NO2 removed by photolysis
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
NO2 + hv -- O(3p) + NO (7)
Ozone removed by (6) is reconstituted by (7) followed by (1). It is convenient, because of the cyclic nature
of the chemistry, to define a family of species undergoing rapid reactions leading to formation or removal
of ozone. We define this family, odd oxygen, as the sum of 03, O(ID), O(3P) and NO2.
Odd oxygen is conserved in reactions (1)-(4), (6) and (7). It is formed by reactions of NO with HO2,
CH302, and RO2.
HO 2 + NO -- HO + NO2 (8)
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(9)
(10)
The species RO 2 represents a variety of complex organic peroxy radicals. These reactions occur during
the photooxidation of CO, CH4 and hydrocarbons, for example by
and by
HO + CO + 0 2 -- HOE + CO 2
HO2 + NO - NO2 + HO
NO2 + hu - NO + O
O + O2 + M - 03 + M
NET: CO + 202 - CO2 + 03
HO + CH4 - CH3 + H20
CH3 + 0 2 ÷ M - CH302 + M
CH302 + NO -- CH30 + NO2
CH30 + 02 -- CH20 + HO E
HO2 + NO - NO 2 ÷ HO
2 × (NO2 + hv- NO + O(3p)) X<420nm
2 x (O(3p) + 02 + M- O3 + M)
NET: CH4 ÷ 402 _ CH20 ÷ H20 ÷ 203
Odd oxygen is removed by reaction of O(ID) with H20 , by reaction of 03 with HO2 and HO,
HO2 + 03 -- OH + 202 (l l)
HO + O3 -- HO2 + 02 (12)
by formation of nitric acid from NO2,
HO + NO2 + M - HNO3 (13)
and by heterogeneous reactions of 03 and NO2 at the earth's surface.
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Oxidation of CO, CH 4 and hydrocarbons leads to net production of odd oxygen in the presence of
adequate NO n. The rate for production of ozone is roughly proportional to the concentration of NO, while
the rate of loss is almost independent of NO x (NO + NO2) for concentrations below 200 ppt (Fishman
et al., 1979). Loss of odd oxygen, primarily by reactions (5) and (11) is balanced by production in reac-
tions (8) and (9) for concentrations of NO near 30 ppt (Fishman et al., 1979; Logan et al., 1981 ; Crutzen,
1983). Hence, regions of the globe characterized by extremely low concentrations of NO, such as the
remote Pacific, are likely to provide a net photochemical sink for odd oxygen (Liu et al., 1983), while
the continental boundary layer at midlatitudes, characterized by higher concentrations of NO, is likely
to provide a net source. Measurements of NO n in the troposphere are few, and the lack of data for NO n
contributes significantly to uncertainties in global estimates for the photochemical source of ozone.
Production of ozone in the troposphere is limited ultimately by supply of CO, CH4, and hydrocarbons,
if NO x is available. One molecule of ozone may be formed for each molecule of CO (Crutzen, 1973b),
while the yield of ozone from oxidation of CH4 could be as large as 3.5 (e.g., Logan et al., 1981). Production
of ozone from nonmethane hydrocarbons is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
4.1.2 The Chemistry of HO
Reaction with HO in the troposphere is the primary removal mechanism for many trace gases which
influence the chemical composition and radiative balance of the stratosphere. Consequently, tropospheric
and stratospheric chemistry are inextricably linked through the HO radical.
The hydroxyl radical is formed by reaction (2) followed by (5). It is removed by reaction with carbon
monoxide and methane,
HO + CO + O2-- HOa + CO2 (14)
HO + CH4 + 02 _ CH302 + H20 (15)
with reaction (14) dominant over (15). HO2 is removed by reaction (8), and (16)
HOz + 03 -- HO + 202 (16)
leading to regeneration of HO, or by
HO2 + HO2 -- H202 + 02. (17)
Hydrogen peroxide is photolysed,
H202 + hv -- HO + HO (18)
it can react with HO,
HO + H202 -- H20 + HO2 (19)
or may be removed by heterogeneous processes such as precipitation scavenging, as discussed below.
H202 + rain _ removal. (20)
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It is convenient, because of the fairly rapid interconversion of H, HO, HO2 and H202 to consider these
species as a family, odd hydrogen (=H + HO + HO2 + 2 × H202). Reaction (5) provides the dominant
source for odd hydrogen, while reactions (19) and (20) provide important sinks for odd hydrogen. Reac-
tions (8), (14) and (16)-(18) do not influence the concentration of odd hydrogen.
Atmospheric oxidation of methane (Figure 2-1) may also provide sources and sinks for odd hydrogen,
in addition to providing a source for odd oxygen. CH302, formed in (15), is removed primarily by reac-
tion with NO or HO2.
CH302 + NO -- CH30 + NO2 (9)
CH302 + HOz -- CH3OOH + Oz (21)
Subsequent reaction of methyl hydroperoxide with HO leads to loss of odd hydrogen.
CH3OOH + HO -- CH30 z + HEO (22)
(21) + (22): HO2 + HO -- H20 + 02.
Recent measurements of a relatively fast rate for reaction (22) (Niki et al., 1983) indicate that this reaction
may provide an important sink for odd hydrogen at low concentrations of NO x (Logan, 1985, private
communication).
The net source of odd hydrogen is determined first by competition between reaction (9) and reaction
(21), and second by competition between reactions (22)-(23) which remove odd hydrogen,
CHaOOH + rain -- removal (23)
and reaction (24)
CH3OOH + hv -- CH30 + HO (24)
which recycles odd hydrogen. Reaction of the methoxy radical with oxygen yields formaldehyde.
CH30 + 0 2 _ CH20 + HOE (25)
Photolysis of CH20
CH20 + hv -- H + HCO (26a)
CH20 + hv _ H 2 + CO (26b)
via path (26a) provides an important source for odd hydrogen in the upper troposphere, while path (26b)
and reaction of HO with CHEO have no net effect on odd hydrogen.
The major pathways in the methane oxidation chain are thought to be understood fairly well. Recent
kinetic data for some of the intermediate species have changed the net effect of the cycle on the budget
of odd hydrogen. It should be emphasized that the influence of cn 4 chemistry on the budgets of both
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odd hydrogen and odd oxygen depends critically on ambient concentrations of NOx, because of competi-
tion between reactions (9) and (21). A discussion of the chemistry of HO and associated uncertainties
may be found in Chameides and Tan (1981), Logan et al. (1981) and NRC (1984). Logan et al. (1981)
present a detailed discussion of the potential influence of CH4 chemistry on odd hydrogen.
4.1.3. The Chemistry of Oxides of Nitrogen
Nitrogen oxides act as catalysts in the photochemical production of ozone. Any reaction which con-
verts NO to NO2, other than the reaction of NO with ozone, provides a photochemical source of ozone.
Present measurements of NO x are inadequate for definition of its distribution. Preliminary data indicate
that ambient concentrations are highly variable in space and time, as discussed in Chapter 3. The lack
of data for NO x precludes accurate quantification of the net global chemical source for ozone.
Nitrogen oxides are produced in the troposphere primarily in the form of NO. Nitric oxide and nitrogen
dioxide are rapidly interconverted by reactions (6), (7), (8) and (9) on a time scale of minutes. Nitrogen
oxides are removed from the atmosphere by conversion to nitric acid,
HO + NO2 + M -- HNO3 (13)
followed by heterogeneous processes, i.e., rainout or surface deposition of HNO3. Surface deposition of NOz
could provide another important tropospheric sink. There have been few field studies of the rate of uptake
of NO x by surfaces, as discussed later in this chapter, and removal rates of NO x are not well defined
at present.
Current models suggest that NO x is converted to HNO3 by reaction (13) within 1-2 days in summer.
Nitric acid may be converted to aerosol nitrate, for example by reaction with sea-salt aerosol (Savoie and
Prospero, 1982) or by reaction with ammonia (Tang, 1980). Nitric acid and aerosol nitrate are likely to
be removed from the atmosphere by precipitation and surface deposition, with mean lifetimes of a few
days (Junge, 1963; Levine and Schwartz, 1982). Nitric acid is converted back to NO x by reactions (20)
and (21) more slowly, with a time scale of 2-4 weeks.
HNO3 + HO -- H20 + NO3 (27)
HNO3 + hv -- HO + NO2 (28)
These processes are significant primarily in the upper troposphere.
Nitric oxide and NO2 may be converted to HNO2, HO2NO2, NO3, N205 and organic nitrates in addi-
tion to HNO3. Most of these molecules decompose thermally or photolytically and therefore provide tem-
porary reservoirs for NO x. Peroxynitric acid is formed by reaction of HO2 with NO2
HO2 + NO2 + M -- HO2 NO2 + M. (29)
It decomposes rapidly in the lower troposphere,
HO2NO2 -- HO2 + NO2 (30)
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but it is thermally stable in the colder upper troposphere, where it is removed by photolysis and by reac-
tion with HO. Current models suggest that a significant fraction of acidic nitrate may be present in the
form of HO2NO2 in the upper troposphere, but there are no observational data at present.
Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) is formed during the degradation of hydrocarbons (see below). PAN is
more stable than HO2NO2 with respect to thermal decomposition, with a lifetime of about a day at 275 °K
and several years at temperatures characteristic of the upper troposphere (Cox and Coffey, 1977; Hendry
and Kenley, 1979). Recent kinetic data indicate that the lifetime of PAN towards photolysis is about four
months (Senum et al., 1984), with a similar value for attack by HO (Wallington et al., 1984). Recent
measurements of PAN show that it is an important reservoir for NO x in clean marine air (Singh and Sa-
las, 1983a, b) and in rural air in North America (Bottenheim et al., 1984; Spicer et al., 1983) and in
Europe (Brice et al., 1984).
The nitrate radical (NO3) is formed by
NO2 q- O3- NO3 + 0 2 (31)
and is photolysed rapidly during the day. At night a steady state should be established between NO3 and N205.
NO3 q- NO2 -t- M _ NO205 d- M. (32)
The nitrate radical has been observed in a variety of "clean-air" locations including Hawaii and rural
Colorado. In most cases the concentration of NO 3 at a given level of NO2 was lower than predicted by
model calculations (Noxon et al., 1980; Platt et al., 1980b, 1981, 1984; Platt and Perner, 1980; Noxon,
1983). Some processes, as yet unidentified, appear to be removing NO3 and/or N205 from the atmosphere
at night. If these processes lead to removal of NO x, then nighttime removal of NO x by reactions involv-
ing NO3 could be comparable to daytime by reaction (13). Platt et al. (1981, 1984) speculate that reac-
tions of NO3, or more likely N205, on wet aerosols may account for rapid removal of NO3 under conditions
of high humidity, and may provide another sink for NO x in clouds and fog. A detailed discussion of NO3
scavenging by cloud droplets, and its possible conversion to NO3- by chemical reactions in the liquid
phase is given in the section on heterogeneous chemistry. The rate of the homogeneous gas-phase reaction
between N205 and water vapor,
N205 + H20 -- HNO3 + HNO3 (33)
is extremely slow, but this reaction could provide an important source for HNO3 if it proceeds at the upper
limit (k < 1.3 x 10 -21cm 3 molecule -I sec -I) given by Tuazon et al. (1983). The role of (33) in night-
time chemistry will remain uncertain until its rate constant is better defined.
4.1.4. The Tropospheric Distribution of HO
Few reliable measurements of hydroxyl radicals have been made so far (e.g., Perner et al., 1976;
Huebler et al., 1984; Hoell et al., 1984; Beck et al., personal communication) and these are insufficient
to test photochemical theories. Indirect methods have been used, however, to test current models of
tropospheric chemistry, and for the determination of average HO concentrations. These methods rely upon
mass balance considerations for various trace gases, and they provide a globally averaged estimate for
HO. Effective utilization of this approach for determination of HO requires that the tracer species satisfy
a number of conditions:
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1. Its atmospheric abundance in time and space must be defined accurately.
2. It must be known that removal occurs predominantly by reaction with HO and the rate constant must
be determined accurately.
3. The sources and source distribution in time and space must be known accurately.
In recent decades, synthetic organic chemicals have been injected into the atmosphere in such large
amounts that measurable background levels are present. Because of the exclusive manmade source of such
chemicals, the major uncertainties associated in the source term could, in principle, be eliminated. A prelimi-
nary screening led to the selection of methylchloroform CH3CC 13 (Singh, 1977: Lovelock, 1977) as the
most suitable molecule for the following reasons:
1. Its atmospheric concentration was high enough and could be measured accurately.
2. The usage was such that emissions were similar to production.
3. The HO rate constant was available.
Analysis of data for methylchloroform therefore provides the best current test for global models of
the HO distribution. Recent studies of data indicate that the lifetime of CH3CC 13 is between 6 and 9 years
(Prinn et al., 1983a,b; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984a). Results from the model for HO described in Logan
et al. (1981) using kinetic data given in NASA-JPL (1983) are in good agreement with observations of
CH3CC 13, in contrast to earlier analyses which underestimated CH3CC 13 by about a factor of two (Logan
et al., 1981). The improved agreement is due in part to recent revisions in kinetic and solar flux data,
which decrease calculated concentrations of HO by 20-30%, and in part to a recalibration of absolute
concentrations of CH3CC13 by a factor of 0.8 (Khalil and Rasmussen, 1984a).
The atmospheric lifetime of CHaCC 13 can be determined also from its historical emission rates, the
observed trends in its atmospheric abundance and the global content. Prinn et al. (1983) estimated an at-
mospheric removal time of 10.2 years with an uncertainty range of +5.2 and -2.6 years from the first
three years of data from the ALE network. The corresponding globally averaged HO concentration equals
(5 _ 2) X 105 cm -3. The absolute concentration of CH3CC13 has since been revised downward about
20%, as discussed above, yielding revised lifetimes of 6.5 years with an uncertainty range of + 3 and
-2 years.
Other anthropogenic trace gases have been used in a similar manner to estimate HO, for example,
dichloromethane, 1,2 dichloroethane and tetrachloroethane (Singh et al., 1983a). A two box model shows
that removal rates of these molecules are consistent with average HO concentrations of 4 to 5 x 105 molecules
cm -3. Because of their relatively short lifetimes compared to methylchloroform, these chemicals can show
HO latitudinal gradients with greater sensitivity. However, their source strengths are not as well defined
as that of CHaCC13.
Naturally occurring tracers, e.g., _4C0 and 12CO, have also been used to estimate HO levels. The
_2CO sources however are so poorly defined that such an approach is at best unreliable. Sources of 14CO
are somewhat better defined. The dominant source of 14CO is cosmic rays and this source is independent
of season and latitude. Compared to the cosmic ray production rate, anthropogenic sources are negligible.
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14CO is also produced in significant but uncertain quantities by the oxidation of organic matter. Current
atmospheric _4CO data are all taken at ground level; seasonal and latitude gradients have been noted. These
limited data have been analysed with the help of a 2-D model to suggest an average tropospheric HO abun-
dance of 7 + 3 × 105 molec cm -3 (Volz et al., 1981). These values are a factor of 3 lower than those
estimated by Weinstock and Niki (1972) almost a decade ago, largely because of their underestimate of
the 14CO abundance. It must be realized, however, that the lifetime of _4CO is short (5 +2 months), and
a better definition of the organic source term and vertical gradients are needed to improve these estimates.
Recently, Singh et al. (1983b) suggested that simpler and more easily measured molecules such as
propane can be used to study the seasonal behavior of HO, provided the source term is characterized ade-
quately. At present, poor characterization of source functions provides the major uncertainty in HO esti-
mates derived from mass balance considerations.
While the budget of CH3CC 13 provides one test of global models for HO, significant uncertainties
remain in present understanding of tropospheric chemistry. For example, the methane oxidation scheme
shown in Figure 2-1 may be an oversimplification of the mechanisms operative in the atmosphere, and
the role of larger hydrocarbons in the chemistry of the remote atmosphere remains to be evaluated.
Preliminary measurements indicate that nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) may be of some importance
for HO chemistry (Rudolph and Ehhalt, 1981; P. Warneck, 1974) even in the background troposphere.
4.1.5. Future Trends
Recent measurements indicate that concentrations of CH 4 and CO may be increasing, as discussed
in Chapter 3. It was noted almost a decade ago that increases in these gases could lead to a decrease in
HO, since reaction with CO and CH4 provides the major removal process for HO (Wofsy, 1976: Chameides
et al., 1977; Sze, 1977; Hameed et al., 1979). The apparent increase in tropospheric levels of CH 4 and
CO over the last 35 years (Rinsland et al., 1985) could have resulted from either an increase in the pro-
duction rate of CH4 and/or CO, or a decrease in the destruction rate of these gases, since their concentra-
tions are closely coupled via the methane oxidation chain and the hydroxyl radical. Photochemical model
simulations attempting to predict the consequences of these trends are - at best - qualitative. A decrease
in HO would imply longer lifetimes and higher concentrations for many chemically reactive and/or radiatively
active species resulting in increased transport across the tropopause.
In a recent exploratory study, Levine et al. (1985) used a 1-D photochemical model to simulate pre-
sent day concentrations of CO and CH4 at 45 °N and concentrations for 1950 deduced from ground based
infrared spectra. They suggest that the global source of CH4 may have increased by about 11%, the global
surface source of CO may have increased by about 50 %, and the tropospheric column of HO decreased
by about 25 %, from 1950 to the present day. These results should be regarded as extremely preliminary
and speculative, however, since it is not clear how to infer changes in global fluxes from the results of
a 1-D calculation representing 45 °N in summer. There is a significant latitudinal gradient in CO, and
data obtained in recent years suggest that trends in CO in the southern hemisphere are much smaller than
at northern midlatitudes, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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4.2 CHEMISTRY OF OZONE FORMATION IN THE POLLUTED TROPOSPHERE
4.2.1 Source Region Chemistry
The discussion on clean tropospheric chemistry indicated that the oxidation of CO, CH4, and possibly
other biogenic hydrocarbons leads to a net production of odd oxygen, if sufficient NO x is present (i.e.,
NO x > 30 ppt). In the polluted troposphere, unlike the clean troposphere, the rate of ozone formation
is not necessarily proportional to the concentration of NO x, but varies in a complex way that is dependent
upon the ratios and concentrations of the hydrocarbons and NO x as well as the chemical composition of
the hydrocarbons themselves. The chemistry of ozone in the polluted troposphere has been studied for
over thirty years. The research emphasis has been predominantly in elucidating the processes for oxi-
dant/ozone formation in urban areas. The focus of interest in urban areas is due mainly to the high emis-
sion densities of ozone precursors (hydrocarbons and NOx) which result typically in very high ozone con-
centrations under summertime meteorological conditions. In many cases the concentration levels of ozone
in urban areas exceed ambient air quality standards which have been set to protect public health and welfare.
Several reviews of the chemistry of polluted atmospheres are available (Leighton, 1961; Stem, 1977;
Seinfeld, 1975; Heiklen, 1976), as are detailed discussions of reaction mechanisms (Demerjian et al.,
1974; Carter et al., 1979; Baldwin et al., 1977; Falls and Seinfeld, 1978; Whitten et al., 1980) and reac-
tion rate constant reviews (Baulch et al., 1980; Demerjian et al., 1980; Baulch et al., 1982). The discus-
sions which follows provides an overview of the chemistry of the polluted troposphere.
The chemistry that occurs in sunlight-irradiated polluted atmospheres involves the interaction of a
host of chemical species. These include: hydrocarbons such as alkanes, alkenes, and aromatics; other organics
such as aldehydes and ketones; nitric oxide (NO); nitrogen dioxide (NO2); ozone (03); peroxyacetyl nitrate
(PAN); nitric acid (HNO3); atomic oxygen (O3p) and its first electronic excited state O(_D); hydroxy radical
(HO); hydroperoxyl radical (HO2); alkylperoxyl radicals (RO2); acylperoxyl radicals (R(O)O2); nitrogen
trioxide (NO3); and dinitrogen pentoxide (N205).
This chemistry explains the rapid conversion of NO to NO2 observed in the ambient polluted atmosphere
(Leighton, 1961; Altshuller and Bufalini, 1965; Demerjian et al., 1974). The key lies in a sequence of
reactions involving the same free radical species thought to be important in the chemistry of the clean
troposphere and a number of organic radicals derived from the host of more complex hydrocarbon and
organic molecules present additionally in the polluted atmosphere.
The most important atmospheric reactions governing the decomposition of alkanes, alkenes, and aro-
matics involve their reaction with hydroxyl radical. Reaction sequences describing the pathways for their
oxidation as a result of HO attack have been studied extensively (Demerjian et al., 1974; Carter et al.,
1979; Niki, 1978; Falls and Seinfeld, 1978; Perry et al., 1977; Atkinson et al., 1985; Grosjean, 1984).
In a very simplified form this may be represented as follows:
HO + Hydrocarbon -- R + H20 (34)
The alkyl radical (R) produced as a result of the HO attack on the hydrocarbon reacts with an oxygen
molecule to form an alkylperoxyl radical (RO2)
R + 02 -- RO2 (35)
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The alkylperoxyl radical reacts with NO to form NO2 and an alkoxy radical (RO)
ROE + NO -- RO + NO2 (10)
Hydrogen abstraction from the alkoxy radical by molecular oxygen will produce a hydroperoxyl radical
(HOE) and a carbonyl compound (R(C=O)H):
RO + 02 -- R(C=O)H + HO2 (36)
The aldehydes formed in the RO oxidation, or emitted as such from combustion sources, react with HO
or photolyze, introducing another important source of radicals to the atmosphere.
R(C=O)H + HO -- R(C=O) + H20 (37)
R(C=O)H + hv(X<400 nm) -- R + H(C=O) (38)
The hydroperoxyl radical can then react with NO to form NO2 and another hydroxyl radical, which re-
enters the cycle.
HO 2 + NO -- HO + NO 2 (8)
Reactions (8) and (10) taken together provide an efficient mechanism for the rapid conversion of NO
to NO2. This increase in the concentration of "odd oxygen" (previous section) results in an increase of
ozone through the perturbation of the chemical steady state relationship (39) derived from the following
reactions:
NO2 + h_ -- NO + O(3p) (7)
O(3p) + 02 + M -- O3 + M (1)
03 + NO -- NOz + 02 (6)
The chemical steady state relationship (39) has been shown to be a valid approximation over a con-
siderable range of atmospheric pollutant conditions (Stedman and Jackson, 1975; Calvert, 1976).
J7[NO2]
[03] - (39)
k6[NO]
Ratios of NO2 and NO emitted into the atmosphere by man's activities are typically less than one
and would lead to very low ozone steady state concentrations under typical atmospheric solar irradiation
conditions. The impact of reactions (8) and (10) is to drive the ratio of NO2 to NO up by oxidizing the
NO to NO2, in direct competition with the ozone-nitric oxide reaction and thereby allowing ozone to build
up in concentration.
Typical observations made in a polluted atmosphere of this phenomenon are shown in Figures 4-1a
and b. The diurnal pattern begins with the emission of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and NO x from
motor vehicles in the early morning. The NO is converted to NO2 and ozone accumulation begins when
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most of the NO has been oxidized. The ozone concentration maximizes and then declines either as a result
of reaction with additional emissions of NO through the day, dilution due to meteorology, or in the case
of extended periods of time and transport, by interaction with the ground surface, which is a major sink
for ozone in the atmosphere as will be discussed later in this chapter.
The interaction of organic free radicals produced by hydrocarbon oxidation with NO and NOE represents
an important aspect of the chemistry of the oxides of nitrogen in the polluted atmosphere. They represent
key processes in the conversion of NO to NOz and the formation of organic nitrates. It has recently been
found that the more complex peroxyalkyl radicals formed during alkane photooxidation can add NO to
form alkyl nitrates in non-negligible yields, in competition with reaction (10) (Atkinson et al., 1985):
RO2 + NO - RONO2 (40)
Also the hydroperoxyl radical formed from hydrocarbon oxidation in reaction (36) supplements that
formed in reactions (12) and (14) to create hydrogen peroxide via reaction (17), and aldehydes react with
the hydroxy radical to produce peroxyacyl radicals and ultimately peroxyacyl nitrates by reaction with NO2
RCHO + OH - RCO + n20 (41)
RCO + 02 - R(C=O)O2 (42)
R(C=O)O2 + NO2- R(C=O)O2NO2 (43)
A thermal equilibrium exists between the peroxyacyl nitrate and its components
R(C=O)O2NO2 _ R(C=O)O2 + NO2 (44)
and the peroxyacyl radical is removed from the atmosphere by reaction with NO (Cox and Coffey 1977)
R(C=O)O2 + NO - R(C=O)O + NO2 (45)
The most commonly occurring peroxyacyl nitrate is peroxyacetyl nitrate or PAN and there is a great similarity
between the behavior of PAN and ozone in polluted atmospheres. Their diurnal variations at ground based
sites are virtually identical on many occasions (Garland and Penkett 1976) primarily because their forma-
tion and removal mechanisms are very similar. PAN is thus an excellent tracer of the photochemical reac-
tivity of the troposphere and since it has no large stratospheric source it can be used in studies designed
to investigate the seasonal behavior of tropospheric photochemical activity (Brice et al., 1984).
4.2.2 Night-time Chemistry of the Source Region
The nitrate radical NO3 can be formed by reaction of HOE with ozone
NO2 + 03 -- NO3 + 0 2 (46)
During the day NO3 is rapidly photolyzed back to its precursors but during the night an equilibrium with
N205 can be established
NO3 + NO2 "_ N205 (47)
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Night-time concentrations of NO3 as high as 355 pptv have been recorded in the Los Angeles basin (Platt
et al., 1980b, 1984). Some NO3 is converted to HNO3 by reactions with hydrocarbons and aldehydes,
NO3 + RH -- R + HNO3 (48)
NO3 + R(C=O)H -- R(C=O) + HNO3 (49)
but in the absence of NO no chain reactions can be initiated by the peroxy radicals, which will be rapidly
lost. The N205 which is formed will be stable until sunrise or it can be removed either by hydrolysis in
deliquescent aerosols or by uptake on ground surfaces.
It is quite possible that heterogeneous chemistry is important in the overall NO x cycle particularly
in the formation of nitrous acid, HONO, which can act as an efficient source of HO radicals in conditions
of low light intensity, but this is an area where much more research is required before definite statements
can be made.
4.2.3 Ozone in the Non-Urban Troposphere; "The Transition Region"
Anthropogenic emissions of NMHC and NO x may contribute significantly to photochemical produc-
tion of ozone and other oxidants on a hemispheric scale, especially in the transition region, where the
reactants are removed from their sources but there is still sufficient NO2 present for the chemistry describ-
ed above to occur. The state of the science is such that a quantitative understanding of this contribution
is not yet possible. Some phenomenological processes which may be important on the larger scales (con-
tinental to hemispheric) are: transport of ozone/oxidants formed within the confines of the urban plume
followed by dispersal over regional and continental scales; photochemical production of ozone/oxidants
from the remnants of aged urban air masses (partially oxidized hydrocarbons and slower reaction hydrocarbon
species) which have been transported and dispersed over several days, and photochemical production of
ozone/oxidants from low level emissions of non-methane hydrocarbons and NO x (both natural and an-
thropogenic) over the continent. It is also possible that emissions of precursors in winter form a reservoir
which can influence oxidant chemistry later in the year as photolytic processes become more efficient.
Our understanding of the specific sources of ozone/oxidants is somewhat limited, due in part to difficulties
in studying the reaction pathways for ozone formation for the less reactive hydrocarbon species, and in
part to the lack of data for non-methane hydrocarbons and NO x in aged polluted air masses and in
background air.
The limited data base that exists for hydrocarbons suggests much larger concentrations for many species
in the northern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere. Figure 4-2 shows a latitudinal transect for
ethane over the Eastern Pacific Ocean and similar data patterns have been observed over the Atlantic Ocean
(Singh and Salas, 1983; Rasmussen and Khalil, 1983; Ehhalt and Rudolf, 1984). Larger differences be-
tween the two hemispheres are observed for more reactive hydrocarbons such as propane and butanes
which are known to have large anthropogenic emissions. It has also been observed that the northern
hemisphere concentrations of these various hydrocarbons vary greatly with season. Table 4-1 shows some
average concentrations of hydrocarbons obtained in the vicinity of the Island of Spitzbergen at 79 °N in
the summer and at the end of the Arctic winter. All show much higher values in the winter than in the
summer with the exception of C2H 4 and C3H 6 which are believed to have predominantly natural sources
(Hov et al., 1984). The decay with time from the spring peak in hydrocarbon concentrations at Point Bar-
row at 70 °N in Alaska has been observed on a day-by-day basis and similar changes in the concentrations
of many molecules were observed there (Rasmussen et al., 1983). The variation at high latitudes in the
northern hemisphere is also reflected in observations made at 39 °N at Point Arena on the Pacific Coast
of the U.S.A., particularly for C3H 8 and CaHlo (Singh and Salas, 1982).
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Figure 4-2. Ethane concentrations over eastern Pacific, darkened data points are excluded from the
computation of averages for statistical reasons only. Dashed lines show the weighted hemispheric
average. Source: Singh and Salas, 1982.
Table 4-1. Average concentrations and standard deviations (in parentheses) in pptv for 9 samples
of pressurized air (5 from Bear Island, 2 from Hopen and 2 from Spitzbergen) in July 1982,
and for 10 cryogenic samples from Ny-Alesund (Spitzbergen) spring 1983.
Hydrocarbons July 1982 Spring 1983
Ratio
Spring/
Summer
C2H6 1195 (27) 3950 (27) 3.3
C2H4 255.2(84.4) 156 (37) 0.6
C2H2 66.5 (17.7) 954 (106) 14.3
C3Hs 87.1 (30.1) 2156 (284) 24.8
C3H6 187 (111) 24 (7.7) 0.1
iCaHlo <20 390 (60) >20
nCaHlo <20 805 (141) >40
2-methyl butane < 20 346 (69) > 17
nCsH12 <20 339 (93) >9
2-methyl pentane < 20 182 (34) > 9
3-methyl pentane < 20 160 (20) > 8
nC6HI4 <20 172 (41) >9
Cyclohexane < 20 54 (14) > 3
C6H6 65.6(23.4) 307 (102) 4.7
Data from Hov et al., 1984.
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The extent of this large seasonal effect occurring throughout the northern hemisphere is not known
although the studies made over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans suggest that the largest concentrations
of the hydrocarbons are to be found north of 20 °N. It is also quite likely that higher concentrations will
be observed over the continents. This would represent a large reservoir of gaseous carbon which would
be capable of forming ozone when oxidized in the presence of NO2.
The NO x data base is even smaller than that for hydrocarbons and most is probably not directly ap-
plicable to the so-called "transitional region" between the truly remote troposphere and the easily iden-
tifiable polluted atmosphere adjacent to the source regions. It has been shown for instance that NO con-
centrations over the Equatorial Pacific Ocean are less than 5 pptv (McFarland et al., 1979) which is less
than the theoretical quantity required for ozone production to accompany methane and CO oxidation.
Measurements made during the month of June at a coastal site in Ireland however show NO x concentra-
tions up to 100 pptv (Helas and Warneck, 1981). Median concentrations of NO x are - 280 pptv in winter
and - 300 pptv in summer at Niwot Ridge, Colorado, perhaps the only site in the transition region for
which an extensive climatology for NO x is available. Measurements of NO x are discussed in greater detail
in Chapter 3.
A further possible source of NO x is PAN, which is formed in regions of high NO x and could be car-
ried to regions of low NO x before decomposing (reaction 44) (Crutzen, 1979). Measurements over the
Pacific Ocean have been reported to be in the range of 100 pptv (Singh and Salas, 1983). As yet these
are preliminary but they do suggest, along with the Irish data on NO x, that substantial amounts of NO2
can be present on occasion. This is important since the only mechanism which can produce ozone on a
large scale in the troposphere is photolysis of NO2 (reaction 7) and possibly lightning.
There is a growing body of evidence to confirm that concentrations of ozone in the non-urban troposphere
are influenced by human activity. Concentrations of ozone are larger at mid-latitudes of the northern
hemisphere than at corresponding southern latitudes (Pittock, 1977; Fishman and Crutzen, 1978). Regional
scale pollution episodes, during which ozone concentrations may exceed 100 ppbv for several days, indi-
cate an extensive anthropogenic influence on ozone near the surface in both Europe and the United States
(e.g., Cox et al., 1975; Guicherit and Van Dop, 1977; Wolff and Lioy, 1980). Concentrations of ozone,
both at the surface, and in the middle troposphere over Europe and North America, appear to be increas-
ing (Warmbt, 1979; Angell and Korshover, 1983; Logan, 1985) as discussed further in Chapter 14.
In order to test the concepts about processes influencing ozone, and to evaluate future effects of com-
bustion related emissions on tropospheric ozone, it will be necessary to develop rather sophisticated models
for chemistry and transport. Such models must allow for the transformation and transport of pollutants
from urban source regions to the middle troposphere. Future research is clearly needed into the
photochemistry of the complex hydrocarbon/NO x mix which is found in non-urban air.
4.3 HETEROGENEOUS CHEMISTRY
Heterogeneous chemical reactions are normally defined as ones which occur at the interface between
two phases, e.g., gas-liquid, gas-solid, or liquid-solid. In the atmosphere processes are considered to be
heterogeneous as long as the overall reaction involves two phases even though specific steps in the reac-
tion may be homogeneous. An example of this is the oxidation of SOz in cloudwater, i.e. the dissolution
of gaseous SOz into a cloud droplet followed by the oxidation of aquated SOz by homogeneous aqueous-
phase reactions. Because SO2 is transferred from the gas to the aqueous phase, this process is considered
to be heterogeneous even though the actual oxidative reaction is homogeneous.
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While heterogeneous reactions are not believed to have a significant direct impact upon the global
levels of 03 and HO, they indirectly impact upon these species by affecting the levels of nitrogen oxide
species such as HNO3, NO3, and N205 and hydrogen oxide species such as HO2, H202, CH3OOH, and
other organic peroxides. In this section we briefly review the heterogeneous mechanisms that affect nitrogen
oxide and hydrogen oxides.
4.3.1 Interactions with Aerosols and Particulates
The presence of particles in the atmosphere raises the possibility that atmospheric gaseous species
interact with these particles heterogeneously. In most cases this interaction results in a gas-to-particle con-
version; i.e. the transfer of a chemical species from the gas phase to an aerosol or liquid droplet or the
formation of a new particle from a gaseous species. Typically gas-to-particle conversion processes are
classified into three categories (Kiang et al., 1973; Schryer, 1982):
1) Homogeneous, homomolecular nucleation (the formation of a new stable liquid or solid ultrafine
particle from a gas involving one gaseous species only);
2) Homogeneous, heteromolecular nucleation (the formation of a new particle from two or more gaseous
species);
3) Heterogeneous, hetermolecular condensation (the growth of pre-existing particles due to deposi-
tion of molecules from the gas phase).
Of the above processes, the third, sometimes referred to as "aerosol scavenging", probably has the greatest
impact upon the gas-phase levels of nitrogen oxides and hydrogen oxides and thus on the atmospheric
abundances of ozone and HO (Turco et al., 1982). Scavenging reactions that are most relevant in this
regard are those involving HNO3, NO3, N205, organic nitrates (RONO2), H202, HO2, and organic perox-
ides (ROOH). These reactions can be represented by
(Rla) HNO3 _ aerosol
(Rib) NO3 -- aerosol
(Rlc) N205 -- aerosol
(Rid) RON02 -- aerosol
(Rle) H202 -- aerosol
(Rlf) H02 -- aerosol
(Rig) ROOH -- aerosol
A complete understanding of scavenging reactions such as those listed above requires a thorough descrip-
tion of all the processes occurring at the surface interface and thus a knowledge of the aerosol surface
structure and composition and its interaction with the relevant reactants and products. At the present time
we have not yet developed this understanding; to do so will require the continued design and application
of sophisticated experimental techniques used in conjunction with advanced theoretical studies of surface
interactions. As a result present-day descriptions of heterogeneous reactions such as aerosol scavenging
are quite rudimentary and involve the use of simple parameterizations to treat many of the complex molecular
processes that occur but are not yet understood. One such simple description is described below.
The rate of scavenging of a gaseous species J is normally assumed to be proportional to the species
ambient concentration, n j, so that
Rate of aerosol scavenging = nj kpart (l)
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where the proportionality constant, kpart , has units of s -_. The parameter kpart can be represented by
(Chameides and Davis, 1982; Heikes and Thompson, 1983),
kpart = f thj(r) np(r) dr (2)
where np(r) is the concentration of aerosol particles having radii between r and r + dr and Oj(r) is the
rate at which species J diffuses and sticks to an aerosol particle of radius r. _j(r) can be represented by
(Schwartz, 1983)
4 417-' [nj - nj °]
_bj(r) = --_ 7rer Vj (1 + 3rot) nj (3)
where e is the mean free path, Vj is the species thermal velocity, a is the appropriate sticking or accom-
modation coefficient for species J impinging upon the aerosol surface, and nj ° is the species' concentra-
tion at the surface of the aerosol. Typically, nj ° is assumed to be zero for solid particles and (aj/HjRT)
for wet particles, where aj is the activity of J in solution, Hj is the species solubility constant in the ap-
propriate aerosol solution, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature.
While appearing to be quite straightforward, the application of Equations (1), (2), (3) to determine
the rate of aerosol scavenging of a given species J is quite difficult. For one the value of o_is highly uncer-
tain. The little data that does exist suggest that a can vary widely depending upon the aerosol composition
(i.e. basic or acidic), relative humidity (i.e. for hygroscopic aerosols, solid particles at low humidity and
solution droplets at high humidity), and the nature of the impinging gas. For instance while sticking coef-
ficients for species such as HO2, H20/, NO3 impinging upon water solutions with pH's above about 5
may approach unity, the o_for these species impinging upon H2504 particles or similar highly acidic dry
particles are likely of the order of 10 -6 to 10 -4 (cf. Chameides and Davis, 1982).
Another complication arises for hygroscopic aerosol particles which, provided the humidity is high
enough, exist as small suspended solution droplets of relatively high ionic strength (i.e. # > 1). At these
ionic strengths, the particle can no longer be treated as an ideal solution as one does for lower ionic strengths.
The appropriate values for aj and Hj are generally not known and can only be accurately determined by
detailed experimental studies such as those carried out by Pytkowicz (1984) for seawater.
In spite of these uncertainties, Equation (1), (2), and (3) can be used to obtain a preliminary indication
of how important these scavenging reactions may be for a range of possible values for uncertain parameters
such as or. As an example, values for kpart for NO3 and N205 as a function of c_ and the total number
density of aerosol particles (assuming a log-normal distribution) are illustrated in Figure 4-3 for the case
when nj ° = 0. (Very similar scavenging coefficients would be obtained for other species such as HNO3,
HO2, and H2Oz). The results of Figure 4-3 suggest that for species with sufficiently long lifetimes (i.e.
of the order of days or more), aerosol scavenging would represent a significant sink in regions of modest-
to-large aerosol loadings if ot _ 10 -2. Indeed the large levels of NO? found in aerosols in the marine
boundary layer would appear to confirm that scavenging of gaseous HNO3 by sea salt aerosol represents
a major sink for this species in the marine atmosphere (Huebert and Lazrus, 1980; Liu et al., 1983). At
night when NO3 photochemical lifetimes become large, scavenging by aerosols could also be a significant
sink for NO3; in fact this mechanism has been proposed to explain the low levels of NO3 observed at
night (Noxon et al., 1978; Platt et al., 1980b; Heickes and Thompson, 1983). It is also interesting to
note that in urban locations where aerosol number densities of 104 - 105 cm -3 are not uncommon, aer-
osol scavenging could also be an important sink for HO2, whose photochemical lifetime is about 100s, if
ot= values near 1 are appropriate.
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Figure 4-3 Calculated values of aerosol kpart for NO3 and N205 as a function of aerosol number density
and sticking coefficient ev. After Heikes and Thompson (1983).
Thus these calculations imply that aerosol scavenging can be an important sink for HNO3 and NO3,
as well as H202 and possibly HO2. As such this process would represent a major heterogeneous sink for
nitrogen oxides and hydrogen oxides. However, many uncertainties are associated with this assessment.
Before a more definitive assessment of aerosol scavenging can be made, experimental studies establishing
accurate values for a as well as field measurements characterizing the chemical composition and structure
of aerosol surfaces will be needed.
In addition to aerosol scavenging another potentially important heterogeneous sink of nitrogen oxides
that needs to be considered is the formation of NHaNO3 from gaseous NH3 and HNO3, i.e.
(R2) (NH3)g + (HNO3)g _ (NH4NO3)g
In regions of high NH3 levels this process can represent a significant heterogeneous sink for nitrogen
oxides. Studies by Stelson and Seinfeld (1982) have indicated that the levels of NHaNO3 in the particulate
phase relative to that of gas-phase NH3 and HNO 3 can be accurately described in terms of the thermodynamic
equilibrium between the phases. While the condensation of NH4NO3 can occur via heteromolecular,
homogeneous condensation as well as hetermolecular, heterogeneous condensation, observations indicate
that the later process is the dominant one in the atmosphere.
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4,3.2 Interactions with Hydrometeors
4.3.2.1 Scavenging
Similar to the interactions of gases with aerosol particles, scavenging or heterogeneous removal is
probably the most common process by which hydrometeors affect gas-phase species. This can occur via
rainout (removal of gases by cloud droplets) as well as washout (removal of gases by raindrops). Of these
two it is generally believed that rainout is more important than washout simply because of the longer lifetime
and greater surface area afforded by cloud drops when compared to that of raindrops. With regard to
nitrogen oxides and hydrogen oxides, removal of HNO3, NO3, H202, and HO2 are most relevant because
of their high solubility or reactivity in clouds.
The rate of incorporation of a gaseous species J into a cloud droplet can be treated in much the same
manner as that for aerosol particles described in the previous section. Thus
Rate of cloud droplet scavenging = nj kclou d (4)
where
kcloud = f Oj(r) nd(r) dr (5)
and n d is the number of cloud droplets with radii between r and r + dr. _bjj(r) in Equation (5) is essential-
ly the same as that given by Equation (3), except that now nj o ___[J]/HRT, where [J] is the concentration
of J in solution in units of moles (liter)-1. (Because ionic strengths in cloudwater are small, the solution
can be treated as ideal so that aj = [J] and Hj is given by the Henry Law constant for J in a pure water
solution.) Values for ot for cloud drops, while not accurately known, are probably not nearly as uncertain
or variable as those for aerosol particles since the water droplet surface is better defined. (On the other
hand, the reader should note that the presence of organic films on droplets could further complicate the
issue as discussed by Gill et al., 1983). Sticking coefficients for most species of interest impinging on
water _are probably of the order of 10-2 or higher although values as low as 10 -4 cannot be ruled out at
this time (cf., Chameides and Davis, 1982).
Within a cloud, gaseous species are transferred to droplets until equilibrium is attained. Calculations
simulating the transfer of gases to droplets indicates that, for reasonable values of a, equilibrium between
the two phases is rapidly attained. This fact is illustrated in Table 4-2 where equilibration times, 7"eq, are
listed for several species of interest as a function of a and r. Because equilibrium does apply the concen-
tration of a species J in solution can be related to its ambient gas-phase concentration in cloud-free regions via
[j] =_ [j]eq = nj/(A Lxl0 -9 + (HRT) 1) (6)
where [j]eq is the concentration of J in the cloudwater at equilibrium, A is Avogadro's number, and L
is the liquid water content in units of gm -3.
Given Equation (6) as well as statistics for the average cloudiness of the atmosphere, the rate of precipita-
tion from clouds, and the liquid water content of clouds, an expression for the rate of removal of a species
via rainout can be obtained. The results of such an analysis are found in Figure 4-4a, where the rainout
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Table 4-2. Values for Heft, (PF)eq" and req as a function of _w and r for selected soluble species.*
Gas-Phase Heft (PF)eq Teq[Sec]
Species [M/atm] c_ = 10 -2 _ = 1 c_ ---- 10 -4 O_ = 10 -2
r = 10/_m r 5 lO#m r = 10_m r = 30_m
SOz 4.1 x 103 0.06 2.1 0.93 120 12
HCHO 1.3 x 104 0.16 4.3 1.9 250 24
HOz 3.3 x 104 0.4 10 4.4 580 56
OH 1 x 105 1.1 16 6.9 910 88
HCOOH 1.5 x 105 1.7 33 14 1.9 x.103 180
H202 1.9 x 105 2.3 31 14 1.8 x l03 180
NH3 1.6 x 106 19 44 19 215 x l03 240
HNO3 7.3 x 10 I' 9 x 106 280 120 1.6 x104 1.6 x 103
*Values calculated for pH = 5.05, T = 291 °K, and L = 0.5g m -3. After Chameides (1984).
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Figure 4-4a Effective rainout lifetimes, Tj o, for H = 102, 103, and 1012 (M atm-_) for different storm
cycle periods. The dotted line is for a storm period (i.e. the time for a complete cycle of rain followed
by a dry interval to transpire) of 1 day, the solid line is for a storm period of 10 days, and the dashed
line is for a storm period of 25 days.
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lifetimes, rj, are illustrated as a function of z for different values of H and varying types of storm cycles.
For species of low solubility, rj is linearly related to H but independent of the length of time between
storms. For species of high solubility which are virtually completely removed from the atmosphere during
each storm, rj is independent of H but linearly related to the time between storms; in this case rj = T
where T is the storm period.
Thus in regions of long dry periods between storms, the rainout lifetimes for highly soluble species
can become significantly longer than the average 10 day lifetime for water vapor that has been previously
assumed to be representative of the lifetime of highly soluble species. It can be seen in Figure 4-4b that
for nitrogen oxide species strikingly different profiles can be obtained in model calculations using this
parameter for different assumed storm periods even though identical source strengths were assumed in
each case. Thus, given the large seasonal and latitudinal variations in the water vapor-cycle, this result
would seem to imply that in addition to NOy sources, NOy removal rates can also lead to large temporal
and spatial variations in NOy concentrations.
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Figure 4-4b Model calculated profiles for "stratospheric NOy" diffusing down into the troposphere.
All profiles adopta cross-tropopause flux of 3.75 × 108 cm -2 s -1 and a H = 1012 M (atm) -1. The
dashed-dotted line, dotted line, and solid line adopt a deposition velocity of 0.3 cm s -1 and a storm
period of 1, 10, and 25 days respectively. The broken line is the same as the solid line except a deposition
velocity of 1 cm s 1 was used. The circles represent the average NOy profile calculated by Kley et aL
(1984) from the GFDL 3-D tracer-transport model. After Giorgi and Chameides (1985).
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4.3.2.2 Chemical Effects
In addition to providing a liquid phase where soluble gases can be dissolved, clouds also offer an
active chemical medium where aqueous-phase chemical reactions can occur which affect the removal rate
of atmospheric species in general and nitrogen oxide and hydrogen oxide species in particular. For instance
while the distribution of gaseous HNO3
(R3) (HNOa)g - (H+)aq + (NO3-)a q
provides a major rainout sink for atmospheric nitrogen oxides and source of dissolved NO3- in rainwater,
another important sink can arise in regions where NOx(= NO + NO2) is large. This sink occurs via the
production of gaseous NO3 radicals in clouds at night. Because NO3 radicals have long chemical lifetimes
at night and can be rapidly scavenged by cloud droplets, their night time production in a cloud is followed
by their incorporation into cloudwater. Once in the aqueous-phase, NO 3 is rapidly converted to NO3-.
A typical reaction sequence leading to NO3- production in cloudwater is
(R4) (NO2)g + (O3)g -- (NO3)g + (O2)g
(R5) (NO3)g -- (NOa)aq
(R6) (NO3)aq + (C1-)aq -- (NO3-)aq + (C1)aq
Figure 4-5 taken from a numerical simulation of the coupled gas- and aqueous-phase chemistry of
a cloud, illustrates the enhanced levels of NO3- that can result from this process at night.
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Figure 4-5 The calculated mixing ratios for gaseous NO2 and HN03 and aqueous-phase NO3- as a
function of time for a stratiform cloud in a "High-NOx" region. The solid NO_ line is without scavenging
of gaseous NO3 and dashed NO3- line is with scavenging of gaseous NO3.
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Whereas chemical processes in clouds can enhance the heterogeneous removal rate of nitrogen ox-
ides, in the case of hydrogen oxides they may result in a net source. While the removal of gaseous H202
and its incorporation in cloud water via
(R7) (H202)g -- (H2Oz)aq
represent a sink for hydrogen oxides, the production of aqueous-phase H202 via a variety of radical reac-
tions such as
H +
(R8) (HO2)aq + (O2-)aq --* (HaO2)aq
can produce H202. As illustrated in Figure 4-6, depending on the intensity of these radical sources, significant
enhancements in H202 can result. It is conceivable that clouds with intense H202 production which evaporate
could represent net sources of H202 to the atmosphere. In order to determine if in fact this does occur
it will be necessary to carry out further laboratory studies of radical processes relevant to cloud chemistry
and to carry out field experiments which measure gas- and aqueous-phase nzO 2 levels in and out of a
variety of clouds.
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Figure 4-6 Temporal variation in [H202] for a calculation in which all aqueous-phase sources of (H202)
were neglected (solid line), for the standard model in which the aqueous-phase sources of (H202)aq were
included (dashed line), and for a calculation in which the cloud transmissivity r was taken to be 1.0
(dotted line). After Chameides (1984).
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4.4 SURFACE EXCHANGE AND VERTICAL REDISTRIBUTION
4.4.1 Surface Exchange
Vertical transport in the boundary layer (i.e., the layer of air that is coupled directly to the surface
by turbulent exchange processes on a time scale of about an hour or less), and between the boundary layer
and the overlying free atmosphere, plays an important role in determining the fate of trace atmospheric
species. At the surface, trace species may be both deposited and emitted, so that the flux at the surface
is a net balance between the two processes. Deposition at the surface requires transport of the trace species
to the surface by turbulent eddies.
Redistribution between the boundary layer and the overlying free atmosphere is mostly a result of
highly intermittent cloud processes. Cycling of trace species through clouds can result in chemical transfor-
mations and loss through wet deposition (see section 4). The latent heat released by clouds can result in
several kilometer ascents of boundary layer air into the free atmosphere within a few minutes. Compen-
sating downward motions can transport air from the free atmosphere into the boundary layer. Eddy dif-
fusivity models are not adequate for describing mixing of trace species over such large vertical displacements.
Although some progress has been made in parameterizing these processes, much still remains to be done.
The subsequent sections discuss our current understanding of surface exchange of trace species im-
portant in estimating the tropospheric ozone budget, including both dry deposition and surface emission,
as well as the exchange of trace species between the boundary layer and the overlying free atmosphere.
Both are important in estimating the ozone budget throughout the troposphere.
Dry deposition is the transfer of an atmospheric constituent from the air directly to the earth's sur-
face, regardless of whether the surface is wet or dry, or whether the loss is at the ground or in elements
that are attached to, or touching the ground, such as a forest canopy or a snow cover. Because of the
complexity of the earth's surface, and the variety of mechanisms for capturing species, precise physical
descriptions of how this process takes place are difficult. Instead, the rate of dry deposition is commonly
specified with a gross parameter such as a deposition velocity. The deposition velocity is defined as the
ratio of the downward flux F s of a species s to its mean concentration at some reference level s
vd = F s / s- (1)
Trace constituents are transferred from the atmospheric boundary layer to within a centimeter of the
surface (or surface protrusions) by turbulent eddies. Below this, the transfer is predominantly by molecular
diffusion. We can, therefore, define the downward flux through a particular level as the averaged product
of instantaneous departures of the constituent concentration s' and vertical velocity w' from their means,
measured at that level; i.e., Fs = -w's', where the overbar denotes an average over a distance or time
long enough to ensure a statistically reliable result.
Dry deposition is determined by the efficiency of the turbulence transport process, and the properties
of both the constituent and the surface. The constituent may be either adsorbed or absorbed at the surface;
that is, the constituent may either be stored on the surface without changing its identity, or it may combine
chemically with the surface material. The deposition rate for constituents which are efficiently absorbed
at the surface is controlled mainly by the ability of the turbulent eddies to transport the constituents to
the surface, while for less reactive constituents, the rate is determined by the efficiency with which the
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impinging constituents stick to the surface. As discussed by Wesely (1983) and Wesely and Hicks (1977),
a convenient way to express this mathematically is to separate the effects of turbulence transport from
constituent and surface properties by considering the reciprocal of the deposition velocity as a "resistance"
to deposition, and equating it to the sum of the individual resistances contributed by (1) the turbulence
transport process, commonly called the aerodynamic resistance ra; (2) that contributed by molecular
transport through the quasilaminar layer within about a centimeter of the surface and surface elements
rs; and (3) that contributed by how well the constituent sticks to the particular surface re:
I
vd = ra + rs + rc (2)
In this way, properties of the constituent and surface can, in principle, be separated from aerodynamic
properties.
Many species are not only deposited, but are also emitted at the surface. Therefore, in these cases,
the surface flux is the net result of both deposition and emission, and the concept of a surface resistance
is no longer applicable for estimating surface flux, except when emission is negligible compared to deposition.
Nitrogen oxides (NO x = NO + NO2) for example, are emitted from vegetated surfaces. Depending upon
the situation, either deposition or emission may dominate; thus the surface flux may be either positive
or negative. Their emissions are mostly the result of the activity of various soil microbes, whose rates
of production are governed mainly by soil composition, temperature, moisture and pH, available oxygen,
and fertilization practices. Over water, nitrite photolysis is believed to be a source of NO emission (Zafiriou
and McFarland, 1981). Surface emissions of 03 and HNO3 are considered to be negligible, so that the
resistance concept can be used to estimate their surface flux.
The actual process of deposition depends upon many factors. Over vegetated surfaces, the condition
of the vegetation can be important, particularly for reactive gas species. Ozone deposition, for example,
is much larger when the leaf stomata are open than when they are closed. Thus, ozone deposition is max-
imized over vegetated areas in the daytime when plants are actively growing. Observations over the ocean
indicate a deposition rate several times that predicted on the basis of laboratory studies over pure water.
This indicates that trace constituents in the water and on the water surface are important in determining
the actual deposition rate.
4.4.1.1 Techniques of Measurement
A variety of techniques have been developed and used for measuring dry deposition. A summary of
techniques, and their advantages and disadvantages, is presented by Hicks et al. (1980). The most direct
flux measurement technique is the eddy correlation technique. This requires fast response (on the order
of 1 Hz bandwidth for ground-based measurements; 10 Hz bandwidth for airplane measurements) high
resolution concurrent measurements of concentration and vertical velocity. Ozone sensors have been
developed and used for this purpose (Pearson and Stedman, 1980; Eastman and Stedman, 1977; Wesely
et al., 1978). Instruments are also under development for measuring fast response nitric oxide fluctuations
(e.g., Bradshaw and Davis, 1982). For ground-based sites, the height of measurement is typically a few
meters above the ground, and averaging times of at least 20 minutes are required. The measured flux
emanates as far as the order of a hundred meters or so upwind of the site; thus the flux is an average
over a considerable area.
A common technique for measuring surface deposition and emission of trace species is to place an
enclosure over the surface to be considered and measure the change in concentration within the box with
time. This can then be related to the surface flux. Problems with this technique include (1) the enclosure
modifies the turbulent transport process, and (2) the flux is measured only over the area covered by the
enclosure.
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Another technique for estimating surface flux is the profile method. The basis for this technique is
the existence of a unique 'relationship between the flux of a species and its gradient near the surface. The
eddy diffusivity, which is the negative of the ratio of the flux to the gradient, is a function of the surface
roughness, wind speed and hydrodynamic stability. Therefore, additional micrometeorological measurements
are required to obtain the flux from gradient or difference measurements. Fast response concentration
measurements are not required, but concentration differences between levels need to be measured with
an accuracy of about 1% of the mean concentration.
It may also be possible to estimate surface fluxes in some situations by estimating terms in the mean
concentration budget. In this technique, the time rate of change of a constituent minus the net amount
of a constituent advected into a volume through the top and sides is equated to that contributed by the
flux at the surface. This technique cannot be used for constituents which are not conserved on a time scale
of less than a day. As pointed out by Williams (1982), this method also requires accurate measurements
of concentration differences.
Another factor to consider is that the chemical reactivity of some species is rapid enough that their
flux may vary significantly between the measurement level and the ground. As pointed out by Fitzjarrald
and Lenschow (1983), this can be the case for 03, NO, and NO2, which react rapidly with each other
in sunlight. They point out, for example, that for profile or eddy-correlation measurements of NO and
NO2 flux, and also 03 flux when the mean concentration of NO x is greater than about 20% of 03, at
least six measurements are needed to accurately estimate the fluxes. These measurements include com-
binations of the means and fluxes of all three species. The NO x concentration, however, can be considered
a conserved species near the surface.
4.4.1.2 Results of Measurements
In this section, we briefly summarize results of previous studies on surface fluxes of 03, NO and
NO2, and HNO3. Compared to these species, very little is known about the surface fluxes of H202, PAN
and particulate nitrates, and thus they are not discussed further. Reviews of dry deposition rates for a
variety of species are presented by Sehmel (1980) and McMahon and Denison (1979).
• Ozone
Ozone deposition has been measured over a variety of surfaces by the eddy correlation, profile and
box techniques. Reviews of ozone deposition measurements are presented by Galbally and Roy (1980)
and Wesely (1983). The results are summarized in the following Section.
Land surfaces
Surface resistance over vegetated areas has strong diurnal, seasonal and climatic variability, mainly
due to the size of the leaf stomata. Resistances for water vapor transpiration and ozone uptake in vegeta-
tion have been found to be identical when allowance is made for their difference in molecular diffusivity
(Turner et al., 1974; Galbally and Roy, 1980). The median value for daytime surface resistance rc over
areas that are photosynthetically active, including both natural vegetation and crop lands, seems to be about
100 s m -_. At the low end of the scale, Wesely (1983) reports values as low as 20 s m -_ over soybean
fields; Lenschow et al. (1982) measured a value of 50 s m _ over a forest.
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At night, or when the vegetation is water stressed, the resistance of both naturally vegetated and cultivated
surfaces increases by as much as a factor of two or more as the stomata close. The resistance of the leaves
themselves becomes very large, and the deposition occurs mainly at the soil surface. However, even with
senescent vegetation, a diurnal variation has been observed (Wesely, 1983). This may be partly due to
greater efficiency in daytime for transporting air down to the underlying soil by the turbulence generated
by surface heating. Since bare soil not saturated with water has a resistance of 100 s m -_ or less (Wese-
ly, 1983; Galbally and Roy, 1980; Turner et al., 1973), its resistance is smaller in daytime over an area
with senescent vegetation than at night in an area with actively growing vegetation. Waterlogged bare
soil, however, may have a resistance several times that of dry soil. Wesely et al. (1981), for example,
measured a resistance of about 1,000 s m -_ for water-saturated bare soil just above freezing.
Water
Deposition to water surfaces is observed to be much larger than predicted based on theoretical models
of the exchange rate of soluble gases at the sea surface, and laboratory measurements of deposition to
distilled water (Garland et al., 1980). The reasons for this are still not completely understood, although
it is thought to be the result of reactions of ozone with substances on or near the water surface. Galbally
and Roy (1980) suggest an average of 1000 s m ', and present a summary of values measured by
themselves and others using profile and box methods that range from 650 to 4,400 s m -_. Lenschow et
al. (1982) obtained a value of 1,800 s m-' from direct eddy correlation measurements from aircraft. Over
fresh water, Wesely et al. (1981) made eddy correlation measurements over Lake Michigan that give a
surface resistance of about 9,000 s m -_, which is somewhat closer to, but still considerably less than the
calculated value for resistance of pure water.
Deposition to snow has been measured by Wesely et al. (1981) to have a resistance of about 3,300
s m-' for crusty snow and snow on the ground for longer than a day, and somewhat less than this for
fresh snow. Galbally and Roy (1980), on the other hand, measured a median value of 1,600 s m-' and
higher values for fresh snow.
Total ozone surface destruction
Recent estimates of the total ozone destruction at the earth's surface are in the range of 0.5 to 1.5
x 10 '2 kg yr _ (Galbally and Roy, 1980). This is equivalent to an average surface flux of 60 to 180 ng
m -2 s _ and, assuming a mean ozone concentration of 60 #g m -3, an average deposition velocity of 0.1
to 0.3 cm s-'.
• Nitric acid
The only known published measurements of the deposition of nitric acid were obtained by Huebert
(1985). He found that its surface resistance over grassland was virtually zero. Similarly, over water its
surface resistance is expected to be negligible compared to the aerodynamic resistance (Levine and Schwartz,
1982). Although further experimental verification is important, it appears that specification of HNO3 deposi-
tion is relatively straightforward, with deposition velocities in the range of 0.4 to 2 cm s-'.
• Nitrogen oxides
As discussed previously, NO x is both emitted and deposited at many surfaces. During daytime over
vegetated surfaces, the surface emission is typically larger than at night, and may exceed deposition because
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the higher daytime soil temperature enhances microbial activity. In areas where anthropogenic activities
enhance the NO n concentration, surface deposition may become large enough that emission can be
neglected. Because of the diversity of interactions that can occur near the surface, and the reactivity of
NO x, it is often difficult to separate emission and deposition, and parameterization of the surface flux
is difficult. The mechanisms of nitrification and denitrification and the involvement of Nz, N20, NO and
NO2 in these processes have been studied by, for example, Myers et al. (1979). Laboratory studies of
soils to investigate the emissions of these gases under various conditions have been carried out by, for
example, Lipschultz et al. (1981). On a global scale, the net result of these processes can, at present,
be only roughly estimated. For example, Ehhalt and Drummond (1982) estimate that between 5 and 17 %
of the overall NO x source is due to soil emission, Hahn and Crutzen (1982) estimate 0 to 50%, and Logan
(1983) estimates 5 to 15%. Logan (1983) also estimates that dry deposition accounts for about 30% of
NO n removal.
Measurements of NO x surface deposition are almost nonexistent. Wesely et al. (1982) have made
eddy correlation measurements of NO x flux over a field of soybeans, and found a minimum surface
resistance of 130 s m -_ in daytime, with NOE being the predominant species. At night they measured a
resistance of about 1500 s m -1. They estimated that the deposition velocity of NO x was about 2/3 that
of 03. Over the ocean, there are no known measurements of NO× surface flux. Thompson and Zafiriou
(1981), however, have estimated deposition velocities of 0.00017 cm s -_ and 0.0012 cm s -_ for NO and
NO2, respectively.
4.4.1.3 Outlook
Instrumentation has been available for measuring ozone surface flux for several years, and our under-
standing of ozone deposition is now reasonably well understood over crop and range land. Deposition
into forests and water is not as well understood, and further measurements would be desirable. In con-
trast, instruments for measuring NO x surface flux are just now becoming available, and further technical
development is essential--and forthcoming. Furthermore, NO x surface flux is a combination of deposi-
tion and emission,and therefore is more difficult to parameterize. An additional complication in measur-
ing the individual fluxes of NO and NOz is their chemical reactivity, which can result in significant varia-
tion of their fluxes with height near the surface. As a result, our understanding of their surface fluxes
is significantly less than for ozone. Almost nothing is known about surface fluxes of HzO2, PAN, and
particulate nitrates.
4.4.2. Vertical Redistribution
4.4.2.1 Boundary Layer Transport
Transport in the boundary layer is dominated by turbulent eddies with length scales that extend over
several decades. The entire spectrum of motions cannot be explicitly resolved by computer modeling.
Therefore, simplifications are made to parameterize the transport process. One of the simplest and most
widely used approaches is to assume that the transport occurs by eddy diffusion. This has serious limita-
tions in many situations, since the scales important for transport are comparable to the depth of the boun-
dary layer. Wyngaard (1984) has extended the simple eddy diffusion concept by splitting transport in the
convective boundary layer into diffusion from the bottom up and from the top down, and in this way is
able to obtain more realistic boundary layer structure. Fiedler (1984) has developed an integral closure
model that accounts for exchange of parcels over finite vertical displacements, which again gives more
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realistic results than simple eddy diffusion modeling. Another approach is to explicitly model the large
eddies in the convective boundary layer, and parameterize only the small eddies which are relatively unim-
portant for transport. Moeng and Wyngaard (1984) have used this approach to calculate statistics of con-
servative scalars in the convective boundary layer. In the future, these models will likely be applied to
chemically active species.
Parameterizations of the turbulent fluxes in the boundary layer using an eddy diffusion coefficient
combined with one-dimensional photochemical models have been used to model trace gas concentrations
in the boundary layer. One result of such a simulation, which included diurnal variation of the height
of the mixed layer as well as the vertical diffusion coefficient, is that the concentrations of trace species
in the troposphere are 20-30% higher than when mixing processes are described by a simple vertical eddy
diffusion which is constant with time and height (Fishman and Carney, 1984). Thompson and Lenschow
(1984) obtained similar results in the tropical marine boundary layer.
These models also include entrainment at the top of the mixed layer, implying a non-zero flux of
the species at that level provided there is a jump in the concentration profile. However, the effects of
clouds in intensifying the entrainment rate on top of the mixed layer have not been incorporated satisfac-
torily in the current one-dimensional models. This effect has been observed to be of importance over con-
vectively active regions from the point of view of the temperature and moisture budgets (Fitzjarrald and
Garstang, 1981).
4.4.2.2 Cloud Transport
Vertical motion in the free atmosphere is substantially more complex than a simple advective process
at uniform speed. Convective clouds modify this simple view of vertical transport by very localized enhanced
vertical transport coupled with heterogeneous removal of water soluble trace species. Vertical motion in
a convectively unstable atmosphere cannot be considered as a single upward moving current; the average
vertical motion within a certain area is the contribution of the vertical mass flux associated with the con-
vective clouds (updrafts and downdrafts) and the compensating descending motion which occurs within
and outside of clouds (Yanai et al., 1976; Gray, 1973). In fact, over convectively active regions in the
tropics, it has been shown that the cloud mass flux is about one order of magnitude larger than the average
vertical motion at the cloud base (Yanai et al., 1976; Houze, 1982; Nitta, 1977; Betts, 1975). Thus, deep
clouds have a tremendous potential for redistributing mass in the troposphere, and transporting trace con-
stituents from the boundary layer to the overlying free atmosphere (Chatfield and Crutzen, 1984).
Considerable progress has been attained in recent years in the development of parameterization schemes
to simulate the role of clouds. A more realistic cloud model allows the possibility of taking trace consti-
tuents from one level to another where their lifetimes may be different. Individual cloud models with
sophisticated microphysics are also available and can be used for vertical transport simulations of trace
constituents. These results can then be generalized to provide an estimate of the transport produced by
cloud ensembles. Field experiments that estimate heat and moisture budgets also provide observational
evidence which can be checked against current results.
It has been also realized in recent years that the most important latent heat sources in the atmosphere
are located over tropical land areas and in cloud clusters over the oceanic intertropical convergence zone
(Riehl, 1979). Almost half of the earth's surface is in the tropics, and the tropical forests and savannas
are important sources of trace constituents that react with or generate 03. Thus, understanding the vertical
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transport of trace constituents is closely associated with understanding the role of deep convective clouds.
Trace constituents produced at the surface can be transported vertically and horizontally to long distances,
once embedded in the Hadley and Walker circulations. Similarly, cloud transport in mid-latitude cyclones
cannot be ignored because these systems also provide enhanced vertical transport depending on the availability
of moisture near the surface.
The effect of cloud transports on the 03 cycle has been addressed from the point of view of the
parameterization of the effects of moist convection on the large scale flow. Gidel's (1983) model extrapolates
the Arakawa-Schubert (1974) cumulus parameterization theory to trace constituents. He shows that area
averaged concentrations of the trace species which participate in the 03 chemistry are modified by (1)
large scale horizontal and vertical advection; (2) detrainment of cloud mass, which can have different
concentrations than the environment; (3) detrainment of liquid water which can then evaporate and release
droplet constituents into the air; and (4) the compensating subsidence resulting from cloud convection.
This simple cloud model captures some of the important physical mechanisms now ascribed to clouds.
The main results of the extended Arakawa-Schubert parameterization theory in terms of trace species like
03 and NO x are (1) an increasing mixing ratio with height can be obtained for a tracer with only a surface
source especially if the photochemical lifetime of the tracer varies with height; (2) the predicted concen-
trations of some highly reactive lower tropospheric species in the upper troposphere are more realistic
than eddy-diffusivity model predictions; and (3) the upper tropospheric distribution of trace species may
depend more on surface sources than on upper tropospheric chemistry or stratospheric sources when clouds
are present.
However, it is now realized that cumulus transports are considerably more complex than the Arakawa-
Schubert parameterization used by Gidel (1983). The effects of cumulus downdrafts and lateral entrain-
ment, the adequacy of the simple cloud model in describing the life cycle of clouds, and mesoscale cir-
culations all have to be considered (Frank, 1983).
The concept of clouds being "vacuum cleaners" of anthropogenic and natural emissions at the sur-
face has also been explored by Chatfield and Crutzen (1984) with a model based on the observed circula-
tion in deep tropical convective systems. Again the role of recycling mass is emphasized but also with
restrictions on the realism of the assumed cloud-induced circulation. Perhaps a slightly simpler problem
of vertical transport by clouds is the role of small, non-precipitating cumulus clouds which are observed
over the marine boundary layer. Carney and Fishman (1984) incorporated a photochemical model of the
planetary boundary layer within the structure and mass flow characteristics of a layer of shallow, dispers-
ed cumulus. Their comparisons with conventional flux parameterizations (enhanced eddy diffusivity) and
with the available measured data for the remote marine troposphere provide further insight into the ver-
tical distribution of trace gases.
The efficiency of clouds in transporting mass from the mixed layer to the free troposphere can now
be estimated with observations. Since ozone is only weakly reactive with water, it is a possible tracer
for cloud parcels on the time scale of convective clouds (15-30 min). Weaver and Pearson's (1984) results
with ozone agree well with estimates of entrainment rate obtained from standard thermodynamic considera-
tions. However, the available observational evidence is still tentative.
4.5 RESEARCH NEEDS
Several important reports have been published over the past two years focusing on the current status
of tropospheric and future research needs. These include the NAS/NRC reports, "A Strategy for Earth
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Science from Space in the 1980's and 1990's" (National Academy Press, Washington, 1985, 149 pp.)
and "Global Tropospheric Chemistry: A Plan for Action" (National Academy Press, Washington, 1984,
194 pp.). These reports develop recommendations for research in tropospheric chemistry including pro-.
cesses controlling ozone and hydroxyl radical, which is the specific focus of this assessment document.
The NAS/NRC panel report (NAS 1984) concluded that a major international research program is necessary
and feasible. The general scientific goals for this Global Tropospheric Chemistry Program (GTCP), defined
by the N.A.S. (1984), are:
1. To understand the basic chemical cycles in the troposphere through field investigations, theory aided
by numerical modeling, and laboratory studies.
2. To predict the tropospheric responses to perturbations, both natural and human-induced, to these cycles.
3. To provide the information required for the maintenance and effective future management of the at-
mospheric component of the global life support system.
Research in the Global Tropospheric Chemistry Program would be undertaken in five major research topics
with the following specific research objectives:
1. To evaluate biological sources of chemical substances in the troposphere.
2. To determine the global distribution of tropospheric trace gases and aerosol particles and to assess relevant
physical properties.
3. To test photochemical theory through field and laboratory investigations of photochemically driven
transformation processes.
4. To investigate wet and dry removal processes for trace gases and aerosol particles.
The primary goal of the GTCP in its first decade is to measure, understand and predict changes in the
chemistry of the global troposphere with particular emphasis on changes affecting the oxidizing capacity
and radiative properties of the troposphere.
To address this goal the N.A.S. (1984) report has found it convenient to divide the study of tropospheric
chemistry into five distinct yet interrelated areas:
• Global Distributions and Trends
• Biological and Surface Exchange Processes
• Gas Phase Photochemistry
• Condensed Phase Processes
• Theoretical Studies and Modeling
These areas were chosen both because they represent a natural breakdown of the overall research
effort in tropospheric chemistry and because it was apparent that progress in all five areas would be necessary
to achieve the overall GTCP goal.
The essential set of objectives pertinent to "tropospheric chemistry-processes controlling ozone and
hydroxyl radical" are presented below (NAS 1984):
(a) Gas Phase Photochemistry
The major scientific questions in gas phase photochemistry involve the need to understand better the
fundamental oxidizing processes in the troposphere. Current theories point to the hydroxyl radical (HO)
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and ozone (03) as central players in the oxidizing processes. These theories must be tested and rejected
or modified through an extensive field and laboratory measurements program. The essential objectives are:
• To determine through field measurements the tropospheric oxidation rates resulting from short-lived
free radicals. The key free radical is HO.
• To understand through field measurements the key processes involved in the production and removal
of ozone. The key measurements are of O3, NO, NO2, HNO3, peroxyacetyl nitrate, NH3, abundant
amines, and abundant hydrocarbons.
• To understand through laboratory experiments the mechanisms and kinetics of tropospheric oxidation
of abundant alkanes (including CH4), olefins and terpenoids, and of isoprene.
(b) Heterogeneous Processes (Condensed Phase Processes)
Liquid and solid particles in the atmosphere play important roles in the overall atmospheric oxidation
process as sinks and sources for atmospheric gases, in wet and dry deposition, and in the global radiative
budget. The essential objectives are:
• To determine through a combination of field and laboratory studies, the mechanisms and kinetics
of the major oxidation reactions in cloud and haze droplets.
• To determine through laboratory and field measurements the roles of atmospheric particles in addi-
tion, removal and long-range transport of chemically important species.
(c) Biological and Surface Exchange Processes
Emphasis in the study of exchange processes should be on those biological and surface environments
and processes involved in determining the atmospheric levels of species important in atmospheric chemistry
and radiation and in atmosphere-biota interactions. The essential objectives are:
To measure the chemical exchanges of key species between the troposphere and dry and wet tropical
land regions, certain agricultural regions, oceans, large areas of burning vegetation, and certain
subpolar land regions. The key species are CH4 and other abundant hydrocarbons, CO, CO2, abun-
dant aldehydes and ketones, NO, NO2, abundant organic nitrates, nitrites and acids, N20, NH3,
dimethyl sulfide and other abundant organosulfur species, H2S, SO2, OCS, CS2, 03, H202, abun-
dant organoperoxy compounds, and abundant organohalides.
To identify the environmental factors controlling the biological emission and uptake of the above
key species by tropical forests and savannas, marshlands, rice paddies, boreal forests and peatlands,
and wet tundra, and to determine the mechanisms for this control.
(d) Theoretical Studies and Modeling
Theory and models play important complementary roles in many of the experimentally-oriented ob-
jectives listed above. In addition, the complexity of the global tropospheric chemical-dynamical system
demands the development of global three-dimensional models as essential tools for understanding and predic-
ting changes in the system. The essential objectives are:
• To develop global chemical transport models capable of simulating the chemistry and circulation
of atmospheric species on global and regional scales with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution
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to include realistic treatment of the smaller-scale processes '_'esponsible for the large-scale in-
homogeneities. One of these models should be available to and easily utilizable by the broader at-
mospheric chemistry community.
• To develop theories and models to aid in the interpretation of experimental data. Particular em-
phasis should be placed on understanding the processes of biological and surface exchange, gas-
phase oxidation, and cloud and precipitation chemistry, and on synthesis and interpretation of global
distribution and trend data.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION
Exchange between the stratosphere and troposphere is important to the chemical composition of both
regions; the export of ozone from the stratosphere provides the troposphere with a means of initiating
photochemistry (Levy, 1971), and the precursor molecules originating from the planetary surface provide
the stratosphere with its chemical feedstock from which the ozone-controlling HOx, NO x and C1x
photochemistries are driven (Hampson, 1965, Crutzen, 1971, Molina and Rowland, 1974).
The coarsely characterized morphology of the meteorological circulation governing the ingress of
tropospheric air to the stratosphere in the tropics was deduced from the dryness apparent in mid-latitude
measurements of stratospheric water vapour by Brewer (1949); the egress of air in mid-latitudes via
tropopause folding during upper frontogenesis was demonstrated by Reed (1955), Reed and Danielsen
(1959) and Staley (1960) using isentropic potential vorticity as a tracer for stratospheric air.
There have been several estimates of the annual mass exchange between the stratosphere and the
troposphere. Reiter, (1975) has written a review, and has also (Reiter, 1979) emphasized the interannual
variability which could exist as a result of fluctuations in the intensity of the Inter Tropical Convergence
Zone. The annual average of the exchange of air for one hemisphere of the stratosphere was 89 %, distributed
as follows: Hadley Cell 43 %, large scale eddies near jet stream regions 20 %, seasonal changes in tropopause
height 10%, horizontal exchange with the other hemispheric stratosphere 16 %. These numbers were largely
obtained by diagnostic studies using meridional stream functions relative to isobaric coordinates, com-
bined with a cyclogenesis index and statistics of the conventionally defined (thermal) tropopause.
Such studies however do not provide a great deal of insight into the cross-tropopause flux of trace
molecules, such as ozone and water vapour, which have their own particular distributions of sources and
sinks. Some of the problems were outlined in an earlier report (WMO, 1982), pages 2-91 to 2-99. In
particular, the laminar, correlated structure in ozone and water vapour profiles in the lower mid-latitude
stratosphere, and the detailed physics and scale of the desiccation mechanism near the tropical tropopause
are not well understood. It follows that quantitative estimates of the global distribution of cross-tropopause
flux for specific molecules remains elusive.
A further unresolved issue is the extent of exchange associated with steady jet streams, i.e., those
not involved in rapid upper cyclogenesis. Krishnamurti (1961) suggested that a thermally direct transverse
circulation existed for the northern winter subtropical jet stream, while Mahlman (1973) drew a similar
conclusion for a composite analysis of a polar front jet stream over North America, averaged relative
to the flow. These transverse circulations imply upward air motion on the anticyclonic (equatorward) side
and at the jet core, and downward motion on the cyclonic (poleward) side. If such circulations transfer
air across the tropopause, there is a limited usefulness to estimates of exchange using cyclogenetic in-
dices, a conclusion supported by the study of radioactive fallout by Mahlman (1969a).
An important result was the discovery of the "hygropause" in the tropics (Kley et al., 1979); the
existence of a decrease in water vapour mixing ratio above the tropopause in mid-latitudes had been evi-
dent from the first measurements (Dobson, Brewer and Cwilong, 1946; Brewer, 1949) and confirmed
by higher and more frequent measurements (Foot, 1984). Water vapour mixing ratios decrease from the
tropopause by a factor of 20 or 30 in mid-latitudes over an altitude of a half to one pressure scale height,
and by a factor of 2 or 3 in the tropics over a similar depth. These facts, and the frequent occurrence
of the layered structure in vertical profiles of ozone for at least two scale heights above the mid-latitude
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tropopause, suggest that for some purposes it may be necessary to draw a distinction between this transi-
tion region and the middle and upper stratosphere above it.
Indeed, if one assumes a mixing ratio of 2.5 and 6.5 ppmv at the hygropause and tropopause, respec-
tively, between 30 °N and 30 °S, and of 4 and 25 ppmv poleward of these latitudes, it is a simple matter
to show that something like a quarter to a half of all stratospheric water vapour is between the tropopause
and the hygropause. Of course, in the mean this fraction probably has a much lower residence time than
the remaining amount above it.
It has become apparent during the last decade that the transport of mass and tracers by the general
circulation is conceptually simplified by using entropy (potential temperature) as the vertical coordinate.
This point of view, originated by Shaw (1942), has been revived by Dutton (1976) and Johnson (1980)
for the troposphere, by Tung (1982) for the stratosphere and consistently advocated by Danielsen (1961,
1968; Danielsen and Hipskind, 1980) for studies at tropopause level. The isentropic perspective suggests
that past estimates of global cross-tropopause mass flux, made by zonal mean Eulerian streamline calcula-
tions relative to pressure surfaces, may not be particularly reliable.
It is necessary to obtain good data on the covariance of mass and the mixing ratio of species whose
transport across the tropopause is of interest. This is so because while potential vorticity P0 may in future
be calculable from the global analyses produced by high resolution primitive equation numerical weather
prediction models, it will still be necessary to know the correlation between P0 and the various chemical
species in order to compute fluxes; such knowledge is derived currently from a small number of high
quality case studies using aircraft and balloons. At present, global estimates of downward cross-tropopause
fluxes rely on a very crude count of upper tropospheric cyclogenetic events to give the case study data
a global dimension. The estimates of the upward flux in the tropics are even cruder, since the knowledge
of the detailed physical characteristics and scale of the meteorological processes responsible is less secure,
although substantial progress has been made recently. It remains true that almost all local, high quality
knowledge of cross-tropopause flux is confined to the Northern Hemisphere, in the North American and
British Isles/Western European sectors. Most of these data, moreover, have been obtained in the March-
May period.
In this chapter, the tropopause is defined both statistically and in a local, synoptic sense by the value
P0 = 1.6 × 10-5 K m2kg-'s -', taken from an objective analysis of 8 years of zonal, temporal mean cross-
sections of potential temperature, wind and potential vorticity by Danielsen (1984), see Figure 5-1. The
definition applies from the pole to within 5 ° latitude of the equator, where P0 changes sign, and is coinci-
dent with the conventionally defined tropopause. The analyses are consistent with those obtained in the
FGGE year by the ECMWF analyses, see Figure 5-2. A difficulty of isentropic coordinates for work on
longer time scales is that the motion of 0 surfaces with respect to geometric heights has to be established.
5.1 EXCHANGE IN THE TROPICS
5.1.1 Meteorological Processes
There is a wide spectrum of circulation features in the tropical troposphere which involve vertical
motions and which may be of importance in the transfer of air from the troposphere to the stratosphere
and therefore in the ozone budget. The long-term mean motions are dominated by the planetary scale Hadley
and Walker circulations, which are essentially statistical entities; temporal variability occurs on a wide
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Figure 5-1. Zonal-annual mean distributions of: (a) ozone mixing ratio, ppmv; (b) potential vorticity,
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variety of time and space scales down to the scale of the individual cumulonimbus clouds embedded in
the larger circulation features. The annual cycles of the Hadley circulation and to a lesser extent the Walker
circulation are evident in the north-south and east-west excursions of the tropical convergence zones which
accompany the Asian and Australian monsoons as well as the cycles of rainy and dry weather elsewhere
in the tropics.
Over much of the tropics, the nonseasonal variability of the Hadley and Walker circulations is primarily
associated with the Southern Oscillation which is an interannual phenomenon although it is becoming ap-
parent that there are prominent circulation changes at the subseasonal time scale of 40-50 days as well
(Madden and Julian, 1971, 1972a; Anderson and Rosen, 1983; Lorenc, 1984). Synoptic scale disturbances
in the tropical convergence zones include easterly waves and monsoon depressions which modulate the
large-scale environment for the development of tropical storms and hurricanes and mesoscale disturbances
such as squall lines and mesoscale cloud clusters. There are also important mesoscale circulations tied
to localized interactions between the diurnal variation of solar heating and surface features; these include,
for example, cloud clusters in the winter monsoon region and sea breeze circulations.
The long-term mean global scale flow in the upper tropical troposphere is well represented by the
winds at the 150 mb level. Figure 5-3 shows the horizontal winds for January-February and June-August
for the FGGE year 1979. The cross-equatorial flow in the western Pacific and the Indonesian region dur-
ing northern winter and in the eastern Indian ocean in northern summer are the most important local con-
tributions to the zonally symmetric meridional overturning known as the Hadley circulation. The zonal
mean pattern of rising motion shifts from south of the equator in January-February to north of the equator
in June-August.
Vertical motion is an extremely difficult quantity to estimate. At the synoptic scale it can be estimated
kinematically from the divergence of the observed wind field; operational analyses now make use of reports
from commercial airliners as well as cloud motion vectors to augment the conventional upper air network.
Satellite measurements of tropical outgoing longwave radiation have also proved useful in identifying the
spatial and temporal variability of the occurrence of the cold cloud tops associated with deep convection.
The zonal variability of rising motion in the tropics is part and parcel of a set of east-west overturn-
ings which are known collectively as the Walker circulation. These overturnings are most easily seen in
the divergent wind field and it has become customary to display the divergent winds in terms of the veloci-
ty potential from which it is derived. Figure 5-4 displays the fields of 150 mb velocity potential X for
the northern winter and summer of 1979 derived from ECMWF analyses of the FGGE data set. Negative
values of X may loosely be associated, in the large scale temporal mean, with rising motion, but should
not be identified with vertical velocity. Relative minima in these maps correspond to regions of widespread
rising motion; in January the negative center in the Indonesian and west Pacific region is associated with
winter monsoon convection and in July the center over southern Asia is evidence of the rising motion
due to the summer monsoon. It is worth noting that, as the contribution to the velocity potential from
each wave component is inversely proportional to its squared wavenumber, a velocity potential field em-
phasizes the larger scale patterns of divergence and attendant rising motion; thus in these maps the Pacific-
Indian Ocean Walker cells dominate.
The global wind analyses necessary to derive the transport potential fields implied in Figure 5-4 de-
pend to a great extent on high level cloud motion estimates which are nominally applied to a single level
only in the upper troposphere; unambiguous identification of penetration of the tropical tropopause in regions
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Figure 5-4. Contours of velocity potential X (upper) and stream function _ (lower) 370-380 K Level
Illb analyses, FGGE year, 1979. v = Vx + k x _. Note that this decomposition of the velocity field
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of inferred vertical motion requires higher vertical resolution than is available in the conventional analyses.
Other indicators may suggest the passage of air upwards into the stratosphere. One readily available
indicator is radiosonde temperature; cold temperatures are maintained at the tropical tropopause by the
adiabatic expansion of air rising from below in deep convection. In the time mean the most vigorous con-
vection is in longitudes 80 °E to 180 °E, as shown by the monthly 100 mb temperatures for 1979 in Figure
5-5, which was plotted for this report from radiosonde data. A study of 100 mb monthly mean temperatures
by Newell and Gould-Stewart (1981) showed that these longitudes in November-February were cold enough
to account for the dryness of the stratosphere, although this leaves open the question of the fate of the
necessary ice crystals; in July the coldest areas are associated with the Indian monsoon although the 100
mb temperatures in this season are somewhat warmer than those in January. Temperatures at 100 mb
below -82.4 °C are low enough that the saturation moisture content is 2 x 10 6 mmr such as is observed
in the stratosphere (see Chapter 9). Frederick and Douglass (1983) and Atticks and Robinson (1983) have
come to the same general conclusion from studies of daily radiosonde data but find a considerably larger
areal extent of the region of potential exchange.
As a means of measuring high cloud amount, outgoing longwave radiation measurements suffer from
contamination with radiation from lower levels in the atmosphere; Barton (1983) has estimated high cloud
frequency using two channels from the NIMBUS 5 radiometer data which are preferentially sensitive to
high clouds. His results from the period December 1972 through February 1975 are shown in Figure 5-6.
The main tropical regions where high clouds occur are the monsoon areas of the west Pacific and India
with secondary regions over South America and Africa. From the three Januaries sampled, Barton found
that the cloud was less confined to the west Pacific during the E1 Nino January of 1973. A similar El
Nino dependence was found for rainfall (Rao, 1984), velocity potential (Climate Analysis Center, 1983,
1984) and outgoing longwave radiation (Lau and Chan, 1983), all pointing to a concentration of vertical
motion in the west Pacific during cold periods.
Finally, another indicator of large-scale motion that influences the stratosphere is total ozone; this
will clearly be lower where ozone-poor tropospheric air enters the lower stratosphere. The ozone data
from the Nimbus 7 TOMS for the FGGE year 1979, January and July are shown in Figure 5-7. Lowest
values occur in January in the west Pacific and South A;nerica with generally higher values occurring
everywhere in the tropics in July. Ghazi (1980) has presented a series of total ozone maps that show a
minimum in January in the west Pacific and over India in July, essentially in accordance with the findings
of Newell and Gould-Stewart, and consistent with the annual cycles of tropopause temperature and total
ozone at Gan (1 °S, 73 °E), Figure 5-8.
The network of upper air and surface stations in the tropics at best provides a grid of data that resolves
motions on scales of several hundreds of kilometers; this data source as well as evidence from rainfall,
cloud and total ozone measurements can be used to identify regions in which rising motion is occurring
but they fall short of defining the scales on which the vertical motions are organized. Nevertheless, the
contoured radiosonde data show coherent temperature structure on large scales at 100 mb (Figure 5-5).
At the level of the tropical tropopause in particular a number of mechanisms for an exchange of air across
the statistical boundary between the stratosphere and troposphere have been proposed to account for the
dehydration which must occur as air becomes dry enough to be considered 'stratospheric'. Is penetrative
vertical motion organized at the scale of individual overshooting cumulonimbus turrets? Or are there
mesoscale regions of moderate ascent, driven by cloud heating from below and cooling at the top? Or
is there gentle rising motion over a large area? With these questions in mind, and the fact that many scales
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Figure 5-5. 100 mb tropical monthly mean temperatures for the FGGE year (1979), radiosonde data•
(a) JFM, (b) AM J, (c) JAS, (d) OND. Dots are radiosonde stations• Note especially the fluctuation of
the area enclosed by the -80°C contour over the year•
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Figure 5-6. Frequencies of high clouds for the period January 1973-May 1975 from Barton (1983) for
the seasons December-February (top) and June-August (bottom). Dark area is greater than 60% cloud
cover; diagonal lines greater than 40%; horizontal lines, greater than 20%; clear, less than 20%; shaded,
no observations.
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Figure 5-7. Monthly mean 03 column observations, FGGE year, 1979. Data are from the Nimbus 7 TOMS
instrument; (a) January, (b) July.
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of motion will have contained within them cumulonimbus clouds we proceed to discuss motions on scales
other than the global circulation.
A whole series of synoptic-scale weather systems are present in the tropics, examples of which have
been discussed by Riehl (1979). What is relevant here is whether these systems contribute to stratosphere-
troposphere exchange. One such system is the easterly wave (Malkus, 1968); these seem to originate over
Africa and propagate westward into the tropical Atlantic and Caribbean. Easterly waves are a feature also
of the Pacific ITCZ. In some of these waves there is upper level divergence offset by rising motion from
the lower troposphere and by sinking motion through the tropical tropopause as shown by Reed, et al.
(1977). There are no statistics available on how many of these systems are accompanied by significant
vertical motions at the level of the tropical tropopause.
Tropical storms are another major feature that may involve stratosphere-troposphere exchange. Gray
(1968) has surveyed the region in which they occur and the criteria necessary for their development. Their
structure is dealt with at length in Riehl (1979) and Palmen and Newton (1969). It is noteworthy that tropical
cyclones in the western Pacific have a higher tropopause than those in the Atlantic; up to 8 °C colder than
the average hurricane tropopause (Keenan and Templeton, 1983). It was pointed out above that the
background temperature was also different in the same sense. But there is little direct evidence of vertical
motion near the tropical tropopause in these severe tropical disturbances. Some of the schematic diagrams
in Palmen and Newton (1969), imply subsidence in the eye and Riehl (1979) quotes some evidence from
tritium measurements that stratospheric air is drawn down into the hurricane but there have been no systematic
studies of this point.
Hurricanes have long been considered to be potential drivers of exchange but with little evidence.
Penn (1964) observed the structure of the tropopause with aircraft flights. More recently, Rogers, Stout,
and Nunez at Goddard Space Flight Center have analysed the TOMS data over Atlantic hurricanes and
find low amplitude total ozone modulations (5 Dobson Units) in a partial ring surrounding the storm, together
with larger scale features associated with the trough-ridge structure which steers the storm (Stout et al.,
1985). This study also made use of VAS 6.7 micrometer water vapour data to show that the region of
higher total ozone in the forward sector of the storm was accompanied by dry air. These characteristics
are evidence for tropopause deformation if not actual exchange of air. Evidence for very intense deforma-
tion of the tropopause (Holland et al., 1984) is not supported by TOMS observations, which should show
a localized ozone maximum. The event may, however, have been so short-lived that it had disappeared
by the time that TOMS overflew the storm on the next day. The analyses of satellite observations of tropical
storms are only beginning and the full extent of their value is still unknown.
It is essentially the moist static energy acquired near the surface that determines how high an air parcel
can reach. This quantity is defined as cpT + Lq + gz where Cpis the specific heat of air, T its temperature,
L the latent heat of vaporization, q the specific humidity and gz the geopotential. Maps of moist static
energy are shown in Hsiung and Newell (1985, paper in preparation); again some of the largest values
occur in the west Pacific. As the latent heat is released within the rising parcel the air becomes warmer
than the environment and therefore buoyant. This process operates on both the hurricane scale and that
of the individual cumulonimbus. Parcels with moist static energy values of about 350 x 103 J/kg can
easily reach 16 km where they will have a temperature of about -83 °C. The important point is that the
tropical troposphere is potentially unstable to vertical motion. Roach and James (1973) show that parcel
theory applied to soundings in the Bay of Bengal region in May can result in the rising air reaching alti-
tudes of 21 km, with minimum temperatures of -90 °C. Ludlam (1980) points out that dynamical forcing
also plays a role in establishing the depth of cumulonimbus convection in this monsoon regime.
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Mesoscale cloud clusters have been observed in the tropics which seem to form independently of synoptic
scale disturbances; over the South China Sea during Winter MONEX disturbances formed offshore in
the early hours of each day apparently in response to convergence tied to a combination of local topographic
features and the diurnal cycle of solar heating (Houze, et al., 1981). Johnson and Kriete (1982) have shown
that forced mesoscale vertical motions are associated with these systems. Similar mesoscale convective
zones were observed during the wet season over Panama (Danielsen, 1982). These clusters tend to form
extensive anvils and stratus decks at middle levels that may spread over several hundred kilometers. Radiative
calculations by Webster and Stephens (1980), Doherty et al. (1984) and others indicate that these exten-
sive cloud layers should experience IR warming from below and cooling above to space; the net heating
could drive a number of processes including mesoscale ascent and turbulent overturning. These processes
are enhanced by the release of latent heat associated with the precipitation observed from these cloud decks
which often show a radar bright band similar to those seen in middle latitude stratiform precipitation (see
Houze and Betts, 1981).
Radiative destabilization may operate also in other extensive high clouds; in fact although individual
cumulonimbus clouds reach up to the tropopause many of the anvils are found well below the tropopause.
The origin of some common cirrus clouds near the tropopause is not known; examples have been given
by Platt (1983) for the region of northern Australia. Potential sources are synoptic scale motions or some
type of radiative instability, both of which may be triggered by cumulonimbus activity.
5.1.2 Cumulonimbus Clouds
It is appropriate to discuss the individual cumulonimbus, a scale on which there seems to be a good
potential for troposphere-stratosphere exchange as proposed by Danielsen (1982). This section is designed
to set the stage for the case studies of Section 5.1.3. The mechanisms involved in cumulonimbus convec-
tion are discussed extensively in the textbooks of Riehl (1979) and Ludlam (1980). From the points of
view of the present report it is desirable to know if this process can carry air into the stratosphere and
if so, where and when. There is no question that large masses of air from the boundary layer are carried
aloft to the upper troposphere by the cumulonimbus process. Although vertical motions in individual cells
may range up to 30 m/sec, overall it takes an hour or more for significant quantities of air to be transferred
to the upper troposphere. Whether the physical processes in the anvil then lead to penetration, as suggested
by Danielsen, (1982) and reviewed by Holton (1984b) is an unsolved problem which is soon to be exa-
mined experimentally in NASA's STEP project. For the present discussion it is assumed that there is as-
sociation between penetration and anvils. Frequency of occurrence of cumulonimbus is shown in Figure
5-9 for two seasons and may be compared with that of cirrus from the same marine data set down in Figure
5-10. The two are clearly related, especially in the west Pacific and the Indian Ocean. Cumulonimbus
distribution thus matches the large-scale motion distribution discussed earlier. The release of latent heat
that maintains the tropical circulation occurs primarily within these phenomena, termed by Malkus (1968),
the "firebox of the circulation". If it turns out that experiments verify Danielsen's hypothesis, the cor-
respondence between the most extensive cumulonimbus activity and the greatest large-scale vertical mo-
tion may allow stratosphere-troposphere exchange in the tropics to be monitored by means of the large-
scale observables as we have discussed above.
We now consider some results of a case study which was designed to see how actual observations
of large cumulonimbus tops compared with established climatologies. Airborne radar and cameras com-
bined with horizon gyroscopes were used by Cornford and Spavins (1973) to study cumulonimbus tops
during the April-June period in NE India. They concluded that tops extended to at least 20 km, and noted
that Burnham (1970) had established that turbulence may extend into the clear air for 25-30 km around
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Figure 5-9. Frequencies of observation of cumulonimbus clouds over the ocean from Hahn, eta/. (1982)
for December-February (top) and June-August (bottom).
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Figure 5-10. As in Figure 5-9 but for cirrus/cirrostratus/cirrocumulus.
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a visible storm, and up to 11/_-3 km above its top. Since parcel theory was the best statistical predictor
of the observed top heights (although it was not reliable on a day to day basis), it is clear that near-surface
air may be carried, on a time scale of hours, largely undiluted to up to 20 km, with potential for further
mixing above this altitude. Mattingly (1977) noted a statistically significant tendency for the vertical ex-
tent of tops penetrating the tropopause in the Cornford and Spavins data to be correlated with the horizon-
tal dimension: the bigger storms penetrated further, as shown in Figure 5-11.
It should be noted that upper level windshear frequently plays an important role in cumulonimbus
development (Ludlam 1980), and the possibility of horizontal winds at the level of cumulonimbus tops
and their associated anvils transporting water vapour and small ice crystals downwind must be considered.
Aircraft studies in mid-latitudes (Barrett et al., 1973) have apparently shown that this can occur.
Shipborne radiosonde launches during the winter MONEX experiment have also shown mesoscale
temperature structure just above the tropopause near Borneo which was sufficiently cold to be compatible
with the low mixing ratio associated with the stratosphere at and above the hygropause (Johnson and Kriete
1982), see Figure 5-12.
The production of nitric oxide during lightning discharges in cumulonimbus storms was calculated
theoretically by Tuck (1976), Griffing (1977) and Chameides et al. (1977): a recent review is given by
Borucki and Chameides (1984). Measurements of NO2 production by Noxon (1976) confirmed this proc-
ess, and he suggested that some of it could enter the stratosphere. Tuck (1976) calculated that there could
be a flux of order 1034 NO x molecules per year into the lower tropical stratosphere from cumulonimbi,
which is of the same order as the stratospheric photochemical production from O(_D) + N20 -- 2 NO.
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Figure 5-11. A diagram of the height of cumulonimbus tops above thetropopause versus horizontal
dimension, from Mattingly (1977) using data from NE India obtained by Cornford and Spavins (1973).
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Figure 5-12. (a)Rawinsonde time series during winter MONEX for 9-11 December 1978. Stippling
denotes regions of greater than 80% relative humidity. Solid contours are temperature deviations (K)
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tropopause. Bars at top indicate fraction of ship array covered by bright IR satellite cloudiness. (b) Ver-
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Distance scale indicated represents advective length scale for 6 m/s motion of the anvil clouds. After
Johnson and Kriete, 1982.
However, the degree of overlap between discharge channels and updrafts is unknown, and there is no
reliable information on the partitioning of lightning-produced NOx between stratosphere and troposphere.
It is clear from the large scale wind fields in the tropics that any volume of air at or a few km above
the tropopause will not be simply transported zonally. Dynamical constraints dictate that there will be
meridional components to the flow, consistent with the correlation observed by Reid and Gage (1984)
between tropical tropopause height and the angular momentum of the atmosphere. Variations in the inten-
sity of the Hadley Cell also show this (Reed and Vlcek, 1969, Newell et al., 1974, Reiter, 1979); Section
5.2.3 also examines the connection between tropical and mid-latitude circulations.
5.1.3 Aircraft Studies near Cumulonimbus Anvils in Panama
In this section, we are concerned with the tracer aspect of water vapour. We show that from
measurements of water vapour below and above the tropical tropopause it is possible to demonstrate that
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tropopause-penetrating cumulonimbus clouds and subsequent anvil formation inject most, if not all, of
the water that is found in the stratosphere above the hygropause.
In 1980, NASA conducted the second of a series of experiments to investigate the exchange of air
from troposphere to stratosphere in a tropical region. A U2 aircraft was equipped with a multitude of
instruments. Among these was a fast responding Ly(o0 hygrometer (Kley and Stone, 1978). Some initial
results obtained from this experiment have been published earlier (Kley et al., 1982). Whereas those results
were basically a statistical analysis of height profiles of water vapour mixing ratios, detailed examination
of individual profiles of total water mixing ratio (total water means the sum of water in all phases) and
atmospheric temperature shows some prominent features.
1. The tropopause is well defined. Height and temperature show little variability.
2. Above tropopause, usually a little more than 2 km higher, there is a secondary temperature minimum.
The temperature at the height of this minimum has values very similar to those at the tropopause.
. Water vapour profiles decline sharply over a small height range to values around 6 ppmv at
tropopause. At higher altitudes, this drop continues but the trend reverses soon to give rise to
a relative maximum of the mixing ratio at the height of the secondary temperature minimum.
Above the height of the relative maximum, there is another decline to an absolute minimum be-
tween 18 and 19 km. Finally, consistent on all profiles, the water mixing ratio increases above
the height of the absolute minimum.
Figure 5-13 shows these prominent features enhanced. Also, Figure 5-14 was prepared. That figure
presents the material of Figure 5-13 in a semi-log plot. The atmospheric temperature profile is drawn
on frost point coordinates. Apparent supersaturation is shown as the cross-hatched area. Since total H20
was measured, supersaturation of such magnitude implies ice crystals in the air. Plots, like Figure 5-14,
were generated for all flights of the Panama Experiment and gave very similar results (Kley et al., 1983).
A cirrus deck from the tropopause on down to 12 or 11 km was therefore ubiquitous but never reached
across the tropopause. Supersaturation, i.e., hydrometeors above the tropopause, was only observed on
two occasions during penetration or "skimming" of active stratospheric anvils (Kley et al., 1982; Knollenberg
et al., 1982). However, the observed water mixing ratios at the height of the temperature minimum above
tropopause were mostly extremely close to saturation. As Figure 5-14 shows, the water mixing ratio comes
within - 1.5 °C of being saturated at 16.7 km. Exceptions were encountered for flights 5 and 9 where
temperatures were closer to an unperturbed stratospheric profile and the mixing ratios thus were farther
away from saturation.
The key to the understanding of the injection mechanism of water into the stratosphere is in the inter-
pretation of Figure 5-13 which serves as our standard case. If the Danielsen (1982) anvil formation hypothesis
is accepted then the negative temperature anomalies at 17 km can be explained as being produced by this
process. Figure 5-13 then shows that water injection is the result of anvil formation. One might even think
of the relative water maximum at 17 km as giving proof of the Danielsen hypothesis. The profiles were
all taken during aircraft descent, i.e., while not flying through active anvils. Therefore, the observations
show the perturbed conditions that exist after the anvils have dissipated. It is not surprising that the water
mixing ratio remains high because the layer is subsaturated and mixing ratio will be conserved since mix-
ing will be inefficient due to the horizontal extent of the layer and the short elapsed time since dissipation
of the anvil. It is possible to estimate this time if we use - 83 o to - 84 °C as initial anvil temperatures
(Danielsen, 1982) and typical e-folding times for radiative cooling rates of five days for a dry atmosphere
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Figure 5-13. Water vapour mixing ratio and temperature, averaged over 100 m intervals, fromU2air-
craft instrumentation at descent to Howard AFB on 11th September 1980.
(Fels, private communication). This implies that less than five days have passed since the air was part
of an anvil. The enhanced mixing ratio with a maximum at - 17 km cannot have been produced below
the layer and then diffused upward since there is a dryer layer between 16 and 15 km, followed by much
higher mixing ratios below 15 kin. The results typified by Figure 5-13 demonstrate that injection occurs
at the altitude around 17 km. We must think of the process as one in which the turret overshoots and
transports large amounts of ice into the stratosphere, and that the subsequent anvil formation distributes
the ice quasi-horizontally. This process can lead to saturation while the excess ice precipitates out. There
has been discussion on the thermodynamics (Danielsen, 1982) and the microphysics (Knollenberg et al.,
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1982) of water injection during cumulonimbus penetration and anvil formation. However, the answer,
as far as injection of water into the stratosphere is concerned, is contained in Figure 5-13. These experimental
results impose constraints on thermodynamics and microphysics of anvil formation. Whatever the
microphysics are, they lead to saturated water conditions. Rather than asking the question whether the
microphysical processes lead to hydration or dehydration of stratospheric air, it would perhaps be better
to pose the question in a way as to ask what is the atmospheric temperature after anvil dissipation and
what is the role of microphysics and radiative processes, modifying the initial anvil temperature after over-
shoot of the turret and entrainment of stratospheric air has taken place.
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5.1.4 Discussion of Tropical Exchange
We now turn to a discussion of the question whether or not anvils are sources or sinks of stratospheric
water vapour above the hygropause level. We limit the discussion to this level, since the hygropause is
well defined, both in altitude and water mixing ratio, and Danielsen (1982) has shown that the maximum
height that anvils could reach is 19 km over the Eastern Pacific. There is direct experimental evidence
of cumulonimbus tops reaching 21 km in May over the Bay of Bengal (Cornford and Spavins, 1973).
We make the assumption that all water found in the tropical stratosphere has been anvil-processed or,
in other words, there is no transfer of water to regions above the hygropause by diffusion or slow advec-
tion through the tropopause. Clearly, the anvils are a source of stratospheric water vapour by imposing
boundary conditions of temperature and H20 saturation mixing ratio on the air in the anvil. This process
can be called dehydration, if the air entrained during anvil formation has a mixing ratio higher than what
is imposed as boundary conditions by the microphysical/radiative processes during the lifetime of the an-
vil. Such a source of water vapour would be methane oxidation. As Figure 5-13 shows, there is a slight
increase of the H20 mixing ratio with height above the hygropause.
Our point made earlier that no water penetrates into the tropical stratosphere unless associated with
overshooting thunderstorms is more than just an assumption. All flights of the Panama Experiment (Figure
5-14 and Figures 30 to 37 of Kley et al., 1983) show saturation at the tropopause with mixing ratios around
6 ppmv, followed by the discussed decrease above the tropopause up to the level of anvil injection. A
similar result was obtained during the only other sounding we made in the tropics (Kley et al., 1979).
It therefore seems appropriate, in the absence of counter-examples, to associate the physical source of
stratospheric water vapour mainly with overshooting deep cumulonimbus convection. An alternative view
may also be considered, in which, on some space scale, the low temperatures associated with overshoot-
ing Cb's and their anvils provide a source of dryness. Which of these is chosen depends upon the hypothetical
reference state chosen for stratospheric humidity; if it is XH2o = 0 then Cb's may be viewed as a source,
if the reference is taken as the upper troposphere, it is more natural to think of a "source of dryness"
In the remainder of the discussion we will briefly investigate the longitudinal distribution of tropical
lower stratospheric water vapour and the hygropause phenomenon. This part is more fragmentary and
more observational work needs to be done. All the available information suggests that the water mixing
ratio at the hygropause level shows little variability along a latitude circle in the tropics. The mean of
the data typified by Figure 5-13 is XHp = 3.4 + 0.2 ppmv, where the subscript indicates altitude of the
hygropause. Danielsen and Kley (1986, submitted for publication) analyzed a balloon sounding made on
31 January 1979. They show that air at 15 km over Laramie, WY with a mixing ratio of 3.2 ppmv had
been isentropically transported on the 405 K potential temperature surface from a tropical sector
(120 o_140 °E). Transport time from the source region to Laramie was only five days, during which time
diffusion had not appreciably changed the mixing ratio of the layer. Mastenbrook (1968) reported month-
ly soundings over Trinidad (11 °N, 61 °W). His yearly mean at 60 mb was 3.4 ppmv. Remsberg et al.
(1984) present zonal mean values of -2.5 ppmv at 60-70 mb and note that, due to retrieval uncertainties,
these values might be too low by a margin equal to or less than 25 %. In the absence of sufficient data
it seems appropriate, at present, to adopt a hygropause mixing ratio around 3 ppmv with no justification
to argue for a strong longitudinal asymmetry. However, it is not readily apparent that the assumption of
little mixing during the 5-day passage to Wyoming is compatible with the implicit assumption of rapid
mixing associated with no longitudinal asymmetry in the hygropause in the tropics despite the "source
of dryness" being confined to, say, 70°-170°E.
If stratospheric anvils are the major source for stratospheric water vapour, then infrared enhanced
satellite photography could be used to map injection areas. Danielsen (1982) shows that the intensity of
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overshooting cumulonimbus convection is ultimately related to sea surface temperature and to the amount
of latent heat stored in near-surface air. He points out that over the Micronesia area (centered on 150 °E),
sea surface temperatures are 3 K warmer than over other parts of the Pacific; this can produce 10 K colder
temperatures during overshoot to 19 km. This implies that mixing ratios as low as 1.5 ppmv are possible,
and could be lower than this (Cornford and Spavins, 1973).
Newell and Gould-Stewart (1981) have proposed a stratospheric fountain to occur during the winter
season over Micronesia/Bay of Bengal. If the injection mixing ratio over Panama and other tropical areas
with similar sea surface temperatures is 5.5 ppmv and the hygropause mixing ratio is 3 ppmv in the zonal
mean, then the mass of air injected with a water mixing ratio of 1.6 ppmv needs to be 64% of the total.
However, the area over which these very low mixing ratios at 19 km might occur is mainly located in
a certain sector (i.e., Micronesia) and a strong zonal asymmetry of the hygropause mixing ratio would
result. The available information does, therefore, not favour this concept. Alternatively, we could think
of the process as one in which air that has been anvil processed at injection altitudes below the hygropause
to resulting mixing ratios of -5.5 ppmv is entrained during anvil formation of the hygropause level and
leaves with a resulting mixing ratio of 3 ppmv. Vertical diffusion times from 17 to 19 km would be about
46 days for Kzz = 5 x 103cm2s -_. Adopting a mean zonal flow of 10 m/s it takes 23 days to advect
material horizontally by 180 o of longitude. Since Kzz could be lower than the value used here (Kida,
1983a, b), it seems justified to assume that freeze drying over the Micronesia/winter Monsoon area can
account for the uniform mixing ratio of the hygropause. Anvil temperatures of -86.5 °C are required
at 60 to 70 mb. These low temperatures are not found everywhere in the tropics. However, they do occur.
Johnson and Kriete (1982) show temperature profiles over the winter monsoon area that exhibit charac-
teristics of the Danielsen anvil mechanism at the height of the hygropause.
The results from the Ly(_) hygrometer during the 1980 Panama Experiment show that water injec-
tion to the stratosphere occurs by overshooting cumulonimbus clouds and anvil formation above tropopause.
The stratospheric water mixing ratio is determined by the anvil temperature at the time of dissipation,
i.e., the transition from supersaturated to saturated conditions. The apparent uniformity of the hygropause
represents a problem that needs further experimental and theoretical work. In the meantime, the experimental
results are best explained by a cold trap of -86.5 °C, located at - 19 km. The trap is provided by anvil
spreading at that altitude from overshooting cumulonimbi. Injection of water vapour into the stratosphere
occurs whenever anvils are formed above the tropopause. However, due to fast zonal flow, air with larger
mixing ratio from lower altitude injection is entrained again at 19 km and leaves the hygropause with
a mixing ratio of 3 + 0.2 ppmv.
As a consequence of the convective nature of this process, overshooting reverses positive surface
temperature deviations of air parcels on the scale of convective events into negative temperature devia-
tions above the tropopause. We like to suggest that an increase of the earth's surface temperature in the
mean would, also, due to the increased amount of water in surface-near air, increase the intensity of over-
shooting. This would lead to a decrease in stratospheric water vapour. However, it must be remembered
that it is very difficult to calculate the balance between radiative and convective processes near the tropical
tropopause, and behaviour under such a perturbation is not yet predictable.
5.1.5 Summary of Tropical Exchange
There is a spatial and temporal correlation between the large scale tropical temperature minima at
100 mb (Figure 5-5) and the locations of the occurrence of the deepest cumulonimbus anvils. Although
the lowest tropopause temperatures in the sector from 70 °E to 170 °E are low enough to account for the
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lowest water vapour mixing ratios observed in the stratosphere, quasi-uniform slow large scale ascent
over this area of the tropical tropopause cannot account for the occurrence of the hygropause (minimum
mixing ratios in the vertical water vapour profile) some 2-4 km above the tropopause. Appeal to some
other mechanism must be made, and large cumulonimbus storms are the obvious candidate. Much re-
mains to be learnt about the details however; tropical cumulonimbus frequently organise in clusters or
on the mesoscale, for example. There may be cooperative interaction between deep local convection and
large scale temperature minima at the tropopause, which could produce drier air for overshooting turrets
collapsing back to mix with than would otherwise be the case. If a zonally symmetric hygropause is main-
tained throughout the year (and this is not established), there is a need to understand how the drying
mechanism remains balanced with the horizontal mixing at subtropical and middle latitudes, particularly
during the June-September period. It may be that both tropical convection depth and poleward motion
in the subtropics are stronger in the northern winter, and weaker in the summer as a result of angular
momentum conservation, but global scale observations are required.
One critical experiment which needs doing is to determine whether or not there are fine ice crystals
(cirrus) near tropopause levels in the sector 70°E to 170°E in the tropics, and the areal extent of their
occurrence. It is also necessary to do aircraft studies of the tallest cumulonimbus towers (which apparent-
ly occur during May/June over the Bay of Bengal and Ganges delta). If the explanation of the hygropause
over Panama is correct (i.e., that it is produced by deeper convection elsewhere), then the hygropause
should be coincident in altitude with the tops of the highest anvils. The odd nitrogen content of the
stratospheric outflow from cumulonimbus storms needs to be measured.
5.2 EXTRATROPICAL EXCHANGE
5.2.1 Meteorological Processes
The exchange, or irreversible transfer of mass, trace gases and aerosols between the stratosphere and
troposphere varies with latitude, longitude and season. Outflow from the stratosphere is predominantly
by tropopause folding in association with large scale wave amplification and the formation of extratropical
cyclonic storms. These storms amplify rapidly where the atmosphere has a large latitudinal temperature
gradient and small static stability. Both conditions are more probable at low latitudes in the extratropics
during late winter and early spring, and at high latitudes in late summer and early fall. The corresponding
longitudinal variations are related to small static stability, produced by the passage of cold air over warm
oceans or land surfaces. Thus during winter, cyclogenesis is more frequent and vigorous over the warmer
oceans while in the spring the optimum conditions shift longitudinally to the high arid plateaus where sur-
face heating is a maximum.
The outflow process was predicted by Reed (1955) and Reed and Danielsen (1959) who used poten-
tial vorticity as a quasiconservative tracer to identify air of recent stratospheric origin in the middle and
upper troposphere. The process was verified by Briggs and Roach (1963), Danielsen (1964), and Reiter
and Mahlman (1965) via aircraft measurements of ozone, water vapour and radioactivity of nuclear bomb
test origin. Danielsen (1968) obtained direct correlations with the spatial distributions of potential vortici-
ty. At that time, fast responding ozone and water vapour sensors were not available for aircraft experiments,
but during the same spring a special ozone-sonde network was established in North America by Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratory (Hering and Borden, 1964-1966). Some of these sondes permitted in-
direct comparisons between ozone and radioactivity by relating both to computed distributions of potential
vorticity (Danielsen, 1968). As anticipated, the three quantities were positively correlated in the lower
stratosphere and in the folded tropopause layers in the middle and upper troposphere. These results are
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consistent with the stratospheric sources of the three quantities and with a dominant influence of stratospheric
mixing. The latter is required to explain the positive correlations despite the latitudinal and sometimes
longitudinal differences in their upper or middle stratospheric sources (Danielsen, op. cit.).
Having direct in situ measurements of radioactive isotopes was a distinct advantage for identifying
air of stratospheric origin and for establishing the relative importance of irreversible mixing. One can
argue, as meteorologists and chemists do, about the nonconservation of potential vorticity and ozone and
hence their use or misuse as stratospheric tracers. But, when radioactivity is corrected for radioactive
decay it is unambiguously conserved. Only mixing processes can change the mixing ratio of a given isotope
in an air parcel. By tracing three dimensional trajectories of these parcels and measuring changes in each
parcel's mixing ratio one can evaluate the mixing. Furthermore, if the changes in potential vorticity and/or
ozone are comparable to those of radioactivity, mixing processes are clearly responsible for the changes.
The mixing referred to here is small scale and irreversible. It is essentially independent of direction
and tends to destroy gradients of any quantity including gradients of tracer i's mixing ratio Xi" On the
other hand, the larger scale motions from which trajectories are computed, in principle, are reversible.
They are quasihorizontal and tend to create gradients by deformation, i.e., as illustrated in Figure 5-15,
the flow increases the vertical gradient by convergence and spreads the gradient to a larger horizontal
area by divergence. Steady state is maintained locally by a balance between flow deformation tending
to increase the gradient and small scale mixing tending to decrease it.
In general, the stratosphere differs from the troposphere by having much larger vertical gradients
of quasiconservative quantities. This characteristic is a consequence of the larger static stability of the
stratosphere which acts to resist vertical motions and prevents large scale overturning, and also of chemical
processes that generate vertical gradients. Conversely, in the troposphere, heating at the earth's surface
reduces static stability and generates vertical overturning. Also, latent heat released by condensing water
vapour in updrafts accelerates the updrafts, producing large cumulonimbus clouds that can traverse the
entire depth of the troposphere. The prefix tropo - meaning to turn - implies vertical overturning, small
vertical gradients, and a tendency for vertical homogeneity. These conditions are most clearly seen in
the boundary layer but they are evident also in the vertical profiles of long-lived trace gases of lower
tropospheric origin such as nitrous oxide and methane.
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Figure 5-15. Continuous gradients of transition zone maintained by opposing actions of velocity defor-
mations and small scale mixing. Discontinuities are physically unrealistic approximations. After Danielsen
and Hipskind (1980).
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Relative to the troposphere, the much larger vertical gradients of the lower stratosphere resemble a
transition zone whose lower boundary is the tropopause. When averaged zonally and/or temporally the
distributions of stratospheric tracers support this concept. In particular, the surfaces of constant mixing
ratio and potential vorticity are parallel to the mean tropopause. As seen in Figure 5-1a and 5-1b they
slope downward from the equator to the pole with the maximum negative slopes at the latitude of the mean
west wind jet stream, Figure 5-1c. It follows that the mean tropopause can be identified by a constant
value of potential vorticity, except near the equator where a large meridional gradient occurs due to a
sign reversal in the southern hemisphere.
Figure 5-1b was derived and contoured from the potential temperature and zonal velocity analyses
of Figure 5-1c. They, in turn, were computer derived from the observations of temperature, pressure,
humidity, zonal and meridional wind velocities provided by the global radiosonde network. The conver-
sion from temperature T to potential temperature 0 by
1000) 0.2860=T (5.1)
incorporates the nonconservative effects of compression on T; 0 is conserved in adiabatic parcel motion,
whereas temperature is not. In Equation (5.1), p is expressed in millibars, thus 0 is the temperature an
air parcel would attain if compressed adiabatically to 1000 mb. The specific entropy is proportional to
the logarithm of 0, so a surface of constant 0 is often referred to as an isentropic surface. Trajectories
computed from the horizontal winds on a constant 0 surface also are called isentropic trajectories. They
follow the three dimensional adiabatic motions of the air and therefore one can obtain reliable estimates
of the unmeasureable vertical velocities.
Potential temperature is not conserved when the air is heated by radiation or by conduction. Generally
these diabatic heating rates are small because air consists predominantly of diatomic molecules, poor radiators
and absorbers in the visible and infrared. Triatomic molecules, aerosols and hydrometeors, the radiatively
active entities, are always trace species. Thus, the adiabatic assumption is realistic for cloud free transports,
at least on timescales of a few days. When cloud forms in ascending air the release of latent heat by con-
densing water vapour increases 0; therefore adiabatic heating rate must be incorporated into trajectory
computations.
Potential vorticity, the quantity Reed (1955) used as a tracer for stratospheric air, can also be used
to detect mixing. It is a quasi-conservative scalar derived from the vector equation of motion, the con-
tinuity and energy equations, and is defined by
P = o_VO.(V x V + 2_2) (5.2)
where o_ is the specific volume, VO is the three dimensional gradient of potential temperature and the term
in parenthesis, the absolute vorticity, is the sum of the curl of the velocity and twice the angular velocity
of the earth.
To an excellent approximation equation (5-2) can be reduced to
60
Po = - g 6p (_0 + f) (5.3)
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where g is the acceleration of gravity, 60/6p is a measure of the stability of a parcel subject to a vertical
displacement and (_'0 + f) (the sum of the horizontal curl or vorticity measured on a O map and the ver-
tical component, f, of the earth's vorticity) is a measure of the stability of a parcel subject to a horizontal
displacement. P0 combines as a product the two parcel stability criteria, namely hydrostatic stability and
inertial stability. If both terms are positive, a displaced parcel is forced back to its equilibrium position.
If either is negative, the displacement is amplified and mixing develops.
Reductions of static stability are produced by the horizontal convergence at constant 0 associated with
propagating internal waves. The convergence reduces 60/6p by vertical stretching and simultaneously in-
creases the vorticity (_'0 + f)- Conversely, divergence increases static stability and decreases inertial stabil-
ity. Therefore, both vertical and horizontal mixing can occur with internal waves of large amplitude and
long periods, but only locally where the waves have reduced the appropriate stability.
As shown by Reed (1955) and by Reed and Danielsen (1959), the values of P0 in the stratosphere
exceed the tropospheric values by one, two or three orders of magnitude. In the absence of mixing,
dP 0 _ 6 (dO)
dt g (_'o + f) 6p (dt---) (5.4)
From this we can easily account for the creation of large stratospheric and low tropospheric values. Heating
above and cooling below increases P0, thus the heating source of the ozone layer generates large values
in the stratosphere. Conversely, heating at the earth's surface generates low values and leads to vertical
mixing in the troposphere. When cloud or moisture layers extend up to the tropopause the radiative cool-
ing at their top accentuates both trends.
Excluding radiative cooling at cloud tops, dO/dt is a small quantity in the free atmosphere, i.e., above
the friction layer and below the ozone production layer. Therefore, PO tends to be conserved as does O.
For short periods both quantities approximate scalar invariants of the fluid and can be used as stationary
Lagrangian coordinates.
This property permits one to trace and identify air of stratospheric properties. When the tropopause
folds, tropospheric air with small values of P0 folds over an extruded layer of stratospheric air with large
values of P0. Since each parcel conserves its value of P0 during the folding process, the air of stratospheric
origin can be readily identified even after it is considered a part of the troposphere.
Returning to Figure 5-1b, we can take advantage of the fact that the mean tropopause coincides with
a constant P0 and define both the statistical mean tropopause and the synoptic tropopause by a threshold
value of P0,T. This definition, a generalization of the conventional definition avoids the concept of the
tropopause as a discontinuity surface and the necessity for breaking such a surface when its slope becomes
quasivertical. A discontinuity surface is an absolute barrier to mass exchange but, as discussed above,
gradients that characterize the lower stratosphere are finite precisely because of small scale mixing and
their associated mass exchange. Furthermore, the deformations maintaining the gradients imply divergence
along the tropopause. This divergence demands an increase in area, which the tropopause can achieve
only by folding. When the tropopause folds the gradients rotate but are not destroyed because potential
vorticity is conserved in the folding process.
We can use P0,T as a reference surface for computing irreversible mass transfers as the synoptic
tropopause defined by Pb (the superscript denotes a local mean) oscillates relative to it. The displacements
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producing the oscillations can be reversible if they are stable but will become irreversible if they amplify
exponentially with time. This type of irreversibility has been demonstrated by in situ and remote measurements
of tropopause folding events described later.
These folds, which transfer air, trace gases and aerosols from the lower stratosphere into the mean
troposphere, develop by a steepening of the tropopause at the jet core followed by a downward and southward
stretching of the jet. Descending air on the north side of the jet is stratospheric, richer in ozone, potential
vorticity and radioactivity but poorer in water vapour, carbon monoxide and aerosols than the descending
tropospheric air on the south side of the jet. The atmosphere adjusts to this rapid downward and southward
transport of horizontal momentum by forcing warmer air downward on the south side and cold air upward
on the north side of the jet. This thermally indirect circulation, shown schematically in Figure 5-16, in-
creases the horizontal pressure gradients in the upper and middle troposphere, balancing the increasing
centrifugal accelerations of the developing cyclonic vortex. Thus, clouds and precipitation are generated
in the cold air, in the core of the vortex, while clear skies predominate in the fold and in the tropospheric
air southwest and south of the fold.
The streamlines in Figure 5-16 are similar to those in Figure 5-15 except for their inclined axes of
convergence and divergence. Convergence normal to the fold counteracts diffusion by advecting tropospheric
i!iiiiiiiiii!i!iiiii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i
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DIRECT
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Figure 5-16. Thermally indirect and direct circulations which fold the tropopause and lead to irreversi-
ble transport from stratosphere to troposphere. Note entrainment of tropospheric air into fold along both
boundaries, and that streamlines not trajectories are shown. From Danielsen (1968).
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air into the fold. This entrained tropospheric air dilutes the mixing ratios of the stratospheric tracers -
the mixture being advected southward and downward towards the surface boundary layer.
As the vortex continues to intensify, warm air to the east and north of the vortex ascends, producing
more clouds and precipitation. This air turns anticyclonically (clockwise) away from the vortex, contributing
to amplification of the ridge to the north and east of the vortex. The accelerating air resupplies momentum
to the downstream jet, compensating for the momentum lost previously by the jet during the initial phase
of cyclogenesis, and the amplifying ridge effectively cuts-off the vortex from its potential vorticity reser-
voir at high latitudes.
The result is an irreversible transfer of stratospheric air from the polar reservoir to lower latitudes
and to lower altitudes. The process results in the formation of an isolated vortex at lower latitudes, each
amplifying wave producing the same effect to varying degrees.
Less is known about the inflow of tropospheric air into the stratosphere. If there were no bulk transports
associated with a large scale folding of the synoptic tropopause, the synoptic gradients of Pb, X_o3and X]r,,
in the stratosphere would be smooth and monotonic as are the zonal-annual means in Figures 5-1a and
5-lb. Analyses of Xb by Danielsen (1964, 1968) and vertical profiles of X' from the AFCRL ozonesonde
03
network (Hering and Borden, 1964-1966) demonstrate that such is not the case. There are well defined
local maxima and minima in the lower stratosphere. Dobson (1973) postulated that the ozone minima were
produced by ozone poor air from the upper subtropical troposphere entering the stratosphere at the con-
ventional tropopause break and travelling northward at essentially constant altitude. The latter was based
on statistical evidence of a maximum frequency of ozone partial pressure minima being 15 + 1 km from
30 ° to 80 °N lat. There was also a similar maximum at higher latitudes at 23 km, for which Dobson could
offer no explanation.
However, when the same data are analysed for ozone mixing ratio minima with 0 rather than z as
the vertical coordinate, Danielsen and Kley (1986) show the maximum frequency occurs at O's > 380 K,
i.e., much warmer than the O's in the subtropical troposphere at the same height. In fact, the O's are com-
parable to those in the lower tropical stratosphere. If the tropospheric air enters the stratosphere in the
tropics and descends along constant 0 surfaces as it moves to the extratropics the adiabatic transport can
be fast and effective in generating a sharply defined Xo3 minimum. Conversely, if the air enters at the
subtropics and travels horizontally in the stratosphere the air must be diabatically heated by radiation to
increase its 0 some 30 to 50 K. Much slower transports are then implied, with the transport times increas-
ing greatly if the air is cloud free. Then one has difficulty explaining the well-defined minima given the
evidence for ubiquitous small scale mixing in the stratosphere (but see Chapter 6).
However, an alternative view can also be taken. Figure 5-17 shows cross-sections of potential temperature
and u from the climatology of Heastie and Stephenson (1960), for 140 °E and 75 °W in January. It is ap-
parent that the isentropic surfaces in the 355-375 K range span the upper tropical troposphere and the
middle and high latitude stratosphere, and that air can not only enter just above the core of the subtropical
jet stream but can travel isentropically from 30 °N to 80 °N while maintaining an altitude of 15 + 1 km.
This is consistent with the general circulation model results of Allam and Tuck (1984a, b), and the behaviour
of the isentropic surfaces over the annual cycle is consistent with the maximum frequency of occurrence
of the ozone-poor layers in late winter and early spring noted by Dobson (1973). Finally, inspection of
ozonesonde ascents shows that ozone-poor minima in northern mid-latitudes are common in the range
350-380 K.
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In the case studied by Danielsen and Kley (op. cit.) the Xo, minimum coincided with a X._o minimum,
i.e., it was cloud free and extremely dry. Also, their constant 0 trajectory analyses trace the air back to
the tropics in 5 days. Furthermore, in situ observations made by the NASA U2 in the Spring 1984 STEP
experiments show that the ozone-poor layers are dry and occur at O's greater than 380 K. If these observa-
tions are statistically representative, then the bulk transports from troposphere to stratosphere must occur
in the tropics. This however is subject to the counterarguments noted above, and to an absence of case
studies near subtropical jet streams.
5.2.2 A Theoretical View of Mid-latitude Exchange
The dynamics of extra-tropical stratosphere - troposphere exchange are strongly influenced by two
factors. The first is the contrast between the two regions in the very important quantity potential vorticity (PV):
1
P = - _'abs • VO in height coordinates (5.5)
in isentropic coordinates,
where _'0 is the vertical component of absolute vorticity evaluated in an isentropic surface. As discussed
in detail in the review by Hoskins et al. (1985), in the absence of diabatic processes, P is conserved following
the atmospheric motion. Further, the three dimensional isentropic potential vorticity (IPV) distribution
plus the boundary temperature distribution at a particular time is sufficient to uniquely determine the at-
mospheric flow at that time provided only that the total mass between isentropic surfaces is known and
the flow is in some sort of balance (e.g., quasi-geostrophic). A region of anomalously high IPV is generally
associated with cyclonic vorticity in an extended region as well as compensating static stability changes
(see Kleinschmidt, 1957 and refs). In the troposphere the PV has values below 1.5 units, where 1 PV
unit equals 10-6 K m2s -' kg -_. The tropopause marks an abrupt transition to values of greater than
1.5 units and the magnitude increases rapidly with height in the lower stratosphere.
The second important factor is that there is significant potential temperature variation along the
tropopause, which is therefore a sloping internal boundary when viewed in isentropic, as well as pressure
and height, coordinates. Thus individual isentropic surfaces can sample both the stratospheric and tropospheric
regions, and adiabatic flow on the surface can involve both regions. The lower stratosphere on such sur-
faces tends to move in association with synoptic disturbances that occur in the tropospheric region and
it can indeed play a crucial role in the development of such disturbances.
5.2.2.1 Deductions from Two-dimensional Models
Consideration of the stability of a 2-D flow v(x,z ) in thermal wind balance with a temperature field
0(x,z ) to disturbances also independent of y yields (Ooyama 1966; Hoskins, 1974) an equation for the
perturbation streamfunction in the x, z plane of the form
\ax L(_) (5.6)/
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where L is an elliptic operator if P is positive. Analysis shows that the least stable direction is approx-
imately along the isentropes and oscillations in this direction have a frequency
Omi n ---- (f_-0) _/2 (5.7)
The most stable direction is approximately perpendicular to isentropic surfaces and their oscillation fre-
quency trmax is such that
O'ma x ami n c_ pl/2 (5.8)
Thus the large PV of the stratosphere implies markedly increased stability to motions perpendicular to
isentropic surfaces, but no more resistance than the troposphere to motions along these surfaces.
In almost 2-D situations scaling arguments suggest that the flow v into the xz section should remain
in geostrophic balance even for relative vorticities many times the Coriolis parameter. In this case the
streamfunction for the ageostrophic flow (Uag;w) must be such as to maintain v in thermal wind balance
with the temperature field, and consequently (Sawyer, 1956; Eliassen, 1962) must satisfy the equation
L(ff) = 2Q1. (5.9)
Here L is the same elliptic operator as in Equation (5.6) and Q1 is a purely geostrophic term, being the
tendency of the geostrophic wind to increase the x-temperature gradient. Synoptic disturbances in the
troposphere will lead to non-zero values of Q I and ageostrophic circulations. If the stratosphere was a
high PV region with no isentropic gradient along the tropopause, it would act as a slightly flexible lid
on the tropospheric circulation. However, since the isentropic gradient does exist and the stability of the
stratosphere to motions along isentropes is not enhanced, the stratosphere tends to respond to tropospheric
geostrophic forcing by ageostrophic motion along isentropes.
An example of a simple frontogenesis model in which this process occurs is shown in Figure 5-18.
A temperature distribution which is independent of y contracts under the action of a geostrophic convergence
U = -- OtX.
Without any ageostrophic motions the tropopause slope would be gentle at this time. The tendency
for the stratosphere to react to the forcing in the troposphere by moving along isentropic surfaces is mark-
ed. Equally marked is the tendency for the descent of stratospheric air to occur in a shallow tongue (as
viewed in physical though not isentropic space), in contrast to the broad region of ascent of tropospheric
air. This is in agreement with the scale analysis that suggests that the vertical scale of the response varies
as p-_/2. A further point of interest is that the Richardson number at the base of the tongue in Figure 5-18
has values as low as 1/4, suggesting a high probability of mixing which would involve tropospheric and
stratospheric air.
It is of interest to consider the applicability of quasi-geostrophic theory to the features discussed above.
One of the basic assumptions of the theory is that static stability differences from those of a standard at-
mosphere, which is a function of the vertical coordinate only, are small. Thus it is not strictly applicable
in the region of a sloping tropopause and, in particular, it would not give the development shown in Figure
5-18. In terms of Equation (5.6), the elliptic operator would be poorly approximated, but the geostrophic
forcing QI would be correctly represented.
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Figure 5-18. A simple frontogenesis model in which the basic deformation field shown below the lower
axis acts on a 2-D situation with a tropopause which in the absence of any other motions would look
as shown above. The actual tropopause position (heavy line), isentropes every 7.8 K (continuous lines),
isolines of velocity into the section every 10.5 ms-1 (dashed contours) and particle motions (arrows)
are shown in the centre. (After Hoskins, 1972).
5.2.2.2 Deductions from Three-dimensional Models
In three dimensions there are quasi-geostrophic (Hoskins et al., 1978) and semi-geostrophic (Hoskins
and Draghici, 1977) extensions of Equation (5.6), both describing the forcing of vertical circulations
associated with a vector Q which is the tendency of the geostrophic wind to increase the vector temperature
gradient on a fluid particle moving with the geostrophic wind. It is possible to find situations in the at-
mosphere (Shapiro, 1981) and understand them in these terms (Hoskins and Heckley, 1982) in which very
strong descent of stratospheric air along isentropic surfaces is forced locally.
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As in two dimensions, quasi-geostrophic theory is wrong in its detailed prediction of tropopause move-
ment. The semi-geostrophic equations (Hoskins, 1975) should be valid for motions whose Lagrangian
time scale (time scale for change in v following a fluid particle) is much larger than f-_ -3 hours. Again
they should be able to correctly treat movement of the tropopause because they do include a full vertical
advection of PV. They have been used to model the growth to finite amplitude of a baroclinic wave or
a basic zonal flow including a simple stratosphere as in the frontal example discussed above. As the wave
grows, stratospheric air descends during its movement from the ridge towards the trough so that a vertical
section across the trough shows the PV distribution given in Figure 5-19. The indication is that with more
resolution in the numerical calculation it would become apparent that a standard synoptic development
would exhibit marked tongues of stratospheric air descending along isentropes in upper air frontal struc-
tures. The model illustrated suffers from the numerical difficulty of accurately describing the advection
of PV with its almost discontinuous structure at the tropopause.
The primitive equations have also been used to describe the growth of baroclinic waves to finite amplitude
in situations with no diabatic heat sources. Shapiro (1975) used a 20-level isentropic coordinate model
and showed the production in a strong synoptic development of very significant tongues of stratospheric
air pushing into the troposphere. Another view of the probably irreversible mixing of stratospheric air
into the troposphere in a baroclinic wave development is provided by the isentropic potential vorticity
(IPV) and relative flow shown in Figure 5-20. The darkened region indicates the approximate location
of the tropopause. As discussed in Hoskins and Mclntyre (1985, paper in preparation), this picture is typical
of the onset of decay in most, but not all simple baroclinic wave simulations. Sometimes the development
is more similar to that in a cut-off low (Hoskins, et al., 1985) in which, as viewed on an isentropic surface,
a quasi-circular distribution of PV is separated from a near polar stratospheric vortex.
5.2.2.3 Diabatie Processes
The change of the IPV distribution in the presence of diabatic heating is approximately given by
O + V.Vo_ P = p2 0 (_p _)at / O0 (5.10)
Figure 5-19. A vertical-zonal section across the trough of a non-linear baroclinic wave produced in a
semi-geostrophic integration. The contours are those of potential vorticity defined for a Boussinesq fluid.
The baroclinic wave had grown on a basic state with a narrow but finite transition from tropospheric
to stratospheric values of potential vorticity. (After Hoskins and Heckley, 1982).
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Figure 5-20. The day 8 350 K IPV map for a basic zonal wavenumber 6 baroclinic wave life-cycle ex-
periment. The contour interval is 0.8 x 10 6m 2s-1 K kg -l.AIsoshown by arrows is the wind field
on this isentropic surface in a frame of reference moving with the waves. The arrows nearest the equator
represent a speed of 16 ms -1 (After Hoskins, et al., 1985).
In the lower stratospheric polar vortex the radiative timescale determines the rate of change of P and in-
deed the maintenance of the vortex. However a descent of stratospheric PV along isentropes, as indicated
above, induces cyclonic vorticity and reduced static stability in the underlying troposphere to an extent
dependent on the surface temperature. If the anomalous IPV is moving relative to the low-level air, it
also induces upward motion on its leading side. It thus leads to a region of much enhanced likelihood
of moist convection, the extent of which depends on the low-level supply of moisture. The latent heating
associated with this convection causes a change in the IPV distribution above it which occurs at a rate
which may be deduced from Equation (5.10) as being sufficient to reduce the PV of the lower stratospheric
air to tropospheric values in a matter of days. The descending stratospheric air therefore efficiently in-
duces a process which usually absorbs it into the troposphere in a few days.
As in the 2-D models, one may also expect a 'lowered' tropopause to be a region of enhanced turbu-
lent mixing. Shapiro (1976, 1978, 1980) produced evidence of such behaviour. However, as discussed
by Shapiro (1978) and Gidel and Shapiro (1979), the result of this turbulence may not necessarily be a
reduction in the PV contrast between air of stratospheric and tropospheric origin.
Upward motion of the middle latitude tropopause, on the other hand, is associated with anticyclonic
vorticity and increased static stability in the troposphere. The chances of diabatic processes occurring on
anything but the radiative timescale are reduced, and so it is not envisaged that these relatively broad regions
will be favourable for major exchanges of tropospheric and stratospheric air. A blocking high, according
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to Hoskins et al. (1985), is the dynamical twin of the cut-off low, having such a raised tropopause associated
with the poleward advection along isentropic surfaces of sub-tropical air. However as far as diabatic pro-
cesses are concerned the nature of the two phenomena is very different, the blocking high tending to decay
slowly on an advective or radiative timescale as opposed to the usually convection dominated, fast decay
of the cut-off low.
Nevertheless, detailed studies of the relative rates of radiative lowering of the tropopause and advec-
tive decay in cut-off anticyclones have not been made, so exchange induced by radiative effects in such
systems cannot be excluded.
5.2.3 A View Based on Isentropic FGGE Analyses
In this section a global scale view of the general circulation is developed, using isentropic analyses
of the FGGE year (1979), as a context in which to see stratosphere-troposphere exchange, and to derive
some constraints on the scales and location of exchange. The approach is to examine the scale of the mass
circulation in the framework of the scale of the differential heating (taken to include radiation and latent
heat release), by using Helmholtz's theorem to decompose the flow into irrotational (V x V = 0) and
rotational (V. V = 0) components. Accordingly, the quasi-horizontal mass transport in an isentropic layer
may be written as
QJU =V 0 X'+ (k × VO _) (5.11)
where 0 = density, J is the Jacobian for transformation of vertical coordinate to potential temperature
O(= ] 6z/60 [ ), U is horizontal velocity, X = transport potential function, _b = transport stream function
and the overbars are time averages.
Then
(0JU) = V0X (5.12)
is the irrotational component of the flow, and
D
(oJU)ff = k × V0¢, (5.13)
is the rotational component.
The Poisson equations used to determine X and _bare
V02"_ = VO.(OJU ) = t_ (5.14)
VO2 _ = k.V 0 X (oJU) = _" (5.15)
where 6 = divergence and _" = vorticity.
The approach is to calculate the divergence and curl of the mass transport from the NMC FGGE Level
IIIa analysis.
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By considering the time-averaged isentropic mass continuity equation (Johnson, Townsend and Wei,
1985) it is possible to show that, relative to isentropic surfaces, horizontal mass convergence (divergence)
is balanced by an increase (decrease) of the upward mass flux in regions of heating, or a decrease (in-
crease) of the downward mass flux in regions of cooling. It is thus possible to isolate thermodynamically
coupled planetary circulations that connect regions of heat sources and heat sinks. It turns out that there
is a component of such a circulation which is involved in stratosphere-troposphere exchange.
Considerable evidence exists regarding the extrusion of stratospheric air into the troposphere during
cyclogenesis through circulations attending jet streams. Reed (1955), Briggs and Roach (1963), Danielsen
(1964, 1967, 1968), Mahlman (1965), Reiter (1969, 1971 and 1972), Shapiro (1980), as well as others,
clearly establish that stratospheric extrusions into the troposphere are maximized during cyclogenesis (see
following section in this report). Return transport of tropospheric air into the stratosphere is required for
the stratospheric balance of mass. Smith (1968), Reiter, Glasser and Mahlman (1969) and others have
pointed out that quasi-horizontal transport processes serve to return tropospheric air to the stratosphere.
Note however that Mahlman (1973) diagnosed transverse circulation in a steady (non-cyclogenetic) polar
front jet stream which could produce exchange. Others have emphasized the importance of rising motion
across the tropical tropopause (Brewer, 1949; Dobson, 1956) in conjunction with a "cold trap", tropical
convection, and dehydration (Danielsen, 1982; Holton, 1984b). Details of the return of tropospheric air
into the stratosphere however, are uncertain (Reiter, 1972; Ellsaesser, 1979; Holton, 1984b). The purpose
of this discussion is to draw attention to physical processes associated with baroclinic phenomena and
geostrophic motion in middle latitudes which provide for systematic stratospheric-tropospheric exchange
(Johnson, 1979). While the importance of geostrophic modes of transport of properties has been established
for decades, the systematic planetary nature of geostrophic mass transport, stratospheric-tropospheric ex-
change and differential heating within secondary and primary scales of atmospheric circulation has not
been fully recognized.
In a recent study of the transport of water vapour within a stratospheric-tropospheric general circula-
tion model, Allam and Tuck (1984a and b) concluded "that most of the water enters the stratosphere near
the tropopause breaks by quasi-horizontal advection from the upper tropical troposphere into the lower
extratropical stratosphere, although an appreciable amount moves vertically in the same region and at rather
higher latitudes. This advection occurs chiefly through the action of eddies." They stated "that the simu-
lated transport of water vapour by eddies in the stratosphere is greater in the northern than in the southern
hemisphere" and that "the transport is greater during winter than during summer." Allam and Tuck (1984b)
also noted from a trajectory analysis of general circulation model data that through quasi-horizontal transport,
motions induced in regions of high shear and vorticity resulted in dry air from the upper tropical troposphere
being mixed into the stratosphere. The evidence from these simulations substantiates suggestions that in-
trusion of tropospheric air into the stratosphere is associated with quasi-horizontal transport processes em-
bedded within baroclinic waves and the meandering of polar and subtropical jet streams as well as with
deep vertical convection in the tropics, a view emphasized by Reiter (1972).
From a dynamical point of view, this behaviour is to be expected. Within latitudinal regimes where
rotation is important (i.e., scales large enough for the Coriolis force to largely balance the pressure gra-
dient force), quasi-horizontal exchange processes through geostrophic motion are dominant. The impor-
tant role that quasi-horizontal exchange within baroclinic waves plays in forcing meridional circulations
in the troposphere is firmly established (Lorenz, 1967). The condition that quasi-horizontal exchange pro-
cesses play an important role in the stratosphere is also established; however, the relative importance of
quasi-horizontal exchange of trace constituents as opposed to exchange by mean meridional circulations
is not well established, although a framework for providing a mechanistic means of doing this has been
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suggested recently (Mahlman et al., 1984). Much of the uncertainty stems from lack of observations; however
conceptual awkwardness also stems from averaging within coordinate systems that fail to permit degrees
of freedom to isolate mass and energy transport processes within the atmosphere which are directly linked
to the differential heating (Johnson, 1980, 1984b).
Within isentropic coordinates, the scale of the time-averaged mean mass circulation corresponds with
the scale of the mean energy transport by differential heating. "Direct" planetary scale mass circulations
exist in the sense that a branch of the circulation transports mass and energy from heat source to heat
sink in upper isentropic layers and from heat sink to heat source in lower layers. Satisfaction of global
energy balance requires that such mass circulations and transport processes exist apart from the distribu-
tions of atmosphere trace constituents. However, if within isentropic layers a correlation exists between
a branch of a mass circulation and a trace constituent, it is likely that the isentropic mass circulation will
be a key element in determining the scale and intensity of the quasi-horizontal transport of the trace constituent.
Before setting forth a simple model of stratospheric-tropospheric exchange, it is important to em-
phasize underlying reasons for systematic isentropic mass circulations in the atmosphere that serve to transport
trace constituents. Concepts basic to the isolation of systematic isentropic mass circulations at the planetary
scale were set forth by Shaw (1942). He noted that heating forced motion upward through isentropic sur-
faces while cooling forced motion downward, and that such motion constituted upward and downward
branches of a mass circulation embedded within a stratified atmosphere. Horizontal branches linking heat
sources and sinks through irrotational modes of mass transport are implied from the isentropic equation
of continuity. The same mass circulations transport more dry static energy from heat source to sink in
the upper layers than is returned in lower layers. Thus, net energy is transported from the heat source
to the heat sink even though the net mass transport vanishes (Johnson and Townsend, 1981; Johnson,
1984a; Johnson, Townsend and Wei, 1985). As such, these global circulations are monsoonal in nature
and will be at their maximum intensity in the winter season (Johnson, 1984a and b). These constraints,
which require that within time-averaged circulations the scale of mass and energy transport corresponds
with the scale of differential heating, permit no compromise, at least within hydrostatic atmospheres. While
complexities are introduced by baroclinic, symmetric and convective instabilities, a fundamental premise
for the development of monsoonal planetary circulation is that the transport processes during such instabilities
should satisfy the basic requirement of net energy transport from heat source to heat sink, in the time-
averaged sense.
5.2.3.1 Systematic Meridional Exchange by Geostrophic Modes of Isentropic Mass Transport
In their numerical simulation, Allam and Tuck (1984a,b) established that poleward and upward transport
of water vapour from the troposphere into the stratosphere of each hemisphere occurred through eddies.
These eddy circulations in their analyses are finite amplitude baroclinic features of middle latitudes. Johnson
(1979) emphasized that systematic meridional mass exchange in finite amplitude baroclinic waves pro-
vided for intrusion of tropospheric air into the stratosphere by quasi-horizontal exchange and that this
intrusion of tropospheric air would occur within an isentropic mass circulation that spanned the hemisphere.
The combination of Allam and Tuck's results and the systematic nature of geostrophic transport processes
point out the importance of isolating isentropic mass circulations embedded within baroclinic phenomena.
Recently Townsend and Johnson (1981, 1985) and Johnson (1984a) contrasted isobaric and isentropic
zonally averaged meridional circulations; Figure 5-21 portrays isobaric and isentropic stream functions
of the zonally averaged mass transport. Within the isentropic mass circulation the upward branch in tropical
latitudes is associated with net heating while the downward branch in polar latitudes is associated with
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net cooling. As noted earlier, quasi-horizontal branches are required by mass continuity. These isentropic
results verify Shaw's (1942) argument that the scale of the isentropic mass circulation corresponds with
the scale of the differential heating.
While reasons for the differences between the scale of the meridional circulations in isobaric and isen-
tropic coordinates involve several factors, one of the key factors is the degree of freedom for geostrophic
mass transport in isentropic coordinates. Note in Figure 5-21 that the isentropic mass circulation can be
partitioned into geostrophic and ageostrophic components. The scales of isentropic, ageostrophic merid-
ional exchange are identical with the scales of meridional exchange in isobaric coordinates. Within low
latitudes the mass transport within the isentropic Hadley circulation is through the ageostrophic mode while
in extratropical latitudes it is through the geostrophic mode. Mean meridional velocities within this geostrophic
circulation are of the order of a few meters per second and are of the same magnitude as the meridional
velocities within the ageostrophic Hadley circulation. Isentropic mass circulations entail a handover be-
tween the ageostrophic and geostrophic modes of transport which does not require a change in the scale
of horizontal transport within an isentropic layer (Johnson and Downey, 1975). This degree of freedom
allows the establishment of a direct link between the global scale of differential heating and the scale of
the atmospheric response, in the context of a temporally or zonally averaged mass circulation. The im-
plication of this for stratosphere-troposphere exchange is that a portion of the meridional mass transport
in upper isentropic layers begins in tropospheric regions of the tropics and subtropics and ends in the
stratospheric regions of the extratropics and polar latitudes. One should note that within polar latitudes,
the downward diabatic mass flux with respect to the isentropic stratification also provides for a systematic
transfer of air from the polar stratosphere into the polar troposphere (Figure 5-21).
5.2.3.2 Geostrophic Modes of Mass Transport and Quasi-horizontal Stratospheric-Tropospheric
Exchange Within Middle Latitudes
With regard to extratropical cyclones, jet streams, and baroclinic waves the quasi-horizontal stratospheric-
tropospheric exchange will have characteristic features which are different within each of the phenomena
and, as such, each of these phenomena deserves attention in order to understand their specific role. In
summarizing atmospheric transport processes, Reiter (1972) reviews in detail the work of Reed, Danielsen,
Staley, Reiter, Mahlman and others, and discusses exchange within each of these phenomena. Major em-
phasis has been placed on exchange processes attending jet streams. Viewed within a larger scale context
however, none of these phenomena are independent since, within the structure of a large scale amplifying
baroclinic wave in the westerlies (Newton and Palmen, 1963), all of these phenomena will be present.
As a consequence all of the phenomena may be considered to be components of baroclinic instability or
"sloping convection" (Hide and Mason, 1975) as it is realized in the actual atmosphere. Large scale merid-
ional energy exchange within the amplifying baroclinic waves is accompanied by cyclo- and fronto-genesis
in the lower troposphere in conjunction with jet stream circulations in the upper troposphere. In the following
discussion the primary focus will be on physical processes within amplifying large scale baroclinic waves
which provide for systematic stratospheric-tropospheric exchange through geostrophic modes of mass
transport (Johnson, 1979).
Some physical insight into mean meridional motion within mid-latitude baroclinic waves is provided from
the structure of a steady and an amplifying baroclinic wave (Charney, 1947; Eady, 1949). In the schematic
(Johnson, 1979; Townsend and Johnson, 1985) showing the horizontal distribution of pressure and poten-
tial temperature of the steady baroclinic wave, the pressure and temperature are assumed to be in phase
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(Figure 5-22). Within the zonal vertical cross-section of a layer extending from a lower isentropic surface
01 to an upper isentropic surface Ou, a midvalue isentropic surface 0m divides the hypothetical atmosphere
into two regions. Ideally an isentropic surface/9 m equal to 315 K would for the most part separate polar
and subtropical air masses in the troposphere. In the cross-section, the dotted vertical lines designate trough
and ridge positions that separate regions of poleward and equatorward geostrophic motion. The increase
of wind with height reflects the thermal wind contribution from the baroclinic temperature distribution.
With a vertical scale linear in pressure, the relative position of the isentropes shows the greater mass
(g-_(Sp/60)dO) in the layer between 01 and 0m to be positioned in the trough and lesser mass to be located
in the ridge. The reverse mass distribution occurs in the layer above 0m. With the in-phase relation of
the potential temperature and pressure fields, the intensity of the isentropic mass transport 0Jv is sym-
metric about the trough line within each layer (J is the Jacobian of transformation, ] _z/60 I ). The poleward
mass transport forward of the trough is exactly balanced by equatorward transport to the rear of the trough.
Thus, the mean meridional motion vanishes within each layer.
In the model of the amplifying baroclinic wave, the potential temperature is assumed to lag the sur-
face pressure wave by a phase angle of 90 ° (see Figure 5-23). In the zonal cross-section, this lag of poten-
tial temperature introduces a westward tilt of the baroclinic wave in conjunction with the displacement
of the coldest air to the inflection point of the surface pressure wave. A systematic structure results which
provides for net poleward geostrophic mass transport above 315 K and an equatorward mass transport
below 315 K. Ahead of the trough, poleward mass transport above 315 K located within a deeper layer
of mass is greater than in the rear of the trough with its equatorward motion. Beneath 315 K the reverse
1
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Figure 5-22. Schematics of horizontal (X, O) and vertical (X, p) distributions of geopotential and poten-
tial temperature within a steady baroclinic wave. In the zonal, vertical cross-section the dashed lines
designate trough and ridge positions which separate regions of poleward and equatorward geostrophic
motion within two isentropic layers. The layer in part (b) extends from a lower isentrope O_to an in-
termediate isentrope 8m to an upper isentrope Ou. From Johnson (1979).
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Schematic of amplifying baroclinic wave. See legend of Fiqure 5-22 for structural details.
occurs with more mass moving equatorward in the rear of the trough than ahead of the trough. As a conse-
quence, the mean meridional mass transport within active baroclinic waves for this two-layered structure
is poleward above 315 K and equatorward below 315 K.
The isentropic structure illustrated in Figure 5-24 transects a large amplitude wave that was studied
extensively by Newton and Palmen (1963). This vertical cross-section is orientated nearly east-west along
a line from Tucson to Bermuda. Newton and Palmen's analyses have been modified by rescaling the ver-
tical coordinate. The layer extending from the earth's surface to 320 K contains more mass in regions
of equatorward motion than in regions of poleward motion and reflects the strong equatorward movement
of the polar air mass. Within the shaded area from 320 K to 335 K, more mass is located in the region
of poleward motion (which is also more intense) than in the region of equatorward motion, reflecting the
mean poleward movement of the subtropical air mass. The slope of the zero isotach indicates a westward
tilt of the pressure wave with height in conjunction with the colder air to the rear of the surface pressure
trough, the configuration of an intensifying baroclinic wave. Thus a mean meridional exchange occurring
within this wave is similar to the exchange in the schematic of the amplifying wave. Since meridionally
this layer spans the subtropical troposphere and the polar stratosphere, the structure indicates that the mean
poleward motion is a mode of intrusion of tropospheric air into the polar stratosphere. It is interesting
to compare Figure 5-24 with the cut off low described in Bamber et al. (1984), see also Section 5.2.6,
where trace species profiles showed evidence of mixing over a considerable depth in the upper
troposphere/lower stratosphere. This type of exchange would be suppressed in steady baroclinic waves.
A similar structure of isentropic mass transport within an amplifying baroclinic wave is even more pro-
nounced in Danielsen's cross-section through a baroclinic wave over the western United States for 1200
GMT, 13 April 1972 (see Danielsen's Figures 1 and 2, 1974). Geostrophic modes of mass transport exist
within extratropical cyclones (Johnson and Downey, 1975), jet streams (Uccellini and Johnson, 1979)
and baroclinic waves (Johnson, 1979, Townsend, 1980).
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Figure 5-24. Vertical cross-section from Tucson to Bermuda through a large amplitude wave studied
by Newton and Palmen (1963). Dotted lines are isentropes, solid lines are isotachs of the meridional
wind while heavy lines are frontal boundaries and tropopause. Shaded regions show layer of positive
covariance of mass and meridional motion embedded in wave structure.
In his study of the isobaric and isentropic circulation Townsend (1980) determined the isentropically
time averaged mass transport along 50°N for the FGGE year (1979). Figure 5-25 shows results for the
FGGE winter season from Townsend (1980). Note the systematic westward tilt of the zero isopleths of
meridional velocity and the baroclinic structure that is indicative of the baroclinic instability process and
a systematic geostrophic mode of mass transport. The tilt of the baroclinic disturbances extends upwards
through the 360 K isentropic surface indicating that systematic stratospheric-tropospheric exchange is also
present.
In interpreting the structure of the zonal cross-section of the isentropic meridional mass transport,
one should realize the time averaged transport statistics are determined primarily by the isentropic geostrophic
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mass transport within all quasi-horizontal baroclinic circulations. As such, the isentropic statistics repre-
sent the average exchange occurring in what are commonly regarded to be both stationary and transient
eddies in isobaric coordinates. Comparison with similar analyses in isobaric coordinates for 50 °N would
direct attention to transient components. For example, the embedded isentropic mass circulation in higher
latitudes during the wintertime in Figure 5-21 is linked with propagating baroclinic disturbances which
develop over the warm ocean currents off the east coasts of Asia and North America as cold polar air
streams eastward and acquires latent and sensible energies from oceanic sources. The net meridional mass
transport within the zonal cross-section (Figure 5-25) associated with such disturbances is located between
90 °E and 90 °W. Note that the equatorward mass transport in the low troposphere, which is part of the
cold Asiatic winter monsoonal flow, is found between 90 °E and 160 °E while the poleward mass transport
of warmer air is located between 160°E and 150°W.
The relatively large scale of the baroclinic feature from 90 °E through 150 °W and the depth also sug-
gests that this feature is associated with a systematic poleward transport of tropical tropospheric air from
the Philippine-Indonesia tropical convection zone within the Indonesian tropical belt. See Johnson and
Townsend (1981, also Johnson, Townsend and Wei, 1985) for the mass and energy transport associated
with these features at the planetary scale which within the three-dimensional structure provide for systematic
intrusion of tropospheric air from the tropics into the stratosphere of higher latitudes.
5.2.3.3 Some Additional Aspects of Stratospheric-Tropospheric Exchange in Mid-latitudes
In studies of stratospheric-tropospheric exchange by quasi-horizontal transport processes, major em-
phasis has been devoted to the injection of ozone, radioactive debris and potential vorticity into the troposphere
during cyclogenetic activity. With the higher concentration of these constituents in stratospheric air, these
properties become excellent tracers of extrusions of stratospheric air into the troposphere. The condition
that the concentration of ozone and radioactive debris in the troposphere is maximized during early spring
has been associated with intense jet stream activity and deep convection during this season. Although these
dynamic features partially explain the spring maximum of ozone concentration near the earth's surface
in middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, some aspects of this problem are related to seasonal variations
of the isentropic structure of the stratosphere. During the winter an annual maximum of ozone develops
in the polar stratosphere (Hering and Borden, 1965). With the energy deficit of the winter hemisphere
and the development of an intense circumpolar vortex that extends from the troposphere upward into the
stratosphere, isentropic layers climatologically located in the low polar stratosphere and the high troposphere
of middle latitudes become entirely displaced into the stratosphere, though the effect of infrared cooling
and consequent sinking of the isentropes and tropopause in regions where the mid-latitude upper tropospheric
westerlies have moved equatorward. In the depth of winter such layers would not engage in stratospheric-
tropospheric exchange in mid-latitudes. The lesser winter time extrusion of stratospheric air is also likely
from the increased stratification which suppresses convective and symmetric modes of instability within
or near hyperbaroclinic zones of jet streams. In spring, the troposphere of mid-latitudes rapidly warms,
particularly over low-albedo land areas between 30 ° and 40 °N, while the troposphere poleward of 50 °N
warms less rapidly. The result is that isentropic layers of the low stratosphere in winter become a part
of the tropospheric circulation of the mid-latitudes during this season while within the troposphere the
static and symmetric (inertial) stability of the atmosphere is decreased, in the sense that the horizontal
wind shear on the anticyclonic side of the jet streams is increased. Active baroclinic waves in association
with cyclogenesis and intensification of jet streams can now more actively tap the stratospheric reservoir
of ozone through quasi-horizontal exchange processes which through increased inclination of isentropic
surfaces transport ozone from the polar stratosphere into the lower troposphere of extratropical latitudes.
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The occurrence of the springtime maximum of injection of ozone into the troposphere which is associated
with jet streams seems at first glance inconsistent with Allam and Tuck's (1984a and b) results that the
maximum for the injection of water vapour into the stratosphere occurred in winter. The wintertime max-
imum of injection of water vapour into the stratosphere, however, is in accord with the wintertime max-
imum intensity of the isentropic Hadley mass circulation. The distribution of ozone with respect to the
structure of isentropic mass transport depends on several factors. Thus, one should not expect that the
maximum intensity of the extrusion of stratospheric ozone into the troposphere will occur at the same
time as the maximum for the intrusion of tropospheric water vapour into the stratosphere.
In a recent study of the minor atmospheric constituents within a stationary low pressure circulation
over the northeast Atlantic, Bamber et al. (1984) found substantial evidence for air of stratospheric origin
in the upper troposphere of a cut-off, cold core polar low (i.e., one in which the upper troposphere has
closed contours of geopotential height). On subsequent days moist convection within the troposphere of
the cut-off low led to mixing of stratospheric and tropospheric air. Bamber et al. (1984) concluded that
such circulations contribute to exchange of air between the stratosphere and troposphere; their case study
is further described in Section 5.2.5.
An extratropical cyclone becomes a cut-off low through the process of occlusion. A cyclone occludes
through developing a cold core vortex throughout its troposphere and a warm core vortex within the lower
stratosphere. The development of the warm core vortex within the lower stratosphere entails isentropic
mass convergence superimposed over isentropic mass divergence in the upper troposphere. Through the
isentropic mass convergence within the lower stratosphere, stratospheric ozone-rich air descends into the
climatological troposphere. Relative to other mechanisms the degree to which mixing within cut-off lows
leads to irreversible transformation of stratospheric air into tropospheric air and a subsequent transfer of
ozone into the troposphere remains to be determined. Finally, it is noted that the lapse rate of water vapour
from the middle and high latitude tropopause to the hygropause, covering a factor of 30 decrease in mix-
ing ratio, is good evidence of some return flow into the stratosphere (see Foot, 1984).
5.2.3.4 Summary of Isentropic Analyses
Stratospheric-tropospheric exchange within mid-latitudes, while occurring within baroclinic phenomena,
extratropical cyclones, jet streams, and waves, involves planetary scale transport processes as well as deep
convection. This exchange within mid-latitudes which primarily occurs through quasi-horizontal transport
processes is in part determined by isentropic mass circulations which develop to transport energy from
heat source to heat sink.
A primary objective of this discussion has been to relate large-scale quasi-horizontal transport within
active baroclinic waves with systematic mass circulations which are forced by differential heating. Balance
requirements inferred from zonally-averaged isentropic coordinates and results from FGGE dictate that
the mass and energy transport within isentropic layers linking the polar stratosphere with the troposphere
of the lower latitudes must be poleward. In lower isentropic layers the meridional mass transport and its
geostrophic mode are equatorward. This net meridional mass transport in the isentropic zonally-averaged
circulation structure occurs through a systematic covariance between the mass and meridional velocity
within amplifying baroclinic waves. An analogy between concepts of sloping convection in a rotating fluid
(Hide and Mason, 1975) and isentropic mass circulation occurring through geostrophic modes has been
suggested by Johnson (1983, 1984a). The differing contexts provided by this large scale, averaged view
and the detailed dynamical studies of exchange near mid-latitude jet streams will be discussed in Section 5.4.1.
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5.2.4 Review of Past Work on Exchange in Mid-Latitudes
Case studies of stratosphere-troposphere exchange have mostly consisted of aircraft flights near the
polar front jet stream. By constructing wind and potential temperature cross-sections of jet streams from
radiosonde data, Reed (1955) and Reed and Danielsen (1959) predicted on the basis of potential vorticity
analyses that baroclinic zones beneath jet cores contain stratospheric air, and are therefore regions of ac-
tive stratosphere-troposphere exchange. Most subsequent aircraft studies of jet streams were aimed at augmen-
ting and lending detail to such cross-sections, making measurements by flying straight legs at constant
pressure perpendicular to the maximum wind direction. Specially instrumented meteorological research
aircraft have enabled a wide range of atmospheric parameters to be measured, with data from different
flight levels combined by assuming no change in the jet stream structure during the mission (lasting about
6 hours).
Briggs and Roach (1963) reported 22 such flights in different regions of jet streams at various stages
in their development. With measurements both of humidity and ozone concentration they could identify
tracers for both tropospheric and stratospheric air. On all flights, a sharp gradient in tracer concentration
was seen on the cyclonic side of the jet core, but only on a few flights did they observe a tongue of dry,
ozone-rich air extending into the baroclinic zone beneath the core. This feature was most prominent in
the entrance to middle regions of strong jet streams with straight or cyclonically curved contours. Fre-
quently, the decrease in specific humidity within a baroclinic zone greatly exceeded the corresponding
increase in ozone over background tropospheric concentrations, dry tongues being observed occasionally
with no enhancement in ozone. Such results concur with more recent observations, where high values
of potential vorticity were found to coincide with tropospheric concentrations of ozone (Shapiro, 1980;
Vaughan and Tuck, 1985).
A systematic aircraft study of the extrusion of stratospheric air into the troposphere beneath jet en-
trances was coordinated by Danielsen (1964) in the early 1960s as a response to concern about anomalous-
ly severe episodes of radioactive fallout. Staley (1960, 1962) also analysed radioactivity data in this con-
text. Mahlman (1965) examined the correlation between radioactivity deposition in the troposphere and
a cyclogenesis index. Large atmospheric nuclear explosions prior to 1959 had deposited radioactive isotopes
in the stratosphere. Effective mixing processes therein, combined with the moratorium on large nuclear
tests after 1958, ensured that Sr 9°, in particular, was by 1960 a reliable tracer for stratospheric air. By
using several aircraft to collect filter samples of Sr9° around the same jet stream system Danielsen was
able to investigate thoroughly the distribution of stratospheric air and the correlation between radioac-
tivity and potential vorticity. An example of a cross-section showing both polar front and sub-tropical
jet streams, taken from Danielsen (1968), is shown in Figure 5-26. Enhanced Sr 9° concentrations occur
beneath each jet stream, with some evidence of mixing also beneath the polar front jet core on its an-
ticyclonic side. The distribution of potential vorticity calculated by hand from the cross-section displays
a close correlation with radioactivity, verifying its use as a stratospheric tracer.
Danielsen uses the term 'tropopause fold' to describe the extrusion of stratospheric air beneath a jet
stream. Such folds develop as part of the upper level frontogenetic process associated with an intensifying
mid-latitude cyclone, and are initiated west of the upper-level trough behind a deepening surface vortex.
Occurring thus beneath the entrance region of a strong cyclonically curved jet stream, the folds corre-
spond to the conditions Briggs and Roach (1963) reported as favourable for the existence of dry, ozone-
rich air beneath the jet core. The motion of air drawn into such folds was investigated by Danielsen using
large-scale analyses of potential vorticity on isentropic surfaces drawn from radiosonde data, coupled with
isentropic trajectory calculations. Maxima in potential vorticity, corresponding to tropopause folds, were
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Figure 5-26. (a) Vertical cross-section of potential temperature (solid lines), wind speed in knots (dash-
ed tines), clouds (slant lines) and dust (dots) for 0000 GMT 22 April 1963. Values at sampling locations
are total/3 activity in dpm/SCF. From Danielsen (1968). (b) Potential vorticity, contoured at intervals
of 100 × 1010cm 2s -1K g-l, and (_ activity of Sr 9°indpm/1000SCF,forO000GMT22April 1963.
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found to maintain their coherence in the tropospheric flow south of the jet stream system for a period
of one or two days. Air from the fold depicted in Figure 5-26 was twice intercepted by aircraft as it traversed
the United States. Radioactivity measurements demonstrated that the ratio of potential vorticity to Sr 9°
remained constant to within the accuracy of the observations. It was therefore concluded that potential
vorticity and radioactivity could be used as tracers in the troposphere, with layers of high concentration
gradually being eroded by small-scale mixing with ambient air. Cumulus and cumulonimbus entrainment
on the cold side of the layer were identified as major agents in the mixing process, with mixing on the
warm side being considered negligible by comparison. To compensate for the loss of air from the stratosphere
in the folding process, Danielsen (1968) proposed a small mean inflow across the tropopause, which would
also maintain the sharpness of the tropopause against the diffusive action of small-scale turbulence. A
summary of his model of air flow during frontogenetic conditions, again taken from the 1968 paper, is
shown in Figure 5-16. The analysis shown in Figure 5-27, due to Mahlman (1973) shows transverse mass
transport diagnosed in a steady jet stream, and is consistent with Danielsen's idealized transverse circula-
tion. Note that the region of ascent in this example includes the jet core. Its essential conclusions are sup-
ported by Reiter and Nania (1963) reporting several aircraft missions in the late 1950s to investigate clear
air turbulence (CAT) near jet streams. Without tracer measurements, these flights can only illuminate
the exchange problem indirectly but they do emphasise the role of the strong backing of wind direction
with height beneath the jet core, observed in cyclogenetic troughs, in both the extrusion of stratospheric
air and generation of CAT. CAT provides an additional process to mix the fold with tropospheric air,
this time along the warm boundary where the wind shear is greatest.
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Figure 5-27. Mean mass transport stream function computed from vertical velocities in a steady polar
front jet stream. Note vertical transport between 200 and 300 mb at and equatorward of the jet core.
Units are mb m s -1, the C and A labels on the abscissa refer to cyclonic and anticyclonic sides of the
jet core, J. The averaging was performed relative to the flow, not fixed geographical coordinates.
Mahlman (1973).
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With the instrumentation available in the 1960s, even aircraft-based investigations of jet streams were
limited in their horizontal resolution, especially in the case of tracers - Briggs and Roach's ozone
measurements, for instance, were 3-7 minutes apart, while Danielsen's radioactivity samples were taken
every 20 minutes (although a cumulative count of/3 activity was recorded on his flights). The advent of
inertial navigation systems and gust probes in the early 1970s allowed direct investigations of turbulence
parameters, while the development of fast-response chemical sensors permitted a much more detailed delinea-
tion of tracer flow. Ozone, in particular, can now be measured reliably using chemiluminescent or ultraviolet
absorption techniques with a time resolution of ten seconds or less, which corresponds to a horizontal
resolution of a kilometre or better. Humidity, condensation nuclei and carbon monoxide concentrations
have all been used as tracers of tropospheric air in recent studies. Good, fast-response measurements may
be achieved of condensation nuclei and water vapour, especially by using a Lyman-o_ hygrometer for the
latter (Kley et al., 1979).
A comparison of ozone, radioactivity and potential vorticity on one jet stream cross-section flight
was shown by Danielsen et al. (1970). Although broad agreement was claimed in the distribution of the
three tracers, considerable structure was evident in both ozone and radioactivity above and on the cyclonic
side of the jet core. This emphasises the difficulties encountered when investigating small-scale structure
in potential vorticity with an aircraft. Although the absolute vorticity field may be resolved with confidence
by flying across the mean flow, the stability must be estimated by interpolation between successive flight
legs, with some guidance from nearby radiosonde ascents. Consequently, a derived potential vorticity field
is both poorly resolved and subjective in nature. Objective local measurements of potential vorticity must
await the development of aircraft-borne instruments to measure the local stability directly.
Further doubt of the suitability of potential vorticity as a tracer for stratospheric air was expressed
by Shapiro and colleagues after a series of jet stream encounters with research aircraft in the 1970s. Shapiro
(1974) found a close correlation between potential vorticity and ozone in both baroclinic zones beneath
a double jet stream system, but deduced very high values of the former in the strong cyclonic shear zone
on the stratospheric side of the maximum wind level. Four more research flights described by Shapiro
(1976, 1978) also revealed a mesoscale region (about 100 km wide) of very strong cyclonic wind shear
at the level of the jet core, leading him to deduce anomalously high values of potential vorticity there.
As shown in Figure 5-28 (from Shapiro 1978), these do not correspond to anomalously high values of
ozone. It must be emphasised that later, fast-response measurements of ozone (r < 10s) have revealed
enormous variations in its concentration both in the fold region (Danielsen and Mohnen, 1977; Shapiro,
1980) and on the cyclonic side of the core (Vaughan and Tuck, 1985), which are presumably present also
in the detailed potential vorticity field.
Reference has already been made to studies of the small-scale variations in ozone in cyclonic shear
zones and tropopause folds. These, together with analyses of the turbulence parameters (Kennedy and
Shapiro, 1975, 1980; Shapiro, 1980) have revealed a predominance of structures with length scales transverse
to the wind direction of 10-20km (length scales along the wind direction are not known). This corresponds
to about two minutes of flying time, and is much longer in horizontal scale than CAT. Turbulent fluxes
may be calculated from gust probe and other fast-response instruments by the covariance method on the
assumption that the motion is not ordered on the length scale chosen to calculate mean values (50-100km).
Fluxes deduced in this way are completely dominated by components of the order of 10-20km in length.
Shapiro (1980) suggests that these motions are wavelike phenomena with crests parallel to the jet stream
axis, but further research is clearly necessary to determine both their nature and their net contribution
to the turbulent transfer of heat and tracers.
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Figure 5-28. (a) Potential vorticity, 107 K s -1 mb 1, for 0000 GMT 16 April 1976. From Shapiro
(1978).
(b) Ozone, 10 -8, vmr, dashed lines; 100 x 10 -7 K s -1 mb -1 isopleth of potential vorticity, solid line,
same case as (a). Note that the region of high P, gradient on the right of the intrusion is not accompa-
nied by a similar anomaly of ozone. From Shapiro (1978).
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Observations with fast-response instrumentation revealed tropopause folds to be rather less homogeneous
than previously believed. Incomplete correlation between ozone and potential vorticity and planetary boundary
layer concentrations of condensation nuclei (Shapiro, 1980) as well as large horizontal variations in the
ozone mixing ratio (Danielsen and Mohnen, 1977) suggest that these baroclinic zones can be regions of
very active mixing. Direct flux calculations support Danielsen's (1968) view that most of the mixing oc-
curs on the cold side of the fold.
Few estimates exist of the total mass of stratospheric air transferred into the troposphere in a folding
event, and assume that air entering a tropopause fold in the cyclogenetic conditions described earlier is
irreversibly removed from the stratosphere. The possibility that some of this air may be returned to the
stratosphere at the jet exit (together with some entrained tropospheric air) has not been specifically in-
vestigated by aircraft flights, although humidity measurements in the lower stratosphere reported by Foot
(1984) occasionally reveal very moist air - humidity mixing ratios greater than 15 ppmm at 160 mb - well
above the tropopause near the British Isles. Without isentropic trajectory analyses the source of this air
could not be identified, although it did not appear to have originated near the polar front jet stream.
Measurements of reactive chemical species in regions of stratosphere - troposphere exchange can
elucidate both the mixing of air and the chemical processes taking place as a consequence. Bamber et
al. (1984) report hydrocarbon and ozone concentrations taken in a cut-off low with a cold core remaining
in mid-latitudes after an intense period of meridional flow. Air between 7 and 10km was found to have
chemical characteristics intermediate between those of the troposphere and stratosphere. The mixing of
moist air from the former with ozone-rich air from the latter appears to have accelerated the removal rate
of hydrocarbons, presumably by an enhancement of OH radical concentrations. Vigorous convective ac-
tivity eventually eroded the intermediate layer, establishing a higher tropopause appropriate to its new
latitude. More information is required on the extent of stratosphere-troposphere exchange in and around
cut-off cold pools before a definitive estimate of their contribution to the total exchange can be made.
5.2.5 Recent Aircraft Studies near the British Isles
During April 1983, the C130 W Mk 2 aircraft of the Meteorological Research Flight was used to
make 3 flights in a cut-off low (Figure 5-29) near the British Isles. Analysis of ozone traces and grab
samples taken by the aircraft on the first two flights, on April 22 and 23, have shown this system to have
two stratosphere-troposphere exchange events associated with it, which were found to have accelerated
hydrocarbon oxidation, putatively by increasing [OH] (Bamber et al., 1984). The vertical scale of the
region of exchange at the centre of the low was 3-4 km (Figure 5-30), considerably deeper than the con-
ventional picture of folds associated with jet streams. A third exchange event occurred in the cut-off low
on April 23, as shown by a radiosonde ascent from weathership C7R and the Total Ozone Mapping Spec-
trometer (TOMS) on board the Nimbus 7 satellite. Figure 5-31 shows the radiosonde ascents made on
April 23 by C7R and the C130 aircraft, while Figure 5-32 shows a sequence of 6 days data from TOMS.
Isentropic trajectories started at the point of origin of the large increases in 03 column density track this
feature in the TOMS data for 72 hours as it moves into the centre of the cut-off low (Figure 5-33). The
aircraft flight on April 26 shows that the ozone mixing ratio below 5 km has increased, probably as a
result of the earlier exchange events, and in the upper troposphere 03 is almost identical with what it
was on April 23 at the centre of the low. However, whereas on 23rd the air in this height range (6-9
km) was not clearly either stratospheric or tropospheric, by the 26th it was clearly beneath the tropopause,
as shown by profiles of both temperature and CF2C12 (Figures 5-34 and 5-35). By 26th, cumulonimbus
clouds at the core of the low were reaching the tropopause, and presumably the updrafts and downdrafts
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Figure 5-29. The cut-off low studied April 22-26. Montgomery stream function 102 m2s -2 and winds
(1.1 cm = 50 m s -1) on the 0 = 298 K surface are shown, 12 GMT, 23April 1983. The feature per-
sisted, with developments, until about 7 May.
involved were responsible for the changes in the CF2CI 2 profile, which are consistent with the ozone changes
in the lower troposphere. The fact that all three of these events are visible in the TOMS data and are
supported as producing stratosphere-troposphere exchange by radiosonde profiles is encouraging. Two
of the events clearly show evidence for extensive mixing of stratospheric air into the troposphere in the
coincident trace gas and ozone data obtained by the aircraft; the third was just missed by the flight track
on April 26. The meteorological assimilation field available in 1983 was the coarse mesh (1.875 ° long
× 1.5 ° lat); it was used to produce isentropic trajectories at 6-hourly intervals which successfully tracked
the enhanced column density feature in the TOMS data. By 1985, when further flights were attempted,
in a NNW'Iy jet stream in the Iceland-Scotland sector, the fine mesh (0.9375 ° long × 0.75 o lat) was
available and could resolve tongues of potential vorticity, well correlated and anticorrelated respectively,
with the aircraft ozone and water vapour data. Again, note the vertical scale of the event (Figures 5-36
and 5-37). Note also that smaller scale features in the operational analysis potential vorticity field, to the
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Figure 5-30. Flights made in the cut-off low shown in Figure 5-29. (a), (b) Vertical profiles expressed
as fractions of the mixing ratios measured at 150 m for some light alkanes and acetylene. The dots
represent measurements; lines joining them are included for illustrative purposes only. No butane isomers
were detected in the top bottle on the first flight. For the second flight, a leak in the bottle containing
air from 9.1 km prevented a hydrocarbon analysis. (c), (d) as (a), (b) but for F-11 (CFCI3) and F-12 (CF2CI2).
Error bars are standard error estimates.
C7R 47.1°N 17.0°W
C130 50°N 9°W
12Z 23 April 1983
Figure 5-31. T-@ grams from weathership CTR and the C 130,(flight 2) in the cut-off low of Figure 5-29.
The temperature curves are shown. Note the stable layer between 400 and 470 mb on the C7R ascent,
and the layer between 300 and 500 mb on the C 130 ascent with stability intermediate between typical
tropospheric and stratospheric values.
2O4
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APRIL 22, 1983 
APRIL 24, 1983 
APRIL 26, 1983 
Figure 5-32. TOMS ozone data maps, illustrating cut-off low in the North Atlantic of Figure 5-29 using 
the color scale as shown. Diagrams are for 21-26 April 1983, in chronological order. By midday 
27 April, the 500 DU contour at the center of the cut-off low had disappeared. 
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FORWARD TRAJECTORIES 23 APRIL 1983 48 HOURS # = 300K
Figure 5-33. Forward trajectories starting 12 GMT 23 April 1983, 48 hours on 0 = 300 K surface.
Data are from coarse mesh assimilation; cf. Figure 5-32 for the behaviour of the area enclosed by the
500 DU contour.
AIRCRAFT ASCENT5 AT CENTER OF CuT OFF LOW
Figure 5-34. C 130 aircraft temperature profiles at centre of cut-off low, 23 and 26 April. Back trajec-
tories for 26 April show air through the depth of the troposphere moving round the low centre.
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AIRCRAFT CF2CI2 AT CENTER OF CUT-OFF LOW
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Figure 5-35. C130 aircraft CF2CI2 profiles at centre of cut-off low, 23 and 26 April; cf. Figure 5-34.
The ozone profile changes were consistent with these, showing an ozone increase of 5-10 ppbv below
6 km by the later date (see text).
west and above the jet core in Figure 5-37, are independently corroborated by the aircraft data. This event
was also studied by a flight parallel to the jet stream axis in the air bounded by the upper frontal surfaces
(tropopause folds), and showed the ozone content to be very variable, but broadly increasing from -60
ppbv beneath the jet exit to - 180 ppbv beneath the jet entrance. This development raises the possibility
that if and when such resolution is available globally, it may be possible to combine meteorological analyses,
TOMS data and aircraft studies to produce more reliable estimates of stratosphere-troposphere exchange
on a global scale.
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Figure 5-36. (a) Fine mesh analysis, O000Z 27 April 1985, showing jetstream between Iceland and
Scotland investigated by C130 aircraft• Dashed lines are isotachs, ms 1, with values >60 m s 1
shaded. Solid contours are 300 mb geopotential heights, dam. (b) Cross-section of wind speed (m s =1,
solid contours) and potential temperature (K, dashed contours) corresponding to the analysis in part
(a). The section is along the 60 o latitude circle; barbed arrows are aircraft winds, with fleches and triangles
representing 10 and 50 m s-1.
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Figure 5-37. (a) Fine mesh cross-section of potential vorticity, derived from Figure 5-36(b); units are
10 6 m 2 s _K kg-_; values between 1.5 and 4.0 have been shaded horizontally. Spot values of aircraft
ozone (ppbv) have been superposed as heavier numerals. (b) Fine mesh cross-section of water vapour
mixing ratio (10 -_ by mass), corresponding to Figure 5-36(b); values greater than 100 have been shad-
ed horizontally. Spot values of aircraft water vapour, in the same units, have been superposed as heavier
numerals.
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5.2.6 Recent Aircraft Studies over the South Western United States
During late April 1984, two NASA sponsored aircraft-experiments were coordinated to provide an
extensive set of in situ and LIDAR measurements of tropopause folding events. Convair 990 and Electra
aircraft, sponsored by the Global Tropospheric Experiment, GTE, made measurements in the troposphere
and lower stratosphere, while a U2 aircraft, sponsored by the Stratospheric-Tropospheric Exchange Project,
STEP, extended the stratospheric measurements to 21 km. These aircraft, equipped with fast responding
sensors, made meteorological, trace gas and aerosol measurements of exceptional quality. Fast respond-
ing sensors are necessary to resolve the large gradients in the stratosphere and in the folds, and to permit
cross correlations of all measured variables over a broad range of temporal and spatial scales.
Combining conventional meteorological analyses and numerical prognostic charts with special isen-
tropic and cross-sectional analyses, Danielsen predicted the folding events and designed the aircraft flight
paths. The U2 was flown above the jet core in a vertical plane oriented perpendicular to the wind, see
Figure 5-38. It traversed this plane at four altitudes, separated by about 10,000 ft, making measurements
on both sides of the jet, but skewed towards the cyclonic side. In approximately the same vertical plane
the Electra was flown beneath the jet core, skewed towards the anticyclonic side. It traversed the tropopause
fold and made essentially continuous vertical profile measurements of ozone and aerosol backscatter by
a vertical (downward) pointing LIDAR. The objective here was to determine whether the ozone rich air
in the fold descended towards the surface boundary layer and if it did, to measure the ozone dilution caused
by the entrainment of tropospheric air at the boundaries of the fold. A much more complicated flight path
was assigned to the CV-990, including a horizontal traverse across the jet core towards the center of the
large scale cyclonic vortex, a descent into the ascending cold air, a traverse of the folded tropopause layer
and then a return flight in the layer.
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Figure 5-38. Flight paths in vertical plane relative to jet stream axis and tropopause fold.
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The cyclonic vortex which formed rapidly on April 20, 1984 over the southwestern United States
is shown in Figure 5-39. The winds are approximately parallel to the contours of the Montgomery poten-
tial, _M = CpT + gz. Wind speeds are approximately inversely proportional to the spacing of the _M con-
tours. In this case, typical of the springtime cyclones, the jet wraps around the south side of the vortex,
with speeds in excess of 130 kt. The detailed structure of this vortex is shown in the TOMS map of total
ozone (see Figure 5-51).
Horizontal flight paths of the three aircraft are delineated in Figure 5-40. The letters along the CV-990
path identify reference points to be used in comparing trace gas measurements to the computed distribu-
tion of potential vorticity.
E.C.M.W.F. DATA FORWESTERN U.S.A.
MONTGOMERY STREAMFUNCTION-THETA= 330.0
VALID AT 12Z ON 20/4/84 DAY 111
M=CP T+G Z
6O
CONTOUR INTERVAL: 5 mb
Figure 5-39. Cyclonic vortex which developed rapidly over south western United States on 20 April
1984. Jet stream on this 0 = 330 K surface is west and south of vortex where contour gradient is
maximum. See text for description.
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Figure 5-40. Flight paths (horizontal) of the three aircraft that made measurements in vortex on 20
April 1984. Letters on 990 path identify relative maxima and minima of tracers. Numbered dots identify
3 of 6 radiosonde stations used in analysing Figure..R-_I
5.2.6.1 Analyses and Measurements at and below the Jet
The distributions of potential temperature 0 in the vertical, from points A to I, and the wind speeds
normal to the vertical planes are presented in Figure 5-41. These cross sections were prepared from a
set of vertical and horizontal (constant pressure) analyses, mutually adjusted to assure spatial and tem-
poral consistency. A total of nine vertical cross sections were prepared first along lines of radiosonde
stations approximately perpendicular to the flow. Thermal and wind speed gradients were then transferred
to a set of seven constant pressure charts and analysed. After adjustments were made these analyses were
transferred to the vertical planes of the 990's flight path. Finally, P_ was computed and contoured at a
grid of points from Figure 5-41a. (The superscript denotes data subjected to a low pass filter). The distribution
of P_ (Figure 5-41) plus another 12 hours later were used to derive, by linear interpolation in time, the
P_ values for successive positions of the 990.
This labour intensive, time consuming effort was made to determine the diagnostic potentials of
radiosonde data. Throughout the analysis only radiosonde observations were used. All flight data were
reserved to test the final solutions. Could a three-dimensionally consistent analysis resolve a folded tropopause
structure whose horizontal dimensions are less than the separation distance of radiosonde stations? Also,
could a representative distribution of potential vorticity be computed from these analyses? The result of
one such test is shown in Figure 5-42. The variations of P_ versus time derived from the cross section
analyses (continuous bold line) is plotted along with slightly smoothed ozone and carbon monoxide
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Figure 5-41. Vertical cross-sections along 990 flight for 1200 GMT, 20 April, 1984 including:
(a) Potential temperature, 2K interval, and wind velocity normal to cross-section (10 knot contour inter-
val). (b) Potential vorticity, along same cross-section, in units of 10 -5 cm 2 s =1 K g-1
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Figure 5-42. Potential vorticity Pb (bold line), derived solely from radiosonde data, versus lightly filtered
ozone and carbon monoxide data from 990 flight.
measurements from the 990 aircraft. The ozone measurements are by courtesy of G. Gregory of Langley
Research Center, the CO by G. Sachse, also of Langley.
Two results are obvious. Except for a small phase error near point D, where the linear interpolation
was too crude, P_ and the ozone mixing ratio Xl0 are positively correlated and proportional to each other.
• 3 •
1 1 1 1Secondly, P0 and X are both negatwely correlated with X Therefore P, and X both function as
03 co" v 03
representative stratospheric tracers while Xc_ofunctions as a tropospheric tracer.
Another conclusion to be drawn from Figures 5-42 and 5-16 is that entrainment of tropospheric air
and mixing are responsible for the decrease in P_ and X _ down the axis of the fold and, by implication,
...... 03
mixing is responsible for the gradients m the lower stratosphere. There is no evidence here of a loss of
correlation as would be expected if P0 were independently changed by gradients of diabatic heating or
if Xo3 were significantly changed by photochemistry.
Airborne DIAL measurements (Browell et al., 1983) of aerosol distributions at 600 and 1064 nm
were made from 1 km below the aircraft to the ground and ozone profiles were obtained over a 4 km
altitude range also starting 1 km below the aircraft. In situ measurements of ambient temperature, dew
point, ozone, and aerosol number density were made onboard the Electra.
Results of the first airborne DIAL aerosol and ozone measurements across a tropopause fold event
are presented in Figure 5-43a and 5-43b. These data were obtained with the Electra flying at an altitude
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of 8.2 km ASL. The violet region at the bottom of Figure 5-43a is the topography along the Electra flight
track. The planetary boundary layer (PBL) can be seen to rise to a depth of about 3.0 km above the sur-
face. Convection in the PBL is associated with thermal plumes that originate at the surface and rise to
the top of the PBL, where it gives rise to the irregular appearance of the boundary layer top. Several
clouds are seen to be present near the top of the PBL, and a few of these clouds are optically thick to
the laser beam which produces a shadow below them. The free troposphere typically has a lower aerosol
loading than the PBL and this can also be seen in Figure 5-43a. Due to the enhanced aerosol loading from
volcanically derived aerosols, the stratospheric air exhibited greater aerosol scattering than did air in the
free troposphere. This contrast in scattering permitted the use of aerosols as a tracer of the stratospheric air
mass. In Figure 5-43a the stratospheric air can be seen in a layer having a depth of - 1.5 km from north
of Las Vegas, Nevada, on the right side of the figure to near Yuma, Arizona, on the left. For the first
time, the stratospheric air mass resulting from a tropopause fold was continuously traced down to the
top of the PBL. Internal gravity waves were induced in the fold by the action of the PBL. It is expected
that in addition to the mixing taking place across the boundaries of the fold in the free troposphere, mixing
processes at the top of the PBL would mix the diluted stratospheric air into the PBL.
Calculations of the optical scattering properties of the tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols sam-
pled in situ at 6.7 km altitude also show an enhancement of a factor of 2.2 in expected aerosol scattering
from the stratospheric aerosols compared to the tropospheric aerosols at a laser wavelength of 1064 nm
(Browell et al., 1985). This enhancement in scattering resulted primarily from a factor of 4.3 increase
in the total number density of aerosols in the 0.5 to 0.9/_m diameter range and the presence of large aerosols
in the 0.9 to 2.2/_m diameter range.
The airborne DIAL system also obtained the distribution of ozone along the same flight track. The
DIAL remote measurements of ozone are given in Figure 5-43b with higher ozone mixing ratios represented
I"_,t, th .... 11 ...... A ...... ,41_--1_.. ,1-,...... :......... iy ph'-'.7 .... .r,_-,-'** ,_.u u,a._ ul_pxay, xil_ Hmxl_JJuJJt OZOfie tcveJ reinote measured in the stratos eric air
was 240 ppbv in the centre of the layer near 2232 GMT. This agreed closely with the maximum value
of 225 ppbv measured in situ at 6.7 km altitude. The concentration in the layer decreased to the 120 ppbv
level in the layer above the PBL near 2152 GMT. The correlation coefficient between the DIAL derived
aerosol and ozone distributions were calculated over 5 minute intervals with a vertical resolution of 210
m and a horizontal resolution of 2.1 km (105 shot average). The correlation coefficient between ozone
and aerosol for each segment across the entire layer was greater than 0.8. This correlation reflects the
high degree of spatial coincidence between the ozone and aerosol concentrations determined by the DIAL
system.
Potential vorticity was calculated along a transect through the jet stream for 0000 GMT on 21 April
1984. A trajectory analysis was performed to determine the potential vorticity distribution in the cross
section along the Electra flight track (see Figures 5-40, 5-41). A plot of potential vorticity isopleths which
corresponds to the DIAL obtained aerosol and ozone cross-sections shown in Figure 5-43a and b is given
in Figure 5-44. These results were obtained solely from the analysis of radiosonde data. The location of
the boundary layer top corresponds closely to the lidar data in Figure 5-43a. The width and altitude of
the potential vorticity levels indicating the location of stratospheric air near the top of the PBL on the
left of Figure 5-44 agrees in general with the spatial location of the stratospheric air as determined by
the DIAL system. Since the potential vorticity is calculated from widely spaced radiosonde data, the analysis
cannot resolve the small scale gravity waves seen in the lidar data. In general, the potential vorticity analysis
accurately defines the relative characteristics of the stratospheric intrusion. The depth of the layer as deter-
mined from the potential vorticity analysis agrees with the lidar measurements; however, the location of
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Figure 5-44. Isopleths of potential vorticity (10 -_ cm2s 1K g-1 along Electra flight track on 20 April
1984. These data were calculated from an isentropic trajectory analysis from radiosonde data.
the warm boundary predicted from the potential vorticity information is higher than its actual location.
Incorporation of in situ aircraft data into the potential vorticity analysis will improve the agreement with
the DIAL data by constraining the location of the tropopause fold at altitudes of 6.7 and 8.2 km.
These results are consistent with the conservation of potential vorticity and ozone mixing ratio as deduced
by Danielsen (1968) from simultaneous observations of potential vorticity and radioactive isotopes. They
are inconsistent with the deductions by Shapiro (1980) and Gidel and Shapiro (1978). Eddy mixing proc-
esses are adiabatic - they redistribute energy, momentum, potential temperature and potential vorticity.
When integrated or summed over infinitesimal volumes of a bulk system their effects cancel except at
the surface of the bulk system, conversely diabatic heating rates and/or photochemical productions apply
to each elemental mass of the bulk system. See Hoskins, Mclntyre and Robertson (1985), equation (70b)
for a mathematical statement: the mass integrated potential vorticity over a material volume can change
only if there are non-zero values of d0/dt or the curl of a frictional force on its boundary. In practice
in the atmosphere this means radiation, condensation or interaction with the planetary surface.
A fundamental difference between conservative and nonconservative processes in the atmosphere,
is whether the surface integral of the property in question over a material volume is or is not constant
in time. It is equally fundamental to our understanding of stratospheric-tropospheric exchange processes.
In particular, it affects how we interpret correlations between trace species that we observe along the air-
craft flight paths. With few exceptions, the nonconservative processes in the middle and lower stratosphere
act slowly and are most effective in determining long term mean distributions. On the other hand, differential
advections by the winds and small scale mixing are most effective in determining instantaneous distribu-
tions. If this concept is correct, species whose large scale gradients are positively correlated will remain
positively correlated as all internal wave induced velocities displace the larger scale gradients. Similarly,
negatively correlated species will remain negatively correlated until small scale mixing becomes impor-
tant. Then, their correlations will be systematically reduced in magnitude. Correlations computed from
the 03 and CO measurements made on the 990 flight of April 20 confirm this assumption. The measure-
ments were filtered by digital Fourier low-pass and successively higher band pass filters. Correlations
approaching -1 for the low pass approach 0 for the highest band pass.
The lowest correlations in the highest frequency band pass were found on the return flight in the fold-
ed tropopause zone. Here, tropospheric air is being entrained and mixed with the stratospheric air along
both boundaries, as indicated by the streamlines of Figure 5-16.
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The distribution of ozone mixing ratio and aerosol backscatter obtained from the lidar measurements
were presented earlier in this section. Again we see that as a direct result of the small scale mixing and
the entrainment of tropospheric air by the velocity deformations that the values of all stratospheric tracers
decrease down the fold as it is extended toward the surface boundary layer.
5.2.6.2 Analyses and Measurements above the Jet
Several factors conspire to make stratospheric analyses above the jet level much more difficult than
those just presented. The time sequence of aircraft (U2) data was filtered, eliminating the short, high fre-
quency waves, and the low pass filtered data combined with the radiosonde data. Analyses of this type
based on temporal filtering along each horizontal flight leg will be presented below. However, they still
include vertical structures of short vertical wave length associated with long horizontal wave lengths. Their
vertical variations were deduced from the U2's ascent and descent profiles which were also incorporated
in the analyses. To eliminate these waves, vertical profiles of temperature (T _) and zonal wind speed (U _)
were constructed from the analysis at 1 ° latitude intervals and then these profiles were filtered vertically.
The 0, U, and P0 analyses of Figures 5-45a and b were computed and drawn from the filtered profiles.
These heavily filtered fields, denoted by an overbar, are considered representative of the undisturbed mean
state. The 1 superscript will refer to the low passed filtered data. Figures 5-45a and b show 0 isotherms
sloping downward to higher latitudes consistent with U decreasing with height. They also show that the
maximum U, the jet axis, tilts with height toward lower latitudes. The P0 distribution, computed from
analyses of Figure 5-45a plus estimated radii of curvature of the mean flow, includes a maximum on the
cyclonic side of the jet, a minimum on the anticyclonic side. The horizontal gradient at constant 0 is lar-
gest in the lower stratosphere. It becomes negligibly small at O's >450 K, indicating that horizontal in-
homogeneities produced by differential quasi-horizontal advections would be restricted to O's <450 K.
Examples of the horizontal inhomogeneities detected by the U2 at 50,000 ft (117 mb) (15.3 km) are
presented in Figure 5-46 (a, b, c and d). Flying south-southwestward from the center of the vortex towards
the jet, 0 decreases monotonically with many high frequency oscillations superimposed on the low pass
profile. In marked contrast to these trends the xl3 , X_2oand XCNoscillate from distinct maxima to minima.
We were surprised to find X_3 and X_2o positively correlated, and X_2o and XCN negatively correlated.
However, a comparison of the magnitudes indicates that the flight is in the dry stratosphere, above and
to the north of the strong X_2o transition zone whose lower boundary is the tropopause. The flight at
41,000 ft crossed this transition zone and a positive correlation between X_2oand XC_Nwas observed where
X_2o was large.
The spatial distributions of Xo_3, X120 and XC_Ndrawn from the low passed data and ascent-descent pro-
files are presented in Figures 5-47a, b and c. Here we see correlated relative maxima and minima of all
three tracers sloping downward to higher latitude approximately parallel to O's of Figure 5-45. A com-
parison of the toned areas reveals that the strong correlations observed at 50,000 fl extend over most of
the dry stratosphere. In particular X_2o is positively correlated with X0_3at O's > 380 K. This correlation
implies an upper stratospheric source for H20, most probably that due to the oxidation of methane. Con-
versely the negative correlation at 41,000 ft is due to the surface source for H20.
These distributions combined with the absence of large variations in 0, as seen in Figure 5-46a, are
consistent with a folding of the PO, X etc distributions by a large amplitude, slow frequency, gravity modified
inertial wave. In particular perturbation analyses show that waves of short vertical wave length whose
wave fronts are parallel to the 0 surfaces will not disturb the 0 field but will advect the P0 gradients at
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Figure 5-45. (a). Vertical cross-sections analysed only from meteorological measurements. See Figure
5-39 for the flow on the 330K surface, and Figure 5-40 for the U2 flight path. Data were heavily filtered
to remove oscillations whose vertical wave lengths were _< 3 km. Note change in 0 contour interval
at 400 K.
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Figure 5-45. (b) As in part (a), but for potential vorticity. Note change in contour interval at 2 x 10 -4
cm 2 s-_ kg-1
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Figure 5-46. Temporal variations measured by U2 on 50,000 ft leg, 20 April 1984, including unfiltered
and low pass filtered profiles of: (a) potential temperature; (b) ozone mixing ratio; (c) water vapour mix-
ing ratio and (d) condensation nuclei mixing ratio.
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Figure 5-47. Vertical cross-sections analysed from low pass filtered data along flight legs and vertical
ascent-descent profiles for: (a) ozone; (b) water vapour; and (c) condensation nuclei mixing ratios.
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constant 0. These waves would be elliptically polarized and the hodographs plotted, during ascent and
descent of the U2, from the observed winds confirm this necessary condition. The perturbation vectors,
7-8 ms ' in amplitude, rotate anticyclonically with height, producing alternating northward and southward
advections.
These waves could fold and later unfold the distributions of conservative tracers. However, the observed
high frequency oscillations indicate that instabilities of the Helmholtz type are generated along the boun-
daries of the folds. These produce small scale mixing which renders a potentially reversible transfer, ir-
reversible. In this case the folding occurring above the jet is all in the stratosphere. Air from the anticyclonic
side of the jet, having tropical (tropospheric) characteristics is folded over and under air from the cyclonic
side with polar (upper or middle stratospheric) characteristics.
These high resolution experimental data show that potential vorticity and ozone are both positively
correlated and proportional to each other; both are negatively correlated with carbon monoxide, which
thus serves as a tropospheric tracer. It is also clear that mixing is an important process in folds.
5.2.7 Ground Based Studies over France
New ground based remote sensing instruments such as lidars and scidar have been developed during
the last four years allowing a new insight into the relatively small scale phenomena associated with
stratosphere-troposphere exchanges. These instruments are presently located in the Northern Hemisphere
mid-latitude region and have been mainly used for the study of stratospheric air intrusions occurring primarily
in association with the tropopause folding mechanisms taking place at the junction between frontal sur-
faces and the troposphere and related to the polar jet stream deformations. Their high spatial resolution
is particularly well adapted to the vertical scale of such events ( - 1 kin) and the measurement temporal
continuity leads to observations during long time periods compatible with the horizontal scale of a few
hundred kilometers characteristic of these events. However the fixed location of the observing stations
implies that the description of such an event will be dependent on the position and motion of the front
as compared to the observation site and thus only a particular cross-section of the intrusion can be studied
in detail. The data interpretation in terms of mixing between stratospheric and tropospheric air requires
a synoptic analysis of potential vorticity and potential temperature cross-sections (Reed, 1955; Danielsen,
1968). Nevertheless as shown in the various examples given hereafter such an instrument as the lidar system
in use at the Observatoire de Haute Provence Geophysical Station for ozone measurements since 1980
(Pelon and Megie, 1982a) may help to improve our understanding of the small scale processes involved
in stratosphere-troposphere exchanges. Two case studies corresponding to different synoptic situations
will be analysed hereafter.
The Figure 5-48 shows examples of lidar observations of the ozone vertical distribution taken on
December 1 and 2, 1981. During this time period a meridional circulation was established over France
due to a developing wave pattern in the jet stream associated with the descent of a low over southern
Europe and the presence of an anticyclonic region over the Atlantic. This resulted in a main front located
over Southern France at the 500 mb level during the second night of observation (December 2-3). The
measurements reported on Figure 5-48b are thus representative of a vertical cross-section through the frontal
zone in the southwest part of the low. The observed altitude decrease in the ozone number density max-
imum corresponds to the displacement of the front during the measurement period. At the lower edge
of the front, simultaneous measurements using the star scintillometry technique (Scidar), Azouit and Ver-
nin (1980), gave evidence for the presence of intense turbulent layers, at 5-6 km altitude just below the
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Figure 5-48. Ozone number density isocontours as a function of time (horizontal axis) and altitude (ver-
tical axis) for the nights of December 1st and 2nd 1981. The hatched areas correspond to ozone con-
centrations larger than 1012 cm 3.
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peak of the ozone distribution (1.5 × 10t2 mol cm -3 i.e., 120 ppbv). If for the previous night (December
1-2) the shapes of the ozone isocontours (Figure 5-48a) arc similar to the fingered structure observed in
tropopause folding events, the observed evolution should not be attributed directly to the influence of the
main front: in order to explain the origin of the high ozone content observed at tropospheric levels in
both cases and to follow its ensuing evolution, air mass trajectories calculated from radiosonde observa-
tions, by the Meteorologie Nationale at the European Center have been used (Figure 5-49). Such trajec-
tories are necessarily crude, especially in the region of frontal surfaces. The trajectories ending at the
Observatoire de Haute Provence (OHP) on December 1 (6 pm and midnight UT) at the 300 and 500 mb
levels (Figure 5-49a) show that the origin of the air masses four days before (November 28) are quite
different. The one observed at 300 mb in the early night originated above Greenland at upper levels (225
mb) in the stratosphere (high ozone content), while those observed six hours later come from tropospheric
levels at lower latitude. The synoptic situation on November 28 (0 h UT) corresponds to a very well developed
frontal zone stretching from north-west of Southern England to the South of Iceland with a low over nor-
thern England and Western Scandinavia and a high over the Azores. The time resolved measurements
at the OHP correspond thus to a transverse cross-section through this frontal zone: observed air masses
originate at various altitudes with different ozone contents further modified by dispersion and small scale
turbulence along the trajectories. Similarly, Figure 5-49b shows the trajectories ending on December 2
(midnight) at two points located at the 500 mb level in the frontal zone. Their origins are in the cyclonic
zone above the North Sea four days before at the 400 mb level (points 5 and 6). The ozone rich air masses
coming from this region have thus turned around the low in the associated frontal zone before reaching
southern France (Figure 5-48b).
Considering the air mass trajectories calculated for the days following the observations, evidence is
given that the air coming from points 2 and 3 on Figure 5-49a (December 1) is going back to higher latitudes
(49 °N and 57 °N) and upper levels for point 2, whereas air originated from point 3 remains at the 500
mb level. On the second night (December 2-3), the trajectories originating at points (5 and 6) on Figure
5-49b are quite different: the air masses coming from point 5 continue to travel down to lower latitude
(37 °N) and higher pressure levels (630 mb). On the contrary air masses originating from point 6 reach
a latitude of 68 °N on December 7 at the 450 mb level. Such a behaviour illustrates the complexity of
synoptic stratosphere-troposphere exchange processes: the air masses observed in the frontal zone can
either be definitely transferred into the troposphere at mid-latitudes, or return to the stratosphere at higher
latitudes in association with the polar jet stream. This latter conclusion must be tentative in view of the
nature of the trajectory calculation. It is however an interesting possible behaviour.
Another example of the influence of cyclogenesis on ozone transfer can be given from observations
performed on July 9, 1980 when large ozone concentrations were observed at the 300 mb level associated
with a frontal zone located over Southern France and corresponding to a similar jet stream wave pattern
as the one described above. The lidar measured ozone profiles give evidence for concentrations as high
as 3.5 1012 mol cm-3 (380 ppbv) at 9 km altitude, and 2.5 1012 mol cm -3 (200 ppbv) at 7 km altitude,
in the upper part of the frontal zone (Figure 5-50a). Considering the total ozone maps obtained from the
TOMS experiment on board the Nimbus 7 satellite, the low observed over France corresponds to ozone
total content up to 400 DU, the frontal zone being delimited by the 360 DU contours. Trajectories, calculated
as before for the 300 and 500 mb levels, show that the air masses considered originated on July 6 from
latitudes west of Ireland, close to 50 °N (Figure 5-50b) and thus from the same cyclonic zone before it
developed over Southern France. Related to the development of this low, the anticyclonic zone previously
settled over the Northern Atlantic region is cut in two parts with a blocking high at 70 °N latitude carrying
low ozone content in the lower stratosphere as observed by TOMS. No direct correlation can then be
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Figure 5-49. a) Air mass trajectories ending at the Observatoire de Haute Provence on December
1st, 6 pm ((1) 500 mb pressure level; (2) 300 mb and midnight; (3) 500 mb; (4) 300 mb). b) Air mass
trajectories in the frontal zone at the 500 mb level originating at points 5 and 6 and ending at 49°N,
IO°E and at the OHP (44°N, 5°E) on December 2nd (midnight) and their ensuing evolution.
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Figure 5-50. a) Ozone vertical distribution on July 9, 1980 at midnight as observed by Iidar sounding
at the OHP. b) Air mass trajectories ending at the OHP on July 9, 1980 (midnight) and their ensuing
evolution: full line (500 mb), dotted line (300 mb).
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further established between the location of the frontal zone and the ozone vertical distribution. It should
also be pointed out that air masses, originating from this low, entered the associated frontal zone where
it stayed on the following days, slowly ascending before reaching at higher latitudes on July 14 a cyclonic
zone over Siberia (60 °N, 70 °E), returning thus to the polar stratosphere (Figure 5-50b). Again, the coarseness
of these trajectories, together with an absence of measurements which would permit estimation of the rate
of mixing, makes this an uncertain interpretation.
These two examples show the difficulty in quantifying the ozone transfer related to mid-latitude
stratosphere-troposphere exchange processes. They did not give evidence for a large direct ozone transfer
at 45 °N from the stratosphere to the troposphere but rather indicated that such transfer occurred at higher
latitude. The larger part of the transported ozone remains in the frontal zone for several days with a likely
possibility for part of it to return to the polar stratosphere. Evaluation of the magnitude of the ozone transfer
is also complicated by turbulent exchange processes in the frontal zone which are more intense than in
the free troposphere. Further investigations are needed especially at the synoptic scale (using airborne
lidar systems) to provide evaluation of ozone transfer within frontal zone, cutoff lows or blocking highs.
5.2.8 Global Coverage: TOMS Ozone Column Measurements
The total ozone column is a particularly sensitive indicator of vertical motions of air due to the peculiar
vertical mixing ratio distribution of ozone. In the troposphere, the mixing ratio is small (- 0.04 ppm)
and nearly constant. Immediately above the tropopause the mixing ratio increases steeply ( -0.50 ppm/km)
with height in the stratosphere to a maximum near 35 km. Any vertical displacement produces a change
in the total ozone due to convergence or divergence. Reed (1950) calculated that a well-developed upper
tropospheric trough should contain 24 Dobsons of total ozone greater than the average of 300 Dobsons.
An adjacent ridge will be depleted by a similar amount and 15 % variations in total ozone should be found.
Variations of this magnitude are observed with the Nimbus 7 TOMS in large scale planetary waves (Schoeberl
and Krueger, 1983). Much larger changes (greater than 30%) are found in smaller scale troughs (Krueger,
et al., 1981). Information about the vertical structure of ozone would aid in diagnosis of exchange events,
however, none of the current satellite-borne ozone profile sounding instruments is likely to provide any
routine diagnostic coverage of exchange processes due to the lack of horizontal coverage and of vertical
resolution.
The TOMS maps global total ozone each day with 50 km spatial resolution at nadir from a local noon
orbit. The wavelengths of the instrument are selected for maximum penetration of the ozone region, with
the Rayleigh scattering contribution functions peaking low in the troposphere. The precision of measure-
ment, tested by comparison with coincident Dobson Spectrophotometer data (Bhartia, et al., 1984a) is
better than the average 2 % rms difference and appears to be close to 1%. This figure is of the order of
residual cloud biases and radiance measurements errors. Thus, total ozone differences of 3-5 Dobsons
are at the limit of detection in individual samples but, by use of spatial coherence on mesoscale or synoptic
dimensions, the limit of detection is less. Thus, measurement errors are generally trivial at extratropical
latitudes.
At the present time, TOMS observations of total ozone show promise for investigation of exchange
processes. The following discussion concentrates on these observations.
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5.2.8.1 Brewer Circulation/ITCZ Exchange/Stratospheric Fountain
The total ozone in the tropics is observed to have a general wavenumber 1 longitudinal variation.
The zonal average ozone has a low variability (5-8 Dobsons) and exhibits a shallow minimum located
in the winter hemisphere. The latitude of the minimum does not vary with longitude and is confined to
within 15 ° of the equator. At the equinoxes the minimum jumps discontinuously to the opposite hemisphere.
This behaviour is different from that of the ITCZ which tends to persist in the northern hemisphere throughout
the oceanic areas, except for the western Pacific region where interhemispheric transitions are found. A
direct association between the axes of the oceanic ITCZ and total ozone is not found.
The longitude of the minimum of tropical total ozone is, however, stationary and located over the
western Pacific (150 °E), coincident with the location of the "stratospheric fountain" of Newell and Gould-
Stewart (1981), suggesting a possible decrease of lower stratospheric ozone in the fountain region. Alter-
natively it may only indicate a relation between the tropical tropopause height and total ozone, such as
occurs in Figure 5-8.
An analysis of the detailed behaviour of total ozone over the ITCZ shows no relationship except for
"superreflectivity" clouds. These clouds have apparent reflectivities greater than 100% and appear in
the tropics and in severe storms. They are believed to be ice specularly-reflecting, capped cumulonimbus
cloud masses. These clouds show an excess of ozone relative to the surroundings and may indicate sub-
sidence of stratospheric air.
Tropical total ozone also exhibits small scale structure which is organized on scales larger than clouds
and cloud masses, but seemingly located at random. Some features persist and migrate meridionally, in-
dicating mass transport of ozone excess or deficit air between the tropics and subtropics. The transport
of excess ozone into the tropics is found at Atlantic longitudes while ozone ::minima" move out of the
tropics at Indonesian longitudes. This behaviour appears to be consistent with the transport diagnosed in
Section 5.2.2.2.
5.2.8.2 Tropopause Folding near Jet Streams
Aircraft observations of ozone and jet stream structure (Danielsen, 1968; Shapiro, 1980; Shapiro et
al. 1982) indicate that the folds have typical vertical dimensions of 1-2 km. Recently exchange events
with a vertical scale of 3 km have been observed (Figures 5-30 and 5-34). The integral amount of ozone
in the fold is estimated to be on the order of 10 Dobsons based on a typical mixing ratio of 0.10 ppmv.
This amounts to a 3 % change which is well within the precision limits of the instrument. The shape of
a fold in plan view can be seen in Figure 5-51, the TOMS data for the aircraft study case of April 20,
1984 described in Section 5.2.6. The fold observed with the airborne LIDAR (Figure 5-43) in the
southwestern U.S. is found to coincide with the dark green band (325 - 350 Dobsons) that parallels the
steep gradient in the yellow colors along the California-Nevada border. This high gradient band (25 Dob-
sons/100 km) is located exactly at the jet stream core as observed with the CV 990 aircraft at 310 mb
over western Nevada (Figure 5-41).
The polar vortex boundary is another potential location for exchange of air. Polar vortex air masses
are identified on TOMS maps by their extremely high total ozone values (450 - 550 Dobsons). The high
total ozone would suggest low tropopause heights and, indeed, tropopause pressures of greater than 500
mb are found. The boundaries are also very steep with ozone gradients of 100 Dobsons/500 km typical.
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Shapiro and associates investigated these features with aircraft flights across the vortex during the 1983 
AGASP experiment. Jet stream winds were found at 300 - 400 mb and stratospheric air in the fold was 
traced by ozone, potential vorticity, and aerosols to as low as 700 mb (Shapiro, et al., 1984). Other flights 
during this experiment investigated other folds with similar conclusions. The satellite observations of these 
features have yet to be investigated. 
5.2.8.3 Cut-off LOWS 
In Section 5.2.5, evidence was presented that stratospheric air in cut-off low centres is mixed into 
the troposphere. TOMS showed an increase of about 50-60 DU associated with the low, and combined 
with the aircraft ozone data, it could be concluded that much or all of the ozone in this extension was 
probably mixed into the troposphere. 
Cut-off lows always appear as isolated ozone maxima in TOMS maps, thus demonstrating that 
stratospheric air within the low centre is ozone enriched. In the Bamber et al. (1984) study the cut-off 
low was disrupted by convective activity. It is possible to follow the life cycle of other cut-off lows in 
the TOMS data. One often sees that a path is established to the main trough after a few days and at least 
part of the ozone is returned to the system that spawned the cut-off low. In other cases the low centre 
can be permanently absorbed. At the present time a systematic study of such features has not been made. 
It is apparent that combining the spatial information and quantitative ozone data in the TOMS maps with 
conventional radiosonde and aircraft observations and with numerical models will produce a better understand- 
ing of the importance of cut-off lows in the exchange budget. 
Figure 5-51. TOMS map of total ozone during the aircraft experiments over the western United States 
on 20 April 1984 (see section 5.2.6). Color boundaries are at 25 DU intervals as shown in color scale. 
The tropopause fold is in the dark green region south and west of the trough which is outlined in yellow 
color over Nevada and Arizona. 
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5.3 LARGE SCALE NUMERICAL MODELLING OF STRATOSPHERE-TROPOSPHERE EXCHANGE
If it is accepted that understanding of the physical nature of the processes effecting exchange across
the tropopause is necessary before successful modelling can be attempted, the basic difficulty is apparent
from the case studies described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. In the tropics and in many cases in the extratropics
the scale of the individual processes is below the resolution of the global meteorological observing system.
There were grounds for encouragement however, in the tropopause folding events reproduced by a limited
area operational model, with 0.9375 o × 0.75 ° longitude-latitude resolution (see Section 5.2.5). Never-
theless, some investigation with general circulation models has been done, because although such models
parametrize mesoscale events and cumulonimbus storms, they can resolve the larger scale features of the
sea-land contrast and the associated topography, jet streams and the horizontal temperature structure at
the tropical tropopause, which arises from the preferential occurrence of the deepest cumulonimbi at
longitudes in the western Pacific-Indian Ocean region.
5.3.1 General Circulation Models
One consistent result from general circulation models which transport ozone (usually as a tracer with
a parameterized chemistry) is that there is a greater flux from the stratosphere to the troposphere in the
Northern than in the Southern Hemisphere. For this reason, and despite the inability of GCMs to ade-
quately resolve the meteorological processes achieving the cross-tropopause flux, a table (5-1) has been
given of available general circulation model estimates of the ozone flux to the troposphere. Other estimates
of this flux from atmospheric data tend to be of the same general magnitude (Paetzold, 1955; Regener,
1957; Fabian and Junge, 1970; Danielsen and Mohnen, 1977). Figure 5-52 shows a model estimate of
the Northern Hemisphere annual mean 03 cross-tropopause flux and mixing ratio at 500 mb; although
these data show that the model is not completely equilibrated, it is nevertheless clear that the maxima
are too early, occurring in late winter and early spring. Very recently, Levy et al. (1985) have published
a more detailed consideration of tropospheric ozone in their GCM; it is discussed in Chapter 4.
(a) GCM estimates of ozone export to the troposphere. There are three model estimates of ozone fluxes
from stratosphere to troposphere:
Table 5-1. General circulation model estimates of cross-tropopause 03 Flux
NH SH
MLM 6.6 3.6
GS 4.9 2.5
AT 3.8 3.0
03 fluxes, 101° molecules cm 2 s-,
The references in the left hand column of Table 5-1 are, in order, Mahlman, Levy and Moxim (1980);
Gidel and Shapiro (1979) and Allam and Tuck (1984a, b). The AT figure has not been previously published
but was calculated with the same methodology as was used for water vapour in the reference.
The MLM estimate is actually 03 flux across the 240 mb surface, while the GS estimate assumes
that the model zonal mean potential vorticity has a constant ratio to observed zonal mean ozone, and that
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this ratio can be used to convert model potential vorticity flux to an ozone flux. The NH annual mean
03 cross-tropopause flux and mixing ratio at 500 mb, are shown in Figure 5-47 for the AT model. The
MLM model had horizontal resolution of 265 km and a levels at pressures of 500, 315, 190 and 110 mb
in the relevant region, while the GS model had 5 ° × 5 o horizontal and 3 km vertical resolution. The
AT model had horizontal resolution of -320 km and similar a levels to MLM at the relevant altitudes.
It could be argued that if a general circulation model does an acceptable job of getting the large scale
dynamics right, the mass flux across the tropopause must be approximately correct, even if the detailed
simulation of the synoptic, meso and cloud scale processes involved is poor. Such a view assumes that
mass transport by the large scale dynamics is independent of the quality of representation of these smaller
scales, and is by no means well established. Also, from the point of view of fluxes of particular chemical
species, the case studies of Sections 5.1 and 5.2 show clearly that it is necessary to know the covariance
of the species and the motion field on the active scales.
(b) Lagrangian diagnostics of GCM data
Kida (1983a,b) has used a hemispheric GCM, without topography and with annual mean forcing,
to obtain trajectories from the 3 velocity components for many thousands of particles for periods of up
to 5 years. Model resolution was 3 ° long × 2.5 ° lat with 12 levels from the surface to 1 mb, so the results
must be dependent upon the treatment of sub grid scale processes. An analysis was used which produced
a "spectrum" of ages of air particles in different regions of the model stratosphere. Particles in the tropical
stratosphere were younger, and had a narrower spectrum of lifetimes since entry from the troposphere.
At the poles, the model air particles were older, with a fiat, broad spectrum of ages. Most particles entered
the stratosphere across the tropical tropopause, but there was an identifiable fraction which entered the
lower mid-latitude stratosphere from the upper tropical troposphere. It is difficult to see how Kida's results
can be tested experimentally, since the only particles in the real atmosphere which retain their identity
after 5 years in the stratosphere are likely to be N2 or CF4 molecules rather than fluid elements.
Allam & Tuck (1984a,b) have examined fluxes of mass and water vapour and associated trajectories
across the "tropopause" in a 13-level global general circulation model, with 320 km horizontal resolution
and vertical levels (at relevant heights) of 493, 319, 196, 117 and 74 mb. Ozone was available as a tracer,
and its cross-tropopause transport calculated; the hemispheric average behaviour over a year is shown
in Figure 5-52. Deep tropical convection over the Indian Ocean/Western Pacific and Central American
sectors maintained a source of dryness at - 100 mb. Exchange of mass and water vapour occurred above
the cores of the subtropical jet stream maxima, between the tropical upper troposphere and lower mid-
latitude stratosphere. Some trajectories showed oscillatory behaviour with periods of the right order for
inertial instability. A summary of the behaviour seen in all 400 trajectories is as follows.
(i) Within the limits of the model spatial and temporal scales, mixing was sufficiently effective that substantial
development of the O3-H20 ratio of a parcel generally occurred during the 10-day period.
(ii) O3-HzO ratios developed strikingly around jet streams, particularly at exits and entrances.
(iii) Air parcels frequently underwent decreases in water vapour in the tropics during horizontal motion,
especially when this was into the upper troposphere of the equatorial western Pacific; presumably this
emphasizes the importance of mixing with drier air.
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Figure 5-52. Northern hemisphere mean ozone flux stratosphere--troposphere (open circles) in the
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Note that the behaviour is not completely equilibrated, and that the tropospheric ozone maximum oc-
curs in late February.
(iv) There was little development of O3-HzO covariance in the anticyclonic circulations, particularly in
the subtropical highs.
(v) Air entering the equatorial western Pacific region acquired a positive correlation between low values
of ozone and low water vapour mixing ratios, presumably because of the co-location of ozone and temperature
minima in this region.
(vi) The flow of air from about 100 to 200 mb in the equatorial western Pacific into the right entrance
of the Japanese subtropical jet stream, above the core, resulted in low water vapour mixing ratios at the
southern flank of the stratospheric Aleutian high, via the left exit.
(vii) Air moved, at about 100 mb, from the southern subtropical jet stream, at about 30 °S, to about 15-20 °N
in a few days, at longitudes 180 ° to 160°W.
(viii) There were trajectories from subtropical and mid-latitudes at about 100 mb in the Northern Hemisphere
which moved equatorward and upward in limited longitudinal zones, transporting relatively high water
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vapour mixing ratios to the tropics and so tending to create an increase of water vapour with height above
100 mb. This did not occur in the Southern Hemisphere.
(ix) The proportion of trajectories which oscillated between 'stratosphere' and 'troposphere' was considerably
higher than the proportion which directly ascended through the tropical tropopause. This is of course sub-
ject to bias in the initial distribution of rings of parcels, and to the difficulty in defining the model tropopause.
This model maintained a negative correlation between ozone and water vapour in the upper troposphere
(200 mb level), but showed a positive correlation in the lower tropical stratosphere, with a negative cor-
relation in the lower stratosphere of middle and high latitudes (Allam, Groves and Tuck, 1981). The negative
correlations in the troposphere are readily explicable; the positive correlations were attributed to the dry-
ing action of deep cumulonimbus upon ozone-poor air from the lower tropical troposphere, a behaviour
readily apparent in the time history of ozone and water vapour along appropriate model trajectories. Such
predictions have yet to be tested against global scale data, but the lower stratospheric behaviour at high
northern latitudes is consistent with old aircraft data obtained by Roach (1962), as may be seen from Figure
5-53.
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A feature common to all general circulation models is the difficulty of defining an objective, realistic
tropopause. The representation at high latitudes is often poor, and it is extremely difficult to reproduce
a temperature structure at the tropical tropopause which will dry the air there to the correct degree.
5.3.2 Operational Weather Forecasting Models
The Met Office global forecast model with levels at 1000, 950, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200,
150, 100, 70, 50 and 30 mb, and with lat. x long. resolution 1.5 ° x 1.875 o failed to produce good wind
field analyses on the scale of polar front jet stream, as shown in Figures 5-54 and 5-55. The model's
best analysis has the jet core speeds, and the wind shears on either side of it, seriously wrong and an
attempt to compute potential vorticity shows that large errors are inherent, and that the horizontal con-
tribution has to be considered. However, the limited area fine mesh of this model, covering 30 °N-80 °N
and 80 °W-30 °W with a lat. long. grid of 0.75 ° × 0.9375 o reproduced the aircraft observed wind shears
much better, and in fact resolved a tropopause fold (Figure 5-37), with consistent trajectories, potential
vorticity, ozone and water vapour structure. The potential vorticity and water vapour from the model were
arrived at independently of the aircraft data, so the correlations between the O3 and PV, and between
the 2 sets of humidities, are very significant.
For reasons like those above present estimates of the annual average global transport of 03 across
the tropopause from general circulation models cannot be considered to be completely reliable, let alone
of the structure of the distribution in space and time, which is probably more important than the single
number. The fine mesh results, however, give some reason to believe that better estimates will be possible
in future.
5.4 ASSESSMENT OF STRATOSPHERE-TROPOSPHERE EXCHANGE
In both tropics and extratropics, recent high quality case studies have improved and amplified our
detailed understanding of the processes effecting troposphere-stratosphere exchange, while reinforcing
the basic correctness of the qualitative, gross mechanisms suggested for ingress by Brewer (1949) and
for egress by Reed (1955). These case studies may in future be given global scope by combining them
with measurement and analysis systems such as the TOMS observations, and with numerical weather predic-
tion models, one of which has been shown to resolve extratropical tropopause folding events when its
lat x long resolution was improved from 1.5 ° z 1.875 o to 0.75 ° x 0.9375 o. However, for such an ap-
proach to work for a specific species, its covariance with potential vorticity in the lower stratosphere and
upper troposphere must be known. In the absence of measured profiles of global extent at, above and
below tropopause level, a start could be made by preparing correlograms of ozone and potential vorticity
from all available data. In the tropics, it is likely to be more difficult to use operational meteorological
models to obtain global scale estimates of cross tropopause flux. It may be possible to use satellite im-
agery of the ice crystal formations associated with deep tropical convection (anvils), but the methodology
is not yet established.
Many substantial uncertainties remain. Previous studies used a body count of tropospheric cyclogenesis
to compute the mass transfer out of the stratosphere in middle and high latitudes, despite some indications
that this was unlikely to be a satisfactory procedure (Mahlman, 1965). Recent studies show that one cut-off
low had three exchange events develop in the first three days; it existed as an entity for over 10 days,
but no airborne studies were made after day 5. This, and the vertical extent of stratospheric extrusions
revealed in some recent studies (3 and even 4 km) suggests that past estimates of ozone transfer to the
troposphere may have been too small. Since cut-off lows are often associated with blocking anticyclones,
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Figure 5-54. Wind speeds measured from the C130 aircraft compared with the coarse mesh (1.5° lat
× 1.875 o long) assimilation winds. Note the agreement of the aircraft data with the pilot balloon winds,
and the model failure to resolve the wind shears. Dashed contours are the model assimilation; solid con-
tours are the aircraft data. The fine mesh (0.75 ° lat × 0.9375 ° long) did a much better job of reproduc-
ing the shears and core velocity.
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there could be substantial effects on the tropospheric ozone distribution. Blocking anticyclone/cut-off low
systems occur preferentially in spring and autumn in the Northern Hemisphere in the NE American seaboard
and Icelandic sectors, but in mid summer over the Central Pacific sector. They are also more intense and
of longer duration in the Northern than in the Southern Hemisphere, where they are mostly confined to
the New Zealand sector. There could thus be a systematic inter-hemispheric difference in tropospheric
ozone content, and annual cycle variations which are a function of longitude arising purely from the dynamics
of tropopause deformation during upper cyclogenesis. This supposition could be tested by assimilation
analyses from a global weather model with adequate resolution (better than 1 o x 1 o) with ozone treated
as a tracer, possibly using TOMS data.
There is an apparent difficulty in reconciling the view that air enters the stratosphere solely in the
tropics (which arises from recent case studies of water vapour profiles near cumulonimbus anvils in the
Panama region) with the factor of 20 or 30 decrease in water vapour mixing ratio which occurs in a few
kilometres above the mid-latitude tropopause. This is best resolved by saying that very little air above
the hygropause cannot have entered in the tropics, but that air between the hygropause and the tropopause
can have been mixed with extratropical tropospheric air moving quasi-horizontally, as suggested by dynamical
and general circulation model studies. Whether or not air from this transition layer can be transported
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upward and equatorward in disturbed conditions, as predicted by a general circulation model, remains
to be tested. Close examination of ozone, water vapour and methane profiles above the tropical hygropausc
is suggested. It is not securely established whether or not there is longitudinal variation in the water vapour
mixing ratio at the tropical hygropause level. The matter is important, bearing in mind the potential of
the deepest cumulonimbi for rapid vertical transport up to 20 km, with mixing extending up to 3 km higher.
There are two suggested explanations for the positive correlation observed in the stratosphere at and
above hygropause level. One is that ozone and the component of water vapour coming from methane ox-
idation have a common source in the upper stratosphere. A second possibility arises from the general cir-
culation model result of a positive correlation in ozone and water vapour between 30 °N and 30 °S at 70
mb, with no methane oxidation present. This was explained by deep convection in the western equatorial
Pacific region drying ozone-poor air from near the surface.
It is possible that both mechanisms are effective; it might be expected that the first mechanism would
give a positive correlation at high values of 03 and H20, while the second would maintain such a relation-
ship at low values. This hypothesis clearly needs testing.
5.4.1 Unresolved Problems
An important unknown is connected with the extent to which tropopause folds are reversible. The
data from recent studies in April 1983 and 1985 near the northern British Isles, and from April 1984 over
the southwestern United States suggest that purely advective descriptions are incorrect, and that mixing
is rapid. Nevertheless in some circumstances folds can be tracked for several days; if the mixed air is
transported back to the stratosphere, then some tropospheric air may enter the stratosphere in mid-latitudes.
Both studies with global scale models and results from early aircraft studies in Project Springfield
(Danielsen, 1964) suggest that some tropopause folds may split, with the supergeostrophic air to the right
of the jet being decelerated and turned to the right, while the subgeostrophic air to the left of the jet is
accelerated to the left. The supergeostrophic air descends into the south easterly flow around the upstream
anticyclone, and is very unlikely to be reversible in the sense of return to the stratosphere. Such motion
by folds has not been studied by aircraft with modern instrumentation, but is suggested by TOMS total
ozone patterns in some troughs. Such volumes of air could reveal interesting chemical evolution. It is
the subgeostrophic air which could re-enter the stratosphere. Figure 5-56 illustrates the splitting process.
There is a possible difficulty in need of resolution between the interpretation of the amplifying baroclinic
wave given in Section 5.2.3.2 and the local dynamical constraint of potential vorticity conservation. It
is shown that in such waves, subtropical air is transported poleward on isentropic surfaces that span the
subtropical troposphere and the polar stratosphere, and that this transport exceeds that of polar air equatorward
on the same surfaces. However, if the tropopause is advected with the air, exchange is not necessarily
implied. The decrease in the water vapour profile, by roughly a factor of 30 within less than a scale height
above the mid-latitude tropopause, argues that exchange does occur, but it is not clear how the large in-
crease in potential vorticity needed to change tropospheric air into stratospheric air is achieved. In this
context, the roles of radiative transfer and the presence of high cloud (cirrus), which occurs frequently
in the warm sector of baroclinic lows, need examination; it may be also that the radiative time scale for
the relaxation of cut-off highs which have moved to higher latitudes, as suggested in Section 5.2.3.2, needs
further study. The time scales in actual cases have not as yet been established. There is one case study
(Shapiro et al., 1980), where in a split jet structure, tropospheric air with anticyclonic vorticity (i.e., low
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Figure 5-56. Schematic of trajectories of air extruded in a tropopause fold, relative to surface pressure
pattern. The orthogonal planes are to lend a three-dimensional appearance. The air curving anticyclonically
and downwards is unlikely to return to the stratosphere. The upward moving, cyclonically curved tra-
jectories could return to the stratosphere, subject to constraints imposed by mixing processes.
potential vorticity) did move into the stratosphere, but which left open the question of how long it could
stay there. Exchange from troposphere to stratosphere near jet streams needs more examination
experimentally.
5.4.2 Recommended Future Studies
There have as yet been no studies of exchange at the subtropical jet streams. In view of the considerable
differences between such jets and polar front jet streams (see for example Newton and Trevisan, 1984),
and the general circulation model results which suggest that partial inertial oscillations in the STJ could
play a role in stratosphere-troposphere exchange, such studies are required, particularly of the E Eurasian
jet stream in winter and spring.
It is not certain how much of the stratospheric air in cut-off lows is mixed into the troposphere after
the system becomes isolated from the polar vortex. Similarly, the posited return of upper tropospheric
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air in baroclinic cyclogenesis to the stratosphere has not been characterized by detailed aircraft studies.
A combination of upward looking DIAL ozone profiles and dropsondes to get u, v, w, T, P and humidity
would be valuable, particularly in association with TOMS ozone mapping, which provides the means for
a global extrapolation of local studies of each of the exchange processes.
Investigation of the largest cumulonimbus storms, in the equatorial W Pacific Indian Ocean sector,
the Bay of Bengal and at mid-latitudes in summer is required. The simple experiment of Barrett et al.
(1973) could be very informative if repeated with modern instrumentation. It is also necessary to see if
there is a widespread, thin layer of ice crystals in the region of low tropical tropopause temperatures (Figure
5-5).
There is also a clear need to examine the nitrogen oxide content of the air injected into the stratosphere
by large Cb, and also that left behind by dissipating anvils. The ability of Cb to rapidly transport air from
near the surface to tropopause level suggests that the whole range of the chemical composition of their
inflow and outflow may need characterization. It is possible that suggestions made in 1976 that lightning
may be an important source of NO x for the lower stratosphere are correct, but better measurements are
required.
There are instances in the literature where studies of the flow over mountains has revealed extremely
steep slopes in the isentropes in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Such situations should be
investigated on a case study basis; the Himalayas and the Andes are outstanding examples of course.
Finally, if the global distribution of ozone flux across the tropopause is required in detail, satellite
profiles in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere will be required ultimately, as a check on tech-
niques using global weather prediction models and potential vorticity.
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6.0 INTRODUCTION
The distribution of ozone is maintained by combined radiative, chemical and dynamical processes.
In particular, transport processes determine the movement of ozone precursor constituents such as N20
and cn 4. Dynamics also influences the distribution of constituents such as NO x, HO x and C1X which
determine ozone loss processes, and of course transport processes act on 03 itself determining its distribu-
tion throughout much of the atmosphere. For these reasons, it is crucial that models that aim to simulate
present day ozone correctly as well as those that aim to make quantitatively correct predictions of future
ozone distributions include quantitatively correct transport. This, in turn, requires that the atmospheric
dynamics responsible for effecting this transport be modeled in a quantitatively correct manner.
Transport in the atmosphere can be effected by dynamical processes acting on all spatial and temporal
scales. For instance, the Brewer-Dobson circulation is a global scale circulation consisting of rising mo-
tion in the tropics and descending motion at high latitudes. In this chapter, it is emphasized that this type
of global-scale pattern of rising and descending motions owes its existence to the presence of asymmetric
eddy motions. These can be large-scale eddies (e.g., baroclinic waves and planetary waves) or small-scale
eddy motions (gravity waves and turbulence). The fact that the existence of the global scale overturning
circulations is so intimately connected to eddy transport processes has important implications for the for-
mulation of transport models.
The last comprehensive discussion of the state of research of the ozone problem took place four years
ago [WMO, 1981]. Several notable advances in our understanding of dynamics and transport have been
made during these four years. These have included new observational analyses, improvements in our modeling
capabilities, and an enhanced theoretical basis for our understanding of transport. Brief discussion of some
of these is given in this introductory section with a more complete discussion given in the body of the chapter.
On the observational side, there have been analyses of new satellite data. For instance, Salby et al.
[1984] have used the high vertical resolution LIMS data to identify equatorial Kelvin waves in both the
stratosphere and mesophere. Also, the new availability of observations of 03, HzO, NOz and HNO 3 from
LIMS and of N20 and CH4 from SAMS has made it possible to use these observations to evaluate current
ideas on the interplay between chemistry and transport. There have also been new analyses of more con-
ventional nadir-viewing stratospheric satellite data. Perhaps, the analysis of this type that has had the greatest
impact on our conceptual understanding was that of Mclntyre and Palmer [1983] in which they showed
observational evidence for Rossby wave breaking. Several multi-year climatological analyses have also
appeared in the literature during this past four years. This has allowed the average annual cycle in North-
ern and Southern Hemisphere stratospheric climatological variables to be determined as well as the inter-
annual variability in the climatology. Indeed, our knowledge of the circulation of the Southern Hemisphere
stratosphere has improved dramatically in the recent years, principally as a result of global satellite coverage.
Our understanding of this half of the globe, however, still lags behind that of the Northern Hemisphere.
Ground-based radar and lidar observations have also contributed significantly to our knowledge of
gravity wave processes in the mesosphere. Vincent and Reid [1983] have provided measurements of ver-
tical momentum fluxes that demonstrate consistency with the theoretical concepts of gravity-wave-induced
drag on the mean zonal flow proposed by Lindzen [1981] and Matsuno [1982]. There have also been the
beginnings of the assemblage of a radar-derived gravity wave climatology for the middle atmosphere.
While little has yet appeared in the literature, these works have motivated researchers to become increas-
ingly concerned about what role gravity waves might play in the stratosphere.
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On the theoretical side, there has recently been a much greater appreciation of the balance between
advective and dispersive transport processes [Mahlman, 1985; Plumb and Mahlman, 1986]. The latter
work sets forth the framework from which a consistent specification of advection and dispersion can be
made in two-dimensional photochemical models. A framework with which the one-dimensional eddy dif-
fusion used by photochemical modellers can be reconciled with large-scale dynamics has also been given
by Holton [1985] and Mahlman et al. [1985].
Along with the developing appreciation of the climatology of the middle atmosphere has come the
realization that the traditional conceptual separation of the three-dimensional structure into zonal mean
and eddy components may have severe limitations. This is especially true during Northern winter, when
the polar vortex may be shifted well off the pole. In the absence of any theoretical framework to simplify
the transport problem, the full implications of this three-dimensionality can only be addressed via direct
analysis of the observed circulation and constituent distributions or in three-dimensional models.
There has been a great deal of activity in middle atmosphere modeling over the last four years. Among
other things, this has led to an increasing realization that, despite the large scale of flow patterns typical
of stratospheric maps, general circulation models of the middle atmosphere need to use horizontal resolu-
tions that were previously thought to be necessary only in the troposphere. There has been a slow, but
appreciable, advancement in the inclusion of transport and photochemical processes in three-dimensional
models. A continuing problem with middle atmosphere general circulation models is their pathology in
producing excessively cold polar night temperatures with associated excessively strong westerlies. There
remains some uncertainty over the role of improved parameterization of radiative processes versus inade-
quate dynamics in giving rise to this discrepancy. Even if the source of this problem is taken to be inade-
quacies in dynamics, it is unclear what role is played in this by gravity, waves as opposed to large-scale waves.
Such shortcomings place limitations on the use of current models for assessment studies. However
a more serious practical limitation is that inclusion of complex, realistic photochemistry into such models
remains prohibitively expensive (except for short integration times), even for the fastest present day com-
puters. It seems we must await a future generation of computers, or a theoretical advance in the simplification
of three-dimensional transport, before three-dimensional assessments become a reality.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 deals with the observed structure
of the middle atmosphere. In this section, there is a brief discussion of the techniques used to observe
the middle atmosphere. This is followed by discussions of the zonally-averaged and eddy structure of the
middle atmosphere; in particular, our rapidly expanding appreciation of transient motions is discussed
in some detail. Discussions of observed middle atmosphere seasonal variations and interannual variability
follow. Section 6.2 contains a discussion of our theoretical understanding of the middle atmosphere cir-
culation. The point is made very strongly that our present understanding of middle atmosphere dynamics
tells us a great deal about middle atmosphere transport processes. In particular, the relationship between
the residual mean circulation and eddy processes is underscored. The present status of general circulation
models of the middle atmosphere is discussed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 reviews some recent satellite-
based observational studies of stratospheric transport processes, as revealed by the behavior of consti-
tuents and of potential vorticity (a dynamical tracer). The theory of global transport and its representation
in transport models is discussed in Section 6.5. Finally, Sections 6.6 and 6.7 contain some comments
on future directions in this field of research and a summary of the main points of the chapter.
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6.1 CLIMATOLOGICAL MEANS AND VARIABILITY OF THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
6.1.1 Introduction
Climatologies of the middle atmosphere have been constructed from radiosonde/rocket soundings and
other surface-based information. The set of observations due to Groves [1970] was adopted as the CIRA
[1972] standard atmosphere. Few radiosondes reach levels above the lower stratosphere and rocket data
are very sparse. It is therefore impossible to obtain a complete global picture of the structure and dynamics
of the middle atmosphere from these types of observations alone. With the launch of satellite-borne
radiometers, it became possible to map the temperature distribution in three dimensions and to follow
its changes from day to day. From the thermal wind relation between the temperature and motion fields,
the wind field in the extratropics can be derived to a good approximation if the height of some base pressure
level in the atmosphere is available, and a wide range of dynamical studies can then be conducted. One
major advantage of satellite measurements is their global coverage. Note however that the process of building
up the height/wind analysis from some base level means that errors in the base height field (and there
remain substantial gaps in ground-based observations, especially over the Southern oceans) permeate the
entire analysis. Further major advantages of satellite measurements are their approximate spatial unifor-
mity and the fact that they are made with a single instrument. These features are particularly important
for dynamical studies as relevant diagnostic quantities can involve a high order of spatial differentiation,
and global analyses based on readings of uniform reliability are consequently vital. Recent climatological
studies of the middle atmosphere which have employed satellite data are those of Labitzke and Barnett
[1979], McGregor and Chapman [1979], Hamilton [1982b], Geller et al. [1983, 1984], and Hirota et al.
[1983a]. A new interim CIRA atmosphere is to be published in the Handbook for MAP, Vol. 16.
Confidence in the reliability of satellite-derived data has been increased through comparison of quan-
tifies derived from satellite data with equivalent quantities obtained from conventional meteorological analyses
and/or other, independent, satellite data. Smith [1982] compared wind fields, wave structures and other
derived quantities using SCR and LIMS satellite data and NMC analyses based on conventional (radiosonde)
data below, and satellite data above, 10mb. The comparisons showed good qualitative agreement, although
SCR and LIMS data could not be compared directly since the instruments were not operating at the same
time. Kohri [1981] had earlier performed similar studies using a single month (Dec. 1975) of LRIR data.
A somewhat more stringent and systematic attempt at intercomparison was made by the PMP-1 work-
ing group using SAMS and LIMS data from the Nimbus 7 satellite, SSU data from TIROS-N and conven-
tional analyses (mostly based on radiosonde data) from NMC, ECMWF and the Free University of Berlin.
The study focused on 8 individual days, including quiet and disturbed times; results are discussed in Rodgers
[1984]. Overall the study found good qualitative agreement and, in some cases, good quantitative agree-
ment between the various data sources. However, differences in horizontal and/or vertical gradients can
produce marked differences in derived quantities; significant differences were apparent for momentum
flux. A second study by this working group [Rodgers _and Grose, 1985] has focused on monthly mean
comparisons for periods between 1979-81 using the same data sources. Conclusions were similar to those
of the earlier study.
Noticeably absent to date is a detailed comparison focusing on the Southern Hemisphere. This situa-
tion is perhaps a result of the sparseness of radiosonde data for the Southern Hemisphere and the fact
that many of the sampling strategies for remote measurements from satellites have focused on the dynamically
more active Northern Hemisphere.
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Satellite measurements do not give readings at a point but are averages over a volume of the atmosphere
[see Houghton et al., 1984, Chapter 6]. Moreover, they are made asynoptically: measurements at dif-
ferent points are taken at different times, so that some form of time interpolation is also implied. During
periods when the circulation is highly contorted important features may not be adequately resolved and
other measuring techniques with higher spatial and temporal resolution then provide useful supplementary
information. Two such techniques are lidar and radar which give good vertical and temporal resolution
from ground sites, though clearly not global coverage.
Ground-based techniques offer refined vertical and temporal resolution, which makes them well suited
to studying small-scale phenomena such as gravity waves. Their value in observing large-scale processes
is limited by the localness of the measurements. An important development has been that of the MST
(Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere) radar technique introduced by Woodman and Guillen [1974]. Radars
of this type operating at VHF (30-300 MHz) and UHF (0.3-3 GHz) have the capability of measuring winds,
waves and turbulence parameters with time and vertical resolutions of the order of 1 to 2 min and 50
to 300 m, respectively. Echoes are obtained from refractive index irregularities caused by temperature
and density fluctuations in the troposphere and stratosphere and by fluctuations in electron density in the
mesosphere. The Doppler shift of the echoes gives the line-of-sight velocity. Three radar beams enable
the measurement of the complete velocity vector, as these radars have the unique ability to measure ver-
tical velocities with reasonable accuracy. Depending on the radar sensitivity, it is possible to make almost
continuous wind soundings at heights up to 25 to 30 km. In the mesosphere, echo occurrence is, however,
often intermittent with diurnal, seasonal and geographic changes being found. Because of their excellent
temporal and spatial resolutions MST radars have provided invaluable information about short period gravity
waves and turbulent motions. However, long term studies of the dynamics of the mesosphere have so
far been restricted to a few sites. Rottger [1980] and Gage and Balsley [1984] have provided recent reviews
of MST techniques and their capabilities.
Partial reflection (PR) radars which operate at frequencies near 2 MHz share with the MST technique
the ability to measure the structure of tides, gravity waves and the time-mean flow in the mesosphere.
Although their time and height resolutions are moderate (a few min and a few km) PR radars have proved
very reliable and, at some stations, almost continuous observations have been made over several years,
giving insight into the morphology of mesospheric waves and winds [Vincent, 1984b].
Lidars which use Rayleigh scattering from atmospheric molecules to measure neutral density and
temperature constitute an important new development since they provide information about the wave
parameters which is complementary to that provided by radars [Chanin and Hauchecorne, 1981]. Time
and height resolutions of 15 min to 1 hr and 100 m to 1 km can be achieved and since lidars can observe
much of the stratosphere and mesosphere, they can study the 'gap' region between 30 and 55 km, which
is the most difficult region to investigate with MST radars. To date, most information about small-scale
dynamics in this range has come from infrequent rocket and balloon soundings.
This section on climatology is an account of the global structure of the large-scale circulation of the
middle atmosphere that has been inferred from satellite measurements, and includes a description of the
small-scale wave and turbulence processes determined by radar. The section begins with a discussion of
the basic state of the middle atmosphere as represented by the zonal mean structure of temperature and
winds at the solstices (Section 6.1.2). This zonal mean structure is, of course, an incomplete description
of the three-dimensional state. Even on a monthly-averaged basis, the wintertime stratospheric wind field
may depart substantially from zonally uniform flow, because of the presence of large-amplitude quasi-
stationary waves. While it has become almost conventional to describe the climatology of stratospheric
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waves in terms of these time-averaged components, day-to-day variations are in fact substantial. Estimates
of the ratio of variance in transient wave components to that in the time-mean waves range from 1 to
1 [Tomatsu, 1979] to 3 to 1 [Geller et al., 1984; Hirotaet al., 1983a]. Consequently any meaningful descrip-
tion of climatology must account for fluctuations about the time-averaged state of the stratosphere. The
emergence of continuous global satellite observations in recent years has greatly facilitated our knowledge
of such features. Understanding has been advanced by these measurements for both transient extratropical
disturbances and for equatorial wave modes. Many of these features were previously unobserved; indeed
the identification of some of these modes has been a major success of limb-viewing satellite measurements.
The extratropical planetary wave field may be characterised, at least qualitatively, in terms of two
basic contributions to frequency spectra of individual wavenumbers. At low frequencies, variance has the
form of a red continuum, falling off more or less systematically with decreasing period, representing the
baroclinic, "quasi-stationary" waves, which are largely confined to midlatitudes of the winter hemisphere.
These disturbances propagate upwards through the stratosphere and play a central role in coupling the
stratosphere with the troposphere. They are "quasi-stationary" in the sense that they fluctuate, in amplitude
and phase, about climatologically preferred values. Their climatological structures are presented as mon-
thly mean waves in Section 6.1.3. It must be emphasised, however, that the departures of the actual wave
field from these means can be dramatic, especially during high-latitude warming events (see Section 6.1.7).
Adjacent to and superimposed on this red continuum are discrete spectral peaks appearing at westward
frequencies for the smallest zonal wavenumbers. As will be discussed in Section 6.1.4, several of these
discrete peaks may be manifestations of planetary normal modes. These waves are of global extent (at
least at the lowest levels) and their vertical structure is for the most part barotropic.
Most of the wave activity of the middle atmosphere is believed to originate in the troposphere. Forc-
ing of the large-scale, quasi-stationary waves is ultimately provided by the orographic effects of large
mountain ranges and the thermal effect of longitudinal variations in diabatic heating. However the tropospheric
planetary wave field incorporates a substantial transient component. While the nature of these disturbances
has not been addressed in stratospheric studies, such considerations have been examined extensively in
tropospheric investigations. A number of these [Eliasen and Machenhauer, 1965; 1969; Ahlquist, 1982;
Lindzen et al., 1984] indicate that a sizable fraction of the unsteady planetary wave activity at periods
shorter than two weeks is associated with the planetary normal modes. Some of these studies [also Hirooka
and Hirota, 1985] suggest that during sporadic amplifications, these transient components in combination
may attain amplitudes as large as the stationary components. It is important that the relative contribution
from these two elements of planetary wave activity be more fully understood.
A distinct set of wave motions is observed in the tropics. These "equatorial waves" are of large zonal
scale, but confined in latitude about the equator. They have large horizontal phase speeds and short ver-
tical wavelengths, which precluded their observation from satellites until the advent of limb-viewing in-
struments. These waves, which play a fundamental role in the momentum budget of the tropical middle
atmosphere, are described in Section 6.1.5.
Gravity waves and tides are of relatively small amplitude in the lower stratosphere. Because of their
high frequency and rapid vertical propagation they are, in the main, attenuated relatively little as they
propagate upwards and therefore they attain large amplitudes in the mesosphere, where they become dominant
influences on the mean circulation. Section 6.1.6 discusses our current knowledge of these motions and
of the turbulence which they generate in the mesosphere.
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The final two sections describe the variability of the circulation. The account of the seasonal cycle
in Section 6.1.7 draws attention to the extreme departures from time-averaged fields that can occur in
the middle atmosphere. On longer time scales, it has come to be recognised that the year-to-year variabili-
ty of the circulation is more marked in the stratosphere than in the troposphere. Therefore, the circulation
in any one year or small group of years should not be taken as fully representative; some findings on
the inter-annual variability of the middle atmosphere are presented in Section 6.1.8.
6.1.2 Zonally Averaged Structure of Wind and Temperature
The zonal mean temperatures and zonal winds of the stratosphere and mesosphere for January and
July are shown in Figures 6-1. and 6-2. Except at high latitudes in the lower stratosphere during winter,
the temperature increases with height in the stratosphere (due to ozone heating) and decreases with height
in the mesosphere. In the middle and upper stratosphere, the temperature decreases monotonically from
the summer to the winter pole, whereas the temperature gradient has the opposite sign in the mesosphere.
In Section 6.2, below, this climatological temperature structure will be compared with that predicted
on the basis of a radiative-convective equilibrium calculation. Some of the differences are substantial,
with the winter pole as much as 100 K warmer than the radiative-convective equilibrium value. As will
be discussed in Section 6.2, these differences are indicative of dynamical influences.
There are pronounced differences between hemispheres during winter in the stratosphere and lower
mesosphere at high latitudes, which reflect different levels of dynamical activity. In the northern hemisphere,
the polar temperatures are warmer through most of the stratosphere and colder near the stratopause than
they are in the southern hemisphere. During summer, the stratopause in the southern hemisphere is about
5 K warmer than in the northern hemisphere, probably because the Earth is closer to the Sun in January
than it is in July.
Zonal winds in winter and summer are westerly and easterly, respectively, with maxima located at
mid latitudes in the lower mesosphere. Easterlies occupy equatorial latitudes in the stratosphere at the
solstices, except in the lower stratosphere during the westerly phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation (Sec-
tion 6.1.8). The middle and upper mesosphere are marked by a rapid decrease with height of both the
westerly and easterly winds. This is thought to be due to the drag imposed by the dissipation of gravity
waves, which propagate upwards from the troposphere [e.g., Lindzen, 1981]. Another major feature of
the wind distribution is that zonal winds are typically much stronger during winter in the southern hemisphere
than they are in the winter northern hemisphere. This is consistent (through thermal wind balance) with
the colder polar temperatures in the southern hemisphere.
The zonal-mean meridional velocity _ in the middle atmosphere can only be inferred indirectly from
satellite measurements of radiance. In the mesosphere, however, long term-radar measurements have been
used to obtain V. Figure 6-3 shows an example of the annual changes of the meridional and zonal flow
in the mesosphere observed with a partial reflection radar. It illustrates the variability due to the passage
of large-scale waves but overall the mean meridional flow is from the summer to winter pole, in agree-
ment with theoretical expectations (see 6.2.4). The peak magnitudes are between 5 and 20 ms ' and oc-
cur at the mesopause [Nastrom et al., 1982; Vincent, 1984b]. Mean vertical velocities, _, are extremely
difficult to measure because of their small magnitudes. However, Nastrom et al. [1985] found reasonable
agreement in the lower atmosphere between MST radar measurements of _ and values computed by other
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Figure 6-1. Cross sections [pressure (mbar)-Iatitude] of zonal mean geostrophic wind (ms -1) and zonal
mean temperature (K) for the average over 5 years of the monthly means for January. The data are
from the combined SCR/PMR retrieval made at the University of Oxford for the period January 1973
to December 1974 and July 1975 to June 1978. (Supplied by J.J. Barnett and M. Corney).
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means. In the mesosphere, Balsley and Riddle [1984] measured long-term velocities of about 25 cm s-'
with the Poker fiat [65 °N] MST radar which are much larger in magnitude and opposite in sign to the
values expected from the observed _ and temperature structure. Theory predicts a rising circulation over
the summer pole and sinking motion over the winter pole (Section 6.2.4).
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6.1.3 Monthly-Mean Wave Structure
Departures of the circulation of the middle atmosphere from zonal symmetry are conventionally sum-
marized by presenting the structure of harmonic waves around latitude circles. Whereas any zonally vary-
ing field can be represented mathematically as a Fourier spectrum of waves, such descriptions are most
valuable when the field contains only the gravest components, e.g., wavenumbers 1 and 2, as is typically
the case for the stratospheric height field. Such behavior is consistent with the planetary wave theory of
Charney and Drazin [1961] who showed that only the longest waves generated in the troposphere can
penetrate well into the middle atmosphere in winter. Recent studies, however, caution against an over-
reliance on linear theory when interpreting the complete behavior of the wave components [McIntyre and
Palmer, 1983, 1984; Clough et al., 1985].
The amplitudes and phases of wavenumbers 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 6-4 and 6-5. They are com-
puted for the solstices from the monthly-mean geopotential height field. Maximum amplitudes are at high
latitudes near the stratopause and decay with height in the mesosphere. This decrease may be due to a
number of factors: dissipation of disturbances is more rapid in the mesosphere than in the stratosphere
[Dickinson, 1973]; the vertical penetration of disturbances may be limited by the wind distribution resulting
in equatorward refraction [Karoly and Hoskins, 1982]; large-scale disturbances may be dissipated to some
extent in the stratosphere by the generation of small scales of motion during 'wave breaking' [McIntyre
and Palmer, 1983,1984]. In summer, monthly-mean amplitudes are very small since large-scale quasi-
stationary disturbances are confined to the troposphere by easterly winds in the stratosphere [Charney
and Drazin, 1961]. In both hemispheres during winter, the amplitudes of wave 2 are less than those of
wave 1. Both waves exhibit a westward tilt with height at midlatitudes in the stratosphere and less tilt
in the mesosphere. The ridges and troughs associated with the waves are aligned from the south-west to
the north-east in the northern hemisphere, and from the south-east to the north-west in the southern
hemisphere. The tiit with height and the trough/ridge alignment correspond to poleward eddy momentum
and heat fluxes, and upward and equatorward Eliassen-Palm fluxes (see Section 6.2).
There are inter-hemispheric differences in the amplitudes of the monthly-mean waves that can be
associated with the differences in zonal mean temperatures and winds mentioned earlier (see Section 6.2).
The northern hemisphere winter stratosphere is more disturbed than is that of the southern hemisphere,
reflecting the more asymmetric circulation in the the northern hemisphere winter troposphere. As a conse-
quence of this difference, theoretical arguments (Section 6.2) predict warmer polar temperatures and weaker
zonal winds for the northern hemisphere during winter than during the southern winter. In the stratosphere,
there is a stronger meridional gradient of the phase of the waves in the southern hemisphere (Eliassen-
Palm fluxes tilt more equatorwards). This is consistent with the prediction of linear theory that waves
will be more strongly refracted equatorwards in the broader and stronger westerly jet of the southern
hemisphere.
The time-averaged waves (principally waves 1 and 2) combine with the zonal mean flow in the middle
stratosphere to produce the monthly-mean winter circulation shown in Figures 6-6 and 6-7. The main features
of the circulation are of a much larger scale than in the troposphere. In the northern hemisphere (Figure
6-6), a persistent feature near 180 °E is the so-called Aleutian High. It is an anticyclonic circulation con-
taining air drawn polewards from lower latitudes [Clough et al. 1985]. Strong fluctuations in its intensity
occur throughout winter, particularly during sudden warmings. The circulation in the southern hemisphere
(Figure 6-7) is far less disturbed and the pole is correspondingly colder. There is, however, a smaller
interhemispheric difference in the temperature of the coldest air near the center of the westerly vortex.
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Figure 6-6. Polar stereographic map at 10 mb of monthly mean geopotential height (km) and geostrophic
winds (m s -1) for the northern hemisphere for January 1981. Data obtained from a stratospheric
sounding unit on the satellite NOAA-6. Analysis made by the Middle Atmosphere Group, Meteorologi-
cal Office, U.K.
6.1.4 Extratropical Transients
It was noted earlier that day-to-day departures of the actual stratospheric circulation from the monthly-
mean picture can be substantial. Some of the variance in these transient components may be associated
with planetary normal modes. Unlike the forced, quasi-stationary components, atmospheric normal modes
are predicted to be rather independent of forcing details. Their structures and the frequencies at which
they appear are consequently quite robust [Geisler and Dickinson, 1976; Salby 198 la,b]. This property,
combined with the availability of global satellite measurements, has now permitted the identification of
a number of these features.
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Figure 6-7. As Figure 6-6 but for the southern hemisphere for .July 1981.
The first normal mode to be convincingly identified and the most widely documented is the 5-day
wave [Madden and Julian, 1972b; 1973]. It has a wavenumber 1 global structure which is symmetric about
the equator and propagates westward around the earth once in 5 days. Evidence for the disturbance has
emerged from meteorological analyses [Madden, 1978], global satellite temperature retrievals [Rodgers,
1976a; Hirota and Hirooka, 1984], and from radar wind measurements [Salby and Roper, 1980; Hirota
et al., 1983b]. The last study indicated a sizable perturbation of the zonal mean flow by this component,
particularly in the summer easterlies where quasi-stationary wave activity is absent.
With the increased availability of global satellite measurements, additional normal modes have been
identified. Figure 6-8 shows the wavenumber 2 analogue of the 5-day wave, the 4-day wave at the stratopause,
as derived from Tiros-N SSU by Hirota and Hirooka [1984]. The satellite observations have provided
a fairly compelling picture of a global disturbance, nearly symmetric between the hemispheres. Higher
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Figure 6-8. Structure and evolution of the 4-day wave at stratopause level, observed by Tiros-N SSU
and NOAA-A HIRS. Corresponds to wavenumber 2 at 1 mb, bandpassed between 3.8-4.5 days over
May 1981. Systematic retrogression is simultaneously observed. [After Hirota and Hirooka, 1984.]
degree normal modes have also emerged in Nimbus-5 SCR, Nimbus-6 PMR, Tiros-N SSU, NOAA-A
HIRS data [Chapman and Peckham, 1980; Venne, 1984; Hirooka and Hirota, 1985]. Figure 6-9 shows
the antisymmetric 10-day wave of wavenumber 1 at stratopause derived from Tiros-N SSU by Hirooka
and Hirota [1985]. These features agree rather well with the theoretical properties of normal modes.
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Figure 6-9. Structure and evolution of the 10-day wave at stratopause level, observed by Tiros-N SSU.
Wavenumber 1 geopotential at 1 mb band passed about 9.2 days during April 1981. [Adapted from
Hirooka and Hirota, 1985.]
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Higher degree modes have larger amplitudes than the graver modes, which may be explained on the
basis of their longer periods [Salby, 1984a]. Their structures, however, become markedly asymmetric
in the solstice stratosphere as a result of their exclusion from the summer hemisphere by strong easterlies.
Hirooka and Hirota [1985] have presented evidence of the amplification of slower modes prior to disturb-
ed conditions in the stratosphere. In some respects this association with stratospheric warmings parallels
the suggestion of Lindzen et al. [1984] that such components may play a role in blocking phenomena
in the troposphere. However, considerably more study will be needed to establish such relationships.
One transient feature, which has attracted considerable attention, is the 16-day wave [Miller, 1974;
Madden, 1978]. This disturbance is most evident in Northern Hemisphere winter; however it has been
documented by both observations and GCM integrations in all seasons [Speth and Madden, 1983; Hayashi
and Golder, 1983; Hirooka and Hirota, 1985]. Northern Hemisphere statistics [Madden, 1978; 1983] in-
dicate a structure and evolution quite similar to the second symmetric normal mode of wavenumber 1.
At least some studies have been able to document a global modal structure. Madden and Labitzke [1981]
have identified the disturbed period of January 1979 as a manifestation of this phenomenon; this conclu-
sion is supported by Lindzen et al. 's [1984] analysis of tropospheric behavior. In addition to its sizable
amplitude, the 16-day wave is notable for being a recurrent climatological feature. It populates over half
of an eight-winter ensemble of Northern Hemisphere winter dates [Madden, 1983]. Interference between
this traveling wave and the stationary forced wave has been suggested as being responsible for the quasi-
regular fluctuations which have been observed in eddy transports at stratospheric levels [Hirota and Sato,
1969; Madden, 1975] and upward migration of wave amplitude vacillations [Madden, 1977]. The same
mechanism has been offered in connection with the switching of the EP flux vector prior to stratospheric
warmings [Palmer, 1981a]. Quiroz [1979b] proposed a similar interference process, but involving differ-
ent wavenumbers.
in wavenumber i, the observed vaciiiatlons take the form of pulsations in wave amplitude, spaced
2-3 weeks apart. The fluctuations in eddy amplitude and attending transports which occur at various levels
are not in phase, but rather tend to migrate upwards. Madden [ 1983] has recently shown that the observed
behavior of such eddy transport vacillations is captured reasonably well by a simple barotropic normal
mode propagating across the observed westward tilting stationary wave. Figure 6-10 shows the phase lag
of the observed vacillation in heat and momentum fluxes as functions of height. The same quantities, shown
for the simple model (solid line) are in reasonable agreement. Hirooka and Hirota [1985] have demonstrated
with global TIROS-N SSU data that such fluctuations can induce vacillations in the zonal-mean circula-
tion. Similar results were obtained from numerical calculations with a baroclinic beta-plane model [Gar-
cia and Geisler, 1981]. From the synoptic viewpoint such oscillations in wavenumber 1 and their response
in the zonal-mean flow correspond to a wobbling and perhaps translation of the vortex about the pole.
Leovy et al. [1985] have reported such behavior in connection with the scavenging of ozone-rich air in
low latitudes by the vortex when it is displaced off the pole. Once material is entrained into the perturbed
flow configuration, a substantial transport to high latitudes is facilitated.
Conceptually such vacillations in eddy transports may be viewed as the traveling wave modulating
the stationary wave fluxes. Its effect is to transform a steady uniform field of eddy fluxes into one which
is localised into "capsules" which migrate upwards [Salby and Garcia, 1985]. Observations at a fixed
level thus indicate a succession of pulses in wave activity and transport. At a particular point, the EP
flux has a transient component which orbits about the time-mean vector (Figure 6-11). During the vacilla-
tion, eddy fluxes increase and decrease and may reverse direction, e.g., equatorward switching to poleward.
Such behavior promotes mean flow deceleration through enhanced EP flux convergence which follows
from the poleward convergence of meridians and focusing of wave activity [O'Neill and Youngblut, 1982].
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Figure 6-10. Vacillations in eddy transports induced by interference between traveling and stationary
waves. (a) phase lead of heat flux vacillation at 60°N; (b) phase lead of momentum flux vacillation at
45 °N. Vacillation resulting from interference between observed 8-winter (1964-1972) composite 16-day
wave and stationary wave (closed circle). Vacillation resulting from interference between simple Lamb
mode and observed (1964-1972) stationary wave (solid line). Vacillation resulting from interference
between independent 8-winter (1972-1980) 16-day wave derived from cross spectral analysis (1/23-
1/12 cpd) and previous stationary wave (open circle). [Adapted from Madden, 1983].
Since this process is responsible for local and instantaneous wave amplifications, it may lead to strong
nonlinearity in the form of wave breaking [McIntyre and Palmer, 1984] at upper levels [Salby, 1984b].
Although the extratropical stratosphere is largely believed to be dynamically stable, it is important
to recognize that such conditions may be violated locally. Polar regions where the stabilizing influence
of the planetary vorticity gradient is weak are particularly prone to such behavior. In such regions, the
potential vorticity gradient will always be susceptible to being reversed by curvature in the local flow
field and thus satisfy the conditions for instability [Charney and Stern, 1962]. A disturbance which may
fall into this category is the polar eastward moving 4-day wave, discussed by Venne and Stanford [ 1982]
in Nimbus-4 and Nimbus-5 SCR data. Prata [1984] has recently documented the wavenumber 2 compo-
nent of this disturbance with Nimbus-5 SCR and Nimbus-6 PMR data. Calculations performed in realistic
zonal shear [Hartmann, 1983] yield unstable polar modes which are not dissimilar to these observations.
Another disturbance possibly arising out of instability is the eastward travelling wavenumber 2 anomaly
of the Southern Hemisphere [Harwood, 1975; Hartmann, 1976a], as suggested by Hartmann [1984]. The
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VACILLATIONS IN EP FLUX INDUCED BY INTEFERENCE
BETWEEN STATIONARY AND TRAVELING WAVES
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I-igure 6-11. Modulation ot ElJ tlux vector by barotropic traveling wave migrating over a westward tilting
stationary wave. Transient component orbits about time-mean vector. Both instantaneous EP flux com-
ponents are modulated to zero and double their time-mean values, and reverse direction somewhere
during the vacillation. Equatorward propagation switching poleward; upward flux driven between zero
and double its time-mean value. [After Salby and Garcia, 1985].
2-day wave, a westward propagating wavenumber 3 disturbance [Muller, 1972; Rodgers and Prata, 1981 ]
has likewise been suggested as arising out of baroclinic instability [Plumb, 1983a], although a normal
mode explanation has also been proposed [Salby 1981c]. Velocity amplitudes in excess of 50 m s ' have
been observed in the Southern Hemisphere [Craig et al., 1980]; a wave of this magnitude would be ex-
pected to induce closed streamlines and therefore to be highly nonlinear, perhaps playing an important
role in large-scale transport (Craig et al. [1985]; see Section 6.5).
We have concerned ourselves here chiefly with disturbances which are most evident in the stratosphere.
However tropospheric transients may be equally important if they induce transport near the tropopause.
For example the pentagonal wave [Salby, 1982a; Hamilton, 1983b; Randal and Stanford, 1983], a regularly
propagating feature of the Southern Hemisphere troposphere, was shown to induce sizable convergences
of total ozone column abundances [Schoeberl and Krueger, 1983].
6.1.5 Equatorial Waves
Since their identification in radiosonde observations [Wallace and Kousky, 1968], Kelvin waves have
been recognised as an important ingredient of the momentum budget of the tropical middle atmosphere
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(see Section 6.2.7). Another equatorial mode, the westward-propagating Rossby gravity wave, was diagnosed
in radiosonde observations by Maruyama [1969]. Both of these classical waves are confined to the tropics
and propagate vertically with wavelengths of 10 km or less. They are presumably excited by convective
heating in the tropical convergence zone [Hayashi, 1970; Holton, 1972; Murakami, 1972; Hayashi, 1974;
Hayashi and Golder, 1978]. While such heating is indicative of a broad-band process, Holton [1973]
demonstrated a natural discrimination of Kelvin waves in the range of periods 10-20 days [phase speeds
of 20-40 ms-q as is observed in the lower stratosphere. Chang [1976], Hayashi [1976], and Itoh [1977]
have shown that the vertical scale of diabatic forcing favors vertical wavelengths twice the depth of the
heating, more or less consistent with early observations of equatorial waves.
In addition to these waves, there are considerably faster eastward-propagating disturbances which have
recently been recorded at upper stratospheric levels. These were first identified in rocketsonde data by
Hirota [1978], although evidence of their existence dates back to Maruyama [1969], and may also be found
in Holton [1973] and in Zangvil and Yanai [1980]. They correspond to Kelvin waves with periods of 5-10
days, phase speeds of 50-70 ms _ (twice that of the Wallace and Kousky variety) and vertical wavelengths
of about 20 km. Their presence is clearly seen in time-height sections of temperature and zonal wind over
Ascension Island (Figure 6-12). Downward phase migration corresponds to upward group propagation.
Evidence for the faster, longer vertical wavelength disturbances has also been derived from Nimbus-5
SCR data [Hirota, 1979]. Because of their higher frequency, these fast Kelvin waves are better able to
traverse the strong radiative damping of the stratosphere [Dunkerton, 1979] and hence are more likely
to play a role in the semi-annual oscillation at upper levels (Hirota, [1980]; see section 6.2.7).
Historically, satellite observation of equatorial waves has not met with great success, largely because
of the deep vertical weighting functions and coarse resolution inherent to nadir viewing instruments. However
recent limb-viewing configurations, with their narrower weighting functions, have provided an unprecedented
opportunity to observe such disturbances. Tropical temperature fields derived with Nimbus-7 LIMS ex-
hibit pronounced eastward variance over the entire stratosphere [Salby et al., 1984]. Many aspects of this
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Figure 6-12. Signatures of two-day differenced (a) zonal wind, and (b) temperature over Ascension
Island (8°S, 14°W), derived from rocketsonde measurements. [After Hirota, 1978].
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wave activity are in accord with dispersion characteristics of equatorial Kelvin waves, although not solely
the Wallace and Kousky | 1968] variety or even the Hirota [ 1978] variety. Figure 6-13 shows wavenumber
1 temperature power as a function of latitude for three stratospheric levels. At each of these, unsteady
behavior is dominated over the tropics by eastward propagating variance which is localized in particular
bands of frequency. Each of these features is nearly symmetric about the equator. The slower of the two
is evident at all three levels. It lies in the period-range 6.7-8.6 days, corresponding to phase speeds of
55-70 ms -_ and Hirota's variety of Kelvin waves. In the uppermost level shown, a second, apparently
distinct, eastward feature emerges in the band 3.5-4.0 days, corresponding to phase speeds of 115-135
ms -_, considerably faster than either the Wallace and Kousky or the Hirota variety.
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Similar features are evident for wavenumber 2. The slowest has phase speeds of 30-40 ms 1 com-
mensurate with the variety first reported by Wallace and Kousky [1968]. Its latitude-height structure, decom-
posed into components symmetric and antisymmetric about the equator (Figure 6-14), has virtually all
of the variance captured by the symmetric contribution and maximizes on the equator, consistent with
the behavior of Kelvin waves. The observed downward phase migration is consistent with upward wave
activity propagation. Vertical wavelengths vary from 7-13 km, in agreement with the observed phase speed
and the dispersion relationship for Kelvin waves. By comparison, the ultra-fast feature has a much deeper
vertical wavelength, 41 km, and broader structure. However, its behavior is also consistent with the dispersion
characteristics of Kelvin waves. The vertical growth of this mode is unabated through the highest level
monitored by LIMS, 0.05 mb. This characteristic led Dunkerton [1982b] to speculate upon its role in
the momentum budget of the mesosphere. Whereas these recent satellite observations have permitted a
rather detailed description of Kelvin wave behavior in the stratosphere, Rossby-gravity waves have yet
to be detected in satellite retrievals. Whether they are simply not present at these levels or they remain
unresolved in limb-viewing measurements is unclear.
Features strikingly similar to the Kelvin waves derived from satellite retrievals have been diagnosed
in GCM integrations (Figure 6-15) by Hayashi et al. [1984]. Maxima in each of the three ranges of phase
speed appear in tropical temperature spectra. Lateral and vertical structures are similar to those shown
from LIMS. In addition the barotropic 16-day wave is prominent at westward frequencies. It has a sym-
metric global structure similar to that of the classical normal mode [Hayashi and Golder, 1983].
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In combination, these Kelvin disturbances can lead to temperature perturbations of several degrees.
From photochemical considerations, it follows that similar perturbations should develop in ozone at upper
levels. If such features can be identified, they might serve to validate temperatures derived from UV con-
stituent measurements at upper levels where signal/noise in IR measurements deteriorates.
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6.1.6 Tides, Gravity Waves and Turbulence in the Middle Atmosphere
Tides, and gravity waves in particular, are believed to play an important role in determining the large-
scale circulation and temperature structure of the middle atmosphere (see Section 6.2) as well as being
the predominant source of small-scale turbulence in this region. Solar tides are thermally forced in the
troposphere through infrared absorption by water vapor and in the stratosphere through UV absorption
by ozone. Although the broad details of the forcing are well understood there are a number of aspects
which require further study [Forbes, 1984]. Gravity wave sources are less well known, but the major
sources are thought to be in the lower atmosphere and to include topographic forcing, frontal disturbances,
convective activity, geostrophic adjustment and shear instabilities. As the waves propagate upwards, their
exponential growth, in the absence of reflection and dissipation, leads eventually to wave breakdown and
the generation of turbulence.
Much of the early information about gravity waves in the middle atmosphere came from rocket studies
which, although somewhat limited because of their infrequency, provided evidence for seasonal and
geographic variations in wave activity. In the mesosphere, Theon et al. [1967] found a large seasonal
variation in wave activity at high latitudes with the maximum activity occurring in winter. At midlatitudes
there is less evidence of seasonal changes. Hirota [1984], in a comprehensive study of the climatology
of waves in the 20 to 60 km height range made with data taken at the Meteorological Rocket Network
stations in the northern hemisphere, found similar seasonal changes as well as evidence for a semiannual
cycle at low latitudes (Figure 6-16). High resolution rocket investigations have provided information about
the gravity wave structures, although, of course, rocket soundings are too infrequent to resolve their behavior
in time. For example, the vertical wavelength of the waves tends to increase as a function of height, with
a minimum of about 1.5 km near 60 km increasing to about 3 km near 100 km [Philbrick, 1981]. Both
rocket and radar studies suggest a dominant vertical wavelength of about 10 to 15 km in the mesosphere.
From these values an intrinsic phase speed ] c-ill = N/k z of about 30 ms-_ may be inferred [Fritts,
1984] where N is the buoyancy frequency and kz is the vertical wavenumber. There are only a few in-
direct estimates of phase velocity in the middle atmosphere but what measurements there are give values
in the range 20 to 100 ms _ for mesospheric waves [Vincent and Reid, 1983; Meek et al., 1985a; Vin-
cent, 1985].
Radars are now providing a large amount of information about gravity waves in the mesosphere, albeit
with a somewhat limited geographical coverage. Morphologies of wave activity are now becoming available
[Meek et al., 1985b]. Power spectral studies of the wave motions show that, averaged over long periods,
the energy densities observed at widely separated locations agree well in form and amplitude. Typically
the wave energy decreases with frequency f, as f k, with k - 1.5-2.0 [Balsley and Carter, 1982; Vin-
cent, 1984a; Meek et al., 1985b]. The rms amplitudes for each wind component are in the range 15 to
20 ms-' so that the total perturbation velocity is approximately 25 to 30 ms _; rms amplitudes of ver-
tical motions are much smaller than this, being about 1 to 2 ms -1. Most studies show that there is usual
ly little, if any, amplitude growth with height so that the energy density 0o _ decays as exp(-z/ho),
where 0o is the neutral density and v ,2 is the mean square perturbation velocity. The decay scale h o, may
change with season [Manson et al., 1981] but is in the range 5 to 12 km. The comparable values of ] v' ]
and ] c-u I as well as the energy decay with height are often taken as indirect evidence of wave saturation
in the mesosphere [Fritts, 1984] although wind shears can also cause variations in wave amplitude.
With the data now available, estimates can be made of a number of important wave and turbulence
parameters in the mesosphere. From the energy distribution as a function of frequency, Vincent [1984a]
found seasonally averaged energy densities of about 5 to 10×10-3Jm -3 and vertical fluxes of
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km -2) and (b)
<_ 10-2Wm 2. The rate of decay of wave energy has been used to determine energy dissipation rates and
diffusion coefficients by the method of Hines [1965]. Typical values for the 80 to 100 km height range
are e _= 0.01 to 0.2 Wkg-' for energy dissipation rates and D -= 100 to 500 m2s -1 for the eddy diffu-
sion coefficients.
More direct evidence for wave saturation and measurements of the associated momentum flux con-
vergence came with the development of a technique in which the momentum fluxes could be measured
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directly [Vincent and Reid, 1983]. The method uses two coplanar radar beams which point at equal and
opposite angles to the zenith and the vertical flux of horizontal momentum is given by the difference be-
tween the mean square Doppler velocities observed along the two beams. So far, measurements have been
made only at Adelaide but observations tend to support theoretical predictions. Figure 6-17 shows u'w'
and the inferred flux convergence measured at Adelaide in May 1981 [Vincent and Reid, 1983] and these
and other observations show that, averaged over several days, values of [u'w'] in the mesosphere are
in the range of 1 to 5 m2s-2 and the momentum flux 0o u 'w' decreases approximately exponentially with
increasing height, indicating a flux convergence. The wave drag is:
lG = - 001 _Z oU--'_ "-'
Thus, on the basis of these measurements, G is found to be of the order of 20 to 80 m s-_ day _ and is
in the correct sense to balance the Coriolis torques induced by the observed mean meridional flow (see
Section 6.2.3). More indirect estimates of wave drag also support these findings [Meek et al., 1985b].
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Figure 6-17. Height profiles of u'w' and zonal drag, G, observed at Adelaide in May 1981 [After Vin-
cent and Reid, 1983].
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However, there can be significant variability of u'w' over time scales ranging from hours to days and
(presumably) in space so that extended measurements at more locations arc rcquircd to undcrstand fully
the role gravity waves play in the momentum budget of the mesosphere. One interesting and potentially
important feature of the measurements is that high frequency waves (periods less than 1 hour) appear to
carry a substantial fraction of the energy and momentum fluxes. This is because their large vertical group
velocities more than compensate for their smaller amplitudes in the lower atmosphere relative to the long
period waves. Short-term variations in wave energy and the associated fluctuations in mesospheric heat-
ing have been investigated by Clark and Morone [1981].
Variability or intermittency in wave activity in the mesosphere is also evident in observations of small-
scale turbulent motions. High resolution MST radar measurements show that the scattering regions appear
as blobs, sheets and layers, with vertical thicknesses ranging from 150 m or less up to a few km [Rottger,
1980]. Horizontal scales are estimated to extend from 1 km up to hundreds of km. Some of the layers
are observed to descend with time, which suggests the turbulent structures are associated with dissipating
gravity waves. By measuring the Doppler spectral widths of the echoes it is possible, with care, to estimate
the turbulent intensity directly and so infer eddy dissipation rates and diffusivities [Sato and Woodman,
1982; Hocking, 1983]. Applications of this technique to the mesosphere give values comparable to those
inferred from gravity wave decay rates (viz. e _ 0.01 to 0.2 Wkg ' and D = 100 to 500 m2s 2). Figure
6-18 shows vertical profiles of 'global averages' of e and D in the upper mesosphere constructed from
all available data [Hocking, 1985]. To date, there are insufficient data to deduce a seasonal and geographic
climatology of turbulence in the mesosphere. It is possible that satellite measurements of ozone densities
at the 80 km level could be used to monitor indirectly the amount of turbulence and wave activity. Thomas
et al. [1984b] found equinoctial maxima in ozone concentrations at 80 km, which they attributed to reduc-
tions in the turbulent transport from lower levels of water vapor, probably the most active agent for ozone
destruction in the mesosphere. The reduction in turbulence at the equinoxes is presumed to be due to the
attenuation of gravity waves propagating through the weak zonal winds in the middle atmosphere and a
corresponding reduction in wave breaking in the mesosphere. Some support for these ideas has come from
studies of Meek et al. [1985b] who found an attenuation of wave activity in the mesosphere at the time
of the equinoctial reversal of the zonal circulation at Saskatoon.
High-resolution radar and balloon studies show that turbulent processes in the lower stratosphere are
also intermittent in space and time with the turbulence confined to thin layers. Layer thicknesses range
from a few tens to a few hundred metres and horizontal scales are inferred to range from a few kilometres
up to a few hundred kilometres in extent. The association of the turbulent layers with regions of high
wind shear caused by the wave-like features of the wind profile is especially evident. The persistence of
these features and their slow downward movement with time strongly indicates that much of the stratospheric
turbulence is generated by dynamically unstable inertio-gravity waves [Barat, 1982; Sato and Woodman,
1982]. Estimates of mean dissipation rates vary between 5.10 -6 and 10 -4 W kg ' with corresponding
mean diffusivities ranging between 0.01-0.2 m2 s-'. Aircraft measurements show highest turbulence ac-
tivity over the mountains [Lilly et al., 1974]. Radar estimates of diffusivity in the stratosphere (0.2 m2
s-') are about an order of magnitude larger than those inferred from aircraft observations [Lilly et al.,
1974]. The reasons for this difference are not yet resolved. As will become apparent below (Section 6.5),
however, even these larger values are probably unimportant for large-scale transport.
Long-term radar measurements of horizontal wave motions show that, similar to the situation in the
mesosphere, the energy is distributed with a f-5/3 power law [Balsley and Carter, 1982]. In contrast to
what is often assumed in theory, these and other studies are starting to indicate that the wave energy densi-
ty does not remain constant with increasing height in the stratosphere but rather shows an exponential
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decay, again similar to the mesospheric situation. While there are a number of reasons (including reflec-
tion and the effect of the background wind) why the wave amplitudes may not grow with height, satura-
tion processes are possibly important, which suggests that gravity waves may contribute to the momentum
budget of the stratosphere. Massman [1981], using southern hemisphere constant pressure balloon
measurements, found large upward fluxes of wave energy and momentum in the upper troposphere but
significantly smaller values in the stratosphere, which indicates flux convergence across the tropopause.
The convergence of the vertical momentum flux, which is approximately equal to the Eliassen-Palm flux
for small-scale gravity waves (see Section 6.2), suggests destruction of wave activity in the tropopause
region. The maximum fluxes were near the Andes. Schoeberl [1985] has shown theoretically that
topographically forced waves may superpose in the stratosphere to form unstable regions.
The amplitude of the solar diurnal and semidiurnal tides in the stratosphere are small (< 1 - 5 ms-_)
and they do not appear to play a significant role in the dynamics of this region. In the mesosphere, however,
tidal motions can be large and, at latitudes of less than 30 °, the migrating diurnal tide is probably an im-
portant source of heat, momentum and turbulence. Theory predicts that the fundamental (1,1) diurnal mode
will become convectively unstable in the equatorial mesosphere [Lindzen, 1968] and because of its short
vertical wavelength (25-30 km) this mode is strongly damped by turbulent processes in the mesosphere
at higher latitudes. Observations show that the wave amplitudes maximize near 90 km altitude. Calcula-
tions suggest that the dissipating tide generates easterly winds of up to 60 ms-_ in the equatorial upper
mesosphere and westerly winds of 35 ms -1 at 30 ° latitude [Miyahara, 1984]. Estimates put the upward
energy flux into the mesosphere at about 1.5 Wm 2 and the most recent calculations indicate that the (1,1)
mode generates large heating rates near 80 km [Groves and Forbes, 1984], which could be significant
on a global scale. Finally, it is noted that the tides can affect the concentration of minor constituents such
as ozone in the mesosphere not only by direct transport but also by their reversible temperature fluctua-
tions, which can produce significant variations in the photochemistry [Forbes, 1984].
6.1.7 The Seasonal Cycle
The march of solar heating drives a seasonal cycle in the middle atmosphere; in the stratosphere,
cold polar temperatures and a strong westerly vortex in winter are replaced in summer by warm polar
temperatures and a weak easterly vortex. Because of dynamical disturbances, however, the seasonal cycle
does not proceed uniformly.
Figure 6-19 shows the annual march of zonal mean radiance near the north and south poles in the
upper stratosphere. Maximum temperatures (proportional to the radiances) are achieved in mid-summer
and minimum in mid-winter. Winter temperatures are more variable in the Northern Hemisphere because
of stratospheric warmings. The seasonal increase of temperatures in the Southern Hemisphere is highly
oscillatory from midwinter to summer, whereas in the Northern Hemisphere temperatures increase gradu-
ally in spring after abrupt changes in winter. After mid-winter, upper stratospheric temperatures in the
polar region are higher in the southern than in the Northern Hemisphere, except during major warmings
in the Northern Hemisphere [Barnett, 1974]. The meridional temperature gradient reverses at high lati-
tudes in the upper stratosphere of the Southern Hemisphere as a warm pool forms over the pole after mid-
winter [Hartmann, 1976a; Hirota et al., 1983]. These changes are related to the observed poleward and
downward movement of the zonal mean jet in the Southern Hemisphere during late winter [Harwood,
1975; Hartmann, 1976a; Leovy and Webster, 1976].
Figure 6-20 shows the evolution of the zonal mean wind in the upper stratosphere. In the Northern
Hemisphere, the zonal mean westerlies are strongly disrupted by disturbances (e.g. during January-February
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1981). Should these disturbances occur in late winter, the westerly circulation may never recover before
summer easterlies are introduced by the evolving radiation field. These 'final warmings' occur earlier
in the seasonal cycle in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere where the winds evolve
more regularly. The zonal winds in the Southern Hemisphere are strongest at high latitudes in early winter,
at mid latitudes in mid-winter and then, as the zonal mean jet moves polewards and downwards, at high
latitudes again in late winter.
In equatorial regions the annual cycle is weak and the seasonal cycle in the upper stratosphere becomes
dominated by a semiannual oscillation (SAO). The SAO was originally discovered by Reed [1965, 1966]
and further observational evidence has been presented by Belmont and Dartt [1973], Hirota [1978, 1980]
and Hamilton [ 1982a]. While a substantial semiannual component exists at middle and high latitudes, this
appears to be largely a reflection of the non-sinusoidal character of the seasonal cycle there; in the tropics,
however, a distinct maximum in the zonal wind SAO occurs, reaching amplitudes of about 30 ms-' near
the stratopause, with maximum westerlies just after equinox (Figure 6-21). Easterly zonal winds penetrate
from the summer hemisphere into the winter hemisphere twice a year; the easterlies spread further across
the equator during the southern hemisphere summer. As is evident from Figure 6-21, there is a second
maximum of the SAO near the mesopause, out of phase with that in the upper stratosphere [Hirota, 1980;
Hamilton, 1982a].
Figure 6-22 shows the evolution in the upper stratosphere of the amplitudes of waves 1 and 2 com-
puted from the monthly mean fields of geopotential height. The distinct seasonal cycle of wave amplitudes
is linked to that of the zonal mean winds. Large-scale disturbances in the troposphere can only penetrate
into the stratosphere during winter when winds are westerly (although the seasonal cycle in planetary wave
activity may also reflect changes in tropospheric forcing). Except for wave 1 in the northern hemisphere
_,l.t,_,, t.c et,_,uuu uL u_c maxH.um wave amplitudes is close to me latltucle of strongest zonal mean westerlies
(marked by broken lines on the figures). The maximum amplitude of wave 1 in the Northern Hemisphere
winter is at higher latitudes. While amplitudes tend to be at their maximum in the Northern Hemisphere
in mid-winter, wave 1 amplitudes (and to a lesser extent wave 2 amplitudes) show a relative minimum
in mid-winter in the Southern Hemisphere. The poleward and downward movement of the jet in the Southern
Hemisphere in spring is associated with an enhancement of wave 1 [Hartmann et al., 1984; Shiotani and
Hirota, 1985]. Transient waves at extra-tropical latitudes show similar seasonal variations in amplitude
to those of the time-averaged waves, with largest amplitudes in winter and smaller amplitudes in summer.
The most spectacular departures from a regular seasonal cycle in the middle atmosphere occur near
the winter pole during sudden warmings. Wave amplitudes can double and temperatures can rise locally
by 80 K or more in a week or so. This dramatic phenomenon, which occurs sporadically in the winter
stratosphere, is associated, in extreme cases, with a reversal of the zonal-mean westerly flow. The picture
of a zonally symmetric flow which undergoes a deceleration and possibly a reversal in direction may,
in some respects, be misleading. Such phenomena may be manifested in the total flow field (i.e., zonal
mean plus waves) by a displacement of the vortex off the pole in the case of a "wave 1" warming [e.g.,
Palmer and Hsu, 1983], or by a split in the vortex in the case of a "wave 2" warming [e.g., Palmer,
198 la]. A recent example of this latter type of warming is that of Figure 6-23, which shows two cyclonic
vortices separated by a warm anticyclone over the pole. The atmospheric disturbance can often be detected
at the mesopause and above [e.g., Muller et al., 1985]. Warmings are believed to be triggered by changes
in the large-scale circulation in the troposphere, although the precise nature of these changes has not been
adequately documented.
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Figure 6-21. Vertical distribution of the amplitude (solid) and phase (time of the maximum westerly
component [dashed]) of the semiannual cycle of zonal wind at Ascension Island. [After Hirota, 1978].
During warmings there is a large exchange of material between high and low latitudes. Not all this
exchange will be permanent, but strong warmings may effect considerable poleward transport of trace
chemical species. The poleward advection of air from low latitudes during warmings is indicated by maps
of Ertel's potential vorticity on isentropic surfaces (see Section 6.2). (Over short periods, contours of
potential vorticity on such surfaces are approximately material lines.) An example for an early winter
warming in the Northern Hemisphere is shown in Figure 6-24. The area of low potential vorticity was
drawn around the westerly vortex into the polar cap from low latitudes. Mclntyre and Palmer [1983, 1984]
have applied the term "wave breaking" to extreme and irreversible buckling of potential vorticity con-
tours such as that depicted in Figure 6-24.
Major warmings involving the replacement of polar westerlies by easterlies do not occur in mid-winter
in the Southern Hemisphere. This is probably because the circulation in the troposphere does not contain
such persistent large-scale disturbances as it does in the northern hemisphere. In late winter, however,
the final stratospheric warming is similar to the wave 1 type of minor warming that occurs in the northern
hemisphere, when the zonally averaged jet moves polewards and downwards.
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Figure 6-22. Latitude-time section of amplitude of quasi-stationary (a) wavenumber 1, and (b)
wavenumber 2. Units are metres. Heavy broken lines denote axes of maximum westerlies. [After Hirota
et al., 1983].
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Figure 6-23. Polar sterographic maps at 10 mb of geopotential height (kin solid lines) and temperature
(K dashed lines) on 2 January 1985 at the height of a major stratospheric warming. Data obtained from
a stratospheric sounding on the satellite NOAA-7. [Analysis made by the Middle Atmosphere Group,
Meteorological Office, U.K.].
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Figure 6-24. Ertel's potential vorticity and geostrophic winds evaluated on the 850 K isentropic sur-
face near 10mbfor 4December 1981. Units arekm 2 kg -_ s -_ x 10 -4 . [AfterCIougheta/., 1985].
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6.1.8 Inter-Annual Variability
The circulation of the middle atmosphere exhibits strong interannual variability in winter, which can
be observed up to the mesopause. Labitzke and Naujokat [1983] have used the long record of radiosonde
data (nearly 30 years) to study the inter-annual variability of the lower stratosphere. Figure 6-25 is a fre-
quency distribution of the temperature at 30 mb for both poles. During summer when the prevailing winds
are from the east, tropospheric disturbances do not penetrate far into the stratosphere. Therefore, condi-
tions are quiet and the inter-annual variability is small, particularly at mid latitudes. In the northern winter
and spring, the frequency distribution is broad. Labitzke [1982] has noted that the circulation is dominated
by different zonal harmonic waves in different years: "disturbed" winters have a pronounced wave 1
pattern, often leading to major mid winter warmings and thus a warm polar region; and undisturbed winters
with a pronounced wave 2 and a very cold polar region (vortex more symmetrically placed with respect
to the pole), and only minor warmings in the stratosphere.
In the middle stratosphere, the variability is much smaller during the southern midwinters because
large-scale waves are weaker than in the northern hemisphere. Wave amplitudes increase in spring (Figure
6-22) and are associated with increased variability of polar temperatures in October and November.
Geller et al. [1984] have noted significant inter-annual variability in the monthly mean zonal winds
in the northern hemisphere. This is shown for four winters in Figure 6-26. Despite the variability, however,
the same general pattern emerges during each of the winters as winter proceeds from December to February.
Even a rather superficial inspection of the circulation statistics of the equatorial middle atmosphere
reveals characteristics, particularly long-period variations, which are profoundly different from those of
th,_ rniA_|_titnrl_ eironlQti_n Th_ _z_ri_hillt_l _f th_ l_tt_r ic A_mln_t_rl h_r th_ c_c_n_| o,tzc.l_- in tr_ni('_l
latitudes (within about 15 o of the equator) the annual cycle disappears, to be replaced by a quasi-biennial
cycle in the lower stratosphere and, as has already been noted, a semiannual cycle in the upper stratosphere
and mesosphere.
Between about 20 and 35 km altitude the monthly-mean zonal winds at tropical stations are seen to
exhibit strong quasi-cyclic behavior (see Figure 6-27); the winds alternate between easterlies and westerlies
of 20-30 ms _ with a period which ranges between 23 and 34 months (with a mean value of about 28
months). This phenomenon, which was first reported by Reed [1960] and Veryard and Ebdon [1961],
has become known as the "quasi-biennial oscillation" [QBO]. Further description of its observed properties
are to be found in Reed [1965], Wallace [1973], Coy [1979, 1980], Hamilton [1984], Dunkerton and
Delisi [1985]. The wind oscillation is observed to be remarkably symmetric in longitude and dominated
by the zonal component, so that it takes the form of alternating easterly and westerly jets over the equator;
these jets descend slowly, successively being replaced from above by one of the opposite sign (Figure
6-28). The jets are confined to within about 15 ° of the equator [Wallace, 1973; Dunkerton and Delisi,
1984] although there is some evidence for a signal at higher latitudes, and perhaps in the planetary wave
component of the winter hemisphere as well as in the zonal flow [Holton and Tan, 1980, 1982; Labitzke,
1982]. During the westerly phase of the QBO, the polar region tends to be colder and wave 2 amplitudes
larger with less likelihood of a major warming; during the easterly phase, wave 1 amplitudes tend to be
emphasized, leading to warmer polar temperatures and sometimes major warmings. This inter-annual varia-
bility in the middle latitudes may also be linked to the tropospheric Southern Oscillation [van Loon et
al., 1981], which in turn is thought to be connected with feedbacks between the atmosphere and local
anomalies in sea surface temperature [e.g. Gill, 1982].
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Figure 6-25. Frequency distribution of the monthly mean 30 mb temperatures (°C). The interval is 1 °C.
The long-term average [T] is given on the right hand side of the picture together with the standard deviation
a, and [T] is also marked as a black box in the frequency distribution. (a) is for the North Pole using
radiosonde data for the period July 1955-Dec. 1982,
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Figure 6-26. (b) is for the South Pole for the period 1961-1978 using, for each month, data for the
number of years specified by n. [After Naujokat, 1981, and Labitzke and Naujokat, 1983].
Consistent with thermal wind balance, given the observed zonal wind structure, a temperature QBO
(amplitude 1-2 K) is also observed [Reed 1962, 1964; Newell et al., 1974; Angell and Korshover, 1978b].
Like the wind oscillation, the thermal component appears to be primarily confined to the tropics. However,
a QBO in total ozone, first identified by Funk and Garnham [1962] and recently clarified by Hasebe [1983,
1984] in an analysis of Nimbus 4 BUV and ground-based observations, is more prominent in middle lati-
tudes, especially in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 6-29).
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Figure 6-26. Northern hemisphere, monthly mean, zonally averaged geostrophic winds (ms -1) for the
months of December, January and February for the winters 1978-79 through 1981-82. Regions of easter-
lies are shaded. [After Geller et aL, 1984).
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line). Westerly wind is positive. [After Plumb, 1984].
An implication of the inter-annual variability of the middle atmosphere is that observations covering
a single winter or even a small group of winters may be unrepresentative of the circulation of the middle
atmosphere in a longer term mean. This should be borne in mind when verifying numerical simulations
of the circulation or of the transport of trace species; this point will be addressed further in Section 6.6.
6.2 THEORY OF THE CIRCULATION OF THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
6.2.1 Introduction
This section discusses the dynamical processes which maintain the observed large-scale circulation
of the middle atmosphere in a state that is often far from radiative-photochemical equilibrium. It mostly
concentrates on the maintenance of the climatological zonal-mean state, although some dynamical aspects
of the climatological, non-zonally-averaged state are mentioned. The dynamics of stratospheric sudden
warmings and long-period oscillations in the tropical middle _tmosphere are also discussed briefly. (The
adjective "climatological" here refers to those features which vary slowly from month to month during
the annual cycle and recur regularly from year to year. They can be isolated, for example, by taking time
averages over the individual calendar months in a data record extending over many years.)
To investigate the role played by dynamical processes in producing the observed middle atmospheric
circulation it is first useful to consider what form the circulation would take if dynamical processes were
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Figure 6-29. Quasi-biennial oscillation of total ozone (matm-cm) in the mean values of (NH) Northern
Hemisphere, (SH) Southern Hemisphere, and (GL) globe, and (ZM) zonal mean values. The isopleths
in ZM are drawn with the interval of 2 matm-cm, and the shaded areas correspond to negative devia-
tions. The tick mark is January of the given year. [After Hasebe, 1983].
absent (except for some representation of convection, and perhaps baroclinic wave activity, in the
troposphere). The temperature field associated with such a circulation can be calculated from a radiative-
photochemical model of the stratosphere and mesosphere, together with a radiative-convective model of
the troposphere. An example for near-solstice conditions is shown in Figure 6-30, from Fels and Schwarz-
kopf [1985] [reported in Mahlman and Umscheid, 1984], whose model is time-marched through an an-
nual cycle. The figure shows strong latitude and height variations of the resulting zonally-symmetric tem-
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Figure 6-30. Time-dependent "radiatively-determined" temperature Tr for 15 January 1982 from the
calculation of Fels and Schwarzkopf (1985). The surface temperatures are prescribed at their seasonally-
varying observed values. Cloudiness, and ozone below 35 kin, are prescribed at annual-mean values,
as in Fels etaL (1980); ozone above 35 km is allowed to "float", in response to temperature variations,
towards a crude photochemical equilibrium. Details of the water vapor prescription are relatively stand-
ard and are described in Fels and Schwarzkopf (1985). [From Mahlman and Umscheid, 1984].
perature Tr, with a maximum of about 280 K at the summer stratopause and temperatures below 180 K
throughout the middle atmosphere at the winter pole, decreasing to 130 K at the winter mesospause. The
temperature field T r calculated in this way will be referred to below as the "radiatively-determined tem-
perature' '. A comparison of this calculated temperature field with a typical observed January-mean zonally-
averaged temperature (Figure 6-1) shows some overall similarities, but also some strikingly different fea-
tures. In particular, the observed north polar night is much warmer (by about 20 K in the in the lower
stratosphere, increasing to about 100 K in the mesosphere) than the corresponding Tr, while the observed
equatorial tropopause is a little colder than T r and the lower stratosphere in winter mid-latitudes is a little
warmer. The July-mean zonally-averaged temperature (Figure 6-2) is roughly a mirror image of January,
except that the southern winter polar midstratosphere, at about 180 K, is only just above the radiatively-
determined value.
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It is also of some interest to consider what zonal winds would be associated with a radiatively-determined
temperature field like that of Figure 6-30. From thermal-wind balance, assuming zero wind (or the observed
zonal mean winds of a few ms-') at the ground, one would calculate extremely strong westerlies in the
winter polar night and quite strong easterlies in the summer hemisphere (see Figure 6-31). In both hemispheres
the magnitude of the winds would increase with height throughout the stratosphere and mesosphere. The
observed zonal mean winds for January are close to being in thermal wind balance with the zonal-mean
temperatures (at least in extratropical regions), and hence show a rather more moderate growth with height,
peaking near 60km and decreasing to small values at the mesopause (Figure 6-1). In July the Southern
Hemisphere winter winds are stronger than their Northern Hemisphere winter counterparts of January.
Although some of the differences between the observations and the time-marched radiative-
photochemical-convective calculations may be due to deficiencies in the radiative aspects of the model,
by far the most important cause of these differences is the presence of in situ dynamical processes, which
are deliberately ignored in this particular model. The extra heating or cooling that must be provided by
the presence of dynamical effects is often called the "dynamical heating" [e.g. Fels et al., 1980]. Some
of the dynamical processes contributing to this heating would occur in a middle atmosphere whose cir-
culation was zonally-symmetric; however, simple arguments suggest that the dynamical processes that
are most important in accounting for departures from T r (in the extra-tropics, at least) are associated with
deviations from zonal symmetry - the "eddies" or "waves". The details of how eddies can accomplish
this task are discussed in Sections 6.2.2-6.2.4. (A basic caveat to be noted here is that, although this definition
of an eddy or wave is convenient mathematically, it may not always be the most suitable from a physical
point of view).
6.2.2 Some Simple Zonally-Averaged Models of the Middle Atmosphere
To gain insight into the ways in which dynamical processes can lead to departures of the zonal-mean
temperature from the temperature T r of a hypothetical atmosphere controlled by radiative, photochemical
and convective effects, it is helpful to begin by considering some rather simple models of the extratropical
middle atmosphere. A convenient starting-point is the quasigeostrophic set of zonal-mean equations on
a mid-latitude beta-plane, in log pressure coordinates. The "transformed Eulerian-mean" versions of these
equations [e.g., Edmon et al., 1980; Dunkerton et al., 1981] can be written
Ofi fo_7, = 0o _ V.F + X G, (la)
0t "" ""
0T -t
0--T'+ N2HR if, = J'/cp, (lb)
0V. 1 O
0y + ---- [0oW.] = 0,0o 0z
(lc)
m
0_ _ 0T = 0. (ld)f°-g;z + RH a-;-
Herez = -H In [P/Po], where p is pressure, Po a constant reference pressure and H a representative pressure
scale height (typically about 7 km, in which case z is approximately equal to geometric height throughout
the middle atmosphere), x and y denote eastward and northward distance, respectively, from some mid-
latitude origin, R is the gas constant for dry air and Cp the specific heat at constant pressure, fo is a mean
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Figure 6-31. Geostrophic winds U (0,P) calculated from the January 15 temperatures of Figure 6-30.
The value of U (0, 50 mb) is taken from Oort and Rasmussen, and the thermal wind equation integrated
upward from 50 mb. The contours have been modestly handsmoothed. [After Fels and Schwarzkopf,
1985].
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Coriolis parameter, ff is the zonal mean wind and T the zonal-mean temperature.
(_., _,) is the "residual mean meridional circulation", defined by:
1 oV. -= V , N2HR_,.] (2)Po 0z LN2HR _J w* ------_" +
where (_,w) is the zonal-mean meridional circulation and v 'T' is the northward eddy temperature flux.
po[Z] is a basic density, proportional to p, and N2HR -_ = dTo/dz + xTo/H, where To[z] is a reference
temperature profile and u = R/cp.
The eddy forcing of the mean flow is represented in (1) by an effective force, equal to VoF, acting
on the mean zonal flow. The vector F is called the Eliassen-Palm [EP] flux [Eliassen and Palm, 1961];
its full definition in log-pressure coordinates is given, for example, by Dunkerton et al., [1981, eqs (A1)].
For quasigeostrophic, planetary-scale waves, it reduces to:
F = (Fy,Fz) = [-Po u'v', Pofo v'T'/NZHR _] (3a)
where 0ou 'v' is the northward eddy flux of zonal momentum, while for small-scale, vertically-propagating
internal gravity waves it is given by:
F = [0, - poU'W'] (3b)
where pou'w' is the vertical eddy flux of zonal momentum. The quantity X represents all other contribu-
tions to the zonal force per unit mass acting on the mean flow. 3- represents mean diabatic effects and,
if small-scale or molecular diffusion of heat is negligible, equals the zonal-mean net radiative heating rate.
One advantage of the transformed set (1) over the standard "Eulerian-mean" equations [e.g., eqs (2)
of Dickinson, 1969] is that no "eddy heating" terms appear in the mean thermodynamic equation (lb),
under quasigeostrophic scaling. The only (large-scale) "eddy forcing" is then po t V.F, in (la). Another
advantage is that V.F, unlike the "eddy-forcing" terms in the standard equations, can be related directly
to certain rather general physical properties of the eddies, as will be discussed in Section 6.2.3.
Consider now a hypothetical steady-state atmosphere in which the seasonal cycle is absent; with time
derivatives set to zero, (la,b) give:
-fo_, = G, N2HR-'_', = -J'/cp, (4)
and substitution into (lc) yields
0G 1 0 po J
-fo'-- + - 0. (5)
Oy Po Oz N2H
This shows how the net heating ]-must be related to G = po t V-F + X in this hypothetical state. IfV-F
and X both vanish then 3-must also vanish [provided that W. = 0 at the lower boundary[; the atmosphere
is then in radiative equilibrium (if small-scale thermal diffusion is negligible), with the long-wave cooling
balancing the solar heating everywhere. Then T = Tr(Y,Z), say, u = Ur(Y,Z) [where fo 0Ur/0Z +
RH-10Tr/0y = 0 by (ld)] and V. = W. = 0 by (4), i.e., the residual mean meridional circulation
vanishes.
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Suppose next that G = 0 still, but that time-dependence is allowed by letting the solar heating take
on an annual variation ]-s(y,z,t). Further progress is aided by a parameterization of ]-in terms of T; as
a simple example consider the Newtonian cooling form
-- m
J _ (T - Tr)
Cp "rr(Z)
(6)
where Tr(Y,Z,t) is the temperature calculated from a time dependent radiative-photochemical model (such
as that from which Figure 6-30 was obtained) with specified solar heating ]s(Y,Z,t), and rr(Z) is a radiative
relaxation time. This parameterization is not expected to be quantitatively accurate for large departures
of T from Tr; however, it does contain the important physical feature of relating the net heating to depar-
tures from a radiatively-determined T r. From Equations (1) and (6) it can then be shown that:
-ff_ + -_ o' _ Oo _ +-_- o Oz \r r [Y-Trl = O, (7)
where e(z) =--ffo/N2(z). In this equation the term in Tr (related to the solar heating J--s)provides the forc-
ing, while T represents the response. In general, T will follow Tr(Y,Z,t), but will be somewhat lagged
in time and somewhat differently distributed in space; the zonally-symmetric dynamics provides a kind
of "inertia". Since T :g T r in general, J :¢ 0 by (6) and (V,,_,) _ 0 by Equations (la,b,c,d). It should
be emphasized that the non-vanishing of the net heating J is essentially due to the presence of this "dynamical
inertia", and cannot be regarded as imposed by by external agencies. To put it another way, although
the solar heating has been specified in advance in this model, the long-wave cooling must be determined
as part of the solution.
Simple order-of-magnitude arguments, assuming height scales of order H and horizontal scales of
order L, where fo2L 2 -HZN 2 (this fails near the equator, where foZL2 < < NZH 2, and where
quasigeostrophic theory generally breaks down in any case) show that:
approximately, in this model. If AT(y,z) is the maximum annual variation of T in the model and r is a
seasonal timescale (say 3 months), we have 0T/0t-AT/r. However, typical radiative relaxation times
are mostly less than about 20 days in the middle atmosphere, so that r r < < r, whence
T - Tr - --rr AY << AT, (8)
7"
and departures of T from the radiatively-determined value Tr(Y,Z,t) are much less in this model than the
actual annual swing AT. The model therefore predicts extratropical temperatures T(y,z,t) that are always
close to the temperatures Tr(y,z,t) determined from radiative-convective considerations. (Note that this
conclusion does not depend on the details of the parameterization (6)). It is therefore clear that this simple
model fails to predict the observed large departures of T from T r in certain parts of the extratropical mid-
dle atmosphere (e.g., the polar night and the summer upper mesosphere). Additional effects must be in-
cluded if a basic understanding of the annual variations of the temperatures structure of these regions is
to be obtained.
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Now, if G -- 0o 'V-F + "X is retained, the set (1), with parameterization (6) yields:
[o otooj]o,o[o  oo,rl]_yy2 + b}z °_-_z 0° _ + 0-zz °'azLrr
[11 [21
+ o O] zj=o.
[3]
(9)
Suppose that G varies on a timescale r w • except for rapid events like sudden warmings we have rw -
7- > > r r. (If rapid events of this kind are present, they can be removed by averaging over a time 7-w
= 0(r): see Andrews et al., [1983].) A scaling gives the ratio of terms as:
[11 "[21 "[31 - AT. T - Tr. foLAG (10)
r 7-r R
iffoL2- N2H z(thusexcludingequatorialregionsagain)and AG isthe variationin O over time 7-w.In
thepolarnightstratosphereand intheuppermesosphere itisfound that(T-Tr)/7-r > > ZIT/7-ingeneral,
soheretheeffectsrepresentedby G must be largeenough togivea balancebetween terms [2]and [3].
The term in0T/0tin(9)isthereforesmallintheseregions:equivalentlythetimederivativesin(la)and
(ib)aresmall,sothat(accordingtothismodel)thebalancesexpressedby (4)and (5)holdapproximately,
ateach t,inthoseregionswhere T exhibitslargedeparturesfrom Tr.
.......... _,lc ,.uucJ suggests that dynamical eftects which contribute to the mean zonal force per unit
mass G -= 0o-l_.F + X may be responsible for maintaining the large departures of T from T r that are
observed in parts of the middle atmosphere. Conversely, it also suggests that those regions - such as parts
of the midlatitude lower stratosphere and the summer stratopause - which are observed to be close to
radiative equilibrium [e.g. Houghton, 1978; Wehrbein and Leovy, 1982] may be in that state because
of the absence of dynamical effects that can produce a significant G.
6.2.3 Aspects of Wave, Mean-Flow Interaction Theory
We now discuss the dynamical processes that are likely to contribute importantly to the forcing term
G -= 0o-'VoF + X. First consider V.F: it was mentioned in Section 6.2.2 that one advantage of the
transformed Eulerian-mean equations (1) is that the "eddy-forcing" term VoF depends on certain physical
properties of the eddies. This dependence is expressed by the "generalized Eliassen-Palm Theorem" (An-
drews and Mclntyre, 1976, 1978a; Boyd, 1976) which, for eddies on a flow that is basically zonal, takes
the form:
0A [terms that are cubic]
0-'i" + V.F = D + [_ in wave amplitude J
(11)
which is of a standard form expressing the conservation of some quantity, here a measure of wave activi-
ty, A. A and D, like F, are zonal-mean quadratic functions of eddy quantities, while the term that is cubic
in eddy amplitude is negligible for waves whose amplitudes are small enough for linear theory to be valid.
D involves wave dissipation or forcing, and thus vanishes if the waves are conservative; 0A/0t vanishes
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if the waves are steady. Thus (11) states that VoF depends on wave transience, nonconservative wave
effects and wave nonlinearity. If all of these are absent then VoF = 0. Conversely, if waves are strongly
transient, nonconservative or nonlinear (or any combination of these), we can anticipate large values of
V°F and perhaps large departures of T from T r. It should be noted that A generally involves Lagrangian
quantities like the northward particle displacement: "transience" thus means "Lagrangian transience"
in this context (see Section 6.5.2). Important contributions to X are likely to be produced for example
by turbulent mixing associated with the "breaking" of large-amplitude gravity waves (see Section 6.2.4).
6.2.4 Implications of the Theory
The theory sketched in the two previous sections, involving the use of a quasigeostrophic beta-plane
model for the mean flow and restrictions to small amplitude waves in Equation (11), is clearly too crude
for accurate quantitative comparisons with observations. (Some of these constraints can in fact be relaxed:
for instance, similar ideas can be formulated for the primitive equations on the sphere - in the extratropics
- by using isentropic coordinates.) However, perhaps a more important use of the theory is to provide
qualitative insights into the physical mechanisms which maintain the zonal-mean climatological state of
the middle atmosphere. It suggests how eddy motions on various scales can keep certain parts of the mid-
dle atmosphere far from the state predicted by radiative-convective models, and throws light on the physical
eddy processes that may be responsible for this. It thus helps to clarify the role of the eddies in the maintenance
of the climatological mean state. For instance, if in a climatological average certain eddies are found to
exhibit a significant V.F, then, under the scaling described at the end of Section 6.2.2, the corresponding
eddy forcing G = 0o -_ V.F is responsible for driving a climatological residual circulation (v.,w.) and
thence inducing a net radiative heating ]', by preventing-T from relaxing to T r [see Kurzeja, 1981; Plumb,
1982; Apruzese et al., 1982]. (This point was originally made by Dickinson [1969] using the northward
eddy flux of quasigeostrophic potential vorticity v 'Q' as a measure of eddy forcing. Under quasigeostrophic
scaling this flux equals 0o -_ V..F: cf. Section 6.5.3). In general, therefore, it is clearly misleading to
regard the residual circulation as a "diabatic circulation", driven by an externally-imposed net radiative
heating J ]Kurzeja et al., 1984].
Of course, not all situations in the middle atmosphere will be as simple as this: for example, one
cannot generally regard the eddy structure, and therefore V-,,F, as independent of the mean flow, nor,
indeed, of radiative processes, since these contribute to the nonconservative dissipation of the waves.
However, the case just described does caution against too naive an application of names like "eddy trans-
port" and "mean transport" to the various terms in the mean equations of motion. Not only may such
terms differ between one particular formulation and another - e.g., between the transformed set (1) and
the standard Eulerian-mean set or the Lagrangian-mean set (Andrews and Mclntyre, [1978b]; see also
Plumb [1983b], for a slightly different example) - but they may none of them be entirely consistent with
results of thought-experiments or model calculations in which eddies are artificially excluded from the
middle atmosphere [e.g., Andrews et al., 1983].
These insights have already proved useful in the interpretation of tracer transport [e.g., Mahlman et
al., 1981, 1984] and the behavior of numerical models of the middle atmosphere (see Section 6.3). They
should also help in the future investigation of the observed middle atmosphere, not only by providing
a basic theoretical framework for interpretation but also by indicating specific aspects of wave motions,
in specific regions of the middle atmosphere, which may require particular attention. These aspects will
now be considered in more detail.
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The first question to ask is what kinds of eddy or wave motion could be responsible for the large
observed climatological departures of T from T r in thc polar night stratosphere (especially in the northern
hemisphere) and in the upper mesosphere.
Taking first the polar winter stratosphere, obvious candidates are the planetary-scale wave distur-
bances, including the quasi-stationary planetary waves that are familiar features of the northern winter
stratosphere but are of smaller amplitude in the southern winter (Section 6.1.3). The theory sketched above
indicates that the effectiveness of the waves in driving T away from T r depends mainly on the Eliassen-
Palm flux divergence ,,V.F, and that V oF in turn depends on the waves being transient, nonconservative
or nonlinear. One class of event in which all three of these processes are probably significant, namely
the "breaking" of planetary waves, has recently been identified from satellite-derived measurements of
the stratosphere [Mclntyre and Palmer, 1983, 1984; Clough et al., 1985]. This phenomenon involves the
rapid, irreversible deformation of otherwise wavy material contours, and is most clearly depicted in terms
of maps on isentropic surfaces of Ertel's potential vorticity P (=-0 _a °_70, where 0 is density,_a is ab-
solute vorticity and 0 is potential temperature or entropy). Like 0, P is approximately conserved following
fluid particles (it is exactly conserved for adiabatic, frictionless flow), and the maps therefore give a pic-
ture (which is somewhat blurred, owing to the finite resolution of satellite measurements) of the behavior
of distorting, quasi-material lines of fluid particles in the stratosphere. During "breaking" planetary-wave
events, long "tongues" of potential vorticity are strung out on isentropic surfaces in an apparently ir-
reversible manner (see Figure 6-24), and significant mixing of potential vorticity may then occur. Several
key aspects of this process have yet to be clarified, however, including the role of radiative effects and
the extent to which the mixing is irreversible [Clough et al., 1985[.
If such planetary-wave breaking events are common in the northern winter stratosphere, they could
well lead to systematically large climatological contributions to V oF there. This contribution is in addition
to that expected in the absence of wave breaking from the effects of wave dissipation through radiative
damping, which may be particularly important in the upper stratosphere where the damping rates become
large. Further research is needed to understand the relative contribution of these effects and to determine
whether their net contribution to V oF is large enough to account for the observed departures of the
climatological temperatures from radiative equilibrium (see Section 6.4.2). However, some support for
the application of the simple theory given here comes from the general circulation model results of Mahlman
and Umscheid [1984] (in which the model's polar night stratosphere being too close to T r may be associated
with over-weak planetary wave amplitudes: cf. Section 6.3.3). Also relevant is the observation that the
southern hemisphere winter stratosphere is closer to the radiatively-determined state than is the northern
winter stratosphere: this may be due to the weaker southern winter planetary wave amplitudes mentioned
above.
Consider now the departure of T from T r in the upper mesosphere. In the summer hemisphere, at
least, these cannot be due to quasi-stationary planetary waves, since such waves are essentially absent
there. Following a suggestion of Houghton [1978], it is now generally believed that gravity waves provide
the major part of the forcing in the upper mesosphere. In the absence of significant dissipation or reflec-
tion, the velocity and temperature amplitudes of such waves grow roughly exponentially with height as
they propagate upwards from the lower atmosphere. Eventually nonlinear effects become important, leading
to wave "breaking", as signalled by the overturning of isentropic surfaces, and hence turbulence, small-
scale mixing and dissipation; as a result the wave growth with altitude is halted [Hodges, 1967]. This
"saturation" process leads, as seen in Section 6.1.6, to a vertical momentum flux convergence, and thus
a contribution to V .F (by (3b)), which in fact tends to accelerate the mean flow towards the phase speed
of the waves (Figure 6-32). The turbulence also causes diffusion of mean momentum and thus contributes
to X; diffusion of heat and chemical constituents is likely to occur in the same way (see Section 6.5).
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Figure 6-32. Schematic of the growth with height and saturation of a gravity wave due to convective
instability. Wave damping produces both a divergence of the vertical flux of horizontal momentum and
an acceleration of the mean flow toward the phase speed of the wave. Deceleration and diffusion cease
above the critical level (z = Zc) in the linear theory. [After Fritts, 1984].
A simple model of this process was suggested by Lindzen [1981], who estimated the range of zonal
phase speeds c of gravity waves that might be expected to propagate through the mean zonal wind, avoiding
absorption at critical levels where fi = c, and reach the mesosphere (Figure 6-33). He then used a linear
theory to estimate the altitude at which these waves would break and to calculate _.F and the diffusion
associated with the breaking waves. He found that G = _o t_v°F + X could equal several tens of metres
per second per day above a "breaking level" in the middle or upper mesosphere. This is of the right
order of magnitude to account for the observed departures of the upper mesosphere from its radiatively
determined state.
Further work in this area, and application to simple mechanistic models, includes the papers by Mat-
suno [1982], Holton [1982, 1983], Dunkerton [1982a,b], Weinstock [1982], Schoeberl et al. [1983], Hol-
ton, and Zhu [1984] and Miyahara [1984]. The mechanistic models have been fairly sucessful in simulating
the observed mean temperature and zonal wind in the upper mesosphere: mean north-south winds also
seem to agree reasonably well with the limited number of observations (Section 6.1). The possible impor-
tance of the refraction of small-scale waves by planetary waves has also been considered [Dunkerton and
Butchart, 1984] as has the possible damping or forcing of planetary waves by gravity waves [Miyahara,
1985; Schoeberl and Strobel, 1984; Holton, 1984].
The development of reliable parameterizations of the mean momentum forcing G due to mesospheric
gravity waves will require an improved understanding of the mechanics of the breaking process and much
more observational information on the global morphology of gravity waves in the middle atmosphere.
Other wave motions which may contribute to the maintenance of climatological mean departures of T
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Figure 6-33. Profiles of the zonal wind as a function of height at mid-latitudes for winter and summer
and the permitted and prohibited phase speeds for tropospheric gravity waves reaching the mesosphere.
[After Lindzen, 19611.
from T r include atmospheric tides, which may also break in the mesosphere and could contribute to G
below and above their breaking altitudes [Lindzen, 1981; Hamilton, 198 la; Miyahara, 1984]. Gravity
waves may perhaps break under some circumstances in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere, and may
make some significant contributions to G at these levels [Hamilton, 1983a].
6.2.5 Stratospheric Sudden Warmings
The stratospheric sudden warming is a spectacular phenomenon which is observed to occur in certain
northern hemisphere winters; a "major" warming occurs roughly every second year. It is manifested by
a breakdown and (often) reversal of the basic zonal-mean polar westerly vortex, accompanied by a rapid
rise in temperature in the stratospheric polar cap. Minor warmings of lesser amplitude occur more fre-
quently in both hemispheres during their respective winters. In a sense, the major warming is just a large-
amplitude example of a fairly frequent event. The advent of satellite measurements and the development
of numerical models of the middle atmosphere have contributed enormously to our knowledge of sudden
warmings. Recent reviews of the phenomenon include those by Labitzke [ 1981 ] (dealing mostly with obser-
vations) and Mclntyre [1982] (dealing mostly with theory).
There is now little doubt that sudden warmings are intimately linked with the propagation from the
troposphere into the stratosphere of some form of large-amplitude planetary-wave disturbance (indeed,
there appears to be an association between major warmings and large-amplitude blocking events in the
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troposphere). This kind of dynamical mechanism was originally proposed by Matsuno [1971], although
some of the details of his hypothesis have since required modification. A standard procedure for investigating
observed and modeled sudden warmings has been to split each variable into a zonal-mean and an "eddy"
part, and to study the resulting wave, mean-flow interaction [e.g., Dunkerton et al., 1981; Palmer, 1981a,b;
Butchart et al., 1982; O'Neill and Youngblut, 1982; Simmons and Struefing, 1983]. In this case, theory
of the type introduced in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 is helpful: thus the EP vector F can be regarded as
giving an indication of the direction of propagation of the planetary waves through the existing mean flow
structure. Under normal climatological conditions a cross-section showing the direction ofF at various
points in the meridional plane [Hamilton, 1982b; Geller et al., 1983] suggests a general propagation of
planetary waves from the mid- and high-latitude troposphere up into the stratosphere, followed by a tendency
for such waves to propagate equatorwards (see Figure 6-34).
There is evidence, however, that this tendency reverses prior to sudden warmings, with F being refracted
poleward, causing some focusing of the waves into the high-altitude polar cap (see Figure 6-35). This
may be due to refraction of the waves by a changing mean flow structure, although similar effects can
be produced independent of mean flow changes by interference between stationary and transient waves
(see Section 6.1.4). Whatever the cause, there are good theoretical grounds to believe that this "focus-
ing" is an important precursor to the subsequent polar warming.
The effect of the mean flow of such focusing can be investigated with Equations (1 a,b,c,d). In spherical
coordinates, (la) is replaced by:
O_ 1
__- 29 sin_V. = V.F
0t 0oaCOS¢
(12)
mb
1 mb
mb
10 ° 20 ° 30 ° 4(3 ° 50 ° 60 ° 70 ° 80 °
LATITUDE
Figure 6-34. The climatological January-mean directions of the geostrophic Eliassen-Palm fluxF, defined
by equation (3), at various latitudes and heights in the northern hemisphere, based on four years of
stratospheric data. [From Hamilton, 1982b].
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Figure 6-35. "Integral curves" giving the local direction ofF, and contours of (goaCOS_)-lV._ labell-
ed in units of 10 -4 ms-2 (negative values stippled) for several days in February 1979; (a) 17th, (b)
19th, (c) 21st, (d) 23rd, (e) 26th, (f) 28th. (Dashed integral curves are dominated by zonal wavenumber
1 disturbances; full integral curves are dominated by wavenumber 2). [From Palmer, 1981a).
(neglecting X), where 4_ is latitude and _2and a are the earth's rotation rate and radius, respectively. If
waves are transient, nonconservative or nonlinear, then significant values of V oF are expected, by Equa-
tion (11). The "transience" contribution (-0A/0t) to V °F (and also possibly the dissipation contribution
D) will be negative as waves first penetrate into the high polar cap and, while there is no simple way
of estimating the nonlinear contribution, model calculations and observational data show that the net result
of all these processes is to produce a negative V.F there (see Figure 6-35). The effect of this negative
forcing on the right of (12) will be enhanced by the small values of 0o and cos4_ in the high-altitude polar
regions. Consideration of a full set of equations analogous to (1) shows that this large negative zonal force
leads to a rapid deceleration (0fi/0t < 0), despite the mitigating effect of the Coriolis term 2_2sin4i_,.
By thermal-wind balance this deceleration is associated with a rapid rise in temperature, as observed in
the sudden warming. In terms of the thermodynamic equation (lb) we find 0T/0t = -NZHW,/R >0,
with ]-negligible on the timescale of the warming: thus the temperature increase is associated with a residual
mean descent (W, < 0), although the Eulerian-mean vertical velocity W is often found to be positive. It
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is observed that air parcels are descending, on average, too [Mahlman, 1969b; Dunkerton et al., 1981].
(But note that W. is not generally equal to the Lagrangian-mean vertical velocity during transient wave events).
This description of sudden warmings leaves a number of questions to be answered. First, how impor-
tant are changes in the mean flow structure in favoring focusing of planetary waves into the polar cap,
and how do these changes arise? Such "preconditioning" appears in some (but not all) cases to be due
to an earlier wave event. Second, what is the cause of the anomalous amplification of planetary wave
activity? It may be a result of as yet poorly understood processes in the troposphere; other possibilities
are near-resonance of the stationary waves [Tung and Lindzen, 1979], which may even be self-induced
by nonlinear "self-tuning" [Plumb, 1981], or constructive interference between stationary and traveling
wave components.
Very recent studies suggest that for some planetary-wave events, especially those of large amplitude,
the separation into zonal mean and eddy parts may be an unnecessarily complicated way of viewing the
dynamics and may perhaps give misleading impressions of causality [see Clough et al., 1985]. As an alter-
native, the use of isentropic potential vorticity maps (Hoskins et al., 1985; see Sections 6.2.4 and 6.4.4)
may provide a simpler method of analysing sudden warmings and other transient phenomena involving
large departures from a zonally-symmetric state. However, a body of theory, comparable to that describ-
ed above for the "zonal-mean, eddy" separation, and capable of showing how to analyse such maps in
a quantitative way, has yet to be developed.
6.2.6 The Non-Zonally-Averaged Climatological State
In Sections 6.2.2-6.2.4 the maintenance of the climatological zonal-mean state of the middle atmosphere
was discussed. A rather different process will be briefly considered in this section, namely the control
of the climatological state in which the zonal mean is not taken. This question needs to be looked at in
a different way, since the time-mean state now contains stationary (or quasi-stationary) planetary-wave
deviations from zonal symmetry. These "stationary eddies" were included among those wave motions
which were invoked to explain departures of the zonal-mean climatology from a radiatively-determined state.
The discussion of the maintenance of a zonally-asymmetric time-mean state is hampered by the lack,
at present, of a comprehensive theoretical framework for the dynamical evaluation and interpretation of
the processes involved. As in the zonal-mean case, one must not give too much weight to naive physical
interpretations of the various terms in the time-averaged equations of motion. However, some general
qualitative remarks can be made. In the first place, monthly-mean climatological data would presumably
be zonally-symmetric in an idealized atmosphere whose lower boundary contained no zonal asymmetries,
since any traveling-wave structures would tend to be removed by the climatological time-averaging and
the phases of any disturbances that happeped to be stationary would tend to be randomly distributed in
longitude. It thus follows that any zonal asymmetries in the climatological fields will be linked in some
way with zonal asymmetries in the earth's surface.
It is now generally accepted that the observed stationary waves in the troposphere are ultimately as-
sociated with orography and with thermal aspects of the land-sea difference [e.g., Wallace, 1983; Held,
1983; Donner and Kuo, 1984]. Since stationary disturbances of the longest wavelengths can propagate
from the troposphere into the stratosphere in the winter hemisphere [Charney and Drazin, 1961], it is
to be expected that some, at least, of the climatological zonal asymmetries in the middle atmosphere can
be attributed to the orographic and thermal forcing in the troposphere. This expectation is partly con-
firmed by studies with numerical models of linear stationary waves in climatological zonal-mean states.
Some of these [e.g., Matsuno, 1970; Schoeberl and Geller, 1977] impose as a lower boundary condition
an observed monthly-mean geopotential height field in the middle or upper troposphere (without enquir-
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ing into the precise cause of this field) and compute the linearized response of the stratosphere and
mesosphere. These models have achieved a fair degree of success in simulating observed monthly-mean
zonally-asymmetric fields in the middle atmosphere. Others [e.g., Lin, 1982; Alpert et al., 1983] include
details of the tropospheric forcing as well; in this case it appears to be more difficult to achieve a satisfac-
tory simulation of stationary waves in the middle atmosphere. This reflects our poor understanding of
the forcing of the stationary waves. One possibly important failing of such linear models may be the neglect
of the time-averaged nonlinear effects of "transient eddies" (departures from the monthly-mean fields)
on the stationary eddies. Given some basic flow that is zonally asymmetric (perhaps because of the in-
fluence of tropospheric thermal or orographic forcing) these transient eddies may help to enhance, or al-
ternatively diminish, the zonal asymmetry. Recent studies [e.g., Hoskins, 1983] suggest that these effects
may be important in the troposphere; whether they also take place to a significant degree in the middle
atmosphere has not yet been investigated.
6.2.7 Theory of the Low-Latitude Zonal-Mean Circulation
It was mentioned in Section 6.1 that zonal-mean circulation of the equatorial middle atmosphere is
dominated by long-period variations, namely the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) and semi-annual oscillation
(SAO), rather than the annual cycle that predominates in extra-tropical regions. What makes the dynamics
of these low-latitude zonal circulations so intriguing and so different from those of high latitudes is that
while the latter are qualitatively similar to those expected on the basis of a simple atmospheric response
to seasonal thermal driving, albeit with sometimes dramatic modulations induced by tropospherically-forced
eddy activity, the former appear to be dependent on eddy transport in a more fundamental way. A major
clue that this is so comes from the observation of strong equatorial westerlies during the westerly phases
of both the QBO and the SAO. Since inviscid zonally symmetric circulations conserve absolute angular
momentum, they would inevitably tend to drive easterlies at the equator by bringing in air of relatively
low nh_olHte_ zn_=_lnr mnm_nhlm frnm hlohPr I_titHcl_e. th_r,_f,_r,_ 7_n,_lly ,_c,t,r_rw,_tr;c, ,_clA; .......... ;_A
to achieve the implied angular momentum transport. The major eddy motions observed in the tropical
middle atmosphere and described in Section 6.1.5 are depicted schematically in Figure 6-36. Of these,
only the equatorial Kelvin waves appear capable of transporting westerly momentum into the equatorial
stratosphere and it therefore seems clear these motions must be responsible for the westerly phase of the
QBO and of the stratopause SAO.
In fact, it is now believed that both westerly and easterly phases of the QBO are wave-driven. This
belief stems from a suggestion of Lindzen and Holton [1968], updated by Holton and Lindzen [1972],
that the QBO results from an interplay between westerly forcing by slow equatorial Kelvin waves and
easterly forcing by mixed Rossby-gravity waves, both of which dissipate (and therefore interact with the
mean flow) primarily in the lower stratosphere. Their theory, which was discussed further by Plumb [1977]
and is reviewed in Plumb [1984], predicts well the major features of the observed time/height structure
of the QBO (Figure 6-37; cf. Figure 6-28) and was further supported by the generation of an analogous
oscillation in a laboratory experiment of Plumb and McEwan [1978] and by an analysis of the observed
momentum budget of the equatorial lower stratosphere [Lindzen and Tsay, 1975]. Therefore the Holton-
Lindzen theory has become widely accepted; a few modifications have been proposed, perhaps the most
substantial of which is the suggestion of Dunkerton [1983a] (see also Dickinson [1968] and Andrews and
Mclntyre [1976]) that lateral momentum transport by the quasi-stationary planetary waves of the winter
hemisphere may contribute substantially to the driving of the easterly regime.
The thermal structure of the QBO and, correspondingly, the associated (Lagrangian-mean) meridional
circulation were investigated in a two-dimensional model by Plumb and Bell [1982]. Their results, depicted
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Figure 6-36. Schematic illustration of the propagation of wave motions into the tropical stratosphere
and mesosphere. Arrows terminate where waves dissipate and interact with the mean flow. Stippled
arrows (open arrows) represent waves which produce an effective westerly (easterly) force on the flow
in these regions. 1. Slow Kelvin waves, 2. Fast Kelvin waves, 3. Ultra-fast Kelvin waves and internal
gravity waves, 4. Mixed Rossby-gravity waves, 5. Internal gravity waves and tides, 6. Quasi-stationary
planetary waves.
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Figure 6-37. Theoretical evolution of mean zonal flow _ at the equator according to the Holton-Lindzen
model. Solid contours are at intervals of 15 ms 1, dashed contours represent + 22.5 ms-1. Westerlies
are shaded. [After Plumb, 1977].
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Figure 6-38. Schematic representation of the mean meridional circulation driven by an equatorial ther-
mal anomaly, and the consequent acceleration of the mean zonal wind. Solid contours: Potential
isotherms. Dashed contours: Isopleths of zonal velocity. ___Sign of zonal acceleration. (a) Warm anomaly,
(b) Cold anomaly. [After Plumb and Bell, 1982].
schematically in Figure 6-38, show the meridional circulation to be an important determinant of the struc-
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species transport in low latitudes; Hasebe [1984] and Ling and London [1985] have discussed this in the
context of the QBO in total ozone.
The driving of the SAO is in some ways similar to that of the QBO. The westerly SAO regime at
the stratopause again appears to be driven by Kelvin waves, as suggested by Holton [ 1975], Hirota [1978]
and Dunkerton [1979]; the fast Kelvin waves described in Section 6.1.5 propagate to these levels where
they are observed to be of sufficiently large amplitude to account for the observed westerly accelerations
[Coy and Hitchman, 1984]. Unlike the QBO, however, the easterly phase of the stratopause SAO appears
to be driven not by equatorial waves but by the effects of the seasonal meridional circulation [Holton and
Wehrbein, 1980b; Mahlman and Sinclair, 1980; Takahashi, 1984] or planetary waves propagating from
the winter hemisphere [Hopkins, 1975; Dunkerton, 1979]. Indeed, on the basis of a successful simulation
of the stratopause SAO in the GFDL "SKYHI" model, Mahlman and Umscheid [1984] concluded that
both effects are important in producing the observed structure. Note that the periodicity of the SAO is
thus externally imposed by the semiannual variability of mean angular momentum advection and plane-
tary wave circulations in the tropics, whereas that of the QBO is internal to the dynamics of the wave
mean-flow interaction [Plumb, 1977].
The mesopause SAO has been explained by Dunkerton [1982b] as a secondary phenomenon, produc-
ed as a "shadow" of the stratopause oscillation. He suggested that selective absorption of vertically-
propagating internal gravity waves through the stratopause region so modulates the spectrum of waves
propagating to higher levels as to force an oscillation of opposite sign to that at the stratopause. As yet
there is no direct evidence to support this prediction.
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6.3 MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE GENERAL CIRCULATION MODELS
6.3.1. Introduction
Quantitative assessment of our understanding of the middle atmosphere circulation relies on numerical
models of varying degrees of complexity. These range from highly simplified models such as radiative-
convective models (which neglect dynamics) through so-called "mechanistic" dynamical models (which
neglect radiative effects, or represent them in a very crude fashion) to general circulation models (GCMs)
which are defined here, following Mahlman and Umscheid [1984], as models which aim to include all
major physical processes in a self-consistent manner. However, at present no models fully meet this criterion.
While most GCMs use similar radiation schemes, for example, the manner in which momentum transfer
by small-scale motions is parameterized ranges from very crude forms such as Rayleigh friction to more
sophisticated schemes which are nonetheless highly simplified representations of a very complex process.
Mahlman and Umscheid [1984] have pointed out that the important differences between GCMs and
"mechanistic" models of the middle atmosphere relate to the inclusion of realistic radiative transfer (i.e.,
the radiative transfer should agree well with modern line-by-line calculations), a self-determined troposphere
(including moist convection effects) and, perhaps, a "sufficient" model spatial resolution. Following the
discussion of Section 6.2, it is clear that one of the major scientific challenges is the explanation of the
maintenance of the observed large departures from radiative equilibrium in the mesosphere and in the
winter stratosphere. It is therefore of particular importance that radiative processes which, in the absence
of dynamical effects, would drive the system back to radiative equilibrium be represented as accurately
as possible.
Given the fact that GCMs are typically much more expensive to run than are "mechanistic" models,
it is important to note for which types of middle atmosphere scientific problems mechanistic models are
appropriate and for which classes of problems GCMs are appropriate. Mechanistic models can be used
to test specific physical hypotheses. For example, Matsuno's [1971] classic paper used such a model to
illustrate the role of stationary planetary waves in giving rise to sudden stratospheric warmings. Such
mechanistic studies focus on limited aspects of a problem and leave other aspects unaddressed. For in-
stance, in Matsuno's model, the question of what gives rise to the tropospheric planetary wave activity
or the basic state zonal wind in the first place is not addressed. However, the role of radiation in preven-
ting such warmings from taking place in the real atmosphere is severely underestimated in such models.
GCM experiments can be used to address these points.
One difficulty with the use of GCMs is associated with their large amount of output. The volume
that emerges from a GCM integration is comparable to that of an atmospheric data set (and can even be
greater depending on the frequency at which it is retained). This makes diagnostic studies of GCM behavior
a formidable task. Moreover, the multiplicity of physical effects in a GCM, compared with a mechanistic
model, makes GCM results sometimes difficult to interpret. Given these circumstances, both GCMs and
mechanistic models need to be used cooperatively in middle atmosphere studies.
GCMs are very useful in studying the coupling of middle atmosphere dynamics with radiative and
chemical processes. Examples are studies of the coupling of middle atmosphere dynamics with radiation
by Ramanathan et al. [1983] and of the coupling of dynamics with chemical processes by Mahlman et
al. [1980].
Tropospheric GCMs have also been used to examine the sensitivity of tropospheric climate and/or
weather forecasting to inclusion of the middle atmosphere. Simmons and Struefing [1983] have looked
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at the sensitivity of tropospheric weather forecasts to extending the top of the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasting model from 50 to 10 mb and using a hybrid vertical coordinate system instead
of sigma coordinates. Mechoso et al. [1982] used the UCLA GCM to study the sensitivity of numerical
forecasts to moving the top level of the model from the lower stratosphere to the stratopause.
Middle atmosphere GCMs can also be used to understand the limitations of more simplified models
or to develop more proper parameterizations for such models. For instance, Mahlman [1975] and Tuck
[1979] have used tracer transport experiments with GCMs to study some of the shortcomings of simplified
transport formulations commonly used in one- and two-dimensional photochemical models. Plumb and
Mahlman [1985] have used tracer transport experiments with GCMs to establish the formulation of transport
for two-dimensional photochemical models on a firmer physical basis.
GCM results can also be used as proxy for atmospheric data to examine the representativeness of
present observational networks as well as to look at the impact of proposed future systems. Moxim and
Mahlman [1980] have used the results of GCM transport studies to look at the representativeness of globally
averaged ozone amounts that are inferred from the ground-based ozone network.
Middle atmosphere GCMs are just beginning to be used in the analysis of satellite data. Such forecast-
analysis methods are already used extensively for tropospheric studies [e.g., McPherson et al., 1979]. In
this system, data are analyzed, a forecast is run, and the results of the forecast are used to help in the
analysis at a later time. The cycle is then repeated. This type of analysis yields a complete data set, con-
strained by all available observations, that is dynamically and energetically consistent with the GCM for-
mulation. Stratospheric forecast-analysis methods are now beginning to be applied to stratospheric satellite
data by the British Meteorological Office and by groups in the United States.
6.3.2. Current Status of Middle Atmosphere GCMs
GCMs have modeled several aspects of observed middle atmosphere structure. In the following, we
will look into some of the contributions of GCMs to our understanding of middle atmospheric behavior.
We will also look at some model shortcomings. In this discussion, we shall confine attention to model
studies for which the upper model boundary is at the stratopause or above.
a) Climatology
Several recent middle atmosphere GCMs have appeared recently in the published literature. These
include the model results presented by Schlesinger and Mintz [1979], Hunt [1981], O'Neill et al. [1982],
Mahlman and Umscheid [1984], and Rind et al. [1985]. A typical deficiency that appears in most middle
atmosphere GCM results is that of excessive winter westerly and summer easterly zonal winds together
with excessively cold winter polar temperatures as required by thermal wind balance. Figure 6-39 gives
examples of these results from the works of Schlesinger and Mintz [1979], Hunt [1981], Mahlman and
Umscheid [1984], and Rind et al. [1985]. All four of these results are for the month of January although
Schlesinger and Mintz' and Hunt's result are for perpetual January integrations while the Mahlman and
Umscheid and Rind et al. results are from annual cycle integrations. The four results shown in Figure
6-39 all use different formulations for radiative transfer as well as different parameterizations for the dif-
fusion and drag resulting from subgrid scale processes. Nevertheless, certain features are found to be common
to all of these results. All four simulations give middle atmosphere winter hemisphere westerlies and sum-
mer hemisphere easterlies as are observed. However, all have winter westerlies too strong compared to
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Figure 6-39. (a) Mean zonal wind in m/s as modeled with perpetual January insolation by Schlesinger
and Mintz [1979]
(b) Mean zonal wind in m/s as modeled with perpetual January insolation by Hunt [1981 ]
in top panel and "observed" mean zonal wind for Northern Hemisphere January and July conditions
from Newell [1968] in bottom panel
(c) Mean zonal wind for January from the model of Mahlman and Umscheid [1984]
(d) Mean zonal wind for January from the model of Rind et al. [1985].
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observations. One way to see this is to compare the maximum westerly wind values at 10 mb (about 30
km) in the three simulation results with observations. In the results of Schlesinger and Mintz, Hunt, and
Mahlman and Umscheid, the maximum westerly wind at 10 mb is about 70 ms -t. Rind et al. 's maxi-
mum westerly wind at 10 mb is about 60 ms -t. For comparison, we see that the "observations" show
maximum westerly wind values at 10 mb of about 20 ms -l. (More recent analysis of a four year data
set by Geller et al. [1984] indicates maximum mean January winds at 10 mb in the Nothern Hemisphere
ranging from about 30 to 50 ms-l).
We see then that all middle atmospheric GCMs (given our definition that GCMs must include proper
radiative transfer calculations) give excessive winter westerlies. Mahlman and Umscheid [1984] discuss-
ed extensively this aspect of the behavior of the GFDL SKYHI model and attributed this problem to a
combination of underestimation of the upward flux of planetary waves out of the troposphere and the neglect
of the effects of small-scale gravity waves in their model.
b) Perturbation Studies
Middle atmospheric GCMs have also been used to test for their response to imposed perturbations.
Fels et al. [1980] investigated the effects of doubling CO2 and halving 03 in a low resolution model ex-
tending up to about 80 km with annual average insolation and boundary conditions. Figure 6-40 shows
their modeled zonally averaged temperatures for the control (unperturbed) case and for the doubled CO/
and halved 03 cases. They found for the doubled CO2 case that the resulting middle atmosphere cooling
was quite independent of latitude; little change was found therefore in the mean zonal wind. The halved
03 case gave much more latitudinal structure in the cooling and consequently a much greater effect on
the mean zonal flow, mostly above 30 km. No significant changes in tropospheric planetary wave struc-
ture were found in either of the perturbation experiments. This last result is consistent with that found
in studies of the effects of middle atmosphere changes on tropospheric planetary waves using simpler
mechanistic models [Schoeberl and Strobel, 1978a; and Geller and Alpert, 1980]. One result that did emerge
from the Fels et al. study that would not have been easy to obtain with a mechanistic model was the sensi-
tivity of the tropical tropopause temperature to the imposed 03 changes. The strong cooling found at the
tropical tropopause in the halved 03 experiment should result in much less stratospheric water vapor by
increasing the freezing out of water in the rising branch of the Hadley circulation.
c) Comparison with Simpler Models
Another application of middle atmosphere GCMs is in comparing the results of full GCMs with more
simplified models for the purposes of seeing the limitations of the simpler models and improving their
parameterizations. Two examples of this type of application of middle atmospheric GCMs are the works
of Fels et al. [1980] and Plumb and Mahlman [1985]. Fels et al. [1980] used the GFDL SKYHI model
to explore the applicability of the simpler Radiative-Convective-Equilibrium (RCE) and Fixed-Dynamical-
Heating (FDH) models to the doubled CO2 and halved 03 experiments that were discussed in the previous
section.
The RCE model is one in which the solar heating is taken to balance the long wave cooling at each
point in the model except where the computed temperature lapse rate exceeds some critical value, in which
case the lapse rate is fixed at this value; the surface temperature is usually calculated self-consistently.
Fels et al. fixed the surface temperatures, however, so that the response to the imposed perturbation is
purely radiative above the convective zone and purely dynamical below.
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Figure 6-40. (Top) Modeled zonally averaged temperature in degress Kelvin; (lower left) difference be-
tween modeled zonally averaged temperatures and those with uniformly doubled CO2 concentrations;
(lower right) difference between modeled zonally averaged temperatures and those with uniformly halved
03 concentrations. All are general circulation model results from Fels et al. [1980].
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The FDH model is one in which the dynamical heating is taken to remain unchanged when the distribution
of radiatively active constituents is perturbed. Thus, given Fels et al. [1980] GeM results for annual averaged
insolation, the equilibrium solution is one where the sum of the solar heating, long wave cooling, and
dynamical heating rates are everywhere known and the distribution of dynamical heating rates is easily
determined. In performing the perturbation experiments, the new FDH temperature distribution is one
for which the new local net radiative heating rate plus the unchanged dynamical heating rate is everywhere
zero.
Figure 6-41 shows the RCE and FDH modeled temperature differences for the halved 03 perturbation
experiment. This is to be compared with the full GCM results for this case that were shown in Figure
6-40. From the comparison, we see that above 35 km there is qualitative similarity among all three model
results with maximum cooling of 22-25 K near the tropical stratopause; however, larger horizontal gra-
dients in the amount of cooling are seen in the FDH results. Below about 25 km, there are substantial
differences among the three results that can be attributed, in part, to the fixed lapse rate constraint in the
troposphere and to the different "control" temperature distribution of the RCE model [see Fels et al.,
1980]. There is a qualitative difference between the FDH and GCM results in the tropics between about
55 and 75 km where the dynamical cooling has apparently changed in the GCM case. There are also signifi-
cant differences in the cooling results just above the tropical tropopause among the GCM, RCE, and FDH
results. Fels et al. point out that this region is particularly sensitive to very small changes in the heating
or cooling rates. Quite similar results are obtained in all of the three models (GCM, RCE, and FDH)
for the doubled COz case (not shown here). The only very significant difference is in the shape of the
perturbation response in the lower stratosphere in the RCE model compared with those of the GCM and
FDH models. This is due to the fixed lapse rate constraint in the RCE case. The fact that the FDH model
does so well in the doubled CO2 case is consistent with the rather flat response in the GCM perturbation
experiment with latitude. Such a flat response should not produce greatly altered dynamics.
Thus, the Fels et al. [1980] investigation showed that for perturbation experiments involving changes
of concentrations of long wave radiatively active constituents such as CO2, which give a fiat distribution
of temperature change with latitude, the FDH, and, in fact, the RCE models give fairly good simulations
of temperature change. In cases where the altered constituent is a strong solar radiation absorber such
as ozone, the GeM gives a temperature response with more latitudinal structure and more altered dynam-
ics. Even in this case, however, the FDH model does well except in the tropical lower stratosphere and
mesosphere. Investigations of this type show the utility of middle atmosphere GCMs in seeing the limita-
tions of simpler models.
Plumb and Mahlman [1986] have used the GFDL tracer model (with its top at 10 mb) to investigate
better ways in which to parameterize transport in two-dimensional photochemical models. They have derived
the two-dimensional transport tensor by performing two transport experiments that allow them to solve
for the four components of the "diffusion" tensor. They do this by calculating the zonally-averaged meri-
dional and vertical tracer fluxes in the GCM. This, together with the calculated meridional and vertical
gradients of the computed zonally averaged distributions allows solution for the transport tensor. Plumb
and Mahlman have used this transport tensor in a two-dimensional model to show that they can mimic
reasonably well the zonal average of the three-dimensional transport of the GCM. Thus, they demonstrate
an internally consistent manner in which a transport formulation can be developed for two-dimensional
models to give equivalent transport to a GCM in a zonally averaged sense. Plumb and Mahlman's GCM
study underscores the importance of including consistent advection and diffusion in two-dimensional transport
models (see Section 6.5).
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Figure 6-41. Difference in zonally averaged temperatures (in degrees Kelvin) between halved 03 case
and control case using a radiative-convective-equilibrium (RCE) model (top) and fixed-dynamical-heating
(FDH) model (bottom). From Fels et al. [1980].
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d) Transport and Photochemistry Studies
Middle atmosphere GCMs have been very useful for studies of transport and photochemistry. Two
very different types of studies have been accomplished by the use of marked parcels and by tracer transport
formulations, some of which have involved photochemistry while others have not. Examples of middle
atmosphere transport studies using marked parcels are those of Kida [1977, 1983a,b], and Hsu [1980].
Examples of transport studies without photochemistry include Mahlman and Moxim [1978] while those
with some degree of photochemistry include Cunnold et al. [1975, 1980], Mahlman et al. [1980], Levy
et al. [1979], and Golombek [1982].
As examples of these two types of investigations, we will briefly discuss the work of Kida [ 1983a,b]
and Mahlman et al. [1980]. Kida used a 12-level hemispheric GCM extending from the ground to 1 mb.
Its horizontal grid was 3 degrees of longitude by 2.5 degrees of latitude. It had no topography but did
include a parameterization of thermal forcing of planetary waves. Kida examined the very long term mo-
tion of air parcels into and out of the stratosphere by performing trajectory analyses on a large number
of marked air parcels. In this work, he defined the age of a stratospheric air parcel as the length of time
elapsed since the parcel first entered the stratosphere. Figure 6-42 shows parcel age spectra for 5 degree
latitude by 1 km altitude domains for three separate latitude bands: 5-10 degrees (tropics), 45-50 degrees
LAT: 5 ° - 10 ° LAT: 45°- 50 °
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Figure 6-42. The age spectrum of air parcels whose initial location was just below the tropical tropopause
for selected domains in the lower stratosphere. Left - 5-10 degrees; middle - 45-50 degrees; right -
75-80 degrees. Each domain covers 5 degrees in latitude and 1 km in altitude. Shaded portions are
due to parcels that have once entered the troposphere and, after a long time, re-entered the stratosphere
or remained in the troposphere. From Kida [1983b].
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(mid-latitudes), and 75-80 degrees (polar latitudes). These are given for five altitude ranges. At the start
of this experiment, the parcels are all located just beneath the tropical tropopause. In the tropics, the
tropopause altitude is about 17 km, so we may interpret the age spectra as showing strongly peaked distribu-
tions above the tropopause with the peak in age spectra occurring at later times at increasing altitude con-
sistent with the speed of the rising motion in the Hadley circulation of - 5 km/year. Below the tropopause,
the distribution is fiat indicating that after about a year the marked parcels start reentering the troposphere
and build up to a steady state number density. At middle latitudes, one sees less sharp stratospheric distribution
peaks than was the case for the tropics. The broader peak in the age spectra at longer times with increas-
ing altitude indicates that it has taken longer for stratospheric air parcels to reach these higher altitudes
and that the trajectories taken are more diverse. Note that all five altitudes are in the stratosphere at middle
latitudes. Finally, the high latitudes have very flat distributions indicating that it takes a long time for
"new" stratospheric air parcels to reach the polar stratosphere, and that the trajectories followed by these
polar stratospheric air parcels were very diverse.
Another very different use of a middle atmospheric GCM in investigating transport and photochemistry
is that of Mahlman et al. [1980] who used the GFDL 1 l-level tracer model [see Manabe and Mahlman,
1976 and Mahlman and Moxim, 1978] for two idealized ozone experiments. The first of these experiments,
the Stratified Tracer Experiment, specified instant relaxation of the ozone concentration at the top level
(10 mb) to 7.5 ppmv. Ozone was then treated as inert tracer at all levels below this top level until it was
removed in the lower troposphere. In the second experiment, the Simple Ozone Experiment, a simplified
ozone photochemistry is used at the top model level, and again ozone is taken to be inert at lower levels
and is removed in the lower troposphere. Mahlman et al. [1980] found that both experiments gave remarkably
similar results. For example, Figure 6-43 shows the zonal-mean ozone mixing ratio [ppmv] from the fourth
year of both experiments. These results suggest that the details of middle stratosphere ozone chemistry
exert very little influence on the distribution of ozone in the lower stratosphere compared with the in-
fluence of transport processes.
e) Modeling of Stratospheric Warmings
Two types of GCM studies of stratospheric warmings have been undertaken. These are the analysis
of stratospheric warmings that have spontaneously arisen in the course of climatological runs with GCMs
and GCM forecasting of observed stratospheric warming events. The first spontaneous appearance of a
stratospheric warming in a GCM was reported by Newson [1974] using an early version of the British
Meteorological Office stratospheric model. Similar results were found with the NASA/Langley quasi-
geostrophic stratospheric model by Haggard and Grose [1981 ]. Neither of these models meets our present
definition of a GCM since the model used by Newson used Newtonian cooling in place of an infrared
radiative transfer treatment, and Haggard and Grose's model was quasi-geostrophic and contained a
parameterized troposphere. Nonetheless, these were two of the earliest reports of stratospheric warming
events arising spontaneously in stratospheric circulation models. Mahlman and Umscheid [1984] have recently
reported the spontaneous appearance of a sudden warming-type event in the GFDL SKYHI GCM. So
far, middle atmosphere GCMs have not produced simulations of stratospheric warming events as intense
as those observed in the actual atmosphere.
The pioneering attempt at forecasting stratospheric warming events with a GCM was by Miyakoda
et al. [1970]. This effort showed some success but failed to produce a true warming event. More recent
attempts by Simmons and Struefing [1983], Mechoso et al. [1985], and Geller et al. [1985] have shown
greater success.
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Figure 6-43. Zonal mean mixing ratio (ppmv) for selected months from the fourth year of the Stratified
Tracer Experiment (top four panels) and the Simple Ozone Experiment (bottom four panels) of Mahlman
et aL [1980].
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In summary then, troposphere-middle atmosphere GCMs have had a number of successes in simulating
some middle atmospheric phenomena. They reproduce many of the observed features of the middle at-
mosphere [see NASA, 1979, pages 79-91]. Some of the successfully simulated features are the following:
the reversed meridional temperature gradient in the lower stratosphere [Smagorinsky et al., 1965]; scale
filtering of disturbances with increasing altitude [Manabe and Hunt, 1968]; equatorial tropopause struc-
ture [Manabe and Mahlman, 1976]; midlatitude warm belt [Manabe and Mahlman, 1976]; interhemispheric
asymmetries [Manabe and Mahlman, 1976]; stratospheric tracer structure [Hunt and Manabe, 1968]; seasonal
variation of lower stratospheric temperature [Manabe and Mahlman, 1976]; cancellation between mean
cell and eddies [Smagorinsky et al., 1965]; gross features of stratospheric-tropospheric mass exchange
[Mahlman and Moxim, 1978]; summertime easterly flow [Manabe and Mahlman, 1976]; identification
of Kelvin and mixed Rossby-gravity wave modes in the lower stratosphere [Hayashi, 1974; Tsay, 1'974];
phase relationships between ozone and pressure perturbations [Schlesinger and Mintz, 1979]; simulation
of the semi-annual oscillation [Mahlman and Sinclair, 1980]; identification of upper stratospheric and
mesospheric Kelvin waves [Hayashi et al., 1984]; identification of the effects of gravity waves on the
mean zonal flow and planetary waves [Miyahara, et al., 1985]; spontaneous stratospheric warmings [Newson,
1974]; and successful forecasting of stratospheric warmings up to the lower stratosphere [Simmons and
Struefing, 1983]. References given above are for the first apparent publication reporting each achievement.
6.3.3. GCM Deficiencies
a) Cold Pole
As discussed in the previous section, all middle atmosphere GCMs (using our definition that they
must contain state-of-the-art radiation calculations and a self-determined troposphere) suffer from produc-
ing a winter polar night stratosphere that is too cold. Along with this, by the thermal wind relation, the
winter westerlies are too strong. This problem typically exists in middle atmosphere GCMs from the
tropopause to the mesopause. There is some uncertainty about the cause for this, although it appears that
the causes in the lower and upper stratosphere may differ. As discussed in Section 6.2, the climatological
state of the winter stratosphere arises from a balance between dynamical effects, driving the system away
from radiative equilibrium, and the restoring influence of radiation. In the lower stratosphere, where both
effects are weak, the balance is a very sensitive one and the results of Ramanathan et al. [1983] suggest
that an accurate representation of radiation is crucial to a proper simulation of this region. This conclusion
is confirmed by the results of Mahlman and Umscheid [1984]. In the middle and upper stratosphere, however,
the balance is less sensitive to small changes in radiation and it seems most likely that the models are
in some way underestimating dynamical heat transport. This deficiency may arise from deficient planetary-
wave transports or from the failure of current models to represent small-scale motions such as internal
gravity waves. The importance of gravity wave transports in maintaining the climatological balance of
the stratosphere is currently not well understood.
b) Interannual Variability
Typically, stratospheric GCMs exhibit considerably less interannual variability than does the actual
atmosphere [e.g., Geller et al., 1984]. This is almost certainly a planetary wave, mean flow interaction
problem. Mahlman [personal communication] has noted that the GFDL SKYHI model at 5 ° resolution
shows deficient tropospheric disturbances on all scales (both standing and transient); the representation
is improved at 1 ° resolution. Deficient planetary waves will lead to underestimation of the planetary wave
effects on the mean flow.
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c) Quasi-biennial Oscillation
To date, no GCM has successfully simulated the quasi-biennial oscillation of the equatorial stratosphere.
This is to be compared with the relatively successful simulation of the equatorial semi-annual oscillation
that was discussed above. The reason for this is probably (see Section 6.2.7) that the equatorial wave
modes responsible for the quasi-biennial oscillation have shorter vertical wavelengths than those responsi-
ble for the semi-annual oscillation, and the vertical grid spacing in current GCMs cannot resolve these
shorter wavelengths. It should be pointed out also that most middle atmosphere GCMs are probably too
dissipative to support a quasi-biennial oscillation [see Plumb, 1984].
d) Tropical Tropopause and Stratospheric Water Vapor
Several middle atmosphere GCMs with relatively high vertical resolution have simulated a tropical
tropopause that is too cold by - 3-10 K. Lower vertical resolution models with incomplete radiative transfer
schemes have sometimes been too warm. Since stratospheric water vapor is very drastically sensitive to
the equatorial tropopause temperature, models that attempt to calculate stratospheric water vapor get too
high or too low values depending on their bias in the model tropical tropopause temperatures. Also, numerical
simulation of water vapor advection is very difficult due to its extreme vertical gradients in the upper
troposphere.
e) Inclusion of Chemistry
It is an expensive proposition to include relatively complete chemistry schemes in middle atmosphere
GCMs. This is due to several factors. One is the number of extra prognostic equations that must be includ-
ed. A GCM without chemistry calculates four prognostic variables: the two horizontal wind components,
temperature, and water vapor. Without treating chemistry by chemical families, one has to calculate about
............. utu_A,t p,, u_t,o_t,t, cquauun_ lot u ttu_poi tcu spct;acs, u sing cilelXllCal families might oniy imply
doubling to tripling the number of prognostic variables. Thus, the number of prognostic equations is greater
by about a factor between two and five when chemistry is included.
Furthermore, several of the previously discussed deficiences of middle atmosphere GCMs in calculating
the proper dynamical structure of the middle atmosphere will lead to deficiences in calculating proper
constituent distributions. For instance, if the GCM-calculated tropical tropopause temperature is too cold,
the dryness of the air entering the stratosphere will be increased. This will reduce production of the OH
radical and thence, ultimately, affect the modeled ozone chemistry. Also, if the "cold winter pole bias"
is due to inadequate dynamical heating then the diabatic circulation, and by inference, the transport cir-
culation (see Section 6.5), and the nonadvective eddy transport will be too weak.
Thus we see that some of the problems in calculating proper middle atmosphere structure with GCMs
are expected to lead to difficulties in simulating the interactive chemistry of the stratosphere. In particular,
if the GCM has difficulty in simulating the NO x and HO x distributions due to dynamical and related defi-
ciencies, then problems must be expected in the representation of ozone, even if by some miracle the model
chemistry were to be perfect.
6.3.4. Future Directions
a) Model formulations
We have touched on a variety of GCM applications for both theoretical and observational problems.
Differences in model formulations may lead to discrepancies between results obtained from different models.
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It is important to understand how the characteristics of a GCM influence its behavior and, in particular,
to distinguish those aspects of GCM results which are robust from those which are influenced by details
of the model formulation.
A number of features distinguish one GCM from another. These include the numerical scheme (grid-
point or spectral), vertical and horizontal resolution, the radiation scheme, parameterization of sub-grid-
scale mixing, convection and gravity wave transports and, for transport applications, the means by which
conservation of tracer amount is ensured and occurrence of negative mixing ratios is avoided. The level
of sophistication of the parameterization schemes used in GCMs varies greatly and their impact on model
performance is not well understood.
b) Comparison of GCMs with Observations
Given the problems that middle atmosphere GCMs have had in reproducing some of the most basic
features of the observed middle atmosphere (i.e., zonally averaged temperatures and winds) and, until recently,
the scarcity of analyses of the middle atmosphere general circulation, middle atmosphere GCM comparison
with data has largely been on the basis of morphology comparisons. More sophisticated comparisons are
now possible. For instance, GCM diabatic circulations can be compared with that derived from atmospheric
data. There are also methods that can be used to compare the effective diffusion in GCMs and the observ-
ed atmosphere. In a two-dimensional sense, these two quantities (the diabatic circulation and the effective
diffusion) are the two quantities that should be compared if a GCM is to properly transport species [see
Mahlman et al. 1984, for example].
c) Horizontal and Vertical Resolution
There has been a persistent belief in middle atmosphere modeling that lesser horizontal resolution
is required in simulating the middle atmosphere than for the troposphere. Experience is showing other-
wise. Both the GFDL experience and the British Meteorological Office experience have indicated the necessity
for using higher horizontal resolution than was previously thought to be needed in middle atmosphere
GCMs. Mahlman's research group at GFDL has found that their GCM dynamics become progressively
more active as they go to finer and finer horizontal resolutions. This leads to progressively better simula-
tions as horizontal resolutions are increased. O'Neill's group at the U.K. Meteorological Office has found
in stratospheric warming simulations that higher horizontal resolutions are required during circumstances
of more active dynamics.
d) Gridpoint versus Spectral Models
A number of modeling deficiencies have been attributed to fundamental differences between finite
difference and spectral transform models. Each modeling architecture has its advantages. The spectral
transform method computes horizontal derivatives exactly whereas the finite difference methods used in
gridpoint models have their associated errors. (Of course, spectral models have their own truncation er-
rors, entering the calculation in a different way). Spectral transform models are set up for efficient im-
plementation of semi-implicit time differencing which make them more efficient to run. On the other hand,
the semi-implicit time differencing makes the model's gravity waves propagate more slowly. This may
imply that gravity wave effects must be completely parameterized rather than treated explicitly in these
models. A true comparison between middle atmosphere spectral and gridpoint GCMs at the present time
is impeded by the different manner in which these two modeling communities have treated dissipative
processes. One area that needs to be explored in gridpoint models, however, is the effect of polar filtering
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on GCM middle atmosphere dynamics. This, potentially, could be an area where spectral models would
have a distinct advantage over gridpoint models.
e) Gravity Wave and Turbulence Effects
Perhaps the most important area in which progress is needed in modeling the middle atmosphere is
in understanding the proper methods to include the effects of gravity waves and turbulence on the large-
scale flow. The pioneering works of Lindzen [1981] and Matsuno [1982] have shown that the effects of
gravity waves must be included for proper simulation of the mesosphere. Hunt [1985] has included Lind-
zen's [1981] parameterization for gravity wave breaking in a GCM that extends upward to 100 km. He
has also explicitly included the effects of the diurnal tide in this model. He finds that inclusion of these
effects improves his model results significantly. Kida [1985] has constructed a simplified GCM-type model
which was meant to study the effects of explicitly simulating gravity wave effects on the middle atmosphere.
This model extended from 15 km to 135 km and from the South Pole to the North Pole but extends only
ten degrees in longitude (with periodic boundary conditions). His gridspacing was chosen to be able to
simulate eddy motions with zonal length scales down to 100 km. He specified a random forcing of gravity
waves at the model's lower boundary. These gravity waves will break higher up in the model by virtue
of their exponential growth together with the GCM's treatment of convective adjustment. Kida's results
show that explicitly modeling the effects of gravity waves in his model gives a simulation that, qualitative-
ly, at least, agrees with middle atmosphere observations. Miyahara et al. [1985] have carried out a study
of the role of gravity waves in the high-resolution GFDL SKYHI GCM and have also shown the very
important role of the model's gravity waves in the mesosphere.
One of the most significant questions in middle atmospheric dynamics at the present time is whether
or not gravity waves play an important role in the stratosphere. Tenenbaum [1982] has pointe, d out the
nearly omnipresent problem of GCMs producing too little negative shear on the topside of the subtropical
jet stream. Schoeberl [1985] has carried out an idealized study of the linear gravity wave spectrum that
is produced by airflow over topography. He found that the superposition of several gravity waves produc-
ed regions of shear instability in the lower stratosphere, but that gravity wave instability in the mesosphere
usually was the result of a single wave breaking. Thus, parameterization schemes for gravity waves in
the stratosphere may have to be more complex than those currently used for the mesosphere.
Observational analyses of gravity waves and turbulence are needed to understand more about the sources
of gravity waves, their climatology, and their effects on large-scale middle atmospheric flow.
e) Radiative Transfer
All of the previous discussion assumes that present day treatments of radiative transfer in the middle
atmosphere are sufficient for inclusion into GCMs. If our ability to calculate heating rates in the middle
atmosphere is found to be deficient, this would affect all of our perceptions about general circulation modeling
of the middle atmosphere. Our understanding of these radiative processes has been discussed in detail
in Chapter 7.
Middle atmosphere GCMs that extend sufficiently far upward (above 70 km) must include the effects
of the breakdown of local thermodynamic equilibrium. That is to say collisions at this altitude become
insufficiently frequent to fully populate the Boltzmann distribution so that the formulation for infrared
transfer must be altered [see Dickinson, 1984].
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6,3,5. Summary
In summary then, present day middle atmosphere GCMs have shown considerable success in model-
ing certain aspects of the observed circulation. They also have severe problems (e.g., the cold winter pole
bias). These problems are sufficiently great that GCM transport studies, while probably being represen-
tative of actual atmospheric processes, cannot be taken to give quantitatively correct values for atmospheric
transport. It is desirable that middle atmosphere GCMs be developed to the point where they can be taken
to be quantitatively correct atmospheric surrogates since data quality may never be sufficient for such
transport studies to be carried out without model intervention.
6.4 OBSERVATIONS OF TRANSPORT PROCESSES
6.4.1 Introduction
Observations which reveal information about the processes responsible for the transport of consti-
tuents in the middle atmosphere must necessarily provide the foundation upon which a sound theoretical
description of constituent transport can be developed. Historically, it has been the process of seeking agree-
ment between observation and theory that has led to advances in our understanding. Quite often, observa-
tions have dictated major revisions in existing theories. Significantly, the earliest example of the latter
process with respect to constituents in the middle atmosphere relates to ozone. Measurement of total ozone
column by Dobson et al. [1929] indicated a distribution that contradicted the photochemical theories developed
by Chapman [1930] and subsequent investigators. It soon became apparent that poleward and downward
transport of ozone from the photochemical source region in the high equatorial stratosphere was required
for consistency with the observations. There followed some 40 years during which the interplay between
observations and theory greatly increased our understanding of transport phenomena. Mahlman et al.[ 1984]
provide an extensive discussion of this period.
In the 1970's the advent of satellite observations dramatically enhanced our knowledge of the atmospheric
circulation, thermal structure, and constituent distributions by providing near-global measurements of
temperature and species concentrations continuously over long periods. The impact of these measurements
on our understanding of the structure and climatology has been discussed in Section 6.1 ; here we specifically
address observations (both direct and indirect) of processes which determine the transport of dynamic and
thermodynamic quantities (momentum, heat and potential vorticity) and of trace constituents.
6.4.2 Intercomparisons of Derived Quantities
Many recent studies of stratospheric transport processes and their impact on the structure and dynamics
of the stratosphere rely on the determination of potential vorticity and eddy fluxes of potential vorticity
(or, equivalently, the divergence of Eliassen-Palm fluxes; cf. Section 6.2) from analyses based on satellite
data. Given the degree of differentiation in the vertical and horizontal required to derive potential vorticity
from temperature retrievals, it is pertinent to question the accuracy of these determinations. Since errors
in potential vorticity depend in a complex way on the magnitude and structure of the errors in temperature
and geopotential analyses, the simplest avenue for the assessment of the reliability of potential vorticity
calculations (or of the EP flux divergence) is via comparison of results from different data sources.
Grose [1984] reported excellent agreement for Ertel's potential vorticity (EPV) derived from LIMS
data with that derived from SSU data reported in Mclntyre and Palmer [1983, 1984]. A comparison be-
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tween SSU and LIMS results for January 27, 1979, is presented in Figure 6-44. Additional comparisons
for the entire period January and February 1979 cxhibit equally good agreement. The differences between
the two sets of results are largely due to the differences in resolution of the nadir viewing SSU [Pick and
Brownscombe, 1981] and the limb viewing LIMS [Gille and Russell, 1984].
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Figure 6-44. Ertel's potential vorticity (K m 1 s 1) on the 850 K isentropic surface (average pressure
about lOmb) for January 27, 1979. (a) SSU data [from Mclntyre and Palmer, 1984], (b) LIMS data
[from Grose, 1984].
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Another intercomparison study for the Northern Hemisphere winter stratosphere using satellite and
radiosonde/rocketsonde measurements was carried out by Miles and Chapman [1984]. This study utilized
Nimbus 5 SCR data and conventional data from NMC and Berlin to derive zonal mean winds, time-mean
wave structure and Eliassen-Palm cross sections for the period December 1973-February 1974. The results
exhibited good qualitative agreement with the exception of the Eliassen-Palm flux divergence in the
stratosphere. The disagreement between the EP flux divergences for the different sources could be traced
to differences in the horizontal eddy momentum flux distributions. Although all three data sources were
found to give somewhat different results, the SCR results are more compatible with those from Berlin
data. Surprisingly, the NMC results are quite different from the Berlin results. One factor which could
explain the NMC-Berlin differences is the incorporation of vector wind reports in the Berlin analysis although
several other factors could be responsible. These results demonstrate that useful derived quantities can
be obtained from satellite data, but emphasise the difficulty of accurate determination of quantities requir-
ing several orders of differentiation.
6.4.3 Studies of Wave-Mean Flow Interaction and Stratospheric Warmings
(a) Heat and momentum budgets and the mean circulation
Hartmann [1976b] utilized Nimbus 5 Selective Chopper Radiometer (SCR) data to examine the dynamical
climatology of the winter stratosphere in the Southern Hemisphere for 1973. This study was significant
in that derived quantities were used in conservation equations to study zonal mean budgets of heat, momen-
tum, and energy. The mean meridional velocity was independently inferred from both heat and momen-
tum balance considerations. For the lower and middle stratosphere, the two results were qualitatively similar
and the differences were most probably a result of errors in the data or errors introduced from the approx-
imations used in the analysis. However, in the upper stratosphere the results were qualitatively dissimilar.
One implication of these results is that momentum dissipation on scales unresolved by the satellite instru-
ment might be important in the upper stratosphere. Crane et al. [1980] came to similar conclusions on
the basis of an analysis of heat and momentum budgets for the stratosphere and mesosphere using Nimbus
6 Pressure Modulator Radiometer (PMR) data.
Hamilton [1983a] utilized NMC data from four Northern Hemisphere winters and evaluated the terms
in the zonally averaged heat and momentum budgets. Vertical velocity was inferred from the thermodynamic
equation and then utilized in the mass continuity equation to evaluate the meridional velocity. The terms
in the momentum equation were then evaluated with the residual needed to balance the equation inter-
preted as the momentum dissipation by unresolved waves (such as gravity waves). These results suggested
that an easterly acceleration was required to balance the momentum budget in the region near the stratopause.
Smith and Lyjak [1985] performed a similar study, but utilized LIMS data extending into the mesosphere.
The results were broadly consistent with those of Hamilton for Northern Hemisphere winter, indicating
a requirement for an easterly acceleration to account for the evaluated residual momentum deficit. Their
results also demonstrated a requirement for a westerly acceleration in the springtime Northern Hemisphere.
The momentum deficits were then utilized to evaluate an equivalent Rayleigh friction coefficient. The
calculated values, however, were substantially larger than the values typically utilized in numerical cir-
culation models.
The results of Hamilton [1983a] and Smith and Lyjak [1985] are qualitatively consistent with current
theories for momentum dissipation from breaking gravity waves, although they suggest a possibly signifi-
cant role for gravity wave stresses in the upper stratosphere as well as in the mesosphere. However, the
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quantitative estimates of this effect are uncertain because errors inherent in the data set, as well as those
introduced by the approximations utilized in the analysis, are also incorporated into the evaluated momen-
tum residual term.
(b) Stratospheric warmings in the Northern Hemisphere
Numerous investigators have utilized satellite data to investigate stratospheric warming phenomena.
Palmer [1981a,b] studied the stratospheric major warmings of 1979 and 1980 employing SSU data and
the transformed Eulerian-mean formulation of Andrews and Mclntyre [1976, 1978a]. Palmer diagnosed
the thermal and momentum budgets of the stratosphere during the warming events. Calculated Eliassen-
Palm cross sections were used to study the evolving wave-mean flow interactions. Based upon the results
of these analyses, Palmer speculated upon the idea of preconditioning of the stratosphere with formation
of a high-latitude jet core prior to a major warming. This study generally supports the concept advanced
by Kanzawa [1980, 1982, 1984] (and foreshadowed by Quiroz et al. [1975]) of a minor warming precon-
ditioning the polar latitudes for a subsequent major warming.
Additional studies of the 1979 warming analyzed by Palmer [1981 a,b] have been performed by Gille
and Lyjak [1984], Gille et al. [1983], and Grose [1984] using LIMS data. The results are consistent with
those of Palmer. Minor differences between the various results are attributable to the different data sets
(SSU and LIMS) and differences in the analyses.
O'Neill and Youngblut [1982] used NMC data to perform an analysis of the 1976/1977 warmings.
They also adopted the transformed Eulerian-mean formulation and Eliassen-Palm cross sections as a
diagnostic in their analysis. Ray tracing was used in conjunction with quasi-geostrophic refractive index
to study the propagation of wave disturbances. Their analysis concluded that a strong jet at high latitudes
tavored locusing of wave activity into the polar region with subsequent deceleration of the zonal jet; this
process was discussed in Section 6.2.
(c) Southern Hemisphere studies
Relatively fewer diagnostic studies of the Southern Hemisphere have been conducted using satellite
data. One inhibiting factor is the relatively poorer upper tropospheric base level analyses that must be
used to build up the geopotential heights with the satellite temperature data. Larger ocean areas and fewer
radiosonde stations (in comparison to the Northern Hemisphere) make accurate base level analyses for
the Southern Hemisphere more difficult. Hartmann et al. [1984] utilized SSU data (NMC analysis) to
study wave-mean flow interaction for the Southern Hemisphere winter of 1979. Their results showed evi-
dence for a dipole structure in the Eliassen-Palm flux divergence centered near 65 °S corresponding to
acceleration of the mean-flow, perhaps suggestive of a local source of wave activity. The origin of this
source is unclear, although Hartmann et al. suggest barotropically unstable modes as the cause.
Yamazaki and Mechoso [1985] investigated the Southern Hemisphere final warming, when the winter
westerlies give way to summer easterlies, of 1979. The evolution of the flow during this period was most-
ly a gradual process, suggestive of radiative control, but with some contribution from intermittent planetary
wave events.
The evolution of a stratospheric minor warming during Southern Hemisphere mid-winter was examined
by A1-Ajmi et al. [1985] using SCR data. This study highlighted some fundamental differences between
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Southern Hemisphere warmings and their counterparts in the Northern Hemisphere. This warming was
confined to higher levels and lower latitudes than typical for Northern Hemisphere warmings. The jet
shifted poleward and downward. The calculated Eliassen-Palm cross sections exhibit the dipole structure
of high latitude divergence and low latitude convergence similar to that noted by the Hartmann et al. [1984]
study. The deceleration of the zonal mean wind associated with the region of convergence was comparable
with that of Northern Hemisphere major warmings. Isentropic maps of potential vorticity suggest low
latitude air being irreversibly mixed into middle latitudes.
6.4.4. Studies of Transport Processes
(a) Potential vorticity
Hartmann [ 1976b] studied the zonal mean budget of potential vorticity for the Southern Hemisphere
winter of 1973 utilizing SCR, ITPR, and NEMS data from the Nimbus 5 satellite. As noted in Section
6.2, Ertel's potential vorticity is a conserved tracer under the assumptions of adiabatic, frictionless flow
[Ertel, 1942]. In the lower to middle stratosphere, both ozone and potential vorticity are quasi-conserved
for a few days, at least. Therefore, potential vorticity serves as a proxy for studying the transport of quasi-
conserved trace species in this region of the atmosphere. Hartmann concluded in this study that the eddy
transport of potential vorticity was consistent with observations of ozone transport and calculations con-
ducted with general circulation models.
Mclntyre and Palmer [1983, 1984] utilized maps of Ertel's potential vorticity on isentropic surfaces
in the middle stratosphere to study transport and mixing in the winter stratosphere during the period of
January-February 1979. The data used in this study were from the SSU instrument on the Tiros-N satellite.
In contrast to the zonal mean potential vorticity calculations of Hartmann [1976b], these hemispheric maps
vividly depicted the large-scale transport processes occurring during a minor and major warming in this
period. Mclntyre and Palmer utilized these maps of potential vorticity to show evidence of "wave break-
ing" or irreversible deformation of the isentropic potential vorticity contours. They suggested that the
breaking waves act to erode the polar vortex (a region of high potential vorticity with strong meridional
gradients) and produce a mixed region in middle latitudes (or "surf zone") with relatively weak gradients.
These results suggest that isentropic potential vorticity maps can provide extremely valuable insight and
further understanding of transport processes.
Hoskins et al. [1985] have advocated mapping of potential vorticity distributions as a powerful diag-
nostic technique for studies of dynamics and transport in both stratosphere and troposphere. The power
of potential vorticity as a dynamical diagnostic stems not only from the conservation property, but also
from an "invertibility" principle which states that knowledge of the isentropic potential vorticity fields
with suitable boundary information is sufficient to determine all of the dynamical variables of interest.
The concept of using isentropic mapping potential vorticity as a diagnostic has received impetus from
the study of Clough et al. [1985], who produced potential vorticity maps from SSU data to study the evo-
lution of a Canadian warming in Dec. 1981. Butchart and Remsberg [1986] utilized LIMS data and devel-
oped the concept of "area diagnostics" (time evolution of the area contained within a contour of either
constant potential vorticity or species mixing ratio on an isentropic surface) advanced by Mclntyre and
Palmer [1983, 1984]. They demonstrate the use of the area diagnostics as a means of delineating the mixed
or surf zone from the polar vortex, and for detecting when nonconservative effects such as diabatic heat-
ing or photochemistry become important.
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(b) Constituents
Leovy et al. [1985] studied the transport of ozone in the stratosphere using LIMS data for the period
Oct. 1978 to May 1979. These results were supportive of the wave breaking hypothesis of McIntyre and
Palmer [ 1983, 1984]. Leovy et al. noted that the ozone displayed a strong negative correlation with isen-
tropic potential vorticity maps. Ozone mixing ratio from LIMS on the 850 K isentropic surface of January
27, 1979, is presented in Figure 6-45 for comparison with the potential vorticity maps in Figure 6-44.
Both ozone and EPV maps display the signature of a "breaking wave". The core of high EPV (low ozone)
is being drawn out clockwise around an intensifying Aleutian anticyclone. Concomitantly, a tongue of
lower EPV (higher ozone) is being drawn from low latitudes poleward in the region of confluence bet-
ween the anticyclone and the polar low. This result is to be anticipated since both ozone and potential
vorticity are quasi-conserved over times of a few days in the lower to middle stratosphere. Leovy et al.
suggested that observed differences in the ozone and potential vorticity arose from differing nonconser-
vative processes affecting the two tracers and from their different gradients. The results of the analysis
provide support for the idea of the ozone hole associated with the polar vortex being filled as the episodes
of wave breaking produce irreversible mixing of tongues of higher ozone mixing ratio from the tropics
into high latitudes. The contribution of this process to the seasonal evolution of ozone needs further study.
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Figure 6-45. Ozone mixing ratio (ppmv) on the 850 K isentropic surface, ( - 10 mbar), January 26, 1979.
LIMS data [from Grose and Russell, 1985].
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Grose [1984] and Grose and Russell [1985] also point out the correspondence between potential vor-
ticity and quasi-conserved species. In particular, water vapor shows a strong correlation with potential
vorticity as shown in Figure 6-46. The results suggest that fields of isentropic potential vorticity and quasi-
conserved species in combination have the potential for providing a wealth of information on dynamical,
chemical and radiative processes.
Calculation of parcel trajectories using satellite data has great potential for studying the coupling of
radiative, chemical, and dynamical processes. For example, Austin and Tuck [1985] and Austin [1985]
have used SSU and LIMS data to calculate parcel trajectories in the stratosphere. Solomon and Garcia
[1983b] and Callis et al. [1983b] illustrated the use of trajectory analysis to show the coupling between
dynamics and photochemistry responsible for producing the "Noxon cliff" or strong latitudinal gradient
in column NO2 observed during displacement of the polar vortex during so-called "wave 1 events".
6.4.5. Conclusions
The recent availability of satellite data of sufficient quality to derive dynamical quantities has stimu-
lated many diagnostic studies. The uncertainties associated with derived quantities remain to be evaluated.
However, there is little doubt that they provide much useful qualitative insight into dynamics and trans-
port processes. The use of isentropic maps of potential vorticity as a diagnostic is only beginning to be
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Figure 6-46. Water vapor mixing ratio (ppmv) on the 850 K isentropic surface (- 10 mbar), January
27, 1979. LIMS data [from Grose and Russell, 1985].
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explored, but promises to greatly expand our understanding of fundamental processes, particularly when
used in conjunction with fields of trace chemicals measured simultaneously.
6.5 THEORY OF TRANSPORT PROCESSES
6.5.1 Introduction
The problem of transport of a conserved tracer - the amount of which is constant with time within
a given material parcel of air - is in principle simply a matter of tracking parcel movements. Over short
periods of time, this may be a useful approach - and indeed has proved to be so in some such cases [e.g.,
Allam and Tuck, 1984b; Austin and Tuck, 1985]. However, given the complexity of the atmospheric trajec-
tories, this is not in itself a practical avenue for understanding the global transport of atmospheric consti-
tuents. Nevertheless this simple property of Lagrangian conservation (i.e., following material elements)
is the root of all transport processes and must not be hidden in any analysis procedure if we wish to retain
insight into global transport mechanisms.
The global transport problem has for twenty years or more been reduced to one of manageable (though
still difficult) proportions by limiting the aim to one of explaining the behavior of zonally-averaged at-
mospheric constituent structures on long time scales (say, a month and longer). The restriction to zonal
averages greatly reduces the number of degrees of freedom in the problem, without a profound loss of
information, since the strong quasi-zonal flow in most regions of the atmosphere ensures that much of
the seasonal-mean structure of long-lived constituents is in the meridional (latitude-height) plane. In fact
it is only relatively recently, with the advent of satellite monitoring of atmospheric constituents, that our
knowledge of their structure has been comprehensive enough to demand anything more sophisticated than
a zonal-mean conceptual framework. As noted in Sections 6.1 and 6.4, it is now recognised that even
tho mcmthly-m,_an no,,,, ;n _h .... ;_,_ _,_.,A__t. ....... t_._Ll__........ .,_t, ,_e,,_c ,.ay be asymmetric in the zonal direction and
therefore that the zonally-averaged approach may have severe limitations. These limitations and possible
avenues for avoiding the restriction to zonal averages will be addressed later in this section. However
at the present time the zonal-mean formulation forms the basis of assessment modeling (Chapters 12 and
13) and we therefore begin this Section with a detailed discussion of recent developments in zonal-mean
transport theory.
6.5.2 Zonally-Averaged (2D) Formulations
A quasi-conserved tracer of mixing ratio q satisfies a conservation relation of the form:
dq
dt - s (13)
where d/dt is the derivative following the flow and S represents sources and/or sinks of q. For a quasi-
conserved quantity, S is normally small although it is important to recognize that the transport processes
themselves may ensure that S becomes large, even though a naive scaling analysis may indicate otherwise.
(For example, the importance of local diffusion of q may be greatly intensified as a result of the shearing
of q gradients by the flow and the consequent cascade to small scales). The traditional zonal mean budget
equation for _ then follows from the zonal mean of (13), viz.,
O +_._1__+ 1 V 0oU'q 'Oo '_'
-- = g (14)
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where 0o is the basic atmospheric density. Thus the zonal-mean transport of q is mathematically split
into two components: advection of q by the mean meridional circulation (v,w) and an "eddy flux" 0oU.'q r.
Attempts to arrive at a simple description of transport on this basis, however, proved confusing (e.g., see
the discussion of Mclntyre [1980b] and Mahlman et al. [1984]). It is now recognized following the work
of Andrews and Mclntyre [1976, 1978b] that the simplicity of (14) is deceptive and that the mathematical
separation of transport into "mean" and "eddy" components is an arbitrary procedure which may not
(and in practice does not) yield the simplest picture of transport [Mclntyre, 1980a]. The formulation (14)
proves to be less straightforward than it might appear simply because this separation has masked the three-
dimensional Lagrangian conservation properties of (13). These properties are more faithfully preserved
in an alternative formulation, which is even simpler in form than (14), viz., the budget equation for the
generalized Lagrangian-mean mixing ratio qL, as defined by Andrews and Mclntyre [1978b], which is
(15)
[Mclntyre, 1980a]. Thus transport of the Lagrangian-mean mixing ratio resides solely in the term representing
advection by the Lagrangian-mean meridional circulation fi_ = (_L, WE) and there are no explicit eddy
transport terms (apart from any effects implicit in SL).
The reason for the greater simplicity of the generalized Lagrangian-mean approach is evident from
Figure 6-47. The generalized Lagrangian-mean mixing ratio _1Lat reference latitude and height (YL' ZL)
is, by definition, the average along a material tube of air whose center of mass in the latitude/height plane
is at (yL,Ze), as shown in Figure 6-47a. After a time 6t (Figure 6-47b) this material tube is displaced by
mean motions to a new reference (center of mass) position (YL+_L6t' ZL+WL6t) and is distorted by eddy
motions. However, if S = 0, then every element in the tube conserves its value of q and therefore the
Lagrangian mean _L evaluated at the new reference position (YL+VL6t' ZL+WL6t) is identical to that at (YL'
ZL) at the outset, independent of th e wavy distortions of the tube. Therefore, in a frame of reference mov-
ing with the center of mass of the tube (which by definition moves with the Lagrangian-mean velocity
_L), qL is constant if S = 0. This is the essence of Equation (15).
Despite the simplicity of this description - which has led to profound conceptual advances in atmospheric
transport theory - its practical application is beset by many problems [Mclntyre, 1980b] not the least of
which is the determination of the Lagrangian-mean flow (_L, _L) itself. Dunkerton [1978] argued that
a reasonable estimate of this circulation could be obtained via the diabatic circulation (see Table 6-1, below).
Thus Dunkerton obtained a picture of the circulation of the middle atmosphere (Figure 6-48a) which dif-
fers substantially from the Eulerian-mean picture - cf. Figure 6-48b. The implied transport characteristics
of the flow depicted in Figure 6-48a are, unlike those which would be inferred from Figure 6-48b, consis-
tent with the global structure of trace constituent distributions (and, indeed, flow patterns similar to 6-48a
had earlier been inferred from observed tracer distributions [Brewer 1949, Dobson, 1956]). For one thing
the upward motion into the lower stratosphere occurs solely in low latitudes, as has been inferred from
the observed dryness of the stratosphere (see Chapter 5). Further, the poleward/downward flow in the
winter hemisphere is consistent with the observed structure of long-lived stratospheric tracers, including
ozone and potential temperature, the circulation transporting ozone from the tropical middle and upper
stratosphere to lower levels in the winter high latitudes and the subsidence at the winter high latitudes
maintaining the temperature above its radiative equilibrium, as observed.
While this conceptual picture of large-scale transport processes represents a considerable advance over
the traditional viewpoint embodied in Equation (14) it is not as such a complete description. The main
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Figure 6-47. Schematic illustration of the conservation of the generalized Lagrangian-mean mixing ratio
of a conserved tracer. The hatched region is a material tube of air which moves from its location shown
in (a) at some time to that shown in (b) a time 6t later. See text for discussion.
reason for this is that (15) is a prediction equation for the Lagrangian-mean mixing ratio qL whereas what
is usually required is a description of the evolution of Eulerian measures of q, which may be quite dif-
ferent from the evolution of qL. Consider, for example, a wave breaking event as depicted schematical-
ly in Figure 6-49, in which, for simplicity of argument, it is assumed that VL and _L are zero. The mix-
ing ratio isopleths of a conserved tracer q (it is further assumed that S = 0) are initially aligned zonally,
with, say high values to the south. A transient breaking wave event distorts these isopleths to such an
extent that the reference material curve C (on which q =qc is constant) is fractured leaving, after the passage
of the event, an isolated pool of high q to the north of its initial latitude and a pool of low q to the south.
This irreversible dispersion of material contours clearly achieves a very real (Eulerian) transport in latitude
which is not explicitly revealed by the Lagrangian-mean budget, since (15) tells us, under the present
assumptions that 0_L/0t = 0. The point is, of course, that transport has been achieved, not by any change
in F:iL, but by an irreversible deformation of the contour C along with EtL is determined. Mathematically,
this transport is implicit in (15) only through the mapping ClL -- q which must be performed in order
apply (15) to practical problems [Plumb, 1979; Mclntyre, 1980b].
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Table 6-1. Measures of the mean meridional circulation
(i) Eulerian mean circulation (_,_) Conventional, Eulerian, zonal average
(ii) Generalized Lagrangian-mean circulation Zonal average along (wavy) material lines.
Velocity of center of mass of material tubes of
fluid. The only circulation on this list which is
not, in general, nondivergent.
(iii) Residual circulation (_.,_.) Defined by Equation (2). The mean circulation
of"transformed Eulerian-mean" theory. This
formulation greatly simplifies the quasigeo-
strophic zonal-mean budget equations for heat
and momentum.
(iv) Diabatic circulation (VD,WD) The mean circulation in isentropic coordinates.
Equals (iii) for quasigeostrophic flow if mean
isentropes are stationary.
(v) Transport circulation (Vv,WT) Defined by Equation (17). The ' 'advective mass
flux" of Kida [1983a]. The non-diffusive com-
ponent of transport in the formulation (16).
Equals (ii) if eddy-induced dispersion is spatially
homogeneous; equals (iii) for small-amplitude,
adiabatic eddies.
Another serious problem with the practical application of (15) has been brought to light by determina-
tion of the Lagrangian-mean circulation in the stratosphere of numerical models [Kida, 1977, 1983a; Plumb
and Mahlman, 1986]. Andrews and McIntyre [1978b] pointed out that fiE is not a nondivergent velocity
(i.e., it does not satisfy the usual continuity equation) and discussed the reasons for this. Now, our con-
cept of an advective process - one that displaces the center of mass of a tracer distribution without, to
first over, affecting the spread of the distribution about the center of mass (unlike dispersive processes
such as that discussed above in the context of Figure 6-49) is implicitly based on an assumption that the
advecting velocity is nondivergent. However, Kida [1983a] and Plumb and Mahlman [1986] found the
Lagrangian-mean meridional circulation in the numerical models they investigated to include a large divergent
component, so much so that the Lagrangian-mean flow, shown in Figure 6-50, bears limited resemblance
to Figure 6-48a.
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Figure 6-48. (a) Streamlines (schematic) of the diabatic circulation of the middle atmosphere at the
solstices. 'S' and 'W' denote summer and winter pole, respectively. [After Dunkerton, 1978].
(b) Eulerian-mean meridional circulation (schematic) of the Northern Hemisphere winter stratospherelAfter Vincent, 1968J.
Plumb [1979J showed that, for small-amplitude eddies, the zonal-mean constituent budget equation
could be written:
dff'Sq'q-VT_"_-"'t-'WT_---_- O IKy 0_ + Kyz 3#1Ot Oy Oz = 0-7 Y Oy
O-"_ 0"_ o Kzy _ + 0q (16)0y Oo Kzz +
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Figure 6-49. Schematic illustration of the irreversible distortion of material lines (a) before, (b) during
and (c) after a breaking wave event. The heavy curve C is an isoline of a tracer q = qc" Regions of q
> qc are shaded. See text for discussion.
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Figure 6-50. Lagrangian-mean circulation (vL,wL) in the GFDL general circulation/tracer model
[Mahlman and Moxim, 1978] as determined by Plumb and Mahlman [1986].
where (VT,WT) is a nondivergent meridional circulation defined by
.L]+aT1 a
eo az (e°L)
with L = _1 (v'_'-w'_/), and Kis a diffusivity tensor which, for conserved tracers, is defined by
2
°_-_l
Kyy l_y z = "-_ _
I
yz KzzJ O_tt_) 7
(17)
(18)
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where (7, _') are the eddy displacements in the (y,z) directions as defined by Andrews and Mclntyre [1978b].
These terms in (18) describe not only the effects of dispersion relative to the Lagrangian-mean flow as
discussed above, but also the transport by the divergent part of the Lagrangian-mean circulation. Then
the advection by the nondivergent "transport circulation" (VT, WT) is truly advective, in the normal sense.
Since the pioneering work of Andrews and Mclntyre [1976, 1978b] brought about a breaking away
from the conventional definition of the "mean" circulation as the basis of transport formulations, several
new definitions of "mean circulation" have appeared, of which the transport circulation is one of four.
Each of these measures of the mean meridional circulation has its own particular application. There has,
however, been a confusing tendency in the recent literature of transport modeling to overlook the dif-
ferences between some of these. The different circulations are listed in Table 6-1, in which some of their
interrelationships are noted. The transport circulation differs from the Lagrangian-mean velocity unless
the diffusivity K is spatially homogeneous [Andrews and Mclntyre, 1978b; Plumb, 1979; Matsuno, 1980;
Kida, 1983a]. While (VT,WT) may be defined by Equation (17), this is not a practical avenue for its deter-
mination. Kida [1983a] refers to this velocity as the "advective mass flux" and determined it from a numerical
model as that part of the circulation which is asymmetric with respect to a time-reversal, while Plumb
and Mahlman [1986] derived it by inverting a flux-gradient relation for trace constituent fluxes; their results
are illustrated in Figure 6-51. This circulation is very similar to that obtained by Dunkerton [1978] as
shown in Figure 6-49; reasons for this will be discussed below.
The same formalism can be used to help understand the variability of trace constituents. The pertur-
bation concentration of a conserved tracer is related to the eddy displacements through
q' = - _ Oy _" O---z-
If 3' = -(O'_/Oy)/(O-_/Oz) is the slope of the mean isopleths of q, then
q,_ a_Oz (_'-3' _)"
Therefore the variance of q around a latitude circle is
-  [Vz]2q ,z = (_-_3"rD2. (19)
Ehhalt et al. [1983] defined an "equivalent displacement height"
and found this quantity to be essentially the same for a range of long-lived constituents in the lower
stratosphere. (Actually the variance used in (20) by Ehhalt et al. was the variance in time at a fixed point).
This result can be understood from (19) under two conditions: that the constituents are conserved on the
time scale of the eddies (so that (19) is valid) and that the mean isopleth slope of all long-lived constituents
is the same. The latter condition has been argued and discussed by Mahlman [1985] and Mahlman et al.
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Figure 6-51. Model-determined transport circulation (VT,W T) for Northern winter according to (a) Kida
[1983a]; (b) Plumb and Mahlman [1 986].
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[1985]. Under these circumstances, we can equate 2_z in (20) with (_-__,)/_)2 in (19); A is just the eddy
displacement normal to the mean isopleths.
For small-amplitude eddies, then, (16) describes the transport of exactly conserved constituents in
terms of advection by the transport circulation (VT,WT) and diffusion with a diffusivity defined by (17).
This approach has been discussed further by Matsuno [1980] and Danielsen [1981 ]. Note that, as describ-
ed thus far, these diffusivities are purely kinematic, i.e., they depend solely on the properties of the flow
field and are independent of the constituent field. However, for non-conserved constituents, this is no
longer the case. The reason for this is that additional transport effects arise - the so-called "chemical
eddy" terms - which depend on the nonconservative effects. For a weak sink of the form s = -k(q-qo),
Plumb [1979] showed that (16) needs to be modified by the inclusion of an additional diffusivity K(c) where:
IKyy(C) Kyz(C)] = [k_q-_ k_'_] (21)
LKzy(c' Kzz'C JLxT - j
Similar, but more general, expressions are given by Matsuno [1980], Pyle and Rogers [1980b] and Tung
[1984]. The reason for this additional effect, which is implicit in the Lagrangian-mean budget of (15)
via the term EL, can be understood with reference to Figure 6-52. Consider a steady, laminar, non-
dispersing flow (in which the kinematic tracer dispersion effects discussed above do not occur) for which
the streamline is a trajectory. Consider now the mixing ratio q of a parcel moving along this trajectory;
it is assumed that q has a background gradient such that high values of q are to the south. If q were exactly
conserved then any parcel moving along the trajectory C would move northward at A and then return
southward at B with exactly the same value of q. Thus there is no net northward transport. If q is allowed
to relax toward its local mean value, however, then in that part of the trajectory between A and B, where
q is greater than the local mean value (since the parcel is northward of its mean position), q decreases
and therefore the parcel returns southward at B with a smaller mixing ratio than it took northward at A.
Therefore there is a net northward (downgradient) flux of q induced by the nonconservative term. Since
this effect is dependent on the chemistry of the constituent (or, for the quasi-conservative quantities en-
tropy and potential vorticity, effects such as radiation) then in principle the transport properties differ from
one constituent to another. As Pyle and Rogers [1980b] showed, the situation is even more complicated
q<qc
q=qc
\
-q>qc
Figure 6-52. Illustrating the impact of nonconservative effects on eddy transport. The curve C is a tra-
jectory. If the mixing ratio q is caused by nonconservative effects to relax toward the local mean value,
then parcels move northward at A with a greater value of q than that with which they return southward
at B, thus achieving a net northward transport of q. See text for discussion.
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if the constituents interact with one another, since the transport properties of each constituent then depend
on the structure of the others; they showed, however, that this additional complication may be avoided
by restricting attention to the transport of families of interacting constituents. Further, as Tung [1984]
has noted, within the range of validity of the simplified expression (21), the appropriate values of K (c)
may be easily determined for any constituent given the kinematic statistics _72,r/_"and _-2(which are depen-
dent only on the flow characteristics) and the relaxation rate coefficient X for the particular constituent.
Comparing (18) and (21), it is clear that the relative contribution of kinematic dispersion and non-
conservative effects to constituent diffusion depends on the ratio of timescales on which these processes
act. The transport of all constituents whose chemistry is much slower than the parcel dispersion rate is
governed by the same kinematic effects; those constituents with faster chemistry must be treated differently.
An indication of the actual value of the critical time scales in the middle atmosphere will be discussed below.
Together, (18) and (21) reveal explicitly the now well-known dependence of transport on eddy tran-
sience and nonconservative effects. If the eddies are steady [in the Lagrangian sense demanded by the
vanishing of (18)] and the constituent is conserved (X=0) then K=0; if, further, the transport circulation
vanishes (which, as will be discussed below, depends on similar conditions on potential vorticity transport)
then there is no transport of the constituent at all. This corollary of the celebrated "non-acceleration"
theorem of Andrews and Mclntyre [1976, 1978a] and Boyd [1976] has been called the "non-transport"
theorem by Mahlman et al. [1980]. The power of this theorem stems not so much from the fulfillment
of these conditions (since they are never exactly satisfied in real situations) as from the fact that it highlights
those processes which are important (viz. transience and nonconservative effects) to constituent transport.
It cannot be over-emphasized that the transience as defined by (17) is Lagrangian transience (i.e. the time
derivative of Lagrangian displacement statistics) which is not necessarily related in a simple way to the
properties of Euierian statistics such as velocity variances. This distinction between Lagrangian and Eulerian
behavior has on some occasions been overlooked in recent literature on stratospheric transport, even though
it has long been recognized as fundamental in classical turbulent transport theory. For example, the in-
tegrated transience {I(0ot2/at)• dt} over a wave pulse (whether a temporary event or an entire winter season)
necessarily vanishes if c_ is an Eulerian quantity which is sufficiently small before and after the event.
However the same is clearly not true of Lagrangian statistics as exemplified by the hypothetical example
of Figure 6-49 where a wave event leaves a permanent distortion of material lines. A related point is that
the structure of Eulerian eddy statistics is not in general a good guide to the structure of transport processes.
6.5.3 Gross Characteristics of Atmospheric Transport
Formulations of the form of (16) have now been used for two decades as the basis of two-dimensional
transport modeling, since the pioneering work of Reed and German [1965]. The parameterization pro-
blem thus posed will be specifically addressed in Chapter 12; however a discussion of the properties of
atmospheric transport as represented by such formulations is in order here. The major qualitative question
that arises is whether, in practice, the meridional transport of atmospheric constituents is primarily advec-
tive or diffusive in character (or both). Reed and German [1965] made assumptions which led to the con-
clusion that the eddy fluxes are diffusive. More recently, however, it has been shown that these fluxes
are, in the midlatitude stratosphere, better represented by an effective advection [Clark and Rogers, 1978;
Plumb, 1979, Matsuno, 1980; Pyle and Rogers, 1980b; Danielsen, 1981] which to a first approximation
achieves the now well-known cancellation between mean and eddy transport in the traditional formulation
of (14) [Hunt and Manabe, 1968; Mahlman and Moxim, 1978] and which is thus a manifestation of the
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"non-transport" theorem. These developments have led to suggestions that midlatitude stratospheric transport
is primarily advective in character [Holton, 1981; Garcia and Solomon, 1983; Guthrie et al., 1984; Solomon
and Garcia, 1984b; Tung, 1984]. However, one needs to be careful here; as already emphasised in Section
6.2, the mean circulation - however one defines it - can never been regarded as independent of the eddies.
In fact if we assume, following Plumb and Mahlman [1986], that the eddy forcing G discussed in Section
6.2 is dominated by quasigeo____strophiceddy transport (a reasonable assumption for the midlatitude stratosphere)
then, since 0o _V.F = v 'Q' for such motions [Edmon et al. 1980] where Q is the quasigeostrophic poten-
tial vorticity, the steady state balance of momentum' in Equation (4) becomes
-fo V, = v'Q' (22)
If it can be assumed that Q is sufficiently well conserved, its transport characteristics are the same as
those of any other conserved tracer and then v'Q'-"'7= _ Kyy 0Q/0y (other terms being negligible for
quasigeostrophic flow). Therefore the steady momentum budget becomes
foV, = Kyy 0y (23)
What (23) expresses is that for a steady circulation (e.g., in solstice conditions, at least) the dynamical
effects of advection by the residual circulation and diffusion of potential vorticity must balance. Plumb
and Mahlman [1986] used this result to argue that, globally [if not locally], the effects of advection and
diffusion of long-lived tracers as expressed by (16) must be formally comparable, provided Q is a good
enough tracer for Kyy in (20) to be approximated by the kinematic value appropriate to longlived tracers.
A more direct practical indication of the importance of both influences is the accumulation of evidence
from observations and numerical model studies that very long-lived stratospheric tracers appear to exhibit
a "slope equilibrium" whereby their isopleths of constant zonally-averaged mixing ratio have almost the
same shape (e.g., Figure 6-43); Mahlman [1985] and Mahlman et al. [1985] explain this characteristic
as a b_dance between the steepening effects of advection and the slope-flattening effects of quasi-horizontal
diffusion - certainly advection alone by a circulation such as Figure 6-48a or 6-51 would be expected to
produce much steeper slopes, especially at high latitudes.
The argument that advective and diffusive transport must be formally comparable rests on the assumptions
of quasigeostrophy and potential vorticity conservation [so that (22) and (23) respectively are valid]. If
planetary waves are the primary vehicles for stratospheric transport (which seems very likely, notwithstanding
the possible contribution from gravity waves noted elsewhere in this chapter) then the first assumption
is justifiable. The second, however, may be suspect where radiative effects contribute significantly to wave
dissipation and hence to v 'Q '. Indeed, in theory one can conceive of situations of a non-dispersing wave
(Kyy = 0) which exhibits a nonzero potential vorticity flux by virtue of radiative dissipation; then, by (22),
the wave would drive a nonzero residual circulation without any accompanying diffusion of conserved
constituents. In general, diffusive transport will be comparable with advective transport whenever disper-
sion is a significant contributor to potential vorticity transport. This appears to be a safe assumption in
the lower stratosphere where radiative time scales are long (20 days or so) and where the mixing
processes described in Section 6.4 are quite intense (during winter - all transport processes are weak in
the summer stratosphere). The situation is less clear in the upper stratosphere, where radiative time scales
are only a few days. However planetary wave mixing is also intense in the winter upper stratosphere and
so, even here, dispersive effects may be a major component of potential vorticity transport. It is clearly
conceptually important to establish whether this is so.
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In the mesosphere, where gravity waves become the dominant vehicle for momentum transport, the
quasigeostrophic assumption breaks down. However, as will be discussed below, estimates of diffusivities
in the mesosphere imply that here also diffusion (in this case, in the vertical) is a major component of
constituent transport.
In order to represent transport processes satisfactorily, it is necessary to know their structure as well
as their intensity. Mclntyre and Palmer [1983, 1984] noted that quasi-horizontal mixing events in the north-
ern winter stratosphere, revealed in potential vorticity maps of Figures 6-24 and 6-44, occur primarily
in a mid-latitude "surf zone", associated with the deformation of material lines, e.g., in the vicinity of
the Aleutian anticyclone. Studies of tracer diffusion in numerical models [Kohno, 1984; Mahlman, 1985;
Plumb and Mahlman, 1986] have also revealed such a zone of maximum mixing in this region; the mor-
phology of the process, discussed by Mahlman [1985] and illustrated in Figure 6-53 is, not surprisingly,
similar to that revealed by Mclntyre and Palmer's potential vorticity maps. An example of Plumb and
Mahlman's results for the horizontal diffusion coefficient in the GFDL model is shown in Figure 6-54.
The result that the diffusion is weak in high latitudes (where Eulerian measures of planetary wave ampli-
tude such as geopotential height or northward velocity maximize) and strong in the subtropics (where Eu-
lerian amplitudes are weak) illustrates the point made earlier about the importance of distinguishing between
Eulerian and Lagrangian eddy statistics. The dispersion of material lines tends to be strongest where the
mean zonal winds are weak; in fact, for small amplitude stationary waves, the northward displacement
amplitude [ _ I is related to the geopotential amplitude [ q_' I by [ _ [ _ [ 4_' [/(ffi). Therefore, although
[ 4_' I maximizes at middle-to-high latitudes where the zonal winds are strong (cf. Figures 6-4 and 6-5),
[ q_ [ maximizes in the subtropics where fi is weak. In fact the location of the fi = 0 surface, which is
indicated on Figure 6-54, seems largely to determine the locations of strong horizontal diffusion in the
GFDL model. This suggests that the transport processes are dominated by the quasi-stationary waves,
although in reality the transports will be strongly modulated by the transients discussed in Section 6.1.4
(cf. Figure 6-11).
In both the studies of Kohno [1984] and Plumb and Mahlman [1986] the mixing was found to be
weak in high latitudes. However, as discussed in Section 6.3, general circulation models apparently under-
represent high-latitude dynamical activity in the stratosphere; therefore it seems likely that transport is
underestimated here. In a mechanistic model of a high-latitude warming event, Hsu [1980] demonstrated
strong high-latitude dispersion of air parcels; synoptic potential vorticity and ozone maps at the time of
such events appear to confirm substantial latitudinal transport at these times.
Of course, planetary wave mixing does not take place purely in the horizontal plane. Mahlman et
al. [1981] and Tung [1982, 1984] suggested that, for the almost adiabatic conditions typical of much of
the stratosphere on the time scales of interest, the mixing should occur along the isentropic surfaces. Mah-
lman [1985], however, has noted some caveats in this argument; Plumb and Mahlman [1986] in fact found
the mixing to occur along directions a little steeper than the mean isentropes. Since the residual and trans-
port circulations are equal if the mixing is isentropic [Holton, 1981; Plumb and Mahlman, 1986], this
result explains the similarity between these circulations evident from Figures 6-48a and 6-51.
A schematic summary of our current view of zonally-averaged transport phenomena in the troposphere,
stratosphere and mesosphere is shown in Figure 6-55. This figure is based on that of Kida [1983b] with
modifications incorporating results of Plumb and Mahlman [1986] and the characteristics of mesospheric
advection and diffusion described in Section 6.2. We shall here summarize the major characteristics of
transport in the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere as we currently understand them; the important
and complex issue of tropospherestratosphere exchange is considered separately in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6-53. Isopleths of modeled evolution of mixing ratio on the 480 K isentropic surface of a con-
served tracer initially (1 Jan) stratified uniformly in latitude. [After Mahlman, 1985].
Tropospheric transport is the most complex, with advection by the Hadley circulation, quasi-horizontal
mixing associated with planetary and synoptic eddies and vertical convective mixing all significant contri-
butors to large-scale transport. On the whole, transport time scales are relatively short - for example,
Plumb and Mahlman's [1986] estimates for Kzz give time scales for vertical diffusion over the tropospheric
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Figure 6-54. Calculated horizontal diffusivites (10 6 m 2 S -1 ) for the GFDL general circulation/tracer
model in January [after Plumb and Mahlman, 1986]. The dashed curve is the line of zero zonal-mean wind.
depth ranging from 10-30 days in the tropics to 30-100 days at middle and high latitudes - so that long-
lived tracers with weak local sources and sinks will be well-mixed through the troposphere.
The stratospheric situation seems simpler, with transport largely dictated by the quasi-stationary ed-
dies (via direct quasi-horizontal mixing and indirectly via the wave-driven meridional circulation). Verti-
cal diffusion is relatively unimportant here. In Section 6.2 it was estimated that the contribution to Kzz
from small-scale turbulence is at most 0.2 m 2 s -], and Kida [1983a] and Plumb and Mahlman [1986]
found similar values for large-scale transport in their model studies; these values give vertical mixing times
over one scale height of a few years or more, too long to be competitive with the processes noted above.
(An independent upper limit on the vertical diffusion rate for momentum in the equatorial lower stratosphere
comes from the existence of the QBO, which, as discussed by Plumb [1984], requires the momentum
mixing timescale to exceed about 2 years). Kida [1983a] noted that the relative importance of advection
and quasi-horizontal diffusion for any particular tracer depends on the meridional slope of the tracer isopleths;
for slopes characteristic of long-lived tracers, both he and Plumb and Mahlman [1986] estimated the two
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Figure 6-55. Schematic illustration of zonally-averaged transport processes up to the mesopause. Single
arrows: mean circulation; double arrows: quasi-horizontal and vertical diffusion. See text for discussion.
to be of comparable importance. (Indeed, as noted above, it seems to be this balance that determines the
isopleth slopes). Kida estimated a typical global value in the lower stratosphere of Kyy = 3 x 105 m 2 s ',
although, since his model stratosphere is dynamically less active than the observed stratosphere, this is
likely to be an underestimate. Plumb and Mahlman's results, shown in Figure 6-54, are similar to this
value in the summer hemisphere and in winter middle and high latitudes but much larger (up to 2 x 106
m 2 s -_) in the "surf-zone" of the winter subtropics.
In the mesosphere, planetary wave amplitudes decrease and control of transport processes appears
to be dominated by gravity waves, through vertical mixing and the strong wave-driven pole-to-pole circu-
lation. These processes are very rapid, with a characteristic hemispheric advection time scale, given V T
---- 10 m s -I, of about 10 days and a similiar time scale for vertical mixing over a scale height, given
Kzz ___-102 m 2 s -1 (comparable with the values estimated in Section 6.1 for momentum mixing). However,
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one should note the suggestion of Chao and Schoeberl [1984] and Fritts and Dunkerton [1985] that the
diffusivity associated with breaking gravity waves for heat and, by implication, long-lived constituents,
may be much smaller than that for momentum. It might also be mentioned in passing that quasi-horizontal
mixing processes may not be altogether negligible; in particular Craig et al. [1985] have noted the prob-
able impact on tracer distributions of summertime pulses of "two-day wave" activity.
6.5.4 Some Outstanding Issues in 2D Modeling
Following the discussion in Section 6.5.2 it would be fair to conclude that a profound change has
taken place over the past ten years in our conceptual formulation and understanding of zonally-averaged
transport problems. More recently, this has begun to impact on the practice of 2-D modeling, in particular
in models using the residual circulation, rather than the Eulerian mean circulation, as a basis [e.g., Hol-
ton, 1981; Garcia and Solomon, 1983; Ko et al., 1985; Rogers and Pyle, 1984]. This circulation should
be a good approximation to the transport circulation in the stratosphere, though less so in the troposphere
[Plumb and Mahlman, 1986]. More recently still, we have seen objective assessments of transport processes
and their magnitudes in numerical models and, as discussed in preceding sections of this chapter (particu-
larly 6.4.4), we are beginning to understand the morphology of large-scale transport processes. Together,
these advances are for the first time permitting real insight into the dynamics of these phenomena and
have, amongst other things, led us to appreciate the practical importance of kinematic transport effects
(i.e., large-scale turbulence), which in some recent literature has been played down in favor of the so-
called "chemical eddy" terms.
While some of these GCM-based parameterizations are being applied in 2-D models [Enting, 1985;
Pitari and Visconti, 1985; Plumb and Mahlman, 1986] it would seem desirable (in view of the shortcom-
ings of GCMs discussed in Section 6.3) to obtain similarly objective representations of the actual atmospheric
circulation. Deriving the full set of transport coefficients from first principles requires accurate informa-
tion on horizontal and vertical winds or constituent fluxes - hence the dependence hitherto on GCM data,
since accurate observations of vertical winds or fluxes on a global scale are just not available (nor are
they likely to be in the forseeable future). However, some progress may be attainable on the basis of as-
sumptions about the characteristics of eddy transport. The most promising such assumption is that the
eddy motions are almost adiabatic [Mahlman et al., 1981; Tung, 1982,1984]. Under these conditions,
the transport circulation may be represented by the residual circulation [Holton, 1981; Plumb and Mahl-
man, 1986] - which can, at least at the solstices, be approximated by the diabatic circulation, which in
turn may be determined from a radiation calculation - while the diffusion tensor collapses to a scalar diffu-
sivity representing mixing along the isentropes, whose determination then only requires quasi-horizontal
(isentropic) information on the flow or constituent fluxes. Thus the problem of deriving the transport coeffi-
cients from atmospheric data becomes practicable - though still difficult. A preliminary effort in this direction
has been made by Newman et al. [1986] using satellite-based analyses to derive potential vorticity fluxes
and thence to estimate the quasi-horizontal diffusivities. However, there are some problems with the cal-
culation of potential vorticity fluxes in the stratosphere (this flux is proportional to the divergence of the
EP flux; intercomparisons of this quantity were discussed in Section 6.4.2), and, at least in the upper
stratosphere, potential vorticity may not be representative of long-lived tracers. Perhaps studies of long-
lived trace constituents (satellite observations of which are now becoming available as discussed in Sec-
tion 6.4) will provide alternative avenues.
These procedures - and, indeed, most of the body of the theory outlined in Section 6.5.2 - rely on
a complete knowledge of a given (real or model) atmospheric circulation. It must be emphasized, of course,
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because of the relation between the advective and diffusive components and of the dependence of equilibrium
tracer isopleth slopes on the balance between the two, that the two should be represented in a mutually
consistent way. There appear to be two ways of achieving this; the first is simply to calculate the two
from the same circulation data (e.g., the GCM-based calculations discussed above). A second approach
is, given the diffusivities K, to calculate diagnostically the residual circulation corresponding to this eddy
transport (via Equation (23) or via the coupled heat and momentum budgets as in, for example, the model
of Garcia and Solomon [1983]). The latter approach, however, implicitly invokes the assumption that en-
tropy and/or potential vorticity may be regarded as long-lived tracers and, as noted above, this assumption
may be suspect above the middle stratosphere.
Another, less direct, way of estimating the diffusivities from the observed atmospheric behaviour is
to tune 2-D models to reproduce the observed distributions of long-lived constituents [e.g., Ko et al., 1985].
However, this procedure is not suitable for revealing more than the gross magnitudes of the diffusivities.
Moreover, if the mean circulation used in the model is in error, similar errors will be produced in the
calculated diffusivities, in order to give the "correct" balanced state.
The detailed formulation of 2-D models currently in use for assessment purposes is discussed in Chapter
12 of this document and a comparison of model assessments is presented in Chapter 13. Differences bet-
ween the various models - in the model chemistries as well as transport formulations - are manifested
in such comparisons; it is not easy to determine, however, to what extent the differences in representation
of transport are responsible for differences in results. From a dynamical point of view, it would be desirable
to compare the behavior of models with identical chemistries. The easiest way of achieving this is to bypass
the model chemistries altogether by running an experiment with an inert tracer, spreading out from an
initially localized source. An ideal case would be the "instantaneous midlatitude source" experiment of
Mahlman and Moxim [1978] (cf. Plumb and Mahlman [1986]; not only would this allow comparison
of the transport characteristics of the 2-D models with a 3-D model, but also with the observed behavior
of the radioactive debris from the atmospheric bomb tests in the early 1960s. Such a comparison would
highlight any major inadequacies in model transport formulations.
For practical as well as theoretical reasons, transport parameterizations are usually designed to repre-
sent monthly or seasonally averaged transport. Thus such representations are incapable of modeling transport
variability on time scales less than about a month or longer than the annual cycle. We have seen in Section
6.1 that wave amplitudes and fluxes can fluctuate markedly on time scales as short as 1-2 weeks, especially
(but not only) during winter warming events. In principle - given the required circulation data - the transport
coefficients could be determined day by day to enable this variability to be incorporated into 2-D models.
Plumb and Mahlman [1986] have argued, however, that 2-D models are not well posed on these time
scales, and it may therefore be necessary to rely on three-dimensional studies [e.g. Rose and Brasseur, 1985].
On interannual time scales, 2-D models are in principle better suited to representing transport variability.
The approach has been applied, with some success, to modeling the QBO in ozone, driven by the QBO
in tropical winds and temperatures [Hasebe, 1984; Ling and London, 1985]. The more general question
of the impact of year to year variations in the circulation of the winter middle atmosphere is more difficult
to address. The problem is not so much theoretical - given an adequate (real or model-generated) multiyear
data set, one could in principle generate transport coefficients month by month or season by season - as
philosophical, viz., to define what it is that one is trying to model (a particular year or a "typical" year?).
This issue, which is not confined to 2-D transport models, becomes particularly acute for model validation.
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We are now beginning to appreciate the large interannual variability of wind and temperature fields in
the winter stratosphere [Labitzke and Naujokat, 1983; Geller et al., 1984; see Section 6.1.8]. The impact
of this variability on constituent transport needs to be addressed; since the wind and temperature variabil-
ity is presumably indicative of variability of the transport processes, this impact is likely to be major.
A related question, since the frequency and intensity of warming events are variable from year to year.
is how much of the "average" wintertime transport is associated with such events. If they account for
a substantial fraction of the net transport, then the adequacy of current models (including most GCMs)
is open to question.
A further issue arises in long-term assessment studies. If a model is being used to predict changes
in the distribution of radiatively active constituents such as ozone, should the model be "interactive" in
the sense that some attempt be made to allow the model to respond to the changing climate? This question
can be answered in part from the discussion of Section 6.2. From this discussion and the results of Fels
et al. [1980] described in Section 6.3, we have seen that both the distribution of mean diabatic heating
]" and the residual circulation W, are, to a good approximation, outside the tropics, determined by the eddy
transport. If the latter is fixed, then so are J and W,. Therefore, they are - to a first approximation - unaf-
fected by changes in radiatively active constituents, as the results of Fels et al. [1980] clearly demonstrate.
The mean temperature will, in general, change in order to maintaiv ]-as will the mean zonal wind, to
maintain thermal wind balance with the temperature distribution. (A detailed assessment of the impact
of changing trace gas distributions on climate is given in Chapter 15). It may well be important to allow
these temperature changes to impact on model chemistry. However, changes in transport can only occur
if the mean temperature and zonal wind distributions change so much as to impact significantly on the
eddy motions themselves (via altered propagation or dissipation characteristics) and, of course, that is
a three-dimensional problem. Therefore it is futile in a 2-D model to attempt to predict changes in the
residual circulation, for example, rather than specifying it at the outset, simply because 2-D models are
by their nature incapable of addressing situations where such effects are important.
6.5.5 Three-Dimensional Modeling
The recent advances in the theory and practice of 2-D transport modeling which have been reviewed
above have brought the zonally-averaged model to the level of a sophisticated assessment tool. At the
same time, however, fundamental limitations of the zonally averaged approach have become increasingly
apparent. We must look to three-dimensional models to overcome these limitations. As we have seen in
Section 6.3.3, however, even three-dimensional models are not without their limitations, particularly in
regard to their deficient climatology in the winter stratosphere and the prohibitive cost of including full
chemistry for extended integrations.
On short time scales, the use of such models for data assimilation in forecast mode offers an exciting
avenue for exploiting the detailed, global observations of constituent distributions now available from satellites
and described in Section 6.4. Thus, we can expect to learn much about mixing events on these time scales
and, by implication, of long-term transport since this is to a large degree the aggregate of these events.
For seasonal time scales and longer, three-dimensional models with simplified chemistry have taught
us much about large-scale transport processes, as well as providing data bases from which to derive
parameterized transport formulations for 2-D models. In order for the models to reach their full usefulness,
however, the deficiencies in GCM climatologies noted in Section 6.3.3 will need to be overcome.
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The use of three-dimensional models (with realistic chemistry) for long-term assessment experiments
appears to be out of the question in the forseeable future and there is therefore a continuing need for zonally-
averaged models, despite their shortcomings. It is possible that some of these shortcomings could be over-
come through the development of three-dimensional models that seek not to represent the transport associated
with every eddy, in the way a GCM does, but rather to represent the aggregate effects of eddy transport
in a similar way to a 2-D model, but relative to a slowly evolving, nonzonal basic state. This approach,
which is similar to that suggested by McIntyre and Palmer [1983], would involve models with lower spatial
and temporal resolution than GCMs and which would therefore be capable of incorporating more complex
chemistry and of being integrated for longer times. However, developments in transport theory will be
needed. While some progress is being made in the understanding of three-dimensional processes in
tropospheric dynamics [e.g., Hoskins, 1983] we are still a long way from a simple understanding of transport
relative to spatially nonuniform basic states.
6.6 FUTURE NEEDS
6.6.1 Satellite Observation
With the emergence of continuous global satellite measurements our picture of dynamical and transport
processes in the middle atmosphere has sharpened considerably. They have made possible the identifica-
tion of a number of transient waves hitherto unresolved, and have vividly exposed the complexity of transport
as the westerly vortex evolves during disturbed conditions. Our knowledge of the morphology of a number
of chemical constituents has also been advanced by these observations. Unfortunately with this improved
focus on stratospheric behavior so too has emerged a recognition of the limitations posed by current obser-
vations and the need for even more sophisticated measurements. Perhaps the most striking demand of
this sort stems from the possibility of planetary wave breaking, which may lead to a significant cascade
to smaller scales. An irregular distribution of some quantity such as potential vorticity implies not only
a high degree of spatial variance but also temporal variability through the advection of parcels by the flow
field. Dynamical features such as the fast equatorial waves (Section 6.1.5) also place constraints on the
quality of observations required. Such considerations appear to be increasingly significant at upper levels
due to the tendency for the wave spectrum to be dominated by higher frequencies and the increasing
amplitudes of gravity waves and tidal oscillations.
One of the chief difficulties in applying satellite data is dealing with their asynoptic nature. A "tran-
sience error" arises from the fact that measurements are not made simultaneously [Hartmann, 1976a],
but rather are taken at different locations at different times. Their analysis therefore presumes some form
of space-time interpolation. Several methods of estimating synoptic fields from asynoptic data have been
employed [Rodgers, 1976b; Hirota, 1976]. These range in sophistication from presuming simultaneity
over a day of measurements to four-dimensional assimilation in numerical forecast models.
The latter approach, although considerably more involved, has some advantages, such as the the ability
to provide the ageostrophic velocity components. Whether these and higher order quantities are more of
a reflection of the data or of the model, however, is unclear. Alternative approaches of deriving such
quantities directly from temperature retrievals have also been proposed [Salby, 1982b]. Recently it has
been shown [Salby, 1982b] that synoptic maps may be recovered uniquely from asynoptic data provided
that the observed field is adequately sampled. The temporal scales that can be resolved in asynoptic
measurements depend on whether single or combined node (ascending and/or descending) data are used.
In the former case, frequencies up to 0.5 cpd can in principle be recovered, while in the latter synoptic
irregularities at middle and high latitudes, intrinsic to asynoptic data, are explicitly accounted for [Salby,
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1982a]. By taking into account these sampling irregularities of combined node data, Prata [1984] was
able to obtain the wavenumber 2 component of the 4-day wave, previously unobserved. The aforemen-
tioned issues determine how frequently it is sensible to map asynoptic data.
Considerations of asynoptic sampling and resolution are more general than applying solely to dynamical
quantities. They pertain equally to unsteady disturbances in any field, e.g., distributions of chemical species.
The question of resolution then reduces to how much of the spatial and temporal variability is captured
by the sampling. For example, localised features in potential vorticity or a constituent will not be resolved
if their dimensions are comparable to the spacing of the data or if the feature moves appreciably over
the time it takes the satellite to circle the globe.
Another important example arises in connection with diurnal variations, which may accompany tidal
oscillations or a photochemically active species. Such features are not resolved by observations from a
single sun-synchronous satellite because the orbit drifts westward at the same rate as the feature and thus
views the same relative point on the feature with each latitude crossing. Global observation of such phenomena
will require measurements from multiple satellites.
Many quantities central to dynamical and hence transport considerations, e.g., motion fields, potential
vorticity, Eliassen-Palm flux divergence, are not measured directly but rather must be derived from observed
temperature behavior. Such quantities are higher order in that they involve one or more derivatives of
observed fields. The availability of direct velocity measurements such as will be made on UARS should
be of great value in obtaining such quantities. Differentiation has the effect of increasing the spatial variability
of the fields and eroding the signal to noise ratio, perhaps below useful values. Of course, fields such
as potential vorticity are themselves of inherently richer structure than lower order quantities, making
it difficult to distinguish legitimate features from observational error. Moltip!e satellite observations and
scanning radiometers may be valuable in alleviating this problem. However the assimilation of such data
will require that spatial and temporal irregularities of the combined sampling be accounted for, in order
that the full information content of the data be recovered.
There also exists a need for refined vertical resolution. Rocketsonde and radiosonde measurements
suggest that dramatic changes in temperature can occur within quite a thin layer of the stratosphere during
sudden warmings. In order to capture such behavior in global analyses, it may be necessary to make use
of different observing systems, both satellite- and ground-based. Rocketsonde measurements have historically
been invaluable in validating remote temperature retrievals. Their waning in recent years presents a pro-
blem for future missions. As was noted above, one of the prime virtues of satellite observations is their
homogeneity. The importance of long-term continuity with regard to the monitoring of trends and expan-
ding our understanding of the complex realm of stratospheric behavior cannot be overstated. It is hoped
that further remote sensing missions will be planned to succeed UARS following 1989.
Despite some recent examples to the contrary, most studies of the middle atmospheric circulation
are still focused on midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. What we have learned of the climatology
and transient behavior of the Southern Hemisphere has confirmed and indeed strengthened the impression
of significant differences between the two hemispheres during their respective winters, and a fuller ex-
ploitation of the contrast between these two regions will surely help to further our understanding of both.
Southern Hemisphere analyses are currently undermined to some extent by the relatively poor quality of
low level analyses upon which to build; this is another area where direct wind measurements (such as
will be provided by UARS) will prove invaluable.
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The middle atmosphere tropics have received even less attention than the Southern midlatitudes. To
some extent this is a result of the weak temperature structure in low latitudes; again, direct wind measure-
ments will be needed before much of the tropical circulation is visible in satellite observations. Equatorial
wave motions, with their small vertical scales, have been revealed by limb-viewing instruments and there
is a continuing need for such observations.
6.6.2 Ground Based Studies
The use of radars and more recently lidars has led to a significant improvement in our understanding
of wave and turbulence processes in the middle atmosphere. Radars offer the capabilities of measuring
important time-mean quantities such as u, v and W as well as the eddy flux terms u'2, u w etc., while
lidars give information on _, T, T' etc. Although the usefulness in studying large-scale phenomena is
limited by the local nature of radar measurements, they offer the advantage over satellite retrievals that
they measure the velocity field directly. This feature makes them particularly attractive in the tropics where
geostrophy breaks down. There they may serve as independent verification of velocities derived from re-
motely monitored temperatures.
If the potential of ground-based techniques is to be fully realised, then a number of deficiencies need
to be rectified. At present many radars operate on an irregular basis and it is desirable that their operation
be made continuous to make long-term measurements throughout as much of the middle atmosphere as
possible. In particular, the possible influence of gravity waves on the stratospheric circulation (see Section
6.2.4) needs to be investigated. Coordination of observations is also important; this is an issue being par-
tially addressed by projects organized under the auspices of the Middle Atmosphere Program.
At present most radars are located in continental areas where the effect of topographically forced waves
may be significant. In order to assess the global role of gravity waves it is therefore important that radar
measurements be made in oceanic regions. Observations in equatorial regions are almost non-existent and
the establishment of radars near the equator is crucial for the study of gravity and tropical waves. The
predicted breakdown of the diurnal tide in the equatorial mesosphere has yet to be investigated experimentally.
The construction of radar networks will help with the identification of wave sources and with the
measurement of important wave parameters such as horizontal phase velocities and wavelengths. For ex-
ample, a valuable application would be the construction of an array of sounders along the equator downfield
from a convective center such as Indonesia. Cross-spectral analyses could then be performed on the com-
bined array of velocity profiles to derive structural and temporal behavior of the motion field. This would
facilitate the analysis of particular wavenumber-frequency bands so that individual components (e.g., Kelvin
waves) could be discriminated for.
The widespread use of lidar investigations of density and temperature is to be encouraged. As well
as providing complementary information to the radars, lidars give information in the 30 to 60 km height
range (the so-called 'gap'). By colocating radars and lidars it will be possible for the first time to measure
heat fluxes, albeit locally, in the mesosphere.
Finally, it is noted that the more widespread use of lidar measurements of temperature and density
may help to compensate for the decreasing number of rocket measurements due to the reduction in the
meteorological rocket network. This would be especially the case if lidar techniques can be extended to
wind measurements.
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6.6.3 Dynamical Theory
Section 6.2 has discussed the importance of eddy motions - especially planetary waves in the winter
stratosphere and gravity waves in the mesosphere - in maintaining the climatological state of the middle
atmosphere. It has also been emphasized that it is misleading to regard the residual circulation as indepen-
dent of the eddy forcing or as a "diabatic circulation" driven by an externally-imposed net radiative heating.
Some general questions in this area which will require particular attention in the near future include the
following:
(a) Planetary-Wave Breaking
Mclntyre and Palmer [1983, 1984] have suggested that breaking planetary waves (Section 6.2.4) may
bring about substantial mixing of potential vorticity in the stratosphere and may thereby be responsi-
ble for the region of weak potential vorticity gradient (which they call the "surf zone") often observ-
ed to surround the main cyclonic vortex in the northern winter mid-stratosphere. A combination of
theoretical and observational studies will be required to confirm this mixing hypothesis and to assess
the impact of diabatic processes on the breaking-wave phenomenon. Indeed, improved understanding
of the relative roles of mixing and diabatic processes in net potential vorticity transport is important
not only to our understanding of the dynamical structure of the middle atmosphere, but also to our
conceptual picture of stratospheric transport. The feedback effects of the wave-induced mean flow
changes on the wave propagation characteristics also need further study. For example it has been
speculated [Mclntyre, 1982; Mclntyre and Palmer, 1983, 1984] that the weakened potential vorticity
gradients in the subtropics may inhibit the meridional propagation of planetary waves and thus form
"resonant cavities" which may enhance the local growth of the wave amplitudes. A related require-
ment is for a careful combination of theoretical and observational studies of sudden warmings and
a clearer understanding of the relationship between the "zonal-mean, eddy" approach and the "synoptic
map" approach mentioned in Section 6.2.5.
(b) Gravity Wave Drag
An increased understanding of the basic mechanics of gravity-wave breaking is needed for the develop-
ment of improved parameterizations of the effects of such breaking on the zonal-mean flow and on
planetary waves. For example, more account may need to be taken of the effects on the parameteriza-
tions of including a broad-band spectrum of gravity waves, rather than the small discrete sets of
wavenumbers and phase speeds that have mostly been used hitherto. The relative magnitudes of the
gravity-wave induced diffusivities of momentum, heat and constituents [Chao and Schoeberl, 1984;
Fritts and Dunkerton, 1985] also need to be investigated.
It is particularly important that the role of gravity waves in the stratosphere be better understood.
The "cold pole" problem of middle atmosphere GCMs is suggestive of weak wave drag in these models,
and one process that could be lacking in these models is gravity wave drag.
(c) General Theory
There is a need for a basic theoretical framework, perhaps analogous to the "zonal-mean, eddy"
framework, but more suitable for the organization and interpretation of data concerning strongly zonally-
asymmetric planetary-scale disturbances in the middle atmosphere.
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6.6.4 General Circulation Models
While there have been several notable successes that have been associated with middle atmosphere
GCMs, considerable caution should be exercised in carrying over GCM-derived results to the actual at-
mosphere. This is so because there are several well known deficiencies in middle atmosphere GCM simu-
lations. These include the cold winter pole/excessive westerlies problem (and the associated problem that
middle atmosphere GCMs do not produce stratospheric Warming episodes of sufficient intensity). From
these deficiencies, we conclude that existing middle atmosphere GCMs are probably deficient in eddy
transport effects and in the strength of their residual mean circulation. Thus, we expect that 2-D transport
parameters calculated from GCMs will be too small compared with those that are representative of the
actual atmosphere. Furthermore, since the derivation of those transport parameters formally depends on
the assumptions of small amplitude theory, it is possible that 2-D representations of 3-D dynamical trans-
port may be less applicable and work less well in the real atmosphere than in GCMs.
The wintertime "cold pole" problem is perhaps the most serious deficiency of current middle at-
mosphere GCMs. As we have seen, dynamical theory ascribes this problem to an under-representation
in the models of wave drag on the flow. This could be a result of the forcing of planetary waves in the
model being too weak because of inadequate representation of orography or an inadequate parameteriza-
tion of convective heating in the troposphere, or because of the importance in the real world of other wave
motions which are not adequately resolved in the models. Indeed, the underlying problem - one which
the shortcomings of GCMs may be helping to solve - is our incomplete understanding of the momentum
budget of the middle atmosphere. As discussed in Section 6.4, several studies have highlighted the dif-
ficulty in balancing the momentum budget from analyses of the observed circulation. It is not clear whether
these results indicate data inaccuracies on the large scale or whether small-scale, unresolved motions are
making a significant contribution. The crucial role of gravity wave drag in the mesosphere is now ap-
preciated and it is essential that its role, if any, in the stratosphere be fully clarified. Improved understan-
ding of this process is a prerequisite to improved parameterization in models.
As mentioned previously, the application of GCM-derived parameters to the actual atmosphere is limited
by the fact that middle atmosphere GCMs show some very significant modeling deficiencies. There is
an alternative to using a GCM for middle atmosphere studies. This is the forecast/analysis sense in which
available data is continually inserted into the GCM, which is then used as an analysis tool to produce regular
gridded analyses of both observed and unobserved variables. That is to say, the GCM governing equa-
tions are used to both provide both continuity in the observables and to derive such unobservables as the
ageostrophic wind components. Thus, using the output from GCM forecast/analysis will give the balanc-
ed dynamic fields that are needed for transport studies but are consistent with observations. It must not
be overlooked, however, that results of such procedures will be model-dependent and it is important that
their robustness be assessed.
Several groups in the world are now attempting to perform transport-chemistry studies using GCMs.
Most of this work has been aimed at understanding the dynamical and chemical processes that maintain
observed species distributions. Complex chemistry schemes have not been used in GCMs for several reasons.
One is the great expense and complexity in doing so. Another is related to the problems that GCMs have
in reproducing the observed atmospheric structure. The use of GCMs to forecast multidecade ozone scenarios
is not envisaged in the near future.
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6.6.5 Transport Theory and Modeling
Theoretical developments over the past decade have in principle provided a stronger theoretical basis
for the parameterization of eddy transport of trace constituents in 2-D (zonally averaged) models, although
it must be emphasized that the approach rests on the basic assumption that departures from zonal sym-
metry are small. One important lesson to come out of the basic theoretical considerations discussed in
Sections 6.2 and 6.5 is the interdependence of advective and diffusive transport processes, and the fact
that these should therefore be represented in transport models in a mutually consistent way. It is also now
recognised that mixing processes are spatially inhomogeneous - most dramatically illustrated by the
stratospheric "surf zone" - and that models using latitudinally constant diffusivities may not simulate
correct latitudinal constituent structures.
The practical problem of determination of appropriate transport coefficients for a given flow climatology
is still not entirely satisfactory. Those derived from general circulation models have the attribute of being
self-consistent but of course these can reflect the properties of the real atmosphere no better than the models
themselves, and we have seen that at the present state of the art these have serious shortcomings, especial-
ly in the representation of dynamical activity in the stratosphere. It is possible to estimate the residual
(ageostrophic) circulation diagnostically from the heat budget as done (implicitly) by Murgatroyd and
Singleton [1961] and indeed, their results are currently used in some 2-D models [e.g., Miller et al., 1981;
Guthrie et al., 1984]; given the advances in our knowledge of the climatology of the middle atmosphere
since this calculation, it would seem desirable to update this calculation.
Estimation of the diffusivities from atmospheric circulation data is more difficuitsince reliable a-gebs-
tronhie wind data i_ not _n_rnllv nvnilahl_ Nowmnn at n/ I-1QR_I hn,tlr, nnnlle, d Plnmh _int-I ]k/l_hlm_n'c
[1986] technique to estimate Kyy via inversion of a flux-gradient relation for quasi-geostrophic potential
vorticity, although this approach breaks down in low latitudes. With the rapidly improving coverage of
trace constituent distributions, it may become practicable to estimate gross mixing rates from observed
global fields, or by tuning 2-D models to match observations [e.g., Ko et al., 1984] although the success
of this approach depends on having a good model of the transport circulation (since the modeled consti-
tuent fields will represent a balance between advection and diffusion).
Of particular interest, since GCM approaches have been unable to address the matter, is an assess-
ment of transport characteristics during warming events in winter high latitudes. Indeed a basic question
is what proportion of the net wintertime transport is associated with these events. Ozone records and,
indeed, the observed temperature increases suggest that the effects are significant. Therefore incorpora-
tion of such phenomena into transport models appears desirable. However, given the extreme convolution
of streamlines during such events (Figure 6-23), one must question the ability of 2-D models to represent
them to any useful degree; even if such models can predict the zonal mean adequately, the relevance of
zonal mean predictions in such cases, at least on the time scale of a single event, is not clear.
Perhaps to a lesser extent the same is true throughout the winter and it is to be hoped that advances
in 3-D modeling, either via full GCM treatments or in low resolution models, will enhance our ability
to model more meaningfully the structure of trace constituents, especially in the winter stratosphere. We
can also look forward to an increased understanding of 3-D transport processes via analyses of the behavior
of global constituent fields from observations and in three-dimensional numerical models run in forecast mode.
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6.7 SUMMARY
6.7.1 Observations of the Middle Atmosphere
The advent of global satellite monitoring of the middle atmosphere has had a profound impact on
our appreciation of the structure and dynamics of the region. In recent years we have seen the emergence
of multiyear, global, satellite-based climatologies of the stratosphere and mesosphere and, corresponding-
ly, recognition of the substantial interannual variability of the circulation. The development of a Southern
Hemisphere climatology has, of course, been very much dependent on satellite observations and is of par-
ticular importance, as the contrast between the two hemispheres (especially in winter) is substantial and
presents a challenge to dynamical theories. The observed differences between the two hemispheres have
provided valuable input to theoretical developments, but have yet to be exploited to the full, and our under-
standing of the Southern Hemisphere middle atmosphere still lags behind that of the Northern Hemisphere.
Analyses of transient events have also advanced remarkably, partly because of improved data cover-
age in time and space and partly because of the application of more sophisticated analysis procedures.
Thus a number of transient planetary wave modes have been identified, several of which can be associated
with theoretically-predicted normal mode oscillations. The improved vertical resolution of limb-viewing
instruments has permitted, for the first time from satellites, identification of equatorial waves in the
stratosphere and mesosphere and, indeed, of "ultrafast" Kelvin waves, which were previously unobserved
in the atmosphere (but which had been found in a general circulation model). As yet, however, there is
no satellite-based observation of the mixed Rossby-gravity waves, which have been postulated to provide
the driving for the easterly phase of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (although it has been suggested that
this driving could be provided by other means).
Sudden warming events continue to be a source of dynamical interest. Although progressively more
events are being monitored by satellite, much of our understanding is based on analysis of the event of
February 1979. While it is understandable that this well-observed event (it occurred during the FGGE
year) should receive considerable attention, there are dangers in ascribing too much significance to a single
case. However other occurrences are also being studied, including the final warming in the Southern
Hemisphere. The improved data base, together with theoretical developments, have led to an improving
description of warmings but we are still far short of a complete understanding of the dynamical processes
involved.
Diagnostic techniques have advanced in parallel with improving data coverage. In particular, evalua-
tion of the Eliassen-Palm flux (both in observed data sets and in numerical models) has proved an illuminating
means of elucidating the meridional propagation of stratospheric planetary waves and, through transform-
ed Eulerian mean theory, the interaction of these waves with the zonal mean flow. Thus, the switching
of wave propagation from equatorward to poleward prior to sudden warmings, with the associated tenden-
cy to deceleration of the high latitude westerlies, has been claimed to be an important precursor of such
events. However, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the stratospheric flow is highly three-dimensional
(especially during warming events) and that the "zonal-mean, eddy" separation inherent in such approaches
may not always be appropriate. One more generally applicable technique which has aroused considerable
recent interest is that of mapping Ertel's potential vorticity (EPV) on isentropic surfaces. EPV is a func-
tion of dynamical variables (importantly, most dynamical quantities of interest can be recovered from the
EPV distribution) which acts as a tracer for adiabatic, frictionless flow. This fact has been known to theoreti-
cians for many years, but it is only in the last few years that it has come to be applied to the large-scale
stratospheric circulation. Despite the demands this technique places on data quality (the second horizontal
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derivative of satellite radiance data is required) its use has led to the identification of the "breaking" of
planetary waves in the subtropical winter stratosphere, where the deformation field associated with the
wave motion acts to distort, perhaps irreversibly, the material surfaces mapped by the EPV contours.
This new insight into large-scale stratospheric transport has been complemented by the recent availability
of satellite observations of the global distributions of a number of trace constituents. Features similar to
those evident in EPV maps have been observed in the distribution of ozone and water vapor. In this respect,
as in others, exploitation of the wealth of new material which has become available with these new obser-
vations promises to enhance profoundly our understanding of the distribution of middle atmosphere con-
stituents and of the transport processes which influence them.
Not all motions of dynamical interest in the middle atmosphere have been, nor are they likely to be,
observed by satellite-borne instruments. Ground-based radar and, to a lesser extent, rocket and lidar
measurements provide the only means of observing gravity waves in the region, as well as yielding other
information currently unattainable from satellites such as ageostrophic wind data. Gravity wave observa-
tions are of particular importance, in view of their role in driving the mesospheric circulation. This role
has recently been quantified (in support of theoretical predictions) following the development of a techni-
que to measure gravity wave momentum fluxes using a twin-beam radar. In this application, as in many
other respects, interpretation of the results of such experiments is clouded by the question of the global
relevance of observations made at a single site. While a global synoptic network of ground-based observ-
ing facilities is inconceivable, it is desirable that a more representative coverage be achieved.
Ground-based observations play another crucial role, viz., as "ground truth" for calibration of satellite
measurements. This aspect is important in maintaining continuity between successive satellite instruments,
and especially so if satellites are to be used to detect long-term trends such as those which may occur
in response to trends in constituent concentrations. It is therefore essential that ground-based networks,
such as they are, be maintained and even augmented (thus reversing recent trends).
Satellite observations have become such an important source of information on the circulation of the
middle atmosphere that it goes without saying that their continuation is crucial to the progress of the sub-
ject. Continuity of monitoring is particularly important; ideally, this requires not only that each monitor-
ing satellite be replaced before the end of its useful life, but also that both old and new instruments operate
simultaneously for some time, in order that intercalibrations may be carried out. Most of our routine data
has come, and will continue to come, from nadir-viewing radiometers. However, the value of limb-viewing
instruments has been noted above and elsewhere in this chapter; it is highly desirable that such instru-
ments should operate on a continuous basis. Finally, the potential value of direct wind velocity measure-
ments cannot be overstressed. Such data would be profoundly valuable, particularly in the tropics, where
the temperature signal is weak and the derivation of wind from temperature is unsound, and in the Southern
Hemisphere, where the low-level analysis required to build up the wind field from temperature retrievals
is of poor quality.
6.7.2 General Circulation Modeling of the Middle Atmosphere
The application of general circulation models (GCMs) to the middle atmosphere has so far met with
mixed success. Many key aspects of the observed dynamical behavior of the region have been reproduced
successfully (at least qualitatively) in these models and their use in both climatological (long-term) and
forecast (short term) integrations, in transport experiments and as experimental tools for the conduct of
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perturbation experiments has contributed greatly to recent advances in our understanding of the middle
atmosphere circulation. However, GCM results still exhibit serious deficiencies. The most serious of these
concerns the climatology of the winter stratosphere, where the models consistently predict a polar night
that is much colder (and therefore closer to radiative equilibrium) than that observed. While it has been
shown that this problem can be alleviated in the lower stratosphere through improved representations of
radiation, it seems clear that the more serious and more robust error in the middle stratosphere and above
reflects inadequacies in the representation of dynamical transports. Other shortcomings of current GCMs
include a failure to generate a Quasi-Biennial Oscillation in the equatorial stratosphere, errors in predicted
tropical tropopause temperatures and an inability to resolve internal gravity waves. Since these latter mo-
tions are a crucial component of the mesospheric circulation, the fact that they must be parameterized
in GCMs is rather unsatisfactory.
Successes of GCM simulations have included several examples of forecasts of stratospheric warm-
ings. While these forecasts are only useful for a limited period (because of climate drift associated with
the models' "cold pole" problem) their success has presented us with an additional tool for investigations
of such phenomena. GCMs have also been used as vehicles for the conduct of perturbation experiments,
for the investigation of large-scale transport processes and, in the absence of an adequate observational
data set, as a source of data for the derivation of transport coefficients required by two-dimensional transport
models. While what is learned from these exercises is very much model-dependent, there are good reasons
to believe that the insight thereby gained is meaningful. It should also be noted that even the failures of
GCM simulations have been of considerable benefit in guiding research priorities. As the GCM is the
most complete synthesis of our quantitative understanding, the failure of such a model to represent cor-
rectly the observed atmospheric state (in circumstances where factors such as resolution are considered
satisfactory) is an indication of the inadequacy of that understanding. Thus, identification of the causes
of GCM errors is of considerable scientific value; for example, the "cold pole" problem has led us to
question our understanding of planetary wave generation processes and the role of gravity waves in the
stratospheric momentum budget.
Despite the availability of ever-faster computers, we have still not reached the stage where it is possi-
ble to incorporate a comprehensive chemistry into middle atmosphere GCMs in order to undertake long-
term assessment experiments. Moreover, the climatological inadequacies of current models would in any
case limit the usefulness of such assessments. Nevertheless, GCM experiments with highly simplified
chemistry have proved valuable in complementing other approaches in the investigation of global transport
processes in the middle atmosphere. In the forseeable future, however, assessment studies will continue
to rely on the use of simplified transport models.
6.7.3 Theory of Dynamics and Transport
Over the past eight years or so we have seen a considerable improvement in our conceptual picture
of the dynamics of the middle atmosphere circulation and of the transport processes which maintain it.
It has become recognized that the "Brewer-Dobson" picture of an equator-to-pole circulation in the lower
stratosphere and a summer-pole-to-winter-pole circulation in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere is,
in a dynamical and transport sense, a more meaningful description of the mean meridional circulation
than that obtained by simple zonal averaging of the local meridional winds. The former was originally
inferred from observed distributions of ozone and water vapor in the stratosphere and we now know that
the transport of constituents such as these is not well depicted by the latter, Eulerian mean, representation
but is described more simply in terms of what has here been called the "transport circulation" which,
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in the middle atmosphere at least, is similar to the now more familiar "residual" and "diabatic" circula-
tions. The Brewer-Dobson circulation is therefore an estimate of the transport circulation, which is what
we need to know for understanding the global transport of constituents, and which is turn is a close ap-
proximation to the residual circulation; the latter is the appropriate measure of the mean circulation for
dynamical investigations via transformed Eulerian-mean theory.
A description of meridional exchange in the middle atmosphere solely in these terms, however, is
incomplete. The existence of this meridional circulation has in the literature (and in textbooks) frequently
been described as a simple response to diabatic heating. This view is, however, logically unsound since
the departures of the atmosphere from radiative equilibrium which give rise to this heating must be main-
tained by dynamical effects, in fact by eddy momentum transport (as expressed by the divergence of the
Eliassen-Palm flux). This theoretical result has been in the literature for many years now, but its significance
has only recently become widely appreciated. For one thing, it offers a simple diagnostic approach to
the determination of where, and to what degree, these eddy processes act; thus it can be inferred from
the Brewer-Dobson circulation that such processes must be acting in the winter stratosphere and in the
mesosphere.
It is now widely accepted that the mesospheric driving is provided largely by internal gravity waves,
with perhaps some contribution from planetary waves in the winter hemisphere and from tides in the tropics.
These waves, propagating upward from the troposphere, reach large amplitude in the mesosphere, where
they may break and thus act as in situ forcing on the mean flow. Much theoretical effort has been directed
recently at understanding this phenomenon and its parameterization in numerical models. However, apart
from a measurement of the magnitude of the effect by radar supporting this general picture, these
developments have proceeded largely unconstrained by experimental evidence and there remains a need
for a deeper understanding of the properties of atmospheric gravity waves and of the breaking process.
In the winter stratosphere, quasi-stationary planetary waves are the most likely driving mechanism.
It has until recently been supposed that this interaction must derive from the dissipation of these waves
by radiative effects, although this view presented problems in the lower stratosphere where such effects
are weak. However it is now realised that planetary wave breaking, a process that has been identified
from the observed behavior of potential vorticity maps, may be an important factor (and perhaps the dominant
one, at least in the lower stratosphere). Thus, strong eddy mixing processes in the "surf zone" of the
winter subtropics may be a powerful influence on the dynamical structure and evolution of the winter
stratosphere. However, a number of crucial issues need clarification, including the efficiency of this mix-
ing and the relative contribution of radiative dissipation; the latter question is particularly important for
our conceptual picture of constituent transport.
During high-latitude warming events the location of this planetary wave driving switches from the
subtropics to the polar cap, apparently as a consequence of the focusing of waves into that region. The
reasons for this focusing and for the characteristic amplification of planetary wave activity at such times
are not well understood, although it has been speculated that both these effects may be a consequence
of the changes in the dynamical structure of the stratosphere brought about by previous low-latitude mix-
ing processes.
Another outstanding issue - one that is raised by the apparent failure of current GCMs to generate
sufficient eddy driving in the winter stratosphere as well as observational indications of a deficit in the
large-scale stratospheric momentum budget - is the role of gravity waves in driving the stratospheric cir-
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culation. At present there is little consensus amongst theoreticians on this issue and little or no relevant
observational evidence. It is to be hoped that stratospheric observations of gravity waves (by MST radars,
for example) will be forthcoming to help resolve this question.
Recognition of the existence of large-scale mixing (i.e. quasi-horizontal turbulence) in the stratosphere
has had an impact on our conceptual picture of zonally-averaged constituent transport. Until recently, this
picture comprised advection by the Brewer-Dobson circulation, with some diffusion superimposed on this
for nonconservative consistuents (the so-called "chemical eddy" contribution). Large-scale mixing events
will also impact (as an effective diffusion) on even conserved constituents. Indeed, if the eddy momentum
transport is dominated by this mixing (rather than the effects of radiative dissipation), then it can be ar-
gued that advective and diffusive transport of constituents must be formally comparable, so that an ade-
quate representation of both is necessary in two-dimensional transport models. More generally, recognition
of the central role of eddy transports in driving the mean meridional circulation implies that such models
are incapable of being "interactive" in the sense of predicting meridional circulation changes.
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7.0 INTRODUCTION
Solar radiation incident on the Earth and its atmosphere provides the ultimate driving force for all
chemical and dynamical processes addressed in this assessment. Acting to counter the extraterrestrial energy
source, longwave terrestrial radiation escapes to space thereby cooling the planet. On a globally and annually
averaged basis a near balance exists between solar heating and longwave cooling. However, at any partic-
ular location and time of year a nonzero net heating, positive or negative, can exist, and this imbalance
acts as a source term for the mean global circulation of the middle atmosphere. While the solar radiative
heating depends only weakly on temperature, this is not true of the longwave cooling. Net radiative heating
is therefore strongly influenced by the dynamical processes. In the middle atmosphere radiative and dynamical
processes are inextricably coupled. Knowledge of the processes affecting both solar and terrestrial radiation
is also essential for the remote sensing of middle atmosphere composition, but the emphasis of this chapter
is the heat balance.
The first major subdivision of this chapter considers solar radiation and the processes that control
its deposition in the Earth's atmosphere. The published data obtained since 1978 define a reference solar
spectral irradiance for use in atmospheric chemical and dynamical studies, while long term satellite measure-
ments are now providing information on variations in the Sun's output over a range of time scales. As
concerns absorption of solar radiation in the atmosphere, new cross section data for molecular oxygen
and ozone are now available. In the case of 02 the revised values differ significantly from those used
in atmospheric modeling at the time of WMO Report No. 11 (1982).
The second portion of this chapter addresses terrestrial longwave radiation. Major issues here relate
to the accuracy of line-by-line calculations used to predict infrared flux divergences, both as regards assump-
tions made in radiative transfer calculations and in the spectroscopic parameters used as inputs. A valid
line-by-line treatment of longwave transfer must utilize accurate line profile shapes including, for example,
the temperature dependence of the half width and pressure effects on the wings. Additional topics include
the influence of radiative processes on planetary scale wave activity, photochemical acceleration of radiative
damping, and the breakdown of local thermodynamic equilibrium at mesospheric altitudes.
7.1 SOLAR RADIATION AND ITS ABSORPTION IN THE STRATOSPHERE AND MESOSPHERE
7.1.1 The Solar Spectral Irradiance: Overview
This section assesses the present knowledge of the solar spectral irradiance and its temporal variations
at wavelengths relevant to the stratosphere and mesosphere. Since the last comprehensive NASA assess-
ment report (WMO No. 11, 1982) and the detailed review of Simon (1981) there has been a substantial
increase in the quantity of data available in the wavelength region k = 175 to 320 nm, which is the critical
portion of the spectrum for stratospheric modeling. Simon and Brasseur (1983) reviewed the information
available here through the end of 1982. In addition to several rocket-borne irradiance measurements, orbiting
spectrometers on the Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) and Nimbus 7 satellites have provided data that
give an indication of irradiance variability over the 27 day solar rotation period and somewhat longer time
scales. However, the state of knowledge concerning irradiance variations over the 11 year solar cycle
remains inadequate, and estimates are not yet sufficiently precise. Reflecting the expanding data base,
this portion of the report presents a new reference spectrum for use in stratospheric modeling. The following
sections review the present knowledge of the solar irradiance, first at wavelengths less than 175 nm focusing
on the Lyman alpha line and solar emission in the spectral range of the Schumann-Runge continuum. A
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reference solar spectral irradiance for the region 175 to 850 nm is then presented, followed by a summary
of solar variability including estimates of the magnitude of the 11 year cycle at these wavelengths.
7.1.2 Irradiance at Wavelengths Shorter than 175 nm
7.1.2.1 The Lyman Alpha Line (121.6 nm) and its Variability
Figure 7-1 illustrates the behavior of the Lyman alpha line at 121.6 nm over the 3-year period 1982-1984
as measured by the SME satellite. Values are of the integrated line emission expressed in photons
cm-2s -1. The short term variations are related to the presence of active regions situated at different solar
longitudes. This gives rise to periods related to the solar rotation of 27 days. The evolution of these active
regions leads to irregular behavior in the amplitude of the short term variability as is evident in Figure 7-1.
The straight line is a simple least squares fit to the measurements and indicates a significant decrease over
the observing period corresponding to a declining level of solar activity. An estimate of the trend arising
from instrument sensitivity changes has been removed from the data shown.
A change in the integrated Lyman alpha irradiance of roughly a factor of 2 over the 11 year solar
cycle now has wide acceptance (Bossy and Nicolet, 1981; Lean and Skumanich, 1983). Table 7-1 lists
measurements reported over the period June 1979 through July 1983 by Mount et al. (1980) and Mount
and Rottman (1981, 1983a, 1983b, 1985) together with the 10.7 cm solar radio flux appropriate to the
day of each measurement. Error bars on the two earlier flights are _ 15 % and for the latter three results
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Figure 7-1. Variation in the integrated irradiance of the Lyman alpha line (121.6nm)overthe period
1982 through 1984 observed from the Solar Mesosphere Explorer satellite. The straight line is a least
squares fit to the measurements. (Data provided by G.J. Rottman.)
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are somewhat smaller. The factor of 2 decrease in flux from mid-1980 to mid-1983 is real. Note also
that the SME measurements, extending through 1984, show Lyman alpha decreasing to values less than
reported in Table 7-1. If such values are accepted, a quiet Sun value of 2.25 x 10" photons cm-_s -1 is
obtained with uncertainty limits of + 15%. Integrated Lyman alpha flux values larger than those in Table 7-1
have appeared in the literature (Hinteregger, 1981). Although there is no obvious basis to dismiss such
results, the smaller values are recommended here for use in atmospheric modeling. It is clear from a study
of the experimental techniques that systematic errors can arise and great care must be taken to interpret
the measurements properly (Nicolet, 1984a, 1985).
For estimates of the flux at any level of solar activity, the analytic form of Bossy and Nicolet (1981)
is adequate, although the numerical constants should be altered slightly to accommodate a revised solar
minimum value and the variations of Table 7-1. The recommended relationship is:
q(Lyo0 = (2.25 × 10 H) + (0.014 × 1011)[Sa(10.7) - 65] (7.1)
This expression reproduces each of the values in Table 7-1 to an accuracy of +20% or better. Caution
is advised in accepting a simple formula as an accurate predictor of the true solar irradiance variation.
Although the parameterization of Equation 7.1 predicts the gross variations in the Lyman alpha flux, the
SME measurements reveal a complicated temporal variation that cannot be reproduced in detail by simple
statistical relationships based on proxy solar indices. Continuing direct observations of the Lyman alpha
flux, accounting for any instrumental artifacts, are required to fully define the temporal behavior.
7.1.2.2 The Wavelength Range 130-175 nm
Solar energy at wavelengths between 130 and 175 nm is deposited at altitudes above the mesopause
where it dissociates molecular oxygen in the Schurnann-Runge continuum. A variation in the integrated
Table 7-1. Measured Values of the Integrated Lyman Alpha Line Flux 1
Lyman Alpha
Flux 10.7 cm Radio
Date (photons cm-2s -_) Flux
June 5, 1979 5.0 × 1011 230.2
July 15, 1980 5.5 × 10 il 218.4
May 12, 1982 3.3 × 1011 142.2
January 12, 1983 3.0 × 1011 135.7
July 25, 1983 2.7 x 1011 136.7
1Values from Mount et al. (1980) and Mount and Rottman (1981, 1983a,b, 1985).
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130-175 nm flux over the solar cycle of a factor of two is indicated by the rocket measurements of Table 7-2
based on Mount et al. (1980) and Mount and Rottnmn (1981, 1983a, 1985). Values reported near the
last solar minimum prior to 1979, as reported in WMO No. 11 (1982), are considered less reliable than
subsequent data because of improvements in calibration techniques. Error bars on the more recent results
are typically +20%. In view of the increasing quality now obtainable, high priority should be placed on
new measurements during the minimum of the present solar cycle.
Figure 7-2 presents the integrated 130-175 nm radiance derived from SME for the period 1982-1984.
The percentage magnitude of the short term variation is less than that at Lyman alpha and most values
lie between 7.6x 101_ and 8.7 x 10" photons cm-2s -_ for prevailing solar activity levels.
7.1.3 A Reference Solar Spectral Irradiance for Wavelengths Longer than 175 nm
7.1.3.1 The Spectral Region 175-210 nm
The objective of this section is to compile a reference solar spectrum for use in atmospheric modeling
without regard to changes in the Sun's output over time. However, it is now universally accepted that
solar irradiance in the 175 to 210 nm spectral region varies with the 27 day solar rotation period and the
11 year solar cycle (Rottman, 1983; London et al., 1984; Heath and Schlesinger, 1985). At wavelengths
longer than 210 nm, the threshold of the Ae I continuum, the percentage variability with solar rotation
drops sharply as shown by the Nimbus 7 SBUV measurements of Heath et al. (1984). Unfortunately uncer-
tainties in the absolute calibration of rocket-borne sensors and drifts in satellite-based instruments over
long periods in orbit still inhibit definitive observations of irradiance variations over time scales of many
years. To circumvent these experimental problems empirical models of solar variability have been proposed
based on readily observable indices of solar activity (Cook et al., 1980; Lean et al., 1982; Lean, 1984)
and extrapolations from observed 27 day irradiance changes to the 11 year cycle (Heath and Schlesinger,
1985).
Table 7-2. Measured Values of the Integrated Solar Irradiance Over the Wavelength Range 130-175 nm*
Integrated
Irradiance 130-175 nm 10.7 cm Solar
Date (photons cm-2s -I) Radio Flux
June 5, 1979 1.5 X 1012 230.2
July 15, 1980 1.3 x 1012 218.4
May 17, 1982 8.0 x 10 _ 142.2
July 25, 1983 7.2 x l0 ll 136.7
*Values from Mount et al. (1980) and Mount and Rottman 1981, 1983a, 1985).
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Figure 7-2. Variation in the 130-175 nm integrated irradiance over the period 1982 through 1984
observed from the Solar Mesosphere Explorer satellite. The straight line is a least squares fit to the
measurements. (Data provided by G.J. Rottman.)
Table 7-3 lists the published solar irradiance measurements performed in 1978 and later. Also given
are the 10.7 cm solar radio flux, Sa(10.7), adjusted to one astronomical unit for the day of each measure-
ment. Data obtained prior to 1978 have been discussed by Simon (1981) and in WMO No. 11 (1982).
Examination of the data corresponding to the entries of Table 7-3 shows no clear relationship between
absolute irradiance and the solar activity indices. This certainly reflects experimental uncertainties rather
than the absence of a solar cycle dependence since the theoretical basis for irradiance variations is firm.
Given no definitive information showing that one measurement is superior to another, the best estimate
for a reference solar irradiance in a given spectral interval is the mean of all available data. However,
if one measurement is known to be deficient in some respect, it is acceptable to eliminate this data set
when compiling the final spectrum. The approach used to define the reference spectrum is therefore as
follows: All data corresponding to the entries of Table 7-3 were placed on the 500 cm -_ wavenumber
grid that has become standard in atmospheric modeling since its first use by Ackerman (1971). The mean
of all available data was then computed. The final reference spectrum in Table 7-4 is denoted by FREF(i )
where the spectral intervals i = 1,2 .... ,19 correspond to wavelengths from 175.439 to 210.526 nm. In
generating the spectrum, the data of June 5, 1979 were eliminated for wavelengths longer than 180 nm
as recommended by G.H. Mount. A useful index of the scatter in the available data is the root mean square
(RMS) deviation from the mean reference spectrum. For spectral intervals i] to i2 this is defined as:
e(il,i2) = 100 1
(i2-il +1) .=.
F(i)_ _ FREF(i ) 2 =/'2
FREF(i) } 1
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Here F(i) is the irradiance in interval i from a data source listed in Table 7-3 and FREF(i ) is the mean
of all acceptable measurements. Table 7-3 includes the computed RMS deviations for (i_,i2) = (1,19).
In most cases these values are less than 10% although the quoted uncertainty in any single measurement
is typically + 15 %-20%. The mean 10.7 cm radio flux for all measurements entering the final reference
spectrum is approximately 185, corresponding to a moderate level of solar activity.
7.1.3.2 The Spectral Region 210-327.5 nm
The solar irradiance in the spectral region 210-330 nm is responsible for dissociating ozone and other
trace gases significant in the photochemistry of the stratosphere and mesosphere. In addition, photons at
wavelengths up to 240 nm dissociate molecular oxygen via the Herzberg continuum. The data available
to define the absolute solar spectral irradiance in this wavelength range were sparse for many years, the
single comprehensive spectrum being Broadfoot (1972) derived from a rocket measurement made on June 15,
1970. Simon (1981) has presented a detailed discussion of data available as of 1980. The only measure-
ments that spanned the entire wavelength region 210-330 nm at that time were by Broadfoot (1972) and
Heath (1980), although several other data sets covered portions of this interval (Simon, 1975; Mount et al.,
1980; Simon et al., 1982; Arvesen et al., 1969). Since Simon's (1981) review a significant number of
Table 7-3. Solar Spectral Irradiance Measurements for Wavelengths 175.439 - 210.526 nm Considered
in Developing the Reference Spectrum*
Date of Sa(10.7 cm) RMS Deviation
Measurement Radio Flux e(1,19)% Reference
Nov. 7, 1978 174.6 9.6
Nov. 16, 1978 128.8 7.8
June 5, 19791 230.2 14.2
May 22, 1980 276.6 11.4
July 15, 1980 218.4 6.5
Sept. 15, 1980 153.8 7.8
Oct. 16, 1981 302.4 11.9
May 17, 1982 142.2 4.6
Jan. 12, 1983 135.7 6.2
July 25, 1983 136.7 7.2
Heath (1980)
Mentall et al. (1985)
Mount et al. (1980)
Mentall et al. (1985)
Mount and Rottman (1981)
Mentall et al. (1981)
Mentall et al. (1985)
Mount and Rottman (1983a)
Mount and Rottman (1983b)
Mount and Rottman (1985)
*Data from this measurement at wavelengths greater than 180 nm were not included in computing the
final reference spectrum of Table 6-4.
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rocket-borne measurements that very nearly cover the entire 210-330 nm wavelength range have been
reported in the literature. The present assessment focuses on measurements made in the years 1978 and
later. This limited scope reflects the belief that improvements in measurement techniques make the more
recent results preferable to early data and that sufficient data exist in the 1978-1984 time frame to assemble
a useful reference spectrum for atmospheric modeling irrespective of the earlier results. Table 7-5 lists
the measurements considered here. The accuracy of the irradiance values derived by Mount and Rottman
(1981, 1983a,b, 1985) degrades at wavelengths above 296 nm, and results beyond this limit were there-
fore excluded from the average. Typical uncertainty limits including both systematic and random errors
are + 15-20 %. The RMS deviations from the reference spectrum, e(i =20, 53) as defined in Equation 7.2,
for all data sets listed in Table 7-5 were less than 10%. The systematic differences between the results
of Mount and Rottman (1981, 1983a,b, 1985), Heath (1980), and Mentall et al. (1981) are 5-10%. The
results are given as the reference spectrum in Table 7-4 for spectral intervals i=20 to 53.
Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections
Ozone Ozone
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat. 0 2 Herzberg 0(03) (cm0 o(O 3) (cm 2)
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-Zs -1) oRS(Cm2) _Hz(O2) (cm z) T=203K T=273K
_r
1 175.439 - 176.991 1.74E+11 6.79E-25 4.61E-24 8.11E-19
2 176.991 - 1/_.571 2.10E+ll 6.49E-25 5.03E-24 7.99E-19
3 178.571 - 180.180 2.38E+11 6.20E-25 5.46E-24 7.86E-19
4 180.180- 181.818 3.04E+11 5.93E-25 5.88E-24 7.63E-19
5 181.818 - 183.486 3.19E+11 5.66E-25 6.29E-24 7.29E-19
6 183.486 - 185.185 2.93E+11 5.41E-25 6.68E-24 6.88E-19
7 185.185 - 186.916 3.62E+11 5.16E-25 7.04E-24 6.40E-19
8 186.916 - 188.679 4.73E+11 4.93E-25 7.36E-24 5.88E-19
9 188.679 - 190.476 5.61E+11 4.70E-25 7.64E-24 5.31E-19
10 190.476 - 192.308 6.63E + 11 4.49E-25 7.87E-24 4.80E- 19
11 192.308 - 194.175 6.90E+ 11 4.28E-25 8.04E-24 4.38E- 19
12 194.175 - 196.078 9.56E+11 4.08E-25 8.14E-24 4.11E-19
13 196.078 - 198.020 1.15E+12 3.89E-25 8.17E-24 3.69E-19
14 198.020 - 200.000 1.27E+ 12 3.71E-25 8.13E-24 3.30E- 19
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Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections (Continued)
Ozone Ozone
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat. 02 Herzberg o-(03) (cm0 o(03) (cm 2)
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-2s -_) aRS(Cm2) _Hz(O2) (cm0 T=203K T=273K
15 200.000 - 202.020 1.52E+ 12 3.53E-25 8.01E-24 3.26E- 19
16 202.020 - 204.082 1.78E + 12 3.36E-25 7.84E-24 3.26E- 19
17 204.082 - 206.186 2.20E+ 12 3.20E-25 7.63E-24 3.51E- 19
18 206.186- 208.333 2.69E+ 12 3.05E-25 7.33E-24 4.11E-19
19 208.333 - 210.526 4.54E+ 12 2.90E-25 6.99E-24 4.84E- 19
20 210.526 - 212.766 7.14E+12 2.76E-25 6.45E-24 6.26E- 19
21 212.766 - 215.054 8.35E+ 12 2.62E-25 5.81E-24 8.57E- 19
22 215.054 - 217.391 8.39E+12 2.49E-25 5.23E-24 1.17E-18
23 217.391 - 219.780 1.08E+ 13 2.36E-25 4.71E-24 1.52E- 18
24 219.780 - 222.222 1.18E+ 13 2.24E-25 4.26E-24 1.97E- 18
25 222.222 - 224.719 1.60E+ 13 2.13E-25 3.80E-24 2.55E- 18
26 224.719 - 227.273 1.34E+ 13 2.02E-25 3.35E-24 3.24E- 18
27 227.273 - 229.885 1.41E+ 13 1.92E-25 2.90E-24 4.00E- 18
28 229.885 - 232.558 1.57E+ 13 1.82E-25 2.45E-24 4.83E- 18
29 232.558 - 235.294 1.38E+ 13 1.72E-25 2.05E-24 5.79E- 18
30 235.294 - 238.095 1.60E+ 13 1.63E-25 1.69E-24 6.86E- 18
31 238.095 - 240.964 1.45E+ 13 1.54E-25 1.30E-24 7.97E- 18
32 240.964 - 243.902 2.20E+ 13 1.46E-25 0.93E-24 9.00E- 18
33 243.902 - 246.914 1.99E+ 13 1.38E-25 0.00E-00 1.00E- 17
34 246.914 - 250.000 1.97E+ 13 1.31E-25 1.08E- 17
35 250.000 - 253.165 1.94E+ 13 1.23E-25 1.13E- 17
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Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections (Continued)
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat.
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-Zs -i) oRS(Cmz)
36 253.165 - 256.410 2.91E+13 1.17E-25
37 256.410 - 259.740 4.95E+ 13 1.10E-25
38 259.740 - 263. 158 4.53E+ 13 1.04E-25
39 263. 158 - 266.667 1.07E+ 14 9.78E-26
40 266.667 - 270.270 1.20E+ 14 9.22E-26
41 270.270 - 273.973 1.10E+14 8.68E-26
42 273.973 - 277.778 1.04E+14 8.17E-26
43 277.778 - 281.690 8.24E+ 13 7.68E-26
44 281.690 - 285.714 1.52E+ 14 7.22E-26
45 285.714 - 289.855 2.15E+ 14 6.78E-26
46 289.855 - 294.118 3.48E+i4 6.36E-26
47 294.118 - 298.507 3.40E+ 14 5.97E-26
48 298.507 - 303.030 3.22E+ 14 5.59E-26
49 303.030 - 307.692 4.23E+ 14 5.24E-26
50 307.692 - 312.5 4.95E+ 14 4.90E-26
51 312.5 - 317.5 5.44E+14 4.58E-26
52 317.5 - 322.5 5.93E+14 4.28E-26
53 322.5 - 327.5 6.95E+14 4.01E-26
54 327.5 - 332.5 8.15E+14 3.75E-26
55 332.5 - 337.5 7.81E+14 3.52E-26
56 337.5 - 342.5 8.35E+14 3.31E-26
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Ozone Ozone
0 2 Herzberg _(O 3) (cm 2) a(O3) (cm0
crHz(O2) (cm z) T=203K T=273K
• /
_r
1.15E-17
1.12E-17
1.06E- 17
9.59E- 18
8.31E-18
6.89E- 18
5.35E-18
3.91E-18
2.67E- 18
1.73E-18
1.04E- 18
5.85E- 19
3.16E- 19
1.66E- 19
8.67E-20
4.33E-20
2.09E-20
9.37E-21
4.71E-21
1.98E-21
7.77E-22
9.65E- 18
8.34E- 18
6.92E- 18
5.42E - 18
4.02E- 18
2.77E- 18
1.79E-18
1.09E- 18
6.24E- 19
3.43E- 19
1.85E- 19
9.80E-20
5.01E-20
2.49E-20
1.20E- 20
6.17E-21
2.74E-21
1.17E-21
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Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections (Continued)
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat.
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-2s -1) oRS(Cm 2)
57 342.5 - 347.5 8.14E+14 3.11E-26
58 347.5 - 352.5 8.53E+ 14 2.92E-26
59 352.5 - 357.5 9.17E+14 2.75E-26
60 357.5 - 362.5 8.38E+ 14 2.60E-26
61 362.5 - 367.5 1.04E+ 15 2.45E-26
62 367.5 - 372.5 1.10E+15 2.31E-26
63 372.5 - 377.5 9.79E+14 2.19E-26
64 377.5 - 382.5 1.13E+15 2.07E-26
65 382.5 - 387.5 8.89E+ 14 1.96E-26
66 387.5 - 392.5 1.14E+15 1.86E-26
67 392.5 - 397.5 9.17E+14 1.76E-26
68 397.5 - 402.5 1.69E+ 15 1.67E-26
69 402.5 - 407.5 1.70E+ 15 1.59E-26
70 407.5 - 412.5 1.84E+15 1.51E-26
71 412.5 - 417.5 1.87E+ 15 1.44E-26
72 417.5 - 422.5 1.95E+ 15 1.37E-26
73 422.5 - 427.5 1.81E+ 15 1.30E-26
74 427.5 - 432.5 1.67E+ 15 1.24E-26
75 432.5 - 437.5 1.98E+ 15 1.18E-26
76 437.5 - 442.5 2.02E+ 15 1.13E-26
77 442.5 - 447.5 2.18E+ 15 1.08E-26
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Ozone Ozone
0(03) (cm 2) o(0 3) (cm 2)
T =203K T =273K
1.77E-22 5.88E-22
2.91E-23
3.14E-23
3.99E-23
6.54E-23
6.83E-23
8.66E-23
1.25E-22
1.49E-22
2.66E-22
1.09E-22
5.49E-23
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Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections (Continued)
Ozone Ozone
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat. 0 2 Herzberg _(O3) (cm 2) a(O3) (cm 2)
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-2s -_) aRS(Cm2) aHz(O 2) (cm 2) T=203K T=273K
_r
78 447.5 - 452.5 2.36E+ 15 1.03E-26 1.71E-22
79 452.5 - 457.5 2.31E+15 9.85E-27 2.12E-22
80 457.5 - 462.5 2.39E+ 15 9.42E-27 3.57E-22
81 462.5 - 467.5 2.38E+ 15 9.01E-27 3.68E-22
82 467.5 - 472.5 2.39E+ 15 8.63E-27 4.06E-22
83 472.5 - 477.5 2.44E+ 15 8.26E-27 4.89E-22
84 477.5 - 482.5 2.51E+15 7.92E-27 7.11E-22
85 482.5 - 487.5 2.30E+ 15 7.59E-27 8.43E-22
86 487.5 - 492.5 2.39E+ 15 7.28E-27 8.28E-22
87 492.5 - 497.5 2.48E+ 15 6.99E-27 9.09E-22
88 497.5 - 502.5 2.40E+ 15 6.71E-27 1.22E-21
89 502.5 - 507.5 2.46E+ 15 6.44E-27 1.62E-21
90 507.5 - 512.5 2.49E+15 6.19E-27 1.58E-21
91 512.5 - 517.5 2.32E+15 5.95E-27 1.60E-21
92 517.5 - 522.5 2.39E+ 15 5.72E-27 1.78E-21
93 522.5 - 527.5 2.42E+ 15 5.50E-27 2.07E-21
94 527.5 - 532.5 2.55E+ 15 5.30E-27 2.55E-21
95 532.5 - 537.5 2.51E+15 5.10E-27 2.74E-21
96 537.5 - 542.5 2.49E+ 15 4.91E-27 2.88E-21
97 542.5 - 547.5 2.55E+ 15 4.73E-27 3.07E-21
98 547.5 - 552.5 2.53E+ 15 4.56E-27 3.17E-21
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Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections (Continued)
Ozone Ozone
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat. o(0 3) (cm 2) o(O 3) (cm 2)
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-Zs -I) oRS(Cm') T=203K T=273K
• /
99 552.5 - 557.5 2.54E+ 15 4.34E-27 3.36E-21
100 557.5 - 562.5 2.50E+15 4.18E-27 3.88E-21
101 562.5 - 567.5 2.57E+15 4.04E-27 4.31E-21
102 567.5 - 572.5 2.58E+ 15 3.90E-27 4.67E-21
103 572.5 - 577.5 2.67E+15 3.76E-27 4.75E-21
104 577.5 - 582.5 2.67E+15 3.63E-27 4.55E-21
105 582.5 - 587.5 2.70E+ 15 3.51E-27 4.35E-21
106 587.5 - 592.5 2.62E+ 15 3.39E-27 4.42E-21
107 592.5 - 597.5 2.69E+ 15 3.28E-27 4.61E-21
u J/,-, z.,l. ,L I X-_ _.,I
109 602.5 - 607.5 2.68E+ 15 3.06E-27 4.84E-21
110 607.5 - 612.5 2.66E+ 15 2.96E-27 4.54E-21
111 612.5 - 617.5 2.59E+15 2.87E-27 4.24E-21
112 617.5 - 622.5 2.69E+ 15 2.77E-27 3.90E-21
113 622.5 - 627.5 2.61E+15 2.68E-27 3.60E-21
114 627.5 - 632.5 2.62E+15 2.60E-27 3.43E-21
115 632.5 - 637.5 2.62E+ 15 2.52E-27 3.17E-21
116 637.5 - 642.5 2.63E+ 15 2.44E-27 2.74E-21
117 642.5 - 647.5 2.60E+15 2.36E-27 2.61E-21
118 647.5 - 652.5 2.55E+ 15 2.29E-27 2.42E-21
119 652.5 - 657.5 2.48E+ 15 2.22E-27 2.20E-21
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Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections (Continued)
Ozone Ozone
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat. _(O 3) (cm 2) _(O 3) (cm z)
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-2s -_) _RS(Cm z) T =203K T =273K
120 657.5 - 662.5 2.57E+15 2.15E-27 2.02E-21
121 662.5 - 667.5 2.61E+15 2.09E-27 1.85E-21
122 667.5 - 672.5 2.61E+ 15 2.03E-27 1.67E-21
123 672.5 - 677.5 2.62E+ 15 1.97E-27 1.54E-21
124 677.5 - 682.5 2.62E+15 1.91E-27 1.42E-21
125 682.5 - 687.5 2.57E+15 1.85E-27 1.25E-21
126 687.5 - 692.5 2.52E+15 1.80E-27 1.12E-21
127 692.5 - 697.5 2.60E+ 15 1.75E-27 1.02E-21
128 697.5 - 702.5 2.58E+ 15 1.70E-27 9.20E-22
129 702.5 - 707.5 2.52E + 15 1.65E-27 8.40E-22
130 707.5 - 712.5 2.51E+15 1.60E-27 7.70E-22
131 712.5 - 717.5 2.48E+15 1.56E-27 6.90E-22
132 717.5 - 722.5 2.45E+15 1.52E-27 6.30E-22
133 722.5 - 727.5 2.48E+ 15 1.47E-27 5.70E-22
134 727.5 - 732.5 2.45E+ 15 1.43E-27 5.25E-22
135 732.5 - 737.5 2.44E+ 15 1.39E-27 4.75E-22
136 737.5 - 742.5 2.39E+15 1.36E-27 4.47E-22
137 742.5 - 747.5 2.40E+15 1.32E-27 4.20E-22
138 747.5 - 752.5 2.41E+ 15 1.29E-27 3.75E-22
139 752.5 - 757.5 2.40E+ 15 1.25E-27 3.25E-22
140 757.5 - 762.5 2.38E+ 15 1.22E-27 2.92E-22
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Table 7-4. Reference Solar Irradiance, Rayleigh Scattering, 0 2 and 0 3 Cross Sections (Continued)
Ozone Ozone
Spectral Wavelength* Irradiance Ray. Scat. o(O 3) (cm 2) o(0 3) (cm _)
Interval Range (nm) (Photons cm-2s -_) oRS(Cm _) _T=203K T=273K
_r
141 762.5 - 767.5 2.34E+ 15 1.19E-27 2.76E-22
142 767.5 - 772.5 2.32E+ 15 1.16E-27 2.70E-22
143 772.5 - 777.5 2.30E+ 15 1.13E-27 2.80E-22
144 777.5 - 782.5 2.33E+ 15 1.10E-27 2.85E-22
145 782.5 - 787.5 2.34E+ 15 1.07E-27 2.52E-22
146 787.5 - 792.5 2.29E+ 15 1.04E-27 2.20E-22
147 792.5 - 797.5 2.29E+ 15 1.02E-27 1.82E-22
148 797.5 - 802.5 2.27E + 15 9.90E-28 1.63E-22
149 802.5 - 807.5 2.27E + 15 9.66E-28 1.75E-22
1_/'_ Of_"/ l; 01""I C "I ,'_s"_T_ , IL"
•-,,, _,,,, .J - o,=..J =.=tnz-r 1._ 9.42E-28 i .90E-22
151 812.5 - 817.5 2.22E+ 15 9.19E-28 1.85E-22
152 817.5 - 822.5 2.18E+15 8.96E-28 1.70E-22
153 822.5 - 827.5 2.20E + 15 8.75E-28 1.52E-22
154 827.5 - 832.5 2.14E+15 8.53E-28 1.42E-22
155 832.5 - 837.5 2.14E+15 8.33E-28 1.40E-22
156 837.5 - 842.5 2.13E+15 8.13E-28 1.40E-22
157 842.5 - 847.5 2.09E + 15 7.94E-28 1.42E-22
158 847.5 - 852.5 2.05E + 15 7.75E-28 1.45E-22
* Wavelength range for spectral intervals 1-49 correspond to 500 wavenumbers. Wavelength range for
remainder of spectral intervals is 5 nm.
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Solar Spectral Irradiance Measurements for Wavelengths 210.526 - 327.5 nm Considered
in Developing the Reference Spectrum
Date of RMS Deviation
Measurement _(20,53) % Reference
Nov. 7, 1978 3.3
July 15, 1980 5.3
Sept. 15, 1980 6.2
May 17, 1982 3.1
Jan. 12, 1983 3.0
July 25, 1983 3.3
Heath (1980)
Mount and Rottman (1981) 1
Mentall et al. (1981)
Mount and Rottman (1983a) 1
Mount and Rottman (1983b) 1
Mount and Rottman (1985) 1
Walues at wavelengths greater than 296 nm were excluded in compiling the reference spectrum.
7.1.3.3 The Spectral Region 327.5-852.5 nm
Recommended values of the solar irradiance at wavelengths greater than 327.5 nm have not changed
significantly since the comprehensive review of Nicolet (1981) and WMO No. 11 (1982). The available
data sets here are the Nimbus 7 SBUV results of Heath (1980) extending to 400 nm and the results of
Arvesen et al. (1969) and Neckel and Labs (1984). The values in Table 7-4 from 327.5 to 397.5 nm (i = 54
to 67) are based on Heath (1980) and at longer wavelengths are the same as given in WMO No. 11 (1982)
which includes a discussion of the uncertainties. In the visible the accuracy is + 3 %, but this degrades
somewhat toward the ultraviolet.
7.1.4 Solar Variability at Wavelengths Greater than 175 nm
Figure 7-3 illustrates the variation in irradiance received at the Earth as a function of wavelength
over two 27 day solar rotation periods in November/December 1979 and August/September 1980 as observed
by the Nimbus 7 SBUV instrument (Heath et al., 1984). Between 175 and 210 nm, the spectral region
important for production of atmospheric odd oxygen, the maximum irradiance during the December 1979
rotation tends to be 1.05 to 1.07 times the minimum value with a peak ratio approaching 1.10. The Ae I
edge near 210 nm is an obvious feature longward of which the fractional variations decrease markedly.
Between 210 and 250 nm the maximum to minimum irradiance ratio is typically 1.03 and beyond 260 nm
drops to 1.01 or less. An exception is the large variation in the core of the Mg II absorption feature near
280 nm. The changes observed during the September rotation are much less pronounced. Figures 7-4,
7-5, and 7-6 for the wavelength regions 175-195 nm, 195-208 nm, and 240-260 nm respectively show
that the variability of the irradiance is not exactly repeatable from one solar rotation to another, as would
be expected from the evolution of active regions.
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Figure7-3. Variation in the solar irradiance over two 27 day rotation periods in November-December
1979 and August-September 1980. The ratio is of the maximum irradiance observed during the rotation
to the mean of the preceding and following minima. Values are from the Nimbus 7 SBUV experiment
(Heath et aL, 1984).
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Figure 7-4. Variation in the 175-195 nm integrated irradiance over the period 1982 through 1984
observed from the Solar Mesosphere Explorer satellite. The straight line is a least squares fit to the
measurements. (Data provided by G.J. Rottman.)
A linear fit to the values in Figures 7-4 through 7-6 and extrapolation provides a rough measure of
solar variations over time scales of years. Table 7-6 presents estimates of the solar cycle variability in
selected wavelength bins spanning the region 175 to 300 nm. The reported quantity, Rsc , is a measure
of the ratio of solar maximum irradiance to solar minimum irradiance obtained from a linear fit to all
of the SME measurements. The uncertainty limits account for possible instrument drifts that may still
influence the results after a correction for this has been applied. Caution is advised in a physical interpre-
tation of the Rsc values. The tabulated results give the ratio of a typical irradiance averaged over a 27
day rotation period at solar maximum to the same average performed at solar minimum. Also included
in Table 7-6 is an estimate of the 27 day irradiance variation, R27 , from the data of Figure 7-3. If this
is taken as a typical mean solar rotation, then the ratio of maximum to minimum irradiance during a solar
cycle is the product RzTRsc. For model calculations of atmospheric response to an 11 year solar variability,
the maximum and minimum irradiances, FMAX(i ) and FMIN(i), are related to the mean reference spectrum
of Table 7-4 by:
and
I 2 R27(i) Rsc(i) 1FMAX(i) = FREF(i) 1 + R27(i) Rsc(i)
FMIN(i ) = FREF(i)
1 + R27(i) Rsc(i)
where R27(i) and Rsc(i ) must be derived for each spectral interval based on Table 7-6.
(7.3)
(7.4)
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Table 7-6. Parameters for Estimating Irradiance Variability over the 1 1 Year Solar Cycle
Wavelength R_sc RZz7
Range (max/min) (max/min)
175 - 190 1.020 (+0.020) 1.07
190 - 210 1.030 (+0.020) 1.06
210 - 240 1.026 (+0.020) 1.03
240 - 300 1.005 (+0.020) 1.01
LRsc is the ratio of a 27 day mean irradiance near solar max-
imum to a 27 day mean at solar minimum.
ZRz7 is the ratio of the maximum irradiance observed during
a typical 27 day solar rotation to the minimum irradiance dur-
ing this rotation.
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Figure 7-5. Variation in the 195-208 nm integrated irradiance over the period 1982 through 1984
observed from the Solar Mesosphere Explorer satellite. The straight line is a least squares fit to the
measurements. (Data provided by G.J. Rottman.)
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Figure 7-6. Variation in the 240-260 nm integrated irradiance over the period 1982 through 1984
observed from the Solar Mesosphere Explorer satellite. The straight line is a least squares fit to the
measurements. (Data provided by G.J Rottman.)
It must be recognized that any estimate of solar cycle variability based on the available measurements
contains a large uncertainty, and the recommendations given above will surely change as more informa-
tion becomes available. Estimates of solar variability from Table 7-6 are much smaller than recent predic-
tions derived from empirical models of solar activity. The model of Lean (1984) uses Nimbus 7 SBUV
observations of short term irradiance changes and from this infers the behavior over an 11 year cycle.
This procedure predicts a 25% minimum to maximum variation at 200 nm, decreasing to 10% between
210 and 250 nm. As the long term data base increases, further empirical modeling to relate observed irra-
diance behavior to readily measured indices of solar activity is strongly encouraged. However, in view
of the complex behavior displayed by the solar irradiance, the major emphasis must be on the acquisition
of a long term data base that is essentially free of instrumental artifacts.
7.1.5 Rayleigh Scattering
An accurate calculation of the solar radiation field reaching the lower stratosphere and troposphere
at wavelengths greater than 290 nm requires inclusion of multiple Rayleigh scattering and reflection from
the lower boundary, particularly cloud decks (Meier et al., 1982; Nicolet et al., 1982). In addition, at
wavelengths near 210 nm the optical depth for Rayleigh scattering is approximately 20 % of that associated
with the Herzberg continuum of 02. Recently Bates (1984) re-evaluated the cross section for Rayleigh
scattering in air and using these results Nicolet (1984a) has derived analytic expressions for use in aeronomic
calculations. With wavelength X expressed in microns the following formula applies:
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4.02 x 10-28
_RS (X) -- (7.5)
x4+X
where aRS(X) is the Rayleigh scattering cross section in cm z and the parameter X is given by:
0.09426
X = 0.389h + 0.3228 (7.6)
for 0.20# <_ ), --- 0.55# and:
X = 0.04 (7.7)
for 0.55# < k _ 1.0#. Nicolet (1984) notes that Equations 7.5 and 7.6 produce accurate results at least
to a wavelength of 0.190#. Table 7-4 includes values of the Rayleigh scattering cross section for use in
atmospheric modeling.
7.1.6 Absorption by Molecular Oxygen
7.1.6.1 Absorption at the Lyman Alpha Line (121.6 nm)
Absorption by 02 controls the penetration of the H Lyman alpha line into the mesosphere. The primary
complication involved in treating the transfer of this radiation concerns the need to convolve the Lyman
alpha self-reversed profile with the 02 absorption cross section, which varies significantly over an interval
of __+0.1 nm about line center (Frederick and Hudson 1980a: Lewis et al., 1983; NicoleL 1985)_ Ea.r!y
laboratory measurements showed the 02 cross section to vary in the range 1 × 10-20 to 3 × 10-2°cm2 over
the line profile (Ogawa, 1971) and more recent data have defined the temperature dependence (Carver
et al., 1977). The change in profile shape with optical depth can be incorporated into transmission calcu-
lations by use of an effective cross section which depends on 02 column content, N, measured along the
path of the solar beam. For a temperature of 230K Nicolet (1985) derived the expression
T(Lyot) = exp[-2.115 x 10 -18 N °-8855] (7.8)
where T is the Lyman alpha transmission and N is in cm -2. The effective 02 cross section is
%ff = 2.115 x 10 -18N -°.t145.For N = 1 x 1020cm-2 this gives treff = 1.08 × 10-2°cm 2 which is close to the
laboratory measurements. Equation 7.8 is recommended for use in atmospheric calculations.
7.1.6.2 The Schumann-Runge Bands and Underlying Continuum
At wavelengths shortward of 205 nm extending to 175 nm the Schumann-Runge bands of molecular
oxygen are a major absorption feature, corresponding to the transition B3_u _ X3_2_. Predissociation
yielding two O(3P) atoms occurs via one or more repulsive states in more that 99% of the absorptions
(Hudson and Mahle, 1972). Because a predissociation is involved, the cross section consists of thousands
of individual rotational lines. The Schumann-Runge band absorption is generally viewed as the dominant
source of atmospheric odd oxygen at altitudes greater than 60 km; however, this transition is significant
at stratospheric altitudes for a different reason. At discrete wavelengths situated in between the rotational
peaks the cross section drops to small values (- 10 -24 -- 10 -23 cm 2) and solar radiation at these selected
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wavelengths, particularly above 190 nm, can then penetrate into the middle stratosphere. Several source
molecules, such as nitrous oxide and the chlorofluorocarbons, have large cross sections in the 175-200 nm
spectral region and significant fractions of their total dissociation rates arise from absorption here. Hence,
in modeling the Schumann-Runge band system it is critical to consider details of the line shapes since
the overlapping wings of thousands of lines sum to form the smooth pseudo-continuum cross section located
between the rotational peaks.
The Schumann-Runge bands are not the only transition that contributes to the total 02 dissociation
cross section between 175 and 205 nm. The Herzberg continuum extends throughout this spectral region,
while absorption by excited vibrational levels in the Schumann-Runge continuum leads to a highly tem-
perature dependent cross section that increases in importance relative to the bands as wavelength decreases
toward 175 nm (Hudson and Mahle, 1972). These underlying continua must be considered when comput-
ing the solar energy that penetrates to any given level of the mesosphere and stratosphere.
The molecular parameters used to characterize the Schumann-Runge band cross section are (1) an
oscillator strength for each vibrational transition and (2) a rotational line width in wavenumber units reflecting
predissociation broadening for each band. Intercomparisons of the available laboratory data by Nicolet
and Peetermans (1980), Nicolet (1983), and Frederick et al. (1983) show that significant discrepancies
still exist. Of the measurements made over the last decade only those of Yoshino et al. (1983) have suffi-
cient spectral resolution to yield the absolute cross section directly for the (1,0) - (12,0) bands. The cross
sections of Yoshino et al. (1983) are recommended here as the preferred data set for future use in stratospheric
modeling. However, these data, obtained at a temperature of 300 K, are not currently in a form that is
directly applicable to atmospheric studies, although the necessary work is proceeding. The extraction of
predissociation line widths from high resolution photoabsorption data for the (13,0) - (16,0) bands has
been accomplished (Smith et al., 1984) and the determination of line widths for the (1,0) - (12,0) bands
is in progress (D. E. Freeman, personal communication, 1985).
Given band oscillator strengths and rotational line widths, it is necessary to compute the detailed cross
section using the wavenumber and strength of each spectral line (Frederick and Hudson, 1979, 1980a).
The total line width consists of contributions from predissociation and Doppler broadening while the line
shape is described by a Voigt profile. Although Doppler broadening leads to a temperature dependent
cross section, the major source of temperature sensitivity arises from absorption by O2(X3_) in the
excited v = 1 and 2 levels. Band oscillator strengths for these transitions are typically an order of magni-
tude larger than for absorption by v =0 (Blake, 1979) leading to a temperature dependence in the total
cross section that reflects a changing thermal population of the ground electronic state. In atmospheric
applications this temperature dependence should be accounted for.
The atmospheric transmission of solar radiation in the i-th spectral interval for i = 1,2 ..... 17 as defined
in Table 7-4 is:
T(i,N) = TSR(i,N) THz(i,N) To3(i,N) (7.9)
where THz(i,N ) is the transmission as controlled by the Herzberg continuum of 02, To3(i,N) accounts
for the effect of absorption by ozone, and TSR(i,N) refers to the combined effects of the Schumann-Runge
bands and the underlying Schumann-Runge continuum. Here N is the slant path 02 column abundance
measured along the path of the incoming solar beam. Because the 02 Herzberg continuum oHX and ozone
0o3 cross sections vary smoothly with wavelength one can use the mean values of Table 7-4 directly in
the expressions
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and
THz(i,N) = exp[- oHZ(i)N] (7.10)
To3(i,N) = exp[-ao,(i) No3(N)] (7.11)
where No3(N ) is the slam path 03 column at the location where N gives the slam column 0 2. However,
the rapid variation in the Schumann-Runge band cross section over small wavelength intervals makes it
impractical, if not impossible, to include all spectral detail in photochemical calculations. For this reason
simple parameterizations giving the transmission in a spectral interval or an effective cross section as a
function of slant path molecular oxygen column coment, N, are useful. An alternate approach is to present
molecular oxygen dissociation rates and transmission values in tabular form. The transmission through
the i-th spectral interval extending from wavenumber v(i) to v(i) + Av(i) in the Schumann-Runge region is:
1 v(i) +Av(i) N
TSR(i,N) = _ _ dv exp[ - f dN oSR(V,N)] (7.12)
Av(i) vii'_., o
The cross section GSR depends on N because of temperature variations along the slant path of the incoming
solar beam. As used here, the cross section, oSR, includes both the Schumann-Runge bands and Schumann-
Runge continuum, but not the Herzberg continuum. Values of TSR(i,N) for the spectral range 57000-
48500 cm -_ (k = 175.439 - 206.186 nm) split into 17 intervals (i=1,2 ..... 17) appear in Table 7-7.
These calculations utilize the cross sections of Frederick and Hudson (1979, 1980a,b) applied to an over-
head Sun and the temperature profile of the U.S. Standard Atmosohere, 1976. The temperature dependent
Schumann-Runge continuum cross sections are from Hudson and Mahle (1972). The results of Table 7-7
can be applied to any solar zenith angle with acceptable accuracy by taking the tabulated 02 column abun-
dances to be measured along the slant path of incoming sunlight. In addition, the transmission values in
Table 7-7 include an estimate of the effects of the (1,0) Schumann-Runge band covering intervals i = 14
and 15. Absorption by this band was neglected by Frederick and Hudson (1979a, 1980a,b) since there
was uncertainty as to whether predissociation occurs here, but it clearly appears in the high resolution
stratospheric balloon spectra of Anderson and Hall (1983). Parameterizations incorporating varying lev-
els of complexity have been presented by Blake (1979), Nicolet and Peetermans (1980), and Allen and
Frederick (1982). Simon and Brasseur (1983) have reviewed the various approaches taken in this type
of work. It would be of value to derive a new set of transmission functions and dissociation rates based
on the cross sections of Yoshino et al. (1983) since these data are preferable to previous laboratory results
because of their high spectral resolution. Such work has not yet been performed. Umil this is done, the
parameterizations of Nicolet and Peetermans (1980) or Allen and Frederick (1982), corrected to include
currently accepted values of the Herzberg continuum cross section, are acceptable for atmospheric modeling.
7.1.6.3 Absorption by the Herzberg Continuum
Absorption by molecular oxygen in the Herzberg continuum, A3Z_ --X3E_, followed by dissocia-
tion is the dominant source of odd oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere at altitudes below approximately
60 km. The relevant wavelengths in the solar spectrum lie shortward of 242.4 nm. Despite the importance
of this absorption in the formation of the ozone layer, the transition is strictly forbidden by electric dipole
selection rules and the cross section is less than 1 × 10-23 cm 2 at all wavelengths.
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Transmission in the Schumann-Runge System (SR Bands Plus SR Continuum) Versus Slant
Path 0 2 Column
O2Column Transmission In 500 cm -_ Intervals**
N(cm-2) * (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
57000-56500 56500-56000 56000-55500 55500-55000 55000-54500 54500-54000
3.922E+16 9.919E-01 9.947E-01 9.974E-01 9.979E-01 9.982E-01 9.994E-01
7.262E+ 16 9.851E-01 9.903E-01 9.952E-01 9.962E-01 9.967E-01 9.989E-01
1.555E+ 17 9.690E-01 9.807E-01 9.904E-01 9.920E-01 9.934E-01 9.977E-01
3.901E+ 17 9.274E-01 9.589E-01 9.784E-01 9.808E-01 9.849E-01 9.947E-01
1.060E+18 8.324E-01 9.183E-01 9.509E-01 9.533E-01 9.654E-01 9.868E-01
2.905E+ 18 6.666E-01 8.571E-01 9.003E-01 8.993E-01 9.291E-01 9.675E-01
7.718E+18 4.512E-01 7.698E-01 8.288E-01 8.166E-01 8.754E-01 9.294E-01
1.960E+ 19 2.416E-01 6.504E-01 7.398E-01 7.118E-01 8.045E-01 8.715E-01
4.716E+19 9.681E-02 5.013E-01 6.334E-01 5.910E-01 7.149E-01 7.989E-01
1.078E+20 2.584E-02 3.364E-01 5.087E-01 4.566E-01 6.060E-01 7.100E-01
2.358E+20 3.290E-03 1.823E-01 3.657E-01 3.160E-01 4.793E-01 6.014E-01
4.939E+20 8.669E-05 7.037E-02 2.140E-01 1.187E-01 3.422E-01 4.744E-01
9.919E+20 6.006E-08 1.479E-02 8.532E-02 7.962E-02 2.118E-01 3.365E-01
1.919E+21 0.000E-00 9.174E-04 1.636E-02 2.227E-02 1.050E-01 2.042E-01
3.607E+21 0.000E-00 4.659E-06 8.035E-04 2.992E-03 3.585E-02 1.003E-01
6.756E+21 0.000E-00 3.945E-10 5.405E-06 1.454E-04 7.271E-03 3.853E-02
1.299E+22 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 2.674E-09 1.750E-06 7.493E-04 1.085E-02
2.595E+22 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 1.250E-09 2.147E-05 1.557E-03
5.382E+22 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 3.0380E-08 4.294E-05
1.145E +23 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 3.130E-08
2.480E+23 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00 0.000E-00
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Table 7-7. Transmission in the Schumann-Runge System (SR Bands Plus SR Continuum) Versus Slant
Path 0 2 Column (Continued)
O2Column Transmission In 500 cm-' Intervals**
N(cm-2) * (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
54000-53500 53500-53000 53000-52500 52500-52000 52000-51500 51500-51000
3.922E+16 9.997E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01
7.262E+ 16 9.994E-01 9.997E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01
1.555E+17 9.989E-01 9.994E-01 9.997E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01
3.901E+ 17 9.974E-01 9.987E-01 9.994E-01 9.997E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
1.060E + 18 9.933E-01 9.968E-01 9.986E-01 9.994E-01 9.994E-01 9.998E-01
2.905E+18 9.829E-01 9.918E-01 9.964E-01 9.984E-01 9.984E-01 9.996E-01
7.718E+ 18 9.598E-01 9.804E-01 9.910E-01 9.962E-01 9.959E-01 9.989E-01
1.960E+ 19 9.178E-01 9.588E-01 9.788E-01 9.908E-01 9.898E-01 9.974E-01
4.716E+ 19 8.567E-01 9.245E-01 9.560E-01 9.795E-01 9.763E-01 9.938E-01
• .v,o_T_u 7.785E-u_ 8.745E-0i 9.207E-0i 9.58iE-0i 9.496E-01 9.862E-01
2.358E +20 6.828E-01 8.058E-01 8.741E-01 9.254E-01 9.035E-01 9.713E-01
4.939E+20 5.668E-01 7.158E-01 8.152E-01 8.759E-01 8.361E-01 9.452E-01
9.919E+20 4.302E-01 6.020E-01 7.404E-01 8.083E-01 7.516E-01 9.047E-01
1.919E +21 2.802E -01 4.603E- 01 6.449E- 01 7.167E- 01 6.530E- 01 8.493E -01
3.607E+21 1.455E-01 3.380E-01 5.272E-01 6.002E-01 5.427E-01 7.781E-02
6.756E+21 6.039E-02 2.227E-01 4.0lIE-01 4.720E-01 4.303E-01 6.917E-01
1.299E+22 2.027E-02 1.315E-01 2.827E-01 3.478E-01 3.273E-01 5.932E-01
2.595E+22 4.384E-03 6.138E-02 1.761E-01 2.296E-01 2.360E-01 4.831E-01
5.382E+22 2.953E-04 1.664E-02 8.453E-02 1.210E-01 1.532E-01 3.604E-01
1.145E+23 1.365E-06 1.443E-03 2.309E-02 4.147E-01 8.007E-02 2.306E-01
2.480E+23 0.000E-00 1.279E-05 1.948E-03 6.263E-03 2.716E-02 1.119E-01
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Transmission in the Schumann-Runge System (SR Bands Plus SR Continuum) Versus Slant
Path 0 2 Column (Continued)
Transmission In 500 cm-' Intervals**
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
51000-50500 50500-50000 50000-49500 49500-49000 49000-48500
3.922E+ 16 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
7.262E+ 16 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
1.555E+17 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
3.901E+ 17 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
1.060E+ 18 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
2.905E+ 18 9.998E-01 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
7.718E+ 18 9.997E-01 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
1.960E+19 9.993E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.998E-01 9.999E-01
4.716E+19 9.983E-01 9.998E-01 9.996E-01 9.997E-01 9.998E-01
1.078E+20 9.962E-01 9.996E-01 9.996E-01 9.997E-01 9.998E-01
2.358E+20 9.921E-01 9.990E-01 9.994E-01 9.997E-01 9.998E-01
4.939E+20 9.846E-01 9.979E-01 9.984E-01 9.996E-01 9.996E-01
9.919E+20 9.728E-01 9.954E-01 9.977E-01 9.993E-01 9.995E-01
1.919E+21 9.546E-01 9.901E-01 9.954E-01 9.987E-01 9.990E-01
3.607E+21 9.274E-01 9.789E-01 9.910E-01 9.974E-01 9.983E-01
6.756E+21 8.881E-01 9.618E-01 9.827E-01 9.949E-01 9.970E-01
1.299E+22 8.365E-01 9.362E-01 9.679E-01 9.908E-01 9.944E-01
2.595E+22 7.687E-01 8.974E-01 9.403E-01 9.830E-01 9.891E-01
5.382E+22 6.763E-01 8.326E-01 8.859E-01 9.673E-01 9.783E-01
1.145E+23 5.511E-01 7.220E-01 7.810E-01 9.348E-01 9.553E-01
2.480E+23 3.896E-01 5.441E-01 5.947E-01 8.693E-01 9.076E-01
*0 2 column is measured along the slant path of incoming solar radiation.
**The numbering of intervals 1 through 17 is the same as that used in Table 7-4.
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The small magnitude of the absorption poses major experimental problems, and it now appears that
laboratory data used in atmospheric modeling prior to 1982 significantly overestimated the true cross section.
A primary complication concerns the dependence of measured cross sections on the molecular oxygen
concentration present in the laboratory apparatus. This arises from a combination of pressure-induced absorp-
tion and formation of the 04 dimer whose absorption cross section differs from that of 02. Historically,
large 02 column abundances were required to accurately measure the weak Herzberg continuum absorp-
tion, and in the laboratory this implied large concentrations as well. Data collected under such conditions
require extrapolation to low pressure limiting values for application to upper atmospheric calculations.
Apparently this pressure dependent behavior was not adequately corrected for in the early measurements,
and published values for the zero pressure limit were not appropriate to atmospheric conditions. As an
example of this pressure dependence, the data of Johnston et al. (1984) show a linear relationship between
the measured absorption cross section and 02 concentration. At a wavelength of 225 nm the cross section
at one atmosphere is more than a factor of two greater than the zero pressure extrapolated value. An addi-
tional problem that may have degraded early data concerns unwanted formation of ozone in the laboratory
system. Between 200 and 230 nm the absorption cross section of ozone exceeds that of molecular oxygen
by factors ranging from 4 x 104 to 2 x 106. Hence a very small ozone mixing ratio in the laboratory sys-
tem, if not corrected for, would seriously contaminate the derived Herzberg cross section, particularly
at wavelengths greater than 220 nm. Further discussion of these issues appears in Frederick et al. (1983a)
together with an intercomparison of cross section values published prior to 1980.
Balloon-borne spectrometer measurements of the attenuated solar irradiance reaching the middle
stratosphere reported by Frederick and Mentall (1982) indicated more ultraviolet light reaching these levels
than predicted on the basis of Herzberg continuum cross section values generally accepted at the time
(e.g., Hasson and Nicholls, 1971; Ditchburn and Young, 1962; Ogawa, 1971; Shardanand and Prasad
Rao, 1977; Hudson and Reed, 1979). Interpretation of the in situ measurements in terms of 02 absorption
cross sections by Herman and Mentall (1982a) implied values significantly less than the laboratory results.
More recent balloon measurements by Anderson and Hall (1983) support these small cross sections, although
the data of Pirre et al. (1984) suggest somewhat larger values. In addition, new laboratory work has been
reported by Cheung et al. (1984a) and Johnston et al. (1984), taking care to derive the low pressure limiting
cross sections properly. These support small values as inferred from the attenuated solar radiation measure-
ments. However, a comparison of the results of Cheung et al. (1984a) and Johnston et al. (1984) in the
wavelength region of near overlap shows a significant disagreement. In the wavelength range 204-205 nm
Cheung et al. (1984a) report a cross section of (5.5 _+1.0) × 10-24cm 2 while at 205 nm the Johnston et al.
(1984) value is (7.7 ___0.3)x 10-24cm 2. Both data sets are allegedly free of contamination from the long
wavelength end of the Schumann-Runge bands. In yet unpublished work with longer path lengths and
lower pressure A.S.C. Cheung and colleagues have examined in detail the extrapolation to the low pressure
limit and obtain, at 205 nm, a cross section of (7.2_+0.2)x 10-24cm2. These cross sections include a calcu-
lated Rayleigh scattering contribution (Bates, 1984) of 0.35 x 10-24cm 2 at 205 nm.
The Herzberg continuum cross sections recommended in Table 7-4 are based on the laboratory results
of Johnston et al. (1984) combined with a theoretical continuum shape to extrapolate in wavelength beyond
the limits of the measurements, being 205 and 225 nm. The equation used for extrapolation is:
GHzOQ = Oo (_---2°)exp{ - ot[en()_o/)k)]2} (7.13)
where trHZ is the desired Herzberg continuum cross section at wavelength X in nm. In the spectral range
205-225 nm Equation 7.13 was used to interpolate between the grid points of Johnston et al. (1984) using
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ao and a values obtained by fitting the measured cross sections at adjacent wavelengths. It is noted that
the Herzberg continuum cross sections of Johnston et al. (1984) include contributions from Rayleigh
scattering.
7.1.7 Absorption by Ozone
7.1.7.1 General Characteristics of Ozone Absorption
Absorption of incoming solar radiation by ozone occurs in the strong Hartley region at wavelengths
less than 308 nm while the weaker, temperature dependent Huggins bands extend to longer wavelengths
terminating near 360 nm. An additional absorption region, the Chappuis bands, lie in the visible from
approximately 410 nm out through wavelengths exceeding 850 nm. Absorption in the Hartley region peaks
close to 255 nm with a cross section near 1 x 10 -17cm 2 and is accompanied by the process 03 + hv ---
O2(alAg) + O(tD) plus a small yield of O(3p). Absorption in the Huggins and Chappuis bands produces
only ground state oxygen atoms. Simons et al. (1973) analyzed high resolution ozone spectra showing
that the Hartley region is dominated by a continuum with weak band structure superimposed. The electronic
transition is 1B2 --X_At. The Huggins bands involve the same upper and lower states where absorption
here populates _B2 below the dissociation limit followed by predissociation.
7.1.7.2 The Hartley Region
Absorption in the Hartley region is by far the dominant mechanism for dissociating ozone in the strato-
sphere and mesosphere. Over the past 35 years there have been several measurements of the cross section
as reviewed by Hudson (1971) up through 1970. Hearn (1961) reported absolute measurements of the
Hartley region cross section at the wavelengths of several mercury lines, 253.7,289.4,296.7, and 302.1 nm,
and these results have served as the basis for normalizing relative measurements that cover the entire spectrum.
Absolute values of the Hartley region cross section are generally considered known to an accuracy of
+ 2.5 % at room temperature.
The recommended cross section values in Table 7-4 are based on the following original data sources
and previous tabulations. For spectral intervals i=l to 14 0, = 175.439 - 200.000 nm) the values are
based on the data of Watanabe et al. (1953) as tabulated by Ackerman (1971). There appears to have
been no new measurements reported in this wavelength region since 1953. Recommended cross sections
for intervals i= 15 to 33 (k = 200.000 - 246.914 nm), also taken from Ackerman (1971), are based on
the results of Inn and Tanaka (1953) which are supported by the later measurements of DeMore and Raper
(1964) and Griggs (1968). New measurements for spectral intervals i=34 to 57 (k = 246.914 - 347.5 nm)
encompassing essentially all of the remaining Hartley region have been made by A.M. Bass of the National
Bureau of Standards and R.J. Paur of the Environmental Protection Agency (Bass and Paur, 1984; Paur
and Bass, 1985). These results, which are not yet published in full, include the temperature dependence
of the cross section and use the 253.7 nm measurement of Hearn (1961) to establish an absolute scale.
The cross section at 253.7 nm is assumed to be independent of temperature. Table 7-4 lists the Bass and
Paur cross sections at temperatures of 203 and 273 K, a range that encompasses that encountered in the
stratosphere. The temperature dependence seems to arise from absorption by excited modes of O3(X1A1)
in the thermal population (Simons et al., 1973). Near the long wavelength limit of the Hartley region
(i =49) the ratio of cross sections for 273 K and 203 K is 1.11. While this variation is not large compared
to many uncertainties in photochemical modeling, the temperature dependence of the Hartley region should
likely be included in future atmospheric calculations at wavelengths greater than 295 nm. At wavelengths
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greater than 300 nm where the quantum yield of O(ID) in ozone photodissociation is temperature dependent,
simultaneous measurements of the absolute cross section and of the production of O(1D) are still needed
as functions of temperature.
7.1.7.3 The Huggins Bands
At wavelengths greater than 310 nm the vibrational structure of the Huggins bands becomes pronounced
and the cross section displays a significant temperature dependence as illustrated at low spectral resolution
by Table 7-4. When the spectral structure associated with bending and symmetric stretching sequences
is resolved as in the data of Simons et al. (1973), the cross section at locations in between the sharp peaks
shows a large temperature dependence with much smaller changes in the immediate vicinity of cross section
maxima. These variations reflect a changing thermal population of vibrational levels in the ground electronic
state.
Early cross section determinations in the Huggins bands by Inn and Tanaka (1953) and Griggs (1968)
show generally good agreement, although the fine structure in the spectrum makes the measured result
dependent on details of the instrument bandpass. Results obtained at high spectral resolution (0.003 nm)
by Freeman et al. (1984) reveal structure in the Huggins bands on wavelength scales of 0.01 to 0.02 nm.
Freeman et al. (1984) also intercompared various high resolution data sets over the wavelength range
323-327 nm and found differences between absolute values that can be 20 percent or more. This is indicative
of a temperature dependence and, to a lesser extent, discrepancies in reported absolute values. Because
of free structure in the ozone absorption cross section and the temperature dependence, the level of agreement
between different data sets in the Huggins bands is not yet satisfactory.
Since for use in photochemical modeling cross section._ averaged over broad spectral inter,eals are
required, the values in Table 7-4 are adopted. However, this totally obscures the fine structure in the true
cross section. For application to atmospheric ozone measurements it is essential to consider details of the
Huggins bands cross section that lie within the instrument bandpass. Table 7-4 lists the recommended
Huggins band cross section values for temperatures of 203 and 273 K beginning with spectral interval
i =50. The reported values are derived from the high resolution results of Bass and Paur (1984). Tabulated
cross sections for i =58 to 60 are based on Inn and Tanaka (1953) as tabulated by Ackerman (1971). Based
on the analysis of Simons et al. (1973) the cross section in these last three spectral intervals arises entirely
from absorption by thermally excited O3(XIA1) and rapidly becomes negligible below typical room tempera-
tures. Over the wavelength range 362.5 to 407.5 nm (i=61 to 69) absorption by ozone is weak and is
insignificant at stratospheric and mesospheric temperatures. A new set of accurate, absolute cross section
measurements covering the entire Huggins bands, including temperature dependence, would be of value
for atmospheric applications.
7.1.7.4 The Chappuis Bands
Ozone absorbs weakly in the visible region of the spectrum via the Chappuis bands that extend long-
ward of 407.5 nm and peak near 600 nm with a cross section close to 5 × 10-21 cm 2. The original data
source for the cross sections of Table 7-4, beginning with interval i =70, is Vigroux (1953) whose results
have been confirmed by Griggs (1968). The values of Table 7-4 for i =70 to 117 are as given by Ackerman
(1971) and for i=118 to 158 are from Nicolet (1981). The accuracy of the available data, as indicated
by the agreement between Vigroux (1953) and Griggs (1968), is sufficient for applications to atmospheric
modeling.
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For many atmospheric applications it is not necessary to include the spectral detail of Table 7-4 at
Chappuis band wavelengths. Therefore, Table 7-8 presents the Rayleigh scattering cross sections, and
ozone absorption cross sections averaged over 50 nm intervals extending from 375 to 875 nm. The values
are as given by Nicolet et al. (1982).
Table 7-8. Reference Rayleigh Scattering and Ozone Absorption Cross Sections Averaged Over 50 nm
Intervals
Central Rayleigh Ozone
Wavelength Scattering Absorption
(nm) aRS(Cm z) _r(O3) (cm 2)
400 + 25 1.67E-26 --
450 1.03E-26 2.34E-22
500 6.66E-27 1.25E-21
550 4.51E-27 3.39E-21
600 3.17E-27 4.46E-21
650 2.29E-27 2.47E-21
700 1.70E-27 9.75E-22
750 1.28E-27 3.85E-22
800 9.88E-28 2.05E-22
850 7.74E-28 --
7.1.8 Solar Heating Rates
The calculation of accurate atmospheric heating rates by absorption of solar radiation is, in principle,
straightforward provided the proper input data are available. For an aerosol-free atmosphere the required
information consists of the incident solar spectral irradiance, the absorption cross sections of 03 and 02,
the Rayleigh scattering cross section, and the vertical distribution of ozone at all locations. The dominant
processes for heating the stratosphere and mesosphere are dissociation of 03 and 02 where calculations
assume that all excess energy above that needed to break the molecular bond is thermalized. Absorption
of solar radiation by NO2 also makes a small contribution to stratospheric heating, being up to 0.1 K per
day. Complications inherent in the heating rate evaluation concern the need to include multiple scattering
and reflection from the lower boundary of the atmosphere. The parameterization of Lacis and Hansen
(1974), which includes all of the above processes, has wide acceptance here, although the availability
of improved values of the solar irradiance, the relevant cross sections, and of vertical profiles of ozone
in the stratosphere and mesosphere would make a new evaluation of value. Such work has recently been
performed by Kiehl and Solomon (1986) using LIMS measurements.
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When volcanic aerosols are present in the stratosphere the problem of evaluating the heating rate becomes
much more complex. Pollack and Ackerman (1983) have shown that a lower stratospheric aerosol layer
like that from E1 Chichon could lead to an extra heating of several tenths of a degree per day.
Figure 7-7 from London (1980) illustrates the latitudinal and seasonal pattern in the heating rate by
03 and 02. Large values exist in the high latitude summer with the maximum absorption per unit mass
occurring near 50 km where the heating is 18 K per day. This peak value determines the location of the
stratopause (London, 1980). The increase in heating rate at altitudes above 70 km arises from absorption
by molecular oxygen. Finally, the heating rate in the mid-to-high latitude winter is generally less than
2 K per day. Although use of more recent data would alter the values in Figure 7-7, the overall patterns
with latitude and season are well-established. However, the relevant quantity for dynamical modeling is
the difference between the heating and cooling rates, the latter arising from terrestrial emission. Small
errors in either calculation could have a significant impact on the accuracy of the final net heating rate.
Therefore, as improved data become available they should be used to generate updated heating rates in
a timely manner. This is especially true of the global distribution of ozone for which an ever increasing
data base exists.
7.2 TERRESTRIAL RADIATION
7.2.1 Overview and Major Issues
In the absence of motions the thermal structure of the stratosphere and mesosphere would be deter-
mined solely by a balance between heating arising from absorption of solar radiation and cooling by infra-
red emission. Because of the circulation, the actual thermal structure departs greatly from this state of
radiative equilibrium and is determined by all three components. Accurate treatments of both solar and
......................... ,.,,.,.,_ ,.,,.,.ai compo_ents of general circulation models. Furthermore, infrared
emission exerts a significant influence over the evolution of atmospheric eddies via radiative damping.
This section assesses the present knowledge of terrestrial longwave radiation and identifies the major issues
requiring additional study.
Several recent studies illustrate the effect of the interplay between net heating and circulation on trace
gas distributions. Transport by the large-scale circulation can be decomposed into two components: meridional
mixing on isentropic surfaces and zonal mean cross-isentropic transport due to net radiative heating of
air parcels, the mean diabatic circulation (Mahlman et al., 1981, Tung, 1982). Harwood and Pyle (1980),
using a zonally symmetric model, calculated the change in total ozone caused by changing the radiation
and the corresponding diabatic circulation in the lower stratosphere. The change in radiation was accom-
plished by incorporating Rodgers' (1967) heating rates in the lower stratosphere where they had previously
assumed no heating. The magnitude of this change was only a few tenths K day -1. The corresponding
change in ozone is substantial, especially near 30N and 30S in July-September where changes of 20 %
in total ozone column are found. This change is significant compared with current model estimates of
decreased ozone column due to increases in CFC's of roughly 5%.
Haigh (1984, also see Haigh and Pyle, 1982) has examined the differences in ozone distribution and
total ozone in the Harwood-Pyle model between a case with fixed heating rate and a case with the heating
rate calculation fully coupled to the modeled variations of temperature and ozone. In the lower stratosphere
between 150 and 30 mb, total column ozone differences of 10-20% were produced even though heating
rate differences were only a few tenths of a degree Kelvin per day. These differences were attributed to
differences in the strength of the zonally symmetric meridional circulation.
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Figure 7-7. Heating rate arising from absorption of solar radiation by ozone and molecular oxygen. Values
are in K per day from London (1980).
Simulations of the circulation of the middle atmosphere depend on a delicate interplay between the
modeling of radiative forcing and forcing by eddies. The latter is often described quantitatively as the
Eliassen-Palmflux divergence (EPFD). Experiments by Ramanathan et al. (1983) using the NCAR Com-
munity Climate Model have demonstrated model sensitivites to relatively modest changes in the treatment
of radiative forcing in the lower stratosphere. They degraded the model radiation scheme by altering the
upper boundary condition for solar absorption, eliminating the temperature dependence of the CO2 hot
bands and changing the temperature dependence of H20 emissivity. The largest changes occurred in the
polar night region of the stratosphere where temperatures decreased by as much as 25K.
The objective of longwave radiation calculations is to predict the heating or cooling at a given location
in the atmosphere associated with absorption and emission of terrestrial radiation in the infrared. Numerical
simulations of longwave heating and cooling must treat details of radiation transfer in the infrared bands
of CO2, 03, H20, and other trace gases. This requires either lengthy line-by-line calculations or accurate
band models to treat the transmission of thermal radiation through a broad spectral region containing numerous
individual lines. The major issues in these investigations involve (1) the accuracy of line-by-line computations,
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(2) the accuracy and completeness of spectroscopic data required in the evaluations, and (3) the availability
and accuracy of band models. These topics together with an assessment of the role of terrestrial radiation
in atmospheric dynamical modeling receive attention in the following sections.
7.2.2 Line-by-Line Calculations, Band Transmittances, and Spectroscopic Data
The transmittance of terrestrial radiation through a wavenumber interval Av is defined as:
A = f [1-exp(-Ikv(s)o(s)ds)]dv (7.14)
Av
where 0(s) is absorbing gas density, k v is the mass absorption coefficient and integrations are over path-
length elements ds and bandwidth Av. The complexity in applying Equation 7.14 to atmospheric radiation
transfer derives from the fact that k v varies rapidly over the interval Av displaying a line structure char-
acteristic of the molecular band under consideration, for example, the 15 micron band of CO2 or the
9.6 micron band of ozone. The absorption coefficient is also a function of pressure and temperature and
varies along the inhomogeneous paths that occur in the atmosphere.
Presently, there are three general techniques available for examining longwave radiation transfer in
the atmosphere. First, calculations that accurately resolve the structure of each rotational line in the infra-
red spectrum can be carried out. These line-by-line methods can be very accurate, but they are computa-
tionally very expensive. For this reason, the line-by-line models are most often used as 'benchmarks' to
gauge how well parameterized methods are able to capture the important radiative properties of the atmos-
phere. Secondly, calculations can be performed for narrow spectral intervals that do not resolve the struc-
ture of each rotational line. These narrow band models make certain assumptions regarding the distribution
............. _ .... -,,,_ e"_,-'-',,_ _',,-,, ca,,, ,a, ow _puctzaJ interval, l ne definition of 'narrow' interval
has in the past been very subjective. Intervals ranging from 2 cm -] to 200 cm -_ have been employed to
model the absorption of a given gas. Recently, Kiehl and Ramanathan (1983) have shown that narrow
band model results are quite sensitive to interval size. It was found that an interval size of a few cm-
(5 cm- _for the case of CO2) led to good agreement between observed and calculated absorption. A more
detailed discussion of the problems involved with the narrow band model appears in Chapter 15 of this
report. Finally, the third method available for examining the radiative budget is the broadband model.
Because of their dependence on a number of assumptions regarding the structure of the band and the treat-
ment of temperature and pressure dependence, the exact formulations of these models tend to differ from
one another. The advantage of these models is their great computational speed. Thus, they are well suited
for large general circulation models. They have also been shown to be in good agreement with observed
absorptances and higher resolution models (Kiehl and Ramanathan, 1983, Ramanathan and Downey, 1985;
Fels and Schwarzkopf, 1981). For the stratosphere, there is good agreement between these models. Cooling
rates generated by both narrow and broadband models are within 5-10% of one another throughout the
stratosphere.
The objective of line-by-line calculations is to construct a detailed model of k v as a function of v in
Equation 7.14 including all temperature, pressure, and path length dependencies. The major scientific
concerns involve the accuracy with which such models represent the actual transfer of radiation in the
Earth's atmosphere. The parameters needed to construct k v are the position in wavenumbers of the center
of each line in the band, the intensity of each line, the line widths, and the shapes of the line profiles.
The positions of the lines can be computed from standard formulae tailored to each molecule, although
reliable molecular constants must be based on accurate spectroscopic data. It is important to include the
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variation of line widths with temperature, and this is not necessarily a simple square root dependence as
is often assumed. It is also necessary to obtain line widths at typical atmospheric pressures to circumvent
possible errors encountered in extrapolation from laboratory conditions.
Figure 7-8 from Chedin and Scott (1984) illustrates the fact that transmittances computed for the
15 micron CO2 band using laboratory measurements of line half-width and assuming a Lorentzian shape
can overestimate transmittance. At low pressures characteristic of the upper stratosphere, synthetic spectra
based on Lorentz or Voigt line shapes are generally in good agreement with observed spectra. However,
depending on the particular molecule, this agreement degrades toward higher pressure. This issue is par-
ticularly important for remote sensing of atmospheric composition. The situation is less delicate for energy
balance calculations. Fels (1985) notes that the product of line strengths and line widths in transmission
calculations is less uncertain than either quantity individually, and as a consequence, these uncertainties
are not the limiting factor in heating rate calculations for the middle atmosphere.
A good indirect indication of the reliability with which the spectroscopic parameters of CO2, 03, and
H20 are known can be obtained by considering the problem of stratospheric remote sensing. In general,
remote sensing places more stringent requirements on the accuracy of spectroscopic parameters than do
heating rate calculations. Although there are some systematic discrepancies, some of which may be due
in part to errors in spectroscopic data, agreement between limb sounding retrievals and correlative meas-
urements of temperature, ozone, and water vapor are generally excellent (Gille et al., 1984a; Remsberg
et al., 1984a; Russell et al., 1984c), and this result lends strong credence to the accuracy of the spectroscopic
parameters used in these retrievals.
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Figure 7-8. Laboratory and synthetic spectra of C02 in the 15 micron spectral region. (a) Solid curve:
synthetic spectrum; dashes: observations. (b) Integrated absorption. Solid curve: synthetic; dashes:
observations. (from Chedin and Scott, 1984; figure originally from C. D. Rodgers, private communication,
1982).
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Drayson et al. (1984) have discussed the spectroscopic data used in these calculations. For CO2, the
AFGL tape (1975 version) was used and proved to be satisfactory. The principle uncertainties are in the
precise strengths of the bands and in the shape of the pressure broadened lines in the far wings. These
are known to be sub-Lorentzian (Fels and Schwarzkopf, 1981). Overall, the accuracy of the spectroscopic
data base for the 15/xm CO2 bands should be sufficient to allow transmission function calculations that
are accurate to within at least 10%, and probably better than 5%, throughout the middle atmosphere.
The water vapor rotation band and 6.3 #m band parameters are also well known, and the parameters
on the AFGL tape are probably as accurate as those for CO2. The water vapor lines are super-Lorentzian
in the far wings, but the effect of this on heating rate calculations is very small (Thomas and Nordstrum,
1982).
Spectroscopic parameters for 03 are the least well known of the three gases. Drayson et al. used the
data of Flaud et al. (1980) with a modification to band strength recommended by Secroun et al. (1981).
The line strengths and positions in the isotopic bands of 016016018 and 016018016 are not very well known,
and there is still some uncertainty about the temperature dependent line half-widths and line shapes. Never-
theless, the overall accuracy of transmission functions for this band should exceed 10% (Drayson et al.,
1984). Because the ozone contribution to the middle atmosphere cooling rate is generally less than 1/3
as large as that for CO2, uncertainty in ozone spectroscopic parameters should make a relatively small
contribution to heating rate errors.
For modeling of atmospheric energetics and dynamics the required quantity is the transmittance over
an entire band. It would be of great value to measure these quantities directly in the laboratory using broadband
instruments over the range of pressure and temperature characteristic of the atmosphere. At typical laboratory
temperatures "hot bands" arising from absorption by thermally excited states are present and would alter
the measured transmittance from that appiicahie to the stratosphere and mesosphere. Broadband measurements
would provide an important constraint on line-by-line calculations. Once given line-by-line results that
are accurate over a range of atmospheric conditions, it is then possible to develop reliable band models.
Spectroscopic properties of such trace gases as CH4, N20, HNO3 and CFC 11 and 12 are not as well known
as those of CO2, H20, and 03. Although the contribution of these gases to the net cooling rate is now
relatively small, their concentrations are expected to increase and laboratory measurements of broadband
transmittance over the proper range of temperature and pressure would be of direct use in climate studies
as well as remote sensing.
7.2.3 Radiative Damping
Under suitable conditions, the behavior of eddies can be strongly influenced by the damping effect
of long wave radiative emission. This problem has been the subject of a number of studies in the last
several years (Fels, 1982; Wehrbein and Leovy, 1982; Schoeberl, et al., 1983; Fels, 1984; Apruzese
and Strobel, 1984). After a period of some initial disagreement, when it seemed that there was a substantial
spread in the theoretical relaxation rates calculated by different investigators, there now seems to be a
satisfactory Consensus on this subject. A major concern in this research has been an evaluation of the
dependence of the damping rate on the vertical scale of the wave. A second issue, important for mesospheric
calculations, has been the incorporation of effects due to the breakdown of local thermodynamic equilibrium.
The results of the above studies show that scale dependent radiative damping is of considerable impor-
tance in the dynamics of waves whose vertical wavelength is shorter than 30 km. At 50 kin, for example,
a disturbance of wavelength 12 km will decay about three times as rapidly as will one whose wavelength
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is infinite (Fels, 1984). This and other cases are illustrated in Figure 7-9. These effects can be of considerable
importance not only for the waves themselves, but also for related large scale phenomena whose behavior
depends on wave damping, such as the quasi-biennial oscillation (Holton and Lindzen, 1972; Hamilton,
198 lb), the zonal mean momentum budget of the mesosphere (Holton, 1982), and the semiannual oscilla-
tion (Hitchman and Leovy, 1986).
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Figure 7-9. Middle atmosphere damping rates (ordinate, days -1) versus vertical wavenumber n (km-1).
From the calculations of Fels (1982, 1984).
For internal gravity waves whose vertical scale is on the order of a kilometer or less, the decrease
of damping time with decreasing wavelength is slow. To the extent that turbulent mixing behaves as a
diffusive process, radiative decay should not play an important role in the damping of disturbances of
very small vertical scale in the middle atmosphere. In contrast to internal gravity waves and most classes
of equatorial waves, planetary waves have vertical scales large enough that radiative damping is dominated
by radiation to space and is therefore essentially scale independent (vertical wavelengths _> 30 km). It
is therefore likely to be less important for these waves. However, an interesting question arises in connection
with the influence of radiative damping of the potential vorticity field (Mclntyre and Palmer, 1984). As
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inferred from global satellite radiance measurements, this field appears to show rather rapid nonconservative
changes in the middle and upper stratosphere during disturbed wintertime conditions (major and minor
warmings). Detailed calculations of the extent to which these changes are due to diabatic processes as
opposed to turbulent motions at scales that are not resolved by the available data have not been published.
A final issue concerns the photochemical acceleration of radiative damping. Physically, a tempera-
ture perturbation which alters the local thermal emission also influences the ozone abundance via a change
in the reaction rates that govern odd oxygen loss. The effect is to alter the local solar heating rate in a
manner to accelerate the decay of the initial perturbation. Recently, Ghazi et al. (1985) have used simultaneous
ozone and temperature measurements to study radiative damping in the stratosphere. Empirically they
show that changes in upper stratospheric solar heating accelerate the damping rate in a manner that supports
the more recent theoretical predictions of Hartmann (1978) and Strobel (1978) and previous atmospheric
observations (Ghazi et al., 1979).
7.2.4 Longwave Radiation in the Stratosphere
The calculation of long wave cooling is relatively straightforward near the stratopause, but becomes
increasingly difficult as one descends into the lower stratosphere. In part, the difficulty arises from the
contributions of species other than CO2, 03, and H20, particularly aerosols. It is also due to the relatively
great contribution in the lower stratosphere of upwelling radiation from the troposphere. Below about 25 km
the net radiative imbalance is determined by a small difference between several heating and cooling contri-
butions each of which is individually very small.
Variable tropospheric cloudiness is an additional problem in net heating calculations. Between 20 and
25 kin, twn...........................nf tha l_rge_t ¢'Nntrlhntnrc._ _._°r_ ..v_a._ting ....... OUllJLiUli UI auJkal laUltltlUll lll tll¢ V I_IUIC _l.llU
ultraviolet bands of ozone and exchange of long wave radiation by ozone in the 9.6 #m band which is
also generally a heating effect below 25 km. The former can vary by up to 30 % as a result of variations
in the albedo of underlying surface and cloud, while the latter can vary by as much as 100% as a result
of variations in the height, coverage, and emissivity of clouds. Each of these factors can contribute up
to 0.5 K day -_ to heating in the 20-25 km layer (London, 1980a).
The spatial distribution of the total longwave cooling can be calculated with any of the methods mentioned
in Section 7.2.2. The zonally averaged longwave cooling for the month of January is shown in Figure 7-10.
A narrow band Malkmus model employing an interval size of 5 cm -_ and using the Voigt line profile
of Fels (1979) was used for these cooling rate calculations (Kiehl and Solomon, 1986). The temperature
and gas distributions are from the monthly and zonally averaged January LIMS data (Gille and Russell,
1984). The lower stratosphere is radiatively cooling everywhere except near the tropical tropopause region.
The relative magnitude of the cooling/heating in the lower stratosphere is only a few tenths K per day.
Note that the maximum latitudinal range of cooling near 26 km is larger than a factor of 2. The region
of warming around the tropical tropopause is very sensitive to the mean thermal state. If the temperatures
in this region were increased by 5 K this region would radiatively cool.
As pointed out above, this region is also affected by the presence of clouds. In the tropics cirrus clouds
occur not only below the tropopause, but also at times just above the mean tropopause. The presence of
cirrus in this region can greatly change the local radiative energy budget. The results of Stephens and
Webster (1979) for a layer of cirrus imply large longwave cooling at the cloud top and moderate solar
heating in this region. The net radiative effect for their high cloud case is a cloud top cooling of a few
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Figure 7-10. Zonally averaged Iongwave cooling rates for the mean January LIMS data in K day -_
(Kiehl and Solomon, 1985).
K per day. Since the solar heating is present only during the daytime, large diurnal variations in this cooling
will exist. The cooling due to cirrus is strongly dependent on the height of the cloud as well. The emissivity
of these clouds is also an important radiative property. Cirrus are not black as is commonly assumed for
cloud forms at lower levels. Another important property which affects the cloud top cooling is the cloud
microphysics. Ramaswamy and Detwiler (1985) have calculated the cloud top cooling of a cirrus layer
as a function of the crystal length. Their results indicate that this cooling is dependent on cloud microstructure.
These studies show that an accurate knowledge of the cloud morphology and microphysics is necessary
for a detailed determination of the radiative cooling in and above the cloud and into the lower stratosphere.
Figure 7-11 shows the results of the calculations of Ramanathan et al. (1983) of the effects of cirrus on
net radiative heating.
The presence of volcanic aerosols can also affect the radiative balance of this region. The computed
change in net longwave radiative heating based on the radiation model of Ramaswamy and Kiehl (1985)
due to background aerosols (McClatchey et al., 1971) and E1 Chichon aerosols (Hoffman and Rosen, 1983)
is shown in Figure 7-12. The change due to the background aerosol layer is very small (0.003 K per day),
but the magnitude of change due to the E1 Chichon volcanic cloud is comparable in magnitude to the net
longwave heating of the unperturbed stratosphere (0.4 K per day). The predicted effect of E1 Chichon
volcanic aerosols on the heating rate due to absorption of solar radiation was also found to be significant
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if the aerosols contained 10% or more ash by volume. Radiative-convective equilibrium calculations for
the E1 Chichon cloud with 10% ash give a temperature increase of 3.5K at 24 km, (Pollack and Ackerman,
1983) in agreement with the observational estimate of Labitzke et al. (1983). These calculations also indicate
that the E1 Chichon cloud had a non-negligible influence on the heat balance of the troposphere. Such
large stratospheric changes could affect the quasi-biennial oscillation (Dunkerton, 1983b). Kiehl (1984)
has also pointed out the importance of stratospheric aerosols in changing radiative damping rates in this
region of the stratosphere. Thus, knowledge of the transient volcanic events is of great importance in under-
standing the radiative balance of the lower stratosphere.
Though less important than volcanic aerosols following major eruptions, polar stratospheric clouds
can also influence the net radiative heating. These clouds occur frequently in the Southern Hemisphere
winter polar vortex and occasionally in the Northern Hemisphere polar vortex in the 15-25 km layer
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Figure 7-11. Change in net radiative heating due to the effect of prescribed black cirrus at various
latitudes (Ramanathan et al., 1983).
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(McCormick et al., 1982). Their effect on the radiation is ordinarily small, but they might occasionally
make a significant contribution to the budget in the Antarctic (Pollack and McKay, 1985). More work
to define the radiative properties of these clouds would be of value.
The role that other gases can play in determining the radiative and thermal structure of the lower
stratosphere and tropopause region must also be considered. The change in the tropical longwave cooling
due to the presence of CH4, N20, CF2C12 and CFCI3 is only a few hundredths of a degree per day, but
due to the spectral position of the absorption bands of these gases, they tend to radiatively heat the tropopause
region. Thus, an increase in the amount of any of these gases will lead to an increase in heating in this
region. This effect could have important implications for the abundance of H20 in the stratosphere.
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Figure 7-12. The change in net Iongwave heating rates due to the presence of background aerosols
(dashed: for this case cooling has been multiplied by a factor of 100), and the El Chichon aerosol layer
(solid).
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The accuracy of radiative cooling calculations depends on the accuracy of the input data used to evaluate
the radiative fluxes. As discussed in Section 7.2.2, the input data for these calculations are the line strength,
width, and position. An estimate of how inaccuracies in these parameters can affect the radiative cooling
can be obtained by varying any one of these parameters by a given amount, and then evaluating the cooling
for the new 'adjusted' line parameters. The results of a calculation where the line strengths of CO2 were
increased by 10% are shown in Figure 7-13 using the model described by Kiehl and Solomon (1986).
In general, cooling rate errors of -3 % result from the 10% inaccuracy; however, there are two regions
where the errors are as large as 6%, just above the stratopause and near the equatorial tropopause.
Uncertainties in gas concentration also affect the accuracy of radiative calculations. An uncertainty
of 15% in the H20 concentration produces a cooling rate uncertainty of about 0.05K day -_, while uncer-
tainties in ozone concentration ranging from 15 % below 10 mb to 7 % above 10 mb produce 9.6 micron
band cooling rate uncertainties of up to 0.13K day -_ (Fels and Schwarzkopf, 1985 unpublished). On the
other hand, such ozone conetration uncertainties produce ultraviolet heating rate uncertainties that are larger
by as much as an order of magnitude.
7.2.5 Longwave Radiation in the Mesosphere
Moving upward from the stratopause to the vicinity of the mesopause, the problem of accurately
calculating longwave cooling rates increases in complexity. Just below the stratopause, longwave transfer
is dominated by cooling-to-space from the wings of nonoverlapping strong Lorentz lines of the 02 - funda-
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mental of CO2. Above the stratopause, Voigt line shapes become important, and the hot and isotopic bands
of CO2 play an increasingly important role (Dickinson, 1972, 1984; Kutepov and Shved, 1978). As the
bands become more transparent looking downward as well as upward, flux divergence is no longer dominated
by cooling to space, but is determined by the difference between cooling to space and warming from upwelling
flux, an imbalance that can depend delicately on the vertical temperature profile. The relative contribution
due to upwelling flux is strongest for the weak bands, so that this effect further enhances the importance
of the hot and isotopic bands (Dickinson, 1973, 1984). However, the most important complication arises
from breakdown of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) for the CO2 vibrational bands.
Since the pioneering work of Murgatroyd and Goody (1958), there have been many calculations of
the longwave cooling of the mesosphere by CO2 (e.g., Leovy, 1964b; Kuhn and London, 1969; Kutepov
and Shved, 1978; Drayson, 1967; Apruzese et al., 1982; Wehrbein and Leovy, 1982). All of these have
followed the lead of Murgatroyd and Goody in modeling the non-LTE problem in terms of the interaction
of a single vibrationally excited level and the ground state, and broadly similar cooling rate distributions
have been calculated in all of these studies.
Dickinson (1984) has pointed out that this approximation may be inadequate because of the importance
of the hot and isotopic bands between 60 and 85 km. These bands begin to depart noticeably from LTE
around 70 km, while the more opaque fundamental remains close to LTE up to almost 80 km. Consequently
a model which separately accounts for populations of v2 > 1 levels of C_202_6 and 02 = 1 populations
of minor isotopes is needed. Dickinson has carded out cooling rate calculations using a model which explicitly
calculates the collisional and radiative coupling between the ground state, and the excited v2 = 1 and
v2 = 2 levels of C_202 _6, as well as the 02 = 1 levels of the minor CO2 isotopes. Collisional coupling
coefficients for vibrational-thermal energy exchange between 02 = 1 and the ground state followed the
work of Allen et al. (1979, 1980). The collisional coefficient coupling the 02 = 2 and v2 = 1 levels was
taken from Taine and Lepoutre (1979). The rate for vibration-vibration exchanges of the forms
CO2 (02 = 2) + CO2 (o2 = 0) --2 CO2 (02 = 1)
and
CO 2 (u 2 = 1, minor isotope) - CO 2 (13 2 = 1, major isotope)
were based on a measurement of Huddleston and Weitz (1981). One vibration-vibration coupling coefficient
was assumed for all of these cases, and its value is highly uncertain. Coupling between CO2 vibrational
energy and thermal energy of atomic oxygen was also included following the suggestion of Crutzen (1970),
and using a coefficient based on an observation of Sharma and Nadile (1981). This coefficient is also
quite uncertain, but for climatological studies the effect of atomic oxygen should be unimportant below
the mesopause.
Results of Dickinson's calculation for the CIRA 1972 January-July temperature distribution are shown
in Figure 7-14. It is encouraging to note that, despite the considerably greater sophistication of the model,
the results are generally quite consistent with those of London (1980a), and are qualitatively similar to
those of the original Murgatroyd and Goody (1958) calculations. The major uncertainties include: the
temperature distribution, the vibration-vibration collisional coupling coefficients, the effect of temperature
fluctuations on the calculation of climatological mean cooling rates, and the effects of collisions between
atomic oxygen and CO2 above the mesopause. Based on the uncertainties in Dickinson's calculation and
the agreement between different sets of calculations, it seems that the accuracy with which long wave
cooling rates due to CO2 in the mesosphere can be calculated is about 10% or 1 K per day whichever
is greater.
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Figure 7-14. Longwave heating rate due to C02 in the upper stratosphere, mesosphere, and lower
thermosphere for the January-July CIRA atmosphere (from Dickinson, 1984).
7.2.6 The Distribution of Net Radiative Heating
Net atmospheric heating is obtained by combining the computed long and short wave contributions.
The contributions to long wave cooling and solar energy absorption have been reviewed by London (1980).
It would be of interest to calculate the net heating from temperature, ozone, and water vapor distributions
from a consistent global data set such as LIMS. Since the global mean net heating at any level is expected
to be very close to zero, evaluation of this quantity would provide a check on the internal consistency
of the data set and the other factors entering the calculations. Such a study has recently been carried out
by Krehl and Solomon (1986). Except in the region between 55 and 65 km, they find global mean net
cooling rate magnitudes are only a few tenths degrees Kelvin per day or less. The larger magnitudes be-
tween 55 and 65 km could be due to errors in LIMS temperatures at these altitudes. The largest uncer-
tainty in these calculations arises from uncertainties in constituent concentrations, particularly ozone.
Dickinson (1984) has evaluated the globally integrated net heating resulting from such a calculation in
the mesosphere, and finds that its magnitude is generally less than 1K day -_.
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A second test of the accuracy of such calculations has been suggested by Fels (1985). In the summer
polar stratosphere, the Eliassen-Palm flux divergence (EPFD) due to large-scale motions is very small
and one expects that the net radiative heating will also be small, < 2K day-' near the stratopause. The
LIMS data do not extend to the summer pole, but Fels has used a state-of-the-art radiative model to make
this calculation for both a coupled radiative-photochemical model, and for observed (SBUV) ozone data.
In both cases, he finds small net radiative heating rates, < 2 K day -t, near the summer stratopause.
7.3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS
The data base for the solar ultraviolet irradiance received at the Earth has increased tremendously
both in size and quality over the last several years. This results from improved calibration techniques for
rocket-borne sensors and the long term operation of instruments carried on satellites. The uncertainties
in individual measurements have been estimated by the experimenters themselves and by intercomparison
of results obtained by different groups. This indicates that at wavelengths between 175 and 210 nm the
irradiances are known to an accuracy of + 10-15% for average levels of solar activity, while between
210 and 330 nm typical error bars are 10% or less. At longer wavelengths, where measurements are obtain-
able from the ground, a typical uncertainty is 5 % or smaller.
Instruments carried on Nimbus 7 and the Solar Mesosphere Explorer satellite have now defined the
variability in solar irradiance over the 27 day rotation period of the Sun. At wavelengths between 175
and 210 nm, the spectral region important for production of odd oxygen below the mesopause, the maximum
irradiance observed during a single solar rotation can be 6 to 7 % above the minimum value. Longward
of 210 nm out to 240 nm the minimum to maximum variation drops to 3 % and by 300 nm is on the order
of 1%. The variations in the core of solar emission and absorption lines can exceed these ranges. However,
these fluctuations are confined to very small wavelength intervals and are therefore not important for driving
variations in the Earth's atmosphere. Nonetheless, the behavior of discrete solar absorption or emission
features can be valuable proxies for changes in irradiance over broad wavelength regions.
Present knowledge of variations in the 175-330 nm irradiance over the 11 year solar cycle remains
inadequate. A key problem here involves identifying instrumental artifacts in the long term record obtained
by satellites. As such, the reference solar cycle variation presented in this chapter should be viewed as
tentative and subject to change in the future. An adequate investigation of solar cycle variability must
utilize instrumentation capable of yielding a drift free data record over time scales of years to decades.
The development and implementation of such a capability is identified as the major need in this research
area. However, additional studies of the fundamental physical processes underlying solar variability and
empirical modeling to relate observed variations to readily measurable indices of solar activity are also
required.
Significant changes have taken place in accepted values of the molecular oxygen absorption cross
sections at wavelengths relevant to the stratosphere and mesosphere. New laboratory data are available
that provide accurate oscillator strengths and rotational line widths for the Schumann-Runge bands. These
molecular parameters should now be processed into a form that allows easy use in atmospheric models.
Two independent laboratory experiments have now produced consistent values of the Herzberg continuum
cross section of 02. The small values that result, being 7-8 × 10-24cm 2 near 205 nm, are compatible with
most deductions from in situ measurements of the attenuated solar irradiance.
Absolute values of the ozone absorption cross section in the Hartley region are known to an accuracy
estimated to be +2.5 %. However, at wavelengths greater than 308 nm, in the Huggins bands, a compli-
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cated line structure in the spectrum and a substantial temperature dependence exist. Different measurements
here are difficult to compare because of the dependence of results on instrument spectral response functions.
A definitive, absolute cross section measurement at very high spectral resolution would be of value here,
especially for application to ground-based atmospheric ozone measurements.
For use in calculating atmospheric heating rates by solar radiation, the error bars on the incident irra-
diance and on the ozone and molecular oxygen absorption cross sections combine to produce a larger uncer-
tainty in the final result than exists in any of the inputs taken alone. The error bar on the available ozone
measurements themselves is probably the largest error source. A careful evaluation of the confidence level
for calculated global scale solar heating rate distributions should be done based on an error analysis of
all input information required in the calculations. This is especially important since dynamical models
require the net radiative heating which is the difference between solar heating and terrestrial cooling. At
many locations this difference is small compared to either component alone, and the computational errors
here assume great significance.
As concerns the transfer of terrestrial radiation, present knowledge of the molecular processes and
of the data required in line-by-line calculations is not completely satisfactory. The line shapes that exist
in the atmosphere are determined by complex molecular interactions that are poorly modeled in the far
wings. Present calculations tend to adopt Lorentz, Doppler, and Voigt line shapes that are not always
accurate representations of the true state of affairs. Related to this, the pressure dependence of line shapes
needs additional laboratory and theoretical study. While simple models can duplicate observed atmospheric
spectra at low pressures, the agreement deteriorates as pressure increases. This issue is especially impor-
tant in remote sensing of lower stratospheric composition. In addition to problems involving the shapes
of atmospheric lines, additional measurements are needed of the line widths and their temperature depend-
encies. Additional laboratory measurements of the transmittance of bands that are relevant to the middle
atmosphere would be valuable for constraining line by line calculations. The uncertainty in transmittance
for some bands of minor constituents limits the accuracy with which their radiative effects can be calculated.
Calculations of longwave radiation in the stratosphere and mesosphere contain numerous uncertainties
in addition to the molecular processes discussed above. The influence of clouds on the radiation balance
is not yet well-defined, both as concerns the distribution and variations in cloudiness and the radiation
microphysics of cloud composition. The long term significance of perturbations to the radiation budget
from volcanic aerosols and stratospheric clouds is not well understood. Finally, the radiative role of trace
gases such as N20 and the chlorofluorocarbons as well as the implications of their changes over time merits
further study. It is important to develop a solid quantitative understanding of all of these topics, both to
adequately define all components of the radiation budget and to generate accurate net heating rates for
use in studies of the atmospheric circulation.
The availability of satellite data sets for ozone, temperature, the solar irradiance, and the outgoing
terrestrial emission is leading to a great increase in our understanding of the global radiation budget. It
is essential that long term, accurate data sets for these important quantities continue to be collected and
analyzed. This global scale information, together with information on molecular processes, is essential
for developing a complete understanding of radiative processes in the Earth's stratosphere and mesosphere.
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